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FOREWORD 
Giorgio Buccellati 

Referentiality and structure 
In presenting the corpus of figurines fiom the Royal Palace of Urkesh, Rick Hauser has 

developed a method that aims at providing explicit standards of identification. There is a basic 
assumption that conditioned his whole effort, and a methodological consistency that ultimately 
lends it, in my view, true credibility. 

The basic assumption is that the animal figurines of our corpus (and presumably those of the 
same genre in the rest of Syro-Mesopotamia) answer a specific need for referentiality. There was, 
he suggests, a univocal correlation between any given figurine and a living type of animal. The 
accent here is on "univocal." For it is certainly common for all archaeologists to label one figurine a 
sheep and another a horse. But what is original with Hauser is that, he claims, every single figurine 
unequivocally referred to a very specific genus. And if such referentiality did obtain in the past, it 
must obtain in the present as well. If the individuals working in the Royal Palace of Urkesh 
understood the reference, there must be discernible formal traits that we can read into the exemplars 
that are left for us. 

This is all the more remarkable in that a cursory inspection of the data would rather lead us to 
subsume a good many of these exemplars under such generic categories as "quadrupeds," without 
any further attempt at specificity. In this respect, the stratigraphic element bears some weight (and 
so it did with me as I was hearing the first formulations of Hauser's principles). Why would there 
be in the storehouse of the Royal Palace such a wealth of undistinguishable objects? A concrete 
function, whatever that might be, would more likely be associated with actual, rather than potential, 
referentiality. Not that one should necessarily attribute precise meaning to everything we find. Yet, 
given the very concrete context from which they all stem, one would like to explore the possibility 
that we have here more than just some sort of three-dimensional doodling. At least, this was 
sufficient to encourage Hauser in his pursuit for meaning. 

And he has come up with an answer. What is it, then, that makes this answer plausible? What are 
the standards for the referentiality he proposes? He points to structure. There are, he shows, 
recurrent correlations in the general proportions that match, regularly, two important attributes: 
external diagnostic traitsand physiological characteristics. The external diagnostic traits are the 
ones we all recognize: the mane of a horse, the fleece of a sheep. The physiological characteristics 
are the more subtle features that a zoologist associates with animal morphology. 

And in this respect Hauser was fortunate to be able to spend long hours with Sandor Bokony, 
then serving as our paleo-zoologist, and insightful enough to know how to avail himself of his 
expertise. Building on his protracted association with a scholar who related instinctively with the 
animals being portrayed, Hauser thought he could decode, as it were, the criteria that underlie, 
precisely, the portraiture. Those recurrent correlations to which I referred are, in effect, 
distributional classes that he has painstakingly documented and from which he has abstracted 
repetitive patterns. 

xvii 
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It is the high degree of correlation, and fairly sizable scope of the inventory, that lend 
plausibility to his effort. It also supports his implicit contention that these correlations are neither 
casual nor random. 

The specific results will of course be subjected to criticism by the experts. But one thing at 
least stands out clearly. And that is that Hauser's identifications are not casual approximations, but 
formal definitions. Like a linguist studying a language, he points to formally definable distributional 
classes. He then arranges his data concretely within these precise formal arrays. He goes further and 
attributes meaning to these arrays by postulating referentiality. Again, like a philologist reading a 
text, he identifies exemplars that may be considered "cursive," as it were, i.e., a less accurate 
rendering of the standard template, but what remains in any case, so he claims, is the precise 
conceptual construct that made the template possible in the first case. 

Hence, his use of the Latin terminology for the specific types of animal should be seen not as 
pretentious, but as the expression of a carefully thought out categorization. Where, looking at a 
figurine, I may say "sheep" without much concern for pattern recognition, he would say "sheep" as 
specifically distinct fiom a goat or an ox - and this he wishes to convey by saying "Ovis." The 
presupposition remains, as I have stressed, that the ancients were precisely sensitive to such pattern 
recognition, or else there would not be such a high incidence of correlations. 

Function 
The implications are significant. If even the simplest "quadruped" could be "read" univocally 

by a hnctionary in the Royal Palace as a sheep and thus distinguished fiom an ox, then the 
figurines were part of a precise system of meaning in the service of specific administrative 
mechanisms. I have already referred to the importance of the fact that the bulk of the figurines 
presented here were found in the accumulations on the floors of the Royal Palace of Tupkish. In 
other words, the figurines are found in a context that presupposes regular activities by functionaries 
and bureaucrats handling goods for various members of the royal family and their high officials. It 
seems logical to at least consider the possibility that the figurines may have been a mechanism used 
for the practical operations of this administrative system. All the more so if they carried, as Hauser 
claims, a univocal referential meaning. 

As an additional alternative to the suggestions advanced below (Introduction, p. 43 E), we 
may consider the possibility that the figurines may have served as place markers. Sector B of the 
Royal Palace of Urkesh (Figure F1) is a large storage area where, in our understanding,' goods were 
brought fiom outlying supply centers (farms producing food staples, ateliers producing finished 
products like textiles, etc.). These goods were shipped on behalf of the king, the queen, and high 
officials, and bore sealings that testified to their destination (possibly also their origin). The seal of 
the king was placed on goods belonging to the king, the seal of the queen on goods belonging to 
her, and so on. This explains why so many different seals belonging to one and the same individual 
were used, as evidenced by the impressions found together in the Palace. Once in the Palace, the 
goods were stored until need for their use arose, at which time the sealing was broken (the small 
pieces that fell on the floor are the ones we have found). 

' I relate here the underseding of a complex administrative procedure, which results fiom a research 
carried out in common with Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati. Our conclusions are published in "The Royal Storehouse of 
Urkesh: The Glyptic Evidence fiom the Southwestern Wing," Archivflr Orientforschung 4243 (1995-96), 132. 
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There was therefore a period during which goods belonging to the various members of the 
court were stored together in the large room B1 and elsewhere. If these goods were grouped 
according to the persons to whom they belonged, one might reasonably expect that each area where 
any given group was stored be labeled accordingly. Given the fact that storekeepers were certainly 
illiterate, it would make sense to have symbolic place markers that could be "read" as labels. It is 
such a function that I am suggesting the figurines may have served. 

In support of this hypothesis one may consider the following. In our reconstruction, the seals 
were used to identify at the point of origin the goods being shipped to the Palace as belonging to 
distinct members of the court. Many of these seals bear an inscription and, in close proximity to, 
generally immediately below, the inscription itself, they show a filler motif, which is unrelated to 
the rest of the scene. In several, though not all, the cases the filler motif is an animal of the type 
found in the figurines (see Figure 2, Object 1). In my interpretation, the sheep would have been 
used analogously to mark the place where the goods of the queen were stored. In this particular 
case, the similarity may seem too generic to be particularly meaningful. But consider the other 
examples. 

In Object 2, the reclining human-headed bull has a much higher degree of specificity. The seal 
belongs to the nurse of the queen, as the inscription says. But obviously she is the nurse in the 
service of the queen, and her real charge is the crown prince, shown in the seal sitting on the lap of 
his mother. Hence the bull might be the symbol for the crown prince, and only by extension of his 
nurse as well. 

In Object 3, the lion on the seal is not a filler motif, but an integral part of the scene: I show it 
in this context because the animal's position at the feet of the king suggests a possible correlation 
between the animal (whether living or a statue) and the king, in line with the symbolic valence 
which I am proposing we may attribute to the figurines. In other words, the lion figurines would be 
place markers for goods belonging to the king. 

Finally, Object 4 shows a highly specific detail as a filler motif: a hanging cut of meat. Since 
the case with the inscription (at least half of it) is too long to allow a filler motif below it, the cut of 
meat may be viewed as serving both the purposes of a filler motif and as a representational detail, 
illustrating the actual situation in a kitchen. This place marker would be not a clay figurine, but a 
bronze pendant (a ring at the top is still preserved) that can unmistakably be identified as exactly the 
same cut of meat shown in the seaL2 The subject seems unlikely for a piece of jewelry, and if so we 
can at least consider the possibility that the pendant hung fiom something like a shelf where the 
goods belonging to the mistress of the kitchen, a woman named Tuli, were kept. 

Such a proposed function for the figurines found in the Palace would account for the two 
features identified in Hauser's typology. Referentiality was important because the symbols stood for 
actual animals, as shown on the seals, and the structural correlations were important in order to 
allow a sure recognition of each type as distinctive. What I have called earlier the "cursive" aspect 
of many of the figurines would also fit in well. Even the simpler exemplars are not really sloppy. 
Rather, they always show a sure mastery of the plastic results intended. (Hauser brings this out with 
much sensitivity in his analysis.) The only explanation must be that they were professionally made, 
even if at times "cursively," knowing that they were ephemeral by intent. And such professionalism 
must in fact be recognized, regardless of what one might think of the specific functional hypothesis 
I am proposing here. 

* In fact, just such a figurine fragment has been recovered - Capra 32 A7.301, the right (?) foreleg and hoof of 
a goat. See Capra CATALOG, page 342, this volume (author's note). 
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The question may remain open as to why some of the figurines were produced in such a 
cursive manner while others were not, if they were all meant to serve the same purpose. In fact, in a 
case such as Bos 7 A6q569.1 the quality of the manufacturing, the miniature size, and the nature of 
the iconography (not a real animal, but a human headed bull) are so different fiom other figurines 
that one wonders if we are justified in subsuming it under the same category. And are we justified 
in assuming a similarity of hc t ions  for the bronze pendant? For, while the iconography seems to 
make our hypothesis plausible, everything else puts this object apart fiom the figurines proper. 

In line with these observations, two additional questions arise. The first pertains to what the 
difference might be between figurines and other types of plastic art. To simply rely on the material 
used (statues are in stone or bronze, figurines are in clay) seems insufficient. For some of the clay 
representational objects show a sensitivity for detail very similar to stone and metal "statues." 

Perhaps we may consider as a criterion the (presumed) intent to render generic qualities in the 
figurines as distinct fiom that of rendering individual traits in statues or "statuettes." This will 
remain a subjective valuation, but by and large the quality of individual modeling does stand out. 

The second is the obvious fact that we need not assume a single functional explanation for all 
figurines. The interpretation proposed here is largely based on the provenance of the exemplars 
collected in this volume - the storage area of the service wing AK within the Royal Palace. With 
Hauser, it seems reasonable to assume that these specific figurines were professionally made and 
served a specific, professional purpose, even when cursively produced. But in other contexts, the 
figurines may indeed be not the cursive variation of professional production, but rather a parallel, 
vernacular version, possibly even at the hand of children. 

The Urkesh Typological Record 
This volume inaugurates a series of reports in which we intend to publish data fiom our 

excavations at Tell Mozan, ancient Urkesh, sorted in typological order rather than according to their 
stratigraphic provenience. Of course, such provenience is not ignored, and in fact appropriate 
indications are given in Hauser's catalog for each item. In addition, the overall provenience is 
homogeneous, since the majority of the figurines come fiom the main accumulations of the Tupkish 
strata of the service wing AK of the Royal Palace. However, the main focus remains a discussion of 
the corpus as a typological whole. A full presentation of the AK stratigraphy is left for another 
volume, which will appear in the series Urkesh Stratigraphic Record, and a full analysis of the 
stratigraphic distribution of this class of object, together with other classes, will also follow. 

All primary data will also appear in digital format in the Urkesh Global Record. This is a 
comprehensive database that includes the entire information available for any given excavation unit, 
with regard to both stratigraphy and typology. The precise articulation of the system, and. the way in 
which the data presented in this volume fit in it, will be presented in detail in the first set of CDS that 
is due to appear at about the same time as this volume. 
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When I suggested to Rick Hauser that he take on the publication of the figurines from the 
Royal Palace, I did not suspect that so much would come of it. But I should have known better. His 
commitment to this task, as to any other he has undertaken on behalf of our Expedition, grew in the 
measure in which the intellectual scope was widening. Such a development was directly 
proportional to his great sensitivity for a class of objects, which he came to regard more and more 
as a witness to a life once lived. There was courage in his endeavor - the courage of seeking 
complexity in spite of a superficial simplicity, of seeking meaning where the obvious seemed 
apparent, if trite. I, for one, feel that such complexity, such meaning, is not of his making, but is in 
fact what the data tell us. Beyond the specific results he proposes, I trust that his effort will be 
appreciated for what it contributes with regard to the articulation of verifiable formal correlations. 
Certainly, the "philological" basis of his "reading," i.e., his publication of the primary data as such, 
is as thorough and accurate as it could possibly have been. Such documentation was aRer all the 
primary aim of the task when he first undertook it, and for this we are indeed in his debt. 

In his overall effort, Hauser could avail himself of the precious collaboration of Claudia 
Wettstein. She was not only the person who drew practically all the figurines included in this 
publication; she also contributed in a substantive way to the definition of the typology in its finer 
points. And that is because the technical expertise with which she was able to render the figurines 
was never a mere mechanical exercise, but was rather the natural rendering of a deeper perception. 
Every single drawing is not only a carefully measured projection; it is, in its own way, a reading. 
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Narrative and Style 
This volume has as subject the animal figurines recovered fi-om Royal Storehouse AK at 

Urkesh (Tell Mozan). To the extent that the CATALOGS accurately represent the genera in this 
corpus, it is a reference tool and a baseline. Moreover, this work presents a typology, a way of 
classifling terra-cotta animal figurines in a systematic way. The method cannot be taken whole and 
superimposed on any other body of data. It was nonetheless our thought fiom the beginning that 
others might find ways to adapt this work and to apply it in different circumstances not necessarily 
contemporaneous with Mozan nor even within the same geographic, temporal or cultural 
provenience. In this, I share M. E. L. Mallowan's sentiment: 

It will be seen that the catalogue makes very lengthy reading, and it is hoped that it may 
prove of some use as a work of general reference, since it has aimed at referring as widely 
as possible to similar or analogous material discovered on other ancient sites. (Mallowan 
1948) 

As for the tone and written style, I have kept in mind field reports that I have found 
particularly readable, namely, Mallowan's work on Arpachiya, Chagar Bazar, and Brak (Mallowan 
1936, 1937); Parrot's prose, including his summaries of Mesopotamian archeology (Parrot 1946 I, 
1953 11); the Braidwood volumes on the Zagros flank (Braidwood 1983), including the fi-ank and 
practical evaluations provided by Morales on the figurines fi-om Sarab and Cayonii (for a more 
complete survey, see Morales 1990). Each of these studies is characterized by expansiveness and by 
a willingness to share information about context and process as well as artifact; the text moves 
effortlessly among these three aspects of archzological documentation without straining credulity 
or compromising the analysis. To the contrary. 

Some of these narratives are downright lively. I have wanted this text to be the same, so that 
the general reader might also find the subject and the treatment inviting. 

This narrative rather fi-equently speaks in the first person (singular and plural). This seemed 
natural and appropriate. I have felt that the personal process of discovery and the way a certain line 
of reasoning developed would be useful to others engaged in the analysis of artifacts, perhaps the 
more so as classification procedures are reevaluated. 

Here is a synopsis of the organization of this volume. 

Each genus is represented by a section in the book. 

Each section is comprised of an INTRODUCTION and a CATALOG. 

In some cases, families are represented by a separate section; as, the order Carnivora is 
represented by sections on the family Canidae (the dogs have their own CATALOG) and (taken 
together in another CATALOG) the families Felidae Ursidae Mustelidae. 
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Some genera are further specified by TYPE, a classification that may point to species 
differentiation or morphological change brought about by domestication. Ovis, Felis, and Equus are 
so divided. 

In the first instance, graphic artist-illustrator Claudia Wettstein and I took as model the 
exemplary drawings of Mr. L. Osman, architect-illustrator for Mallowan's second campaign to the 
Habur Region (Mallowan 1937). Later, we assigned specific meaning to certain types of graphic 
conventions of our devising (see page 50, this volume). 

The artifacts are identified as follows: 

Within each genus, artifacts are listed in order of discovery, with associated field number. 
An approximation of stratigraphic sequence can thus be read without reference to more complete 
depositional information (see the FOREWORD to this volume by the excavation co-director, Dr. 
Giorgio Buccellati). 

Artifacts are grouped with others found in similar circumstances: 

STRATIFIED FINDS (1-99) 
STRATIFIED FINDS TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION (100-199) 
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS (200-299) 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS (300-399) 
OTHER GENERA (400-499) 

The findspot of unstratified artifacts cannot be determined with certainty. Some are surface 
finds. Typological considerations can help to position these artifacts within an appropriate context. 

Measuring 
Some general observations about the Urkesh figurines and the manner in which they are 

classified are in order. 

Figurines - and certainly many other types of artifacts - may be described in detail in field 
reports. In the case of an intricately elaborated animal figurine, this description may suffice to 
distinguish the representation fiom other examples of the animal form depicted. 

If the excavator provides complete description, then medium, color, texture, type of surface 
decoration, stylistic considerations, and so on - what we could call secondary characteristics - 
may contribute to understanding and may be noted. 

Seldom, however, does measurement, except in terms of gross size, play a part in defrnition 
of the type of object or its description. As.a rule, length and height are the only measurements 
taken. Occasionally width is specified. Where exactly these measurements are taken, fiom what 
point to what point, is seldom made clear. This might be important, for example, if an equid were at 
rest or in action or if standing, the legs were extended. Where in fact does the body of the animal 
representation begin and end? If an object is broken and missing appendages, could measurement 
ever be diagnostic? 
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These and similar questions began to be important to Claudia Wettstein, my artist-illustrator 
colleague, and me as we were faced with an ever-mounting assortment of what appeared to be 
animal representations, all very similar. The difficulty in differentiating amongst them was M h e r  
complicated by breakage. Deposition in the ground had taken its toll; the figures often were missing 
an appendage, two appendages - all appendages, including the tail. Almost never were we lucky 
enough to find an animal with its head on. 

Even within a class of readily identifiable artifacts, say, horse and rider from the second 
millennium and later, what does distinguish one object from another? Secondary characteristics, 
assuredly - this example may have a bridle, the rider a beard or cap. And usually the height and 
length of the object are dutifully noted. 

Might there be other information that would be useful in establishing a typology of similar 
objects from a given period? 

In the case of animal figurines, at least, I believe that we have ignored one of the most useful 
and obvious diagnostic tools - measurement of body parts and, further, ratio and proportion of the 
given body part to other parts of the animal anatomy. These measurements have become for me, 
primary characteristics, rather than obligatory notations without any particular meaning other than 
classification by size - a "large horse," a "larger horse," the "largest of the lot," etc. 

When we render or photograph the Urkesh animal figurines at Tell Mozan, if time permits we 
represent six views, taken on a quadruped in normal standing position: 

dorsal (frontal plane, from above) 
ventral (frontal plane, from below) 
cranial (forequarters, transverse segmental vertical section) 
caudal (hindquarters, transverse segmental vertical section) 
left median (vertical longitudinal section) 
right median (vertical longitudinal section) 

By examining the artifact in each of these views, taken separately at first, we are able to 
isolate certain characteristics and see, after a time, similarities of body structure. 

Where does this terminology come from? We have borrowed our approach to anatomical 
analysis from veterinarians, scientists whose very specialty is the adequate and accurate description 
of anatomical normalcy and variants fiom this norm in order to heal or nurture animals. Our end is 
different, of course. We aim to describe and define different types of animals as represented in the 
Urkesh corpus. A typology hopefully is the end result of such exhaustive collection of data. 

Measurements are taken in the various planes and views described above and the point at 
which the measurement is taken is usually at the point where the plane intersects the anatomical 
detail at its greatest extension. It is not unusual for us to take as many as seventeen different 
measurements of body parts, in order to determine the animal's genus or species by comparison 
with other examples from the sample. 
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Other attributes - secondary characteristics - can also be telling. Some are definitive. 
Measurement, however, is the underpinning of the typology I have established. 

How else might one accurately give meaning to the shattered clay remnants of what Urkesh 
artisans must have meant to represent a living animal? 

We comment in some detail on these matters in the pages that follow. 
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Before the Typology 
At Urkesh, in the Royal Storeroom of Building AK, a remarkable number of figurines were 

found alongside and in layers contemporaneous with many fragmentary seal impressions. The re- 
constructed impressions eventually helped identify a Hurrian king, Tupkish; his consort Uqnitum; 
their courtiers; and the site itself as the Hurrian capital (Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 199511 996, 
1996). The stratigraphic setting of the Royal Building has been described elsewhere (Buccellati and 
Kelly-Buccellati 1997), and the historical background of Urkesh and Hurrian beginnings in North- 
em Mesopotamia are the subject of a recent essay (Steinkeller 1998). 

Human representations, both male and female, were found among the figurines. They will be 
discussed in a subsequent volume. 

There were numerous animal representations. All, with few exceptions, were crafted in clay. 
They comprise a corpus that eventually numbered 335 examples including appendages and artifacts 
tentatively identified. These are the objects discussed and catalogued here, complete through exca- 
vation season 1998. Figurines recovered from layers above the Royal Palace and Residence - that 
is, from a time when the Royal Building no longer served as administrative center, after the time of 
Tupkish and his court, have more than doubled the number of figurines recovered. Upon occasion 
throughout this study, notable examples from these levels are studied as comparanda. When illus- 
trative, artifacts from coeval strata at Tell Mozan and other third millennium sites are referenced as 
comparative material. Instructive examples of a particular animal type from earlier or later times 
and other sites have occasionally been cited. 

From the beginning, it was clear that these representations were not variations on the same 
animal. Some were undeniably caprids - sheep and at least one goat. Some of the legs that could 
be clearly identified must have belonged to goats, although no other hgments - legs? horns? - 
were identifiable at the outset. There were equids, too, but they seemed to belong to different 
"families." Could they all be horses? And then there were scores of figurines that were missing ap- 
pendages. How could they be reliably assigned to any animal family? These figurines might be 
missing a head - usually a fairly reliable identifier. Or they might be lacking one or more, usually 
all, legs. Seldom were tails intact. They might be lacking all of these, little more than a nondescript 
cylinder. Yet they, too, seemed to be different one from the other. 

These numerous fkagmentary objects must have had some expressive content. Those who 
crafted them must have intended to represent more than just one animal type. Whatever animals the 
makers did mean to represent, they did so repeatedly; the same shapes recurred, although it was not 
clear to what species they belonged. 

But how to identify what type was represented by which shape? There had to be a key that 
would allow us to "read" these intricate and varied terra-cotta objects. 

Shndor Bokonyi, director of the Archaological Institute in Budapest and author of seminal 
studies in paleontology, provided the key, although the present study goes beyond what he might 
have countenanced, were he still alive to see where I have taken the observations we made in our 
conversations. The noted archeozoologist had come to Tell Mozan as a visiting specialist in order 
to analyze the faunal remains. 
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In the afternoons, after he left the laboratory and I was in from the field, we looked together 
at figurines from the site. I have described elsewhere our conversations (Hauser 1998) as they re- 
lated to the equid representations. Here I will only say how intrigued I was that he felt the little 
animals we had recovered were in fact accurate representations of real animals. He had found him- 
self upon occasion relying upon figurines as a confmation of a given animal presence in the envi- 
rons of sites he had studied. 

These observations and our discussions were based solely on observations of animals in na- 
ture. Systematic measurement and development of a typology were to come later. 

Animals Observed 
Over the next several years, as we recovered more examples of different animal types, it be- 

came apparent to me and to my associate, Claudia Wettstein, that there was in fact an underlying 
pattern that could be documented, by consistent measurement and by documentation of variables. 
Based on these measurements and observations, the artifact could with some measure of confidence 
be assigned to a given genus. 

At one point or another, of course, it must be decided that a given animal figurine does or 
does not represent a given animal. In most cases, an intact representation was recovered and it was 
clear what animal the artisan intended to make. Simplistically, if it looked like a sheep, had horns 
that curved down, a voluminous pelt, and a fat tail, then it was a sheep. The representation con- 
formed to expectations. This was true in spite of differences that we simply passed over because 
we did not yet know how to read them. This artifact, we thought, was a useful indicator for the par- 
ticular species. In each instance, I have chosen one such animal figurine as the TYPE for that spe- 
cies. Animals grouped together as belonging to the TYPE share the same characteristics. 

In some cases, no intact exemplar of a genus has been found. This is the case for some Carni- 
vora, although good examples of the body types of different families among the genera have been 
recovered. In the case of dogs, a stocky body and the deep curve to the back, sometimes with an in- 
tact curly tail, identifies the animal. In the case of cats, a lean body and well-defined musculature 
are decisive; no other animal possesses these characteristics. SAndor Bokonyi considered these two 
characteristics indisputably definitive. In the case of weasels and hedgehogs and some few other 
unique specimens, family characteristics are also fairly certain. These examples serve to show how 
important it is to consider shared characteristics as well as standard and consistent body measure- 
ments. Together, measurements and shared characteristics isolate and define the different genera. 

The Mental Template 
I must say I do not grasp the usefulness of observations that we cannot know what the artisans 

who made the figurines intended to make, no matter whether the animal seems identifiable to us or 
not. I call the consistent pattern repeatedly observed in the manufacture of a given animal represen- 
tation the mental template that the artisan carried in his or her mind. This template was a reference 
point; it inspired a certain style to which the artisan conformed, but it also constrained inspiration. I 
also grant that the mental template may not conform to our most obvious expectations. It has to be 
discovered. 
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Beyond this, I claim that the mental template was shared amongst a number of artisans, each 
of whom understood well enough what a given species looked like so as to be able to represent this 
reality in a manner understood by all. This shared understanding accounts for the remarkable con- 
sistency with which the animal figurines at Urkesh were fashioned. They obviously belong to one 
and the same corpus. 

The animal figurines at Urkesh are remarkable for another reason. They exhibit, for the very 
great part, a considerable level of skill in manufacture. In no measure can they be described as 
"crude" or LLprimitive." If there were not one maker, then the several artisans who collaborated on 
the execution of the animal figurine corpus took a similar level of care in execution. Taken to- 
gether, be they fragmentary or intact, the Urkesh animal figurines exhibit a high level of control 
and restraint that can only be deemed artistic choice guided by a keen sense of observation. 

Genera 
A few examples will serve to demonstrate what I see as a pattern, so unvaryingly applied as 

to constitute a template for the making of a given genus. The reader is invited to establish other 
comparative relationships not discussed here. 

GENUS Bos 

It was not until relatively late in our excavations 
that an intact example of genus Bos was recovered - 
Bos 10 A7.396. Prior to recovery of this artifact, since 
there is almost no mistaking the genus, so unvarying 
are its characteristics, any one of a number of Bos rep- 
resentations could have been taken as the TYPE of the 
species. See comparative renderings following the Bos 
catalog and the TABLE that displays measurements and 
shared characteristics of the family. 

Bos 10 A7.396. Right median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V13D2538) 

Note that there is a remarkable consistency in the Bos body type. The width of the forequar- 
ters, torso, and hindquarters taken in the fiontal plane is each approximately equal to the other. That 
is, the proportion approaches 1 : 1 : 1. If there is a variance, it is on the order of one to two percent, 
with the greatest measurable variance less than 10 percent fiom the norm - and that was for a 
piece in the process of manufacture (Bos 8 A6q626.1). 

Stance and conformation of Bos are also consistent. Buttocks are fused; both forequarters and 
hindquarters are solidly founded, contained within an inverted U. What I call the "inside stance" - 
the angles at which the legs meet - is an open inverted V, on the order of eighty to ninety degrees; 
that is, rather wide. 

Bos horns also exhibit consistent characteristics that serve to identifjr the fiagment. The arti- 
fact is usually flat above, curved, and tapering to a point. The horn remains oval in section from 
where it joins the crown of the animal to the tip of the horn itself, although some examples are loz- 
enge-shaped (a kind of rounded rectangle) in section. 
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GENUS Ovh TYPE I 

Ovis 7 TYPE I A5q353.1. Left median plane. the typology, as the torso/forequarters and 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph VD13D0045) the torsofhindquarters measurements remain 
meaninghl (the forequarters width can be 
projected fiom the hindquarters width, and 
vice versa). 

Of the secondary, shared characteristics, tail width as compared to hindquarters width has 
been the most usefbl diagnostic ratio. For TYPE I Ovis, the ratio is on the order of 1 : 3. Again, there 
is a narrow range of variability (see DESCRIPTIVE TABLES, pages 566-567: four examples of 
twenty-one Ovis TYPE I recovered approach 1 : 4 rather closely - Ovis 3 (1 : 3.8), Ovis 9 (1 : 3.7), 
Ovis 16 (1 : 3.7), and Ovis 17 (1 : 3.6). 

All examples of Ovis exhibit an herbivore legbody join. 

GENUS Ovh TYPE I1 

Ovis 203 TYPE II A10.20. Right median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V 13D0620) 

When first we identified a second Ovis body 
type representing the animal raised for milk or 
meat, I assumed that these examples would be 
leaner in body than their wool-bearing counterparts. 
In fact, Ovis TYPE ZI body proportion is closer to 1 : 
1 : 1 than I had supposed. A distinguishing charac- 
teristic of the type is that the body length is greater 
than or is almost equal to twice the width of the 
forequarters (1 > 2wl). The impression of a leaner 
animal is therefore projected. 

The pendant tail of Ovis TYPE I1 as compared 
to the hindquarters is 1 : 4. The buttocks are most 
often recessed to carry the tail, rather than fused, as 
is the case with Ovis TYPE I. 

See DESCRIPTIVE TABLES, page 571. 
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GENUS Canis 

As with other animal representations, the 
forequarters width and the hindquarters width 
taken in the fiontal plane are not far fiom being 
equal, yet in all cases, where measurable, the 
forequarters are greater in width than the hind- 
quarters. Torso width, however, is only slightly 
greater than three-quarters of the hindquarters 
width (3 314~3). The body type is rather com- 
pact, as body length is, in all cases but one, less 
than twice the width of the hindquarters taken in 
the frontal plane (12~3) .  The exception (Canis 3 
A1.3231, nonetheless characterized as "stocky" in 

Canis 7 A5q82.1. Left median plane. the catalog, may have been incorrectly measured 
Scale 1 : 1. and seems anomalous. 

(photograph V13D6323) 

Shared characteristics are important in identifiing the genus (see DESCRIPTIVE TABLES, 
page 577). The attitude is "alert," that is, the head is carried high, and the neck is in several in- 
stances almost vertical. For the most part, dogs exhibit a deep curve to the back, as did their ancient 
forebear, the spitz. Buttocks are fused, with one exception (Canis 14 A7.235), and the hindquarters 
are solidly founded, contained for the greater part within a narrow inverted U. 

GENUS Felis 

Felis 8 A5.25.1. Left median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

In all cases where the length is measurable, 
this body type is lean, being some three times the 
width of the torso as taken in the fiontal plane 
(-3w2). In seventy-six percent of the examples re- 
covered, the Felis neck is about as thick as the torso 
itself (wl@neck-w2), (exceptions are Felis 5 
Alq58 1 .l, Felis 9 A5q172.1, FeIis 26 A7.142, Felis 
27 A7.335) and the torso itself is, in all instances 
but one (Felis 9 A5q172.1), slightly less than or 
equal to eighty percent of the forequarters width. 

(photograph V13D2987) Amongst shared characteristics, musculature 
is indicated for every two of three artifacts recov- 

ered. The surface of some of these examples is also further elaborated with incisions to indicate a 
hairy pelt or by decorative markings (See COMPARATIVE TABLE 1 Pelts & Surface Decoration). 

The foreleg/body join, in and of itself, is often diagnostic of Felis; it lies in a range of 130 to 
140 degrees - fully seventy-two percent of the measurable forelegs are thrust forward as if the 
animal were leaping; fourteen percent are in the range 110 to 115 degrees and fourteen percent are 
in the range 145 to 160 degrees. 

All FeIis TYPE I1 exhibit the same ratios/proportions and shared characteristics as FeIis TYPE 
I, but all Felis TYPE I1 also exhibit sexual parts and each is marked by'some form of human inter- 
vention; in this case, the caudal band or deeply incised buttocks in combination with a penile strap. 
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GENUS Capra 

Capra 1 A1.44. Left median plane. taken in transverse section along: the cranial 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V 13D6295) 

" 
length (snout to crown or back of horns) and 
in vertical section perpendicular to the fion- 
tal plane from head through forequarters. 

Two triangular sections appear to meet apex to apex and serve to characterize unmistakably the 
forequarters of the animal. The impression is also obtained by taking a vertical section through the 
hindquarters where the inside stance -- the angle at which the legs meet - is never greater than 45 
degrees. 

Often, the hindquarters are contained within caudal flaps, aside deeply recessed buttocks. The 
tail, in all instances but one (Capra 10 A7.7), curves up and is carried high. In the case of Capra 3 
A5q443.1, the tail is carried high but curves down. Thus, for the majority of instances of Capra, the 
conformation of the tail corresponds to that of a healthy animal in nature. In all cases, the legbody 
join is that of an herbivore. 

GENUS Equus TYPE I ASINID 

Clearly, there were a number of equid 
representations amongst the figurines recovered 
from the first floors of Royal Building AK. They 
looked like horses, after all -- mane, long neck, a 
conformation that somehow "said" equid. Thanks 
to P. R. S. Moorey's fine article (Moorey 1970) 
and discussions about domestication with Sandor 
Bokonyi (Bokonyi 1993), I was alert to the fact 
that there might be different types of equid pre- 
sent in the corpus. Not all needed to be "horses." 
Indeed, relatively few of them were, as it turns 

Equus 5 A6.238 TYPE I. Right median plane. out. 
Scale 1 : 1.  

(photograph V13D6621) 
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All the equids, however, share to one extent or another a body type that approaches 5 : 4 : 6 
in proportional conformation, forequarters, torso, and hindquarters taken in the fiontal plane. Con- 
gruency cannot be demonstrated, but consistency can be, as documented in the accompanying ta- 
bles for each of the three types of equid to be identified amongst the examples recovered at Tell 
Mozan. 

Shared characteristics, particularly those that demonstrate morphological change associated 
with domestication turned out to be crucial and serve to distinguish amongst the equids present. 
Seventy-three percent of Equus TYPE I figurines exhibit a pronounced breast ridge. The mane of all 
examples is erect with the exception of two related stratified finds (Equus 202 A8q138.3, Equus 
206 AlOq312.2) that conceivably have a flowing mane. The tail, where indicated, is thin at the 
base. Two examples of the tail of Equus TYPE I amongst the related stratified finds are broad at the 
base. The Equus TYPE I tail may be tufted, as is the case with two examples here (Equus 5 A6.238, 
Equus 1 1 A7.5 10). 

Other indicators of domestication that serve to differentiate the various equids are docu- 
mented in the COMPARATIVE TABLES at the end of this volume. 

GENUS Equrcs TYPE I1 HEMIONE 

Equus 23 A5.30. Right median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V13D7117) 

Another indicator -- although I have not analyzed it in detail - may be the vertical section 
of the head as taken frrst at the crown of the head and secondly at the muzzle. A number of variants 
are seen - square 3 inverted triangle, large vertical rectangle + small vertical rectangle, vertical 
rectangle + horizontal rectangle, square + vertical rectangle, triangle 3 vertical rectangle. Pre- 
liminary analysis indicates that a good number of Eguus TYPE I1 exhibit muzzle conformation of 
square 3 inverted triangle. Each of these manners of terminating the snout of the animal requires a 
conscious effort on the part of the artisan who crafts the representation. There may be an inherent 
meaning that remains to be deciphered. 
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GENUS Equus TYPE I11 CABALLINE 

In actuality, the true horse is rarely found at 
Urkesh. Four examples have been identified and two 
more are tentatively included in the corpus. Stratified 
and unstratified finds increase this number somewhat 
(see TABLES 2A & 2B, pages 48-49). Following 
Moorey and Bokonyi, all examples of Equus TYPE 111, 
have long manes, including one that Bokonyi imag- 
ined to be "flowing in the wind." A least one of these 
has a forelock that falls over (Equus 38 A7q855.1, 
also Equus 212 K3.16, a related stratified find); an- 
other representation exhibits a most complex manu- 
facturing process (Equus 35 A5q63.1). 

- 

Equus 36 TYPE 111 A5q8 15.1. Left median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V13D6396) 

Of course, harness and/or halter point to domestication or demonstrate at the very least a 
wish to control - tame - an animal. Eight examples of Equus do have yoke or halter or harness. 
Not all are horses (see DESCRIPTIVE TABLES, page 624). 

The Template Is Broken 
By the time we reach Khabur and Old Babylonian times, the template itself slips, rearranges 

itself. Characteristics of one genus can be found in another. And, as time goes on, the hand-molded 
figurines apparently manufactured on the Tell could never be mistaken for artifacts recovered fiom 
the Royal Building. Some are simply not identifiable. The key to their identifying characteristics 
has been lost. It may be that we will be able to demonstrate, as we document context of these later 
finds, that the reason for making them changed. That would explain why there is this radical depar- 
ture in terms of style and manner of execution. 

Terminology 
Now, a few remarks as to the specific terminology used in this book. The genus names given 

are invariably singular. For example, Ovis is the genus, and the genus is composed of a number of 
species and subspecies. Sheep and cows and cats and dogs and goats and equids are all members of 
the class Mammalia, each belonging to a different genus. It so happens that our studies enable us to 
identify and classify them by genus. Asses, onagers, horses, and zebras are all species of equids - 
some domesticated, some wild, some even extinct in our region - and we believe we can differen- 
tiate amongst the figurines that represent them. But we are not able to speak about subspecies, for 
our typology does not cast a net that fme. We will occasionally be able to refer to the wild progeni- 
tors of domesticated creatures. And we will have occasion to differentiate between different breeds 
of some domesticated animals - sheep raised for their wool and sheep raised to bear young or as 
"walking larders," both artificially selected by humans and bred to a specific purpose. 
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Aves 
Birds are another matter. They are outside the present typology and will be the subject of a 

forthcoming article. While the various examples in the corpus can be compared meaningfully by 
category - most notably, whether they are fiee-standing, seated on a pedestal or attached in some 
manner to a vessel - I will not distinguish them by genus, but only by class. They are all "birds" 
- Aves. So their label is to be read as "One of the class of birds, such-and-such." Whether they are 
chickens or turkeys or prairie fowl will have to await fbrther analysis. We have noted such 
"guesses" as they may prove helpful; for example, a circumstantial find - a fiagment of an ostrich 
egg - lends credence to the tentative identification of a bird on a pedestal (A7.253) as an ostrich. 
It is within the realm of credibility. But Gallus or Meleagris, Anas or Anser are not identified as 
such. 
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Figure 3A 
Comparative Body Types (dorsal view) 

Scale 1 : 1 rendering cw H727 

60s 10 Ovis 7 Ovis 203 Canis 7 
A7.396 A5q353.1 A1 0.20 A5q82.1 

TYPE I TYPE II 

The Typology: Renderings and Roster Entries 
Through the sixteenth excavation season at Tell Mozan (2003), animal figurines excavated in 

the Royal Building AK and comparative figurines fiom other locations on the tell have been docu- 
mented in two ways: 

Renderings 1 : 1 graphic transcription of individual figurines 
Roster Entry textual description and measurement of variables and attributes 

The Typology: Genera and TYPES 
As we have already set out, the typology developed for the animal figurines differentiates 

amongst genera, of which there are six: 

Bos Ovis Canis Felis, Ursus, and other carnivores m a )  Capra Equus 

Aves is a class apart, typologically related by apparent function. 

A further designation by TYPE of animal is sometimes appropriate, as with sheep - 

Ovis TYPE I (fat-tailed) 
Ovis TYPE II (milk or meat stock) 

- where it is possible to distinguish between the uses of domesticated stock and also - 
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Figure 3B 
Comparative Body Types (dorsal view) 

Scale 1 : 1 rendering cw H727 

Felis 8 Capra 1 Equus 5 Equus 23 Equus 36 
A5.25.1 A1.44 A6.238 A5.30 ASq8lS.1 

TYPE I TYPE II TYPE Ill 

Equus TYPE I asinid 
nondomesticated or domesticated; for example, wild ass, onager 

Equus TYPE II hemione 
possibly domesticated; for example, onager, onagerlass hybrid, donkey 

Equus TYPE III caballine 
domesticated horse 

- where it is possible to distinguish among the attributes of nondomesticated and domesti- 
cated species, as with the equids. 

The Typology: Views 
Renderings of individual figurines are exhibited in six views, taken on a quadruped in normal 

standing position: 

dorsal (fiontal plane, ii-om above) 
ventral (frontal plane, fiom below) 
cranial (forequarters, transverse segmental vertical section) 
caudal (hindquarters, transverse segmental vertical section) 
left median (vertical longitudinal section) 
right median (vertical longitudinal section) 
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DORSAL 
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/I 

cAUDIL I Figure 4 
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I 

-- i \ FRONTAL PLANE 

/ 

&-------- 
TRANSVERSE PLANE Equus 23 Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw J806) 

Topographic Anatomy: Terms of Position and Direction as applied to Body Shapes of Animal Figurines, 
adapted from Sisson and Grossman's The Anatomy of the Domestic Animals. Volume 1 .  

This manner of representation is not typical of figurine analysis. In most studies, only the 
length and the height, and sometimes the width, of the object are given. By contrast, I have chosen 
to use classical topographic anatomical terms of veterinary science in order to emphasize that the 
figurines represent observed, living animals, not arbitrary creations by inexperienced artisans or 
nonprofessionals or children. The animal figurines of Urkesh exhibit a will to accuracy within ac- 
cepted conventions of representation of given animal types.' 

C. R. Ellenport, in her introduction to Sisson and Grossman's classic text, quotes Goss, who 
says: 

Although the acquisition and organization of anatomical knowledge is easier for beginners 
if followed by systems, students in the medical fields must continually be on the alert to 
learn the relationships of the various parts to each other and to the surface of the body be- 
cause the Jinal purpose of their study is to visualize them in living subjects. (Goss, 1966; 
italics ours) 

' We would be remiss if we did not note here Gay Robin's work, Proportion and Style in Ancient Egyptian Art (Robins 
1994), notable for its observation of actual monuments and for her effort to define and to trace a Classical style over 
time. Her study is not a typologyper se, but rather an attempt to discover underlying methodology. 
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In establishing our typology, I have chosen to emulate - metaphorically, at least - Goss's 
"students in medical fields," for we, too - Claudia Wettstein and I - have as a goal the visualiza- 
tion of living subjects based upon their terra-cotta representations. For a visual definition of terms 
and planes of measurement, see the rendering opposite. 

Animal figurines of a given genus and TYPE exhibit variables shared by all the animals in the 
corpus. These variables are the body parts. Each body part can be compared with every other body 
part; however, some ratios and proportions are more meaningful than others. Those body parts 
marked with a + are diagnostic, when intact. 

Each body part exhibits certain attributes, which can be measured or described. 

+ forequarters (cranial fiontal plane) 
+ neck (transverse section) 

neck length (crown of head to top of torso) 
muzzle length (from tip of nose to back of head) 
muzzle (transverse plane) 

+ torso (transverse plane) 
+ hindquarters (caudal fiontal plane) 
+ tail (transverse section) 

tail length (rump to tip) 
leg (transverse section) 
leg length 

+ body length (taken from breast ridge to rump or buttocks, not including tail) 
body length (legs fully extended, or to the fbllest extension of the object, not 
diagnostic of the genus, but useful in the rendering, for size comparison)2 
foreleghody join (in degrees) 
hindleghody join (in degrees) 
height at forequarters3 
height at hindquarters4 

Individual body parts can be hrther subdivided, if such measurements seem useful, as when a 
leg section taken in the transverse plane is oval. One would take both the long and the short diame- 
ter. Such would also be the case with the muzzle of an equid, often found to change fiom vertical 
rectangular section toward the back (caudal) part of the muzzle to triangular section at the tip (ros- 
tral section). With fkther analysis, this very change in the equid muzzle may prove to be an indica- 
tor of domesticated stock. 

The stance of the animal can be diagnostic, being 

solidly founded ("foursquare") 
inverted V 

tight 
open 

Note that this manner of measurement is the traditional one. Every excavator I have encountered uses it. 
Traditional measurement. 

4 Traditional measurement. 
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inverted U 
tight 
open 

The inverted V is on the inside of the legs, the inverted U on the outside. 
The inverted U can be "rounded"or "outward-curving." 
The inverted V can be M h e r  specified by the angle (in degrees) of the leg join. 
Forequarters are diagnostically differentiated by the presence of a breast ridge or the relative 

absence of same. 

Within the hindquarters, buttocks (the rump) can be 

fused 
divided by 

incised line 
ridgeS 

not divided 
hind legs do not meet, but fold onto the torso termination 

Legs are seldom intact on animal figurines, due to their extension and consequent fragility. 
Not once in the documentation of the corpus has leg length been taken as a diagnostic measure- 
ment. Legs, however, depending upon genus, exhibit consistency; that is, it is possible to tell an 
equid leg fiom that of a goat. 

The height of the animal figurine is seldom diagnostic, as the legs are so often broken off or 
completely missing (see footnotes 2,3,4, this section.). 

The width of the forequarters, the torso and the hindquarters lie in thefiontalplane, a hori- 
zontal section taken at the mid-point of each of the three variables. These three measurements taken 
as a proportion define the body type of the different genera. 

The ratio of torso (as defined) to body length can be diagnostic. 

Hindquarters (as defined) bear a diagnostic relationship to forequarters of the animal figurine. 

A multiple of the hindquarters measurement may also be compared with body length. 

The transverse section of the neck is diagnostically related to the forequarters of the animal 
figurine, as is the width (transverse section) of the tail to the hindquarters. 

Depending upon the manner in which this ridge is realized, it may or may not represent a "caudal strap," a device 
related to domestication practices and not part of animal anatomy. 
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TABLE I 
RELATIONSHIP OF BODY PARTS 

BY GENUS 

w l  forequarters width in cranial fkontal plane wl@neck width horizontal transverse section 
w2 torso width vertical transverse section lg torso length in fiontal plane 
w3 hindquarters width in caudal fkontal plane w3@tail width horizontal transverse section 

*Equuswl:w2:w3-5:4:6 
** E.E. Seton Thompson's identical body types (coat = body silhouette) 

! Ovis TYPE I w3@tail= 1 : 3 Ovis TYPE n w3@tail= 1 : 4 
!! Ovis TYPEI 2415 wl Ovi~TYPEn>3/5wl 

The Typology: Variables 
Measurements and notes about color and the state of preservation of the object correspond to 

the roster of the Global Record at Tell Mozan. 

The figurines at Tell Mozan, for the very great part, are terra cotta. They therefore share some 
characteristics of ceramic artifacts on the site. That is to say, they are composed of a certain fabric 
that is of a composition, texture, and color that can be specified. 

Figurines do present an especially difficult problem as regards measurements taken to define 
the object. First of all, the dimensions are organic and irregular, rather than geometric and regular. 
In the case of quadrupeds, we tried to regularize measurements as much as possible, recording the 
width at three junctures - forequarters, torso, and hindquarters. 
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Separately and in various combinations, the ratios of body part to body part define the typol- 
ogy of animal figurines discovered in the Royal Building AK at Tell Mozan. These, in our par- 
lance, would correspond to the roster slots in the Global Record, wl, w2, and w3 (for a ceramic 
piece, they measured diameter at rim, body, and base of a vessel). We m h e r  needed to measure 
body parts related to these three main measurements, qualified by the addition of @ + prose descrip- 
tion, e.g., wl@neck, w3@tail, etc. 

Height (ht) would be measured where diagnostically useful, as would thickness (th), the di- 
mensions of an object other than forequarters, torso, and hindquarters, e.g., muzzle, forelegs, and 
hindlegs. "Thickness" is an awkward term, not meaning very much in itselc but when qualified, it 
does serve as a roster slot for the particular dimension. How else to record the measurement? 

At present, we are devising new roster slots that will serve to measure figurines in the field. 
They need only be applied conscientiously, as with other recording by excavators and staff. 
Amongst the measurable attributes listed on page 15 herein, + designates those measurable attrib- 
utes that could usefully be systematized for entry in the Global Record in the field. Here following 
are the labels currently designating these attributes: 

wl  forequarters (cranial fiontal plane) 
wl@neck neck (transverse section) 
w2 torso (transverse plane) 
w3 hindquarters (caudal fiontal plane) 
w3@tail tail (transverse section) 
Ig body length (taken fiom breast ridge to rump or buttocks, not including tail) 

The following measurements, less often diagnostic, but descriptive nonetheless, are entered 
as 

sz measurement @, attribute 
tail length (rump to tip) 
leg (transverse section) 
leg length 
neck length (crown of head to top of torso) 
muzzle length (from tip of nose to back of head) 

muzzle (transverse plane) 
body length (legs fully extended, not diagnostic of the genus 

but useful in the rendering, for size comparison) 

height at forequarters 
height at hindquarters 

Stance and angle of body join, and the sculptural treatment of the hindquarters are included in 
the text, as part of stylistic or iconographic description of the individual animal figurine. 
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Cranial and Caudal Views of the Animal Figurines 
A first and often definitive identification of genus - and sometimes of species - can be 

made by examining the forequarters or the hindquarters of the figurine. After looking at the dorsal 
view, we - Claudia Wettstein, the graphic designer, and I - look to the cranial and caudal views 
when beginning our analysis of an animal figurine. As so many of the figurines are shattered, con- 
sisting only of a partial torso, this method can be a usefbl diagnostic tool. 

I have tried to standardize my terminology - the animals are each taken in six views of the 
complete figurine - so we have a view of the forequarters and a view of the hindquarters. But the 
animal, taken in standard anatomical position - a quadruped standing on four limbs - demands 
more precision, if we are trying to identify it. And sometimes it must be described in other ways. 

When we measure the forequarters, for example, where exactly is the measurement taken? At 
the cranialfiontal plane. That is, between the two points where the fiontal plane bisects the torso at 
the forequarters of the animal. When fwst Claudia Wettstein and I began to work on the typology, 
our measurements were sometimes taken high up on the torso. After a time, however, I couldn't 
understand why we were doing this, as there was no regularity to the measurement of any given 
genus. It was a little like trying to measure down fiom the "withers" ("the high part of the back of a 
horse," the American Heritage Dictionary calls them). At a point midway down the torso, then, and 
in the fiontal plane, we standardized our approach. 

After we decided on this way of measuring, it became apparent that there were indeed stan- 
dard variations in one genus that we could trace. Sometimes, for example, the breast ridge widened 
appreciably. Sometimes it was quite narrow, while still palpable. And so we came upon one sign 
of domestication amongst our equids - a widening breast ridge. 

Forequarters and hindquarters themselves, however, can be diagnostic when considered by 
themselves in a view that is the transverse segmental vertical section - a cut fiom top to bottom 
and in the widest extent of the object throughout, the plane itself being transverse - perpendicular 
to the fiontal plane.6 

This is the standard view we present of forequarters and hindquarters of each animal figurine, 
if the animal is whole. From this view, we can analyze the stance of the animal. We can see if the 
forequarters are contained within a solidly founded inverted U. Or if the legs are splayed outward, 
in which case we try to define as precisely as possible whether the U is open or narrow. 

The forequarters of Bos, for example, ate contained within a solidly founded inverted U. 
Rock solid. Also, how do the legs meet? At what angle? The hindlegs of Ursus meet at a ninety de- 
gree angle, quite open - seemingly splayed. In the deviation fiom these standards lies all the inter- 
est. 

These measurements and a description of the way the animal is founded, its stance, often 
serve - in not a very precise way, it is true - to give us an impression of how the animal carries 
itself If most dogs are "alert," well, then, so be it. They simply are. 

In the strictest sense, this view is not a section, which is a cut taken across a given plane to expose viscera and internal 
organs during dissection or anatomical analysis. 
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Measurements taken vertically of forequarter height (in cranial view) and hindquarter height 
(in caudal view) have not proven to be diagnostically useful. First of all, legs are often broken off, 
so diagnostic vertical measurement is not possible. We have also not been able - at least at this 
juncture - to devise a method of measuring the animal in full vertical extension. Does one meas- 
ure fiom the top of the crown to the tip of the leg at its finthest extension? Or fiom the crown to the 
ground? It is nonetheless true that either of these measurements and the manner in which they are 
taken may be useful for the artist who must draw the figurine. 

Let us take the animal (a quadruped, say) as it presents itself when standing. From a cursory 
appraisal alone, we might suspect that this animal figurine, missing head and tail, may well repre- 
sent Capra rather than Ovis. But will we be judging fiom obvious secondary characteristics? Or 
will we observe that the triangular form of this supposed caprid (something like an isosceles trian- 
gle, as taken in transverse segmental vertical section) is radically different fiom the same section 
taken in torsos Bos and Ovis? Will we note that it is similar in section to the torso of Equus TYPE I, 
also lean? Perhaps the representation bears comparison with some examples of Canis - usually 
much stockier but also rather often triangular in vertical section. 

Something of a cautionary tale here - when first I was working with the figurines at Tell 
Mozan, it became apparent that the hindquarters were not always treated the same way. It was 
something of an amusement for my colleagues that I was obsessively concerned with the "fused 
buttocks" of some of the figurines. I could occasionally be found outside the compound staring at 
this anatomical detail on the real life nomadic herbivores that meandered onto the Tell. 

Yet it was certainly clear that hindquarters were treated quite differently. Sometimes the but- 
tocks were hsed, a flat plane, with no differentiation to speak of. But more often than not, the but- 
tocks were divided in some manner, whether actually separated and applied to the cylinder of the 
torso itself, or incised, either boldly or with a light line. Then, after a time, the use of the veterinary 
band (discussed under both Carnivora and Equus) came to light. 

I cannot deny I thought for a while that this was going to turn into a typology of fused but- 
tocks. But it struck me, not so long ago, that I was studying a phenomenon in true isolation - the 
hindlegs were often simply not there! Mostly, enough of the rump and enough of the legs remained 
so I could speak of outside stance and the way the legs joined inside, so there was yet another type 
of diagnostic detail. But I seldom saw the animal the way it left the hands of its maker. 

Such are the ravages of depositional action. 

Why this preamble? To underline that visual inspection in each of several planes, together 
with a judicious appraisal of secondary characteristics, can provide a guide to identification. Meas- 
urement objectifies our observations. Naturally, this multivalent notation will become meaningful 
only as it pertains to a given corpus. There is no one universal reading. 

Here, then, are cranial and caudal views of representative figurines of each genus recovered 
in and around Royal Building AK. The way we read these views is an important component in the 
typology of animal figurines at Tell Mozan. 
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ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS 
IN TERRA COTTA 

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK 
AT URKESH (TELL MOZAN) 

CRANIAL & CAUDAL VIEWS 

THE URKESH CORPUS 
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Figure 5A 
Bos forequarters 

Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw H630) 

7 
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When you see them side by side, it is obvious that both hindquarters and forequarters of cattle 
are contained within a solidly founded inverted U. The legs meet in a wide angle, fiom eighty to 90 
degrees - as wide as some bears' hindquarters. In a rather unusual detail, the forelegs project for- 
ward markedly - the legfbody join is around 140 degrees. Another singular detail is the under- 
belly, almost always distinct fiom the legs themselves. Note that the underbelly continues in effect 
the line of the breast ridge - the angle is almost a full 180 degrees. Remember that the breast ridge 
of Bos continues onto the belly and is terminated by the sexual parts, carried forward and in the 
belly. 

In this schematic rendering, it appears that the sexual parts of Bos 1 are carried between the 
hindlegs. In fact, this is the underbelly seen at the leg join and the hind part of a tab that projects 
back toward the hindquarters, not forward as would the sexual organ. 

60s 300 0 BoslD B0s9@ Bosj"-J 
0 

/' \ / \ / 
\ \ ' \ 0' 

) 1- -80'' 
\ < 

\ / '1- go- / \ 
90- - 1 - go- 

Figure 56 
Bos hindquarters 

Scale 1: 1 (rendering cw H630) 
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TYPE I 

TYPE II 
Ovis 27 

TYPE II 
Ovis 203 

Figure 6A 
Ovis forequarters 

Scale 1 : 1. (rendering cw 171 8) 
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Ovis 

TYPE I 
Ovis7 m 1  a a 

TYPE II 
Ov3s 27 

Ovis 25 

Figure 6B 
Ovis hindquarters 

Scale 1 : 1. (rendering cw 1717) 

The major anomaly that had to be resolved with Ovis was the obvious difference between the 
rounded hindquarters of TYPE I and the rather lean hindquarters of TYPE 11. In each, diagnostic de- 
tails point to Ovis, with .a distinguishing characteristic being the tail that was about one-third to 
one-fourth the width of the hindquarters. One of our sheep did not have a "fat tail"; we call it TYPE 
11, an animal domesticated for either its meat or milk, yet still Ovis. One has only to read Steinkeller 
(1995) for a bracing corrective understanding of the many different species of sheep in the Mesopo- 
tamian world. 

TYPE I examples here, so thoroughly "sheeplike" - rounded bodies, heavy with unshorn 
wool - are both missing their legs! We should bear in mind how the body silhouette would be 
transformed, if the torso were raised on legs. Ovis 27, once ferociously defended as a hyena, when 
it had no legs, does have a doglike torso and proportions. Raised high on wheels, however, it be- 
comes the very TYPE 11 sheep body. Bokonyi made no mistake about it - the Urkesh artisan would 
not have executed any given detail without actually meaning to represent that detail. There is a ca- 
veat - the level of artistic skill, a point that, in the main, I choose not to address when I analyze 
the Urkesh figurines. 
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Figure 7A 
Canis forequarters 

Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw H701) 
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The most notable detail of the domesticated dog is the curly tail that cannot be raised. This 
may be one characteristic of early selection for 

a submissive animal that was physically unable to signal dominance and thus could be con- 
trolled and dominated by humans. (Reitz 1999,295) 

Canis hindquarters are solidly founded. This diagnostic detail remains true for all examples 
of dog retrieved fiom the workhouses of the Royal Palace, as does the deep curve to the back. 
However, from Khabur levels, we excavated what, by body type, must be a dog. The hindquarters, 
contained within an inverted slightly outcurving U, differ fiom those of the dogs of previous centu- 
ries. The vertical caudal edge of the legs is sharp, the buttocks are separated one from the other, and 
the division is marked, receding to the torso. The manner of execution is similar to Capra A1.44, 
but the body is strikingly doglike and could be nothing else. I take this detail to mean that the 
model, the mental template for the dog, remained true for centuries, changing only little with the 
abandonment of the Royal Palace and its service sector. 

The attitude of the dog is telling. The animal holds its head high. The muzzle is tilted up and 
back. It is important to understand the relationship of legs to torso, so I have included a dorsal view 
with two of the examples. Note that the legs extend straight out and that the leg join is 130 to 140 
degrees. 

Forequarters are triangular in transverse segmental vertical section. Even in this view, the 
animal does not appear to be lean, but rather stocky - in contrast, say, to Capra. 

Canis 7 

Figure 7B 
Canis hindquarters 

Scale 1 : 1. (rendering cw H629) 
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Carnivora (Felis, Ursus, fera) 

Although it might seem surprising, the forequarters of Felis are wide (see Figure 8A). The 
breast ridge is prominent. In combination with the forelegs, which project far forward - a leghody 
join in excess of 130 degrees - and the muscled torso, the impression is of a beast ready to spring. 

In an attempt to characterize the stance, we rendered the dorsal view. Since the legs of Carni- 
vora are out fiom the body, we tried to standardize the angle of the legs with respect to the breast 
ridge (as with Felis 2). Unfortunately, this led nowhere; examples from the corpus were too fiag- 
mentary to permit repeated analysis of this detail. Do note the forelegs of Ursus 403, however; in- 
terestingly, the bodylleg join is substantially less than Felis. 

Mellivora 402, the honey badger, possesses the carnivore body type, but differs in the cranial 
view, as does Ursus. 

Note the curve of rump to leg of one example (Felis 36). 

Carnivora hindquarters often display expressed sexual parts, and in examples compared visu- 
ally elsewhere, the veterinary strap, sign of an effort at domestication - at the least, of attempted 
taming. 
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TYPE I 

Felis Mellivora 402 "6 

TYPE II 

Felis 32 Felis 300 

Figure 8B 
Carnivora hindquarters 

Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw H713) 
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Capra 13 

Capra 6 

Capra 1 

Figure 9A 
Capra forequarters 

Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw 171 5) 
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Capra 

Capra diagnostic details are marked and relatively easy to identifl. The tail is carried high 
and points up (alternatively, as in real life, the tail may be carried out fkom the body, but seldom 
hanging down - a sign of sickness or great distress). The hindlegs join at an acute angle -- 30 de- 
grees or less. The division between the buttocks is often recessed. 

For the greater number, the cranial view is a narrow triangle. Horns are carried high on the 
crown of the head and extend back fkom the head, rather than curving down around the ears and 
side of the muzzle, as is the case with Ovis. The neck is long. The head is carried forward. 

The Capra torso is lean, as may be seen in the dorsal view, but so are the forequarters and 
hindquarters - in contrast to dogs, for example. 

There is often a pelt, indicated by finely incised lines that follow musculature and body form. 
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TYPE I Equus 5 

TYPE II Eguus 23 
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Figure 10A 

Equus forequarters 
Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw H726) 
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Equus 

In the Equus body type, we can read one of the stories of domestication told at Tell Mozan. 
Morphological change can be traced as equids moved down fiom the mountains and into the steppe 
and fiom the steppe into the pens of the inhabitants of settlements. 

Widening breast ridge and forequarters, forelock, fiee-flowing mane, and tail - these diag- 
nostic details mark the stages of equid domestication. A hole for the insertion of (presumably) an 
actual tail is present in other animal representations, also. 

The equid body type can be more easily seen in the dorsal view, but the details seen in cranial 
and caudal view are telling. In a tentative way, I think it is possible to identify wild ass and onager, 
domesticated donkey and onagerlass cross, and the domesticated horse. The wild horse is a bit 
more problematic; there are no signs of the heavy coat of the northern equid. In general, though, the 
tail broadens at the base with domestication, and this serves as an alert. 

Felis, Canis, and Equus are similar genera, as far as body type is concerned, and each has a 
story to tell with respect to domestication. Each is a companion to humans. Only one - Canis - 
was domesticated with the dawn of agriculture. Some species of Felis have never been domesti- 
cated and only recently have scholars begm to pinpoint with accuracy the moment at which the 
various equids were tamed and finally domesticated by humankind. 

In a rather more mundane observation, an animal in halter must clearly be somewhere on the 
way to being domesticated; the equid need not, however, be a horse. And the equid need not be 
domesticated; perhaps the animal is only tame and under control, surely a necessary step on the 
way to domestication. 

Eauus @ 5 E9" uus 36 

TYPE I TYPE II 
- C 6 O J  
TYPE Ill 

Figure 10B 
Equus hindquarters 

Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw H726) 
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Similar body types: de Genouillac at Telloh 
We have occasionally remarked on the similarity of Canis to Bos and compared the genus 

rather less often with the Ovis body type. All three are contained within a cylinder, as opposed to 
blocky stone, as Frankfort did once remark. Bos exhibits equal proportions - wl : w2 : w3 = 1. 
Ovis TYPE I deviates from these proportions only slightly, as one might expect from the body sil- 
houette of a wool-bearing creature. The Canis torso, too, taken in section at the frontal plane is only 
a little less wide than the hindquarters; but the hindquarters are themselves greater in width than the 
forequarters - and this is a crucial difference. Other comparisons and contrasts can be made; see 
the formulas given in the appropriate section of the CATALOG. 

We are told that there is nothing new under the sun; 
sometimes it is heartening to have the old adage proven. I was 
recently reviewing de Genouillac's Fouilles de Telloh and 
came across not only an original image I had reproduced in 
line drawing (after Parrot and Barrelet) and now have repro- 
duced from de Genouillac's original plate in the Bos CATA- 
LOG, but also several plates that bring together terra-cotta rep- 
resentations of cattle and sheep and dogs. 

De Genouillac did correctly identifl, by my lights, 
many of these creatures. He doesn't say what caused him to 
make distinctions among them, but judging from the plates 
and the way he shows them to us - he says at one point that 
he has "gathered several examples together as a demonstra- 
tion," a rather unusual turn of phrase (de Genouillac 1934,79) 
- I wager it must have been attitude and what may pass for a 
curly tail on the dog. Equally telling is the deep curve to the 
back of the figurines he identifies as dogs, although the author 
does not remark on this aspect of the dog's body. 

The sheer number of the finds ("44 sheep in a single day 
by the same excavation team") leads de Genouillac to surmise 
that the terra-cotta objects were children's toys (de Genouillac 
1934, 37), although the reasoning that contrasts them with 
what would have been a lower number of ritual objects 
somewhat eludes me. (He intimates that some drama of herd- 
ing was playing itself out among shepherd, sheep, and dogs.) 

Parrot, in presenting again the work of a respected col- 
league, talks about the passage from une kcole rkaliste to une 
ecole i&aliste (Parrot 1948, 78). As with pre-Sargonic repre- 
sentations of the human body, so too, perhaps with animal 

Telloh(Oirsu) fromWmh IV V.2, 
representations, although the fascination with the exacting dogs and a "sheep lying down." 
representation of ugliness probably cannot be traced in animal After de Genouillac, Foui1le.s de Telloh, 
representations. It is not too far a stretch, however, to say that 
presumably something was made of three-dimensional objects 
as direct representations taken from nature. 

PI. 1411 a h .  
Scale app. 1 : 1. 
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I find no signs in the text that de Genouillac systematized his analysis, but he certainly took 
pains to establish a glossary of terms relating to pottery manufacture. I can well imagine, had he 
turned his attention to figurines on their own, he would have left us clear and replicable guidelines 
for the identification of Genera otherwise indistinguishable. Certainly, the matter is neglected in 
the literature of the decades following. 

Local Sources of Clay 
That the figurine fabric corresponds to the fabric types of the AK sealings would indicate that 

there is a local source of clay and that the figurines were manufactured at Urkesh. In the present 
day, there are two main sources of clay in the vicinity of Q'amischli, one "red," the other "white." 
Munsell readings have yet to be taken for these deposits. Modern fired pottery made fiom the clay 
in the "white" deposit gives Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale brown, well within the chroma 
range of pinkish white to very pale brown that characterizes much of the AK corpus. 

Schmandt-Besserat in her survey of clay artifacts fiom Ganj Dareh in the Zagros notes that "a 
finer fabric, similar to the paste used for figurines" was used for a small vessel, one of three types 
of fabric at the site (Schmandt-Besserat 1974 winter, 13). At this early stage, intentional firing of 
the fabric is uncertain. In both the "later" levels of the stupa at Mohenjo-Doro (contemporaneous 
with mid-third millennium Urkesh) and the "early" levels (Djemdet Nasr), Mackay identifies two 
types of firing, ''burned light or dark pink," the latter due it seems to a small iron content. Earlier, 
he ventures the opinion that the darker clays, which required no temper, did have an "admixture of 
some carbonaceous material" (Mackay, Guha et al. 1937, 174; the color variation of the pottery at 
the site is discussed on pp. 174-5). The Mohenjo-Doro figurines are all fired, however, and with 
only one exception are burned light or dark pink in the kiln, according to the heat of the firing. 
Mackay goes on to say that "in many cases exactly the same clay was used as for the pottery, and it 
is likely that the source of supply was the same for both the potter and the image-maker" (Mackay, 
Guha et al. 1937,258). That Mackay makes a distinction between the two is provocative. 

Mohenjo-Doro, by the middle of the third millennium, was a vast urban complex, a city. Ur- 
kesh also was at the height of its development in pre-Sargonic times. In both cases, the urban i n h -  
structure was sufficient to support local manufacture of clay artifacts. In both cases, a common 
source of clay is used for pottery and for figurines. Indeed, in prehistoric times, once sedentariza- 
tion had come about, as at Ganj Dareh, the same practice is found. 

Manufacture: Fabric 
With few exceptions, the clay of the AK figurines is fine to medium fine; in a few cases, the 

medium is very fine, similar to simple fabric, but having a higher silica content. The following 
figurines exempliQ the variety of "paste" or clay media used. The list is not exhaustive, but serves 
as a good guide and eventually may be diagnostic. 

Figurine Fabric I Aves A1.321, from a theriomorphic vessel. No catalog number as yet. The 
medium is fine (Munsell reading 2.5Y 812-813 color pale yellow). 

Figurine Fabric II Equus 19 forequarters TYPE 11. Alq6 15.1. This is a very fine clay, similar 
to simple fabric and rather rich in silica. Uniformly fine inclusions. This fabric is often encountered 
where it has been smoothed with a wet cloth or fingers to define musculature, as is the case along 
the neck of this representation (Munsell reading 7.5YR 713 color pink). 
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Figurine Fabric I11 Equus 35 crown of head and neck with mane TYPE 111. A5q63.1. Fabric 
medium with uniform chaff temper. The surface of this figurine fiagment is treated in three stages 
of manufacture; the fabric, while not fine, is of uniform enough consistency to accept and to retain 
various cross-hatchings and dragged marks of a comb (Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale 
brown). 

Figurine Fabric IV Equus 1 head TYPE I BLANK. Alq836.1. Fabric medium with heavy but 
uniform chaff temper. This fabric approaches the "nubbly" consistency of Felis 8, marked by many 
inclusions and irregularities due to oxidation of temper. See catalog notes about the consistency of 
this medium, its mixing, and how depositional action might account for the impression of a coarse 
medium (Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale brown). 

Manufacture: Color 
Among the four types of fabric here presented, there is yet considerable variation in chroma. 

Firing temperature and depositional accretions might alone account for the range of differences in 
chroma, were the fabric tempered uniformly and modified with but one type of inclusion. Mineral 
additives in the fabric may also account for variation in chroma. 

Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati categorized the fabric used to make seal impressions according to 
the following schema. As might be surmised, these types are found amongst the figurines as well, 
but in a distribution that varies by usage (these are figurines, not sealings) and, to at least some ex- 
tent, by genus. 

All figurines have been given a Munsell reading, as is usual. How the following typology of 
color might be used as a precise diagnostic tool is yet to be determined. In general, I may say that 
the range of color exhibited by the figurines at Tell Mozan is fairly restrained, as seen in the cata- 
log; but so is the range of color as exhibited in the fabric used for seal impressions, to say nothing 
of the color range found in sherds and vessels at the site. 

The following range of fabric color is restrained in value and chroma. Only Bos figurines 
range outside this muted palette (tending to reddish browns and grays). For the very large part, hue 
amongst the Urkesh figurines ranges from Munsell pinks to very pale browns (2.5YR-10YR) con- 
taining as a component both yellow and red as the labels indicate; but artifacts tend not to be in- 
tense in value and they exhibit medium (12-14) chroma values. 

SEALING COLOR TYPE 1 (Munsell reading 5YR 618 color reddish yellow). A match is rarely 
found among the figurines; Ovis 33 head with perforated ring on neck A1 -479 is an exception. The 
color is, however, encountered frequently in ceramics fiom earlier strata. The "reddish yellow" hue 
(5YR) typical of the decoration on Khabur pottery, for instance, has been noted in the field. 

SEALING COLOR TYPE 2 (Munsell reading 10R 618 color light red). Capra 21 1 left hindleg. 
A1 Oq197.1. See catalog note regarding contrast between patina and fabric and the relationship of 
chroma to hue. Very "bricky" in appearance, as chroma increases in intensity within the same 
value. 
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SEALING COLOR TYPE 3 (Munsell reading 2.5 YR 512 color weak red). A remarkable number 
of Bos figurines are found within the same hue (Munsell2.5YR). Within the other genera, however, 
few artifacts are encountered at this intensity of value. It is to be remarked that the chroma reading 
is one factor that does distinguish the Bos corpus; they can be "spotted" (this is a remembered 
"sense" of the corpus). The intensity of hue may be due to firing; Bos figurines are rather small, 
many of them MINIATURE, as we have noted; and extended firing time would tend to deepen the 
value of the hue. It might be noted that sealings on containers are often quite small; the MNATURE 
Bos figurines might be drawn fiom the same mass of fabric and crafted in the same "counting" 
place, or registration area. 

SEALING COLOR TYPE 4 (Munsell reading 5YR 411 color dark gray). Canis 102 hindquarters. 
A5q706.2. The fabric is coarse, and appears almost carbonized. 

Manufacture: Inclusions 
Overall, fabric inclusions are fine to medium, with the majority of figurines being chaff- 

tempered. The, temper is fine, seldom gross. Gypsum (or its fiee form, calcium carbonate) is fie- 
quently encountered. Finds fiom excavation unit A10 and now fiom excavation units outside A10 
-- in the courtyard and areas to the east and south of the AK service sector - exhibit fine mineral 
inclusions (grit or fine silica). The inclusion changes the character of the surface of the object. 

In general, I have remarked that the larger figurines have a heavier chaff temper than the 
smaller objects. The little animals require more intricate detailing; a heavy temper would not permit 
this, whereas it is perfectly appropriate for larger objects that need body strength to hold together. 
An exemplar for study in this respect is Equus 35, where surface detail is complex and layered, yet 
the fabric is characterized as "medium, with uniform chaff temper." 

Manufacture: Surface Treatment (Incisions, Combing, Folding, and Pinching) 
A wide range of surface treatments is encountered in the Royal Storehouse. These include in- 

cisions to indicate mane and pelt or the way feathers lie along wings; to define facial features and 
(in one case only) a geometric design on the torso of an anthropomorphic figurine; and, with less 
certainty, as an indication of embroidered decoration around the hem of a garment (A5q95.1.3). 
When it is deep and single, an incision may separate the recessed buttocks of animal figurines. 

Smoothing by hand and, less frequently, cloth also serves to define musculature. Hachures 
(short choppy lines laid down in a pattern and by lifting the tool fiom the surface of the fabric) and 
combing lines are used in at least one instance to define the mane of an equid (Equus 35); the tech- 
nique is encountered as a linear decoration on modern-day pottery of the region. The head of Aves 
A1.321 is unique in manufacturing technique. As seen fiom underneath and inside the bowl, the bird 
head appears to have been formed by an added flap of clay, folded over and back on itself and then 
smoothed into the body of the bowl. Pinching of the medium by fingers is frequent, as when used to 
define an equid's mane (Equus 23). 

Manufacture: Dots~Pointillds 
Rather than being an overall surface treatment, dots impressed into the clay surface while it 

is still wet indicate either parts of specific organs (pupils, nostrils) or decoration (harness, bridle). 
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Dots are impressed, for the most part, rather deeply into the clay. At least three types of in- 
struments appear to have been used: (I) An instrument tapering to a rather wide but sharp point (the 
pelt of restored figurine Ovis 26 A5q13 5.11A5.199); (2) A flat-ended round instrument (Equus 2 12 
K3.16) - on occasion, it appears that the instrument has been pressed into the clay and then ro- 
tated around a central point so that the point of entry is larger than the innermost point of the im- 
pression (A1.478, a humanoid figurine); (3) Hollow reeds that leave a central piece of clay intact 
within an outer impressed ring (A5.134, the base of an anthropomorphic figurine and for the eyes 
of numerous animal figurines: Equus 36 A5q8 15.1, a domesticated equid, likely a horse; and possi- 
bly Ovis 33 A1.479, a ram's head, where the eyes and incisions for mouth and nostrils have all ap- 
parently been made by the same instrument; see cranial view, page 170). 

Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati calls attention to a frequent treatment for the eye in seal impressions 
found on the middle third millennium floors at Urkesh. The dot, which serves as pupil, is bounded 
by a grooved circle making the outline of a large eye (Seal h4, Seal of Innin-Sadii; Buccellati and 
Kelly-Buccellati 199511996, 22, Fig 8). In this case, however, the impression is made with a drill, 
not a stick or rod, due no doubt to the scale of the work. 

Manufacture: Scraping 
Scraping with a blade is frequently encountered on the torso of carnivores from the corpus, 

less frequently so amongst equids. Scraping with a flat blade or other instrument is a modeling 
technique over which the artisan can have great control, and it proves to be diagnostic for a range 
of figurines we have identified as carnivores. Given sufficient elaboration, many equid figurines 
also exhibit scraping on the torso. 

A variation of the technique has long been in use. Schmandt-Besserat identifies a "groove" in 
a human figurine (the Venus of Sarab) that defines musculature, a "naturalistic" (the word is hers) 
detail in an otherwise geometrically rendered figure (Schmandt-Besserat 1974 winter, 16). 

Manufacture: Smoothing 
The figurines at Mozan often have quite a smooth texture. A very fine clay may give this im- 

pression, with no further surface treatment; but more likely than not, the surface of the fabric has 
been smoothed in at least a second stage of manufacture. Warren MacKenzie, a celebrated Ameri- 
can potter and teacher, tells how the surface is obtained by explaining that clay, at a microscopic 
level, is composed of many little plates. When mixed and formed into an object, these plates are 
every which way - "higgledy-piggledy." Compression of the surface by using any hard, smooth 
object aligns the plates in something approaching the same direction and accounts for the appear- 
ance of smoothness. 

The North American Indians used, for example, a stone to smooth their wares. Modern-day 
potters use a variety of smoothed "ribs" to treat the surface of their wares; many of these ribs are 
preformed, and potters treat them as special objects, any one of a variety of ribs being used for a 
specific purpose. Bones, too, might be used. The second stage of manufacture was accomplished 
when the object was in a "leather-hard" stage, not, as was my original impression, when the fabric 
was "wet." This means that the figurines were kept around for a while before firing and not imme- 
diately put into the kiln. 
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In yet a third stage of manufacture, for cooking vessels, the Southwest American Indians 
would often slip their pots with a thinned wash of the same clay or another clay of contrasting color 
and then smooth that fabric. The original fabric of a pot used for cooking needed to withstand the 
shock of fire as well as to retain heat, and would have been rather coarse in composition. The pot 
might be dipped in a larger vessel containing the slip or wash, so that the entire surface of the ves- 
sel was covered with the slip and consequently smooth-appearing. Another way of applying the slip 
could be with a brush, if the clay were a fine fabric, with relatively little smoothing required 
(MacKenzie 1 999). 

It was only late in my work on the figurines of Mozan that I began to notice that many of the 
figurines were slipped; I could see the layer of clay wash that had been applied to the object in a 
second stage of manufacture. The equids were first to capture my attention in this respect and al- 
though I have not done a detailed analysis, my impression remains that an equid figurine is more 
likely to be slipped than the animal figurines of other genera. In some cases, this was a contrasting 
fabric; in the majority of cases, however, the wash appeared to be only a thinned-down version of 
the fabric of the object itself. 

The surface of the figurines is obviously finished in a secondary stage of manufacture. Much 
of this work can be done with the fingers, but it might also be accomplished with a cloth dipped in 
a wet medium. What might be seen as "fabric impressions" have been left on the surface of the arti- 
facts; this detail is frequently seen at the juncture of appendages and torso. If cloth were used, one 
conceivably would find these markings (in which it is difficult to discern the crosshatching), only at 
the point where the fingers of the artisan left the clay at the end of one stroke. 

I remain convinced that the surface of the Urkesh figurines was smoothed in a number of 
ways, just as in the manufacture of modern pots. My "tool of choice" was a flat blade that shaved 
the surface in a series of similar passes, often remaining on the surface and contributing to the im- 
pression of defined musculature. 

Julie Hruby, a specialist in dactylographic impressions, makes the following comment: 

The difficulty is in deciding how something was finished when no impression is left or in 
cases where multiple finishing techniqks are used. pt is, for example, often difficult to de- 
tect scraping] directly because after scraping, the potter wets his hand and runs it across the 
scraped part to hide the grooves. (Hruby 2001) 
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New Approaches to Reading Figurines 
Only now is there some sign of a new approach to the traditional manner of figurine analysis. 

It is founded on respect for the objects and characterized by carefbl attention to detail. 

In the work of Denise Schrnandt-Besserat, for example, I appreciate the perceptive analysis of 
animal representations form early sites. Of the hoard of Bos figurines found at 'Ain Ghazal, she 
says: "Virtually all . . . were made by someone who had a knack for pinching clay into well-formed 
figures" (Schmandt-Besserat 1997, Fig. 14 and page 52). It is worth noting that she stops short of 
saying that the craftspersons were "skilled" or "talented." She also distinguishes amongst objects 
that are well-formed and those that are awkwardly rendered, lending credibility to the analysis. She 
sees in one of twenty-four figurines the work of a "less experienced hand," suggesting that there 
was training or mentorship involved in the making of the small figures. 

Dr. Schmandt-Besserat's work has for years stood alone in the literature; now she has been 
joined. by David Wengrow. His thoughtfbl analysis of animal renderings on the occasion of the re- 
publication of Frankfort's Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient is pitched just right (Wengrow 
2003). He asks questions where reasoned analysis has simply never been brought to bear. 

It is important to grasp Wengrow's central tenet, for it will surely lead to a more humane (!) 
understanding of figurative work. On page 153 of his brief essay, he cites Douglas Bailey (1996) to 
the effect that 

the act of figuration is capable of generating symbolic equivalence between things which 
are in reality different: 'In making figurines, unequal things (people) are made equal and 
similar; they are placed together within a delimited, visible, understandable category.' 
(Wengrow 2003) 

He goes on to say that "the process need not be restricted to relationships between people, 
and may also extend to the definition of relationships between humans, animals and other valued 
objects." ' 

It is just such a relationship that I maintain is documented in the figurines of ancient Urkesh. 

Perceptual Grouping 
For several decades, researchers in computer vision have sought to create object-recognition 

algorithms that would enable computers consistently to recognize objects that present potentially 
infinitely variable composite regions for visual analysis. The effort may hold promise for the analy- 
sis of objects that upon cursory inspection present no distinguishable differences. 

If there are constraints - [such as a given corpus of animal figurines from within a closed 
context] - on the geometric relations between parts . . . it is ofken easy to tell whether im- 
age regions that appear to correspond to two parts of an object could in fact do so. In short, 
each image region generates hypotheses about its identity; these hypotheses then suggest 
new grouping strategies to identify a larger and more distinctive group of image regions. 
(Forsyth, Malik, et al. 1997) 

Progressive combination and recombination of attributes of figurines -- call it "layering" - 
may lead to a deeper yet undiscovered understanding of their meaning within cultural contexts. 

7 As Wengrow notes (page 155), simply postulating this explains nothing; but it does give us a basis for critiquing work 
that would disregard the figurative value of diminutive terra-cotta representations, thus divorcing them from the main- 
stream of art and cultural history. The dimension of pure aesthetics raises other issues of valuation. 
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Reading Figurines at Urkesh 

Ces terres cuites de petites dimensions . . . constituent une documentation figurie prkieuse 
dans une region o i ~  sont conservks assez peu de monuments plus grands, sculptures ou pein- 
tures. Elles peuvent donc dtre considkrkes, de mdme que les cylindres-sceaux, cornme une 
des expressions les plus caractkristiques de la culture de la Mksopotamie antique. (Barrelet 
1968, 1) 

Only in relatively recent times have figurines been deemed worthy of study. If they were 
rarely mentioned or given prominence in site reports, this condition reflected the attitude of many 
excavators. More recently, I visited a site that might contribute, in my view, precious information 
about figurines fiom strata coeval with Tell Mozan. I was sent to a storage room and directed to a 
couple of boxes a few inches deep. There, tangled, jumbled together were the animal figurines I 
had hoped to find. No protective packing cushioned them. By all accounts, terra cottas of any stripe 
are fiagile, but these clay creatures were not protected fiom breakage in any way. Clearly, the ex- 
cavator did not consider figurines to be important. They were numerous. Common. Primitive in 
execution. Why else would they be subject to such neglect? 

A few years' back, I visited a second millennium site and questioned a researcher about the 
figurines. This young woman was cleaning a carnivore torso. "This is a horse," she proclaimed. 
"We know that because we found it with horse heads." She paused. "We find them everywhere, at 
every level." Again a pause. "We throw them away." 

The attitude is received wisdom, so the young researcher should not be blamed. She is after 
all only voicing a feeling that has become almost consecrated. This sentence introduces none other 
than the most widely quoted of all volumes on Mesopotamian figurines: "The terra-cotta figurines 
found in Mesopotamia do not, as a rule, reach a very high level of artistic merit" (van Buren 1930, 
xxxvii). Her thought is brought to unfortunate term, a couple of decades later, by Frankfort, who 
advises us to dispense with the study of figurines altogether, for they are not worth our attention 
(Frankfort 1970, originally published in 1954, 18). 

A few commentators, nonetheless, call attention to standards of some sort to which artisans 
must have referred when working with animal imagery: 

Despite a paucity of studies on animal imagery in the art of the ancient Near East, visible 
evidence for anatomical augmentation and the use of standardized proportions in depiction 
of lions in the glazed panels from Susa justifL expectation of the observance of artistic 
standards for depiction of some, if not all, of the animals at various periods in the history of 
the art of the ancient Near East. (Azarpay 1995,25 18) 

I need not make excessive claims about artistic excellence nor about the symbolic fbnction of 
all figurines to say that many are worthy of attention, that more than a few fiom every age are of sur- 
passing artistic merit and that each diminutive figure may carry, as Barrelet intimates, a cultural 
charge that asks to be studied in systematic fashion. 
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Sigrist alludes to this potential store of valuable knowledge in the very last phrase of his recent 
Drehem: 

Pour mnstcuire et retrouver une civilization du pa& aucune voie ne devrait &re negligk, 
pas mike celle des tablettes qui ne traitent que & moutons et de cEvres. (Sigrist 1992, 
409) 

It's a touching observation that I l l l y  understand, having devoted so many years to the com- 
pilation of this volume. It speaks not so much of neglect, perhaps, but rather of opportunity. Taken 
together, the thousands upon thousands of tablets fiom Drehem constitute a precious archive. From 
the ensemble emerge congruent and persistent truths that not only can be applied to the animal 
processing center itself but also may have resonance and meaning fhr beyond the confines of the 
animal pens and clerical stands. A single tablet may not approach eloquence. It must be, in this 
case, the archive that we celebrate. 

Yet it is in the classifying of artifhcts - the sort, as it were - that meaning comes. As 
Claudia Wettstein and I spent more time with the figurines, differences became apparent. These 
points of distinction were far more than accidental. They became definitive. Certain differences 
were repeatedly found, and we devised categories that isolated and highlighted these differences. 

As will become apparent in a number of cases, we were able to group the artifacts in a given 
category so as to show morphological change. This change marked a definitive encounter between 
humans and animals at the site, the continuing process of domestication. Not that change would be 
palpable fiom one generation to the next; but that wild animals of the same genus existed side by 
side with their domesticated relatives. Further, the effort of the humans to tame the wild creatures 
was sometimes attested to in the record. 

None of this has really been remarked before, within a grid of systematized observation. That 
became the raison d'gtre of our typology. 

Refining the Typology 
The point about all this, of course, is that objects are not what they may at first appear to be. 

How many "horses" have been found on excavation sites, for want of a clear typology that invites 
comparison and contrast with known models? 

A typology is a working tool. It is a standard against which objects may be measured. When 
characteristics exhibited by a figurine do not identify the animal with certainty or when those of 
another genus entirely are noted, the researcher returned to the typology, logged the actual charac- 
teristics displayed, and then categorized the figurine in that genus with which most characteristics 
were shared. 

This text is a first step, and its associated typology is an ordered collection of observations 
meant to guide other researchers as they work with the Mozan figurine corpus or with other collec- 
tions. Presumably, the typology will be refined over time. It will never be more than a guide, be- 
cause those who make the figurines stray fiom the "ideal form" of the genus. Yet still we admire 
the quality of the work produced, even though elsewhere in this text we refi-ain fiom praising the 
artisans. 
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As Gay Robins observes, speaking of the grid that guided stoneworkers in ancient Egypt: 

The grid was not, then, a straitjacket that forced all figures to be identical. When a figure 
differs slightly fiom ideal proportions, it is not because it was produced by a bad draftsman 
but because there was room for some variation (Robins 1994,259) 

Not such a far straying then, not so far so as to ignore the mental template - ! 

Processing Sense Data 
In a disarmingly straightforward essay, Naomi R. Miller discusses representations of plant 

life in the jewelry fiom the Royal Tombs at Ur. An assumption underlies her article, and it is made 
clear fiom the outset. "Plant classifications at the level of genus," she says, "are hquently consis- 
tent cross-culturally, which suggests that the way humans process sense data fiom the natural world 
is similar, and that the features of plants salient for identification and classification have both a re- 
ality in nature and a reality in human perception." Now, here's the important part: 'That is why we 
can even hope to recognize stylized and abstracted versions of plants and animals created by people 
of different times and places, such as those of ancient Sumer" (Miller 2000, 149). Later, she men- 
tions that this is likely to be true in situations "[so] long as [artisans] are familiar with the organism 
being depicted" (1 54). 

We embrace this argument and wish to invite readers to consider its relevancy to the present 
study. 

Realism 
The animal figurines that have been recovered in our excavations are in very large part identi- 

fiable. If this is not so in the first instance, our working typology makes subsequent identification 
likely. 

The figurines accurately represent animals familiar to the inhabitants of ancient Urkesh and 
recognizable by us today. The silhouette of an animal is characteristic, as  are stance and attitude. 
There is Equus 5 A6.238, a donkey braying, head held high, thrust out fiom the neck. Equus 36 
A5q815.1, a domesticated stallion, turns his head to the right, as if to catch something he missed; 
his mane is "blowing in the wind" (an observation by Shdor Biikonyi). 

We signal, then, the realism of the figurines fiom ancient Urkesh. After all, representation 
was accurate enough to enable Shdor Biikonyi and me to discuss the genus of many of the figurine 
hgments fiom the corpus, even when the technique of the maker was not consummate, nor the ob- 
servational powers acute. Indeed, identification by species is a hallmark of the typology as docu- 
mented in the corpus CATALOGS. 

In subsequent revisions of the typology, I shall try to systematize gestural reality to under- 
stand better how technique and representation filter and translate real life movement and pattern. 

~ l a n  vs. &tail - a formulation I owe to ~manuelle Besson who spent a study season with us 
at Tell Mozan. 
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Usage 
Perhaps I should not find it odd that the very first question asked is always the same - What 

were the Jigurines used for? There is then usually a brief pause and my questioner follows with 
several plausible suggestions. Toys. Ritual objects. Domestic gods. 

No one ever assumes, I note, that they were art objects - produced for the sheer pleasure of 
modeling or for mere looking. 

Can this be the only interesting question about these hgmentary terra cottas? 

I think not. But the question disturbs me enough to venture a preliminary response here. 
When complete stratigraphic analysis is available for findspots and for rooms and sectors of the 
Royal Buildings, I will have more - definitive, I hope - thoughts on the topic. 

That I have proposed a typology for these diminutive objects already says one thing. I believe 
that the makers - the artisans responsible for the manufacture of the figurines at Urkesh, be they 
male or female - held firmly in mind a mental template that gave form even over time to the piece 
they were making. 

Artisans. Craftspeople, if you will. 

I do not believe, that is, that the objects were fashioned by amateurs. It took skill to make 
them. I would not be surprised to find - as we venture W e r  into the royal residence, its court- 
yards and adjacent rooms - the leavings of a workshop, an atklier, a common room where workers 
gathered to make the figurines. 

If I do not take into account the sheer volume, the skill required to make them, and the utter 
consistency of manufadm over the long haul of the Urkesh figurine corpus, the idea of an atelier 
is conjecture, unadorned speculation. 

I reject categorically the idea that these figurines were toys used by children. The queen of 
Urkesh had, it is true, her dynastic program. And she had children. But I consider it unlikely that 
they ventured into Storeroom AK and played there with toys over a period of years, leaving the 
place strewn with their playthings. 

It must be said that wheeled vehicles are frequently thought to be the province of children. 
From the first floors of the Royal Building, we have recovered some two dozen such vehicles. They 
will be examined in another volume. 

Neither altars nor religious paraphernalia have been recovered at Urkesh in the Royal Build- 
ing. In the absence of texts or evidence indicating such usage - the dogs buried under the floor of 
Nebuchadnezzar's library come to mind -we cannot posit such usage. 

A flood of figurines was recovered in deposits on the first floors of what we took to be a 
storeroom, an area immediately adjacent to vaults (excavation units A1 and A5). Figurine finds 
continued unabated, consistently distributed through three superposed layers, indicating occupation a 

and usage over some years. A dump would not exhibit these characteristics. 
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Let us assume, then, that the figurines had something to do with the function of the room in 
which they were found. How would they have facilitated storage, the keeping or materials over 
time and the eventual return or redistribution of the proprietary goods? 

It would not be unusual for this function to be assigned to a least one area of the Royal Pal- 
ace, an administrative complex in itself. It is the matter of scale and the variety of processes under- 
taken that are interesting. I am thinking of Drehem, ancient Puuich-Dagan, founded by King 
Shulgi in the middle of the twenty-first century B. C. as a center for the collection and distribution 
of domestic and wild animals delivered to the state as tax revenues or obtained as booty during the 
course of military campaigns (Steinkeller 1995,49). 

Now, it seems that the figurines of Urkesh demonstrate an interest in the taming and domesti- 
cation of animals, presumably in the further interest of expanding herds and thereby revenues. This 
contrasts with what Steinkeller says about Drehem - "its sole purpose having been the collection 
and distribution or allocation of animals" (49) - but we have enough evidence from the corpus, I 
think, to argue for control of an animal population. 

I propose that the figurines from the storerooms at Urkesh were a means of record-keeping, 
control of stock, both in numbers and kind. Giorgio Buccellati has suggested that their importance 
would be all the greater for workers who did not have scribal skills and who were illiterate. Ex- 
panding on this, I would suggest that a sheep figurine would represent so many head of sheep, a 
bull so many head of cattle. While the stock were being sheared or harvested or otherwise proc- 
essed, the figurines "held their place," stood in for the real livestock or animals in the course of 
domestication. 

Such usage would offer a possible explanation of the universal breakage - all or most ap- 
pendages missing. Say that as part of the flock was returned, claimed by its owner, an appendage of 
the figurine was broken off. This would serve as visible reminder that the owner had claimed part 
of his stock. Once the transaction was terminated, the head was broken off - crushed or powdered 
- and the torso was discarded on the storeroom floor, as were the sealings that secured containers. 

I am uncertain how the individual figurines might be assigned to the individual owner, unless 
they themselves were sealed, not in the fabric, but perhaps strung and sealed with an owner's seal. 

This is plausible. May texts be found that document the practice! 

Counting the Finds 
Perhaps most intriguing of all is the number of animal figurines found in these rooms - the 

queen's storehouse, not a domestic location. 

Aves - birds taken as a class - will be the subject of a forthcoming article and are not in- 
cluded here. Related stratified comparative finds are counted, as are related comparative unstrati- 
fied finds. Numerous figurines have been recovered since this catalog was completed. 

Tabulation follows (TABLES 2A & 2B). 
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TABLE 2A 

ANIMAL FIGURINES RECOVERED 
IN ROYAL BUILDING AK 

* 

, 

Bos 
THE CORPUS 13 
TENTATIVE 4 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 7 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 1 

HORNS 6 
TENTATIVE 7 

FOTAL BOS 27 1 11 

Ovis 
THE CORPUS TYPE I 21 
TENTATIVE 1 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 3 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 1 

THE CORPUS TYPE I1 9 
TENTATIVE 1 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 2 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 2 

THE CORPUS NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE 
FRAGMENTS & RELATED OBJECTS 27 
TENTATIVE 5 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 6 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 2 

FOTAL O V ~ S  103 71 
Canis 

THE CORPUS 18 
TENTATIVE 8 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 8 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 1 

~ ~ O T A L  can& 27 1 
Felis 

THE COReUS TYPE I 32 
TENTATIVE 15 
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 9 
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TABLE 2A 
ANIMAL FIGURINES RECOVERED 

IN ROYAL BUILDING AK 

Felis (con't) 

THE CORPUS TYPE II 
TENTATIVE 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 
UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 

THE CORPUS 
Fera (OTHER NONDOMESTICATED ANIMALS) 3 
Ursus 5 
TENTATIVE Ursus 2 

I ~ O T A L  FeCis, Urnus, Fera 63 14 

Capra 

THE CORPUS 18 
TENTATIVE 4 
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 8 
APPENDAGES 17 
TENTATIVE 4 
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 8 
RELATED UNSTIQITIFIED FINDS 1 

POTAL Capra 52 ?I 

Equus 
THE CORPUS TYPE I 7 
TENTATIVE 

7 
THE CORPUS TYPE I - 11 6 

THE CORPUS TYPE II 
TENTATIVE 

THE CORPUS TYPE III 
TENTATIVE 

Equus 
TYPES 1-111 RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 17 
Equus 
TYPES 1-111 RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 4 

POT& Equus 55 14 

OTAL Animal Figurines Identitled by Genus 321 

~ o T A L  Animal Figurines TENTATIVE 74 
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A Rendering Legend 
Claudia Wettstein, the graphic artist who is responsible for the vast majority of line drawings 

in this book, has worked over many seasons to refine a style that is at once clean and instructive. 
The corpus was large. In addition to different styles of manufacture, some of it quite subtle, layered 
and complex, artifacts undergo significant changes in the soil. Often, there is considerable deposi- 
tional damage. Characteristic detail can be abraded away. 

We have sought to render these details in drawings that are an integral part of diagnostic work 
we have undertaken. These renderings are tools. Time and again, it is necessary to return to an artis- 
tic representation scientifically rendered to verifL a given observation. As discussed, the artifacts 
are drawn fiom multiple angles when such views would be diagnostically useful. 

Beyond the exhaustive documentation of various views, however, a line drawing often can 
convey the essence of an object more effectively than a photograph. There is, as it were, an omnidi- 
rectional light that does not flatten but rather heightens surface detail and modeling. Or it can be so, 
in the hands of a skillful artist. Both Ms. Wettstein and her collaborator, Pietro Pozzi, brought me- 
ticulous passion to their work. The work of ~manuelle Besson is also found here; her work is not as 
detailed, but the rendering is sure. 

The advent of digital photography promises to bring a new level of recording to documentary 
work. It will not, however, reproduce the line drawing so very useful diagnostically, the work of a 
human hand. 

Below, a legend of design conventions that Ms. Wettstein has come to use to draw the figu- 
rines fiom ancient Urkesh. 

I &  oriqi na l mode 1 in g 

visible trace of rnisjlnq detail (negative) 
- (thick line) applied detcril (evident) 

(thin line ) clpplied detail (trace) 

W abraded 

broken 
;'&9;5;2 ad he5ion e 

b; lumen repair 

tail hole 

Table 3 
LEGEND 

.Design Conventions 

I 
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Domestication and Taming 
I take as a working definition of domestication that given by Sandor Bokonyi: 

The essence of domestication is the capture and taming by man of animals of a species with 
particular behavioural characteristics, their removal from their natural living area and 
breeding community, and their maintenance under controlled breeding conditions for mu- 
tual benefits. (1 989,22) 

Juliet Clutton-Brock questions the "benefit" to be derived fiom domestication by animals and 
offers that it is only humans who profit fiom the bargain (Glutton-Brock 1994,27). This seems to 
be a reasonable emendation, appropriate for these enlightened times. 

Upon occasion, animals will be tethered or show other signs of some type of restraint. We 
remark there and reiterate here that this may not necessarily mean the animal was domesticated. It 
may be led about on tether or simply restrained. Taming, however, is one step on the path to do- 
mestication and alteration of the animal. In some cases, this alteration, controlled by humans, leads 
to the development of a different breed of animal. 

As I claim morphological change can be traced, it is important to say in this preamble that 
animals in the same genus that we have distinguished one fiom another exist side by side, and do 
not descend successively one fiom the other in a short matter of time. While a generation is two to 
three years in small species (dog, sheep, goat) and five to six years in large species (cattle and 
horse) (Bokonyi 1976, 21), Bokonyi says that it takes as many as thirty generations for morpho- 
logical change to be palpable and that "domestication time" (our locution) is measured more aptly 
in centuries than in decades. 

I also have occasion to refer to "animal husbandry," which is different fiom domestication. 
Bokonyi considers it a "developed category which follows domestication" (1989,26 ). In the way I 
refer to it, animal husbandry has rather to do with behavioral aspects of the animal-human relation- 
ship. While I hardly dwell on the subject, the care lavished on the animal figurines has much to say 
about this relationship. 

Taken collectively, the animal figurines fiom Urkesh are a precious resource encompassing 
more than a single chapter and recounting rather a story about the intertwined lives of humans and 
animals at the end of the third millennium before the present era. 

Other Disciplines 
I have made so very much of domestication and taming in this introduction that one might 

think that they are the subjects of the book. They are not. Throughout this study, I have had to call 
on paleontologists, veterinarians, arch~oziiologists, ceramicists, and most recently, specialists in 
dactylography. I am specialist in none of these disciplines, so it is with gratitude that I acknowledge 
the help I have received. The uses to which I put this knowledge is, I hope, novel and on occasion 
idiosyncratic. The responsibility is mine and not that of my advisers. 

I hope that the documentation of the figurine corpus fiom Urkesh will provide raw materials 
for fbrther study by these very specialists and that this work will open a window on the lifeways of 
past times. 
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- 
1 cm. 

Figure 11 
Ishar-Beli sealing reconstruction 

The story the animal figurines of Urkesh have to tell 
is a story of domestication and of wild beasts, tamed. 
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The Impossible Bargain of the Ishar-Beli Sealing 
In this eloquent and complex presentation scene fiom a sealing found at Tell Mozan, an equid 

paws the air before a deity, rearing on hind legs. The mane is erect, or perhaps it is dressed - 
teased and twisted, as for a ceremonial occasion - it does not come up onto the crown between the 
ears. The snout is blunt. The tail is narrow at the base and it is tufted. Perhaps the tail hairs have 
been prepared as has the mane, for they, too, appear teased into striations, not loose and unre- 
strained. Surely, this is a special animal. 

The equid, centrally located and occupying a space unto itself, is the key figure in some 
drama whose meaning unfolds as we study the sealing. An attendant holds a miniature representa- 
tion of the equid. It has the same dressed mane. The attitude of the smaller animal echoes that of 
the larger, in spite of the fact that it is pinioned by the legs. Is this a foal? Or rather, might it be a 
figure crafted in the image of the actual animal? A statuette? 

What is the horned attendant behind the equid about to do? Is he reaching for a knife? What 
might he do with it - strike the animal? Or cut the animal in some way, so as to render it more 
docile? Is the god proffering a crown or a comb? 

This equid is not a horse, in spite of the short, pert ears and a lean torso, but rather an onager, 
the "donkey of the steppe." Strong and wily, untarnable by all accounts. This attitude of spirited 
obeisance before a god's throne is remarkable, then, as if the animal were offering itself in an im- 
possible bargain of domestic servitude. 

Such things can happen in heaven, of course, where the gods live. 

To the south, both much earlier and later, there are examples of animals - usually goats or 
sheep - that rise up on hind legs to nibble at flowering branches (Collon 1987, 12-13, 151seal im- 
pression 6, fiom the fourth millennium; also Collon 1990, 13lseal impression 3, from the mid- 
second millennium) and, closer to our time, the famous "ram caught in a thicket" fiom the Royal 
Cemetery at Ur (Woolley 1934, U 12357 A*, Plate 87 and 121,264). Rampant animals are common 
in combat scenes in Akkadian times (Teissier 1984, 14, seals 66-79), and often they fight men in 
contest scenes, as in the "crown prince's seal" (A7q853.2) fiom Tell Mozan (Buccellati and Kelly- 
Buccellati 1997, Fig. 15). 

It is rare to encounter an animal that presents itself to a god. A contemporaneous example 
from southern Iraq is striking (Collon 1990, 44-45lseal impression 30). The divinity is adorned 
with a horned headpiece; before him is what is called "a bull-shaped stand." "His identity is not 
known," Collon tells us, "but he was probably a god of fertility or animal husbandry." While the 
species of the rearing animal is debatable and while it is unlikely, I think, that the animal is but a 
fixture of a "stand," the observation of the scene taken as a whole is apt. The choreography is iden- 
tical to the Ishar-Beli sealing. 

For all the ambiguities in the Ishar-beli scene, even for its uncertainties, I have chosen to 
place it as an en-t2te to the catalog and discussion following in this v01ume.~ The figurines fiom 
ancient Urkesh recovered at Tell Mozan are part of the same story as the Ishar-beli equid. They are 
caught up in the sweeping story of animal domestication and human domination of animal stock 
over 4,000 years ago in Northern Syria. 

Permission to do so was graciously granted by Dr. Giorgio Buccellati and by Dr. Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati. 
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ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS 
IN TERRA COTTA 

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK 
AT URKESH (TELL MOZAN) 

COMPARANDA 
REPRESENTATIVE SITES 
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Comparative Material 
A measure of caution is necessary when generalizing fiom one geography to another, the 

more so when one reads similarities in artifacts from one culture to another, from one time to an- 
other, millennia later. I am mindful of the fact that I have rejected arguments regarding function of 
the Urkesh figurines when a pattern of usage based on Guatemalan village life was proposed. My 
rejection was almost out of hand, as those figurines were recovered from a domestic context and 
were thought to be children's playthings. 

In the case of MacKenzie's observations as regards the surface finish of figurines at Urkesh, I 
feel confident that they do in fact apply and may within generous perceptual limits be taken as a 
guide. Ceramic theorist Phillip Rawson reminds us that "potters the world over have varied their 
techniques only slowly" and that within the poles set by mushed-around mud and transcendent 
formal ceramic statement, "the potter is likely . . . to stick to materials he has learned how to handle 
and that he can rely on" (Rawson 1984, 12). 

When examples from coeval strata at other sites seemed pertinent or illuminating, I did in- 
clude them in the catalog discussion of individual figurines. Stratified comparative material from 
Urkesh itself - from other sectors of the Royal Palace, and sometimes from strata that predate or 
follow the establishment of Service Sector AK - is also occasionally included in the CATALOGS. 

Comparative material from other sites and from strata that are contemporaneous with third 
millennium layers at Urkesh can be identified. It is nonetheless a perilous exercise to try and estab- 
lish a common impulse or function in these cases, and I have not attempted to do so. Context must 
be taken into account in each and every case. 

In this commentary on exemplary third millennium sites that accompanies the introduction to 
"reading figurines," I have in some instances tried to establish ratios and proportions of body parts 
of figurines, using the same techniques of measurement that Claudia Wettstein and I have applied 
at Tell Mozan for the figurines of ancient Urkesh. At its most productive, this effort could provide a 
basis for a coherent and consistent typology of artifacts at the other site, whether or not the manner 
of representing genera proved similar. 

My canvassing of contemporaneous sites is neither exhaustive nor comprehensive. I have at- 
tempted rather to point the way for further research and to keep my attention on the matter at hand, 
namely, the elaboration and deeper understanding of the typology of the Urkesh figurine corpus. 
Because of this focus, I have found it instructive to treat the corpora of representative sites as a 
unity, in much the same manner that I studied the figurines at Urkesh. 

As will be seen, I invariably find the manner of measurement wanting. As must by now be 
abundantly clear, I am critical of the way figurines have been recorded to this point in time. This is 
not to disparage the good work of colleagues, but rather to celebrate the fact that a corpus of figu- 
rines has in fact been identified and made available to the field for study. I am thus able to build on 
the research efforts of excavators who have been respectful of the cultural charge that may be con- 
tained within small terra-cotta representations. In turn, I offer my comments with utmost respect. 
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Here follow some representative sites, notable for the carefbl manner in which figurines have 
been documented. 

Tell AI'Abd Zrejehey 
In this compact and usefbl compendium, the author catalogs 150 animal figurines, over half 

of which are surface finds and therefore, I would ordinarily think, of uncertain provenance. How- 
ever, the author says that all the figurines are found "on the surface of the tell, in the first, second 
and third levels of areas in which excavation continues and in the deep sounding in area K8" 
(Toueir 1978, 3). I take this to be a gloss, which occurred in translation fiom the Arabic. Surely the 
remainder of the figurines must have been recovered in the second and third levels and fiom within 
the deep sounding. The latter represent some twelve hrcent of the figurines and are dated to pre- 
Sargonic times. The author surmises that they are fewer in number since a limited number of 
squares were opened in the deep sounding, as opposed to other levels in the excavations. 

The author ascribes the remaining figurines treated in this study to the Middle Bronze by as- 
sociation with securely dated pottery samples as well as "various bronze tools of known types" 
(Toueir 1978,5). Knowing this, the author goes on to say that the figurines recovered from the sur- 
face can also with "no doubt" be attributed to the earlier levels. The presence of third millennium 
figurines amongst Roman, Hellenistic and Achaemenid artifacts is attributed to the disturbance of 
the first level "as the result of agricultural activities, forces of weather, and various diggings." 

The investigators attempt to group the figurine corpus according to distinctive characteristics 
by level with the aim of tracing development of techniques of manufacture and styles. This effort 
proves unsuccessfbl; the examination reveals "only common properties." All of the figurines are 
handmade; few are smooth-surfaced. Two principal types of clay are identified, resembling the 
fabric of the pottery recovered. This fact, along with the presence of a kiln in the second level, ar- 
gues for local manufacture. 

The author approaches the figurine corpus therefore as "a nearly homogeneous subject," dis- 
regarding the level fiom which the artifact originates. The animal figurines are "in an imperfect or 
mutilated state" (Toueir 1978, 11). The extent of the damage is extensive, and the author does not 
feel secure in describing the animal groups "in a conclusive way." He does nonetheless make sev- 
eral canny observations. For example, he contrasts the hindquarters of the bull and the sheep, not- 
ing that Ovis has a "short fat tail and fat back haunches." He observes the disposition of the horns 
and uses this characteristic to distinguish between sheep and goats. He also notes that Canis and 
Capra may be difficult to distinguish, the one from the other, because both have upturned tails (this 
is exactly the situation at Tell Horvat Qitrnit). 

Beyond these observations, Toueir does not distinguish amongst the genera, except to note 
that the great majority are bulls and sheep. Animal heads, which might be expected to carry identi- 
@ing characteristics, "remain anonymous because of the craftsman's failure to indicate the details 
of the nose and mouth in all but a few exceptions," where the eyes are indicated by two holes or 
two attached disks. 

Certain secondary characteristics are enumerated in a table (1 1-12). These characteristics are: 
eyes indicated by hole or attached disk; ears and mouth indicated; cone-shaped face vs. elongated 
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face; long vs. short horns; long legs; long neck; relatively long vs. short, condensed torso; and tail 
(displayed by all animal figurines with the exception of two). This is a useful tabulation and will 
surely provide a basis for further analysis of the corpus. 

No measurements have been taken. I assume the figurines, sixty-one of which are docu- 
mented in photographs, are reproduced 1 : 1, although no artifact is reproduced in more than one 
plane. In some instances, I believe the animal representation is canted, in order to give two views 
(as an example, ventral and left median planes) at one and the same time (catalog numbers 3,4, 9, 
15,25, 29 (?), 149,221 248; each a slightly different variant of this positioning). Animal heads are 
reproduced in either cranial or median plane, but it is not clear that this is the most useful diagnos- 
tic view. 

As regards the function of the figurines, Toueir repeats an error made by Barrelet, saying that 
equids are never found in contexts where mystical qualities might be ascribed to them. See the IN- 
TRODUCTION to Equus in this study for references. 

A good many of the Tell Abd' figurines may bear some resemblance to the Urkesh corpus. I 
have cited them where I thought comparison might prove instructive. In the main, however, I must 
refer the reader to the Tell Abd' study itself, for it has its own internal coherence. I cannot bring my 
method of analysis to bear on each and every example; that would be both disrespectful and inap- 
propriate within the confines of this study. 

I consider the study of the Tell Abd' figurines as a credible first step in analysis of the corpus. 
Precise measurement must be applied as a diagnostic tool before the import of the Tell Abd' corpus 
can be fully appreciated. 

Assur (Qal'at Scherqat) 
In Evelyn Klengel-Brandt's beautifully organized study of the Assur figurines from the exca- 

vations of the ancient city at present day Qal'at Sherqat in the Vorderasiatischen Museum Berlin, 
there are more than twice as many anthropomorphic figurines as there are animal figurines. Repre- 
sentations with human characteristics are grouped by type, largely based on attitude - whether 
they are standing or seated, arms crossed and holding the breast or not. Whether they are handmade 
or molded and formal characteristics such as the shape of the base are also catalogued. These hu- 
man-like representations are presented in chronological sequence. 

Yet the animal figurines fiom Assur in the Vorderasiatischen Museum Berlin are taken to- 
gether as something of an unmanageable class of object (MuJig schwerfallt) (Klengel-Brandt 
1978). True, we are given some chronological clues, as the animal representations come fiom the 
same strata or "areas" as the human representations and were retrieved in the same (early, for the 
most part) excavation seasons; those that are assignable to dated strata are identified in introductory 
subchapters on individual species.9 

The author seems uneasy when it comes to identifling the animal representations that are in 
her charge. They cannot be identified with anything approaching certainty. That this should be the 

In an article accompanying an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Evelyn Klengel-Brandt comments, "Un- 
fortunately, notes and observations regarding [the] findspots [of the Ashur terra cottas] provide few hints about their 
age, so it is necessary to rely on iconographic and stylistic considerations and comparisons with similar figures fiom 
other sites" (Klengel-Brandt 1995). 
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case is significant. It does not seem to be a result of the poor state of preservation of the figurines 
that is mentioned in the introduction (Klengel-Brandt 1978), for there are identifiable characteris- 
tics that permit at least a provisional grouping by species. 

Now, when we look at a human form, we recognize certain features immediately, almost as a 
reflex reaction. We are able to break the figure down into component parts, because we identifj 
significant features that we recognize in ourselves - eyes, ears, arms and their attitude, a telling 
posture, type of clothing or jewelry and so on. 

Yet I would not rush to assume that attitude and accoutrements and body decoration provide 
diagnostic measures in human figurines. I don't mean to say that some of these details may not be 
time-specific or found within a closed context and therefore diagnostic. They remain, however, 
secondary characteristics, and I am not sure they should be taken as the basis of an entire system of 
typological classification. Perhaps there is some measurement not taken that would tell us more ex- 
plicitly what workshop, what era, the figures belonged to. Significant diagnostic information may 
not have been extracted fiom our observations of these diminutive terra cottas. 

The subject of this commentary, of course, is not the humanoid forms. I would apply these 
same remarks to the humanoid figurines at any site, not just those that are otherwise so admirably 
presented as those in the Klengel-Brandt volume fiom the Vorderasiatischen Museum Berlin. It is 
striking, nonetheless, that detailed observation of the humanoid figurines led to a typology and or- 
ganization in chronological sequence based as much on typological considerations as on fmdspot. 
By contrast, the animal representations are organized by what they "look like"; further classifica- 
tion was not attempted. Perhaps this is due to some residual feeling that the terra cottas were of 
relatively simple manufacture and of "modest" artistic interest (Klengel-Brandt 1995). 

We do know that, as a general rule, figurines are not measured as precisely as we measure 
pots! If we continue to measure as we have always measured - height, width, length - little won- 
der we overlook indicators that might point to the very aspects that bind dissimilar figures together 
in a same type, those perhaps telling proportions that would provide the basis of a deJining typol- 
ogy- 

With animals, we are unused to analyzing the figures in minute detail. Interestingly, we take 
them as exemplars and that keeps us fiom closer analysis. It is the case that when we rely on secon- 
dary characteristics, we will invariably group artifacts as to "what they look like" - these are dogs, 
these, cattle, these, goats, and these, sheep. And if we cannot identifj the species straightaway, we 
do not attempt to classify them at all.'' 

In the case of the "animals, carts, furniture models", plaques and various implements, 
Klengel-Brandt says that the representations can truly be called "rudimentary" (Klengel-Brandt 

10 As an example: "Eine detaillierte Einteilung innerhalb der Gruppen war nicht moglich, da zahlreiche Terrakotten zeit- 
lich nicht eindeutig zu bestimmen sind" (Klengel-Brandt 1978). See also the provisional grouping of Nr. 568 and Nr. 579 
with "horses" (89). 
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1978); as this is the case, precise identification is difficult and assignment to categories is, as I take 
it, provisional (she uses the word versuchweise). Without prolonged or detailed exposure to the 
humanoid representations from Assur, I should say that they appear no more nor less primitifthan 
the animal representations. 

Photographic documentation, while graphically well-designed, is confined to one view only, 
usually the right or left median plane. A dorsal view is not given. Thus, diagnostic measurement is 
not possible. 

Also, I am unable to reproduce the measurements given for a number of objects. Take as an ex- 
ample an important equid, Nr. 579 (see catalog, comparative material for Equus 11 A7.510 for a 
discussion of this object). At fullest extension in height and length, as I believe the object was 
measured, I can only measure 3.8 x 5.3 cm; therefore, the object is reproduced at approximately 3 : 
4. However, another representation, Ovis torso Nr. 605, is reproduced at 2 : 3. Yet another, Ovis Nr. 
644, a head and neck serving as a vessel, is reproduced in the cranial plane at almost exactly 1 : 1, 
but in the left median plane, the scale is slightly less than 1 : 1. It is therefore necessary to proceed 
on a case-by-case basis, taking measurements as they are observable in the median plane given. 

In spite of these concerns, there are some significant parallels between the Assur and the 
Urkesh corpora. They are cited with the appropriate figurines in the catalog. 

Ebla (Tell Mardikh) 
The long-awaited volume cataloguing the third millennium figurines fiom Tell Mardikh is 

here (Marchetti 2001). I will confine myself to a few specific remarks only, as I have not been able 
to study the work in close detail. I have included comparanda that represent reasonable or provoca- 
tive parallels with the Urkesh corpus in the catalogue. 

The great contribution of Marchetti's work is careful attention to stratification of the various 
finds. He thus has provided a solid basis for discussion of the stylistic development of the artifacts. 

A good many of the figurines are both photographed and rendered in exemplary fashion. The 
photography, however, is of variable quality, and only some of the images permit an appreciation 
of surface quality and three-dimensional modeling (TM.72.N.148Plate CLXVII, taken to be the 
horns of a bovid, is, by contrast, a fine image that shows both modeling and manufacture). 

I understand, I think, why the photographer chose to orient the figurines at different angles to 
the camera - so as to show specific characteristics that distinguish the individual exemplars. This 
approach does not permit diagnostic measurement. Since there is no central axis, it is difficult to 
determine if the figurines are photographed at 1 : 1 scale. 
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I have tried to get a handle on how, exactly, the various figurine fragments were measured. I 
have been unable to do so. The author says 

Le misure in centimetri delle figurine riportate nel catalog0 sono quelle desunte dai registri; 
l'ordine delle variabili (altezza, larghezza o diametro, spessore) non ha un riferimento rego- 
lare e costantte rispetto ai singoli pezzi, potendo infatti essere talora scambiate le varier 
misure. (335) 

And in fact measurement of height, "diameter" and "thickness" (which sometimes, I note, is 
taken to mean "length") does seem to have been taken in different planes with no consistent orien- 
tation of the object, so that one might judge fiom what angle the piece is being seen. 

As an example, a representation that I would provisionally take to be an equid 
(TM.75.G.430PLATE CLXX) -judging from appearance! - is defined by its "height," in this 
case taken at the forequarters; but the measurement seems to have been taken fiom the very tip of 
the extended snout to the upper portion of the break in the right foreleg. As an outside observer, I 
am reduced to guessing at what point, exactly, the measurement was taken; this is a poor substitute 
for diagnostic measurement that can be applied to all figurines in the corpus. The measurement for 
"width" can be reproduced, provided one assumes the torso taken in vertical section at the midpoint 
(?) can be generated in three dimensions as a perfect cylinder. 

I was at first heartened to find that the "length" of the figurine was measured as are Urkesh 
animal representations; that is, not in full extension as the object would be rendered, but fiom mid- 
point of the forequarters to midpoint of the hindquarters of the torso exclusive of the tail and muz- 
zle. Unfortunately (to my mind), the technique cannot be applied to another figwine I chose at ran- 
dom (TM.79.G.226) fiom the same table (CLXX). In this case, "width" seems to be taken as I 
would take the height at the hindquarters. The "height" seems to be taken not in fill extension, as 
would the rendering artist, but fiom neck break to tail; "thickness" may correspond to the full ex- 
tension of the object at the hindquarters (hindleg break to hindleg break, as seen in a dorsal view, 
thankfully included). 

It will be important to study the figurine corpus from Tell Mardikh, so admirably docu- 
mented, at length, for there are techniques of manufacture - such as coils of medium wound about 
the body of the animal representation - that are rarely found at Urkesh. Also, the attitude and con- 
formation of some of the figurines is distinctly dissimilar fiom that of the Urkesh corpus, and truly 
gives pause - as an example, see TM.79.G.349, catalog number 11 16ITav. LVI, and compare it 
with the attitude and stance of asinid equids at Urkesh. 

Ekalte (Tall Munbaqa) 
Tall Munbaqa - Ekalte - I Die Bronzezeitlichen Kleinfunde (Czichon, Werner, et al. 

1998) is an exemplary document and can only be described as a classic in the genre of artifactual 
reporting, almost 4,500 objects documented in no less than 234 tables and plates, 18 1 of which are 
line drawings and halftone renderings, 53 of which are photographs. The book's scope, as might 
logically be inferred fiom the title, covers everything fiom spindle whorls to sickles and daggers, 
not to forget architectural models and jewelry. 
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It is within this vast landscape that Czichon and Werner situate the terra-cotta figurines, 
humanoid and animal. There is an argument to be made, I think, for the presence of a workshop at 
Munbaqa, for modeling and detailing techniques are similar across species, whether humanoid or 
animal. A related section of this study deals with applied figures and encompasses a range of lively 
animals. It is in the applied work - vessels, models, plaques - that the artisans distinguish them- 
selves; one may begin to speak of a consistent, distinctive style that surpasses realism. 

None of the objects fiom the Early Bronze Age at Munbaqa are intact, as I gather; indeed, 
only seven damaged torsos can be counted amongst a collection that includes twelve fiagmentary 
forequarters, eighteen hindquarters and eight heads. None of the torsos are rendered. Additionally, 
there are two birds, eight legs and one horn retrieved fiom layers of the Friihe Bronzezeit. The fact 
that the corpus fiom the early levels is hgmentary means that the investigators will more often 
than not be obliged to rely on secondary characteristics for species identification; only a system of 
consistently applied measurements linked to species could lead to a finer analysis. 

Nonetheless, the degree of attention given the fragmentary artifacts is exemplary; Abb. 
699, for instance, is identified as Rechtes Vorderbein. Granted this object fiom a later stratum, 
while not rendered here, is rather large (L: 6,2 cm, H: 10,2 cm, B: 3 cm); at least two contempora- 
neous objects (Abb. 443, Abb. 449) are at a scale to accommodate such an appendage and the legs 
are similarly modeled. 

It is remarkable that appendages such as legs and horns are documented in the catalog at 
all. In less respectful circumstances, I fear that these humble fiagments are most often relegated to a 
jumbled collection in a storage box somewhere, the diagnostic information they might impart well- 
nigh irretrievable. Only one animal appendage is reproduced photographically, FuJ eines Rindes 
Abb. 820 Mbq 12114-1 (Tafel 201). I do regret that the excavators did not document more of the 
appendages by line drawings or photographs. 

Of 444 figurines and fiagmentary appendages, fully one-fifth of the corpus is represented 
by line drawings. Of the objects that are rendered, most are realized in two views, usually either the 
cranial or caudal plane and, if the torso is intact, one median plane. If a third view is provided, it is 
usually taken in the dorsal plane (e.g., Tafel 87, Abbs. 588 and 598). As we at Tell Mozan depend 
upon measurements w l  : w2 : w3 in order to determine proportions that are diagnostic of the spe- 
cies, the dorsal view is a welcome addition, for it is impossible to determine proper ratios if the 
median plane and only one or the other of the cranial or caudal views is given. 

Occasionally, where the intent is to document detail, as with a bridled equid head, the ob- 
ject is represented by as many as five views (Tafel 88lAbb.731); in this example, I gather the ven- 
tral view did not provide diagnostic detail. See also Tafel 201 for photographic documentation of 
this object in the cranial and left median planes; also see Werner, Busch, et al. 1998. The authors 
speculate that this object might represent an ass or donkey, but this speculation is based on the 
manifest appearance of the animal and although secondary characteristics are noted, none are taken 
as indicative of the species. For instance, in addition to noting the trappings, it might have been re- 
marked that the mane is erect, the muzzle relatively short and blunt - indicators that point to an 
equid in process of domestication. 
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One artifact (Tafel 81lAbb. 446) has been rendered in dorsal and ventral views, extremely 
usefbl for diagnostic proportions. Although the figurine is also represented in vertical cranial plane 
and in the left median plane (the only view in which it appears the figurine is one example of a 
good many buckelrind), no caudal view is given. Instead a cross-section taken at mid-torso is pro- 
vided. Since this is the case, only the forequarters and torso measurements are certain; the hind- 
quarters cannot be determined, for it is necessary to take this measurement at the midpoint and that 
cannot be ascertained, even with this degree of documentation. I imagine that the authors were 
brought to this manner of rendering because of the Blesse (?) on the forepart of the crown (a scratch 
that may be a pelt detail, visible only in cranial section) and the two "channels" that extend the 
length of the belly (visible only in ventral plane). 

Artifacts are rendered with care and attention to verisimilitude. There are a very few line 
drawings; most artifacts are rendered with the stipple technique - fine dots applied more or less 
heavily at some points over the surface of the object to indicate modeling. 

I am undecided whether the stipple effect obscures or reveals detail. What are we to make, 
for example, of Tafel 79lAbb. 401, which the authors take to be a "bird (?)," and which I might 
more easily take for an example of a humanoid figurine with vestigial tapering arms - ailerons as 
I have dubbed them elsewhere? Compared with companion renderings on the same table, this fig- 
ure is covered with heavy stippling over the entire surface; modeling is rendered with even heavier 
application of the tiny dots. Is the surface uniformly abraded? Or is this rendering no different fiom 
the others, but in a different "register" of shading? Is the fabric darker? 

The effect is rather more representational when applied to the three-legged bowls, chipped 
and abraded (I take it) from blocks of stone (Tafellen 140-148). Some of the humanoid and fantas- 
tic animal plaques lend themselves nicely to modeling through the stipple technique (Tafellen 155- 
167). Also note the applied lion head (Tafel72lAbb.335) and the remarkable humanoid and ram on 
the rim of a receptacle (Tafel74lAbb.348) where the manner of execution is well served by the soft 
stippling. Examples abound - as with another lion's (?) head (Tafel77lAbb. 372). 

I have paused to remark on the manner of rendering of certain of the line drawings be- 
cause it is a distinctive feature of the documentation of the Munbaqa corpus, and because at Mozan 
we came to the technique rather late. Pietro Pozzi, a superb artist who drew a handful of the objects 
fiom Urkesh in an early season, did use stippling to great effect (Equus 36, A5q63.1, as an exam- 
ple). There, the technique was invited by the complexity of the manner in which the mane was laid 
down - no less than three stages of manufacture, as I read the figurine. Stippling helped to defule 
these stages. Also see the voluptuous Ovis 7, ASq353.1. Still, Claudia Wettstein and I resisted the 
technique until recent years, and then we used it only when we felt modeling could not otherwise 
be conveyed. (As an example fiom a recent season, see PLATE V Bos.) I think we may have some- 
times been overcautious 

My admiration of the documentation accomplished by Czichon and Werner is tempered 
somewhat as I have come to realize that this work is a catalog, rather than a treatise on typology 
that might have guided us to species identification in some systematic manner. The very fact, how- 
ever, that the figurines are a small part of a much larger collection of many different types of arti- 
facts is telling. 
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If the animal figurines are taken under the same rubric - "small finds" - as a sickle or 
an architectural model or a needle, then it is understandable that they be measured in the same way 
- height, length, width - as are all the artifacts with which they are grouped. And, indeed, these 
abbreviations are listed in the introduction with others that could not rightly be applied to artifacts 
that were meant to represent animals. 

I mean only to call attention to the fact that a consistently applied program of measure- 
ment might have told us more about the animal representations that were retrieved than is here pre- 
sented. The impulse toward a more complete analysis is everywhere apparent in this volume - but 
the investigators stop short of a system of classification that could have taken identification fiom 
the arbitrary to more certain if not final identification. 

There are many animal representations in the Munbaqa catalog that call for prolonged 
study; I have noted others of them as I cite comparanda in this volume. The remarkable Blesse on 
certain of the representations (Abbs. 45 1, 5 16, 387 and possible vestigial markings on Abb. 479) - 
an enclosed tracing on the upper muzzle between the eyes - is unique and to my knowledge has 
not been encountered elsewhere. The representations of Felis that are applied to vessels at Mun- 
baqa have much to teach; they are noted in the discussion of the Urkesh cats. 

Most notable for me were the representations of humped bovids that are most certainly 
zebu. All were retrieved fiom later Bronze Age levels, and a preliminary analysis of similar figures 
at Mozan would seem to place such representations as late as the Khabur. 

What needs be said before leaving this discussion is that the authors have brought an 
enormous respect to the study of all the artifacts, not just the animal figurines. Only a certain sense 
of wonder could have led them to such an extensive and careful compilation. 

Tepe Gawra: workmanship 
Goff characterizes the workmanship of all 200 animal figurines at Tepe Gawra as "crude" 

(Goff 1963, 132). It's an astonishing summary judgment. Also, she singles out an Ovis figurine 
(Speiser, Cross, et al. 1935, Plate XXXTV (c) 8 and page 67), a representation with "large pellets of 
clay along its back" as "not successful." One is prompted to ask, "On whose terms?" Goff simply 
doesn't buy the "pellets" as "thick tufts of curled wool" (Speiser's description). In this case, it is 
not clear that the "pellets" are meant to represent the pelt; they may be only a decorative addition or 
they might even represent a burden of some sort. Orientation also counts for something with this 
representation. Is it in fact a standing quadruped? 

In whatever manner we eventually do read this animal representation, the examination must 
be more than cursory and summary. Matters of taste are defensible, certainly, and it is worth being 
exposed to the aesthetic judgment of a given writer; but such statements contribute little or nothing 
to an understanding of a given object. 
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I fear that the excavator himself would in all likelihood not quibble with Goff, for Speiser 
says, "The modeling is mostly indifferent, little effort having been made to produce more than a 
general likeness of the animal in question. . . . On the whole the objects admit of no more than a 
rough identification." Speiser does admit to a few "delightful departures fiom this norm" (Speiser, 
Cross et al. 1935, 67); presumably we, too, can share his delight. It must have been a disappoint- 
ment to Speiser that amongst nineteen equids recovered, the craftsmanship of none could be "con- 
sidered a sufficiently secure basis for more precise differentiations" (71). No measurements are 
given other than those ascertainable with the centimeter scale reproduced on the photographic plate, 
so one useful avenue that might actually help distinguish one species fiom another is closed to us. 

Tell Halawa A 
We have become accustomed to exemplary typological classification of terra-cotta figurines 

fiom Alexander Pruss and his colleagues (Orthmann 1995). The volume on the smaller finds fiom 
Tell Halawa A and the section on animal figurines does not belie this impression (Orthmann, 
Meyer, et al. 1994). Because of its very clarity and orderly presentation, as well as its judicious 
speculation about function, the work is a pleasure to use, and can serve as basis for further work 
that may differ in approach fiom that of the authors. 

At the time the Halawa study was written, little attention had been paid to figurines as cul- 
tural avatars in Northern Syria. For recent syntheses that canvass a single type of figurine, the field 
had seen only Badre's notable syntheses of Bronze Age figurines fiom Syria (Badre 1980) and 
Spycket's study of comparative material fiom a single site, Les Figurines de Suse (Spycket 1992). 
Both dealt exclusively with anthropomorphic representations. It is surprising that Pruss and Link 
did not reference Broman Morales's exemplary study of the clay finds fiom Sarab and Cayonii, 
which contains an extended discussion about the animal figurines (Broman Morales 1990). This is 
all the more regrettable, since she bases her analysis on methods of manufacture and modeling. 
Perhaps the authors felt that the prehistoric sites were simply too far away in time to have much use 
as comparative sources, although this does argue against their thesis that over time animal figurines 
don't really change all that much in style or craft (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994).11 Four more years 
would have to elapse before another truly notable study would be published - and then, the Mun- 
baqa figurine study would set a new standard for documentation (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998). 

A footnote from the Pruss-Link study does cite a grab bag of sites where figurines fiom coe- 
val layers at other sites more or less in the region have at the very least been documented - Se- 
lenkahiye, el-'Abd, Chuera (author's note: a surprisingly late citation), Sweyhat, Bi'a, Ebla, Hama, 
Mozan, Hammam et-Turkrnan, Nuzi. In the case of Tell Mozan, the reference contains but one line 
drawing; in another, we are directed to the one table in the entire publication that deals with animal 
terra cottas. That is to say, the playing field was well nigh empty; all the more credit to Pruss and 
Link and their editor for devoting a substantial section of their publication to the careful documen- 
tation of terra-cotta representations fiom a single site and to preliminary speculation about their 
function and meaning. 

" Anscheinend hat sich die Herstellungsweise, die Verbreitung und die Nutzung solcher Figuren in einem recht grol3en 
Gebiet und iiber lange Zeit hinweg kaum vermdert, zumindest ist eine solche &derung den Figuren nicht amusehen. 
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While noting that some animals are avatars for deities - Ea, Gula, Nergal - they are puz- 
zled by inconsistencies and rightly muse on the fiequency of bovine representation and the relative 
infrequency of horses or goats in the divine pantheon (page 120)12, citing Liebowitz, who decides 
his riders and equids are "household replicas of major and minor deities," doing so, we note, based 
on the "provenience, attribute and gesture" of the artifacts (Liebowitz 1988). Although the authors 
do not mention it, to his credit Liebowitz does mention that animal figurines might be "tokens," but 
he extends the observation to include "amulets" also, therefore imputing some cultic function to the 
objects; even (or perhaps especially), I presume, to those found in domestic context. 

Barrelet, who does not so classifl equids, says that "les representations d'animaux ont kt6 
souvent considerees coinme chargees de significations occultes" (Barrelet 1968). At Mozan, how- 
ever, neither religious paraphernalia nor emplacement has been found in coeval strata within or 
without Royal Building AK that would invite such an interpretation (The unusual "goddess" figure 
fiom the favissa in Area A16 may be an exception.). 

Usage seems not at all to be pertinent in the similarities I shall discuss nor for the compara- 
tive references within the catalog. I certainly have no basis whatsoever for considering the Mozan 
corpus as having cultic significance, nor have we ever been able to justifl the artifacts as playthings 
for children, given that in our case they were discovered in the context of the Royal Storehouse. We 
do share the latter persuasion with the authors (121), even though a good number of the Halawa 
figurines were found in domestic context (1 19). Pruss and Link do not discard easily the religious 
interpretation; in essence, they buy Liebowitz's arguments, even though a domestic provenience 
leads each author to assert usage that is authenticated more by tradition than by excavation (that is, 
precisely because there have been figurines found in temple context, then those found in domestic 
context must have some religious significance as household deities, stand-ins for offerings, etc.). 
Yet neither study moves fiom "stand-in" or "token" to counting or herd management, a link that 
seems to me more logical and that actually might explain how similar artifacts are found in dissimi- 
lar circumstances. 

The Halawa corpus is presented in line drawings with photographs of representative artifacts 
following. Measurements taken fiom these figures offer illustrative comparisons with the Urkesh 
corpus, although the authors conform to traditional practice and document only length, width, and 
height. Of the total 259 stratified examples retrieved, 42 percent were measured in three dimen- 
sions, with another 35 percent characterized only by their findspot. Since this is the case, and since 
there is no indication of fiom where measurements were taken, only circumspect observations can 
be made, the most useful based on measurements taken fiom the scale drawings, when that is pos- 
sible (As an example, I would not feel secure in the measurement of hindquarters width if the ob- 
ject were shown only in dorsal view and not in caudal view). It is important in any case to avoid the 
observation that such-and-such Halawa figurine "looks like" or "is similar to" such-and-such figu- 
rine fiom the Urkesh corpus. 

12 See Barrelet on the divinity of equids in the Bronze Age. She agrees with the authors. 
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Tell Halawa A: "Appearance" 
Judging from appearance alone can be misleading. 

In a notable instance, the authors say it is difficult to distinguish goats from dogs; and al- 
though this at first blush might appear to be odd, the difficulty has been encountered before. I dis- 
cuss the matter in the introduction to Capra and cite comparanda from Horvat Qitmit, a case where 
distinguishing the genera can be facilitated by measurement. Another author, Toueir, distinguishes 
a goat from a dog by its upturned tail, and for reasons having to do with herding (Toueir 1978). 
Such reasoning should be regarded with caution. 

Pruss and Link include a table that offers a schematic overview of characteristics of cattle, the 
two types of sheep they identify, equids, and dogs. These include the shape of a cross-section of the 
body (although it is not clear at what point this cut is taken), the length of the head, snout length (as 
seen in "side-view"), whether the eyes are made with a pointed or a blunt instrument, and so on. A 
somewhat impressionistic vocabulary is used - rund, hohl, lang - as applied to the body. The 
authors fbrther indicate to what extent this feature is prominent by symbols that represent given 
percentages - circles, asterisks, dots, a plus sign. 

While this method is an attempt to systematize the authors' observations, the categories cho- 
sen provide limited information. This is more so the case, since the authors mix techniques of craft 
with observations of body characteristics. In the first instance, I am not sure what craft has to say 
about animal characteristics except insofar as it compromises representation and subtleties of rendi- 
tion, as with the animal figurines fiom Ain'Ghazal (Schmandt-Besserat 1997). 

I must note that nowhere in the Halawa study has a measurement other than 
heightlwidthllength been taken; we can only presume that these measurements are taken at the 
point of greatest extension in the sectiodplane. I feel that only precise measurements taken in a 
consistent manner can serve to distinguish species from species. And then, of course, measurements 
alone cannot tell the whole story. Secondary characteristics complement initial observations. 

I have provided an analysis of those characteristics of the Halawa corpus that are most strik- 
ing to me, as they relate to the Mozan corpus. My remarks must be taken as preliminary; they are 
far from complete. My examination of the authors' work has illuminated for me many of the issues 
that are necessarily caught up in the Mozan typology. 

Tell Halawa A: Bos 
Whereas the proportion forequartersltorso/hindquarters of representations identified as cattle 

(Katalog-Nr. 1-78) sometimes falls within a range typified by the Mozan corpus (Abb. 30110, 1 1, 
13; Abb. 31/25, 28, 30) the ratio of length to forequarters, with the exception of Abb. 31125, is 
greater than or equal to 3 : 1. The forequarters stance is a solidly founded inverted U inside and a 
slightly incurving inverted U outside. Hindquarters are rarely represented, although in the median 
plane, one might observe that the hind legs are perpendicular to the cranial plane, so it is likely that 
the caudal stance is solidly founded. A notable exception is the damaged Abb. 3012, a most unusual 
representation, at any rate; the hind legs splay out at an angle of almost 75 degrees. Otherwise, 
Abb. 3012 exhibits what appears to be an erect mane, a snout that curves downward (broken?), and 
a lengthlforequarter ratio, insofar as it is possible to measure it, that is greater than or equal to 3 : 1. 
The authors note that the neck also is quite long (meite lang), sometimes, as I measure it, twice the 
length of the forequarters width. 
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For the greater part, the animals appear to be horned, with a flat juncture at the top of the 
skull and the horns themselves curving (?) up and out or forward and out fiom the skull; breakage 
renders a reading difficult. The authors note the possibility of harness or (I take it) tethering and 
call attention to two examples, only one of which is illustrated (Abb. 33/59), and "perforated" 
though the dew-flap. Although the authors note that the perforation is horizontal, it is not possible 
to read this detail in the illustration. There is only one example of possible perforation on Bos ex- 
emplars at Mozan, and this is at the base of the neck (Bos 103). Three of the Halawa cattle are 
decorated, one with a collar (Abb. 30/3), one with three rows of dots at the horn juncture (Abb. 
3 1/32), and Abb 32/49, which exhibits regular striations across and in fiont of the forequarters and 
across the rump. No Mozan cattle fiom the Royal Storeroom are decorated; one must wait a century 
or two before this detail is encountered, and then exemplars are more likely to be painted than in- 
cised (A 15q382.1, Khabur; this example is lean, in contrast to earlier representations fiom AK) 

The authors say that the Halawa cattle type is "round" in cross-section (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 
1994). Yet, while the Halawa cattle are stocky (1 : 1 : 1) in dorsal view, and solidly founded, they 
appear in median plane to be relatively lean, with body length being almost three times as long as 
the forequarter width. 

Tell Halawa A: Ovis 
The authors have clearly studied their corpus with assiduity; they note species-specific detail, 

such as the relatively abundant wool that distinguishes some sheep (Rasse 2, Katalog-Nr. 89-92), 
all with incisions that would presumably indicate a pelt, fiom others (Rasse 1, Katalog-Nr. 79-88). 
They quote Bokonyi to the effect that abundant wool is a sign of domestication (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 
1994). This is a remarkable observation and might have provided the basis for an extended com- 
mentary on animal domestication at Halawa and how the figurine corpus relates to such practices. 
As far as I can tell, however, only three of the sheep belonging to Rasse 1 (Abb 35/79, 80, 82) are 
lean; the others are rather stocky and might more properly be grouped with the wool-bearing Rasse 
2. I believe the authors have been guided more by the incised pelt than by body silhouette and con- 
formation. 

Tell Halawa A: Carnivora/Felis 
Pruss and Link wonder why so potent a symbol as the lion is absent fiom their corpus (120). 

The authors, I think, are right that felines are conspicuously absent, with the possible exception of 
Abb. 381132, which they take to be an equid. As I measure the artifact fiom the drawing, the body 
length is slightly less ,than three times the width of the torso, which I of course take to be the pro- 
portions of a carnivore. The ghost of an erect mane does not invalidate this observation. Although 
some measurements cannot be taken fiom the drawing, proportions of other body sections do con- 
form to the Mozan typology; that the tail is thick and not carried high renders the identification 
more problematic. 

At Mozan, we are by contrast led to ask the question why in fact are there so many felines 
represented in the corpus, when actually few are represented in the faunal finds? But at Mozan, the 
lion is represented iconographically in tandem with members of the royal household. Potency of 
representation is made manifest in clay. And of course the beast did roam the surrounding plain un- 
til the early years of this last century. Without such testimony, we would feel less certain of our in- 
terpretation. 
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Tell Halawa A: Equus 
For the most part, the authors speak of "equids," and they state flatly that it is not possible to 

distinguish amongst clay representations of onager, ass and horse. Few illustrations are reproduced 
in dorsal view, so I cannot judge. Trappings speak only of taming and not of differentiation 
amongst species. The one dorsal representation that I can read (Abb. 36/95) would be at home 
amongst the equids at Urkesh (4 : 2 : 3); the mane is erect and rises onto the crown, which would 
argue for a nondomesticated equid. 

There are a number of anomalous representations in the corpus of Halawa equids, notably 
Abb. 3711 12, which to my eyes surely must represent a sheep, although the authors take it to be a 
kind of "double image" of a horse and rider; they see a spot atop the piece where a rider might have 
sat. This may be, but the illustration does not convey the mirror image aspect of the piece. I wish it 
might have been reproduced in photograph, so that the reader might better judge how it is made. 
Nonetheless, the fiequency with which the authors identifl a "rider's seat" (Ansatzfir Reiter), from 
which the rider has been broken, is most intriguing. 

Abb. 391153, identified as an equid, is strikingly similar to Mozan Capra 1 A1.44, as taken in 
the left median plane. There is no sign of a mane along the neck. It is unclear whether the protuber- 
ance on the crown could have been the seat for ears or horns, as there is no indication that the piece 
was broken. See Abb. 35/79, quite a detailed representation and identified as a sheep, for a close 
parallel to body stance. I was often tempted to read the Halawa equids as caprids, largely because 
of the extremely long necks of the creatures. This seems to be a characteristic of a number of spe- 
cies amongst the Halawa animal representations. I found myself wondering if this might not char- 
acterize the style of a particular workshop, as the manner of representation cut across species. 

Hamath (Hama) 

We have one invaluable reference to the third millennium excavations at Hama, E. Fug- 
mann's publication of the pre-Hellenistic architecture (Fugmann 1958). Terra-cotta objects fiom 
the Iron Age levels were published in 1990 by Riis and Buhl (Riis, Buhl, et al. 1990). Publication 
of the series has been interrupted, stopping short of the publication of the sculpture and small finds 
by H. Ingholt. The series will now of necessity be continued as a contemporary review and publica- 
tion of the original excavation notes by museum staff. 

Luckily, Professor Fugmann published representative examples of the small finds. Among 
these are a number of figurines fiom levels coeval with the Service Sector in third millennium Urk- 
esh. These finds are fiom Level L (Tell Halaf pottery recovered), Level K (2700-2400 B. c.), and 
Level J (2400-1900 B. c.). 

A somewhat unusual method of reproduction was established for the smaller finds; all were 
reproduced on large charts that were then photographically reduced for publication. At about the 
same time, one encounters a similar technique in Mallowan's comparative work at Chagar Bazar 
(Mallowan 1948) and in the chronological charts devised by Erlich (Erlich 1992), a publication the 
idea for which was born at a Philadelphia symposium in 1952. 
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In devising the charts, it was the excavator's aim to facilitate typological comparison of the 
various finds. The same scale was used for all the objects; thus, figurines are reproduced at a scale 
of 1 : 5 andlor 1 : 2.5. The excavator is for the most part scrupulous in reproducing a drawn section 
of both left median and cranial planes. However, as these are representations of objects and not the 
objects themselves, true diagnostic work is not possible at this scale - I had to examine the draw- 
ings with the aid of a magnifying glass. 

I have chosen, therefore, to identify only "likely candidates," rather unprecedented in a publi- 
cation of this sort, but I feel driven to do so, as the excavator's visual report is summary and there is 
no commentary that might further specify telling secondary characteristics of the animal representa- 
tions; ac&phale, a description of an animal representation not illustrated fiom Level L2, is of course 
not helpful. 

I mean the remark to remind us how very far we have come in the last half of the last century 
toward diagnostic representation. 

In presenting these exemplars fiom Hama, then, I frnd myself perilously close to the "Well, 
this looks like an x . . ." school of analysis. Because I am uncertain, I have chosen not to include 
these notes within the catalog. Here they may serve as reference to future diagnostic work in Co- 
penhagen or, when excavators return, at the ancient site itself. Animal representations fiom Level 
53 are dissimilar enough in attitude, conformation, and function fiom any representation at Urkesh 
that commentary without diagnostic measurement would be useless. 

Two specific and two general remarks. It is worth asking if 3C 628 fiom Level J5 is in fact an 
animal representation. It is positioned so one might take it to be Camelus; and the dashed "leg" ex- 
tension contributes to this interpretation. 

It startled me that the excavator should note that "two miniature horns fiom cattle" (4B 608) 
were recovered in Level L. That they were noted is both commendable and atypical, for other than 
being rendered and committed to paper, the analysis of figurines at Hama is cursory. 

Particularly in the earlier strata, Level K, representations that are in all likelihood Ovis are 
modified with dashed outlines so that the horns extend outward in the manner of cattle. In earlier 
strata, dashed outlines sometimes overextend what would be a short tapered appendage, giving low 
carriage quite another aspect. In other instances, the dashed outlines/projected legs of certain Hama 
animal representations bow outward unnaturally rather than tapering smoothly to termination. 

Bos. Level J1 Fig. 103: 3A 190. Reminiscent of the bucrania (see DISCUSSION Bos, this vol- 
ume) of earlier times (Arpachiya), the horns on this head are widespread and upright, rising above 
the crown as opposed to being carried forward. The muzzle is wide, tapering in a gentle curve to 
the blunt snout. 

Level J5 Fig. 74: 3C 597. Upturned horns, genitals carried forward in the belly (it seems), 
heavy forequarters, hindquarters solidly founded. Parallel hatchmarks may indicate the animal's 
pelt. All in all, this animal is rather more slender than Bos at Urkesh. 
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Level 56 Fig. 64: 3D 590. Although the dashed outlines extend the legs by too much, this is 
most likely an example of Bos. The undercarriage of the belly is bbtwo-tiered," as can be seen in the 
forequarter sections in the INTRODUCTION to this volume. Compare also the carriage of the head 
with Bos 306 A14q275.3, a detail that only became clear to me after repair of this find fiom Exca- 
vation Season MZ 16 (2003). 

Level 56 Fig. 64: 3D 495. See 3A 190. Here the horns spread more widely and the silhouette 
of the muzzle curves, tapering to a blunt snout. 

Level K6 (a) Fig. 46: 4A 740. Quite an interesting exemplar, as the tail "swishes" to the right 
and there is an incised diamond containing a vertical mark forward on the lower torso, lefi median 
plane. The marking is not dissimilar fiom some representations in other circumstances that have 
been taken for a vulva. Body conforms to type. 

Ovis. Level J l  Fig. 103: 3A 39. Added details, such as the blunt horns close to the head and 
the rounded rump (both missing sections indicated by dashes), invite comparison with the Urkesh 
corpus, although the body silhouette does not conform to TYPE. The belly is concave, rather than 
convex. The tail is carried high, as with Capra. 

Level 52 Fig. 98: 3A 409,3A 195.1 am almost sure the excavator thinks that these two torso 
fiagments are equids of some sort, because the projected legs (dashes) are long, if rather stumpy. It 
is possible that the animals carried the body low and that they are examples of Ovis, the former be- 
ing TYPE I1 (because of the narrow forequarters) and the latter TYPE I. Headneck join is thick - 
wl@neck 5 w2. This would be unusual for an equid. 

Level 54 Fig. 85 3A 727. What may be ears are in all likelihood horns, carried back; they 
could not curve down and forward as represented here. I take the round circle on the side of the 
head to be an applied disk for an eye. Forequarters rather narrow for Ovis. 

Level J5 Fig. 74: 3C 666. It is probable that the excavator took this terra cotta as Bos, for 
dashes extend the crown into long upturned horns and a long pendant tail. I thirk it is more likely a 
representation of &is TYPE I. 

Level 57 Fig. 62: 3 F 366. Projection of muzzle possibly misleading. Unclear whether legs are 
terminated or not. May be an indication of pelt. Otherwise, conformation to Bos TYPE. 

Level K4 Fig. 49: 4C 69. Once again, the projection invites us to see Bos. I think it likely 
that this is a representation of Ovis, particularly as the torso is just less than equal to the width of 
the hindquarters. Also, the tail is wide, in 1 : 3 proportion with hindquarters. I think it is projected 
and possibly did not hang down as here drawn. 

Level K5 (b) Fig. 46: 4A 742. Horns projected inaccurately, I believe. Attitude of body, indi- 
cation of pelt, and particularly the hindquarters point to Ovis TYPE 11. 

Level K8 (a) Fig. 37: 5B 126. Forequarters. Indication of pelt. Rendering of crown and muz- 
zle conforms to TYPE. 
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Level L3 (b) Fig 13: 7A 764. Body conforms to TYPE. Indication of pelt. How do the horns 
lie on this animal? 

Canis Level 54 Fig. 85: 3A 719. If this terra cotta is represented in the left median plane, then 
the forequarters cannot be accurately drawn. The upcurving appendage invites interpretation as 
Canis, but there are no other representations fiom either Hamash or Urkesh that carry the tail in this 
manner, and it is unlikely that this unique example would have survived. The manner in which the 
"tail" is carried is reminiscent of the Horvat Quitmit Capra and the Canis fiom Assur. Quite exu- 
berant, if it is Canis. 

Equus. Level 52, Fig. 98: 3A 200. Holland takes the upturned ears as a sign of the true horse. 
(Holland 2001) They are broken and projected (only) in this example. The eyes are wide-spread as 
seen in cranial section. Muzzle tapers, neck long and likely thrust forward, judging fiom the break. 

Level 56 Fig. 64: 3D 484. The forequarters are narrow and the carriage is reminiscent of the 
tethered nondomesticated equid on a plaque, Equus 26 A6q271.1. The effect may be due to the 
manner of rendering, as it is reduced to a basic outline, with regular hatching to indicate modeling 
of the belly. Bulging leg projection troublesome. 

Hammam et-Turkman 
Hammam et-Turkman is situated in the valley of the Balikh, a tributary of the Euphrates, in 

Northern Syria. The site is about 200 kilometers as the crow flies fiom Tell Mozan. Periods repre- 
sented in the stratigraphy of Tell Hammam encompass a remarkable time W e  from the Pre- 
Pottery Neolithic (I) to ParthianIRoman levels (X). We shall be primarily concerned with artifacts 
recovered from levels of the Ubaid (IV), Late Chalcolithic (V), Early Bronze (VI), Middle Bronze 
(VII), and Late Bronze (VIII) (Loon 1988). 

The authors (Rossmeisl 1988) of the brief section devoted to animal figurines comment on ar- 
tifacts that have been recovered fiom levels that span more than a millennium. The book-length 
section (various other authors) devoted to the pottery and the helpfbl definitions provided are with 
profit referenced (manufacture, temper, firing, exteriorlinterior color) in the study of the animal 
figurines, although Munsell references are not provided. 

Figurine measurements were taken as follows: 

length = h l l  extent of the artifact in presumed "at rest" position; if the fiagrnent represents a 
torso, the measurement is taken so as to include the tail 

width = forequarters 
height = height of forequarters or another body part of greater extension. 

The authors speculate as to what kind of animal is "depicted," and refer exclusively to secon- 
dary characteristics - "horns pointed back" (HMM 82-A 3, pl. 175:20), a "snout pierced for reins" 
(HMM 81-A 2, pl. 175:26). The former object was recovered fiom levels in the Ubaid; the latter in 
Early Bronze levels. How the authors determined that HMM 82-A 2 (pl. 175:27), dated to the Mid- 
dle Bronze, and HMM 81-0 9 (pl. 175:28) are bovids is not made clear. In the latter example, ori- 
entation is most problematic. 
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Identification of two of the artifacts is particularly troublesome. HMM 84-A 3 Opl. 175:21) is 
"only a fragment of what seems to be a hoof. . . . Because of the three grooves in its base, one may 
alternatively interpret this piece as either the representation of a hare of which only the ears are pre- 
served and the snout is broken or a human figurine, i.e., a woman with the elbows resting on her 
breasts" (Rossmeisl 1988). As I myself have been often mystified by fragmentary artifacts, I must 
and do respect the author's effort, but I am unable to construct referents that could reasonably en- 
compass the reconstructions proposed. 

Another reconstruction (HMM 84-0 2) of "what seems to be a cult vessel" dated to the Late 
Bronze Age (Level VIII B) is admirable as invention, but must be regarded solely as a product of 
the imagination (Loon 1988). It was found in uncertain context, but Nuzi parallels suggest the date. 
How this object described as a rhyton resolves into a wheeled pig is worth an extended discussion. 

Of two objects identified as a "ram's head," only one seems certain @1:122:77); the other (pl. 
142:209), dated to the Middle Bronze Age, sports deep incisions that may indicate a pelt, but there 
is little else to suggest that the animal is a ram, neither the way the pelt lies on the crown of the 
head nor the conformation of the muzzle. 

The authors also identifl two bird figurines, one of which (HMM 84-A 6, Plate 175:3 I), ap- 
parently terminated and dated to the Late Bronze Age, has notable parallels in the Indus Valley 
(Mackay and Royal Society of Arts 1934); for example, Plate LXXTV, 2 and Plate LXXVII, 4, re- 
spectively, whistles, "rattles", and many others. Similar objects were recovered at Mozan and will 
be treated in a subsequent article. 

Other objects from the Hammam et-Turkman corpus are exemplary, notably a surface find 
identified as a "horse or donkey" figurine (HMM 8 1 -A 1, pl. 175:25). In dating this exemplar and 
other objects, the authors cite stratified comparanda from Early Bronze levels at other sites. The 
representations noted in Mallowan 1937 are assuredly not horses, although Mallowan refers to 
them as such, and one of them is dated to "1900 B. c." (Mallowan 1937). Otherwise, commentary 
notes secondary characteristics alone and does not take body conformation into account. Judging 
from the Mozan typology, the forequarters of the Hammam et-Turkman equid are those of a TYPE I 
nondomesticated equid, certainly not a horse. From the rendering it is not possible to say whether 
the mane lies along the neck or is erect. 

An "animal paw" retrieved from Level VII is intriguing. The scale of the object13 places it 
somewhat outside the annotated corpus from Harnmam et-Turkrnan. It is certainly not from an un- 
gulate. It may not be from an animal at all. I say this because of the way the ventral portion (as 
seen in what may be the left median and frontal plane) of the fragment is terminated (It is geometric 
and regular, rather than animal.), and because the fragment as seen in left median plane appears to 
have a flat termination and not to have been broken from a torso. I am reminded of Strommenger's 
insightful remarks about the Liebowitz "birds" (Liebowitz 1988) where she suggests that what ap- 
pear to be avian characteristics might more properly be understood as fragmentary theriomorphic 
supports for three-legged bowls ("zu Rinderbeinen dreibeiniger Schalen") (Strommenger 1992). 

l3  w1 = 5.12 cm , I = 7.84 cm. As at Mozan, these measurements are taken at midpoint, not at full extension. 
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A fiagment fiom a basalt "orthostat de porte" found outside Building I on the slopes of the 
Hama citadel and dating to about 960 BC is resolutely geometric, parallel lines defining the claws 
of the lion's paw (Riis, Buhl, et al. 1990), in the manner of the Turkman terra cotta. Other examples 
in Riis's work are also cited, exhibiting varying degrees of stylization, but all are later than the ex- 
ample cited here. Frankfort denies that stylistic devices found in figurines could be reflected in the 
execution of monumental sculpture; these examples bring that observation into question, although 
comparanda fiom coeval strata would more conclusively prove the point (Frankfort 1970). 

Mari (Tell Hariri): "Realism" 
Four decades ago, Andre Parrot, the original excavator at Mari, published Le Palais (II) and 

the world got its first glimpse of the spectacular Dkesse au vase jaillissant and other statuary 
equally remarkable for its stylistic ingenuity. The figurines fiom Tell Hariri are not so well known, 
but taken in context with other finds, such as the bread molds and other terra-cotta molds, they raise 
questions about typology and style that are yet to be answered. A forthcoming volume on the figu- 
rines of the third millennium at Mari will surely provide a h e w o r k  for understanding.14 

Parrot introduced his chapter on the figurines recovered near and in the Palace by saying 

que si Mari n'a pas rendu d'aussi nombreuses dries de figurines que certains chantiers du 
Sud-mesopotamien, la production en ce domaine ne manque pourtant pas d'intCri2t compte 
tenu de son orgininalitd. l5  (Parrot, Barrelet-Clemental, et al. 1959,58) 

Faced with a unique and complex corpus of small terra-cotta objects and lacking comparative 
material, Parrot went on to say that being able to identifjr and correctly interpret the artifacts, short 
of being impossible, was often "an uncomfortable task." He found himself having to accept "de- 
scription without the certainty of explanation (dkcrire sans pouvoir expliquer)" (Parrot, Barrelet- 
Clemental, et al. 1959, 58). I have always found the statement admirable, for Parrot went ahead 
anyhow to analyze his artifacts for others of us in the field, leaving precious testimony that might 
otherwise have been lost - shunted aside in favor of the "major finds," a fate often reserved for 
terra-cotta figurines. 

Later, speaking of the ferocious realism of a lion's head that may have been part of the ritual 
trappings of a piece of furniture (M. 684), Parrot says, 

Une fois de plus, 1'Ccole de Mari fait preuve de naturalisme, nd d'une remarquable obseva- 
tion du monde animalier. l6 

l4 The Mari figurines have now been published. They are referenced repeatedly in the CATALOGS (Author's note 2007). 
15 "[Elven if the number and type of figurines recovered at Mari are not the equal of those fiom other sites in southern 
Mesopotamia, the way the figurines are produced holds some interest, given the special nature of both subject matter 
and manufacture" (author tr.). 
l6 "Once again, the Mari School demonstrates a naturalism born of an e x t r a o r d i i  gift for observation of the animal 
world" (author tr.). 
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This artifact bears closer analysis and comparison 
with the manufacture of the mane of lions fiom the Urk- 
esh corpus, the lion sculpture fiom Temple BA, and the 
beast on the Tishatal foundation pegs. 

The scale of the Mari head is large (the Mari head 
is 0.10 m high) and the ruff of the mane is rendered in 
odd little cubes. 

Urkesh. Detail of mane, 
lion sculpture from Temple BA, 

on the High Mound. 
(Kelly-Buccellati 1990, Plate 911) 

Mari. Felis from Cour 14, Palais de Zimri-Lim. 
M. 684, ht 0.10 m. 

(Parrot, 1959, 58-59, Fig. 49, p l  .XXVII) 
Courtesy Librairie Paul Geuthner. 

Quoting Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, I have noted 
elsewhere the disordered realism of the mane of the Tem- 
ple lion, and have compared it to the rendering of pelt, 
feathers, and mane of other figurines ftom the corpus. The 
surface treatment of these figurines may hitfully be 
compared to the flowing mane of the bronze lions on 
Tishatal's foundation pegs. 

Urkesh. Felis. 
Bronze lion from Tishatal foundation peg 
commemorating the building of a temple 

at Urkesh. 
(Muscarella 1988, 375, Obiect 495) 



An incised fiagment, quite small, fiom the Felis . corpus at Mozan, Felis 24 A7.125, also has been treated 
similarly. The lines indicating the mane follow the neck 
and respect the musculature of the forequarters. Other 
exemplars in the corpus are Felis 109 A5q790.1, which 
has striations on the surface and Felis 1 14 A6q952.1, 
which bears light incisions scratched onto the torso on 
both flanks, perhaps the suggestion of a mane. 

The manes of all three Mozan pieces reproduced 
Felis 24 A7.125. here are rather more disordered than that of the Mari 

Left median plane. lion, with intersecting lines indicating layers of hair. One 
Incised mane7 neck7 and forequartem- may wonder if the mane of the Mari lion spilling onto 

Scale app. 2 : 1. 
(photograph VlOe1611). 

the chair arm or down the finials of the balustrade was 
similarly disordered, if it were rendered at all. 

Reproduced here is another of the Mari lions 
- not the realistic jar spout (M. 983), but the 
somewhat stylized plaque with a pacing lion (M. 
1144). The mane is laid on in strips, as if the blade 
were impressed repeatedly into the surface, criss- 
crossing every which way. Other aspects of the pelt 
are quite unusual; this molded plaque asks for study. 

Mari. Felis found nord de la cour 106 
(zone remanie'e) at Mari. 

The treatment of the pelt is quite regular, 
as if the beast were encased in annor 

on the upper part of its body 
or draped in a banner of some sort. 

(Parrot. 1959,76 and pl.  XXXI, object 1144) 
Courtesy Librairie Paul Geuthner. 

The reader's attention is drawn to COMPARATIVE TABLES 1 & 1A Pelts & Surface 
Decoration, where the treatment of the surface of various animal figurines fiom Urkesh is dis- 
played. 

I want now to draw us back to the question of the realism of the Mari pieces. If the Urkesh li- 
ons' manes were disordered, then I take it to be the artisan's intent to render something observed in 
the real world, not recreated through the filter of an inherited iconography. This intention would 
seem to be applied across various media carved stone, cast bronze, and incised clay and therefore 
may be thought of as a school or shared aesthetic. 
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Before leaving this discussion of realism and representation, I want to look at two other small 
terra-cotta animal figurines, both of which are characterized as "dogs" by Parrot. They illustrate the 
fine line between f- identification based on typological considerations and identification based 
on impressionism. 

Typology can mislead. I know that only too well, having stubbornly adhered to the "hyena" 
identification of a wheeled figurine that manifestly was a sheep. The typology said Canis. All very 
well, but as I have discussed elsewhere in this volume, the stubbornness was not all that ill-advised. 
The figurine did not assume its real-life proportions - that of Ovis TYPE I1 - until wheels were 
added. Function had displaced, at least momentarily, necessary form. 

Much the same consideration comes into play 
with a wheeled figurine fiom Mari (M. 762); Parrot 
calls it a "dog or a sheep", but gives us no reasons for 
the identification. Similarly, he says that. M. 15 12 (be- , 

low) is a dog. 
I 

t 
1 ', I * 

Those who examined these animal figurines \. - < ,.- < ' . ---- -'..-aJ 

must have reached consensus that they did in fact re- Mari. Canis, wheeled dog (or "sheep"). 
semble "dogs," that abstract dog form we carry in our Scale 1 : 2. 

heads. My mental template matches Parrot's in one in- (Parrot 1959,77-78, Fig. 60, object 762) 

stance, M. 1512 - and because I observe that the Courtesy Librairie Paul Geuthner. 

stance is similar to many Canis I have seen at Mozan. 

Parrot refers to the modelage sommaire of M. 
1512, but to my eye, the proportions of this canid 
representation seem to me deliberate and not 
accidental. But I am most uncomfortable with the first 
identification (M. 762). The addition of wheels brings 
no clarity to the situation. The upright ears and blunt 
snout don't help. 

1512 
I make the comparison to raise the question 

Mari, Canis. 
Parrot feels that the modeling is cursory. about the limits of impressionistic observation. Let us 

Judging fiom the plate, there appears to be acknowledge that Parrot himself is something of a 
heavy depositional damage. poet. He brings a keen aesthetic sense and refinement 
(pa&. 1959,76, Fig. 59, 

also pl. XXXI, object 15 12) 
Courtesy, Librairie Paul Geuthner. 

to his criticai observations of the three-dimensional 
pieces at Mari. 
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As long, however, as an observer relies only on observation and recollection of some real- 
world creature, impressionism becomes typology. It is impossible to systematize. We would have as 
many typologies as there are observers. Were we able completely to delimit or outline - capture 
the full taste and keen observational powers of, say, a Parrot - then and only then we would be 
able to recreate exactly the objects he describes and to relate them meaningfully each to the other. 
They could be grouped and classified. Lacking a coherent system, however, even the most refined 
observer will be reduced at one point or another to base emotivism. 

Nippur (Nuffar) 
The excavator of the private houses in the scribal quarter of ancient Nippur provides other 

reasons not to name species - "careless modeling" is the first (McCown 1967, 93). McCown fol- 
lows this judgment with the remark that the figurines are "too individualized to be classified by 
types." I take this to mean that craftsmanship of the Nippur figurines is so careless as not to allow 
systematization. In the last sentence of the five paragraphs devoted to animal terra cottas, the exca- 
vator refers to a "crude little model" - in this case, an exemplar of Ovis, Plate 14019. McCown 
speculates that the figurine is a "descendant . . . of the remote prehistoric past and may reflect a sur- 
vival of a primitive magic invoked to insure fruithlness of flocks." 

To my eyes, the representation is detailed enough to compare with others from many another 
site in the Middle East, and it is skillhlly enough rendered to be analyzed for diagnostic detail. In 
fact, the horns of this figurine appear substantially to be intact; they are therefore usehl compara- 
tively. This is one of a number of Nippur figurines, some features of which appear to have been 
fashioned by shaping a single fabric mass, or, if the appendages are applied, there is considerable 
surface work, so that the appendage merges with the body mass. The figurine bears comparison 
with Abb. 16/19 recovered from Steinbau I at Chuera (Orthmann, Hempelrnenn, et al. 1995,41), al- 
though the horns and muzzle are not fashioned similarly and the Chuera figurine is identified as 
Bos, unusual considering that the horns project upwards. For other figurines from the Nippur 
scribal quarter that are treated in the same manner, see P1. 14012, a wheeled exemplar (from Level 
TB IV, one of fifteen exemplars) very like Ovis 3 Alq474.1; P1. 13919, an "animal" with "an un- 
usually long neck" from AkkadianIUr I1 levels, and from strata substantially later (Kassite levels), 
P1. 141110, a "horse" with a "silvery white glaze." See comments on surface treatment under com- 
parative material for Ovis 301 21.93. 

Judging from McCown's Plate 14019 (the "crude little" Ovis), it appears that surface adhe- 
sions may not have been removed from figurine 9 nor from some others (Plates 139-141). Speak- 
ing from experience, I can say that the aspect of figurines changes markedly if they are properly 
cleaned; a number of those from Urkesh leapt to startling new life once our conservators had lifted 
off the surface dirt and depositional debris that I myself did not know how to remove without dam- 
aging the object. 

In general, the figurines from the scribal quarter at Nippur are described in such summary 
fashion as not to be useful (a number of species are lumped together across strata; the excavator 
references "two kinds of animals" which occur in sufficient numbers "to be noted'') or the identifi- 
cation is so idiosyncratic as to inhibit speculation. For example, see remarks above regarding 
"primitive magic"; also Cat. No. 2N 849 (Plate 14118 and page 93), which is identified as a camel 
and linked with "the migration that culminated in the Aramean invasion in the Kassite period." 
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The discussion on preceding pages has sought to raise questions about how figurines have 
been classified at some representative sites contemporaneous with Urkesh exemplars. Many other 
comparative examples fiom these and other sites are referenced in the CATALOGS alongside Urkesh 
counterparts. 

I range far and wide in my selection of comparative artifacts - as far to the East as the Indus 
Valley, for example. I have felt it important to identifl the application of specific mental templates 
wherever they are found to be compelling. My investigation must of necessity be inclusive - the 
relationship of these diminutive artifacts to the real world has been ignored for the better part of re- 
cent archaeological history and any trace of relevance, except in certain rare instances, trammeled 
up and forgotten, as is the significance of the act of figurine making itself. 

So, too, will I occasionally cite comparative examples fiom the repertory of monumental 
sculpture, murals, and reliefs, for I feel the skills of the stonecutter and the muralist have a legacy 
that is waiting to be uncovered. Is it too far-fetched to imagine that their work is prefigured in the 
carefully modeled figurines fiom Urkesh and at other sites where small terra-cotta representations 
have been catalogued with care? 
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BOS 

Discussion 
Raging bulls surge through the millennia. They stay with us, atavistic metaphors for power and 

ritual challenge. Many of the images are not recent. The aurochs of Lascaux leap to mind, flickering 
images fiom a Paleolithic play whose script has not come down to us. So do the freestanding 
bucrania of Catal Hoyuk, now entrenched in the popular imagination by electronic virtual reality. 

. Millennia later - far later than the founding of mythological Urkesh - bull jumping in the Egaan 
civilizations evokes danger and ritual mastery of an erratic beast. 

These are images of wild animals, untamed, exploited for awe and terror. 

We need note that the first certain archaological evidence for domestication of cattle in the 
Middle East comes from late Neolithic villages, Ha~ilar and Catal Huyok (Clutton-Brock 1987, 77); 
nothing from Jericho, three millennia earlier. In addition to the ritualized bucrania, there are rather 
placid images of cattle fiom the site (Hodder 2000, 196, Fig. 16.1) - if not domesticated then tame, 
manageable - and a monumental, static representation of a bull in a mural (Mellaart 1967, Fig. 64 
and caption). Mellaart notes that "no wounding or killing is shown and it is doubtful whether the 
scene represents the hunt." 

Bos BUCRANIUM DESIGN 
EARLIEST STAGE Arpachiyah. 
(Mallowan and Rose 1935 [April], 

Fig. 73, 154-5, 163). 
The excavator calls the design 

"crude . . . simple . . . naturalistic." 

Some three millennia later, "as on all early Mesopotamian 
sites," so say Mallowan and Rose, "[cattle] are very common." 
They illustrate a few fragmentary examples fiom the prehistoric 
Chalcolithic mound, Arpachiyah, (Mallowan and Rose 1935 
[April], 98, Fig. 4811-5). 

"The importance of the bull is shown by numerous designs 
on the Tall Halaf pottery", the authors say, and they go to some 
lengths to construct a typology of bucrania from the site, moving 
from rather "naturalistic" renditions to pure geometric forms that 
echo the lyre-shaped horns of cattle. The progression is chroni- 
cled in renderings in Fig. 74 and is discussed in detail in Chapter 
I1 of the text. 

Goff does not find the demonstration convincing 
(Goff 1963, 14). One wonders what further information 
- beyond precise notes on stratification, of which Goff 
takes no note - she would require. The impulse to 
stylize and to reinterpret natural form has been often BosBUCRANZUMDESIGN ONPOlTERY 
remarked; Mallowan himself quotes Contenau to this OF THE TELL HALAF PERIOD. 

effect (Mallowan 1935 [April], fiom the latter's "Manuel (Mallowan and Rose 1935 [April], 

d7archCologie orientale"). Fin. 74, 156-8. 163). 
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It is the pervasiveness of the imagery at Arpachiyah - and now, at contemporaneous third mil- 
lennium sites - that I find notable. We seem to have moved from a closed, hught  world of ritual 
into another realm, where the animal has free concourse with humans. I find the Arpachiyah bucrania 
rather a benign reinterpretation of the horn cores of Bos primigenius that were sunk in clay pedestals 
at Catal Hoyiik. 

By the third millennium, images of what 
must be domestic cattle begin to be found. At 
Tello, among excavated metal objects, Parrot 
notes small animals that "may pass for" 
domestic stock, among which are cattle. He 
quotes Heuzey to the effect that these "must be 
offerings, stand-ins for the real thing7' (Parrot 
1948,75). 

In pre-Sargonic levels, he is able to date 
several figurines fiom the "period that preceded 
Ur-Nanshe", among which figures a "clay 
statuette" (de Genouillac, the excavator) of 
what is surely a domesticated bull (Louvre. AO, 

Bos hollow "statuette" - a rhyton - from Telloh 14.454). ~ a k e l e t  notes that the d'imensioks of 
(de Genouillac 1934,77 PI. 1414); line drawing in Parrot this animal by a great deal" (324 mm 

(Parrot 1948, P1. 18c) and Barrelet (Barrelet 1968,69, Fig. 37). 
In its permutations, the original clean lines of the original are 224 mrn) simple figurines (Barrelet 1968, 68), 

softened, the vitality somewhat compromised. and later she calls the object a "monument." In 
her study, she finds a dearth of comparative 

material for the object, although she points to comparative material fiom the Sin Temple at 
Khafaja(h). Frankfort discusses what must be these same sculptures - notably the front part of a 
placid bull with halter "which served as terminal of the armrest of a throne" (Frankfort 1939, 33, P1. 
92A, B) and finds a relationship with contemporary statues. He states that the geometric formula of 
Mesopotamian works of art is not the cube (as in Egypt) but the cylinder or the cone" (Frankfort 
1939,34ff, esp. 35). 

What we see amongst these examples drawn from third millennium strata is an animal that 
.would be at home amongst those of the Urkesh corpus. The animal is solidly founded and the body 
proportions and conformation are those of figurines found at the ancient Hurrian capital. 

Having read Clutton-Brock on the domestication of cattle, I am somewhat less puzzled that, of 
the animal figurines found in the Royal Storehouse at Urkesh, only representations of birds are found 
with less fiequency than cattle. It could not have been easy to coax a cow to give up her milk, nor 
could a large aurochs be obliged to stay close to human habitation, unless it wanted to be there. 

This is not to mention the effect on the habitat of trampling herds nor the promise of a succu- 
lent meal for roving wolves and large cats, surely a deterrent for enterprising pastoralists. All in all, 
she says, "it is rather difficult to imagine how or why the change from hunting of wild cattle to 
husbanding of tame ones began" (Clutton-Brock 198 1,6648). 
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Nor is it to say that the lessons learned by Neolithic pastoralists were lost on the herders at Mo- 
zan; I mean only to call attention to the fact that there was a considerable investment of energy 
required to herd cattle. I believe that the ancient inhabitants of Urkesh devoted most of this energy to 
the herding - husbanding, including tallying and recording - of sheep and goats. 

Gouin, in his article on that cylinder seal writ large, the 'Obeid fiieze (ca. 2500-2450), depict- 
ing domesticated cattle - herds, milking, and the processkg of milk products - remarks that arid 
regions, the steppe and savannahs, are more likely to be home to sheep and goats. In areas where 
water is less scarce, or lands that are heavily irrigated or swampy, cattle are more likely to be the 
predominant form of livestock (Gouin 1993, 135-6, 145). 

At Urkesh, amongst our domestic faunal samples cattle represent "a distant fourth" (Buccellati, 
Kelly-Buccellati, et al. 1997). Shndor Bokonyi states that low fiequency of faunal finds is a sign of 
the animal's lesser economic importance to ancient Urkesh (Bokonyi 1994). Of course, we would 
further have to assume that fiequency of representation bears a direct relationship to occurrence of 
the animal in the real world. This latter assumption has yet to be established. Exactly the contrary 
situation pertains with equids; there are many more representations of that genus than are proportion- 
ately represented in the faunal sample. The same is true for carnivores at Urkesh. 

A MINIATURE Genus 
The majority of the finds identified as 

Bos are quite tiny, so small in fact that they 
rightly belong to a class of objects we could 
call MINIATURES. The greater numbers of 
Bos, for example, are less than 4 cm in 
length. By comparison with other genera, 
they are quite small. 

The MINIATURE designation began as a 
subjective characterization, because there 
were many small objects in every category of 
find, whether humanoid, animal or domestic 
object (for example, tables, beds). More 
ofken than not, the judgment was based on 
comparison of a given object to other similar 
objects retrieved. 

Amongst Canis, for example, A6.274 is 
remarkably tiny (height is 1.46 cm). It must 
be considered a MINIATURE, particularly as 
the object is compared to other figurine finds 
recovered in the Royal Building. 

FIGURE 12 
APPARENT VS. ACTUAL BODY LENGTH 

Bos 5 A6q439.1. Bos 10 A7.396. 
(length 4.28 (length 4.7 

extended length 4.29) extended length 6.36) 
Scale 1 : 1. Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw H628) (rendering cw 1705) 

As a provisional classification, I will call MINIATURE figurines in the Bos corpus those that, 
rounded up or down to the nearest whole number, do not exceed 4.0 centimeters in length (diagnostic 
body length, not the overall relative measurement in extension taken for rendering purposes). 
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Using this criterion, I have chosen to call Bos 5 A6q439.1 a ~ A T U R E ,  (body length, 4.28 cm; 
overall body length, 4.28 cm); and I have chosen not to call A7.396 a MINIATURE (overall length, 
6.36 cm; body length, 4.7 cm), even though the figure is diminutive. Although there is a perceptible 
difference between the two representations in terms of overall body length, there is only 0.42 cm 
difference in actual body length. 

FIGURE 13 ACTUAL VS. EXTENDED MEASUREMENTS 

0 
Bos 300 A8.6. Bos 1 A1.12. Bos 6 A6q538.1. 

(length 2.55, extension 2.88) (length 2.8, extension 3.18) (length 2.7, extension 3.2) 
Scale 1 : 1. Scale 1 : 1. Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw H628) (rendering cw H628) (rendering cw 1705) 

Measurements 
When comparing body proportions of the renderings in the catalog, remember that the meas- 

urements noted are those taken at the points of furthest extension - a draftsman's view, in effect. As 
an example, the extended body lengths of Bos 300 A8.6, Bos 1 A1.12, and Bos 6 A6q538.1 in Figure 
13 above appear to be very nearly equal; but this is an accident, not design. It is not immediately 
apparent that the body length of Bos 6 is in fact 10 rnrn less than the body length of Bos 1 and 15 mm 
greater than the body length of Bos 300; only measurement taken in a consistent manner can 
determine this. However, where there is breakage, the extended measurement depends upon accidents 
of conservation in the ground and recovery. Actual body length b contrast was decided upon and 
came about by the volition of the craftsperson who made the object. r 

Significantly, within our typology, ratio and proportion determine the genus to which the 
artifact is assigned. Ritual breakage has yet to be substantiated, but it would not in any case form the 
basis for diagnostic measurement, except in quite special circumstances. 

In those rare instances where appendages are intact and measurement can be taken to a termina- 
tion, height (to withers, with Equus, for example), length of the appendage may be taken into 
account. Measurement to a broken appendage and not to termination cannot be diagnostic. Other 
factors, such as angle of leg to body join, may also be taken and are not compromised as often by 
breakage. 

' I have not set a limit to artisanal tolerances, but have tried to be circumspect when allowing such variance in the analysis 
of ratio and proportion. A typology, after all, is a guide, not an invariable canon. 
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Typological measurements of body length are 
taken fiom breast ridge to rump or buttocks, not includ- 
ing the tail or the extension of neck or muzzle beyond the 
forequarters. A veterinarian would say that these points 
are where the cranial and caudal ends of the body inter- 
sect the fiontal plane. To include breast ridge and not tail 
seemed defensible; the breast ridge is a bodily mass, 
whereas the tail is an appendage. This is not to say that 
the tail has no diagnostic value; the contrary is true, the 
width at the base being of particular importance with 
Equus and with Ovis. 

FIGURE 14 When seen in dorsal view, the equality of the Bos 
W3: ACTUAL VS. EXTENDED MEASURE proportion may not be immediately apparent, for the legs 

BOS 3 A5q792.1. often swell outward fiom the torso, contributing to the 
Dorsal view, comparing 

hindquarters (w3) measurement 
impression that the quarters are much wider than the 

and legs at their torso (see Fig. 14). 
fullest extension. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw f72 1) 

This relationship of legs to the cylindrical form of 
the body is immediately apparent when the objects are handled. With Bos, there is also a kind of 
"secondary undercarriage" - an underbelly of sorts - related to the melding of breast ridge with 
body and the founding of the sexual parts in the belly that sometimes falsifies the impression of the 
way forequarters and hindquarters join the body cylinder. See the INTRODUCTION for graphic 
renderings of this phenomenon. 

Identification 
There is rarely a question about the 

identification of Bos. The body type is 
distinctive and it fairly leaps to attention. 

1 : 1 : 1 - the width of the forequarters 
is equal to the width of the hindquarters is 
equal to the width of the torso. Simplicity 
itself. 

Bos 1 0 A7.396 TYPE (TEMPLATE) . 
Left median plane. 

The angle is fiom below, thus the foursquare aspect 
of the figurine is somewhat compromised. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph VDK1700 DSCN3 194) 
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When the head of the animal is intact, the identification is generally made easier, particularly if 
the horns cross the crown of the head and curve gently outward perpendicular to the sides of the 
head.2 

Canis and Ursus also have a heavy body type, so some care must be taken to differentiate them 
fiom Bos. 

GENUS Bos 
THE TYPOLOGY 
PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS 

w l 2  w2 I w3 where w l  = w2 (or, for all practical purposes, 1 : 1 : 1 ) 
The Bos body type is stocky and the forequarters, hindquarters and torso are most fiequently 

equal in width (taken in the fiontal plane). 

Ig 5 2 w l  
Body length is equal to or a little less than two times the width of the forequarters. 

wl@neck I w l  
The neck fuses with the torso. 

Bos and Ursus share this detail. The snout of Ursus tapers to a blunt point, however, and serves 
to distinguish the genus, at least as we have chosen to distinguish it in this corpus. The snout of Ursus 
406 A7.239, exceptionally, has a blunt termination. However, the snout itself tapers appreciably and 
there is a deep cut under the muzzle that is never encountered amongst the cattle at Urkesh. 

GENUS Bos 
THE TYPOLOGY 
SECONDARY CHARACTERISTICS 

In addition to the body ratios above, Bos representations may exhibit some or - not infie- 
quently - all.of the following characteristics. 

FOREQUARTERS AND HINDQUARTERS ARE FUSED 
This characteristic, as has been noted elsewhere, can be somewhat misleading - if legs are 

missing, buttocks may appear to be fused. Depending on how the legs are executed, the character of 
the stance may change. 

I know of one Jemdet Nasr example, a "ritual vase decorated with animals in low and high relief," where the horns of a 
bovine curve down, under, and back up on the crown of the head, somewhat in the manner of Ovis (Amiet 1980). Even so, 
the horns are carried high, a fairly distinctive feature. 
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In the case of Bos, however, every indication is that legs are relatively stocky and short, so we 
should not expect the characteristic stance of the hindquarters to change much, even were the legs 
reconstituted. See as an instructive example Bos 10 A7.396, a figurine that exhibits a terminated leg. 

\ 

/ 
/ 

\-4' / 

" 90. \ - 80' 45' \ -90'- , 
\-- / 

75' 

Bos 3 A5q792.1. Canis 4 Alq760.1 Bos 5 A6q439.1. Ursus 403 A1.379. 
Scale 1 : 1. Scale 1 : 1 Scale 1 : 1. Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw H703) (rendering cw H701) (rendering cw H630) (rendering cw H7 13) 

FOREQUARTERS HINDQUARTERS 

FIGURE 15 
STANCE Bos, Canis, Ursus 

FOREQUARTERS AND HINDQUARTERS ARE SOLIDLY FOUNDED 
This detail distinguishes the body type of cattle fiom genera of similar body type, such as bears 

and dogs. The forequarters and hindquarters of a solidly founded animal representation (as, Bos) will 
be bounded by an inverted U. An inverted V will contain the forequarters (less open with Canis) or 
the hindquarters (quite wide in the case of Ursus) of an animal not standing in what I call a "four- 
square stance". Note nonetheless that the hindquarters of Canis are solidly founded. 

The angle at which the legs meet the body is one other consideration that may prove diagnostic. 

FOREQUARTERS CARRY A BREAST RIDGE THAT CONTINUES ONTO THE BELLY. 

SEXUAL PARTS ARE EXPRESSED. 

SEXUAL PARTS ARE CARRIED FORWARD IN THE BELLY. 

These latter two details are diagnostic, distinguishing Bos figurines fiom the bear and the dog, 
both of which have a heavy body type. 
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A Rare Example 
An exception to the Bos body-type is Bos 202 

BH.15, a clear representation of zebu found on the site. 
While forequarters and hindquarters are equal in width, 
the torso is long and lean, markedly less wide than either. 
The hindquarters are solidly founded, in the manner of 
other examples of Bos. 

. .. 

As the presence of the zebu is remarkable, this com- 
parative example fiom third millennium strata in Area BH 

Q 
Bos 202 BH. 15. Left median view. 

has been included here. Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph MZ8b El 52, 

slightly tilted away from the camera, 
falsifying object proportions; 

the animal is sleeker than it appears here) 

Zebu at Munbaqa and at Urkesh 
A number of figurines, which the excavators have identified as zebu, have been recovered at 

Tall Munbaqa, namely, Nrs. 443457,472-475 (torsos), and 476-485 (forequarters). This entire sub- 
category of animal representation dates fiom the Later Bronze Age. Each of these figurines exhibits a 
pronounced, rather narrow, blunt hump high on the neck. The feature brings to mind perforated ring 
attachments of some Urkesh figurines (conceivably, Bos 103 A7q917.1). Mbq. Nr. 451 exhibits a 
more gradual rise from torso to crown and bears the blesse on the crown ( a "blaze" or somewhat 
geometric marking, light in color as contrasted with the rest of the pelt, on the animal itself). 
Compare Equus 37 A7.407, which exhibits a gradual rise fiom torso to crown; in this case a mane, 
but with two perforations. 

All zebu in the Munbaqa corpus carry the tail high, as do Urkesh Bos. As documented in the 
present catalog, only a very few examples of what may be zebu have been recovered fiom third 
millennium levels at Urkesh. Two notable exceptions fiom Urkesh are Bos 100 torso IN PROCESS OF 
MANUFACTURE A5q294 and Bos (zebu) 302 torso MINIATURE BH. 15. In contrast to the rest of the 
Urkesh Bos corpus, their proportions are similar to the lean silhouette of the Munbaqa Bos figurines. 

In later strata, numerous examples of what appear to be humped cattle have been recovered at 
Urkesh. They have been recovered fiom outside the Royal Building and most date to KhaburIUr I11 
times. 

Of the Munbaqa humped cattle, Nr. 479 is notable for incised decoration that covers the entire 
body, including the head; seemingly, the body incisions represent a blanket or covering thrown over 
the back, whereas the head markings develop into a possible bridle; on the crown, a detached triangle 
has also been incised. Decoration on the Urkesh zebu, which may cover the entire body, is executed 
in the brownish-red paint characteristic of the Khabur and is familiar fiom the decorated pottery of 
the period. 

A more developed commentary on Urkesh cattle recovered fiom early second millennium lev- 
els and later must be reserved for another volume in this series. 
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Bos at ChueraRalast F 
Animal figurines were found in quantity in Palast F at Tell Chuera (Orthmann and Pruss 1995); 

most appear to be cattle. The typology of the Bos figurines differs fiom that at Urkesh; the excavators 
distinguish two types, one with blocky heads and those with longer necks and thin tapering muzzles. 

The distinction is difficult to maintain. What if, for instance, we were to break off the head of 
Abb.69139 or Abb. 69/40 and consider each by itself? Would we say that it belonged to the second 
group of Bos, those with long necks and slender muzzles? This concern notwithstanding, the 
excavators are to be commended for their effort at categorization and their attention to the small 
finds. 

Horns 
If the Bos TYPE is relatively easy to 

identify, its horns are not. An assemblage 
of representative finds in included 
amongst the PLATES. See COMPARATIVE 
TABLE 3 APPENDAGES HORNS (Bos). It 
was not until after several seasons that 
enough examples were retrieved to enable 
meaningfbl comparison. Each example is 
discussed in the CATALOG. 

Were Bos heads intact at Urkesh, I 
believe we would see a great many more 

Bos 206 A 14q275.3. Torso with partially intact head and horn.. examples with horns extending outward to 
Cranial view. the side and curving forward fiom the 

On right, forequarters with the fiagment affixed to the forequarters. crow, in the manner of Urkesh miniature 
Scale 1 : 1 (rendering cw N806, N826 repaired) Bos 305. Witness the rather large numbers 

of horns catalogued here. 

An exemplary figurine, Bos 206 A14q275.3, illustrates the point. It was recovered during Mo- 
zan Excavation Season 16 and therefore lies outside the scope of this study, but is fiom contempora- 
neous strata and included here for comparative purposes. Torso measurements conform perfectly to 
the typology, as exemplified by Bos 10 A7.396. 

Yet this figurine has more to teach. When it was recovered, a small hgment was included with 
the find, but it was unclear how it was attached to the representation, if it were at all part of the same 
piece. 

The figurine was washed - and began to disintegrate. It was unbaked. Subsequently, conserva- 
tor Sophie Bonetti restored the piece, and we were able to document diagnostic measurements. Only 
sometime later did it become apparent that the accompanying hgment was the head of the animal. A 
fragmentary horn jutted out fiom the left of the fiagment. Conservator Beatrice Agnelli affixed the 
head; we decided not to restore the piece fbrther for fear of falsifying measurements. 
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When the fiagrnent was attached, we were able better to see in profile Bos body conformation 
and the way the head was carried than had heretofore been possible. Dorsal and cranial view and the 
left median plane are dramatically changed. 

Bos 206 A14q275.3, then, is Bos at Urkesh as near to complete as we now have it. The repre- 
sentation is reproduced both with and without the attached fragment as a plate following the 
descriptive catalog. 



BOS 

1 BOS TORSO MINIATURE 

Recovered from feature 17, relay 27 (slc)lr67 (fab) length 2.8 forequarters 1.48 torso 1.45 hindquarters 1.47 
note on measurement: 1.48 : 1.45 : 1.47 = wl : w2 : w3 fabric medium fine with some inclusions Munsell read- 

ing lOYR 411 * color dark grey * texture "nubbly" * preservation: all appendages broken, tail intact 

0 This MINIATURE object has, as do other examples of the genus, a slight 
ridge between the fi-ont two legs. I take this to be the breast ridge. It terrni- 

..... nates in the belly and may represent the tuft of hair bulls carry at the tip of 
the penis where it emerges fiom the belly. The buttocks are fused. The hind- 
quarters are contained within an inverted U, solidly founded and the inside 

Bos 1 A1.12. stance is an open V of 90 degrees. There is a prominent breast ridge. 
Left median plane. Tab 

visible, lower right Between the hindlegs, there is a tab. This detail was at first taken to 
(this is not the leg). be a penis, but the tab projects back toward the hindquarters, not forward as 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw H628) 

would the sexual organ. This may in fact be the base of a protrusion used to 
hold or support the object. Bos 3 A5q792.1 displays this same tab. 

The texture of the fabric - described as "nubbly" - is found occasionally, usually in a dark 
red or gray medium. Is this an inconsistently mixed medium? It seems not to be a result of the in- 
clusions. Felis 8 shares the texture, but the Munsell color name is "pink" and the color value is not 
so intense. 

At first, the author and Sandor Bokonyi concurred that this figurine was a dog. Our identifica- 
tion was based on the gestural reality of the piece, for the head was carried high and what we took 
for the sexual organ was expressed and protruding. However, a season later, I changed the identifi- 
cation to Bos. All diagnostic features, with the exception of the height at which the head is carried 
diagnostically point to a bovid.' Bos 206 A14q275.3, a find in Excavation Season 16, with head par- 
tially intact, invites reconsideration of whether or not Bos head carriage might be diagnostic. Cer- 
tainly, the headlneck join is a consistent indicator of the genus. 

MunbHqa. Tierfigur Mbq 28137-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 197). The object was found in early 
Bronze Age strata. Note the angle at which the head is carried and the thickness of the neck. Presence of broken horns is 
useful when considering the original appearance of the Urkesh Bos figurines. Tail not carried high. Body proportions 
are 1 : 1: 1. 

I As Krieger sensibly remarked a half-century ago, "Each specific combination of features - that is, the manner in which 
they combine - is of greater determinative value than any single feature." (1944 [January]) 



2 BOS TORSO MINIATURE 

READING FIGURINES 

A5.148 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 18 stratum B12B length 3.5 forequarters 1.7 forequarters (necklbody join) 
1.34 torso 1.37 hindquarters 1.7 height at forequarters 1.875 fabric medium fine, few inclusions Munsell 
reading 5Y 311 color very dark gray conservation: heavy depositional stain or possible carbonization on surface 
overall from burning preservation: tail intact and a clear exemplar; all appendages missing 

The tail of this MINIATURE object is carried high on the rump; it projects slightly and hangs 
down. There is a hole visible on the neck; .what is at first taken for a "mane" may be a raised area 
for perforation. The neck is stocky; compare the neck and the carriage of the head to Bos 1 A1.12. 
The penis is carried in the belly. There is a hole at the tip of an undulation (in the belly) that may 
represent the tip of the penis. If it is not related to the organ, then it may be a hole for a support; it is 
at least 0.03 cm deep. The hindquarters should be compared with hindquarters Ovis 3 Alq474.1. 

The figurine is built on a core. Detail visible at neck. There are signs of scraping in order to 
model the lee flank. 

3 BOS TORSO MINIATURE A5q792.1 

Recovered from feature 107 locus 5 stratum B12A length 3.65 forequarters 2.0 torso 1.6 hindquarters 1.9 
fabric fine, chaff temper Munsell reading lOYR 311 color very dark gray preservation: all appendages broken; 
forequarters and head broken off in a clean vertical plane, leaving intact diagnostic forequarters profile; tail broken at 
tip 

The figure has the same diagnostic features as Bos 1, with the 
exception of the carriage of the neckhead; here, the neck fuses with 
the body. An unusual protrusion, first identified as a penis, is found 
here; but so, also, is the tuft of hair hrther forward on the belly. 

Note that the ratio of forequarters to hindquarters ratio (wl : w3) is 
1 : 1; the torso is only eighty-five percent of the hindquarter width. The 
hindquarter stance is an open inverted U with fused buttocks. The Bos 3 A5q792.1. 

Right median plane. 
forequarter stance is a slightly open inverted U. Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph MZ8a E8l [?I) 

On the back, there are two broken raised areas that have the look of gas bubbles (see 
photograph MZ8a E81 [?I); the ware may have been overfired. Also visible in the photograph are 
fingerprints at leglbody joins and at the tailhody join where the medium was shaped fiom a basic 
clay cylinder. 

MunbPqa. Tieegur Mbq 28137-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 197). See Bos 1 torso MINIATURE 
A1.12. 
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4 BOS TORSO WITH LEFT HINDLEG MINIATUFW 

Recovered from feature 211 locus 22 length 3.08 length (neck to left hindleg) 3.2 forequarters 1.55 torso 
1.45 hindquarters 1.50 height (forequarters) 2.0 height (hindquarters) 2.4 fabric medium, heavy chaff temper 

Munsell reading 7.5YR 511 color gray preservation: torso only; three appendages and head broken off; left hind- 
leg intact 

The forequarters and hind- 
quarters of Bos 4 are solidly 
founded - and the hindlegs join in 
an eighty-degree angle. Compare 
Ovis 4 A1 q558.1. The forequarters 
are contained within a narrow in- 
verted U, while the hindquarters 
are contained with a gently 

Bos 4 A6.156. Cranial, right median plane, and caudal views. incurving U. Neckhead juncture is 
Note .the different body join of the hindlegs and forelegs. not marked, and one becomes the 

The thick necklbody join is diagnostic. 
Scale 1 : 1. other. The left hindleg is ter- 

(photographs Neg. 36A B04i7, Neg. 3 1AB04i7, Neg. 33A B04i7) minated and intact. A very useful 
detail. 

The fabric is overfied. There are at least three gas bubbles on the right flank. 

5 Bos TORSO MINIATURE A6q439.1 

Recovered from feature 29 locus 2 18 length 4.28 forequarters 1.82 neck 1.64 torso 1.75 hindquarters 1.89 
height at hindquarters (break-to-break) 2.3 fabric medium fine with some large inclusions and silica texture nubbly 

Munsell reading 7.5YR 713 color pink note on color: no patination, but slight gloss due to handling (?) pre- 
servation: all appendages broken off; forequarters badly abraded, almost half of hindquarters missing 

The tail of this MINIATURE Bos torso is carried high. The 
hindquarters are fused and the stance is an open inverted U. The 
buttocks are fused. The breast ridge is long, rising fiom belly to 
neck, in front of forelegs. Compare with Bos 305 BH.15 (zebu). ..... 
The termination of the breast ridge may indicate sexual organs, 
carried in belly. 

The forequarters, too, are solidly founded in a wide in- Bos 5 A6q439.1. Left median plane. 
verted U. The left foreleg joins the body at 135 degrees. The Note that if the figurine 

is solidly founded, orientation of this object is difficult to determine and the pattern 
then the tail must be canied high. 

of breakage does not help. Compare this figurine with Bos 3 Scale 1 : 1. 
A5q792.1 (for tail, sexual organs, and stance). (rendering cw H628) 

Munbaqa. Tierfipur Mbq 28/37-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 197). See 
Bos 1 torso MINIATURE A1.12. Also study tail and body conformation of Halawa A. Rinder, 
esp. Nr. 13 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Tafel 30, also Tafel 31). Clockwise rotation of Bos 5 in 
vertical plane facilitates comparison 
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6 BOS TORSO WITH TAIL INTACT MINIATURE 

READING FIGURINES 

A6q538.1 

Recovered fiom feature 177 locus 21 length 2.7 forequarters 1.3 1 neck 1.25 torso 1.4 hindquarters 1.45 
height at forequarters 2.33 height at hindquarters (to break in left hindleg) 1.12 Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 711 

color (fabric) light gray Munsell reading (patina, depositional deposit ) 5YR 511 color (patina, depositional de- 
posit ) gray preservation: head chipped; appendages broken; tail intact 

Fingerprints cover the body of this MINIATURE, particularly on 
the right flank. To what extent this detail might reflect care in the mod- 
eling of this diminutive object is worth considering. The musculature 
of this example was formed with the fingers, not by scraping with an 
instrument. Note the neck/torso join at the forequarters. 

The sex is carried far forward in the belly (visible in right median 
Bos 6 A6q538.1. 

plane). The hindquarters stance is a narrow outcurving inverted U. The Right median plane. 
buttocks are hsed and the tail hangs down, but is carried slightly up. Scale 1 : 1. 
Compare with intact torso Bos 10 A7.396, particularly the tail that is (photograph MZ VE10-0505) 

carried high and thick, hanging down. 

MunbIiqa. Tierjigur Mbq 28137-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 197). See Bos 1 torso MINIATURE 

A 1.12 for additional commentary. 

7 Bos FOREQUARTERS BEARDED BULL MINIATURE A6q569.1 

Recovered from feature 176 locus 218 height 2.55 thickness (leg to leg) 1.6 length (knee, to break) 1.75 fab- 
ric fine, uniformly fine chaff temper texture smooth, burnished Munsell reading (fabric) 7.5YR 812 color (fab- 
ric) pinkish white Munsell reading (slip) 7.5YR 611 color (slip) gray preservation: upper part of figurine rniss- 
ing 

The portions that are extant are in excellent condition; the piece is nonetheless only a fiag- 
ment. The only indication that this Bos torso was human-headed is a fragment of the beard, indicat- 
ing also that the head was turned to the right, over the body, as opposed to looking straight ahead. 
Two contenlporaneous monumental sculptures (discussed amongst comparanda) show bovids with 
human attributes looking over the opposite shoulder, that is, turned left; the carriage of the head is 
erect in both, however, and it is based on this detail that I say the Urkesh example is looking right. 
The layout of the incisions that indicate the beard seems to confirm this impression. The beard is 
detailed by three regularly-spaced chevrons (0.01 cm apart), composed of diagonal lines alternating 
with horizontal lines; they appear not to join, but do indeed give the impression of chevrons. 

The forelegs are folded back under the body and are terminated on the underside of the piece 
by cleft hooves. Between the legs, slanting from lower right to upper left, is a tapering protrusion 
that might be construed as the breast ridge or possibly a macelike tool or even an apron of some 
sort. This detail is covered with seven thin incisions progressively more tightly spaced near the top. 
If, as it appears, the head is turned to the right over the body, then it is possible that this tapering 
protrusion is a braid fiom the back of the head, as is sometimes seen on humanoid figurines (the 
plaited hair style of the queen of Urkesh is but one example). 
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The piece is carved in the medium, rather than modeled with the fingers. It appears to have 

been crafted reductively fiom a cylindrical core. 

The surface of the figurine is burnished. As there is no sign of depositional stain or adhesions, 
we must assume that the surface patination is a detail of manufacture. At the break, there is a clear 
differentiation between the fabric and the exterior surface treatment. This is the slip. Note that the 
slip is in the same hue, but slightly less intense chroma, and a substantial increase in value, moving 
toward the grays. This is somewhat more extreme than we see elsewhere in the corpus, a sign that 
the maker treated the slip somehow. It is unlikely this color effect could be achieved through dilu- 
tion of the medium. The surface of the terra-cotta Urkesh figurine is burnished, as if in imitation of 
harder stone. 

2.1 

2.e'- a Bos 7 A6q569.1. 
All views rendered except caudal view (broken). 

All views illustrated except caudal and dorsal views. 
Scale 1 : 1 .  

(rendering cw 1728) 
(photographs [top to bottom] 

VE10-0806, VE10-0805, VE 10-0804, VE10-0807) 
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An alert reclining bull with a human head (TB11001) was recovered in the Akkadian Buildings excavated during the 
1990-91 season at Brak. (Oates 1991) This marble sculpture (41.5 cm in length) was not found in situ; it is not certain 
whether it is Akkadian or Early Dynastic in date. The Drs. Oates find close stylistic parallels with Mari, while noting 
that no bull-men are found at this site. They cite an exact parallel for the pose at Ebla in a small statuette of recon- 
structed gold leaf once overlaid on wood (I reproduce this figure as a comparative example in DISCUSSION Ovis, where 
I discuss applied hair and pelts.). The chevrons of the beard, which on the Urkesh Bos are laid on as a narrow horizontal 
band around the neck, are applied in two wide horizontal rows one atop the other across the beard of the Brak sculpture. 
Both front legs of the Urkesh exemplar are folded under the body in contrast to the raised right foreleg of the Brak 
sculpture. 

Human-headed bull from Tell Brak (TB 11001). Length 41.5 cm. 
(Oates 1991, 134-135, Plates XXVI-XXVII). 

The authors call attention to "an interesting combination of South Mesopotamian 
and North Syrian features." 

(photograph courtesy of Dr. Joan Oates, Tell Brak Expedition) 

Parallels are also cited on late Early Dynastic and Akkadian seals from Brak (Plate XXWIe). R. J. Matthews and 
colleagues unearthed an important collection of sealings of Akkadian date in Area HP during the 1994 excavation sea- 
son. One of these is reproduced below. 

Of especial note is the guilloche seen in the upper 
right of this sealing. Here, it fills negative space. In another 
sealing fiom this important corpus (Fig. 13/10), horizontal 
bands are more prominently featured. They appear to be ab- 
stract renderings - horizontally laid - of bull-headed fig- 
ures! This iconographic fantasy lends added credence to 
Mallowan's assertion that the bucrania of an earlier time 

Sealing with bull-headed man, were repeated - horizontally laid - late in the Halaf pe- 

recovered amongst 276 others, riod. See Ovis DISCUSSION. 

of "provincial style" 
(Matthews 1994, Fig. 13/16). 

Reproduced without regard to scale. 
Reproduction courtesy of 

Dr. R. J. Matthews. 
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At Man, small charms are rendered as human-headed bulls (see below left.). Here the tail folds back and over the 
body, "as in Sumer," says Parrot (Parrot 1956, 157) - but, strikingly, the rendering is similar to the "beard" fragment 
from our Urkesh bull-human. Also see seal h4 Seal of Innin-Sad6 from the AK sealing corpus (Buccellati and Kelly- 
Buccellati 1996, Fig.5Id) and below. 

Human-headed bull from Mari, 
M. 1072, Pre-Sargonic levels. 

This is a small charm, 
crafted from plaster-stone (gypsum). 

Length 0.036 m, height, 0.040 m. 
(Parrot 1956,157, Fig. 94) 

Another striking example is the contemporaneous stone 
sculpture of a cow with beard tied on from Khafajah. 
Object 293 was found in an altar in Nintu Temple VI at 
Khafajah. The beard is "rendered as a tied-on appendage, 
fixed with a strap over the muzzle." So specific are the de- 
tails of beard attachment that F r M o r t  is of the opinion 
there must have been an actual prototype for the figure 
(Frankfort 1943, 9-10, Plates 46-48) - the attachment is 
clearly visible in Plate 48. All four legs are folded under 
the body, as are the forelegs of A6q569.1. The dorsal view 
of the stone sculpture is strikingly similar to that of the 
Urkesh figurine, in that the legs, strictly parallel and terrni- 
nated in cleft hooves, define the outer contours of the 
torso. 

Another variant on the body posture with the human-headed animal facing straight ahead, neither left nor right, is seen 
in another Khafajah object (294, Plate 49). 1 cite it here because the beard is strongly detailed with curls in front and 
the mane falling from the top of the head terminates above the folded forelegs on either side of the head. Another read- 
ing of the incisions and modeling of A6q569.1 could yield such a posture (that is, the beard chevrons might be read as 
the termination of the hair; the regularly incised protrusion could be read as the beard under the chin of the animal.). 
A bull in a similar posture - but rather more familiar in style - is seen in another chair terminal from the Early Dy- 
nastic, excavated in the Square Temple at Khafajah (Frankfort 1939,33, Object 155, Plate 92A, B). The animal is obvi- 
ously a domestic creature, haltered (and with no beard) and an example of Frankfort's "earlier style." 

A human-headed bull from Ebla (T.M.76.G.850) is portrayed with one leg upraised, as is the Brak example, but 
looks to the right, as does the Urkesh terra cotta (Matthiae 1980 [1977], 79-80, photograph 5). 

Human-headed bull 
from a sealing (Alq75.18) among 

the q ueen's seals in the Royal Storeroom at Urkesh. 
(Buccellati 1996, 16; 

Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1996, Fig. 31c)) 
Not reproduced to scale. 

(rendering ch 1995) 

A human-headed bull (left) is represented among the 
queen's seals at Tell Mozan. On Alq75.18, the seal of 
the queen's nurse Zamena, the bull is lying to the 
lower right of the scene showing the Nurse touching 
the royal child who sits on the lap of Queen Uqnitum 
(conflated seal hl-2). Only one foreleg is represented; 
the hoof is on the ground, the knee raised. The hin- 
dlegs are folded under the breast. The beard hangs 
down from the human head, and contains six ringlets, 
corresponding to the "thin incisions" seen on 
A6q569.1. 
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8 BOS TORSO IN PROCESS OF MANUF'ACTURE MINIATURE A6q626.1 

Recovered from feature 115 locus 168 length 3.11 thickness (undifferentiated headheck) 1.18 torso 1.2 
height at hindquarters (to unfinished termination) 1.6 height at forequarters (below neck-break) 1.55 note on 
measurement: torso measured vertically fabric incompletely prepared (wedged); small air bubbles throughout; fine 
chaff-temper Munsell reading 5YR 813 color pink preservation: head heavily abraded; clean break at forelegs, 
hindlegs incompletely formed 

This Bos torso is still attached to the fabric from which it is being 
extracted. As such, it is an instructive object. The fabric for the animal 
would be pinched off of a thick flat piece of clay, then shaped with the 
fingers or with possible additions of fabric. Compare with Bos 6 
A6q538.1, an example that is formed with the fingers. 

The left flank is complete. The neck fuses with the head and there is 
a breast ridge. 

The body of the bovid stands out 
from the mass of clay behind, but has 
not yet been separated from it. The clay 
mass was likely a flat slab worked and 
pushed into place. 

The presence of fingerprints 
would enhance this theory of manufac- 

Bos 8 A6q626.1. Left median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1706) 
(photograph MZ7 B0504A) 

.ture, but they have been eroded away. 
The working instrument may have been 
flat and blunt, eventually used as a cut- 
ting tool to separate the figurine from 
the raw slab. 

9 BOSTORSO MINIATURE A7.95 

Recovered from feature 89 locus 10 length 2.96 forequarters 1.75 torso 1.65 hindquarters 1.8 height at fore- 
quarters 1.8 * height at hindquarters 1.9 * fabric chaff-tempered, many inclusions * Munsell reading 2.5Y 712 * color 
light gray preservation: all appendages broken, left foreleg and right hindleg less so; torso chipped on left flank 

The hindquarters are an inverted U. The angle of the leg join is eighty 
degrees. The left foreleg joins the body at an angle of 130 degrees. The tail 
is not completely intact and is carried high. Orientation front to back is 
problematic. 

Bos 9 A7.95. 
Right median plane. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph NEG. 24A504i7 
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10 Bos TORSO WITH CROWN AND RIGHT FORELEG INTACT TEMPLATE A7.396 

Recovered from feature 264 locus 22 diagnostic length 4.7 length (break in muzzle to break in tail) 6.36 fore- 
quarters 2.18 * neck 2.1 * thickness (horn to horn) 2.41 5 * torso 1.99 * hindquarters 2.23 * tail 0.8 * fabric me- 
dium fine, inclusions * Munsell reading 5YR 712 * color pinkish gray * preservation: horns and tail broken; snout 
broken off; right foreleg terminated 

Bos 10. A7.396. Cranial, dorsal, and caudal views. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1705) 

In excavation season MZl1, this Bos torso with crown and right foreleg intact, was designated 
the TYPE figurine for Bos. Now, we refer to these exemplars as the TEMPLATE, recalling the ideal 
image referenced by the craftspersons who made the objects. 

This piece is almost twice as large as many examples of the genus. Some of the MINIATURE 
figurines exemplify the genus equally well; yet this piece has one leg and the head in place and 
these details helped in the identification. There is no denying that realistic details have power when 
the researcher is assigning an animal to one or another genus. 

The horns of Bos 10 A7.396 gently curve over the crown of head, projecting slightly down 
and out from the side of the head. There are regularly spaced incisions across the top of the horns. 
Compare this detail with theriomorphic attachment Bos 13 A7q867.1. 

The forelegs join at an 80 degrees angle. The tail is thick and is carried high. There is no dis- 
cernable breast-ridge and no apparent sexual parts. The hindquarters swell outward slightly and are 
founded in an inverted U. The hindlegs join at approximately eighty-five degrees. Right foreleg 
joins torso at 130 degrees. 

MunbHqa. Tierjigur Mbq 28137-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner et al. 1998, Tafel 197). The horns of the Urkesh exem- 
plar are atop the head and appear to curve down slightly, in contrast to the Munbaqa figurine. See Bos 1 torso MINIA- 
TURE A1.12 for additional commentary. Also see the forequarters conformation of Mbq 24/26-3 MBQ 496 (Tafel 84), 
although the figurine is identified as a ram a d  it is from Late Bronze layers. Horns broken, but probably curving back, 
not downcurving. Mbq 14/20-2 MBQ 458 (Tafel82), from Late Bronze strata, is identified as bovine, rather lean in the 
manner of zebu. Horn conformation very like the Urkesh exemplar. 

Tau Halawa A. Rind Nr. 10 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 30). The proportions wl : w2 : w3 = 1 : 1 : 1 and the two 
objects are almost exactly the same size. The blunt, curving snout is not encountered at Mozan amongst intact Bos (see 
even the anomalous zebu Bos 302 BH. 15). The horns may be seen in cross section at the break and it is possible that 
they may have projected back, if we take the "underside" to be flat. The Halawa tail is not canied high. 

Tall Halawa A. Rind Nr. 30 (Abb. 3 1). The forequarters of the Halawa example are equal in width to the torso. The 
carriage of the horns, judging from the break, may have conformed more closely to the Mozan exemplar. Undercarriage 
is not dissimilar. 
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Tall Halawa A Rinder Nr. 32 (Abb. 3 1). This is one of three examples of decorated Rinder in the Halawa corpus, here 
rendered by parallel rows of tiny dots. 

Recovered from feature 264 locus 22 length (torso break to tail break) 2. 55 hindquarters 1.83 torso (at break) 
1.74 tail 0.91 fabric medium fine Munsell reading (fabric) 2.5YR 712 color (fabric) pale red preservation: 
hindquarters only; tail and legs broken 

Though fiagrnentary, these Bos hindquarters yield provocative information about manufac- 
ture. There is a possible cloth impression on the right flank at the break. The figurine was re- 
examined at my request by Chris Kimbrough, our visiting textile scholar. We remarked on the 
"combed" look of the detail, which appears not to be on the surface of the object. Microscopic ex- 
amination would be necessary to determine if this marking were or were not fabric. (Kimbrough's 
test for a viable textile impression is whether or not at least one thread is visible under the micro- 
scope.) 

The tail is thick, carried high, and hangs over. The stance is an inverted U. Buttocks are 
fused. 

12 Bos TOMO MINIATURE A7q82 1.1 

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 length (break to tail) 3.89 forequarters 1.63 torso 1.52 hindquarters 
1.63 tail (base) 0.79 tail (tip) 0.57 height at hindquarters 1.59 fabric fine, with some inclusions Munsell 
reading (fabric) 2.5YR 712 color (fabric) pale red Munsell reading (patina) 2.5 YR 612 color (patina) pale red 
preservation: torso, all appendages broken; head missing; tail chipped 

There is a lozenge-shaped hole on the right flank of this Bos torso. It extends inside the ob- 
ject in both directions. The hindquarter stance is a solidly founded inverted U. The tail is wide and 
tapers quickly to a point (chipped). The sex may be indicated and is carried forward in the belly. 

There are fingerprints on the forequarters and the underbelly. 

13 Bos HEAD, THERIOMORPHIC ATTACHMENT A7q867.1 

Recovered from feature 261 locus 12 thickness (horizontal measurement, beyond and across horns, break to break) 
4.49 height (vertical measurement, from rim behind head to break) 3.655 cranial length 1.38 thickness (across 
horns, right horn broken) 1.95 fabric fine, little temper Munsell reading 5YR 714 color pink conservation: 
surface abraded and worn preservation: sherd from vessel rim 

This theriomorphic attachment for a vessel was found by Helkne Cooper on 1629, amongst the 
sherd lots. It is a. decorated Bos head and forms a lug at the vessel rim. The horns pass straight 
across the crown and are blunt; the left horn is intact. 

The muzzle and snout are equally flattened - or rendered in low relief - and the muzzle ap- 
pears to curve downward as with Ovis. Also, if the vessel rim is held in a horizontal plane, the angle 
at which the head joins the "neck"lvesse1 body is typical of Bos. 
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3.9 

1 

I 
Bos 13 A7q867.1. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw 1704) 

4.3 photograph NEG 18A B04i7) 

The muzzle from horns to snout is a flat triangle. Muzzle section is oval-shaped. The snout 
seems not to have been worked by h'and; it may only have been pushed backward, splaying out- 
ward, when the decoration at the snout was applied to a wet medium. The vessel is unevenly fired 
(visible at break). 

The top edge of the vessel rim is flat and decorated with fine, short incisions. The body of the 
vessel is decorated with dots/small circles (we have habitually referred to these markings as poin- 
tillis) made with a hollow reed or bone. The circles are only lightly impressed and the clay at the 
center is neither digagi nor lifted out. The upper rim has two parallel lines of dots, spaced ap- 
proximately 0.24 cm apart. Lines of dots converge below the head of the animal and intersect the 
lower rim line. Eyes and nostril have been impressed with the same instrument. There are five 
tightly spaced dots just behind the horns of the head. Atop the horns, there are six hatch marks. 
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BOS 
TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

100 BOS TORSO IN PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE MINIATURE 

Recovered from feature 39 locus 20 stratum B9 length 4.34 forequarters 1.3 torso 1.15 hindquarters 1.3 
height ear to left foreleg ) 2.9 fabric fine, uniformly fine inclusions texture nubbly Munsell reading 7.5YR 714 

color pink conse~ation: kiln waste adheres to 'surface preservation: depositional damage; four extremities bro- 
ken; muzzle may not be finished; remnant of a tail on round rump 

4.5 ' 
-7- 1- - a' 

Bos 100. The curved dotted lines 
represent the point at which 

fabric would be removed 
in order to craft a figurine 

conforming to TYPE. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1706) 

The muzzle of this MTNIATURE object was distorted, pinched, splayed. The torso was long, yet 
the body type was unclear, perhaps incomplete; the orientation was not certain. For several seasons, 
this remained a mystery object. Then, as the finds began with greater frequency to include objects 
that were clearly in the process of manufacture, we looked at Bos 100 again, comp&ng it with figu- 
rine Bos 202 BH. 15. I concluded that this object might be a zebu, given the way the head is carried 
and the slightly humped back over the forelegs. It has become a useful case study. 

The back appears humped, although the bbhump" would seem too far back on the body. If the 
head is truncated, the hump is in the correct relationship to the body length. In fact, the head may 
not be filly modeled, but in progress, awaiting the removal of the flat "flap" that still adheres. The 
muzzle is modeled as with some equids - square in section, triangular in section at the snout. 
However, one side is flat, the other bent and slightly folded back. If this piece were removed, the 
muzzle could be feline (although there is but one intact feline head in the corpus to judge by (Felis 
3 A1.414). 

The left ear is prominent and curves in and back from the head. It is broken at the tip. There is 
a strike in the middle. The torso is scraped. 

If the object is turned upside-down (as now interpreted), four appendages are clear. 



CATALOG Bos 

101 BOS FOREQUARTERS 

Recovered from feature 21 5 locus 22 height (back to broken forelegs) 1.96 forequarters 1.52 neck 1.5 1 fabric 
medium fine Munsell reading 2.5YR 814 color pink note on color: fabric only; not patina preservation: fore- 
quarters only; head abraded; forelegs chipped; torso is broken clean through 

The piece is problematic; 
convincing and Bos forequarters 
The muzzle is flat and tapers to 
opposite. 

interpretation is not certain, although the 1 : 1 necklbody join is 
is a most likely identification. There may be horns, badly abraded. 
a blunt point, forming a triangle with the crownhorns above and 

A possible cross-weave cloth impression on forelegs should be examined under high magnifi- 
cation. 

102 Bos TORSO MINIATURE A7q747.6 

Recovered from feature 235 locus 23 length (snout to tail) 3.32 forequarters 1.4 torso 1.15 hindquarters 1.41 
Munsell reading 2.5YR 713 color light reddish brown note on color: perhaps slightly darkened by consolidating 

agent conservation: damaged in cleaning preservation: torso and head intact 

The head of this fragmented Bos torso is mostly intact, giving an idea of the relationship of 
head to torso and how the animal carried the head. The figurine should be compared to Ursus 403 
A1.79. At the left ear, is the horn intact? 

The figurine is not baked. The piece was damaged in cleaning with water. It began to disinte- 
grate and has been consolidated for further analysis. The diagnostic details of the head are now 
rather more uncertain, since portions of the molded fabric flaked off the main body and even though 
they were carefully replaced in their original place during consolidation, their emplacement is less 
certain. 

The tail hangs over; the hindquarters are bounded by a rounded, inverted U. Compare also to 
Bos 9 A7.95 and see Bos 10 A7.396, which has a tail similarly wide, carried high and hanging 
down; also see Bos 11 A7q814.1. The stance of this figurine is not Ovis-like, although similar figu- 
rines with similar tails have been entered in the latter category. 

103 Bos TORSO (zebu?) 

Recovered from feature 312 locus 27 length 4.255 forequarters 2.2 torso 1.87 hindquarters 2.26 tail 0.08 
fabric fine, with inclusions Munsell reading 2.5YR 716 color light red preservation: torso and hump of zebu 

intact, except for head, three legs, and broken tail 

This Bos torso may represent a zebu. The hump is intact and situated just below the neck of 
the animal on the back. I cannot discount the possibility that the "hump" is only a tab for a perfora- 
tion. The hole seems to have been made with several passes of a thin bone or reed. The "tab" would 
have been fairly large. 
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The tail is carried high. The foreleghody join is not typical of the genus (100 degrees; except, 
see below, comparative examples from Tell Brak). The forequarters are wide, as with Equus TYP E 
11. The outside forequarter stance is an open solidly founded slightly incurving inverted U. Inside 
stance is a truncated inverted V. The foreleg tapers to termination (chipped) without further articu- 
lation. The musculature of the neck is lightly indicated by modeling. The hindquarters are solidly 
founded, an inverted U. Buttocks are fused. 

2.3 - I. 

3.3 5.3 2.1 

Bos 103 A7q9 17.1. 
The ventral view 

and right median plane 
are not rendered. 

Scale 1 : 1.  
(rendering cw k7 19) 

There may be some strikes on the surface, as, on the leR flank above the foreleg and on the 
left hindleg halfivay up the forequarters. These do not appear to be burned-out chaff temper. There 
is an unusual detail at the hindquarters, a slightly raised area under the tail, which has chipped away 
variously. This may be the result of manufacture, but is certainly not an intentional feature. 

Tall Halawa A. Rind Nr. 59 ((Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 33). One of two examples with perforations. This animal 
is pierced through the dewflap, presumably for a tether, although in the rendering, the perforation cannot be read as 
such. 

A striking parallel with this figure has been recovered at Tell Brak from the vaulted shrine in Area HH, level 8. The 
level dates to Old Babylonian times (Oates 1997, 106; Oates 1994, 173). The majority of the figurines from the HH 
Area were found in domestic buildings dating from the Mitanni occupation through Old Babylonian times. Four of 
these are zebu, two of which are from Level 8, the lowest level reached in this area, and they were not found in a do- 
mestic context, but in what appears to be a shrine. 

The figurine in question, Reg. No. 4041, Artefact Drawing 23 (Oates 1997, 279), carries its tail high as does Bos 103 
and the hump is carried high on the neck. The Brak find is a centimeter or so larger than the Mozan figurine (6.2 x 3.9 x 
2.3 cm). The manner in which the foreleg joins the body in both figurines is of interest. The legtbody join of the Mozan 
find is slightly greater than ninety degrees, similar to the apparent carriage and stance of the three other zebu figurines 
from Brak. 



CATALOG Bos 107 

The left foreleg of Zebu 23 meets the body at an angle of +I- 130 degrees, similar to the body join of the Bos corpus 
from ancient Urkesh. 

These finds demonstrate, according to Helen McDonald, principal in the ongoing excavation and research at Tell Brak, 
"the presence of these Indian cattle in northern Mesopotamia in the second millennium" (Oates 1997, 13 1). 

For a comparison between the Brak zebu exemplars and another stratified example of zebu at Urkesh, see Bos 202 
BH.15. 
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BOS 
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 

200 BOS TORSO MINIATURE 

Recovered from feature 10 locus 4 bone lot 37, flO, k4, i6, stored in ZS9.33; locus and feature correspond with find- 
spot of A8.6 length (break to break) 2.88 length 2.55 forequarters 1.44 torso 1.3 1 hindquarters 1.3 
height at hindquarters 1.57 height at forequarters 1.57 fabric fine Munsell reading (body) 5YR 713 color 
(body) pink Munsell reading (depositional action or carbonization) 5YR 2.511 color (depositional action or car- 
bonization) black * preservation: head missing; all appendages broken; hindquarters broken;  pie^ nonetheless diag- 
nostic, as wl, w2, and w3 remain intact 

The bottom of the figurine is black, whether fiom carbonization in fire or by depositional ac- 
tion of the soil is not certain. The musculature is defined by scraping. The belly curves downward. 

This m A T U R E  bovid torso was found in proximity to several bones. The largest of these 
fiagrnents is the lower part of an ulna, genus Bos (Schmid and Garraux 1972, Plate XIX, 117), but 
we cannot say that the figurine is associated with the faunal finds, for the immediate context is not 
contained. A photo was not taken, and this oversight is important to note here. 

It becomes clearer 
1.6 and clearer that the only 

meaning or function we 

1.5 [ may eventually be able to 
1-4 ascribe to these small 

creatures is through con- - 
text and association. Tri- 
angulation and photo- 
graphic documentation are 
imperative. 

, , . . . . . . l3 among Schmandt-Besserat, others (1996, 

Bos 200 A8.6. The ventral and left median plane are not rendered. 1997) emphasizes the im- 
Scale 1 : 1. portance of context as it 

(rendering cw H628) relates to the interpreta- 
tion of figurine function. 

Munblqa. TieMgur Mbq 28137-1 MBQ 383 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 197). See Bos 1 torso MINIATURE 
A1.12 for additional commentary. 

201 BOS FOREQUARTERS AND NECK 

Recovered from post-Palace layers length (torso break to forequarters) 2.74 torso 1.72 note on measurement: 
only torso measurement is diagnostic Munsell reading 10R 716 color light red preservation: forequarters and 
neck only 



CATALOG Bos 

202 BOS TORSO (zebu) MINIATURE 

Recovered from ash layer, below jar in third millennium layers length 2.78 forequarters 1.4 torso 0.925 
hindquarters 1.425 note on measurement: 1.4 : 0.92 : 1.4 = 1.4 : 1.0 : 1.4 fabric fine, few inclusions Munsell 
reading (fabric) 2.5YR 614 color (fabric) light reddish brown Munsell reading (depositional mineral accretion) 
2.5YR 611 color (depositional mineral accretion) reddish gray preservation: torso intact; tail and muzzle intact; 
two appendages broken, one abraded; right horn intact, left horn chipped; forelegs broken; left hindleg intact 

Note the position of the hump on the neck, in fiont of forequarters; also heavy rump. There is 
a curve from the forequarters to head, and a repeated shallow curve under the body. The horns are 
pitched up and forward. Contrast the termination of the hindlegs and forelegs. (See photograph MZ8B 
B816, B817). The foreleg may be abraded, rather than modeled to this termination. Are the forequar- 
ters fused? Or is this an accretion? 

, ... . 

The left rear leg is splayed, pinched. Some musculature is detailed in the torso. The body 
bends to the right. The tail is long, thick, terminated (an unusual detail). 

] A.4 

The torso does not fit Bos TYPE, although the zebu has a leaner torso than other Bos. See, as 
an example, Bos primigenius, the non-domesticated forebear of Bos taurus and Bos indicus 
(Clutton-Brock 1981, 66 ff, Figure 6.3, 64). Also compare these body details - tail Felis 105 
A1 q976.16 and tail Felis 1 1 A5q832.1, hanging down. 

Bos 202 BH.15. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering F727) 

The figurine was found under a jar (BH.14). The deposit that 
contained the jar was characterized as an "ash fill" - feature 71, lo- 
cus 33-34. The excavator noted that this was "a humped quadruped" 
- "certainly looks like a Brahma (n) bull" (rd 86.706 dbq). 

- 
4.7 

BOS "humped ox" 
from Arpachiya. 

Scale approximate. 
(Mallowan, 1935 [April], Fig. 48/13) 

Mallowan says that a "humped ox" or buffalo is represented in clay at Tall 
Arpachiya, but the rendering is far from convincing (Mallowan 1935 [April], 88, 
Fig. 48/13). Compare also a humped "bull" with unusual reddish brown 
painted decoration from Tepe Gawra, Str. IV, ca. 2250 BC (Speiser, Cross, et 
al. 1935,73,206, and Plate L)(XVII/5). Speiser does not remark on the species. 
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De Genouillac uncovered on the Eastern Tell at Telloh a number of bovids in the Style Telloh I, contemporaneous 
with the Acropolis at Susa (and thus quite early), three of which are humped (de Genouillac 1934, object 5743: AO. 
14444 in P1 1212 and object 5742: A. 0 .  14443 et Baghdad in P1. 1213) The first of these, problematic, has a series of 
holes along the backbone and is lean (Remember that BH.15 also has a long, lean torso.). This animal may not be 
humped, but rather have a prominent mane. 

Judging from the photograph, it may have horns that curve down. The horns appear to be pierced with a number of 
small holes along the outer edge. The "bisons" are blocky and bear comparison with Bos 204 A12q18. They are, respec- 
tively, 52.5 mm high x 64 mm long, and 42 mm high x 54 mm long, chunky by any measure, although only one (the 
former, I think) is illustrated. 

Telloh. One of two humped "bison." 
The right hindleg is outlined 

and the breast ridge reconstructed. 
Both are only faintly visible in the original photograph. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(de Genouillac 1934, P1.1213) 

Finds establishing the presence of zebu cattle in northern Syria during the early part of the second millennium have 
been recovered at Tell Brak - in the 1995 season, a "distinctive bifurcated vertebra" identified by Dr. Keith Dobney as 
almost certainly from a "Zebu bovid" (Matthews 1995,98-99 and Fig. 1 1) and in the subsequent season, from the same 
excavation unit, a clay figurine of a "humped Zebu cow" (Matthews 1996, 77 and Fig. 18). Matthews describes the 
vertebra as "one of the earliest secure pieces of zooarchamlogical evidence for the presence of Zebu cattle in the Near 
East" (Matthews 1995,98) and remarks that the figurines are "unequivocal miniature representations [sic] of Zebu cat- 
tle" (Matthews 1996,77). In making such identifications, we should be attentive to Clutton-Brock's observation that the 
bifurcated vertebra can also appear in some strains of European cattle and is not exclusively confined to the zebu. 

203 Bos HEAD, HORNS BROKEN AWAY 

Recovered from third millennium layers, domestic area cranial length 4.47 thickness (snout, shortest dimension) 
1.25 thickness (snout, vertical dimension) 1.59 height (crown of head to break) 3.56 thickness (horn to horn, 
both broken perpendicular to cranial length) 3.92 note on measurement: thickness (horn to horn) and height not di- 
agnostic e fabric coarse, many inclusions including heavy chaff temper, some gypsum e texture rough; horns and back 
of neck moderately smooth Munsell reading 2.5YR 718 color light red conservation: surface roughened overall, 
likely the result of depositional action; can be removed with light scraping; entire surface has depositional adhesions 
preservation: head only; horns broken off in line with neck; one eye disc intact 



CATALOG Bos 111 

The attitude is diagnostic - the head is carried high and to the fkont, "as the animal looks up 
and out over grass" (Sandor Bokonyi image, 1993). The horns have been broken off, but were car- 
ried perpendicular to the flat muzzle; that is, they extend straight out fkom the sides of the head. 

Bos 203 BH.5 16. 
Left median cranial and dorsal views. - 

The nostrils are im- 
pressed and the mouth is 
incised with the same in- 
strument (diameter of 
both is 0.22 cm at point 
of entry). The instrument 
was pointed, as the mouth 
incision splays outward, a 
detail visible fkom either 
profile. The muzzle is 
rectangular in vertical 
section but triangular in 
full horizontal section 
(cranial length, snout to 
back of head). The eyes 
are appliqukd discs, a 
unique feature in the 
Urkesh corpus. 

If there was a slip, it has been mostly lifted off by depositional action. There is a thin line of 
red surrounding each break and portions of the surfaces show only patches of this material. 

There is a question as to the angle of the join with the body or the figurine base of which this 
head was once a part. Was the line of breakage parallel with the torso? Or should we assume that 
the animal carried its head down? The answer is more likely to be the former, as the details of the 
face read fkontally and could not be seen to advantage were the animal's head to hang down. This 
matter, of course, relates to Bokonyi's supposition that real animal gestures are represented in clay 
in this corpus. Compare this figurine with Equus 301 21.188. 

Tall Halawa A. Rind Nr. 59 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 33). The Halawa head must be reoriented for the com- 
parison to be striking. The horns may have been carried in the same manner. It would appear that the nostrils of the Mo- 
zan animal are more realistically modeled, whereas with the Halawa example, mouth and nostrils are rendered by inci- 
sions with a fine, probably pointed stick. In this, it conforms to the corpus of which it is a part. The cranial length of the 
Halawa Rind is approximately 4.76 cm. 

204 Bos TORSO A12q18 

Recovered from feature 74, locus 18 length 5.98 forequarters 2.345 neck 1.94 torso 2.375 hindquarters 
2.965 height at forequarters (neck to breast ridge in belly) 4.15 height at hindquarters 3.775 fabric medium 
heavy chaff temper, many calcium carbonate inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 714 color pink conservation: de- 
positional deposit overall preservation: all appendages broken; breast ridge and hump intact 
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Two figurines excavated in a season outside 
the scope of this study are included here for refer- 
ence, as both are illustrative of iconographic con- 
cepts that I have written about here. These objects 
have not been analyzed nor described in detail. I 
asked to have them rendered primarily as aide- 
mkmoires - and they here serve that hc t ion ,  
pointing forward to future exploration of the rela- 
tionship of second to third millennium strata near 
and above the Service Sector and Royal Residence 
and to areas immediately adjacent to these build- 

Bos 204 A12q18. Right median plane. ings. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering ca 5709) 

The first of these two figurines exemplifies the blocky body type 
and may in fact bear a hump. Neckhody join is typically Bos and the 
right median plane should be read not as representing an alert attitude, 
as with Canis, but as a blocky Bos torso fiom which emerges, straight 
out, head and horns. 

There is some indication of musculature. Angle of foreleglbody 
join is 110 degrees at the right foreleg. The forequarters outside stance 
is a narrow inverted U, solidly founded. The forequarters, while trian- 
gular (in the manner of many Capra), are solidly founded, the 
extension of the.,legs firmly planted on the ground. The hindquarters 
are contained within an inverted U. 

Bos 204 A12q18. 
There is a sharp breast ridge, quite prominent. It extends fiom Cranial view. 

the forequarters between the legs and onto the belly, ending at the Scale 1 : 1. 
penis. There is an indentation at the head of the penis. The sexual parts (rendering ca 5709) 

are prominent and the shaft of the penis continues the line of the breast 
ridge fiom one end of the ventral section to the other. 

205 BOS HEAD AND HORNS MINIATURE A12q207.1 

Recovered from feature 108, locus 9 cranial length 1.8 1 cranial width (horn to horn) 2.03 neck 1.14 snout 
(vertical rostral section) 0.8 snout (horizontal rostral section) 0.635 fabric fine, some fine sand inclusions Mun- 
sell reading 7.5YR 813 color pink preservation: head only; right horn chipped, left horn intact 
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This is the second of two figurines that, while stratified in other sectors of the excavations, 
were excavated in recent seasons and are instructive. 

Bos 205 A12qZ07.1. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 5724) 

The eyes are applied discs; they have been smoothed into the head, a detail unique in the cor- 
pus. The neck has been scraped to model musculature. The snout is rectangular in rostra1 section 
and triangular in caudal section. The horns of this bovid curve slightly to meet squarely in the mid- 
dle of the crown of the head. The horns intersect, two gentle curves that meet in horizontal plane 
atop the crown. 

Our MINIATURE bovid head is 2.205 cm across, measured from tip of horn to tip of horn 
(broken). Note the angle of the neck at the body join (conjectural). 

An alabaster receptacle for oils and creams 
from Nippur provides a useful parallel with Bos 205, 
emphasizing the manner in which horns join at the 
crown and the tapering muzzle of these crouching 
cattle, seen both in profile and frontally. The artifact 
dates h m  the first half of the 3rd millennium. 

, 
Nippur. Receptacle for oils and creams. 

Iraq National Museum, Baghdad. As I have noted elsewhere, the former detail is 
Triangular tracing applied to emphasize significant and will, once suitably codified, prove diag- 

head & horn conformation. nostic. See COMPARATIVE TABLES 2 & 2A The 
(Parrot 1969. Fig. 19 and 393) Way Horns Join at the Crown of Ovis & Capra. 

It is worth noting that the monumental sculptures from Khafajah referenced on page 99 of this study have horns that 
meet in this fashion but that sit atop the head, almost as if resting on it (Frankfort 1943, pl. 47, obj. 293). Another 
sculpture from the Nintu Temple (obj. 295B) exhibits horns that meet in the manner of our MINIATURE, but that turn 
upward at the tips. It is not outside the bounds of reason to suppose that the horns of A12q207.1 also turned upwards, 
but being tenuous, broke off. The horn on the right side of the head does indeed seem to turn upward; it is visible in the 
cranial plane. 
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206 Bos TORSO WITH PARTIALLY INTACT HEAD AND HORNS A14q275.3 

Recovered from third millennium strata south of AK length 5.05 forequarters 2.54 neck 2.01 torso 2.47 
hindquarters 2.555 fabric medium Munsell reading (approximate) 5YR 513 color reddish brown conservation: 
head aiTixed after reconstruction of figurine preservation: torso intact, appendages broken off; head and horns parti- 
claly intact 

The saga of this fi@rine is told in 
DISCUSSION BUS under "horns." It is 
reproduced here for study purposes. Of 
particular note: the attitude, observable with 
the head affixed; the tail, which is actually 
carried high, as visible in caudal section and 
which is quite thick, with a perforation that 
may have carried an actual affixed tail; the 
torso proportions which perfectly reflect Bos 

Bos 206 Left median plane. typology; the foursquare stance of a body 
Scale 1 : 1. (rendering cw N806) solidly founded. 

The neck width is somewhat surprising; I have always taken the Bos neckhody join to be 
thick, almost the width of the forequarters. This secondary characteristic may have to be reconsid- 
ered. Compare this exemplar with Bos 10, where the neckhody join is so very close to the width of 
the forequarters. Size of horn(s) and their disposition point indisputably to Bos. Otherwise, this ex- 
emplar might have found a place in the Ovis corpus, particularly if we took the tail as wide and 
hanging down. 

A complete set of diagnostic drawings of this figurine can be found with the PLATES that fol- 
low the COMPARATIVE TABLES. 

Body conformation of Halawa A. Rinder Nr. 6,10,11 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Tafel30) bears comparison with this 
exemplar, especially as they are fairly compact representations and as the bodylneck join is thick, while the head is car- 
ried high. The tail of the Halawa Rinder, however, hangs down even as it emerges from the top of the rump. This gives 
pause. 



CATALOG Bos 

BOS 
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 

Recovered from surface length 4.05 forequarters 2.2 torso 1.86 hindquarters 2.15 tail 0.5525 note on meas- 
urement: all taken from rendering after close of field season note on color: no reading recorded preservation: all ap- 
pendages broken; incised decoration clear 

This Bos representation differs fi-om 

Bos 300 21.164. Dorsal, ventral, and right median views. 
Left median view in 

COMPARATIVE TABLE1 Pelts 8 Surface Decoration 
Figurines & Utilitarian Objects. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw L730) 

other Urkesh bovids in that there are incisions 
around the torso, a detail rarely encountered in 
the corpus. The same situation pertains 
amongst the anthropomorphic figurines at 
Urkesh; only rarely does one encounter sur- 
face decoration. A notable exception is 
A7q52.1, a humanoid figurine that carries an 
incised face or emblem on its chest. 

Here, incisions are applied in two bands 
around the mid-section. They are horizontal 
- thus seemingly not intended to represent a 
pelt hanging down - and are contained 
within a closed rectangular box. Oddly, the 
geometric pattern seems not to have been ap- 
plied over the dorsal region, also arguing 
against representation of a covering of some 
sort thrown across the back. 

Once the time for the Service Sector and its workers is past and villages replace Tupkish's palace, 
incised decoration will have given way to bands of brownish-red paint on animal representations as well 
as on the pottery. 

I See FeCis 25 A7.135 for amplification of this discussion and reference to incised wlt treatments. 1 
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BOS 
HORNS 

In order to compare the following artifacts to each other, see 

COMPARATIVE TABLE 3 Appendages HORNS (Bos). 

14 Bos RIGHT HORN 

Recovered from feature 173 locus 20 stratum B12A length (tip to join, not along curve) 2.3 note on recovery: 
MS5 thickness (long side, tip) 4.5 thickness (short side, tip) 0.3 thickness (short side, body join) 0.7 thick- 
ness (long side, body join) 1.05 * thickness (thick end of horn, at body join) 1.05 * fabric fine medium, some inclu- 
sions Munsell reading lOYR 813 color very pale brown preservation: horn only, tip broken off 

The way the object is held was helpful in making this identification. If 
attached to the right side of the head at the crown, the horn would be flat on 
top, as with other Bos horns in the corpus. 

The horn is a parallelogram (offset rectangle) in vertical section, at BOS 14 A1.401. 

both attachment and tip. Dorsal view. 
The orientation 

is as seen on the animal. 
Scale app. 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1708) 

15 Bos HORN AND CROWN Alq980.1 

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 height 2.8 thickness (attachment) 2.43 thickness (attachment, short axis) 
0.885 thickness (tip, short axis) 0.67 thickness (tip, long axis) 0.78 fabric medium, with many inclusions 
Munsell reading 5YR 612 color pinkish gray preservation: horn only, chipped at tip 

This Bos horn was attached at the top of the crown and formed 
the back of the animal's head (there is a large break). The horn is 
curved and tapers toward what would have been the tip. It is rectangu- 
lar in section at the broken tip and oval in section where it joins the 
head. 

Bos 15 Alq980.1. Dorsal view. There is a fold in the fabric visible on the outside and in section 
Scale app. 1 : 1. of each horn; it has been folded up and over and is not smoothed into 

(rendering cw 1708) the surface. The fabric is perhaps not thoroughly mixed ("wedged", in 
modem parlance). Manufacture warrants Wher  study. 
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16 Bos HORN 

2 

Recovered from feature 6 locus 69 length 2.37 thickness (head join, long axis) 1.35 thickness (head join, short 
axis) 1.27 thickness (before tip, long axis) 0.42 fabric medium Munsell reading GLEY2 311 color dark bluish 
gray note on color: value of fabric is not typical Munsell reading (fabric?) 10R 813 color (fabric ?) pink note 
on color: an alternative reading; there are small amounts of fabric that show through both patina and depositional stain; 
hue still relatively intense for the corpus conservation: depositional stain on one side of object, perhaps accounting 
for reading amongst GLEY preservation: tip chipped 

This Bos horn is 
gradually tapering to a 

curving, 
tip. 

almost oval in section at the body join, ,v 
Bos 16 A5q238. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw 1708) 

17 Bos HORN A7q266.1 

Recovered from feature 84 locus 10 length 2.78 thickness (tip, short axis) 0.38 thickness (tip, long axis) 0.71 
thickness (body join, short axis) 0.91 thickness (body join, long axis) 0.99 fabric medium fine with inclusions 
Munsell reading 5YR 411 color dark gray preservation: horn only, tip chipped 

This curved horn tapers to a thin point (chipped). 

Bos 17 A7q266.1. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1708) 

Recovered from feature 193 locus 23 length 5.39 thickness (break, body join, long dimension) 2.09 note on 
measurement: break continues behind fabric in rendering to second bulge fabric medium, chaff temper Munsell 
reading 5YR 713 color pink preservation: horn only 

This Bos horn has more in common with modeling 
techniques of the figurine corpus than other horns exarn- 
ined to this point. I had originally described the modeling 
technique as straightforward and strong, but this yields to 
an impressionistic assessment of the technique used. The 
size of the piece probably contributes to the impression 
that the maker fashioned the object more fully than other 

BOS 18 A7q667.1. examples in the corpus, which because of size may be 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1708) formed with a single gestural trait - such as a thumb im- 
print of one pinching pass. 
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The horn has been smoothed by scraping and progressively shaped on the "fiont" of the horn 
(if oriented forward toward the viewer) by reductive cutting and shaping. It is almost flat on all 
sides and rectangular in section. The wider, flat side would likely be carried up, thus causing the 
horn to project forward and not down. The horn is oval in section at the head-join. As the horn 
reaches its firthest taper at the point, the longer dimension has become the horizontal dimension. 
Thus there is a slight "twist" to the object. 

19 Bos HORN 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 4 length 2.02 thickness (head-join, vertical dimension) 1.55 thickness (head- 
join, horizontal dimension ) 1.25 * fabric fine, light chaff temper * Munsell reading 5YR 813 - color pink * preser- 
vation: horn only, tip chipped 

The piece is short and flat on one side, tapering to a blunt point. 
There is a fingerprint on the upper "left" side, if the tip is to the left 
and the break is visible on the right. 

Bos 19 A9ql12.3. 
Scale 1 : 1.  

(rendering cw 1708) 
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BOS 
HORNS 
TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

104 Bos HORN Alq147.1 

Recovered from feature 40 locus 120 length 1.64 thickness 0.07 fabric fine, few inclusions Munsell reading 
2.5YR 713 color light reddish brown preservation: horn fragment only 

This object, so fragmentary that identification is far fi-om certain, has been categorized as a 
Bos (right) horn. It is flat on one side, and curved below, approximately triangular in section, as 
with some horns. 

105 Bos HORN A5q805.1 

Recovered from feature 105 locus 4 stratum B12A length (flat part of curve to break) 2.6 thickness (short axis) 
0.0695 thickness (long axis) 0.0745 thickness 0.034 at tip *' fabric fine with no inclusions Munsell reading 
(patina) 2.5YR 411 color (patina) dark reddish gray Munsell reading (fabric) 2.5YR color (fabric) light reddish 
brown preservation: horn only; otherwise intact 

This object, tentatively included amongst the Bos horns, eluded definition for three seasons 
and it is not certain that it is in fact of the same type as the other horns in the corpus. It was found in 
the second season of excavations in A5 and remained a mystery piece until examination in excava- 
tion season MZlO of Ovis 33 A1.479, a realistically detailed ram's head, and comparison with a 
growing number of similar appendages. 

For example, while the ear of Ovis 33 has the same "hook" at the leading edge, it has clearly 
been manufactured to lay flat against the head. Such contrasts helped us isolate salient characteris- 
tics of horns, those from Bos and from other genera. Upon cautious reflection, we eventually identi- 
fied tails and finally ears. 

Bos 105 A5q805.1 remains the most stylized of several crochets 
(broken appendages having a hooklike form), although here the tip 
turns in smoothly and follows the curve of the object. The two sides 
come together at the tip. It is geometric and regular rather than idio- 

Bos 105 A5q805.1. syncratic or organic in form; the larger object of which it is an 
Scale 1 : 1. appendage must be stylized, too. 

(rendering cw 1708) 

It is nonetheless a regular curving; tapering form. Note the slight taper and change in section 
fi-om break to tip. The object is rectangular in section at the body join and also rather more attenu- 
ated at the very tip. This level of stylization, approaching the geometric in form, is unique in the 
corpus. (Amongst the birds, A7.309 has a similar relationship to the genus.) The surface of the ob- 
ject is smoothed to a fine polish. 
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Although this piece is highly stylized, there certainly is a formal similarity to the objects 
amongst which it is grouped. It should also be contrasted with another fiagrnentary "sheep's ear," 
Ovis 43 A5q713.03, horn Ovis 32 A1.303 and with hoof Capra 24 A5q948.1 and right hindleg Ovis 
39 Alq1048.3. Also look at Capra 104 Alq495, tentatively classified as an ear, and primarily of 
note for its manufacture. 

In order to label this object, one surface was completely covered with Wite-Out (an opaque 
correction fluid sometimes used on archeological artifacts to permit labeling) and the object num- 
ber; it obscured possible diagnostic information. Subsequently, to remove the offending, layer, sev- 
eral applications of acetone were made. The Wite-Out was removed, but such a heavy coat was ap- 
plied, it seeped into the face of the clay; it is possible to gauge the depth to which it penetrated in 
section on the object. A cautionary tale! 

106 Bos HORN A5q946.2 

Recovered from feature 66 length 1.75 thickness (tip, long dimension) 0.0635 thickness (tip, short dimension) 
0.078 fabric fine with inclusions Munsell reading 2.5YR 713 color light reddish brown preservation: large 
break at attachment; tip broken off 

This object is curved and flat, more so than would be found with a leg. The break at the head 
attachment is extensive and renders identification difficult. The tip is ovallrectangular in section. 

107 Bos HORN A7.73 

Recovered from feature 63 locus 7 length 1.79 thickness (just before tip) 0.32 thickness (base, long axis) 1.25 
thickness (base, short axis (but broken) 1.1 fabric fine few inclusions Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 713 color 
(fabric) pink preservation horn only, tip chipped 

The object (not illustrated) is short and tapers to a point (chipped). The identification is made 
because one surface is flat and finished, the other curving and not smoothed. The point of attach- 
ment to the crown may be problematic, unless this horn was carried high, at the very crown of the 
head - it has a break along a wide base. The horn is oval in section. 

Staff member Carole Noyes noted that A7 excavator Fan Xi Xiu thought this small fragment 
might belong to a figurine excavated some days earlier. There is no number with which to correlate, 
but the date of excavation of this piece is g728. To be investigated further for possible match. 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 4 length (tip to break) 3.06 thickness (headbreak) 1.58 thickness (shorter 
dimension, head break) 1.57 thickness (at tip, before break) 0.44 fabric medium fine, few inclusions Munsell 
reading 2.5YR 712 color pale red preservation: horn only 

This slightly curving form is found repeatedly. In the very first 
year of cataloguing these objects, I categorized this form as a crochet Q . . . .. ... 
(having hooklike form) and assumed it to be a leg. At least one of a 
number of similar objects should be taken as a sheep's ear, as seen on 
the still-intact ear of Ovis 33 A1.479, "ram with pull." 

Bos 108 A9q112.1. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering ca 1708) 
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This object is everywhere covered with fingerprints, as if no part escaped the artisan's atten- 
tion. On the surface, the prints are deep and clean. The medium was quite wet when it was modeled 
and the fingerprints were apparently taken by a slip made fiom dilute medium applied to the en- 
tirety of the intact figurine - a sign of deliberate, careful modeling and finishing. 

When it was made, the piece was clearly modeled as an appendage. Two fingerprints docu- 
ment the manner of manufacture of the tip where pressure was applied, bending and curving it 
downward. Since this part does not seem suitable for support and does not fold over on itself as an 
ear would, it seems likely that it is a horn. Also, since it is flat on one side only and slightly curved, 
but not on itself, this fiagment appears more Bos-like than do representations of the horns of other 
genera. 

Imagine how this piece (and others) might have emerged fiom the crown of Bos 10 A7.396. I 
would surmise that this fiagment was attached to the skull with the flat, slightly curved part upper- 
most. Thus, the horn would emerge straight fiom the side of the crown and curve out and downward 
slightly. Note that the place of attachment is rather thick. 

109 Bos HORN 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 4 length 4.13 thickness (midpoint) 1.29 thickness (tip) 0.61 fabric chaff 
temper; many inclusions mark the surface Munsell reading 2.5YR 513 color reddish brown conservation: piece 
flaking badly; consolidated preservation: horn only; break jagged, not clean because of friable fabric; a chip has 
fallen out, near tip 

The object is almost circular in section at the body join, tapering 
to a blunt, rounded point; no other horn in the corpus is so nearly 
circular in section. The broken area of attachment is neither 
wedge-shaped nor flattened to adhere, as would be the case with a 
tail or with sexual organs. There may be three strikes on the 
surface, near the place of attachment to the crown. There is a 
groove and adjoining shallow marks near the tip. This may only 

Bos 109 AlOq70.2. 
Scale 1 : 1. be due to the burning-out of inclusions (if the piece is fired), and 

(rendering cw 1708) revealed by depositional action. 

The fabric is fiiable. The object may not be baked (similar to several of the humanoid figu- 
rines, made in this dark fabric) . 

110 Bos head and horn, perhaps a vessel attachment AlOq84.1 

Recovered fiom locus 2, no associated feature noted width (horn to horn) 2.72 thickness (horn, long dimension) 
0.048 thickness (horn, short dimension) 0.037 thickness (headhorn join) 0.068 thickness (headhorn join) 0.087 

height (crown to base of muzzle) 1.04 fabric medium fine, some inclusions Munsell reading7YR 711 color 
light gray note on color: overall patination makes color difficult to read preservation: two pieces, now glued to- 
gether in correct match; head and one horn only; break at "neck" 
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The piece is in two fragments and was incorrectly joined. Acetone was used to dissolve and 
remove glue and the object was reglued with correct join. The shape of the piece can now be inter- 
preted. 

The muzzle is blunt, the horn quite long for the size of the head. No other piece in the corpus 
is stylized in this manner. Horns are oval in section. 

After shaping, the horn has been modeled reductively, by 
scraping. 

This piece is reminiscent of bucrania found ,with frequency 
throughout Mesopotamia; it seems likely that the broken piece was 
symmetrical with the long horn. Originally, we surmised that it may 
have been attached to a vessel. However, the break is not large, as it 

BOS 110 A10q84.1. would be if the piece were a theriomorphic attachment. And, judging 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 1708) 
from the smoother and finished portions of the piece, the break must 
be across the muzzle, not at the neck. The piece was therefore 
complete'in itself and not part of a larger figurine. 
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DISCUSSION Ovis 

Ovis 

A Domesticated Corpus 
Domestication is an old story. The sheep and the goat were amongst the first wild animals to 

be domesticated, protagonists in a human drama along with the dog and the reindeer. This took 
place some 9,000 years ago (Clutton-Brock 198 1, 52 K), predating agriculture itself (Zeuner 1963, 
63, 154). Of course, nomadic herds have long been a fact of life in northern Syria. Amongst the 
faunal remains of domestic species at Urkesh, no less than 333 sheep, 137 goat and 4224 specimens 
that might be either sheep or goat were examined by Sandor Bokonyi at the site (Bokonyi 1994, 
Table 2). This sample was accumulated during the first four seasons of full excavation and ac- 
counted for 58.01 percent of the faunal remains. 

So it might be expected that representations of sheep would be frequent amongst the figurines 
of the Royal Storehouse. However, as the typology developed, figurines that seemed at first glance 
"sheeplike" were assigned to caprids, then to equids and surprisingly, finally, to a growing collec- 
tion of carnivores (for example, Felis 104 Alq809.2)! 

When I consider the origins of this typology, I seem to remember wrestling with the identifi- 
cation of Ovis first off. Not the hgmentary forequarters, with heads and horns remaining - I still 
am unsure of the type to which these presumed "rams" belong - but rather the figurines I came to 
identifl as TYPE I - the wool-bearing animal. The full body and rounded hindquarters, solidly 
founded, became to me as unmistakable as the silhouette of the muzzle, the blunt snout, and the 
downcurving horns that, when intact, make for ready identification. 

This immediate preoccupation does make some sense, as the living models of the fat-tailed 
sheep were all around us at Mozan. They flowed over the slopes of the Tell every evening, as the 
flocks came home from a day's grazing in the steppe. And the ratio of fat tail to hindquarters is the 
same today as on our diminutive models. 

Had I read Sigrist a bit more closely, I might have sooner come to the understanding that there 
were different types of sheep represented at Urkesh and that the contrast between the two had been 
early recognized at Drehem (Sigrist 1992,25-28). The classifications at this processing center were 
quite detailed, extending to the quality of the animal, the race, the age, the size, and the fecundity of 
each animal with separate appellations for each category. The two signal categories, however, I take 
to be toison (pelt) and engraissement (the manner of their fattening and, by extension, the weight or 
corpulence of a meat-bearing animal) (Sigrist 1992,28). At least, these are the two categories I was 
able to identifl at Urkesh, designating them as TYPE I, an animal raised for its wool, and TYPE 11, an 
animal raised for its meat or milk. 

The Ovis corpus is comprised of twenty-one examples of sheep raised for wool (TYPE I), an 
additional example tentatively assigned to this type, and three additional related stratified finds and 
a related unstratified fragment; nine examples of a leaner sheep, probably raised for milk or meat 
(TYPE 11), an additional three examples tentatively assigned to this type and one related stratified 
find - very important. Two surface finds complete the TYPE 11 corpus. Additional examples of Ovis 
not identified by type, either because they represent an appendage or the head only but clearly of the 
species number twenty-seven, plus six related stratified examples, including a wedge-shaped lithic 
artifact. An additional six appendages have been tentatively identified as belonging to the species, 
as well as two related unstratified Ovis heads, both of which are perforated. 
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The Typology 
In a citation that is at first a little startling, no less sensitive an observer than Ernest E. Seton 

Thompson says that 
in its muscular and bony anatomy the Sheep may be considered as a minia- 
ture Ox. Its external peculiarities, consistihg as they do of the well-known 
difference in the coat, the form of the head, horns, and hoofs, are chiefly mat- 
ters of degree, and need not to be enlarged upon." (1 896,60) 

In his chapter on the goat, he flatly states that 
the o r d i i  goat, though so unlike in appearance, is of the same proportions 
as a Sheep, nor does its bony and muscular anatomy present important differ- 
ences. (1896,63) 

Being familiar with Thompson's beautifbl book illustrations of exotic rain forest animals, I 
had early turned to his Anatomy of Animals as a guide to differences in body shape amongst the 
genera. When I came upon the above citations and similar remarks throughout the Anatomy, I was 
at first disheartened. His observations, it seemed, were going to be of scant help in distinguishing 
amongst the genera. Then I realized what Thompson the teacher was doing. His prime interest was 
to reduce the various animal body types to a common shape or form - a core, an essential shape 
upon which all manner of design peculiarities could be wrought. He needed to bind the genera 
together visually for artists, those for whom he was writing his guidebook. 

b 

The Proportions of the Sheep 

(Thompson 1896 [1990, reprint], PLATE XXXVII ) 
L 

So I have learned to temper 
my surprise somewhat when I read 
that the sheep "goes in a square of 
2112 heads." And so does the goat. 
And when I measure the proportions 
of his ox, I find that the head is ex- 
actly 40 percent of the height and 40 
percent of the length of the torso 
(PLATE XXXVI)! Thompson's meas- 
urements fiom life bear out these re- 
lationships. 

What I did learn fiom Thomp- 
son's meticulous plates and observa- 
tions was that the ratios between 
body parts remain fairly constant. 
His point of departure was basic 
animal anatomy, the hidden struc- 
ture. Mine was animal anatomy as it 
is visible in the silhouette of the liv- 
ing animal, observed at close hand 
and in the wild. 

Thompson himself, I took some comfort in reading, does not give anatomy prime importance. 
This would lead to the production of "mere diagrams~losing sight of) the greater essentials of light, 
color, and movement" (Thompson 1896, 2). I also learned, it might be said in passing, that to pay 
attention to such matters in such specificity is not mere obsession, but a search for hidden order. 
These details offered the beginnings of meaningful typological classification, an order that is not 
necessarily at first apparent. 
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The Figurines Ovis 'I"YPE I 

In body type, sheep in the Urkesh 
figurine corpus fall between cattle and 
dogs. The body type is therefore stocky, as 
represented. The torso is almost as wide as 
the forequarters and as the hindquarters, 
being greater than or equal in transverse 
section to four-fifths'the width of either. 
We take this to be the observable silhouette 
of the domesticated animal raised for its 
wool. 

Ovis 7 A5q353.1 TYPE I . Right median plane. Scale 1 : 1. 
See also PLATES for all views of this figurine. 

(rendering pp F709) 

Sheep were domesticated both for meat and for hair. As the 
direct descendants of modern species evolved, the rangy body 
form of wild varieties disappeared under the coat of the 
domesticated type. This change is among the most striking 
transformation that eventually occurs with domestication (Zeuner 
1963,70). 

Ovis 7 A5q353.1. Caudal view. TYPE I. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph MZ8b B835) 

The Figurines Ovis 11 
Another body type, less full, has been designated as TYPE 11. The torso in transverse section is 

somewhat less wide than the forequarters and the hindquarters, being greater than or equal to three- 
fifths the width of either. We take this second type as an animal domesticated for its meat. 

For a time, this seemingly lean body type kept us fiom identifling the animal represented as a 
sheep. Any number of examples might have belonged among the dogs; but the heavier hindquarters 
of the dog, so close in width to the canine torso but less wide than the canine forequarters, differen- 
tiate that genus fiom Ovis. 

Similarly, the figurines might have been somewhat stocky goats; but the triangular hindquar- 
ters of Capra serve to distinguish it fiom &is, even though our TYPE (TEMPLATE) animal, Capra 1 
A1.44, has a torso somewhat less than 75 percent the width of the forequarters. Attributes taken 
together distinguish a genus, permitting tentative identification. Any one attribute held apart may 
not be diagnostic. 
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This stockier body type may be ex- 
' pressed by the equation 

TYPE I w l  2 4 1 5 ~ 1 5  ~3 

That is, the body type of the sheep is 
full, only slightly less stocky than that of 
genus Bos. This impression is primarily due 
to the tailhindquarters and neckltorso ratios. 
Several of the examples presented here are 
quite heavy, with torsokiindquarters ratios 

Ovis 202 A10.20 TYPE II Left median plane. approaching 1 : 1. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 17 1 8) 

By contrast, Ovis TYPE 11 appears to have a somewhat leaner body. The torso may be as little 
as three-fifths the forequarters width; yet the torso of sheep with narrow pendant tails (TYPE 11) can 
sometimes be only slightly less wide (75 percent, more or less) than the forequarters. In fragmen- 
tary pieces lacking forequarters, the hindquarters measurement may be taken instead; that is, we can 
safely project a 1 : 1 ratio between the cranial and the caudal sections. 

The body ratios of the leaner animal may be expressed by the equation 

TYPE I1 wf 2 315~1 I w3 

The way neck joins body and its relationship in width to the forequarters of Ovis can be diag- 
nostic, and is expressed thusly 

TYPE I w l  @neck 2 213wl 

The neck of a TYPE I sheep is about two-thirds 
the cranial section taken in the frontal plane; that is, 
it is thick. Not enough examples of TYPE 11 sheep 
exist to permit generalization; while the neck is 
rather long in A10.20, the body join is thick. This is 
apparent in the ventral view of the object, where 
neck and body seem to fuse with little differentiation 
between the two. 

Ovis 203 A10.20 TYPE Il Ventral view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering ca I71 8) 
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The Figurines Ovis SHARED CHARACTERISTICS 

LENGTH 
The length of the body is less than or equal to twice the width of the forequarters.' 

TYPE I Ig 5 2wl TYPE I1 Ig 2 2wl 

RECESSED OR FUSED BUTTOCKS 
In the figurine corpus in ancient Urkesh, the caudal view of a sheep - its rear end or rump - 

is characterized as to whether the buttocks are fused or recessed, by its rounded' form, and by stance. 

In an animal that is raised for wool, the pelt curves around 
the back of the legs and tends to obscure the division of the 
haunches that is actually present. The buttocks appear fused. 

Compare, for example, the hindquarters of Ovis 1 and Ovis 
23. The former, Ovis 1 TYPE I A1.52, is a representation of a 
domesticated sheep raised for its wool; the hindquarters are 
fused. Ovis 23 TYPE I1 A1.53 exhibits the same foursquare 
stance, but the buttocks are recessed and there is, exceptionally, a 
terminated tail that hangs down. (See CATALOG.) 

Ovis 1 A1.52 caudal view. 
Scale i : 1. 

(rendering cw F725) 

I should introduce a cautionary note here, however. The majority of figurines in the Urkesh 
corpus have legs broken off. In what measure, then, can we say that the buttocks are "fused"? How 
does the angle at which the legs join the rump change the definition of the hindquarters? Or does it 
affect in essence the analysis of the object? 

Remember that measurements are taken at the mid-point - in the cranial and caudal frontal 
plane - and in most cases just at that point where the leg extension down from the torso begins. In 
what measure can w3 - hindquarters width taken in the caudal frontal plane - be a measurement 
of the width of the buttocks only? 

Sometimes, it is difficult to measure hindquarters and not take account of the upper part of the 
hindlegs, which swell out fkom the body to one extent or another, terminating in the stance that we 
attempt to characterize. This practical consideration deserves thought, although we can assume an 
internal consistency of measurements within the typology. After all, all measurements are presurna- 
bly taken in the same manner, within the limits of human error. 

1 A number of TYPE I figurines in the Ovis corpus exceed the ideal body length for the TYPE. Other characteristic 
details of these figurines, however, place them solidly amongst Ovis TYPE I representations. These figurines are Ovis 1 
A1.52, Ovis 3 Alq474.1, Ovis 9 A6q19.1, Ovis 10 A7.128, Ovis 15 A7q622.1, Ovis 19 A7q888.1, and Ovis 202 
A10.18. 
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ROUNDED RUMP 
Other animals share the feature. Horses and other equids in the AK corpus have a rump that is 

heavier than the forequarters. Surprisingly, the carnivore corpus exhibits a body type where hind- 
quarters are either slightly greater than or equal to the forequarters in width; at first glance, the rump 
appears large, possibly sheeplike. Goats, on the other hand, carry hindquarters that are not rounded 
but more triangular in vertical section, and the buttocks are almost always recessed. 

STANCE SOLIDLY FOUNDED 
Within the typology of the Urkesh figurines, stance is described as it is seen at the forequar- 

ters and hindquarters of the animal. In the case of the sheep, the stance is strong, planted squarely 
on the ground when seen in cranial and caudal vertical section. 

Several types of stance are encountered: 

FOURSQUARE 
The leg join is perpendicular to body. 

INVERTED u 
This is seen in the outside profile of the hindquarters. The U may be narrow or more or less 

wide, but the legs are solidly founded and symmetrically rendered. 

INVERTED V 
The legs delimit also an inside profile where they meet under or at the tail. This feature is usu- 

ally seen in combination with an inverted U, which defines the "outside" stance. The angle defined 
by the legs is in the range of 30 degrees - 60 degrees. 

INCURVING, INVERTED V 
The haunches curve inward. Taken with an outside inverted U, the stance characterizes the 

rear of many sheep figurines. 

TAIL FLAT 
The tail is full and hangs down. As a guide, the ratio of tail width to rump as seen in vertical 

caudal section can be as great as one to three (1 : 3). This latter ratio invariably characterizes "fat- 
tailed" sheep, which exist to this day as a domesticated species. The caudal view of Ovis 7 
A5q353.1 TYPE I illustrates this full expression of the fat tail. 

Both Zeuner (1963, 69) and Clutton-Brock (1981, 22, 57) cite tail length as a distinguishing 
characteristic of domestic breeds as opposed to wild sheep. 

MODELING 
Surfaces are rounded, full, firm. Musculature is not defined; rather, the artisan has chosen to 

emphasize rounded forms that suggest a heavy coat and a compact body close to the ground. 

FABRIC FINE WITH SOME INCLUSIONS 
Chaff-tempered fabric is common. Inclusions are moderate to abundant (Orton, Tyers, et al. 

1993,235), suggesting a need to create a substantial, massy medium. 
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HAUNCHES MERGE WITH TORSO 
The point at which legs meet the body in a sheep (and other 

herbivores) is not well-defined, as it is with the carnivores. The 
legs support a heavy body and the haunches meld into the torso. 
(see discussion of the measurement of the hindquarters above.) 

A ram figures on one of the queen's sealings (q2) at Urkesh 
(Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 199511996, Fig. 4b, Fig. 6). The 
join of body and leg is not rendered. The body is squarely sup- 
ported by all four appendages. Ovis with pendant tail 

and heavy overcoat 

Bokonyi has identified this animal as a bezoar goat, a from seal q2 

species that was perhaps the sole progenitor for domestic stock. (Royal consort DAM Tupkish). 
(rendering ch) 

As, however, the horns curve down and the tail is pendant, I 
choose provisorily to take issue with the identification. 

I believe this is not a wild species, but a hybrid sheep with mixed characteristics. In north 
central Iran, Ovis vignei interbreeds with Ovis orientalis. Typically, "in most Asiatic mouflons the 
horns are curved round and upwards above the neck" (Clutton-Brock 1981, 54). The range of 
orientalis extends into the mountains of Asia Minor and across the Middle East to Sind (Clutton- 
Brock 1987,59). 

Whether sheep or goat - at least forty wild races have been described (Clutton-Brock 1987, 
53) - we have here a very early example of domestic stock. 

A long-haired goat is represented on a plaque of Ur-Enlil, c. 2000 B.C. (Zeuner 1963, Fig. 
6:4, 137) The goat's horns are horizontal and apparently twisted; the animal has "a little beard" 
(Zeuner 1963, 136) and the tail turns up. A sheep on the same plaque has long hair, horns that 
curve up and back and a tail that hangs down. Zeuner then says that in contrast to Egyptian artists, 
"those of Mesopotamia were bad observers and did not characterize their species and breeds 
clearly" (1963, 136). 

Note also as a passing contradiction of Zeuner's remark, that the coat of the animal depicted 
on the queen's seal is important and detailed accordingly. If the artisan meant to convey that the 
undercoat had been shed, leaving long and bristly overlying kemps, then this creature might indeed 
be a primitive domestic breed of sheep and the symbolic "time" of the sealing would be spring. 

SEXUAL PARTS USUALLY NOT EXPRESSED 
If they are, they are forward on the underparts of the animal and not fhlly detailed. They are 

partially hidden in the torso, as is the case with most herbivores. In life, one finds the sex of cattle,. 
sheep and goats forward, near the middle of the belly. With heavily haired sheep, the sex is covered, 
at least as it is represented in the corpus. 

FRAGMENTARY FINDS (APPENDAGES) 
There are many, not only fiom Capridae, but also fiom other species in the corpus. Rather 

than grouping them together in a general category, we have made an effort to make them species- 
specific and to determine which body part they represent. The exercise is fkaught with uncertainty, 
but instructive. 



READING FIGURINES 

Capra 23 A5.154. leg, 
detailed hoof with spur. 

We know, for example, that the sheep is 
solidly founded; most legs have been broken off, 
however, with the exception of the joined figurine 
Ovis 26 A5.99lASq135.1. In this instance, the legs 
were originally taken to be quite short and stumpy. 
Then - as the figurine was clearly meant to be 
pulled or pushed about on wheels - we realized 
that the figure would be raised; the legs would 
lengthen correspondingly. 

Realistic proportions were restored. 

+is 108 A7q624.1 
left hindleg. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw I71 0) 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw 1709) 

Whatever their length, as contrasted with the legs of goats, sheep legs are not so finely articu- 
lated, the knee joint appears not to have been expressed and the hoof or lower appendage tapers 
quickly to a blunt termination and is not detailed in realistic manner. 

When I discuss the corpus, I will refer to the difference among the various types of small 
hook-like appendages that have been recovered. Some of these are in fact legs, but some are un- 
doubtedly ears based on comparison with the appendages on intact figurines. By contrast with 
horns, the sheep's ear is practically schematic. The small "hook" at the tip and the wider break at the 
base are characteristic of the object. These small "hooks" are numerous in the corpus, and the entire 
collection of fragments should be reviewed with an eye to distinguishing characteristics amongst 
them. I have tied to bring provisional order to the matter in this volume. 

OTHER FRAGMENTARY FINDS (BODY) 
When figurines are not intact, measurements are of course difficult; if you measure to a break, 

it cannot be diagnostic, because the figurine is not complete as originally constructed. Take, as an 
example, Ovis 51 forequarters A7.107. Despite the fragmentary state of the object, the head and 
foreleg, conjoined, are intact, so this measurement can be diagnostic. 

Often, even if the tips of legs are broken off, a measurement across the legs is useful as we 
look at the forequarters, although the measurement does not figure in the typological ratios. It does 
appear on the drawings, as it is important to establish overall length, from break to break, for 
instance. 

As must be clear from the brief discussion of the queen's seal, the descent of sheep and goats 
to their present form is much debated. We may say that questions are rightly raised when one reads 
rigid one-for-one parallels between figurine form and animal characteristic. What we have deter- 
mined and can say about the animal in the queen's seal impression q2 is that it has long hair and is 
an early domesticated form. We still see the striped pelt today amongst the animals on the Tell. 
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Whichever species the paleontologist or archeozoo1ogist might see, the Urkesh scribe had an 
eye for detail and sculpted fiom life. It is we who must learn how to read the rendering. If it can be 
said that attention was given to the human figures within this domestic scene, to the portrayal of 
their persons and their relationship, and if the iconic reality of the scene has some meaning that can 
be "read," then why would the animal in the scene be rendered with less attention to telling detail? 



CATALOG Ovis 

0 VIS 
TYPE I 

1 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 

> 

Recovered from feature 108, a "fibrous lens" that rested on the object relay 275 locus 171 length 4.475 torso 2.215 
hindquarters 3.3 tail 1.15 height at hindquarters 3.2 Munsell reading 1 OYR 813 color very pale brown note on 
color: Munsell charts revised in 1994; previous reading yielded 812 white fabric medium fine with gypsum or calcium 
carbonate inclusions conservation: surface abraded preservation: hindquarters only 

Ovis 1 A1.52. Caudal view. 
The tail may in fact be terminated, 
somewhat "bunched." This detail 
as it relates to body conformation 
is visible in rendering cw F725. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b08 19) 

The clot of hair that passes for a tail on A1.52 hangs in a flat 
mass about one-third the body width at the rump, a diagnostic 
element that characterizes the fat-tailed sheep as encountered in the 
figurine corpus at Tell Mozan. Buttocks are fused and not recessed. 
Carried high atop the rump, the tail bends slightly to the left, a detail 
that occurs with some frequency in the corpus. The buttocks and tail 
are to be compared with that of Ovis 23 A1.53, an animal 
representation that exhibits a rounded rump, but the buttocks are 
recessed and in effect "hold" the tail, which is long and hangs down. 
The torso of A1.52 is lean (w2 : w3 = 2 : 3). The hindquarters are 
contained within an inverted U; the legs define a tight V (30 degrees) 
inside. 

The fabric is not fired heavily. The core around which the piece 
was modeled is visible as a difference in color. 

Tall Munbaqa HinterteiC432 Mbq 30130-53, Aleppo 71 MBQ 201 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel79). The figurine, 
recovered from Early Bronze Age strata, is reproduced in caudal and left median planes. The hindquarters are solidly 
founded, tailhindquarters ratio is 1 : 3. There is a perforation in the left hindleg, as for a wheel. The tail protrudes from the 
rump; it is unclear how and at what length it was terminated. 

2 Ovis TYPE I FOREQUARTERS AND NECK A1.156 

Recovered from feature 86 stratum B12b forequarters 3.68 neck 2.35 height 6.4 measurement across break, leg to 
leg 5.09 left foreleg, long axis 2.5 left foreleg, short axis 1.4 height measurement not diagnostic Munsell reading 
5Y 813 color pale yellow fabric chaff-tempered preservation: forequarters and neck only 

The musculature is precise and ties the torso and neck to forelegs. The neck is thrust forward. The 
body, judging from the break, is thick. A mane has been indicated by light pinching. There is a slight 
ridge up from the belly, passing through the forelegs to the neck. Inside, the forelegs form a slightly 
outcurving inverted V of 45 degrees. The forelegs are lozenge-shaped (oval) in section. 
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Equids share certain of these diagnostic traits. However, the angle at which the neck joins the 
torso and its thickness are never encountered amongst equids in the figurine corpus. Compare the 
pinching of the mane of Ovis 2 with the regular, controlled manner in which the mane of Equus 23 is 
executed. 

The line of breakage makes reading this figurine fi-agment difficult. Examining other examples, 
say, Ovis 47 - a head that must have been seated low on the animal's neck - placement of this 
figurine amongst Ovis seems justified. The reconstruction below is instructive and is meant to mimic the 
attitude of a grazing sheep. Attaching an absent head to a body radically alters our perception of the 
representation. 

Ovis RECONSTRUCTION TYPE I (head Ovis 47 on body Ovis 7). Note the 
way head, neck, and torso join, typically Ovis. The creature lifts its head high 
so it may see above grasses in which it grazes. To be compared with Equus 

' 
stance and conformation. Scale 1 : 1. (rendering cw 1706) 

The object is modeled on a core, visible in a fabric difference at the torso break. The foreleg join is 
smoothed or has been f m l y  impressed with a flat blade. 

3 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS AND TORSO Alq474.1 

Recovered from feature 95 locus 17 1 stratum 1 A length 7.55 torso 3.125 hindquarters 4.5 tail 1.7 height from 
tail to intact tip of leg 4.225 length measurement not diagnostic fabric fine with few gypsum inclusions Munsell 
reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown Munsell color shift from 1975 to 1994, from "white" conservation: carbon 
blackens the right hindleg and torso preservation: hindquarters are torso only, broken at forequarters; perforation intact 

The hindlegs are terminated with a tab perforated for a wheel shaft or axle. The perforation is high 
up and the tab itself substantial. If this were a wheeled object, the wheel diameter must have been large. 
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The guide hole was fashioned from a 
cylinder of clay pressed and applied under the 
belly, in front of the legs. 

This added fabric at first appeared to be an 
udder. See as another example of this treatment 
Ovis 23. 

The torso is lean; the musculature not so 
much indicated as a by-product of finger shaping. 
The fabric was wet when it was worked, as 
fingerprints remain every which way on the torso. 
The figurine is built up around a core. 

Ovis 3 Alq474.1 TYPE I. Left median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V8a-eo163) 

The tail is thick, and flat, although separate and raised above - 
the hindquarters and carried high. 

The hsed buttocks are contained within an inverted U. Inside, 
the legs form an inverted open V and meet at an angle of 60 degrees 
(not visible in rendering). The hindlegs do not blend with the torso, 
but emerge with haunch itself as a separately articulated form. 

S6ndor Bokonyi was emphatic that no sheep would have this 
body form and so the animal was first classified amongst the 
carnivores. In later seasons (MZ10 and MZ1 I), however, we chose to 
emphasize that manufacture alters body form. This is a wheeled 

&is 3 Al q474.1 TYPE I. vehicle and, as with reconstructed Ovis 26, key characteristics of Ovis 
view- Scale : obtain but the shape of the torso is altered to accommodate the 

(rendering cw F7 16) object's function as a vehicle. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteil432 Mbq 30130-53, Aleppo 71 MBQ 201 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). Close parallels 
between the two exemplars, notably the perforated hindleg, as for a wheel axle, and the manner in which the tail is carried and 
broken. 

Nippur. Hindquarters with perforation in hindleg (McCown 1978, Plate 13912). The tail of the Nippur exemplar emerges 
from the torso, rather than sitting atop the rump as with the Urkesh figurine. McCown thinks that many of the figurines from 
Nippur are "carelessly" modeled (p.93); and for this reason identifies very few as to species. He does not recognize the skill 
required to model an animal form with the hands. 

Any of the few Nippur figurines I have chosen as comparanda (especially Figurine llfflate 139: additional comments under 
Ovis 301) might be compared with Plate 139lfigurine 7, "probably a ram"; or Plate 140lfigurine 9, "ram with pellet eyes," 
both of which exhibit an unusual manner of modeling horns and muzzle; they appear to have been fashioned from the same 
mass of fabric. This technique may contribute to McCown's impression that the figurines are "crude." He conjectures that 
some of the figurines are symbols of gods, but distinguishes the sheep from other animal figurines as being "descendants of 
similar models of the remote historic past"; they "may reflect a survival of a primitive magic invoked to assure fruitfulness of 
flocks" (p 93). He refers to figurine 9 in Plate 140 as a "crude little model", yet it is over 10 cm. long, rather large by Urkesh 
standards. 

See also INTRODUCTION Comparanda for further remarks about Nippur and identification of animal figurines. 
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4 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS AND TORSO MINIATURE 

READING FIGURINES 

Recovered from feature 98 locus 5 stratum B8 length from break to tip of tail 1.5 torso 0.09 hindquarters 1.12 tail 
0.42 height at hindquarters measured from rump to left hindleg 1.5 fabric fme, some inclusions Munsell reading 
7.5YR 714 color pink preservation: hindquarters and torso, both hindlegs terminated; tail broken 

This figurine, representing a fat-tailed sheep, is indeed quite small (only 1.5 cm long), a 
~ A T U R E  in the Mozan corpus. 

The hindquarters are contained within an open inverted U. The hindlegs meet in an inverted V (60 
degrees) and they are intact and terminated. 

The fact that there are legs on this figurine first led 
me to classiQ it as Ovis TYPE I1 - in spite of its 
diminutive stature, the figurine appeared "taller" in 
comparison with figurines with the legs broken off. In 
fact, the tailhindquarters and torsokindquarters ratios 
place it firmly in TYPE I. 

The tail is prominent and hangs down. The legs de- 
fine the rump, curving to meet the torso. The tip of the 
legs ends in a sharp taper on the inside only. This detail 
should be considered when thinking about termination on 
other figurines. The impressed fabric between the legs - 
fused buttocks - may be an udder. 

Ovis 4 TYPE I Alq588.1. 
Note that height and width of hindquarters 

are roughly equal, contained within a square. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw F725) 

5 Ovis TYPE I FOREQUARTERS A l q 6 2 7 . 1  

Recovered from feature 13 1 locus 67 length neck to torso (break to break) 3.2 forequarters across legs 4.4 torso 3.4 
torso vertical dimension 2.8 height dorsal break on torso to left foreleg 4.35 note on measurements: breakage 

necessitates measurements for record only; none are truly diagnostic fabric fine, heavy chaff-temper Munsell reading 
lOYR 813 color very pale brown note on color: change in reading from previous Munsell edition conservation: 
Wite-Out partially cleaned from left foreleg break preservation: forequarters only; forelegs broken; core visible at break in 
torso 

The neck is thick and fused with the torso. Compare the necklbody join with that in the 
RECONSTRUCTION above. The outside stance is foursquare, with the legs slightly bowed outward and 
not perpendicular to the ground (projected, they would meet at a 75 degree angle). Inside, legs meet in 
an open inverted U (45 degrees). 
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The torso is clearly built on a core, visible in section at the 
torso break, almost a vertical transverse section of the torso. Both 
forelegs may also be manufactured in this manner, although it may be 
that the left foreleg is heavily slipped on a small core of fabric, as 
opposed to being built up with a layer of clay. I do think this accounts 
for the way many of the larger figurines break -- almost never clean, 
but "undulating" and uneven due to the inner core around which 
many of them are built. 

Ovis 5 Alq627.1. Cranial view. 
Figurine built on a core. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b-e1711) 

6 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 

Provenance not noted length 3.82 torso 2.01 hindquarters 2.9 tail 0.86 height at rump 3.05 fabric medium 
Munsell reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown note on color: 1994 Munsell changes not the hue, but the chroma 
reading; 1975 edition reads "white" preservation: hindquarters broken; torso intact in vertical dimension 

A 

The hindquarters terminate in a fat tail that bends slightly to the left. 
The rump is rounded and the outside stance is an inverted U. There may 
be lightly impressed dots on the left flank at the break 

The figurine should be compared with Ovis 1 hindquarters. 

Ovis 6 Alq773.1 TYPE I. 
Caudal view. Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw H72 1). 

I Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteic 432 Mbq 30130-53, Aleppo 71 MBQ 201 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel79). I 

7 Ovis TYPE I TORSO ~ M P L A T E )  A5q353.1 

Recovered from feature 58 locus 20 stratum B 1 1  length 7.2 forequarters 4.27 torso 3.2 hindquarters 4.3 height 
at forequarters 4.1 height at hindquarters 3.8 note on measurement: height not diagnostic fabric medium chaff- 
tempered - Munsell reading 2.5Y 813 - color pale yellow - note on color: Munsell color change 1975-1994 pertains * 
preservation: all appendages broken; tail broken 
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This figurine is the very type of fat- 
tailed Ovis. Note the curve of the back, 
angle and length of the neck, leg, and torso 
joins. There is a lightly indicated breast 
ridge. The rump is rounded and smoothed, 
as are the buttocks. 

The tail, a diagnostic element, is flat 
and rectangular, hanging down. The tail is 
fashioned from a separate piece of clay and 
inserted at the rump between the buttocks, 
which have been shaved or cut, then 
smoothed, to accommodate the tail. 

Ovis 7 TYPE I A5q353.1. 
The neck break is somewhat deceptive, being broken on an angle; 
this makes the join with the torso appear less heavy than it actually is. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b-0834) 

The ratio of the width of the tail to buttocks is approximately 1 : 3, with the rump divided evenly 
in thirds. The body stance outside is a gently incurving inverted U. Inside, a tight inverted V (30 
degrees). The forelegs project forward slightly. 

Bokonyi commented on the roundness of the body, which corresponds to a heavy wool coat and 
the fat tail. Wild sheep are leaner and their coats are less full than domesticated varieties bred, of course, 
for wool and meat and, to a lesser extent, for milk. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteic 432 Mbq 30130-53 Aleppo 71 MBQ 201. (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). The slightly 
outcurving hindlegs are notable. The manner in which the tail is carried and seated between the buttocks differs. 

8 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS MINIATURE A5q790.3 

Recovered from feature 1 1 1 locus 5 stratum B 12A length, tail to torso break 1.5 hindquarters 1.4 tail 0.0445 
fabric medium with gypsum inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 411 color dark gray preservation: half of torso only; 
legs broken 

The tail of this MWIATURE Ovis hindquarters is carried down and the rump is rounded. The but- 
tocks are incised and the torso fkll. The hindleg gradually merges with the body. Outside stance of the 
hindquarters is a wide inverted V. The surface of the figurine is lightly scraped and modeled. 

Compare hindquarters of Ovis 1 and the full, rounded rump of Ovis 3. 
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9 &is TYPE1 HINDQUARTERS 

Recovered from layers above third millennium floors in the "kitchen" of the Service Sector length, tail to torso break 3.2 
torso 1.68 hindquarters 3.2 tail 1.18 height at hindquarters 3.75 height at torso 1.55 fabric medium fine, 
gypsum inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters only; tail and legs 
broken 

Ovis hindquarters, a "fat-tailed sheep." Incisions define flat, 
wide tail, hanging down. The outside stance is foursquare; inside, the 
legs meet in a tight V (+I-25 degrees). The buttocks are recessed and 
the haunches rounded, swelling outward fiom an, uncharacteristically 
thin torso. 

In an unusual detail, the left hindleg knee joint is expressed, yet 
the leg is separate fiom the body and does not meld with the torso 
where it joins with it. This is not typical of herbivores. 

Ovis 9 A6q 19.1. Caudal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V5b0820) 

There are many fingerprints on this torso. The nature of the 
striations changes, however, on the underbelly, lower left torso; 
these may be cloth impressions. 

The fabric above the leg was cut away or deeply impressed to 
create the leglbody join. 

Ovis 9 A6q 19.1. Left median plane. Compare leg joins of Ovis 3 and Capra 19, a hoof and leg Note separation of leg fmm torso. 
with articulated knee joint; and Capra 30, a hgrnentary leg and Scale 1 : 1. 
haunch. (photograph V8b-e1710) 

10 &is TYPE I HINDQUARTERS A7.128 
Recovered from feature 119 locus 13 length 3.03 torso 2.53 hindquarters 3.03 tail 1.38 height at hindquarters 
from left broken leg to top of back 4.36 fabric medium, some chaff temper, fine grit inclusions Munsell reading 7YR 
713 color pink preservation: torso, tail, and hindlegs broken 

These Ovis hindquarters terminate a lean torso (see footnote regarding lean torsos amongst the 
Ovis TYPE I corpus in the DISCUSSION). The hindquarters stance is defined by a round inverted U. The 
tail is broad and flat, but may not be a fat tail; it is inclined slightly toward the left flank. The rump is 
rounded and joins the torso as if folded over and onto the back. 

As with Ovis 3, the deeply recessed buttocks are formed not fiom an incision but by the hindlegs, 
which appear to have been added to the flat termination of the torso as separate pieces. Below the rump 
itself, somewhat lower, the torso is visible between the legs as a flat area with no incision. It appears not 
to have been modeled with the fingers, but perhaps cut. This is a striking detail of manufacture, perhaps 
to be taken as diagnostic. In those cases where the legs do not join, but rather lie upon a flat area that is 
the actual termination of the torso fabric, it could be taken for an udder. 
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11 Ovk TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 

READING FIGURMES 

A7q16.1 

Recovered in upper levels of sector length from break to tip of tail 3.65 torso 2.5 hindquarters 3.6 tail (negative 
impression) 1.255 height at hindquarters 2.8 height at torso 1.9 fabric medium fine Munsell reading 10YR 812 
color very pale brown note on color: chroma description shifts from 1975 to 1994 conservation: depositional adhesions 
make it difficult to read the surface of the object; adhesion is possibly some form of encrusted mineral salt that covers almost 
the entire object preservation: hindquarters only; tail chipped away, legs missing; abraded 

Ovis hindquarters, rounded with recessed buttocks contained within an inverted U. The buttocks 
are separated by a deep furrow, formed on one side by clay pushed, flattened, and folded over from the 
right buttock. The tail hangs down. 

Compare with Capra 2, an exemplar that exhibits the same type of 
"protective" fold around the genital area. At least one Canis hindquarters 
from Khabur levels is manufactured with an exaggerated fold on either 
side of the rump. 

Ovis 1 1 A7q16.1. Caudal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V7b162 1) 

12 Ovis TYPE I FOREQUARTERS A7q195 

Recovered from feature 24 length neck to torso break 4.2 forequarters 2.69 neck 2.34 neck measurement narrow 
dimension 2.12 neck measurement to include ridge 2.23 torso 2.31 fabric medium fine, some inclusions Munsell 
reading 7.5YR 713 color pink preservation: forequarters only; head missing; clean breaks at neck and torso, legs broken; 
surface heavily abraded or chipped 

On this Ovis forequarters, two areas low down between the legs have been heavily indented with 
the side of the thumb, possibly to form a breast ridge; discernable fingerprints have been smoothed 
away. There are markings above the right foreleg, visible for diagnostic purposes only with magnifica- 
tion. According to Julie Hruby (2001), it is dificult to see these markings as fingerprints, as the lines 
laid onto the figure are exactly parallel and finger modeling tends not to yield such marks. On the other 
hand, there are no intentional serrations this small. A possible explanation of the markings might be that 
a finger was dragged over the surface when the fabric was close to leather-hard, thus producing parallel 
lines. 

The stance is an inverted U solidly founded. Neck width is not quite four-fifths of the width of the 
forequarters measured in caudal frontal plane. 

There is a hole at the center of the broken torso that appears to be intentional. All breaks are clean, 
as if cut. Is there a regular pattern of wear or chipping on the torso? Compare forequarters Ovis 7 and 
torso Canis 7. 
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13 Ovis TYPE I TORSO 

Recovered from feature 223 locus 21 length (body) 10.765 forequarters 5.855 neck 4.42 torso 5.03 hindquarters 
6.8 tail 2.49 thickness (pelt overlayer) 0.6 thickness (pelt underlayer) 0.38 length (pelt underlayer ) 2.16 length 
(pelt overlayer) 1.06 height at forequarters (break to break) 8.45 height at hindquarters (rump to break) 5.82 
transverse section, length (left foreleg, long dimension) 2.7 transverse section, width (left foreleg, short dimension) 2.33 
note on measurement: body length, neck and tail width not diagnostic (pelt is irregular, some of it missing, thus 
compromising accurate measure); pelt measurements are averages and representative; foreleg measurement serves to 
represent the size of the legs of the animal, all of which are obloid in section Munsell reading (hair overcoat) 1 OYR 713 
color very pale brown Munsell reading (body) 7.5YR 713 color pink preservation: all appendages broken away 

Ovis 13 A7.50 1. Right median plane. 
Note overall blockiness of torso, and pendulous strips of clay applied as woolly overcoat. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V 13d694 1 K727) 
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Ovis 13 was found inverted among stones in a pavement. 

The pelt has two layers, an undercoat of long thin 
"hairs" and an overcoat of thicker shorter "hairs." The 
overcoat and the fabric of the body yield different 
Munsell readings. The overcoat is broken away in 
places over the entire body surface, but enough re- 
mains to establish that the layering of strands was an 
overall body treatment. At the forequarters, four thick 
pendulous strands of hair remain; the rest have been 
broken away. There are twelve thin strands of hair in 
the undercoat across the forequarters. There may be as 
many as two undercoats of pelt. There appears to be an 
armature formed on the basic torso fiom which the 
strands of hair were hung; this armature - the term is 
not to be taken as final - forms the slightly raised 

Ovis 13 A7.501. Caudal view. 
Note the typical rounded hindquarters. backbone of 

Conformation of tail uncertain. the piece. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 5704 

The forequarters are triangular in vertical cranial section. 
The vertical caudal section (hindquarters) is contained within a 
solidly founded inverted U. The hindquarters are heavy. The 
leg-body join is herbivore. 

Ovis 13 A7.501. Cranial view. 
Note the two layers of pelt, 

laid both as a single piece (top layer) 
and the underlayer, 

appliqukd as separate strands. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V13d6951 K727) 

The scalloped arrangement of the overcoat of A7.501 invites comparison 
with "beards" &xed to the face of human-headed bulls of the Akkadian 
period, a rather abstract example being the human-headed bull from Tell 
Brak (TB 11001) (Oates 1991). The beard is limned by a tracery of two 
large bands of chevrons on a reductively sculpted pendant form, mimicking a 
facial appliance; here, pelt overlayers are applied to an armature of clay. 

Comparative material recovered in fragments from Royal Palace G at Ebla is rather more instructive. Found scattered on the 
pavement of L.2764 and eventually reconstructed, a bull statuette overlaid with blackish-gray plaquettes of stone and 
laminated with gold foil serves to illustrate a popular icon of the period. A7.501 was also found on a pavement, although 
embedded amongst the stones, not lying atop them. 
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The applied beard, dissimilar in execution from the layered pelt of A7.501, nonetheless deserves attention for its manufac- 
ture. The plaquettes that form the beard are quite thin, concave on the reverse, so that they could be mounted on a core of 
wood, now lost. (Matthiae 1980 (1977)) While not being of clay, these steatite curls imitate the flexibility and supple 
application of the medium. A single scalloped piece of clay applied directly to the armature of A7.506 (following) also 
reflects the manner in which these stone plaquettes were applied. 

Human-headed bull Ebla Royal Palace G, L. 2764. 
Black plaquettes and gold foil overlays on (presumed) 
wood support. Aleppo Museum. Scale 1 : 1. Photograph 
courtesy Dr. Paolo Matthiae. (Clusan 1993) 

Mari. M. 1340 (125, Fig. 71) Fragment of an animal with long pelt. The piece is of limestone and represents a shallow 
incised and sculpted treatment termed mkches-kaunak2s. While the effect of layered pelt is similar in the two objects, the 
Mari pelt is sculpted in the surface of the stone reductively, rather than being composed of identical pieces overlaid on one 
another. 

Assyria. BM 92989. Sheep, recumbent, with thick, ribbed horns and notable for the treatment of its pelt. (van Buren 1939, 
Plate XVIIFig. 69, p. 67). The figure "is on the comer of what has been described as both a trough and a house-model. ... It 
is part of a large number of objects from Rassam's expeditions in Assyria, which were registered in 1879." Julian Reade has 
suggested that the object dates from EDIIIIAkkadian times. (Collon 2004) The pelt is composed of a number of long, thick 
strands that depend from the neck and back-ridge. They overlay the entire body; there may be an undercoat. 

A fragment of a vessel has been collected at Urkesh, which also has an overlay of regular pendant pieces (see below, Ovis 
207). The Urkesh fragment and the fully realized animal representations (see also Ovis 14) may date from a slightly later 
time than the Assur find following, but the treatment of the pelt is similar. 
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Schaf Assur Nr. 612 (Ass 194221, - VA Ass 3630) (Klengel-Brandt 1978, Tafel 19) is a remarkable comparative fragment. 
The piece was dated by the excavators to Akkadian times. As Klengel-Brandt notes, it suggests an Ovis pelt, although this 
fragment could belong to almost any species with a spiny (?), irregular coat. Klengel-Brandt notes that vielen zapfenartigen 
kurzen Tonstiicken besetzt. Indeed, one does sense an orderliness in the disorder to the application of the small clay "plugs." 
A good deal of care must have gone into the fabrication of these objects. Note that I do not say "skill." Yet this object fiom 
Assur must be described as more than workmanlike in its realization; the Urkesh vessel overlay is rather more studied. 

Each of these objects representing woolly 
sheep must have had some importance - for where 
verisimilitude is in evidence, there is also caring. 
For what reason, we do not know. There must have 
been many such representations - Ovis 13 and 
Ovis 14 are rather large, as the Urkesh corpus goes. 
Since they were substantial objects, I wonder why 
more of them did not survive intact? Will these 
objects have served the same purpose as other 
representations in the corpus recovered in the 
Service Sector? 

14 Ovis TYPE I FOREQUARTERS 

Schaf Assur Nr. 61 2 (Klengel-Brandt 1978). 
Pelt, perhaps less layered than that of Ovis 13 and Ovis 14. 

Since there is damage, it is difficult to say exactly how 
the individual applied pelt fragments terminated. 

A7.506 

Recovered fiom feature 417 locus 24 length fiom torso to forequarters break 4.57 cranial width horn-to-horn 3.3 
cranial length (snout break to thatch of hair down back of head between horns) 3.52 neck 3.0 height (crown of head to 
forequarterltorso break) 6.2 forequarters (across break) 4.5 note on measurement: only cranial depth and neck 
measurements are diagnostically valid Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale brown preservation: forequarters 
only 

@ The pelt treatment of Ovis 14 is similar to that of Ovis 13, although 
A7.506 may in fact have a different treatment of the forequarters and neck. 
Fragmentary as it is, the object seems markedly leaner than Ovis 13. 

:..i ,i. -; 
The pelt is overlaid in thin strips and possibly in two layers further 

down on the forequarters. As seen in right median plane, the strands of hair 
are laid on as a single separate layer of clay and then formed with an instru- 
ment, cut into scallops rather than being laid on as separate strands. 

Ovis 14 A7.506. 
Dorsal cranial view. 

Exception may be made for some strands laid on separately and a long thick 

Scale 1 : 1. strand that passes over the crown between the horns. 
(rendering cw 5703) 
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The object has had two hgments glued in place. The position 
of two other fragments is impossible to ascertain. Unfortunately, this 
breakage makes it difficult to determine the exact conformation of 
the animal; it would have been particularly useful to see the angle at 
which the neck joined the torso and the manner in which the 
forequarters terminated the torso. These matters are now impossible 
to ascertain. 

Also compare Ovis 14 to torso Ovis 202. Forequarters corifor- 
mation and dorsal cranial section are nearly identical, lending 
credence to identification as TYPE I. 

For the moment, then, I place Ovis 14 amongst TYPE I, and 
think the obvious similarities of pelt manufacture makes the 
identification somewhat more likely (heavy pelts are not encoun- 
tered on the leaner TYPE I1 Ovis). 

Ovis 14 A7.506. Right median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw 5703) 

In excavation season 2003, a fragment of pottery bearing applied strands similar to the pelt of 
Ovis 13 and Ovis 14 was found amongst objects beings processed for delivery to Deir-ez-Zohr for 
safekeeping. 

Ovis 207 A7q95.1. 
Fragment of theriomorphic vessel. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cw NS 12) 

The strands were cut fiom a single piece of 
clay, laid on the surface of the vessel and then sepa- 
rated slightly to give the impression of the natural 
disorder of an animal pelt, a technique encountered 
on the figurines. I think it unlikely that Ovis 207 
were a hollow zoomorphic form, that is, an animal 
complete in itself. The curve of the thin wall is 
probably the base of a shallow vessel. Note that the 
fiagment was retrieved earlier than the animal 
figurines within the same sector, A7, an area rich in 
striking artifacts and contemporaneous with Ur I11 
strata. 
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Tall Munbaqa. Architekturmodelle Nr. 13 Mbq 16/12-13 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 16, 184). Fragment of 
Hausmodell roof with applied ram's head. The serrated horn curves down and back up over the crown onto the top of the 
head. Similar horn conformation is apparent in dorsal cranial view. 

Hammam et-Turkman. Theriomorphic vessel 122:77 (Rossmeisl 1988). A fragmentary piece, the head serving as spout. 
The conformation of horns and crown are similar to the Urkesh forequarters, as seen in cranial transverse section. 

Assur. Schaf Nr. 612 wengel-Brandt 1978). See remarks, Ovis 13. 

Mari. M. 1340 (125, Fig. 71) (Parrot 1956). Fragment of an animal with long pelt (see remarks Ovis ! 3). 

Ebla (Tell Mardikh) testa di specie non identificabile, TM.67.F.130 Q43T6M5b, Cat. 1099 (Tav. CLXII, 86) (Marchetti 
2001). The manner in which this piece is displayed certainly invites comparison with Ovis 14, even though the manner of 
indicating pelt is here incised, and not applied. A small "tongue" (I take this to mean "strip" in this context) of medium has 
been applied to the forehead. The author remarks that either type of decoration is found more frequently on lions of the 
Middle Bronze, although he hesitates to make such an identification with this artifact. Rightly so. 

15 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS A7q622.1 

Recovered from feature 171 locus 16 length 3.6 hindquarters 4.245 tail 0.097 note on measurement: length not 
diagnostic fabric medium, many small inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 813 color pink preservation: hindquarters 
only; tail and hindlegs broken 

Outside stance is an inverted U. The inside stance is a very narrow slightly incurving inverted V.  
Buttocks are fused. Although the hindquarters are full, the tail is comparatively narrow. Contrast 
A7q860.1, which had an outside stance of an open inverted V, but was marked by what appeared to be a 
very wide tail. 

There is a marked core that has pulled away fiom the envelope in firing; it is visible at the torso 
break. 

16 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS AND TORSO A7q667.2 
b 

Retrieved from feature 193 locus 23 length 3.13 torso 1.7 hindquarters 2.15 tail .08 15 note on measurement: 
length not diagnostic fabric fine, light chaff temper Munsell reading 2.5YR 713 color light reddish brown 
preservation: hindquarters and torso only; tail chipped, legs broken 

If the torso break is just behind the forelegs, as seems likely, then this torso with its very thick 
neck join approaches some Bos examples, although the tail detail of Ovis 18 should be compared to the 
Bos corpus. Also, w2 : w3 ratio is not typical of the bovids in this corpus. 
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17 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS A7q860.1 

Recovered from feature 290 locus 25 length 4.6 torso 2.76 hindquarters 4.1 8 tail 1.5 note on measurement: tail 
width difficult to determine because of heavy abrasion; length not diagnostic -fabric medium fine Munsell reading 5YR 813 
- 713 color pink conservation: depositional adhesions preservation: hindquarters only; tail heavily abraded 

The outside stance of this representation is an open, outcurving inverted V, almost an inverted U. The 
tail is carried rather high. Compare hindquarters Ovis 1. 

18 Ovis TYPE I ~ D Q U A R T E R S  AND TORSO ~ T U R E  

Recovered from feature 261 locus 12 length 1.9 torso 1.255 hindquarters 1.49 tail 0.05875 note on measurement: 
length not diagnostic fabric fine, few inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 712 color pinkish gray preservation: 
hindquarters and torso only; tail abraded, legs broken 

The tail is wide; the outside stance is an open inverted U. The buttocks are fused. 

19 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS AND TORSO A 7 q 8 8 8 . 1  

Recovered from feature 297 locus 25 length 4.49 torso 1.96 hindquarters 2.82 tail 1.06 fabric fine with fine grit 
(silica) inclusions Muhsell reading 7.5YR 813 color pink preservation: hindquarters and torso; right hindleg broken, tail 
chipped 

The torso is lean; the tail is thick and carried high. The hindquarters outside stance is solidly founded 
on a rounded, slightly outcurving inverted U. The left hindleg is chipped, but probably terminated. 

The hindquarters are definitely Ovis. The leanness of the torso is Carnivora (see footnote in Ovis 
DISCUSSION regarding leanness of certain of the TYPE I figurines). While there are sheep with lean torsos, 
there are no carnivores with rounded hindquarters and fat tails. Hence, this figurine finds its place amongst 
the sheep. Ursus does not have a lean body; although, as with Ovis TYPE I, the hindquarters may be 
rounded and the tail heavy, albeit short. 

20 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS AND TORSO A9q112.2 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 4 length 2.78 torso 1.57 hindquarters 1.59 tail 0.46 height from rump to 
termination, left hindleg 2.13 note on measurement: height difficult to measure because of breakage, yet it is diagnostic, as the 
leg is terminated; length not diagnostic fabric fine, light chaff temper Munsell reading 5YR 711 color light gray 
preservation: torso and hindquarters only; left hindleg terminated; tail abraded; forequarters broken off; right foreleg partially 
intact 

The left hindleg is terminated and tapers to a blunt point. When the figurine is oriented as if it were 
standing, it gives the impression of a more compact animal. 
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The classification of this object as TYPE I is at first unsettling, as the left hindleg is intact and gives 
the impression of a leaner animal. The tail nonetheless is wide and the torso full. The top of the rump is 
rounded. Consult comments on recessed vs. "fused" buttocks in DISCUSSION Ovis. 

2 1 OV~S TYPE I TORSO A9q148.1 

Recovered fiom feature 76 locus 5 length 3.63 forequarters 3.5 width across horns 1.76 neck 1.69 torso 2.24 
hindquarters (broken) 2.2 height at forequarters 3.51 height at hindquarters 2.05 note on ineasurement: diagnostic 
measurements are representative, although entire object is heavily abraded; length, height, and width across the hindquarters not 
diagnostic fabric fine, with some chaff temper Munsell reading 10R 712 color pale red conservation: dark patina is 
likely the action of deposition, not the result of use when the object had an active life preservation: neck and crown of head 
intact; legs broken off, hindquarters abraded; snout broken off, muzzle abraded; horns heavily abraded. 

The torso is heavy. There is an incision down the back fiom the neck to the rump. There are roughly 
parallel incisions along the underside of the torso on the left side, as of hairs hanging down. The horn on 
the left side of the muzzle is heavily abraded but can be "read." The object was lightly scraped with the 
side of the tip of a wooden skewer and brushed to reveal surface detail. 

The hindquarters are rounded (insofar as they may be read.). The forequarters are solidly founded, 
contained within a narrow inverted U, slightly incurving. 
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0 VIS 
TYPE I 

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

100 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 

Recovered from feature 177 locus 21 length 2.245 torso (break at rump) 2.15 height from rump to hindleg 2.72 
hindquarter measurements either unable to be taken or not diagnostic due to breakage fabric mqiium with fine inclusions 
Munsell reading (fabric) 7.5YR 712 color (fabric) pink Munsell reading (patina) 7.5YR 511 color (patina) gray 
preservation: half of the hindquarters, a fiagment only 

The hindquarters are founded on an inverted U. The body is rounded and there is no indication of 
musculature. 

0 VIS 
TYPE I 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 

200 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 

Recovered from Post-Palace layers length 4.3 torso 2.86 hindquarters 4.2 tail 1.57 note on measurement: torso 
width measures 3.135 if taken vertically, but this is not a diagnostic measurement, as it is taken almost at the hindquarters *. 
fabric medium, some chaff temper Munsell reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters only, 
tail broken 

The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U. The legs join at approximately 35 degrees. 
There is a slight ridge along the top of the torso. 

201 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS A2q243.1 

Recovered from feature 114 locus 151 length 2.475 torso 1.38 hindquarters 2.04 tail 0.076 fabric fine, few 
inclusions Munsell reading 1 OYR 812 color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters only; tail chipped 

The hindquarters are contained by a rounded inverted U. The tail is carried high and is thick. The in- 
side stance is an open inverted U. 
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202 Ovis r n ~  I TORSO 

READING FIGURINES 

A10.18 

Recovered from feature 20 locus 5 length 5.52 forequarters 2.34 neck 1.68 torso 2.36 hindquarters 2.88 tail 1.05 
fabric medium fine, with some chaff temper Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 color pale yellow conservation: Wite-Out on 

two appendages, cleaned with acetone. Number reapplied with several layers of nail polish and India ink, in this case on the left 
foreleg above the break. It will be visible in photographs, but does not alter the impression of the object nor does it obscure 
detail. Some Wite-Out remains in the grooves of the broken foreleg. preservation: all appendages broken, head intact except 
for one broken horn and muzzle; tail chipped 

Torso intact except for legs and with in- 
tact horn. The hindquarters are contained 
within a solidly founded .inverted U. The tail 
hangs down and is tapering. The sexual parts 
are expressed. Forequarters are narrow, solidly 
founded. The legbody join is 130 degrees. 

The body type is somewhat misleading; 

Ovis 202 A10.18. Dorsal view. it is close in form to Canis. Expression of the 
Conformation of body type is very close to ideal, sexual parts contributes to this impression. 

the length somewhat greater than twice the forequarters width. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(rendering cw I7 1 7) 

Compare with forequarters Capra 1 A1.44; the contrast is striking, 
Capra forequarters being triangular in cranial vertical transverse section. 

The eyes are impressed with a thin bone or hollow reed, a piece of 
clay remaining at the center as a "pupil." 

The horns meet atop the crown. They curve down alongside the 
muzzle, curving up to lie on the snout under the eye. The intact horn is 
wrinkled, expressed by regular and slanting indentations on the horn, in the 
manner of wild mountain sheep ftom Turkistan and elsewhere across Asia. 
Compare the back of the headhorn to A5.199. 

The fabric is smoothed, with pinching to shape. The neck is slightly 
pinched on the back and so, raised; but there is no mane. The muzzle is 
pinched and triangular in section. 

Ovis 202 A10.18 TYPE I. 
Cranialldorsal view. 

The angle shows the conformation 
of the head to advantage, but falsi- 
fies the body length. 

Scale 1 : 1.  
(photograph MX7 B17 19) 
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The body conformation of a comparative representation from Assur (Schaf Assur Nr. 6051Ass 23054 c - VA 3416) is similar to 
that of Ovis 202, particularly as seen in the left median plane (see rendering cw I71 7). The modeling of the horn is unusual, not 
unlike Ovis 32 A1.303. 

The Assur exemplar has applied disks for eyes; those of the Urkesh Ovis are impressed. The pelt of the Urkesh Ovis is indicated 
by smoothing and pinching; the Assur representation has striations, presumably to indicate an overcoat of coarser hair. There 
may be a tab affixed to the muzzle of the Assur Ovis (quite an odd detail), unless this is a photographic defect. The photograph in 
Tafel 19 (as with some others) appears to have been outlined for clarity. I have enhanced the photograph here to show striations 
in the pelt 

Klengel-Brandt sees a similarity between this exemplar and an Ovis fiom Sargonid levels at Brak, cited by Mallowan. The 
attitude is dissimilar; although the pelt is incised, albeit with more care than the Ovis fiom Assur (Mallowan 1947 [Spring], 
1948). 

Schaf Assur Nr. 6051Ass 23054 c-VA 34 16 
(Klengel-Brandt 1978). 
Reproduced here 1 : 1. 

Striations are deep, made by the tip of a blunt instrument 
dragged across semi-hard fabric. 

Tall Munbaqa Architekturmodele Nr. 12 Mbq 35/28-23, Raqqa Nr.158 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 15). Ram's 
head applied to intact corner of Hausmodell. Horns curve around crown and down below eyes beside cheeks. Attitude 
reminiscent of fragmentary freestanding rams' heads at Urkesh. The Urkesh objects themselves may have been broken fiom such 
a model, although no remnants of houses or towers remain nor were recovered as such. Breakage of the Urkesh representations is 
horizontal and not vertical as fiom a wall. 

Tall Munbaqa. Zwei Wdderkopfe auf Hausmodellecken Nr. 338 (= Nr. 12) Mbq 35/28-23, Raqqa Nr. 158 (Czichon, 
Werner, et al. 1998, Taf. 13-15, 184, 195). The crenellated horn, curving down alongside the muzzle, is similarly fashioned, if 1 
can judge from the photograph. The rendering (Tafel 15) would lead one to think the horn was regularly incised and not indented 
with the fingertip or a blunt instrument. 
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0 VIS 
TYPE I 

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 

300 Ovis TYPE I HINDQUARTERS 'MINIATURE A5q715.4 

Recovered from backfill length 3.3 torso 1.3 hindquarters 1.8 tail 0.87 fabric fine with some inclusions Munsell 
reading 7.5YR 713 color pink preservation: hindquarters and torso only; tail terminated, hindlegs broken 

Although this object was recovered in excavation dirt, it was given a field number and entered in se- 
quence amongst the finds in this sector. This Ovis torso is taken to be a M I N I A ~  (3.3 cm long). The tail 
hangs down and is terminated; it is quite large with respect to the buttocks, having a tailhuttocks ratio of 
0.8 : 1.875; that is, 1 : 2. 

The terminated tip of the tail is an important diagnostic element. 
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0 VIS 
TYPE I1 

22 Ovis TYPE IT TORSO MINIATURE 

Recovered from feature 16 relay 85 locus 117 length 2.6 cranial length (snout to back of head ) 1.82 length (snout to 
tail ) 4.0 forequarters 1.285 neck 0.84 torso 1.3 hindquarters 1.38 tail 0.27 height at forequarters 2.35 height 
at hindquarters 1.685 fabric medium, some inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 713 color very pale brown preservation: 
legs and horns broken; hindquarters abraded 

For some time, this figurine was classified amongst the goats, because of the narrow, tapering muz- 
zle; it is almost triangular. There is surely no facial hairlwool on this example. The crown of the head is 
wide in rostral section at the horns, which, at least at the break, do not seem to curve down. 

The eyes, ears, nostrils, and mouth are barely indicated. The neck is long and does not meld into the 
torso, inclining toward the body at a low (45 degrees) angle. The mane and chest ridge are indicated by. 
light pinching. The head and muzzle of the figurine, both cranial and rostral sections, should be compared 
with Ovis 33 A1.479, a detailed ram's head "pull." 

Scale 1 : 1. 

The sex is carried 
forward in the belly. But- 
tocks are recessed to carry 
the tail, and the hindquar- 
ters are contained within a 
wide inverted U, solidly 
found-ed in a foursquare 
stance. 

I The body type there- 
fore definitely reads as 
Ovis. The ratios and pro- 
portions amongst body 
parts bear out the type. 

,.q 
?,: ,.,, i..! ';>' . ," 
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23 Ovis TYPE u HINDQUARTERS 

READING FIGURINES 

A1.53 

Recovered in layers above first floors in antechamber adjoining vaults, AlIA5 length 6.42 torso (break-to-break) 3.37 
hindquarters (across buttocks to break) 3.7 tail 0.67 height of hindquarters 5.9 note on measurement: hindquarters width 
not diagnostic, due to breakage fabric medium fine, with many inclusions, probably calcium carbonate Munsell reading 
(fabric) lOYR 813 color very pale brown Munsell reading (core) YR 711 color (core) light gray preservation: 
hindquarters and torso both broken so as to obscure diagnostic measurements.; tail intact 

Ovis 23 A1.53 TYPE II. 
Caudal view. Scale 1 : 1. 
The separate piece of clay 

impressed between the legs 
is clearly visible. 

(photograph V8a -e0526) 

A separate piece of clay impressed between the legs and under this 
Ovis torso likely represents an udder. The thick tail is carried left and 
curves to the right, hanging down to touch the udder. The leg, rectangular 
in section, merges smoothly into the torso. The torso is solid, the rump 
rounded. The figurine is solidly founded at the hindquarters in a foursquare 
stance. 

Note that the tail begins below the top of the rump. The tail is intact 
- a rare detail. 

There is a hairline crack around a core, visible at the torso break, and 
this is a clue to the manufacture of the object. The torso is built around this 
core; a central protrusion at the leg break indicates that legs, too, may have 
first been fashioned schematically, then "fleshed out" with additional clay. 
Once fashioned, the leg was then cut away and on the upper leR pulled 
forward slightly as if to enclose the genital area. Although the parallel is 
not exact, the attention to the hindquarters and the way legs and rump 
"protect" and enfold the caudal section of the animal may be studied in 
relation to manufacturing detail of the hindquarters of Capra 1 and also the 
hindquarters of Capra 2. 

Tall Munbaqa. HinterteiC429 Mbq 30128-7 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79 ). The manner in which the tail is carried 
differs, although the tail of both examples is terminated and thus gives us an idea of the full length of the appendage when intact. 

24 Ovis TWE II HINDQUARTERS A1.91 

Recovered in layers above the first floors of room adjacent to vaults in AllA5 length (rump to foreleg break) 5.18 torso 
2.18 hindquarters (across "bow" of legs at slight indentation) 2.58 tail 0.78 tail (at base) 1.04 height at hindquarters 
(left hindleg to rump) 4.22 fabric medium fine, tempered with chaff and with gypsum inclusions Munsell reading 1 OYR 813 

color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters, legs terminated; tail chipped 

The tail of this fragmentary Ovis hindquarters hangs down, and although the body is lean, in no in- 
stance have I assigned a figurine exhibiting this detail to Capra; professional dairypersons all agree that a 
goat never displays a tail hanging down except when it is under stress or sick. As I have maintained that the 
observational powers of the Mozan artisans are keen, we cannot imagine that they would knowingly 
represent this unnatural detail on a representation of Capra. 
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Given my emphasis on veterinary procedures in the process of 
domestication, I might, at the extreme outside, maintain that artisans were 
seeking to represent a sick animal. Nonetheless, this seems unlikely. 

It is for certain, however, that a salient characteristic of Ovis is rounded 
body contours, even if the animal appears, as with all Ovis 11, not to have a "fat 
tail". Almost without exception, the Capra corpus is angular in body contours, 
approaching the geometric. 

Ovis 24 A 1.9 1 TYPE II. 
Caudal view. Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b-el3 15) 

Ovis 24 A1.91 TYPE I1 . Left median plane. 
Underbelly outlined for clarity 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b-BZ24 [3032] ?) 

It was to accommodate a growing number of figurines 
exhibiting a lean body, yet not assignable other than to Ovis, 
that we expanded the typology to include Ovis TYPE 11, ani- 
mals exhibiting a leaner body than TYPE I. Compare Ovis 7, 
the archetypal fat-tailed sheep, and Ovis 203, a leaner animal 
that is still indisputably Ovis. It is in this new category of 
sheep that Ovis 24 belongs. 

The hindlegs of this figurine are complete, tapering to 
termination. They are rectangular in section. The hindquarters 
are contained within an inverted U, solidly founded. The tail is 
tapering; it has been applied as a separate piece, and it hangs 
straight down. 

Compare Ovis 24 with torso Capra 1 and Capra 14 and also with hindquarters Ovis 9. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteil430 Mbq 30128-8 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). The terminated hindlegs of the Urkesh 
figurine give us some indication of what the intact Munbaqa example would look like. They are more incurving than would 
appear to be the case for the Munbaqa example, and rather more solidly founded. 

25 Ovis TYPE II HINDQUARTERS A1.385 

Recovered from lower floors locus 20 torso 2.21 hindquarters 3.06 tail 1.02 height at hindquarters 5.3 note on 
measurement: height is a diagnostic measurement, because it has been taken to an intact termination fabric medium, chaff- 
tempered * Munsell reading 1 OYR 8/2 * color very pale brown * preservation: hindquarters and tail broken; left hindleg intact 
and terminated; right hindleg broken 
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The stance of this fragmentary Ovis hindquarters is defined by a slightly open inverted U outside, 
nonetheless rather solidly founded. Inside, the stance is a narrow, slightly open inverted U. The hindlegs 
meet at a 50 degree angle. The tail is thick and hangs down; characteristic of Ovis, the ratio of tail width to 
hindquarters 'is 1 : 3. 

Compare Ovis 25 with torso Ovis 7 and hindquarters Ovis 24. In contrast to the latter figurine, Ovis 
25 is not foursquare nor solidly founded. Also, the rump is not flat, nor the execution so resolutely angular. 
This latter comment is somewhat impressionistic, but such an impression often does serve in a provisional 
manner to distinguish Ovis from Capra. 

26 Ovis TYPE II TORSO RESTORED A5q135.llA5.199 

Recovered from features 66 (A5) and 113 locus 20 (AllA5) length (breast ridge to hindquarters) 6.37 forequarters 2.45 
neck 2.02 torso 2.32 hindquarters 2.55 tail 0.65 height at forequarters 5.85 height at hindquarters 3.26 fabric 
medium, uniformly fine grit inclusions Munsell reading (A5.199) 1 OYR 712 color (A5.199) light gray Munsell reading 
(A5q135.1) 5YR 713 color (A5q 135.1 ) pink note on conservation: some depositional dirt cleaned from break, MZ11, I722 

preservation: torso intact except for muzzle 

The forequarters and hindquarters of this Ovis torso, intact except for the muzzle, were found in two 
different excavation seasons. They were joined in a subsequent study season. 

There is a deep chest ridge between the forelegs. The tail is intact, 
hangs down, and is formed from an attached piece, smoothed onto the 
surface of the rump. The pelt is heavily incised; there is a dividing line 
down the back, and the striped pelt falls onto either side of the torso. The 
pelt incisions are so very deep that I would not be surprised if they 
originally held hair or some fiber substitute therefor. 

There are perforations in the neck 
and in thick tabs at the forequarters and 
hindquarters. This is a piece that must have 
had wheels. 

Based on body type and the heavily 
striated pelt, SAndor Bokonyi at first tenta- 
tively identified the hindquarters of this 

&is 26 TYPE II A5q135.1. figu;ine as a hyena. I confirmed this inter- 
Caudal fragment. pretation with measurements of the restored 

Right median plane. figurine. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V8b-e0136) 

Ovis 26 A5.199 TYPE 11. 
Dorsdcaudal view. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b-e1712) 

Note the proportion wl : w2 : w3; it is not typical of caprids in the corpus. The proportion of fore- 
quarters/torso/hindquarters is 2.45 : 2.25 : 2.5 cm, a blocky body form, typical of canids and even of cattle 
(except here torso length is not typically Bos). 
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For a number of seasons, I stuck to this interpretation; only with reluc- 
tance giving up the identification after realizing that the torso was raised on 
wheels, thus altering the proportions of the figurine. Seen in this light, the - 
figurine obviously was more Ovis than not; the hindquarters particularly 
were &is TYPE II. 

I decided the blockier body shape had more to do with an object that 
was pulled or rolled across surfaces and less to do with the animal in real 
life. Function had taken precedence over form. 

I also revised my reading of the "left ear" of the restored "hyena" figu- 
Ovis 26 A5q135.1 TYPE n rine by close examination first of the photo (the 'lighting hit the slightly 

Caudal view. raised horn impression just right) and then of the figurine itself. Close ex- 
Scale 1 : 1. amination reveals what may be a coiled horn; on the right of the head is a 

(photograph V8b-e0 1 37) small protruding tab, which may be the ear of the animal. 

The coil of the horn is indistinct, partially obscured as it is by 
scraping (not pelt-hairs, as appears in the rendering), but may have been 
made from coils of clay pressed together, then flattened. Compare the 
details of horn and ear, both fiagile appendages not usually found 
intact, with ram's head Ovis 33 and with a more stylized fragment, Ovis 
4 1. Ovis 33 also has a neck perforation. 

Ovis 26 A5q135.1IA5. 199 TYPE Il RESTORED. 
Left median view. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photomavh V8b 01 72) 

Ovis 26 ASq135.1lA5.199 
TYPE I1 RESTORED. 

Oblique caudal/dorsal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V8b 01 73) 

A stylistic parallel is found on one of the queen's seals (q2), in the impression of which S. Bokonyi has identified what may be 
a bezoar goat (Capra aegagrus), with striped pelt hanging down (see DISCUSSION Ovis). 



READING FIGURINES 

Assur. Schaf Nr. 605IAss 23054 c - V A  3416 (Klengel-Brandt 1978). Compare pelt treatment. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinferteil429 Mbq 30128-7 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). Although the stance and conformation of 
the hindquarters is unclear, as the figurine is reproduced only in the left median plane, it is likely that these characteristics are 
similar to the restored Urkesh figurine. The Munbaqa example was repaired with bitumen in antiquity, a detail that would point 
to repeated usage. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteil432 Mbq 30130-53 Aleppo 71 MBQ 201 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). The effect of 
adding wheels and elevating the torso of these two figurines would be striking and should be considered when analyzing the 
species that are represented. 

Tall Halawa A. Shafe Rasse 11 Nr. 89 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 35). The hindquarters of the Halawa animal are bored 
through, which may indicate that wheels were once attached. The figure is somewhat diminutive to have been so used. It is also 
identified as being a wool-bearing sheep. Although the pelt of the M o m  representation is deeply and f m l y  incised, the Mozan 
representation is not an animal raised for its wool. 

27 Ovis TWE II HINDQUARTERS A5.146 

Recovered from feature 66 locus 18 stratum B12B length (rump to torso break, at its greatest extension) 6.6 torso 2.92 
hindquarters 3.84 tail 0.9 height at hindquarters 4.4 height at torso break 3.175 note on measurement: height not 
diagnostic fabric fine, with considerable chaff temper texture smooth Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 color pale yellow 
note on color: Munsell revision in 1974 yields a reading of "pale yellowyy and not "white," a reading in fact more accurate (to 
the eye) preservation: hindquarters only; legs and tail broken 

Ovis 30 A5.146 TYPE LI Left median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V8b0067) 

The top of the rump of these Ovis hindquarters is flat 
and it blends smoothly into the torso. (See photograph 
adjacent.) The tail is rectangular and carried flat to the body. 
The buttocks are recessed to carry the tail; they do not join but 
are rounded and laid onto (either 
pressed or folded over onto) the 
body. Inside, the legs are defined 
by an incurving V. The buttocks 
are contained outside within a 
solidly founded inverted U. 

* .- 
. 

Compare these hindquarters with those of the restored wheeled vehicle 
Ovis 26 and with other examples from the corpus, where the buttocks Ovis30 A5.146 TYPE 11. 

"contain" or otherwise wrap around the tail, as with several Capra Caudal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

representations. (photograph V8b 0068) 



CATALOG Ovis 

Tell Beydar Ovis mounted on a perforated cylinder (LeBeau and Suleiman 1997, PI. 111 169) (Quenet 1997). This is a most 
unusual object. First, the manner in which the animal is seated is reminiscent of certain Bos representations, notably those with 
human heads, recovered at several sites in northern Syria (Nagar [TB 1 10011, Mari [M. 10721 among them) and at Urkesh (Bos 7 
forequarters MMIATURE BEARDED BULL [A6q569.1]). The pelt is detailed by regular, careful incisions on either side of the 
backbone. The tailhindquarters ratio is 1 : 4, a diagnostic detail of Ovis TYPE 11. Compare especially the hindquarters; also the 
pelt and hindquarters of Ovis 27 torso (restored) TYPE I1 (A5q135.1lA5.199). The object is shown in five planes, a most useful 
manner of documentation. The perforated cylinder might be a seating for a cart axis, but in fact, the object may have some other 
function, as it is difficult to see how the animal astride the cylinder would be carried; it would seem to pitch either front or back. 
It would be interesting to know if the cylinder itself were attached to another stable object. 

Tall Munbaqa. Hinterteil Nr. 430 Mbq 30128-8 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79). Tail is not seated between but rather 
on the buttocks. The manner in which the two figurines is founded is similar. 

28 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS A6q595.2 

Recovered from feature 199 locus 21 length ( h m  tail to break in torso) 2.83 torso 1.78 hindquarters 2.38 tail 0.58 
height at hindquarters 2.79 note on measurement: length not diagnostic fabric fine, uniformly fine inclusions Munsell 
reading 2.5Y 612 color light brownish gray preservation: hindquarters only; torso fragmentary, tail abraded 

This Ovis hindquarters is enclosed in a tight inverted U outside, with a shallow inverted V (45 de- 
grees) inside. The tail is little more than a tab; the lower part is broken off, but a negative outline where the 
piece was attached defines the complete form of the missing termination. The tail was carried high. 

There is an herbivore leg join with a lean torso. There is a fold of clay between legs. Is this an udder? 
See the udder and pendulous tail of Ovis 23 TYPE 11. 

29 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS A7.137 

Recovered from feature 63 locus 8 torso 2.06 hindquarters 2.96 tail 1.02 note on measurement: torso (only) not 
diagnostic because of breakage height at hindquarters (from rump to right hindleg) 3.89 fabric medium, many inclusions, 
chaff-tempered Munsell reading 2.5YR 813 color pale yellow conservation: surface adhesions on the right hindleg and in 
the center of the break that can be removed only with dificulty preservation: left hindleg broken, not terminated; hindquar- 
ters only 

The tail hangs down, and amongst Caprids, this is an indisputable detail 
for the identification of sheep. Obviously, the contrast with Ovis TYPE I is 
that the body type is not as rounded as the "fat-tailed" variety, domesticated 
for sure and raised for its wool. Capra body type, by contrast, is more 
angular and approaches the triangular in vertical section 

Here, the outside stance is a narrow, inverted and slightly outcurving 
U. The inside stance is an open inverted V (40 degrees). The tail hangs down 
and is incised to define where it lies over the rump. The right hindleg is intact 
and terminated. The tail/hindquarters ratio is 1 : 3, rather than 1 : 4. Is the 
stance rather more diagnostic than the tailhindquarters ratio? In general, I 
think not. Ovis 29 A7.137 TYPE 11. 

Caudal view. 
Note that the tail is quite thick. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph VlOe1415) 



READING FIGURINES 

Compare with Ovis 24 TYPE 11, an object that was once assigned to Capra, as was the case with 
A7.137. Also compare the hindquarters of Ovis 26 TYPE 11. - 
Tall Munbaqa Hinterteil Nr. 798 Mbq 27133-1 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 89). Although damaged, the tail of this 
animal would have been carried rather high, but the upper half of the animal, preserved here, leads me to identify it as Ovis 
hindquarters. The hindlegs would continue, incurving. 

Ebla (Tell Mardikh). (C)orpo con coda applicata. (. . .) TM.65.D.124 QZOMla (Tav. CCIV, Cat. 1826, 116) (Marchetti 
2001). The hindquarters of this representation are rather narrow for Ovis, even TYPE 11; however, the relationship of tail to 
hindquarters and the manner of applicationlinsertion is of interest. All Ovis TYPE II figurines at Urkesh bear some resemblance 
to the Ebla representation (especially Ovis 23, 26, and 27). The author contrasts tails that are inserted between the buttocks and 
the tail that is applied to a rounded rump. I would not necessarily classifl the Ebla figurines with raised, rounded rump as Ovis 
(see Tav. CCV of the Marchetti study). 

30 Ovis TYPE II  QUARTERS 

Recovered from feature 222 locus 21 length 6.1 1 torso 2.92 hindquarters 3.77 tail 1.365 tail 1.02 at intersection of 
frontal plane tail (at tip) 0.053 note on measurement: length not diagnostic fabric medium with few inclusions 
Munsell reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters and part of torso only; tail chipped slightly; 
legs missing 

The outside stance of the hindquarters is a flat inverted U, solidly founded. The buttocks are fused. 
The tail is mostly intact and carried high. The tail is pendulous and tapers somewhat. Note that the tail : 
hindquarters ratio is approximately 1 : 3. 

The figurine shares Bos characteristics. The torso/hindquarters ratio does not hold for Bos, however; 
and particularly the tailhindquarters ratio is not Bos-like. 



CATALOG Ovis 

0 VIS 
TYPE I1 

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

101 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS 

Recovered from feature 40 locus 120 hindquarters (across buttocks) 2.8 tail (negative impression) 0.69 height at 
hindquarters 4.0 thickness (tail fragment) 0.96 length (tail fragment) 1.05 fabric medium, chaff-tempered Munsell 
reading 5YR 714 color pink note on color: Munsell chroma variance in reading from 1975 edition to 1994 edition 
preservation: so eroded as to render any positive identification difficult; in two pieces; tail is of the same fabric as hindquarters 
fragment, but is not so heavily eroded 

The hindquarters of this figurine are broken and eroded. 

A modeled tail (?) accompanied the artifact from the field, but it is not clear if it is part of the figu- 
rine. A raised line has been traced around the emplacement of the tail, which was inserted between the 
buttocks. Inside, the stance is narrow, an inverted U. 

102 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS A7q379.1 

Recovered from feature 115 locus 13 length 6.275 torso 2.75 hindquarters 4.02 tail 0.098 note on measurement: 
length not diagnostic fabric medium with heavy chaff temper Munsell reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown 
preservation: hindquarters and torso only; tail chipped, legs broken 

The stance outside is a rounded V. The stance inside is an incurving V. The buttocks are recessed and 
there is an udder or sexual parts on the hind part of the torso between the legs. The tail is rather narrow and 
hangs down, lying to the left. After application as a separate piece of clay, the tail has been rather heavily 
incised along the edges to separate it from the rump. The torso is quite lean. 

Compare the heavy curve of the buttocks in profile with other examples from the corpus, particularly 
CarnivordFelis where the rump curves down to meet the hindleg and some examples of Canis, where the 
parallel is less clear and has more to do with the curve of the back. 

Two pieces of clay have been pushed together to form the buttocks, not unlike those examples in the 
corpus (as an example, hindquarters Ovis 1) where there is a flap of clay that folds over the genital area. 
However, here, where the two pieces meet may have been cut away, then smoothed to form the hindquar- 
ters on which the tail lies. More frequently, with Ovis TYPE 11, the tail may be contained within the 
hindquarters, as with Ovis 23, Ovis 24, and Ovis 26 (less so) and Ovis 27. 
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103 Ovis TYPE n FOREQUARTERS (WHEELED) 

READING FIGURINES 

A1O.l 

Recovered from feature 5 locus 5 length (pull to torso break) 8.59 forequarters 3.44 torso 3.92 thickness (at axle- 
hole, where body expands to provide surer support for the axle) 4.9 * note on measurement: thickness differentiates axlehase 
from animal fabric fine, heavy and uniform chaff temper Munsell reading lOYR 813 color very pale brown 
preservation: right side of muzzle broken; hindquarters missing 

The pelt is represented by long incisions, both fine and deep (approximately 0.02 cm). Varying pres- 
sure on the incising instrument creates various types of incisions, from quite frne (presumably, the 
instrument was held at a slight angle) to moderately shallow to deep where head and legs meet torso, 
giving the impression that the pelt is thick in these areas. Compare this pelt detail with the lion sculpture 
found in Temple BA (B1.164) and on the "sheep/hyena," Ovis 26 ASq135.1lA5.199. 'The pelt of the latter 
object is more regular and deeper. &is 103 has a greater variety of incisions that overlap and follow the 
contours of the body than the comparative figurine. 

The incisions appear to have been made with a reed, for the same tripartite pattern - edgelflat sur- 
face bounded by thin incisions on either sideledge - covers the surface of the object. The instrument must 
have been blunt, while cut at an angle. It would have been dragged along the surface to make the incision 
and sometimes tilted to one side or the other to create a finer line. 

The front axle-hole is intact, as is a pull in the breast ridge. The breast ridge is pronounced and con- 
tinues between the forelegs onto the torso. 

The figure may originally have had horns, but if so, they were not impressed into the sides of the 
head, but rather were a separate structural element. To the back of the head on either side, a deep cut has 
been made; if there were horns, they were excised. 

If this object does represent the genus &is, the body form is like that of Ovis 26 and shares charac- 
teristics with other genera, particularly Canis. I wonder if this object and its counterpart among the 
comparative material do not share characteristics of a leaner body type because of the mechanics necessi- 
tated by movement, by being pulled along. Techniques of manufacture may holdprecedence over a true 
representation of body type. 



CATALOG Ovis 

0 VIS 
TYPE I1 

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS 

203 Ovis TYPE II TORSO TEMPLATE 

Recovered from feature 59 locus 5 length 4.86 forequarters 2.36 forequarters (muzzle, side to side, break to break) 1.98 
neck (at midpoint) 1.79 torso 2.1 hindquarters 2.59 tail (base, at rump) 0.068 height at forequarters (crown to breast 

ridge) 4.45 note on measurement: muzzle width not diagnostic fabric fine, some inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 813 
color very pale brown preservation: all appendages broken; tail intact and terminated; muzzle and right horn broken off; left 
horn chipped 

At first glance, the tail and hindquarters of A10.20 might be taken for 
Ovis TYPE I; but given the length and leanness of the torso, and the open 
inverted V of the buttocks, this animal is more likely a relative of the "long 
fat-tailed sheep" (udu-kun-gid) (Steinkeller 1995) and Ovis 24. 

The neck is long, at first equal to the torso in width, then tapering to 
the muzzle. There is a breast ridge, the forequarters wide. The tail is flat, 
wide, intact, and terminated. It hangs down and is cut on a slant fiom right 
to left and shaped to a point. The body is scraped and then smoothed; the 
fabric is fine with some inclusions. OWS 203 A10.20 TYPE II. 

Caudal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V 13- 1200 ~2778)  

The horns are wide; they sweep back and 
then down (although they are not terminated, the 
crown is broad at this point, as if to support the 
horns). 

The hindquarters outside stance is an out- 
curving, open inverted V. The buttocks are 
fused. The sexual parts may be indicated. 

Ovis 203 A1 0.20 TYPE II. Dorsal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. (photograph V 13- 1200d2785) 

By the right hindleg there is a groove that pierces the hindquarters parallel to the torso but not enter- 
ing it, as the hindquarters are wider than the torso. Although the forequarters are cut away fiom the torso, 
rather than shaped, there is no indication that the groove continued the full length of the body to the 
forequarters. 



READING FIGURINES 

The manufacture of this piece is rather complex; it is formed of a number of pieces, folded over and 
blended, cut, then smoothed, scraped, and smoothed. It bears study. For example, the left hindleg has 
been formed of a folded piece of clay, then smoothed (visible in the fabric). There is a fingerprint on the 
neck, just above the torso. Both tail and horn are applied in the same manner, as a separate piece of clay, 
then blended with body and shaped. See heavily eroded Ovis 105 where what appear to be horns have 
been applied as separate pieces to the side of a "head." 

Tall Halawa A. Shafe, Rase 1 Nr. 79 (Meyer, Pruss et al. 1994, Abb. 35). The long neck extends forward at an angle of 
approximately 65 degrees to the body, slightly more extreme than the M o m  sheep. Lengthlforequarters ratio Z 1 : 2. The 
manufacture of the two objects is equally complex, but in different ways: the Halawa example is finely incised overall; the 
Mozan example is complex in manufacture. The outside stance of the Halawa figurine is considerably nkower than that of the 
M o m  sheep. Horn conformation may be similar. 

The author of the present study and Pruss and Link would agree that this is not a sheep raised for its wool. 



CATALOG Ovis 

0 VIS 
TYPE I1 

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS 

301 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS 

Found on surface of Tell length 4.77 hindquarters 5.16 tail 1.5 note on measurement: length not diagnostic 
Munsell reading lOYR 812 color very pale brown preservation: hindquarters only with intact perforation; tail abraded 
(broken om)  

There is a perforation for a shaft/axle in a tab that serves as 
the leg. (There are no legs to speak of, and the object terminates 
below the perforation.) 

The torso is heavily incised. The hindquarters are not in- 
cised and the buttocks are fused. There may be an incision under 
the tail to separate it from the hindquarters. The tail may in fact 
be quite short and terminated, not broken. Compare Ovis 26 (re- 
stored). The color of the fabric is of the same hue as A5.199, the 
hindquarters of the restored wheeled artifact. 

Left median caudal plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V7b1604) 

The fabric is fine with inclusions and the hindquarters have been smoothed with cloth (?) while the 
fabric was still wet. Admittedly, this method of smoothing the fabric is further to be investigated; I find it 
difficult to imagine that the smooth surfaces we encounter in the figurine corpus at Urkesh have been 
accomplished solely with the fingertips. A tightly woven fabric soaked in a slip from the medium itself or 
some other fabric used for slip seems more likely. 

Warren MacKenzie, noted American potter, tells me that any smooth hard surface can be used to 
smooth or compress the surface of clay - a "rib" or a stone (a technique encountered amongst North 
American Indian ceramists, for instance; see the introduction to this volume). 

The incisions around the tail and in the pelt and the smoothing of the hindquarters speak to the 
speed of manufacture of the object and the multiple usage of a single instrument in manufacture. 

It will be important to study how function influences body type when the animal represented is ob- 
viously of a certain genus. 
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Nippur Ovis (McCown 1978, Plate 13911 1). Regular vertical incisions simulate pelt in left median plane. A horn appears to 
have been applied as separate piece to side of muzzle and then drawn back, curving down. The body is modeled as a block, 
although the leghdy join is not clear. The tail is pendant. The comparison is made here because of the blocky form, which 
still manages to convey species. See also remarks about the nature of the modeling under Ovis 3. 

302 Ovis TYPE n HINDQUARTERS 

Found on surface of Tell length 2.59 torso 1.5 hindquarters 2.16 height at hindquarters 2.1 tail ("slot," outer edge 
of remaining medium) 0.073 note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic Munsell reading lOYR 712 color 
light gray preservation: hindquarters only, tail missing. 

The outside stance of this representation is an inverted U. The back of the hindlegs tapers inward 
below the buttocks accounting for what, in some examples, has been taken to be an inward curve of the 
hindquarters. In this case, the leg has broken just above a knee-joint (plausibly). Compare examples from 
Canis. 

The fabric is fine with some inclusions. The hindleg has been smoothed 
by scraping, not with the flat edge of a stick, but with the tip of a reed or bone. 

The interest of this object is substantial, as the tail has dropped off, 
leaving only a negative impression where the tail once may have been inserted. 
It appears that the small appendage was modeled from a separate piece of clay 
and then applied to the body. Here, it would have been inserted under the over- 

Ovis 302 21.324. hanging ridge of clay. Elsewhere in the corpus, the rump fabric has been cut 
Caudal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. away to allow the insertion of the tail. Although it is debatable, there remain 

(photograph V 13- 1 100 signs of the slip used to attach the tail to the hindquarters. 
do0 16) 



CATALOG Ovis 

0 VIS 
NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE 

0 vrs 
FRAGMENTS & RELATED OBJECTS 

3 1 Ovis INTESTINAL ACCRETION 

Recovered from feature 1 13 locus 20 stratum B 12A height 2.2 width (long dimension) 1.1 width (short dimension) 0.5 
Munsell reading 5Y 712 color light gray preservation: intact 

This hard, shiny teardrop-shaped object is the residual component of the digestive process of Ovis. 
Shndor Bokonyi identified this mysterious object during discussions about the figurine corpus. An animal 
byproduct, it is found in the digestive tract of other herbivores as well. 

One might more appropriately consider this object a sample, cataloguing it amongst Varia rather 
than here amongst human-made objects. The regularity of the object, however, led to its inclusion here in 
the first place; we thought it was handmade. Instead, it is a result of natural animal processes. 

32 Ovis HORN A1.303 

Recovered from feature 137 locus 20 stratum B12A (?) note on recovery: Abdul Karim, excavator, by doorway (A5 f68?) 
2.65 curve of horn to break thickness (short dimension, tip ) 0.029 thickness (long dimension, tip) 0.0575 thickness 
(vertical dimension where broken from head) 1.45 fabric fine, many small inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 color 
pale yellow note on color: a shift in Munsell chroma from 1975 to 1994 preservation: horn only 

Ovis 32 A1.303. Horn. 
Ventral, left, and right median views. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(rendering cWcw H722) 

This Ovis horn curves 
down and is brought forward, 
twisting back on itself. One side 
is smoothed, in contrast with 
opposite side; therefore, it is 
likely that this horn is right 
fiont. The join at the head is 
triangular in section. The tip is 
ovoid in section. 

The fabric was dry when this object was modeled; the clay is creased at the first bend. The fabric is 
fine - a necessity for an object modeled at this small scale. There are many small inclusions, most 
burned out by firing. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES HORNS (Ovis & Capra). 
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33 Ovis HEAD WITH PERFORATED RING ON NECK 

READING FIGURINES 

A1.479 

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 stratum B12A note on recovery: South sector height (crown to middle of break ) 
3.9 thickness (across horns) 4.5 thickness (curve of neck to snout) 4.82 thickness (by pull at vertical axis) 1.8 
thickness (pull, inside of extruded fabric) 0.055 fabric TYPE I, fine Munsell reading 5YR 618 color reddish yellow 
preservation: head only; right ear intact but chipped; horns missing; right side of pull missing 

Ovis 33 A1.479. Rostral view. 
Scale 1 : 1. (photograph V8b083 1) 

The snout curves slightly to 
the right. The silhouette of the 
muzzle gently arcs downward 
and is typical of the genus. Com- 
pare this detail with a ram's head 
of a much earlier time, fi-om 
'Obeid levels at Tepe Gawra, a 
theriomorphic attachment to a 
vessel. As for Ovis 33, with its 
"pull," it also is a fragment of a 
larger object, although it is un- 
clear whether the body would 
continue as a zoomorphic form or 
terminate as a vessel or even on a 
cart of some sort. 

Ovis 33 A1.479. Right median plane. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V8a F157 [?I) 

The animal's pelt is indicated on the neck by heavy incisions. 
The instrument was definitely applied to a wet fabric. There is a heavy 
vertical incision, dividing the pelt along the spine and cutting deeply 
into the flattened crown of the head where the horns meet. The nostrils 
and mouth were apparently applied by this same (pointed) instrument. 
Eyes also are deep and pressed into the side of the head. 

The ear is contained by the horn, which is wrapped around the 
outside of the ear. The ear appears to be a clay pellet modeled 
separately and then applied to the head, where it is cushioned inside 
the curving horn, next to the head. With its flattened end pushed 
forward, the ear is not dissimilar to other small fragments we 
identified early in typological studies as legs, or crochetslhooks. As 
time went on, we began to be able to differentiate legs from tails, from 
horns, and fi-om - a very few, but distinctive - ears. 

Ovis 33 A1.479. Cranial view. 
The ear is applied as a separate piece 

of clay. It is flattened against the muz- 
zle and is enfolded by the horn, which 
curves up, in, and down along the face. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V8b0829, DETAIL) 



CATALOG Ovis 

Compare also the form of the ear with the curve of horns fiom the corpus. Horns, in the case of our 
terra-cotta sheep, are pulled down and folded back upon themselves (as in real life). Note that the horn is 
obviously a separate piece of clay, lightly modeled and then applied to the head. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 5 APPENDAGES Ears (Capra OWIS). 

Tepe Gawra, 'Obeid levels. 
Ovis head 

from theriomorphic vessel. 
Scale 1 : 2. 

(Speiser, Cross, et al. 1935, 
Plate CLIVl13) 

The manner in which the Ovis head and muzzle are modeled has changed little over the millennia. See, as a very early (and 
unique) example, an Ovis head from a theriomorphic vessel recovered from Level XVIII at Tepe Gawra - the silhouette 
of the muzzle is unmistakable. It is possible that the snout is eroded smooth, of course, unless this is an effect of stylization. I 
rather opt for the latter; traces of red paint were found on this object when it was retrieved, implying care in manufacture. 

A figurine strikingly similar to Ovis 33 was recovered at Tell Brak from levels "not earlier than Early Dynastic 111'' 
(Mallowan 1948). This "ram" (Mallowan) has a pull as well, in approximately the same place as our figurine. The excavator 
says that it was originally on wheels; note the perforation in the forelegs to carry an axle. 

Mallowan compares this piece to an example of Bos, a ziiomorphoic vase on wheels with a pull excavated by Wooley at Ur - 
U.14461 (Woolley 1934, plate 188a and page 389). The example may be contemporaneous, but in execution it bears little 
resemblance to the contained and elegant example fiom Brak 

Ovis, wheeled figurine 
with perforation in tab for "pull." 

Recovered from fill in Naram Sin's Palace 
and "probably goes back to the same period." 

Date ca. 2500-2400 BC 
Scale app. 1 : 2. 

(Mallowan 1947 [Spring], Plate LIVll8, 
also Mallowan 1948) 



34 Ovis FOREQUARTERS 

READING FIGURINES 

Alq696.1 

Recovered in layers above first floors, storeroom in Service Sector length 4.74 cranial length (snout to back of head) 
2.39 forequarters 3.33 torso 2.9 note on measurement: thickness and length not diagnostic fabric chaff-tempered 
with some gypsum inclusions Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 color pale yellow preservation: forequarters only; muzzle 
chipped, forelegs missing; surface heavily abraded 

These Ovis forequarters are heavily abraded, yet some diagnostic details can be read. The outside 
stance is a narrow, slightly outcurving inverted U. 

35 O V ~ S  TAIL Alq963.28 

Recovered from feature 1 13 locus 20 stratum B 12A length 3.17 thickness (top, below tapered wedge) 1.2 thickness 
(above tip) 0.079 fabric fine with few inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 713 color pink preservation: tail only, small 
break at top 

This long rounded object is an Ovis tail. The object is circular in section at the top, ovoid at the 
midpoint and circular again at the small tip. It has only a small break at the tip. This piece was formed 
separately fiom the body to which it was attached, then wedged in between the buttocks of the animal. Its 
manner of attachment is similar to that of Ovis 50. 

Although the fabric is fine with few inclusions, it is inconsistently mixed, so there are many surface 
cracks, as if the piece were formed when dry. If the piece is not baked - and this seems likely - the 
cracks could be due to 'drying and possibly to depositional damage. Compare this object with tail Ovis 26 
and tail Equus 204 A10.79. 

The object is illustrated amongst similar pieces in COMPARATIVE TABLE 5 APPENDAGES TAILS 
(Capra, Canis, Felis, Ovis). 

36 Ovis HORN Alq975.2 

Recovered in layers overlying first floors in Service Sector height 2.02 thickness (midpoint) 0.023 fabric medium fine, 
inclusions Munsell reading 1 OYR 812 color very pale brown preservation: tip of horn only 

This fragmentary Ovis horn is thin and has a slight twist. The upper and middle parts of the horn are 
missing. The surface of the object is smoothed, as with a cloth, and the tip is rounded 

The object is illustrated amongst similar pieces in COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES HORNS 
(Ovis & Capra). 
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37 ~ ~ S T A U ,  

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 length 1.76 thickness (below upper wedge) 0.057 thickness (above tip) 0.0029 
fabric fine with inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 714 color pale red preservation: tail only 

Wedge-shaped at body join as are other tail examples in corpus; it, too, tapers to a blunt point. The 
piece is circular in section below wedge, ovoid at tip. It has been rolled to shape between fingers. There 
are striations near the tip. Compare this fiagrnent with hindquarters and tail Ovis 26. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - 

38 Uvis LEG TERMINATED IN A U ~ ~ ~ ~ n  Alq1045.3 

Recovered from feature 1 13 locus 20 stratum B12A note on recovery: Sector 8 (Abd' al-Rachman, excavator) length 
(height) 2.4 thickness 1.1 fabric fine with small inclusions Munsell reading 7.5YR 612 color pinkish grey 
preservation: leg only, hooked termination intact 

Ovis leg terminated in a "hook" or, as we have called the detail, a 
crochet. The fiagment is flattened on one end and the fabric has been pulled 
to make a crochethook, twisted slightly along length. It would have joined 
the body of the animal of which it is a part in the manner of herbivores. 

The object does become narrower at the hooflfoot, but it does so in an 
irregular, organic way, not a smooth taper to termination, as with most 
horns and many other animal legs (for example, those of the equids in this 
coorprpus). - In - - Alq1045.3, - - - - - - - the - knee - - joint may be expressed. 

- - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - 

Ovis 38 Alq1045.3. The shaft is also "modeled", curving as opposed to straight, full as 
Right plane 

opposed to gracile (Skndor Bokonyi terminology), a piece that has been the appndqe is a lefi foreleg). 
truly "worked." Compare with Capra 104 Alq495, which has also been Scale 4 : 3. 
variously categorized, but the latter more closely resembles a manufactured (photograph MZSA B1734) 
object, rather than an animal form. Think of this in the context of figurine 
manufacture. That is, some objects appear to have been made according to a 
preconceived model, idiosyncrasy reduced to a minimum. Here, A 1 q1045.3 
appears to have been fi-eely modeled, as by an individual artisan working 
expressively. 

Caprid hooves from the Mozan corpus have much to teach about the way legs terminate, and this 
object should be compared to them. All Capridae have a nail that is a hooklike protrusion at the base of an 
irregular cylinder. This piece does not, however, exhibit any division across the base, as if it were a hoof. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 6 APPENDAGES Legs (ovis). 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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39 Ovis RIGHT HINDLEG 

READING FIGURINES 

Alq1048.3 

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 height 0.3 thickness (thick top) 0.7 thickness (tip) 0.7 fabric medium fine 
Munsell reading 2.5YR 713 color light reddish brown preservation: leg only 

This Ovis right hindleg tapers to termination at midpoint; the tip is rounded, not blunt 

Fold marks are visible in the fabric; the object was not reduced fiom a cylinder. Compare horns 
Ovis 32 and Ovis 44 for stress marks on the fabric. 

40 Ovis HEAD WITH LARGE HORNS A5.26 

Recovered high up in excavation unit height 4.0 forequarters (horns) 4.6 torso (at neck-join) 2.3 cranial length 
(snout to mane) 3.3 vertical cranial section (across horns) 4.5 fabric medium, chaff-tempered with many tiny open 
"pockets" as a result of firing Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 color pale yellow conservation: eroded preservation: head 
with horns and muzzle broken; ears broken 

This Ovis head is endowed with large horns, wide and 
curving up over the crown and down onto the muzzle. They 
are broken, yet outside termination (edge) of both horns is 
intact. The horns are applied to the crown, leaving a deep ridge 
low down onto the muzzle. Compare the treatment of ram's 
head Ovis 33. The eyes are appliqueed lozenges. 

The head is wide and it sits solidly on the neck. The head 
is exactly twice as wide as the neck (4.6 : 2.3 = 2 : 1 ). 

Ovis 40 A5.26. Dorsal cranial view. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V5b0820 ) 

41 Ovis HEAD 

Recovered from layers above first floors, storeroom in Service Sector cranial length (snout to horns) 3.455 length (ear) 
0.073 thickness (ear, outer edge) 0.016 thickness (ear, attachment to head) 0.047 thickness (snout, vertical long axis) 
1.08 thickness (snout, horizontal short axis) 0.086 note on measurement: cranial length (snout to horns) is diagnostic; 
ratio between this measurement and other body-parts has not been established note on measurement: difficult to measure 
ears directly, as they are attached to the head and curve fabric coarse with many inclusions Munsell reading 7.5YR 813 
color pink preservation: head only; horns broken, one ear flap intact 

The snout of this Ovis head is long and narrow, pinched, pulled out and curved slightly to the leR. 
The muzzle is rectangular in vertical section, triangular in horizontal section. In profile, rather than 
overhead section, the muzzle of Ovis 41 is blunt and curves down, like a sheep's. Compare, for example, 
head Ovis 3 3. 
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The ear of this Ovis, an appliqueed lozenge-shaped piece of clay pressed onto the head, is pinched 
very thin, thicker at the base where it attaches to the head, triangular in section. Compare this ear with 
that of Ovis torsolwheeled vehicle Ovis 26 A5.1991A5q135.1 and contrast the attachment with horns that 
curve and twist. 

The horns meet in a gentle curve at 
the top of the crown. At the break, they 
likely turn down, to curve about the side 
of the head. This aspect is particularly 
apparent in the rendering reproducing a 
number of heads of Capridae in the cor- 
pus See TABLES 2 & 2A The way 
horns join at the crown of Ovis & 

Capra. We created these comparative 
drawings as study aids, hoping to see 

Ovis 41 A5q171.1. some species differentiation. 
Cranial fragment, dorsal view. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V5b0820) 

Ovis41 A5q171.1. 
Cranial fragment, left median plane. 

Scale 1 : 1. 
(photograph V5b0820) 

As a matter of fact, horns join in two distinct manners at the crown - either in a gentle arc as Ovis 
41 or in an open V as with Ovis 53. Both figurines have horns that curve down around the head, one 
important diagnostic detail contributing to their identification as sheep. Other representations, however, 
have horns joining in an open V and these figurines (or figurine fragments) have been identified as 
Capra. 

It may simply be that the manner in which horns join is not diagnostic of species and we are pursu- 
ing a path that will not lead to meaningful comparison. It certainly is true that we had difficulty deciding 
exactly where to make the transverse section for illustrative purposes; this alone may have blurred a 
meaningful distinction. 

Hammam et-Turkman 122:77. Part of a theriomorphic vessel, the head serving as spout (Rossmeisl 1988). The confor- 
mation of horns and crown are similar to the Urkesh head, as seen in cranial transverse section, as is the curving muzzle, right 
median plane. 

42 Ovis RIGHT HLNDLEG 

Recovered from layers above frst floors, storeroom height 1.96 thickness (join, long dimension) 1.22 thickness (join, 
short dimension) 1.01 thickness (above tip) 0.83 Munsell reading 2.5Y 712 (surface patina) color light gray (surf&e 
patina) note on color: to the eye, the piece has a greenish cast fabric medium, inclusions, small chaff temper Munsell 
reading (fabric) 5YR 713 color (fabric) pink preservation: tip only 

If this tip of an Ovis right hindleg is held in a vertical plane, the resulting stance defines a slightly 
rounded inverted U and the inner surface of the leg would intersect the left hindleg at an angle of 60 
degrees. Section of body join is oval; the leg tapers to a blunt point, circular in section. 

Although the fabric has a somewhat greenish cast, this is not kiln waste; the artifact is modeled and 
baked. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 6 APPENDAGES LEGS (ov~s). Compare hindquarters &is 26 
A5q135.1, Ovis 4 Alq558.1. 
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43 Ovis HORN 

READING FIGURINES 

A5q713.3 

Recovered from first floors, storeroom in Service Sector height 2.23 thickness (tip) 0.35 thickness (short axis, body 
attachment) 0.95 thickness (long axis, body attachment) 1.63 fabric medium fine, small inclusions Munsell reading 
1 OYR 813 color very pale brown note on color: Munsell 1 975-1 994 chroma shift preservation: horn only 

This Ovis horn - likely carried on the right side of the head - was first modeled, then twisted to 
form; there are wrinkles in the fabric. Compare to other horn fragments, Ovis 32 A1.303, Ovis 48 
A6q968.1, and to leg fragment, also with wrinkled fabric, Ovis 39 A1 q1048.3. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES HORNS (Ovis & Capra). 

44 Ovis RIGHT FORELEG A5q719.2 

Recovered from feature 93 height 2.02 thickness (body join) 1.35 thickness (tip, long dimension ) 0.96 thickness 
(tip, short dimension) 0.90 fabric medium fine, with inclusions Munsell reading 2.YR 7/2 color pale red 
preservation: leg only 

This is an Ovis right foreleg. There is a light incision on the blunt end running parallel to the torso. 
There may be an articulated knee joint, with a taper fkom body to midpoint of the leg. The body join is 
triangular in section. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 6 APPENDAGES Legs (ovis). 

45 Ovis TYPE I (?) LEFT HINDLEG, WITH ARTICULATED KNEE A5q842.2 

Recovered from feature 49 locus 5 stratum B1 height 5.36 thickness (midpoint of hindquarters) 2.58 thickness (tip, 
short axis) 0.91 thickness (tip, long axis) 1.27 fabric fine, many gypsum inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 7/2 color 
light gray preservation: leg only 

The knee of this Ovis left hindleg is articulated and the leg melds with 
the body in the manner of all herbivores. The hindquarters would have been 
solidly founded in a foursquare stance. The leg terminates differently than 
with Capra, ofken modeled with a hoof or spur. 

Ovis 45 A5q842.2. 
Left hindleg. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph V5 b8E41) 
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46 Ovis FORELEG 

Recovered from feature 220 locus 22 height 2.28 thickness (long break, long axis) 1.8 thickness (long break, short 
axis) 1.2 thickness (short break, short axis) 0.098 thickness (short break, short axis) 1 .O1 fabric medium with large 
gypsum inclusions Munsell reading 7.5YR 712 color pinkish gray preservation: upper portion of leg only; break at 
knee joint 

The body join is perpendicular, solidly founded. The join is oval in section, as is the leg down to the 
lower break. The leg obviously does not form one side of the buttocks, so it must be a foreleg. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 6 APPENDAGES Legs (ovis). 

47 Ovis MUZZLE A6q470.1 

Recovered from feature 160 locus 218 length (crowdhead to break) 4.77 thickness (snout) 0.95 thickness (top of 
headears) 2.06 thickness (breakheck at smaller dimension) 1.84 thickness (breakheck at longer dimension) 2.2 fabric 
fine, light chaff temper Munsell reading 7.5YR 813 color pink preservation: head only; surface abraded overall 

L 

4.8 - FIGURE 16 
RECONSTRUCTION 
StancelGaze of Ovis II 

renderings cw 1706 
Scale app. 2 : 3 

2.2 [ a 
& 

*--% HEAD A6Q470.1 
BODY A5Q135.llA5.199 

\ 
\ 

This Ovis muzzle is short, 
blunt, rounded. The animal likely 
carried its head up, as if it were 
grazing. The muzzle merges with 
the neck, in a manner that recalls 
the bovids. The right eye is deeply 
impressed from the front, the left 
eye less so. The ears are small 
flaps, wide-spaced on either side of 
head. 

Note the "tripartite incision" 
- the grooved line made by a hol- 
low reed that is cut at an angle, 
leaving the marks of either side 
and the forward cut of the "top" of 
the instrument. - from each ear to 
the middle of the muzzle, down the 
muzzle to the snout, and &om the 
snout (on right) back toward the 
eyes. 

The surface is smoothed, 
probably with cloth. Note a prob- 
able cloth impression under the 
muzzle. There is a fingerprint 
above the right ear. 
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The RECONSTRUCTION overleaf gives an impression of how such an animal might move through 
tall grasses, surveying the outlying steppe. Note that the angle at which the figurine fiagment is held 
drastically changes the impression one has of the animals' body conformation. Here, Claudia Wettstein 
affixed Ovis 47 to the body of Ovis 26, giving an impression of how TYPE I1 might have looked as seen by 
the artisan in real life. The work we have done here is the h i t  of some study; the fragment has to be 
turned 'round and over in the hands so it can be properly "read" and so that it might tell us all that it can. 

Recovered from feature 403 locus 3 1 length (break to outside fold) 2.55 thickness (head-join long dimension) 1.675 
thickness (break below fold near tip) 0.057 Munsell reading (fabric) 2.5YR 613 color (fabric) light reddish brown 
Munsell reading (patina) IOYR 612 color (patina) light brownish gray preservation: horn only, broken at head join; tip 
entirely broken off, chipped on the underside 

This Ovis horn is probably fiom the same animal figurine as Ovis 50. The horn curves outward and 
hangs down, as with other examples in the corpus. The break below the fold is a rounded rectangle in 
section. 

Composition and texture of the fabric are a little difficult to see since the label covers entirely the 
break at the tip. It looks as if the medium is the same as that of Ovis 50, found in the same locus in 
association with the same feature. The break at the head join may exhibit more inclusions. There are 
creases in the fabric. 

See COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES Horns (capra a ovis). 

Recovered from feature 403 locus 3 1 length 4.11 thickness (tip) 0.048 thickness (tip, long dimension) 1.08 fabric 
very fine, no inclusions Munsell reading (fabric)' 2.5YR 613 color (fabric) light reddish brown Munsell reading (patina) 
lOYR 612 color (patina) light brownish gray preservation: horn only, broken attachment 

This tail was recovered from the same feature as Ovis 49. It is indented in a curve on one side, long 
and flowing, and does not taper to a point. The object is not twisted, as a horn. There is a ridge of clay 
along one side where the fabric has been pushed back. 

The point of attachment to the body comes to a point, as is seen in other figurines where separate 
pieces have been applied between wedges of fabric forming the buttocks. The object is rectangular in 
section at the point of attachment, teardrop (oval tapers to sharp edge) in section at the tip. The object 
does not taper to a point. 

It is rendered in COMPARATIVE TABLE 5 APPENDAGES Tails (ovis, ~anis,   eli is, capm). 

See for comparison Equus 204 TYPE I; also Ovis 7 hindquarters. And see particularly Ovis 23 hind- 
quarters, with possible udder. Compare also horn Ovis 32. 
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50 OV~SHORN 

Recovered from feature 412 locus 3 1 length 2.55 thickness (head-join, long axis) 1.06 thickness (head-join, short axis) 
0.087 thickness (tip, short axis) 0.0375 thickness (tip, long axis) 0.055 Munsell reading 7.5YR 713-613 color pink- 
light brown * conservation: consolidated FRAGILE! * preservation: horn (only) 

This Ovis horn curves out and down. It is thick and folds on itself very tightly, almost melding into 
a solid piece. The tip of the horn is not elongated by pulling, but remains rather thick, coming to a blunt 
point rather than being curved and thin as with most other examples from the corpus. The fabric is coarse, 
unbaked. 

The object is illustrated in COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES Horns (Capra & owis). 

5 1 Ovis FOREQUARTERS A7.107 

Recovered from feature 9 locus 10 forequarters 2.07 thickness (across hornsfears) 1.68 cranial length (snout to back of 
head) 1.93 neck 1.39 height (crown to right terminated foreleg) 3.3 note on measurement: thickness across horns not 
diagnostic fabric fme, few inclusions Munsell reading 10R 513 color weak red preservation: forequarters only 

The crown of the head is large with horns that meet at the back of the head, curve down, and are 
folded back. The muzzle is lightly curved and tapering, the snout a blunt point. The neckhody join is thick, 
with the back of the neck parallel to the torso. There is a prominent breast ridge. The left foreleg is thrust 
forward. The body is full, with some defined musculature along neckhead join. 

The stance outside is an inverted U (Orientation is important to see this diagnostic detail.). The 
leglbody join is readable, intact, and useful diagnostically. 

The figurine is not baked; there are many fingerprints. 

There are, all told, few realistic (that is to say, "readable" in some manner) details. The body does 
conform to type; otherwise, the blunt snout is rendered in the same manner as the leg termination. I mean 
to say that this is one of the few examples of formulaic modeling in the Mozan corpus. It was possible to 
identifl forequarters and a right foreleg amongst the six pieces and dust to which this figurine had been 
reduced. The object was reassembled in the conservation laboratory. 

52 Ovis HEAD 

Recovered from feature 14 1 locus 15 height (top of head to neck break) 2.6 neck 1.48 cranial width (across horns) 3.0 1 
thickness (across snout) 0.57 cranial length (back of head to snout) 3.07 note on measurement: height is not diagnostic 

fabric fine, uniformly fine chaff temper Munsell reading lOYR 714 color very pale brown preservation: head only; horns, 
right horn, and left ear partially intact 
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The eyes of this Ovis head are impressed at the beginning of the muzzle taper, which is marked. The 
nostrils, too, are impressed. The muzzle is rectangular in section and the horns curve down fiom the crown 
around the side of the head and project forward parallel with the muzzle. The muzzle is flat. 

This head was originally assigned to the Capra corpus and certainly 
the taper of the muzzle is, seen fiom above, goatlike. Other details are 
encountered in the Ovis corpus, however - the impressed nostrils and eyes 
(see Ovis 33) - and, most particularly, the way the horns meet on the 
crown of the head and curve down on either side (Compare Ovis 41 
A5q171.1). 

My edited notes refer to "ear-flaps" - as seen in the adjoining photo 
& " %  - on the right (markedly) and lee of the muzzle. I think now, however, 

after review, that these are likely to be ears in fiont of the horn or the tips 
Ovis 52 A7.302. of horns where they are broken o e  these broken projections could be 

Cranial fragment, dorsal view. 
Scale 1 : 1. either and the present photograph does not permit closer analysis. I should 

(photograph MZ8 ~ ~ 1 0 - 0 2 3 1 )  note also that in this same editorial review, I referred to the "leA ear" in my 
notes on preservation. 

The texture is smooth. There may be a slip overall, although there is depositional damage that rough- 
ens the surface of the object. 

Tell Halawa. Schafe Nr. 84 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 35). The two examples are strikingly similar in form. No 
indications are given as to technique. 

53 Ovis MUZZLE AND FRAGMENTARY HORNS A7.308 

Recovered fiom feature 148 locus 13 height 4.77 cranial width (horn to broken horn opposite) 3.74 thickness (width of 
horn at lower break) 1.68 thickness (left horn where it joins lower muzzle) 0.07 thickness (muzzle, vertical axis) 1.66 
thickness (muzzle, horizontal axis)1.32 fabric medium fine with few inclusions Munsell reading 75YR 813 color pink 
preservation: head only, horns intact except for tips; muzzle broken; ears broken off 

The horns of this Ovis head are wide 
and sweep out and down fiom a join at the 
crown. 

The eyes are appliqued disks with a 
central impressed pupil. Ears are indicated, 
but both are chipped. The muzzle is rec- 
tangular in vertical section. 

In a detail rarely encountered, but 
not to be undervalued, the head has been 

Ovis 53 A7.308. repaired with bitumen at the neck. 
Oblique rostral view. Bitumen repair Ovis 53 A7.308. Cranial view. 

at neck break clearly visible. Scale 1 : 1. 
Scale 1 : 1. (photograph V10e1607 ) 

(photograph V7b1711) 
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- 
Tall Munbaqa Architekturmodelle Nr. 13 Mbq. 16/12-13 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 16, 184). Note raised eyes and 
indented pupils; also conformation of horns. 

54 Ovis HEAD IN THE FORM OF A SPOUT A7.340 

Recovered from feature 188 locus 21 height (top edge of upstanding horn to below spout/muzzle) 5.6 thickness (horn, 
midpoint near crown) 1.57 thickness (width of horn at tip before break) 0.67 thickness (width of horn at middle of crown) 
2.06 fabric medium fine, chaff-tempered Munsell readiig 2.5YR 612 color pale red conservation: much depositional 
stain preservation: head only, one horn intact; part of pipe intact; spout chipped 

Ovis 54 A7.340. 
Cranial view. 
The spout is at 

bottom of picture. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph MZVII B 170 1) 

Ovis 54 A7.308. 
Schematic rendering to show functional 

relationship, body-parts to spout. 
Scale 1 : 1. 

(photograph MZ7 B 1703) 

This Ovis head does double duty as a spout. The head itself terminates a pipe for which the mouth is 
the spigot. There are two nostrils impressed above the mouth opening. The eyes are appliquded half-rounds 
with deeply impressed pupils. The leR horn, nearly intact and very wide, rises high on the head, and curves 
downward to rest on the crown of the head above the eye. The outer edge of the horn is marked by a 
number of lightly impressed - now, abraded - hatch marks (0.04 cm apart). 

There are two concentric circles impressed on the carapace of the horns above the eyes. The smaller 
circle in the center is raised slightly. There are six hatch marks along a breast ridge below the muzzle. A 
dot begins the series. 

Could the depositional stain be in fact residual bitumen, applied so as to create a water-impermeable 
surface? Parrot discusses the usage of bitumen in the third millennium at Mari as a waterproofing agent for 
some installations and as a fixative for inlays in statuary (Parrot and Dossin 1968, 132). The substance was 
sometimes also used as a sculptural medium in itself. 
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It appears that the termination of the spout at the muzzle is not much abraded, so this must be the ap- 
proximate depth of the spout when the object was made. The "throw" of the pipe or of the vessel cannot 
have been great. 

Recovered from feature 89 locus 10 length (tip to tip) 3.1 thickness (tip) 0.48 thickness (head-join, from flat side to 
curved side) 1.22 fabric fine, few very small inclusions Munsell reading lOYR 712 color light gray preservation: point 
chipped 

Ovis, horn, carried on the left. There is a "flat" side, but it is concave, almost a groove down the cen- 
ter. By contrast, cattle exhibit a flat upper horn, usually smoothed. Here, it is the rounded opposite side 
that is "finished." The upper surface curves and twists, tapering to a point; the inner surface makes a right 
angle with the flat side of the horn. This intersection at 90 degrees may prove to be diagnostic. 

The head join is triangular in section, the tip is ovoid. Contrast this example with scimitar-like horns 
of domesticated and early forms of nondomesticated goat. 

See rendering of &is 55 A7q349.1 in COMPARATIVE TABLE 4 APPENDAGES Horns (Capra & ovis). 

56 Ovis HEAD, ONE HORN A7q603.1 

Recovered from feature 150 locus 15 height 2.64 thickness (across horns) 2.8 thickness (snout to back of crown) 1.83 
fabric medium uniform temper Munsell reading 5YR 712 color pinkish gray preservation: head and horns only; muzzle 
broken; left horn partly intact, the other broken 

Ovis head, one horn partly intact. The horns curved gently in a horizontal plane to meet at a slight 
indentation on the crown. The horn makes a wide curve and comes down, turning up at the tip against the 
muzzle. The tip of the right horn is visible on the muzzle. 

Compare horns Capra 100 A6q594.1 and horn attachment Ovis 52 A7.302. The way the horns meet 
at the back of the head in a gentle curve is similar. Also, there appear to be indentations for eyes high up 
and back on the muzzle. 

57 Ovis MUZZLE AND HORNS (BROKEN) A7q9 18.1 

Recovered from feature 302 locus 25 height 4.1 thickness (muzzle to back of head) 2.3 thickness (horn to horn) 2.62 
fabric fine, few inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 812 color pink note on measurement: thickness (horn to horn) is 
diagnostic of the original piece because the horns are intact at this point and opposite each other; heavily abraded conserva- 
tion: depositional stain or carbonization on the front of the object preservation: muzzle broken, horns chipped and heavily 
abraded; ears broken 
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Ovis muzzle and horns (broken) The eyes are appliqubd, an unusual detail for an animal corpus that 
is in the main realistic. The detail can be found amongst the caprids and on one bovid head. 

Compare with "monster" (as .the figurine was described) found early in Excavation Season 10, Ovis 
53 A7.308. 

The horns meet at the 
crown, curve down, and hold 
tight against the head. Here, 
the ear flaps are broken off at 
the base on both sides, 
although the one on the right is 
more complete. The neck is 
rather thick as compared to the 
crown of the head. The body 
join must have occurred at the 
break. Ovis 53 A7.308 RECONSTRUCTION. 

When broken, certain physical attributes appear more salient than when the object is intact. 
This is the case with the eye orbits of A7.308. 

Scale app 3 : 4. 
(rendering cw I7 19) 

It is difficult to visualize the exact bodily proportions of this piece, but we must assume it was rather 
more naturalistic than fantastic, for this would be atypical of the corpus. Compare quite a naturalistic torso, 
Ovis 202 A1 0.18. If it were broken in the same manner, the effect of grimacing "monster" would certainly 
be heightened. 

The applied eye detail alone ties the technical vocabulary of Urkesh craftspeople to contemporaneous anthropomorphic 
figurines - as, female figurines of Akkadian type and Ur I11 type at Tell Asmar (Frankfort, Lloyd, et al. 1940, Fig 108, Fig. 
109) and an animal figurine (Fig. 119/g), particularly, referred to by Frankfort as one of several "sacrificial animals." 
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0 VIS 
NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE 

0 VIS 
FRAGMENTS & RELATED OBJECTS 

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

104 Ovis TAIL 

Recovered from feature 113 length 2.48 thickness (body join) 1.3 thickness (tip) 0.8 fabric medium, with gypsum 
inclusions Munsell reading 5YR 716 color reddish yellow preservation: tip of tail chipped, almost to the extent of the 
end designated as the "body join" 

This Ovis tail does not taper appreciably. There is a slight curve at one end, which may begin taper- 
ing to termination. 

There are fingerprints; apparently, the piece was modeled in long strokes, as when a piece is scraped 
with a flat, thin instrument to define musculature. It is possible that this fragment may have been scraped 
only, with appreciable work afterwards with the fingers. Consider the remarks of Chris Kimbrough, our 
visiting textile expert (MZ1 I), about the way finger modeling terminates at the end of a passlstroke. 

Compare Ovis 104 with the tail of Ovis 23 and with other examples in COMPARATIVE TABLE Ap- 
pendages Tails 5 (ovis, Canis, FGIIS, Capra). - 

105 Ovis HEAD, ERODED A6q361.1 

Recovered from feature 107 locus 217 height 5.44 thickness (midpoint) 3.32 thickness (base) 3.26 fabric medium, 
with inclusions Munsell reading 2.5YR 813-713 color pink - light reddish brown note on color: difficult to distinguish 
depositional damage from fabric preservation: heavily eroded object, possibly originally modeled as a head 

Little remains that is identifiable on this figurine. A vaguely triangular shape, it can stand alone on 
one side. At the top, there are two oblong rounded forms that adhere to the sides, as with horns. To one 
side, there may be a muzzle, now barely discernible. 

The oblong pieces may have been attached on either side of the core of the object. It is unlikely that 
there is hrther modeling discernible, unless the knobs that are on the bottom represent appendages of some 
sort. Rather, they may be the remnants of breakage from a larger piece; they seem to follow the circular 
outline of a modeled form. 
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However, this unpromising object may in fact hold a key to manufacture and to the assemblage of a 
composite, complex object fiom clay. Rather than being formed subtractively, it is modeled additively 
from separate pieces of rolled medium. This is an area to be explored. 

In a subsequent season, namely Excavation Season 12, a substantial number of humanoid figurines 
were recovered fiom strata coeval with the animal figurines fiom Royal Building AK. Most were of 
complex manufacture, formed of separate pieces of clay, first rolled or kneaded to shape, then pressed 
together and further smoothed and molded. 

We must entertain the thought that, after all, A6q361.1 may only be a piece of kiln waste, perhaps 
overfired fabric. 

106 Ovis HINDQUARTERS A7.23 

Recovered in upper layers, western side of the Tell hindquarters 2.17 torso 1.61 height at hindquarters 2.72 note on 
measurement: height at hindquarters not diagnostic (broken) fabric some inclusions, consistent in quality (sand?) Munsell 
reading lOYR 714 color very pale brown preservation: all appendages broken; hindquarters only 

These Ovis hindquarters are contained within a tight inverted U, deeply but not widely recessed; the 
stance is foursquare and diagnostic, accounting for the inclusion of this figurine with Ovis exemplars. 
Torso is lean, but resembles Ovis 1 A1.52. The legs join the body flat; there is no expressed musculature; 
rather, the body is smoothed and rounded. 

The body has been formed fiom one thick piece of clay, folded over and partially fused. The hindlegs 
have been smoothed on the inner face with fingers. The fusing of the torso is complete, so it may be that 
the hindquarters were drawn back and in, fiom a single cylinder of clay. This manner of forming append- 
ages is to be investigated further with a present-day artisan. 

107 Ovis CLAY ARTIFACT, P O S S ~ L Y  AN Ovis HEAD A7.170 

Recovered from feature 141 locus 15 height 2.21 cranial length (from back of "head" to tip of "muzzle") 1.78 fabric 
fine, uniformly fine inclusions Munsell reading 7.5YR 712 color pinkish gray preservation: object crumbling . 

The chipped areas on either side of the "head" may have terminated in horns. Other facial features are 
vaguely defined, making this identification even more tenuous. The artifact is not baked. 

108 Ovis LEFT HINDLEG, HERBIVORE 

Recovered fiom feature 169 locus 15 height 3.65 thickness (break, long axis) 1.59 thickness (break, short axis) 1.17 
thickness (knee-joint) 1.7 thickness (crochethoof, long axis) 0.082 thickness (crochethoof, short axis) 0.059 fabric 
fine, uniformly fine chaff temper texture lightly burnished Munsell reading lOYR 714 color very pale brown 
preservation: leg only, lightly abraded at tip 

The body join is oval and flat to the torso and continues straight down to the knee joint, where the 
piece begins to taper to the hoof, indicated by a "crochet." The leg remains oval in section to the hoof. 

As the leg is full, rather than gracile, I have catalogued it amongst representations of this genus. 
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109 ovis LEG, MrnuMALLy ARTTcuLATED KNEE JorNT A10q200.1

Fingerprints trace the manufacture of this fiagment. Compare long tails in corpus, as u/ith Oyrs TypE
II. Compare Ovis 108 Nq624.l

Recovered in layers above first floors,_S€rvi!€ Sector oear south€rn perimet€r wal . t*gth 3/S . tbtckn*. 1Ut""f., rh.t$
1.27 ' thichess (brealg long axis) 1.5 . thickness (ip short.*is) 0.73 . thiclmess (tip long axis) 0.7S5 . fabric medium with
inclusions ' Muns€l rcading 5YR7f2,. colorqnlsh gra.y . preservdion: leg ooly, tip oni]p"Ai" both sides; not much tryer
to this appendage, which is oval at break and contiruing so in section fiom top t" Uotio--
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NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE

o't4s
FRAGMENTS & RELATED OBJECTS

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

204 Ovis HEAD, sNour rNTAcr, HoRNS BRoKEN 81.93

Recovered fiom rhird millennium layers ner Palace gate (feature 120, field number 86.603) . height 4.4 . neck 1.02 . neck
(long axis) 1.92 . width (taken at homs) 2.4 . thiokness (at break above leg) 2.7 . cranial length (snod to nane ) 2.9 .
thickness (srou! long axis) 1.145 . thickness (snout short a:ris) 0.069 . fabric medium fine, heavily chatr-temp€red .
Munsell readins l0YR 612 . color lisht brownish qray . ion: head only; snout intact, horns broken

The neck is thick and short, and the neck ridge comes over the top ofthe head. Note that the ratio of
homVsnout to mane is approximately I : 1.

The piece is built up from a series of appliqu6s pinched together, as with the homs and ears and
separate pieces, as the cylinders, which form the homs. The crown is fonned of a separate piece of clay,
pulled up and over, tapered and applied between the homs. The homs also are separately applie(
extending out from the head above the ears. The snout is pinched to form and changes from rectangular
section to hiangular section in the vertical plane.

Compare Ovis33 A1.479 andOvis 40 A5.26.

205 Ovis HEAD AfrD NEcK wrrH pERnoRATED TAB Mq404.l

Recovered &om feature 149 locus 151 . height 8.3 . cranial length (snout to back ofhead) 3.6 . neck 3.01 . cranial width
(ear to ear) 2.23 . thickness (base) 4.43 . diameter (perforation) 0.37 . note on measur€ment neck and perforation diameter
diagnostic, othetwise no diagnostis measurem€nts . fabric coarse, heavy chafftemper . Munsell reading l0YR 72 . color
light gray . mnservation: heavily abraded . pr€s€rvation: head md neck only; muzle broken, left side missing; mrks on
right horn; torso or temination broken; pull chipped

Oyli head and nech with a perforation in a tab at the lower neck. The raised outline of the dourn-
curving right hom, although heavily abraded, remains. The pelt incisions, ifthere were any, have all been
abraded away. The musculature of the neck is similar to the torso of Ovir TYPE n 203 A10.20. Breakage
at the right side of the muzzle is sinilar to Capra 5 A6.166, which sat in a moist stratum, at least in recent
times.
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206 Ovis wedge-shaped tithic artifact

Ovis 206 A6.245.
Caudal view (?).

Scale I : 1.
(photograph \M7 81626)

This piece is obviously worked as a crescent with no hard edges. The form
is reminiscent of Ovis hindquarters, except the tips of the wedge are widespread.
All the edges are rounded.

There are two long strikes on one side at the upper left (holding the piece
with the tips down) and two deeper gouges taken from the face on the lower left
on the side opposite.

The tips may be adventitiously chippedo but one of them (under the two
deeper gouges) appears chipped away on either side, so as to leave a raised line
across the face of the tip, panllel to the body of the object as it is held flat.

READING FIGURINES

A6.245

Recovered from layers above first floors, 'titoh€n" in Service Sector . height (tips to rcrmded part of object) 2.75 . wirlth
(ip to tip) 3.23 ' thickness (rounded ptrt of obj€ct opposite th€ two terminated tips) L5l . fabric sandstone (?) . Mrmsell
reading 5YR 6/4 ' color light reddish brom . preservation: intact, some gouges and strikes; tips of "legs' chipped one
perhaps purposefirlly

How might one determine if this were a model of some sort?

207 Ovis FRAGMENT oF TrrERroMoRpHrc vEssEL A7q95.1

The object was encountered arnongst artifrcts being prepared for delivery to Deir ez-Zohr Museum in
Excavation Season 16. The similarity to the overcoat/pelt of Ovts 13 AZ.5'01 and Ovis 14 47.506 was
immediately apparent and included here as a comparativi artifasf, The technique is singular, as noted in the
discussion of 47.506, although that three-dimensional enimal representation is notabi for the variety of
techniques applied to convey the sense ofa realistic wooly pelt. 

-

208 Ovis LEc, rrp A8q174.1

The leg is ovoid in section. It tapers quickly to a blunt termination.

Recovered in unit contemporaneous with Ur III strata . height (full extension) S.ZiI .
3-87 ' thickness 0.56 (at midpoint, as in ceramic measurement) . Munsell reading
preservation: fragment

width (at bowVbase of curving section)
l0YR 7/3 . color very pale brown .

Recovered ftom fealure 6g locus 4 . l€r€tl_ l.% . thiclness (base) 13s . thi"l"*t (b"* rh"rt *ir) llo . tti"t*o tutoil
lfl9'],6 

' 
9, :q1 

(3lmve tip, perpendicular to preceding_ measfemenl) 0.78 . fabric medirnn . Irirmsell reading 7.5yR Elz(fabric) ' color pinkish white . preservation: tipof Ieg only
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2Ag OvisNrazzLEAI\tD sNour wITH HoRNs A10.88

Recov€r€d from feature 135 locus 9 . fui{&d3.n . hnglh (snout to crown) 2.03 ' thickness (across homs) 3.31 ' thickness
(sout, short axis) 0.81 . thickness (srout, long vertical axis) 0.9 . neck 1.8 . note on measur€m€xd: height not diagnostic r
fabric medium, chaff ternper visible at the surfacc; some silica throughout . tsdur€ rough ' Munsell reading 7.5YR 7i3 '

color pink . conservation: surface abraded overall ' ion: head only, one horn chipped, one ear missing

This Ovis muzzle has homs that join above and sligbtly behind the crown in a straight line; they
curve forward in the sarne plane, rather high, behind the (one intact) ear and then lie atop the hom itself.
Seen fiom behind the join is quite smoodr, a thin ridge above the crown itself, blending smoothly with the
neck.

The muzzle curves down to a flat snout. The snout is lighfly indented vertically, in the manner of
Ovis 33 - a rather naturalistic 'twist." Also, the rnuzzle is indented by light pinching to accept the ears,
which are applied as a separate piece ofclay. Although the left ear is heavily abraded, it appears to liave the
characteristic form (visible from below).

The piece is broken at the neck, perhaps intentionally. A heavy incision/strike is visible just above
the break on the left side of the neck.
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ows
NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE

ows
FRAGMENTS & RELATED OBJECTS

READING FIGURINES

21.94

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

303 Ovis HEAD wrrH TNTACT HoRNS AnD pERx'oRATroN rN MUzzLE

Recover€d fiom surfac€ . height 6.83 . thiclness (snoul vertical dimerrsion) 1l4 . ""arl"t t-gth (s"""t to croum, betwe€n
homs) 4.'14 ' thickness (tip of horn) 0.032 . thickness (base of hom at crown ) 1 .39 . thickness Gim to rim breafrs at base)
5.012 . Munsell reading 5YR 8/3 . color preservation: head only; perforation tnmrtzzle; horns intact

The horns hang down ffid, tapering, cuffe back upon themselves
behind the perforation that serves as "eyes" on either side of themuzz;le.'.fhe 

muzzle is square in section. There are two flat dots applied on the
crown of the head, inside the horns. The way the horns are applied needs
further study, particularly at the back of the head, where it appears they
are "laid on" the crown, then smoothed.

Fabric is medium, uniform chaff temper with some rypsum
inclusions. There is extruded fabric at the rim of the perforation on both
sides of the mtrzz,le. There may be a spot of bitumen on the right horn. Is
this depositional stain?

See COMPARATM TABLE I HEADS with pedorated muzzte or
tab (ovis).

Ovis 303 21.94.
Left median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V7bl63l)

Tall Munbeqa- lnclritefuwmodelle Nr.12 Mbq 35/2&23, Rrqqe Nr. 158 (Tafel 13-15, 184), Zwei VtuIerhapfe 33E (Tafel
195) (Czirchon, w€rner, et el. 1998). With proper orientalion, the Urkesh head might be taken as broken fiom an rcnitectura
model of some sort.
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304 Ovis HEAD wrrH pERx'oRATIoN AT BAsE oF IIECK

191

21.275

Ovis 304 21.27 5 . Rieht median plane.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V7b1602)

The incised pelt respects the contours of musculature. The curving
snout and muz.zle are intact. The horns are broken ofi the ears abraded.
The nostrils and eyes are impressed from the front. The mlzle is
rectangular in the vertical plane.

The angle of the instrument making the incisions was vertical,

except at the neck where there are some "tripartite" incisions, indicating
that the instrument was applied obliquely to the wet fabric. The fabric is
fine with much fine chaff temper, few rypsum inclusions. The surface
appears to be burnished; this may be due to a second stage of
manufacture in which the leather-hard clay figure was smoothed. Then
the incisions were made in yet a third stage of manufacture. Since the
clay fabric is fine, the surface would require little working in order to

appear smooth. However, it might have happened that the second and
third stages of manufacture were reversed; the incisions themselves
seem to be "weathered" somewhat, as if smoothing were acfually done
after incising. This may be depositional action.

Compare this Oyis head with perforation for "pull" of Ovis 33. See also COilPARATTVE TABLE I
HEADS with p€rtontcd muzzle or ttb (ovrr).

For investigation regardlng function - if the animal figurines were counters (representational dock-
ets, essentially) - could the supposed "pull'have facilitated the attachment ofa cord to a vessel, box or
other container related to the "count'' of animals? The idea ofa pull-toy in this context is rmsettling unless
one posits the presence ofroyal children in the storehouse.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I
i_

Recovered from surface . height 6.26 . width (horn to horn) 3.54
note on measurement: height and horn to horn width not diagnostic
head only; horns broken off, ears abraded; perforation intact

neck 2.84 . cranial length (snout to back of head) 3.9 '

Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink ' preservation:
a

a

Tett Munbeqa- ArchitefuurmoalcUe Nn 12 Mbq 35n8-23, Raqqr Nr. 15E (Tafel 13-15, 184)' Zwei W lderhnple 338
(Czichoq Wemer, et al. 1998, Tafel 195). Similar conformation of muzle.

Ebla (Ie[ Mrrdikh). T€str di Bovide T.lVL72.B36l Q20TA3b (Marchetti 2001, Tav. CCIV, llQ. The author does indeecl
identi$ this head as a bovid, meaning, I assume, of the fantily Bovidae. The carriage, length of necl and downcurving homs
invite iompaison with the Urkesh corpus, although there is no perforalion as with the Urkesh exemplars in this section. The
manner of finishing - possibly wiped with a oloth to mooth and afterwards finished with a slip. The sinplicity of the modeling
and the conformation of the snout (although seen at an angle &om the right median, the offect is monalous - the mu.zle

pointed) invite comparison with mtvzle Avis 47.
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DISCUSSION Canrs

Canis

! i*l+il#i

. . r ; -  . ' .

Canis. Modem spitz trye. Although this
Japanese akita has only been known for a
little over 300 years, the breed is related to a
venerable and ancient species of dog.
Attitude, tail and conformation make it a
good exemplar for the genus as seen in the
figurine corpus from ancient Urkesh. We
could only wish for a deeper curve to the
back. The chow chowo a spitz whose origins
are lost in antiquity, would conform even
more closely to type. Today, however, this
ancient spitz is bred for extravagant hair and
a lionlike mane, characteristics that obscure
the lines of the body, making it diffrcult to
"read" as our Canis TYPE. From Working
Dogs in DOGS, p. 228. H 53-61 cm, weight
28H8 kg (McGreevy 1999).

195

Dogs have been domesticated for millennia.
Palegawra cave in northeastern Iraq yielded a Canis
mandible, of a slz;e unlikely to have come from a wild
wolf. Unlike wolves, the specimen had closely spaced
teeth and was smaller in size than modern wolves of the
region. It was retrieved from a deposit dated to 10,000
B.c., although Davis notes that Uerpmann (1982) doubts
the stratigraphic provenance, citing possible contam-
ination from later periods; he sets the date of the
Palegawra dog as late as the seventh millennium B.C.
(Davis 1987,139) Little has been added to the discussion
since then, but Tchernov and Valla (1997) have taken a
harder look at the evidence and propose that the jaw is
"an isolated find with no domestic dogJike remains in
closely associated stratigraphic levels" and is likely an
"atypical wolfo, not a dog. (Brewer 2001)

The genus was present in ancient Urkesh. Two
intact Canis skulls were found on the mound. Wild types
frequented the steppe as well, including hyenas, of which
faunal remains were found. Hyenas are not dogs,
however, appearances to the contrary; and they also share
characteristics with other undomesticated wild species.
On the basis of comparative anatomy, their closest
relatives are the Viverridae (civets), a diverse assemblage
of mostly catlike carnivores (MacDonald 1984, t54,136).

DISCUSSION

The canid body type
The canid body type, tooo shares charac-

teristics with other animal representations in
the corpus. For example, the dog's blocky body
type is found with some modification among
representations of cattle at Urkesh. The Canis
torso as it is represented in the Urkesh figurine
corpus might indeed be mistaken for the Bos
torso, but it is not quite so blocky.

It is slightly leaner than the Ovis torso.

Canis 5 A5q82.1 TYPE.
This dorsal view is helpful in defining the body type.

ForequarterVtorsoftrindquarters ratios
are consistent and tyPical.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cwF722)
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For excavators, however, a more telling detail has
always differentiated the dtmesticated dog from its wild wolf
relatives: the domesticated dog sports a tail that does not lie
flat, but curls up and over, sometimes lying down onto or
aslant the back This has been true since the "surely

conclusive" examples from Jarmo excavated by the
Braidwoods (the judgment is Sonia Cole's rn Animals of the
New Stone Ag" t972,29). Yivian Broman Morales, in 'oJarmo

Figurines and Other Clay Objects," one of a series of
analytical articles on the three seasons of excavation at the
prehistoric site, cites a personal communication from Charles
A. Reed to the effect that "only dogs can have tails curled up;
wolves definitely do not" @raidwood, Braidwood, et al. 1983,
372). Morales is referring to the family Dl of the much-
reproduced gimal figurine illustrated in Fig. 150/5. She
might be describing certain Canis from the Urkesh corpus,
and it is well worth quoting her at length:

READING FIGURINES

Comparative relationships of canid forequarters/torso/hindquarters are expressed like this:

w l ( w 3
The width of the forequarters is less than or equal to the width of the hindquarters.

w2> 314w3
The torso is greater in width than or 75 percent as wide as the hindquarters.

w l > w 2 < w 3
The torso is less wide than either the forequarters or the hindquarters.

W*ffi

Canis 2 A1.l 18.
A fine example of a curly tail

from the Urkesh corpus.
Scale 2.7 : l.

(photograph V8b008/9)

Type Dl, which I have called "curly-tailed dogs," is represented by only
8 exarrples, 4 more or less whole and 4 fragmentary. Seven have a
pinched-up spine. A whole animal with a smooth back has a long slightly
arched neck. The remaining 3 more or less whole exarrples have short
necks. The head of this type is small with a shor! rounded nose; the ears
are out and forward The tail is up and curled around clockwise,
resting on the right flank. On one back-end fragment, the tail rises
straight up over the back and touches down on the spine, forming a sort
of handle. (Morales 1983, 372)

Jamo. Canis, a classic example
of the'6curly-tailed dog"

from proto-Neolithic levels.
After Morales in Braidwood 1983

(Fig. 1s0/s).
Scale I : l.

In Animals in Archeologt, Sonia Cole calls this figure 'oa charming caricature of the original
Fido" (1972, Figs. 13,29). She's not wrong; a good many figurines possess the power to charm or
fascinate - and not only because of their diminutive size. And she has identified a quality that is
present in sorne of the Urkesh Canis exitmples: the attitude is striking and characteristic. We have
called it "alert" - jaunty, if you must. Morales catalogs other examples equally striking in a later
volume (Morales 1990, especially Plate l, Figs. e, f, i, md j); they have much to teach about how
dogs have been represented over the millennia.
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Zevner, in his classic study about domestication and its efTects, tells us why the tail of the dog
curls over- it is the result of uneven growth rate. He calls it an "abnormal twisting of the tail . . .
and occasionally also oblique fusion of the vertebrae" (Zevner L963,69). The Egyptian greyhound

animal whose tail hangs down rather than up, as is the case with many early domesticated
breeds of Canis - nonetheless has a tail that curls; Zeiner says it has to do with some structural
modification of the tail vertebrae. Cla* notes (Clark 20A1, 68) that the tail of the saluW, & canid
represented with some frequency in the third millennium at Susa and Gawra and elsewhere, can be
carried low; but when the saluki is in hunting pursuit, the tail curls up and arches over the back, as
can be seen on the much-reproduced Susa beaker (see below, this DISCIJSSION).

That we may lend credence to the way animals are in general represented in antiqulty and,
specifically, that we may have confidence in how some domestication procedures are depicted is
made stunningly clear by the juxtaposition of a mastiff on a stele from Babylon and a modern
photograph of two salukis. Each of the animals is in a double slip, a restraining mechanism where
the dog is controlled both by a rope lead and by a strap around the loins (Clark 2001,56). Whenthe
representation goes against what we know of animal behavior, there is a reason that can be
discovered, given a certain credulous spirit and persistence on the part of the investigator.

A long-tailed dog amulet, probably Elamite in origin and dating from the end of the fourth
millennium (but possibly later), exhibits quite a spectacular curly tail, this time held up. Kozloff
cites Susian parallels for this 'toluminous curling tail," as well as other examples throughout the
ages, in almost every time and place (Kozloff 1981, t913, also color plate XVI[).

Note also the cowl-like shield ('collar") that passes through the neck of the dog amulet.
Kozloff says that the collar is "deeply gashed", perhaps indicating a twisted rope. I had simply
overlooked this detail - surely not the ears, fused together? - until publication of the same object
in Out of Noah's Ark, yet another remarkable compendium of objects from the Mildenberg
Collection (Zahlhaas 1997 [original German edition 19967, color plate object 67, 183).

Probably Elamite, end of the fourth
millennium, but possibly later. Canis,
a long-tailed dog amulet. Note the
odd "Elizabethan collar". From
Kozloff 1981 (Fig. 3 and Pl. XVII).
Kodoff measurements: H. 2.4 cm, W.
1 cm, L. 3.1 cil, reproduced here
about two times larger than life size.

See also (over) a terra-cotta dog, not at all similar in style, from Mohenjo-daro (Kenoyer
1998, Fig.7.11, cat. no. 163, 228, also 130). Kenoyer allows as how dogs accomplished a range of
activities o'from hunting and fighting to performing" and surmises that "several types of dogs were
bred in the urban centers." He thinks the collar protected the animal, preventing it from harm in
fights (conversation with the author and ibid.), as in some modern contexts. The figurine is from
Early I levels (early second millennium) (Ardeleanu-Jansen 1993 ,233,Tafel24).

l--
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Mohnejo-daro. Canis with collar,
a sure sign of human intervention
From Kenoyer 1998, cat no.l63;

also Tafel 24tDK9426
in Ardeleanu-Jansen.

Kenoyer measurements:
H 4.5 crn, L 6cm.

As something of a caveat from a Late
Bronze/Early lron Age site in lsrael, Horvat
Qitmit, animals with curly tail have been
identified as ibexes (Capra ibex nubiana) native
to the Negev @eit-Arieh L995, L27-129,
3.834tro. I22 and 3.844.[o. I23). None, except
possibly for the heads of animalso appear to have
been freestanding, but were theriomorphic
attachments to stands, not unlike those in animal
procession scenes from Tell Chuera in northern
Syria (Moortgat t965, 19-23, Abb. 7-Il). The
creatures from Horvat Qitmit all appear to have
either long horns or long upturned ears.

READING FIGURTNES

Mark Goodell, a Minnesota veterinarian who specializes rn
the shar pei - a present-day version of the spitz type
exclaimed that this 'oalmost looks like an Elizabethan collar!"
(2000) He was speaking of a type of protective device fastened
around a dog's neck to prevent the animal from doing itself harm
by twisting and biting.

This form of veterinary interventi commonly used
today lates nicely with other techniques documented at
Urkesh that have to do with domestication and taming. Even if
the collars are no more than decoration, decking the pup out for
presentation, the collar surely marks an early sigr of human
intervention to control an animal population.

Dogs with collars were found with some frequency in late third to early second millennium
levels in Mohenjo-daro (Mackay, Guha, et al. L937, especially L)O(X/6 and 12, L)O(WIU7 and
t )O(WI/18). In two cases, the raised collar is compared with what might be the ruffof the mane of
a feline. Mackay's method of analysis is descriptive and he bases himself on contemporaneous
observed examples of the species. He surmises in a footnote on page 2S6thatthe collars may have
been intended to protect dogs from roving panthers, still encountered at that time in India.

Ardeleanu-Jansen follows essentially the same method of observation as Mackay. Noting the
lack of comparative examples and rejecting analogy, she saysn "the answers must be sought, first
and foremost, in the relevant archaeological assemblages and in the representations themselves"
(Ardeleanu-Jansen 1993, English introduction, 7).

Horyat Qitmit Canis (?) from the Judrean Negev.
From Beit-Arieh 1995 (Fig. 3.87 1126).

Scale 1 : 1.77.
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Other theriomorphic (but fully modeled in the
round) figurines with upturned tails have been
identified provisorily as dogs (Fig. 3.87 Nos. 126,
127 and 128). One example in questiono with an
upturned tail (No.126), exhibits a body type similar to
greyhound/salukis encountered in late fourth/early
third millennium levels at Tepe Gawra.

Horvat Qitnit Capra (?).
The silhouette ofthe mrvzle

is not dog-like;
yet the tail curls overo and

in some fragmentary heads of dogs,
upfurned ears may in fact be horns.

From Beit-Arieh I 995 (Fig . 3.83/122).
Scale I : 1.88.

199

Canis at Assur
When first I saw the dogs from Assur (Klengel-Brandt t978), my impression was that they

represented a substantial canid corpus and that they deserved extended discussion here. Now, after
having spent some time with the entire corpus at Qal'at Scherqat, I feel that of those illustrated,
there may be only three, possibly four, canid exemplars.

Attitude tells part of the story.

Nr. 660 (compare Canis 18 A7q975.L) and Nr. 675 exhibit the canid attitude and they also
have the erect tale of the species. Nr. 661 is solidly founded and clearly does have an erect short tail
(compare Canis 204 A8q12.3, somewhat later than canids from the Service Sector) and the
representation is stocky and solidly founded; so it is not likely that the object is an example of
Capra. Nr. 662, even though the tail folds onto itself and lies on the back, is most likely an exirmple
of Capra (compare Capra I A1 .44). Other representations suggest attribution elsewhere, amongst
other species. Only precise measurements in all planes would tell the full story.

The spitztype
One dog body type has been found repeatedly amongst the animal representations at Tell

Mozan. This is the spitz type, identified by B6ktinyi in 1993. This animal not only caries its curly
tail high, it also exhibits a deep curve to the back. After the curly tail, this diagnostic feature is the
most salient among examples of the genus. Ow Canis TYPE is of this species.

As Clutton-Brock cautions, true breeds of dog as we understand them today were probably
definitively developed by the Romans (Clutton-Brock l98l ,44), although certainly different body
types are known from Susa (the greyhound/saluki at the end of the founhmillennium), from Egypt
(the mastifi "from at least 2000 "."."), and now, the spitz/chow type from Tell Mozan in the third
millennium. It is unclear, Clutton-Brock tells us, whether these modern types have come down
directly to us more or less unchanged over 4,000 years of breeding or whether the same type of dog
is bred repeatedly itt different times and places for the same need.
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/F,
fuJ

4.0

I Scale I :1.7. I
| 

(renderine cw F722) 
|

Adding to our surnmary list, then, here are additional characteristics of Canis figurines in the
Urkesh corpus that, taken in combination, contribute to my crurent typology.

As we have noted, the forequarters are somewhat less wide than the hindquarterso greater in
width than the torso, which is itself 3 /4w3 or equal to the hindquarters in width.

Additionally,

lg<2w3
Body length is less than or equal to twice the width ofthe hindquarters.

The body type is therefore stocky, not so very different from the body silhouette of sheep (if
wl : 1, then w3 : 2) and invariably more so than the lean silhouette of equids (lg > 2w3).

wl@neck < wL
Neck width is a liule less than the width of the forequarters.

The neck joins the body smoothly and is somewhat smaller than the body at the join. As an
exampleo the necVbody join of Canis 7, otn TYPE figurine, is I : 1.2 (see SATAL9G below). This
ratio accounts for the triangular forequarters exhibited by the dogs when taken in transverse vertical
cranial section.

I
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ATTITT]DE AI\D OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

THE IIEAD IS CARRIED HIGH
A diagnostic stance or "attifude" for the genus.

TIIE HEAD IS BLOCKY AhtD SOMEWHAT F'LAT
A characteristic to be contrasted with the dog's wild progenitor, the wolf.

THE BACK IS DEEPLY CURVED

THE TAIL, TOO,IS CARRIED IIIGH
Some of the figurines are certainly curly-tailed dogs, a sure sign of canid domestication.

SEXUAL ORGAI\IS ARE, EXPRESSED
- &rd they do not meld with the belly.

The stance of the domesticated dog poses problems of interpretation worth noting. Amongst
our figurines, we have not been much concerned with whether the animal is standing still or ready
to leap forward. Because of the leg/body joitt, one might say that Canis 4 Alq760.l and Canis 7
A5q82.1 are poised to leap, and it is likely that Canis 2 AL 118 is standing stock still. The stance
does not seem to offer much diagnostic help.

Tall Munbaqa Nr. 591 Mbq 4113-64 Wrbeiner (Hund?) Taf.86
(Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998)

Scale I : 1.

In the absence of a typolory that would confine speculation to certain categories and be a
dependable guide to the researcher, secondary characteristics such as stance can sometimes help to
classify animal figurines according to species.

This is the case with a figurine from later Bronze Age levels at Tall Munbaqa. The researchers
tentatively identify Abb.591 as a dog with broken "upright tail" (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998)
and it must be admitted that the piece does bear a certain perky similarity to our spitz TYPE. It
would be remarkable if the narrow appendage extending upwards from the (presumed) hindquarters
were curled, in the manner of the fourth millennium Elamite metal figurine described earlier. The
rendering seems to show two broken upright appendages, which arc not explained.

r
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Rather, I see formal echoes in figurines from Munbaqa itself narnely, the various solidly
founded lean cattle such as Abb. 103 captioned Terrakottafigur eines kburindes (Werner, Busch,
et al. 1998), also identified as Nr. 443 Buckelrind nTafel 80 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998). The
zebu is nearly five times the size of the smaller dog representation, yet stance and the manner in
which the figurines are founded are identical.

Tall Munbaqa Nr. 443 Mbq 26125-83 Raqqa Nr.
167 (Taf.79,80, 198)

(Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998)
Compare stance and conformation
with Mbq. Nr. 591, apossible dog.

(L 26 cm); not to scale,
reproduced for reference only.

In other contexts, w€ note that stance is a matter of
differing interpretations. Depending upon the observer, the
salukis on a ceramic vessel at Susa axe either "bounding"
(Aynard 1972,57) or "reclining"- they "lie in repose" in
similar traceries on a bowl and they are "lying at the edge of
a pool" on another beaker (Flarper, Artrz et al. 1992,32,37-
8, Frank O. Hole). Susa's excavators remark on the
schematic manner in which the greyhound/saluki was
traced, noting that with a body scarcely thicker than the
head, there is "an impression of speed". On one remarkable
fragment, LeBreton thinks that a galloping greyhound may
be restrained by a leash. (Mecquenem, LeBreton, et al.
1947, 206-20T, Fig. 49/ 13 and others)

Were we to take the smaller figurine a.s Bos,
then the horizontal break at the neck could have
occurred below the zebu h*p; it is thick in the
manner of the Bos neck/body join. The rendering
documents a slight inegularity in the belly of the
Munbaqa "dog," which might be taken as vestigial
sexual parts, as with many Urkesh Bos; which carry
the sex forward in the belly. Also, the forequarter
stance of the Munbaqa "dogf' and zebu is similar,
forelegs joining in a moderately wide inverted V.
And, startlingly, the tail of this zebu is upright!

Susa. Canis, a geyhotnd/saluki
restrained by a leash,

as proposed by LeBreton
in Mecquenem et al 1947, Fig. 49113.

Scale slightly greater than I : 2.

Of course, the stance of the salukis painted on the Susa vessels can be interpreted differently;
it is the remarking of the stance that is important. As Kozloffpoints out, "the galloping canid's gait
is depicted in a mode which precedes the 'flying gallop' of the second millennium and onwards"
(Kozloff 1981, 16). We should attempt to regulaiz-e our view of the Canis stance as we review the
corpus at least be alert to defining attributes of stance.
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The type seems to "hold true"
throughout AK, its associated rooms and
some overlying deposits. A find in
excavation unit A8 (Canis 204 A8ql2.3)
from the early second millennium exhibits
undeniably strong canid characteristics, yet
the hindquarters deviate from the typolory.
We have catalogued the object amongst the
Canis figurines.

The hindquarters of another find
(Canis 201 A2q389.1) in ,4.2 "post-Palace

occupation" strata that is to s&y,
occupational layers following the abandon-
ment of the Palace as a building and thus
somewhat later in time are manu-
factured in the same way.

203

Canis 204 A8q12.3 demonsfates ttrat the manner of
representing the dog body has changed little over time.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph Vl0e0613)

Three other figurines (a carnivore and two examples of goats) contained within the walls of
AK exhibit this manner of executing the hindquarters. These laffer figurines are all from third
millennium layers.

As we investigate further the Royal Buildings at Urkesh, we will want to pay special attention
to manufacturing techniques, isolating clnracteristics that remain constant or change over time.

We should note here that amongst the
Urkesh dogs, there are a number of IWNIATURES,
almost all executed in a dark, fragile medium (seal
impression WARE IV, in the range 5YR 4/1
7.5YR 312). These artifacts are quite possibly
overfired. Almost all have required or will need
consolidation.

Canis 9 A5q797.1 MINIATIIRE.
This photograph does not include a loose fragment
which could not be attached during consolidation.

This contributes to the impression
that the torso is lean.

Scale 1.46 : I.
(photograph Y6el2l2)

r-
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Domesticated Dogs
World literature has long celebrated the dog as faithful companion to humans, a loyal,

obedient pal. Add "tough" to the list of characteristics for the domestic dog at Urkesh. Sindor
Bdkdnyi found that ribs of the Urkesh dogs were often fractured - breakage caused no doubt by a
well-placed human kick.

In a later time, at Kish under the floor of the 'oHouse of Writing", three clay "models" of
seated dogs were found (van Buren 1931, Pl. )OVFig.40, Ashmolean Museum 1924.302-304).
They form compact right triangles, hypotenuse serving as animal back; a tightly wound curly tail
may adorn one of the figurines. They served as foundation deposits and refurned protection for
their masters' favors can make out some color on one and inscriptions on two of the
figurines - 66Biter of his enemy" and "Consumer of his life" (van Buren 193L, 7l-72). In this
instance, a figurine can reasonably be imagined to have a ritual function.

Here we have artifact tied to text, a situation Postgate would celebrate; and there is a concrete,
real-world reference that informs interpretation @ostgate 1994). In the case of Kish dogs,
incantation rituals must surely carry one key to their function. Even without coeval texts, the
findspot of the artifacts provides a clue to function and attests to the importance of the diminutive
representations in the lives of their makers and masters.

Clearly, a dog - the terra-cotta representation of a dog - can be something more than a dog,
faithtul pet.

Canis in ancient Urkesh
Eighteen examples of the Canis body type have been found in the rooms of the Royal

Storehouse at Urkesh, and eight other figurines have been tentatively identified as belonging to the
genus.

An additional eight related exemplars have been retrieved from stratified layers within or in
close proximity to the service areas. One of these, Canis 203, is a tiny MIMATURE no bigger than
the nail of one's little finger and is made of ivory. A surface find completes the Urkesh Canis
corpus.

Each provides significant information about the genus.

I



Recovered from f43 (relay 293). l€deth 4.61 . forequarters 2.,14 . neck 2.0 .lcrsn2,67 . hindquafters 2.65 , reil
O.OS: . nagn * foriauarters +.OZ . leight ar hindquaxters 2.63 . fabric fine, with small inclusions . Munsel reading (da*
deposit) 10YR 5/1 . color (drk deposit) gray . Munsell reading (opposite sirle) 10YR 7A . color (opposite side) very pale
brown . preservation: legs broken, tail

CATALOG Canis

CANIS

1 Canis roRso

Canis 1 A1.62. Caudal view.
Hindquarters contained
within a solidly founded

inverted U.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cwF723)

Canis I A1.62. Left median view.
Note the modeling of the forequarters and of the body
overall. This treatnent is to be contrasted with other

canids; for example, Canis 7 A5q82.l (smoothed) and
Canis 18 A7q975.1 (scraped).

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V8bl714)

20s

41.62

Both the foreleg and the mrvzle of this Canis
body are intact. The foreleg on the left is firther ex-
tended than that on the right (140 degrees vs. 85 de-
grees), which appears, despite breakage, to fold under
slightly. The body is blocky and the torso swells out-
ward slightly (See photograph of the dorsal view, be-
low); the head is carried high, the mrzle out and up,
bending a bit to the left.

The lower part of the mvz.zle curues upward to
join the snout, itself rounded and blunt. The muzzle is
pinched slightly. Ears are alert, extended outward from
head. There is a depositional stain (?) on the right side
of the torso (visible in photograph V8bl7L3). The
forequarters are slightly indented, under the muzzle.

Canis I A1.62. Dorsal view.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V8b1715)

The musculature of this figurine is not defined by scraping, but is rather smoothed and rounded
overall. The body proportions of Canis I - wl : w2 : w3 - are not so very different from those ofBos.
Here, attitude counts for a lot. If not deterrninant, it should be considered when seeking to assip. an
animal representation to a specific genus,

The belly of AI.62 is slightly convex and
the sexual parts are expressed. The penis is fash-
ioned of a separate part of clay and affixed to the
belly near the tail. The tail hangs down and there
appears to be an incision at the tip. The termina-
tion of the hindquarters is flat.

The rounded rump of Canis 1 is encoun-
tered elsewhere in the co{pus, as Canis 4
Alq760.l, Canis 7 45q82.t, Canis 18 A7q975.I.
This treafinent is to be contrasted with the divided
hindquarters of Canis 20I Mq389.l and Canis
204 A8q12.3, exemplars from smta overlaying
Service Sector AK and dating to the beginning of
the second millennium.
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Canis, Tepe Gawr4 "dog' from Early
Dynastic strata. The body type is
rather lean and contrasts markedly
with the Urkesh corpus. Note that the
tail hangs down. The ears are quite
large and held back, contributing to
the impression that there is a crest atop
the mlzle (not rendereo (Speiser
1935 Pl. L)OffII/4 [rendering]).

READING FIGURINES

At Tepe Gawra, from upper strata, sargonidlEarry rynastic
Levels, a small figurine @1. XXXfV/clO), identilied as a sheep,
exhibits the typical Canis body attitude of Canis figurines from
Urkesh. The hindquarters appear to be similar in manufacture to
Canis 204 A8q12.3, an exemplar from levels above the Service
Sector and thus somewhat later in date. Another ligurine in the
same Gawra group (PI. XXXrV/c7) is identified as a dog, but the
body type is quite different from the Mozan corpus; more lean, and
the mrz,le pointed and sleek, at least in the photograph. The
rendering in PLATE L)O(WI/ , taken from a different angle, depicts
a somewhat stockier animal with elongate d muzzle and tail.

The Susa dog could conceivably pass for the greyhowd/saluki
breed with its long narrow mr'-rle. This sleeker canid is encountered
frequently in Egyrpian excavations and in formulaic renderings, as
Mecquenem said (Mecquenem, Breton, et al. 1947), on early Susa
ceramics (see the Canis DISCUSSION). Speiser describes the figurine
as being 'kell-fired, as is the case with nearly all animal figurines
from Str. VI, and made of grey ware" (1935).

Conis roRso Al.11g

Rryovgred fron upper layers of the excavdior unit . l€r€th 3.02 1.475 . neck t.:S . t".* 1.575 (neasrnJ
t h0 : height at forequartcrs 2.875 . heigh at hindquehrs t .tZS . fabric nne, few inclusions . Munsell reeding 7.5yR
7/4 ,' color pink ' visible narkings hchde some signs ofwer at the perforation . preservation: right portion ofhindquar-
t€rs brok€n away; ears chipped perforation at mordh broken

This canis example, body largely intact, has a curly tail
atop the hindquarters; it curls up and over the back. In vertical
plane, the tail is triangular in section. The transverse plane of the
tail is rectangular. A photograph of the tail appears in the intro-
ductory discussion of the Canis corpus. Compare the tail to that of
related figurine Canis 207 K3.8 (tail folds over onto the back) and
contrast with Canis 5 A1q798.1 (tail hangs down and is pointed)
and to other examples of the genus as seen in TABLE coMpARA-
TIVE BODY-TYPES canis.

The body is stocky. The torso bends slightly left. There are a
number of strikes on the object and some of the appendages
appear to have been cut away. It is unlikely this is excavation
damage. An unusual feature is an extremity ttnt at first glance
appears to be a mvzzle or mouth; in fact, it is a perforation that is
broken.

Canis 2 Al.ll8. Left median view.
The figurine has been finished
by cutting or scraping overall.

Striations may be due to light burnishing.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V8b0088)
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A1.323Canis roRso

Recovered fiom feature 113 excavation locus 20 $ranrm Bl2A . excavator Abd' El-Rachman (S2) ' l€trglh 4.7 ' forequar-
ters 1.37 . neck 1.04 . torso 1.27 . hindqudrrs 1.3? . height at forequafiers 1.9 (measured ftom neck to left foreleg) '

height at hindqud€rs 1.35 . fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 4n ' color dark gray ' conservalion:
ile and flaking . preservation: all appendages broken

Canis 3 AI.323. Right median view.
Fingerprint visible high on nrmp,

right inner edge of concavity.

This canid is stocky, the hindquarters/forequarters ratio being
1 : 1. The ratio of neckto torso width is I : l.zs.Note the curve of

the back, the neck/body join and the attitude - alert, head held

high. I have deliberately adjusted the angle at which we view this
figurine toward the horizontal. Originally, the figurine was

displayed with forelegs 10 degrees higher than in the illustration at
teft. This favored a reading as Canis. Now other secondary
characteristics of Canis 3 assume as much importance as attitude.
Compare with Canis 7 A5q82.1 and especially Canis 4 AIq760.I,
for which a similar argument about attitude could be made. Yet see
the 'ohorizontal" display of this latter figurine in Figure 16
COMPARATM BODY TYPES @nis.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V8b0lO4A)

The underbelly describes a shallow concave arc, while the legs are slighfly detached from the body
and project forward and back (rather \on being perpendicular to the ground). The penis is possibly
expressed, but breakage makes this uncertain. The right rear body-join is particularty high. The hindquar-
ters are fuse4 the stance is foursquare.

The musculature is indicated by scraping and smoothing. Note also that a rather thick layer of fabric
has flaked away all around the neck. The artisan may have revisited the piece, encasing it in something
more than a slip. Was the tail carried high and curled over, modeled and then pressed onto the torso? It
was in any event broken or twisted away before firing. A fingerprint visible in the right median view,
inside the upper edge of the concavity on the rump, may be a sip of zubsequent pinching and reinodeling
of the torso frb'ric.

Canis roRso A1q760.1

Recovered from the first floors of storeroom . l€ngth 5.6 . forequarters 2.7 . neck l.57 ' rorso 2.35 ' hindquarters 2.9 '

height at forequrten 3.92 . height st hindquart€rs 3.0 . fabric nedium, chaff temper with some gpsum inclusions '

Uoo*ett ."uai"g Z.5YR8/3 . color pale yellow . conservation: depositional adhesions on half of the object ' peservatioc

brokenall

The buttocks are fused, and a shallow vertical line indicates the division of
the hind legs. This vertical groove in the hindquarters was made in a wet medium,
pushing clay to one side along the groove. There is an indentation to the right side
of the vertical groove in the hindquarters; it has been cleaned and measures 0.029
cm across. It appears no less accidental than the groove itself.

Canis 4 A1q760.1.
Caudal view. Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw K721)

/;t:/:titiTz+r'19'ljit;
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This is a detail seen on the shoulders of some humanoid figurines and also on some equids. I inter-

pret this indentafion as the anus rather than a place of attachment for a tail, as it is carefrrlly modeled and
meant to be seen. The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U.

Forequarters/trindquarters ratio is I : 1. The necVbody
ratio is I : 1.5. The sexual parts are prominent, and eroded,
visible in photo V8b0821 and in rendering of the torso as seen
in the same right median plane.

Note the rise of the hindquarters and the deep cunre of
the back. Note the way the right foreleg joins the body.

The musculature is scraped (visible on right flank in
photograph VSbE I 3 I 3 and in photograph V8b0821 , here
illustrated). The manufacture of this figurine should be studied
further is the modeling accomplished solely with the
fingertips? Or is a flat instrument used? The modeling of
musculature on both legs is clear. There are fingerprints on
both hindlegs.

A gypsum wash covers the figurine; the feel of the object is challcy.
ness of the wash be seen; it is 0.0425 cmthick.

' Canis 4 A1q760.1. Right median view.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V8b082l)

Only at the neck can the thick-

Ts,llM:tr'b,,qa- Hund O) 463 Mbq 306f-6 (Czichon Wenrer, et al. 1998, Tafel 82). The atitude is alert. The back is curved"

Canis roRso AtrD rrnAn Alq798.l

Recovered from the first floors of storeroom . length 3.23 . forequarters 1.67. neck1.47. iorso1.53. hindqufit€rs l.S9
' tail 0.054 ' height at forequders (crown to right forcleg) 4.15 . height d hindquqt€rs (not diagnostic) 2.M . faiffic
mediunL some inolusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale bmrrn . preservation: torso and tail intacq

andmuzzle broken

Canis 5 A1q798.1. Left median view.
Compare snout and mruzle

wfih Canis I A1.62.
Scale I : I

(rendering cw H722)

The body is short; the top of the head is flat and sits atop a long
neck. Were the muzz,le intact, continuing the line of the flat crown, tlre
representation could be more easily o'read." Compare the stance and
attitude of Canis 2 AL l18.

There is some indication of musculature. There may be a slight
breast ridge carried to the right of the neck. The tail, caried out from
the rump, hangs down and tapers.

As with A1.62, there is disequilibrium in modeling between the
two sides of the forequarters, resulting in a more realistic, less four-
square stance. The leg/body join is 130 degrees on the righ! the left is
not measurable. Stance of hindquarters is foursquare, being an in-
verted U.

f
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The hindlegs are projected to the rear of the enimal, a diagostic detail that is not often encountered
with this genus. In this case, the angle at which the legs join the torso is approximately the same as the
forelegs. Compare the attitude with EEns 22 T"rPE tr A5.10, a solidly founded braying equid. Also
compare the stance with Capra I TYPE Al.,l4.

Csnis roREeuARTERs A1q1058.9

Recovered from feature fl 13 locus 20 . length 2.73 (not diagnostic) '
forequarters 2.37 . fabric medium, chaff temper . Munsell reading
forequarters only, appendages broken

forequarters 1.8 . neckl.24 . torso 1.57 . heightat
10YR 7/4 . color very pale brown . preservation:

The neck is erect. The outside forequarter stance is contained within a narrow inverted U. There is a
neck ridge and a perforation in it. The legs project forward (estimated 135 degrees; a difficult measure-
ment because of breakage).

Conis roRso TEMPLATE A5q82.1

Recovered from feature f27 locus 19 shatumB3 .l€ngth6.56. forequrters 3.23 . torspf2.76 . hindquarters 3.57 '

height at forequarters 4.97 (measrued fton neck brcak to right fmleg, not diagnostic) . fabric medium fine with heavy chatr
temper; some $psum also apparent . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . pneservation: all appendages
broken; tail brokeru penis chi

This Canis torso provides a TEMPLATE - the
holotype, if you will - for the genus, an ancient
forebear of today's chow or spitz breed. The deep
"sway-back", according to S6ndor B<iktinyi, is
diagnostic. The belly, as it joins the leg, makes a
reverse cuwe that accentuates the depth of the dip.

The right foreleg may have been modeled as a
cylinder, then joined to the body mass (see photo-
graph V10b1708 [?], not illustrated here).

The buttocks are fused, smooth at the juncture
of the hindlegs. The buttocks are contained within an
inverted U. The sexual parts are expressed, not
buried in the belly, as with the herbivores. Both head
and tail are caffied high, with the neck being nearly
vertical. There is no breast ridge, but the chest swells
outward slightly before joining the belly.

There is a long scratch on the left hindleg visible in photograph V8b0185 (above). Two triangles are
incised at the beeinning and end of this line; this may be fortuitoug the result of excavation damage
during retrieval. There are strikes on the upper right and lower left of the hindquarters, visible in both
photograph V8b0179 (over, caudal view) and in photograph V7b2707 (not included here). The former
markings extend onto the top of the nrmp above the presumed tail and must be an indication of the
manufactme ofthe figurine. The lower left strikes are less certain in origin" although they are very regular
and not likely to be exposed chaf temper. It is possible that the tail and nrmp immediately surrounding it
have been smoothed after modeling, as with a rough cloth.

Canis 7 A5q82.1. Left median view.
TEMPLATE for this genus,

notable for the deep o'sway-back".

Sca]e I : 1.
(photograph V8ab0185)

t-
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Canis 7 A5q82.1.
Dorsal view. TEMPLATE.

Note wl : w2 : w3 ratios and the
neck/body join.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V8b0177)

The medium would not have been very wet
accomplished. See photograph V8b0179 (righ|.

A dark core is visible at the breaks of neck
photograph V8a0094 and V8b0177 (left), the
V8b0l79 (right).

READING FIGURINES

when this process was

and tail, the former in
latter in photograph

Although depositional damage over
time has roughened the surface, it must
once have been quite smooth, perhaps
heavily slipped. The appearance of a
"core" could be the result of a relatively
heavily chaff tempered fabric, slipped
with a finer clay wash. Gypsum (calcium
carbonate) inclusions are visible as white
dots in the caudal view ofthe figurine. Canis 7 A5q82.1.

Cauda] view. TEMPLATE.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V8b0179)

Tall Mrrnbrqa .ELcd (? ) 4Gl Mbq 30Al-6 (Czicho4 Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 82). The back is deeply ouwed and the tail
canied higll although it d6r6 hnng donm. The dtitude is alert and invites comparison wit severat itter Urkesh Cads
figurines. Th€re is a raised ring laid high on the shoulders, the usage of which is rrnc€rtain; although the Mohenjo-Daro
figurine, cited comparatively in the DISCUSSION, my afford m ansrver.

_E!n CftU Mrdikh). Corpo di €qui.te con codi ridzrtr. TltLT2.N.2l4 Q2lT2Amlr (Marchetti 2001, Tav. CL)O(X,
100,). I cannot my this figurine is porticularly dog-like, wen given all we loow ofthe salz& in this time ftame. I include it here
because of the deep crnve to the back and because of other prallels I have drawr in the INTRoDUCTIoN, spocifically
referencing enimal rcg€sentations fiom Horvat Qihit and Tall Munbaqa

Rightfully, the author calls atteirtion to the cylindrical section of the muzle, quib al odd detail; none ofthe terracotta animal
rep,resentations at Urkesh are manufrctrned in this manner. I am strtled rhFt the author idemifies this artifrot as an equid -
the ears, niangular, indeed as noted and the tail (!) oe erect. The parallel rests more wiih the canids and Bmidae of Ekatb or
the canids afr Caprinae of Horvat Qitmit, so be it; hete the Ebla attifrct deserves attention for secondarv characteristics more
than for body proportions that would tie it to the U*esh corpus.

Canis RrcHT FoRELEG A5q529.1

Recovered ftom middle floors of ' e locus . height 3.76 . thichess (at tneak, long dimension) 2.,14 . tti"toot (ut tr*[
short dimension) 1.96 . thickness (above tip, long dime,nsion) 0.09 . thic.lmess (above tip, short dinension) O.OZZ . l"rso
2.76 ' fabric medium fine, veith nany inclusions . Munsell tding 2.5Y n . color light gray . preservation leg only,
termination intact
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A portion of the torso remains where it joins the leg. This somewhat stumpy appendage tapers only
slightly from the join with the torso to the blunt termination at the tip of the leg. One side of the leg in
vertical orientation is slightly curved. The forequarters, judging fiom this piece when it is held vertically,
were contained within an inverted and splayed-out U. The body/leg join is 130 degrees to 140 degrees.
The leg is oval in section where itjoins the body.

Compare Caruir I forequarters A1.62 and Canis 204 hindquarters A8q12.3. Also see COIIPARA-
TrvE TABLE Legs c€rns & F rls.

Conis ToRso AND rmAD, cuRLy-TATLED Doc MINIATURE A5q797.1

Recovsr€d fton feafrne l0l locus 5 $rarum Bl2A . length (not diagnostic) 2.64 . ro'tg on m€asur€tn€nt although the
figurine is joined at the torso, regluing has forced one side of the body or4 thus rendering diagnostic measurem€nt inpossible

1.43 . neckl.l4. hindqurters 1.155 . height d forequd€rs 2.68 . height at hindquaxters 1.2 . snout to
back of head I .43 . thickness of snout, vertical long a:<is 0.53 . thickness of mou! short axis 0,5 . fabric nedium fine
witlr many inclusions . Munsell rcading (expos€d fabric) 5YR3D . color (o<posed fabric) dark reddish brown . Mwsell
reading (surfac€) 5YR 3n . color (surface) very d*k guy . conservation: pstially carbonize4 outside layo flaking; very

; conservation lab consolidated the piece on July 7, 1997 . : 3 o i at right ear

Canis 9 A5q797.1.
Right median view.

Proportions appear not to be typical
in this photograph due to a missing
piece that was not attached to the
object. This flat slice belongs atop
the torso and hindquarters and
would complete the stockier Canis
body type.

Scale 1 : 1.
(ohotosraoh V8b-e I 2 I 2)

The body is blocky and contained,
not elongated. Head shape is blocky.
Tail is carried high and begins to
fold back (questionable). The snout
is elongated yet quite blunt, the ears
alert and rounded. The snout is a
rounded rectangle in section. The
manner in which the snout was mod-
eled is indicative of technology
likely squaring offwith the fingertips
- before carbonization or deteriora-
tion in soil; carboni-ation and this
manufacturing detail are both visible
in photogaph V8b-e1210 (right).

Canis 9 A5q797.1.
Right cranial view,

before restoration and consolidation.
The fissured fabric visible here

was flaking off.
Scale I : 1.

(photographVSb-e I 2 I 0)

Note the smootl, long join of neck and forequarters. Note breakage at right ear that evidentty pro-
truded. This is not likely to be a horn, alhough the ridge across the back ofthe head might indicate that.
The left ear is not broke& however, nor does it profiude, as would a hom.

This fabric corresponds to wARE 4 ofthe sealing corpus; it is ofmedium consistency and it contains
uniformly fine inclusions. The piece itself is quite fragile and has been reglued several tim6s. Breakage
and repositioning of the fragments falsifies the body shape somewhat. The piece is so very fragile that it
was difficult to photognph and sometimes the angle is deceiving, causing foreslrortening. Later photo-
graphs do not include a third piece of the object, the upper tono, contributing to the impression that the
tomo is lean.
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Orientation of the object, particularly because of breakage, was prob-
lematic. For the reasons noted here and because no figurine in the corpus is
terminated at the legs as is the presumed snout of Canis 9, the pictured ori-
entation was accepted. Also, when the figurine is viewed straight on in the
vertical cranial plane, the forequarters appear typically Canis (see photo-
graph left). Also see'FIGURE 7A Canis forcquafters.

46q327.1

These Conis hindquarters are contained outside within a wide, in-
verted V; the inside stance is also defined by a wide, inverted V. The
buttocks are divided and the legs are defined by a sharp edge, almost a
"flap" that extends over the top of the body to the tips of the feet. See
Capra 2 A1q577.1 (although this is a foursquarc stance).

This manner of manufacture was rare enough to have at first been
considered anomalous. The technique - in this combination of charac-
teristics, at any rate - has been encountered more frequently in early
second millennium strata.

The legs are triangular in section and join the body in the manner
of herbivores. The appendages and body appear to have been built
around thin sausages of clay. See the break at the torso; there is a subtle
difference of color in the surface fabric (or slip), the value increasing in
intensity.

10

Cqnis 9 A5q797 .1.
Cranial view.
Scale I : l.

(photograph V8bel211)

Canis Hrr\rDeuARTERs

Canis l0 A6q327.1.
Caudal view.

Note leg/body join.
Scale I : 1.

(photosaph vl0e07l0) 
The right hindleg flap is broken on the inside, giving the impres-

sion that the buttocks are more clearly divided than is the case. The tail is carried high.

The sexual parts are expressed here, and separate from the belly. The penis extends to the right, as
withCanis I A1.62.

Reoovered fron feature 103 locus 217 . length (torso break to attenuded line doum left hindleg) 4.5 . torso 2.31 . hindqu--
ters .01 t height at hindquarters (top ofrump to tips of feet) 4.3 . fabric mediun, light chaffteinper, some g;rpsrm inclusions
' Munsell r€ading (perineter d torso break) 2.5YR 8/3 . color (perimeter at torso break) pink . Munsell reading (fabric,
c€nter of torso break) 2.5YR713 . color (fabrie, c€nt€r of tcso break) light reddish hown. maaufacture: fting,.bioon'on
underbelly and on sorual paft . pr€servation: hindquart€rs and partial tmso only; left hindleg troken and abraded-right hindleg
missing; rump broken where there might have been a tail
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What significance can the position of the sexual parts possibly have? Likely a small piece of clay is

simply easier-to lay onto the tono from the thurib or finger this way. ln frct the sexual parts appear to

have been impressed by the thumb after having been applied to the torso.

Scraping has been employed to define musculaflne,
although the main action has been with the tips of fingers
with smoothing afterwards by fingers and water. There are
many fingerprints.

In other exitmples from the AK co{pus' divided and
recessed hindquarters led me to classify the artifacts
amongst caprids (third millennium levels, Areas A1 and
,A.5 in the AK storehouse.).

In excavation season MZl0, howwer, a dog was ,*f#"tl",fS33llir'".
fowd (Canis 204 A8ql23) with these same hindquartersi Scsle I : l.
it is definitely fiom Khabur levels. According to the @hotogaph V1H)710)
excavator of Area A6, Raju Kunjamman, the levels where
A6q327.1 was found arc early seeond millennium, not yet into third millennium levels; that is to say,

"ooLitt"d *ithio the walls of Royat Building AK. Final strata assignment will determine urhether this find

from what may have been the kitchen of Service Sector AK affords a link with figurine manufacture of

Palace layers and that of later occupation.

Two other examples of similar manufactre were recovered from Area A2, strata superposed di-

rectly atop the Royal Siorehouse; because ofbody type they were assi nedto Capra'

11 CANIS TORSO MINIA-TI'RE L6q344.1

The curve of the back is diagnostic. Note body ratios. The belly is

canied low. There may be a slight breast ridge extending down the neck
between legs. Compare torso with other examples from the corpus in
FIGURE 16 Comparative Body Types (Canis).

Canis I I A6q344.1.
Rigbt median view.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw G718)

R"cooo.d from f"utor" 105 locus 2Uf . lensth 2.9 . for€qurt€rs 1.195 . torso l.85 ' hindquart€rs 1.195 ' height at

iorequarters z.o . hsight et hindqud€rs 1.6i . fabric nedium fine inclusions . Munsell r€ading 2.5YR 7/3 ' color ligbt
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12 Canis roRso

READING FIGURINES

A7.35

Recovered from feature 49 locus I . length 5.05 . forequarters2.45 . neck 1.7 . torso 2.02
at forequarters 3.80 ' height at hindquarters 2.85 . fabric medium, heavily chaff-tempered .

. hindquarters 2.50 . height
Munsell reading 10YR 8/4 .

color very pale brown ' preservation: depositional damage overall; all appendaees brokin

In a smooth curve, the back joins a neck that is
about as wide as the forequarters. There is a rounded
breast ridge that descends onto the belly.

A possible indentation remains from a tail-hole. The
stance of the hindquarters is a solidly founded, inverted
u. compare Felis 8 torso A5.25.1. Also compare the sur-
face treatment. The marks of scraping, front to back, are
apparent on canis 12. compare canis 4 forequarters
A1q760.1.

Canis 12 A7.35 Right median view.
Note the overall depositional damage

to the surface of the figurine.
Scale I : l.

(photograph Vl0el l t2)

13 Canis Hrr\rDeuARrrRs A7.89

The hindquarters are contained within an open inverted U.

_ Was the object cut or sliced on top of the torso in antiquity? Could such a cut have caused the
break in fhe torso? That is, was it an intentional cut? The crf is abraded as if by depositional attivity.
After analysis in the conservation laboratory it was determined that the slice ut Ut" t ""t on top of the
torso could have been made in antiquity.

There are four adhesions_from the middte of the nrmp, descending to the inside of the left hindleg.
In +e first instance, I posited that they might possibly be dollops o1 bitumeo. In fr@ conservation
analysis on July 13, 1998 showed the *dollops" to be .ihutd and clay-ey''as noted by Sophie Bonefii,
conservator. I suggested that the adhesions might be kiln waste.

Recovered from feature 49locus 8 . length 3.15 . torso 2.83 . bindquaxt€rs 3.2s .@
m€asur€tn-€nt neither height nor length are diagnostic; other m€asuren€nts difficult becarise of bn"akag" . frbric medium,
light cbafr-{ennper Munsell rcading 10R d4 . mlor pale red . pres€rvation: hindquarte$ onty, poJ6ie crt in antiquity on
torso at th€ break
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A.7.23514 CanisToRso, sPrrzrYPn

Recovered fiom feature 124 locus 12 . lenglh 4.o45 . for€qugt€rs 2.53 . a€*2.26 . torso 2.33 . hindquatt€rs 3.59 ' tail
0.05 . height at forequarters 3.25 . height at hindquaxt€rs 2.98 . fabric medium, some t€mp€r . Munsell rcading 2.5Y 4n
. color dark gray . conservation: ftagment broke offin brushing; rrstored by conservators on July 12, 1998 ' preservation:
depositional on surface, all appendages broken, tip of tail broken off

Canis 14 A7.235.
Left median view.

Scale 1 : l.
(rendering cwL725)

There is a deep curve to the back. The buttocks are slightly
recessed. The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U,
slightly incunring.

The hindquarters are rounded, slightly recessed; the tail is
carried high and hangs down. Longer than it now appears, the
tail probably was extended by a thin piece of medium pressed
onto the rump. The preserved part of the tail is triangular in sec-
tion. Compare with curly-tailed Canis 207 K3.8.

There is a perforation through the neck. What do we make of the serrated ridge, visible here in the
rendering, yet not noted during analysis? No Cazrs exemplan exhibit anything like a mane.

The fabric, probably unbaked, is very dark inside (visible when the object was broken in brushing);
it almost appears carbonized,

Nippur. Figurine 14. (McCown 1967, Plate 139). Solidly founded incurving back, 'curly tail." Attitrd€ alerl It is worthwhile
comparing this lar with Urkesh Capra;and with the manner in which Canis and Bos are founded at Assur.

15 Canis roRso A7.259

Recovered ftom feature 155 locus 12 . lengfh 4.81 . forcquarters 2.39 . M* 1.21 . torso 1.97 ' hindquarters 2.4'
height at forequaften 3.7S . heigh at hindquart€rs 2.43 . fabric fine with some inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR5/3'
color reddish b,rown . conservation: ftagment of upper dght hindquart€rs broke off in cleaning md was glued back on by
coruervators; depositional stain on underquarters nay be carboniz*ion . pres€rvation: neck intact but broken off before
mvzle;.nght foreleg intact

Canis 15 A7.259. Caudal, right median, and cranial views. Note hole, possibly for a tail, in the caudal section

and the way the right foreleg joins the body and its separation from the torso (visible in the cranial section).
Scale 1 : 1. (photographs left to rieht" VTA402A, V10e1108, V10e1109)
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There is a perforation through the neck at the break and a possible tail hole. There may be sexual
parts. The hindqrarf€rs ar€ contained orrside within an inverted solidly founded U. The forelegs are
separated from the body in thc manner 6f samivsr€s, not herbivorres. The separation of the legs toi tn"
torso should be studied. See for example, Canis 207 K3.9.

back curves deeply, the neck is canied vertically, alert. There is an unusual breast-ridge, ap-
plied as a thi- ck band ofclay between the forelegs. The foreiegs, too, seem to have been applied seplrateiy
and in bands not so different fiom the applied breast-riAge i" widttt ana thic}ness. Compale tne stao"e of
Canis 7 forequxlers and hindquarters

. The torso is bumished possibly carbonized as a result of buming. The musculature on the neck is
indicated by scraping. Scraping finishes the surface overall. Along the tip ofthe right flank there are wide
marts of scraping fine hairline incisions that go front to back on Oe a"imA. lt is tf,"ly tttut u fl"t bl"d" o.
rather finely sharpened reed made these marks.

The orientation of this object has been problematic; at first, it was held vertically and seen as a
head' leading to some anomalous entries. (Tum this volume on its side to see this reading, noticing
especially_the vigw in the right r]edian plane.) Other researchers have brought similar pieces to me in the
field at Mozan, having oriented the artifrct in a manner that filsified diafrostic mea'surement. In some
instances, only measurement can provide a clue to species identification. 

-

16 Conis roRso MrhrArrJRE 47.365

The hindquarters are triangular in section and the tail is carried high. Curly-tail? Compare the fore-
quarters of Cazrs 7 A5q82,l and of Canis hindquarters frsm sec61d millennium-stata in exCavation units
A,2 andA8.

.- - TFry is a fingerprint on the right foreleg. The musculature along the torso is lightly indicated pos-
sibly with the fingemail of the artisan.

17 Canis roRso MTNTATURE 47q432.1

There is a deep curve to the back and the tail is canied high. The hindquarters are heavy, as may be
seenfromtheproport ionwl:w2:w3:l :1: l .Theforequartenaleonlysl ightlywiderthantheneck-
wl@neck: wl =0.85:1.02 -1: I - atypical feature of Canis and tncidentally, ofmany other Camivora.

Recovered from featrne 141 locus 13 .- length 2.64 . rorequarters I-oz . "*@
height d forequders I '67 ' height at hindquarters I .36 . note on measureme : height not diagnostic . fabric fine, someinclusions ' Munsell reading 10R 7/3 . colorpale red . preservation: torso orrly, atl appendages broken

Recovered from feature 155 locus 12 . length 2.65 . fo.equarters 1.02
hindquarters 1.06 ' Munsellreading 5YR 6/3 . colorlightrediishbrown .

torso 1.06 . hindquarters 1.41 height at
broken

t-
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18 Canis roRso, cuRLy-TAILED, sprrzrypu A7q975.1

Recovered ftom featue 337 locus25 . length 6,39 . forequarters 3,13 . neck 1.96 . Iarso 2.47 . bindquarters 3.,14 .
tail 0.058 . heieht at forequartErs (to top of neck break) 4.39 . height at hindquarters 3.89 . fabric fine, few inclusions .
Mrmsell reading l0YR 7/3 . color very pale brown . preservdion: a[ rypendages broken, but enough remains to providb
diagnostic references on stance, attitude, and manufacture; tail broken, but very usefirl diagDosticaly

The tail is carried high and curls over onto
the torso. The forelegs project forward and are
mirrored by the hindlegs (on the right flank, the
forequarter/body join is 120 degrees, the hind-
quarter/body join is 125 degrees). The forequar-
ters are solidly founded and contained, the stance
being - outside - a slightly rounded inverted V.
Inside, an inverted U is terminated by the breast
ridge.

Canis 18 A7q975.1. Right median view.
Note leg join of both hindquarters and forequarters.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V7b1910)

The hindquarters are - outside inverted solidly founded U and inside, a terminated inverted
V. There are sexual parts. All four legs are
section.

lozenge-shaped (forequarters) or ovoid (hindquarters) in

Some musculature along the torso is defined by scraping. Some
of the marks may indicate regular and sustained smoothing with a
fingertip, ending finally with a slight depression that contains the
fingerprint itself. Examine the top of the torso and the tail of this
object; the marks that remain from the manufacture of this object
provide a clue to the way the figurine was made. Compare Equus 23
A5.30 forequarters.

Canis 18 A7q975.1.
Caudal view.

The preservation of the tail is notable.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V7bl923)

t---
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Tall Munbaqa. Hund (?) 463 Mbq 30/3f-6 (Czichon,Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 82). Compare the curve of the back and the

tail, either carried high and hanging down or terminati in a curly tail.

Tell llehwa A f,udg Nr. 159, 152 rnd 166 (Meyer, Pruss, et at 1994, Abb. 40). The al€rt ditud€, de€Ply curved bad(, ed
upturned tail oharacterize canids in the Mozan co4rus. However, the hindquafiers of 159 are not at all doglike, as cornpared to
the Mozan canids. Also no exmple d Mozm has a hole in the hindqurters whene a 'tail" might be inserted this nay
r€present the anus, and not be a way of attaching a ftee-flowing tail. Indications of selrusl p6ts dre rE€, but have been counted
- as many as one of every forn cattle and dog figurines, although which ore.mplars bear selrual para is not noed in the
catalog. The nanner ofrendering eyes and mbdh does not appear to t€ speciesspecific. The muzzle of Mozan figurines Cods
t, Z, S, 9, and the theriomorphic vessel Canls 206 may be useftlly conpaed to the llalawa oramples. The forelegs ofNr. 160,
judging ftom a view in nedian plane, do notjut out ftom the body, as do so nmy ofthe Mozan dogs; rhe actual angle of the
body join is not readable in cranial view.
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CANIS

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

100 Canis roRso MnrAlURE

219

45.155

Recovered fiom feature 66 loous 18 shatum B12B . l€ngth 3.5 1.6. neck 1.31 . tsso 1.5 ' hindquarters
1.92 . tail 0.655 . h€ight at for€quaders, measured fron left forcleg to break 2.65 . height at hindqudters, measured from
left hindleg to rump 1.735 . not€ on m€asur€n€nt height not diagnostic . fabcic fine, cha.ff-tempered . Munsell reading
SYRT/2 . color light gray . preservation: all

The back curves deeply; the musculature is lighfly indicated. There is the beginning of a mane.
Forequarters and hindquarters are doglike, although the tail, carried to the right, hengs down and is thick.

101 Canis FoREeUARTERS MIIrIATURE A5.167

Recovered ftom feature 113 locus 20 sEatum Bl2A . length 2.1725 . for€quarters 1.75 . neck 1.365 ' torso 1.38 ' height
at for€quaden (tip of right for€leg to br€ak) 2.85 . frbrio medirm, few inclusions . Munsell rcading (fabric) 7.5YR 7/1 '

color (fabric) liglrt gray . Munsell reading @atina) 5YR 3/1 . color (patina) very drk gray . conrErvation: Wite-Out lab€l
removed July 8, 1997 . preservation: , right foreleg terminated

The neck/body join is blocky and approaches the vertical. The legs project forward. There is a slight
breast ridge. The leg curves down on its outer edge and tapers to a point'

102 Canis HInDeUARTERsn cuRLy-TATLED (?) A5q706.2

Recovered ftom layers above the first floors of stor€house . length 1.575 . torso 1..14 . hindquarters 1.335 ' t8i10.043 '

height at hindquaftrs 1.42 . note on neasurement l€Nrgth and height not diagnostic; width oftorso questionabl€ . fabric fine
. Munsell reading 5YR 4/1 . c,olor dark gray . only, tail chipped

The hindleg projects out and back and the stance is an inverted U. Inside, the stance pres€nts a nar-
row huncated inverted U. An incision divides the buttocks. Leg join is 45 degrees. The animal d€pict€d
is possibly curly-tailed. Compare the mann€N' in which the tail is applied to the hindquarters of Cqra 2
Alq577.l.

103 Canis roRso A7.166

Recovered fiom featr.ne 141 locus 15 . length (exclusive ofbreast ridgp flap) 6.34 . forequsrt€rs 2.88 . neck 2.19 . torso
2.39 . hindquart€rs 3.15 . tail (at runp) 0.082 . height at for€quafters 5.38 . height at hindquarters 3.84 ' thickness
(breast ridge flry) 0.025 . fabric medium" nrmy uniform inclusions, including some gypsum . pr€s€rvaf,ion all appendages
broken; tail broken; sexual parts intact for testes; breast ridge and flap intact
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The tail emerges from the rump, tapes, and hangs down, out somewhal from the body. The sexual

parts are expressed.

_ There is a deep curve to the back. There is an attenuated breast ridge that emerges as a thin vertical
flap at the forequarters. It continues on to the belly in a deep curve and ends at the r"i-t p"tt".

This detail is unusual in the corpus; the Bos breast
ridge ends' in the sexual parts, but they are never fully
modeled in the co{pus. Here, they are and the sexual parts
are ciuried forward, as with Bos; the penis even continues
the curve of the breast ridge into the body.

There is of course a flap of skin that hangs down in
front of the forequarters of the zebu. This anato;ical detail
is not represented in the Urkesh corpus.

Yet the details chosen by the artisan to emphasize on
this figurine are striking. Are they direct representations of
physical reality, applied on a body type ordinarily not as-
sociated with these details?

Canis 103 A7.166. Right median view.
Note breast ridge and

sexual parts carried forward in belly.
Scale 1 : l.

(rendering cwL727)

The fabric is of medium consistency, as noted, with
inclusions that give the fabric body. The very thin breast
ridge would have had to be modeled with a cohesive,
malleable fabric. Musculature is indicated by finger
modeling on a wet fabric.

The photograph right documents a relationship be-
tween the human body and the figurine form that asks for
funher analysis. Here, the first two digits of the index finger
press against the forequarters of Canis 103 and define the
caudal confofination of the animal representation. The
thumb is poised to move in and pinch out the breast ridge. In
this case, the flup of clay remained on the figurine. we
wonder if this were meant to be, as the detail is unique in the
urkesh corpus? ordinarily, the flap would have been twisted
off and smoothed back into the body.

Canis 103 A7.166. Field demonsfiation.
(photograph Julie l{ruby and the author,

not entered in roster)

The record shows that A7fl41 - the feature in which this figurine sits - is contemporaneous with
tlre first floors of the AK building as Al fl I 3 . This is of interest as ther€ are severel examples of Canis
exhibiting similar manufacture that come from thc vety end of the third mitlennium or the begin-
ning of the second millennium. The attenuated breast ridge is reminiscent of the manuftcture of-the
canid hindquarters tom Khabur levels in A8 and A2. This figurine provides another clue to the develop-
ing manufacture ofthe canid body type.

f
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104 Canis rArL, cURLY (?)

221

A7q370.1

Recor-ed fio- f"atu"e 63 locus 7 . t*gO Z.f S . thickness at base 0.068 . thiclness at base, long a:ris 0.085 ' thickness

(at fol<l) 0.08 . thiclneso (at fol4 short ards) 0.64 . frbric fine, few inclusions . Munse[ reading l0YR 7/3 ' color verv

ation: tail only, abraded on one side of fold

This small columnar object is oval in section, with a curl at one tip where the medium either folds

over or has been added and imoothed to create the impression of a "curl." This fold is indented in the

center. The top of the fold is rectangular in horizontal section. There are two snall strikes on the upper

left ofthe added piece of clay.

The length of the object is surprising, but not if one compar€s it to domesticated dogs of today'

whose tails ari rather long and curl back and curl over. The greater numbers of Mozan dogs have a tighter

curl to the tail; many are trnNlarunes and this form of the appendage would not break off so easily.

See Comparative TABLE 5 Appendages ttt s.

105 Canis sExuAL PARTS, PENrs AID TESTES A7q417.1

The point of attachment is snall and argues against the identification. The object curves to one side,

as do many examples in the corPus.

Other examples of sexual parts in the corpus arc impressed against the underbelly of the animal.

See, as comparadve examples, torsos Cazu 103 N.166 and Canis 7 A5q82.1, TEMPLATE for dogs as

found at Urkesh.

106 Canis MoDEL A7q7l5.l

Can this clay artifrct be a model for Canis'! It is a smoothed, featureless clay cylinder indented at

the center with abraded or scraped grooves at either end. The elds are terminated and slightly concave.

Depending upon the orientation, the object rcpr€sents rather well the body-type fot Canis. Compare with

the-"blanks" that appear to have been used as models for heads in the Egzta corpns'

There is a hole on one flank that does not appear to go through the object. Breakage around the hole

appears modem, but hole is smaller than the trp of Fe small excavator's pick. On the opposite side, at

approximately the same height but further back, there is an indentatio'n/chip that may mark the beginning

ofa hole.

This is possibly a loom-weight.

Recovered from feature
fabric fine . Munsell
attachment

148 locus 13 . length 2.375 . thickness at tip 0.057 . thickness at testes 0.077 ' shaft 1.38 '

reading 2.5yR714 .- color light reddish brown . preservation: sexual parts only, break at place of

R"*t"*d fi"- f*t * 21S locus 2i. length5.2. height vertical axis, end A 3.12 . thiclness (horizontal a:<is, end A) 2.53
. height (vertical axis, end B) 3.15 . thiclness (horimntat axis, end B) 2.53 ' heiglrt ("."tio"l^ Tt indentation) 2.3, '

tU"d"ss il-i-"tat axis, inaenurion; 2.26 . hbic fine, some iaclusions . Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 8/8 ' color
(fabric) p;kish white . Uunsetl reaaing lnedium rsnge patina) 5YR 512 . color (medium rmge pdina) r€ddish gray ' a61"

on *loi .orface -lots change in value ibrougbout rangi inAcarca . pr€s€rvation: intact, except for grooved abrasions on

terminated ends and chip around hole on one side; shallow hole on the other side
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107 Canis FoREeuARrERs

READING FIGURINES

A9qf 12.5

Recovered ftom feah:re 66 locus 4 .length 1.83 1.46 . neck (4 l.l4 . height at for€quarters 1.8 . note on
measurement height and l€Nrgth not diagnostic; neck width qu€stiotiable . frbric fine with sone inclusions . Munsell
reading (fabdc) 5YR 8/3 . color (fabric) pink . Munse[ rcading (p*ina or depositional stain) 7.5YR 4/l . color (potina or

ional stain) dark gray . preservation: only

There is a sharp breast ridge. The outside stance is a narrow, slightly rounded inverted V. The two
sides of the forequaders are modeled differently, as if the left side wet€ molt forward. Compare other
examples from the corpus, several of which give this same impression.
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200 Canis FRAGMENTARY roRso Mq244.2

Recovered from feahne 108 locus 150 (?) . lerrg&�2.42 . for€quafien 1.17 . torso 1.43 height at forequarters (n€ck break to
tip of left foreleg) l.4l . note on m€osuxement for€quart€r width and torso width ue diagnostic . frbric nedium, few
inclusions . Munsell 5YR7l2 . colorpale red . preservation: partial torso only; ull upptoduggq!!9k*

It is very difficult to read this fragmentary object. If the most intact appendage is taken as the left
foreleg, then the body type approaches ftat of Canis. The body/foreleg join is 140 degrees. There is an
appreciable dip to the back ofthe torso, as with Cazrs 7 A5q82.1, and the outside forequarter stance is an
outcurving narrow V. Other details are impossible to read.

A2q389.1

Recovered tom feature fl49 locus 151 (second nillennium layers) . length 5.(x)6 (not diagnostic) ' forequarters 2.0 ' torso
1.74 . bindquariem 2.49 . height at for€quarters 2.83 (not diagnostic) . height at hindquaders 3.27 (not diagnostic) ' fabdc
fine with few inclusions . Mrmsell reading 2.5Y 7n . color light gra;y . pres€rvation: all rypenlages hrckeq hindquarhs
intact, but chipped fi intact; breast ri to right of hindquarters broken away

This is a lean Canis torso, the forequarters a narow
inverted V outside and a truncated (by breast ridge) inverted
V inside. The neck and the forequarters are equal in thick-
ness, at least so far as is visible given the breakage.

The rump curves up from the hindlegs in the manner
of some canids. The tail is caried high. The hindquarter
outside stance is a narrow, slightly outcurving, inverted V,
solidly founded. The hindquarters exhibit a sharp ridge from
tail to sexual pafis.

Canis 201 A2q389.1.
Right median view.

Recovered from post-Palace occupation levels,
at a time when Royal Building AK was no

longer in use - ignored and unknown.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cwl7l2)

On either side, as we have seen in several other animal representations

in the corpus - for example, Capra hindquarterc, Capra I A1.44, Capraz
AIq577.l - the buttocks are drawn backrvard into two flapt that approach
one another, as if to enclose the hindquarters. Also see hindquarterc Canis

canis 201A2q389.1. 204 A8q12.3,which exhibis the same hindquarters heatnent and also comes
Caudal view. from post-Palace occupation strata (Khabur).
Scale I : l.

(rendering sw I7l2)

I

I

I
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, These rear flaps are "crumbly."' While not seeming to adhere, they are intact. It appears that these
flaps were added as s€parate pieces of clay, then smoothed into the torso and pulled tactwarU over the
hindquarters. The fabric itself is fine with few inclusions and the frbric of ihe two hindquarter flaps
appears to have dried while in assembly or to have been drier than that used to execute the bo<fu.

The surface of the torso is srnoothed. There are light incisions coming down fiom the neclq as with
Felrs torso 14 A6q106.1.

4 ft" final analysis, it was the body type and incidence ofthe hindquarter fi€atment - tfie attenu-
ated "flaps" - that led to the classification ofthis object amongst the dogs.

202 Canis roRso, rN pRocnss oF MoDELTNG Mq437.l

The musculature is modeled by the fingers of the artisan, but not smoothed overall. On the right
flanlq for example, the medium has been pulled forward and down, but not integrated into the torso; a"shelf' of clay remains. Neither is the tail integrated into the rump, but awaits smoothing.

The forequarters al€ narrow and flat, the neck erect. The prominent breast ridge is contained within
a tight inverted V, solidly founded. The hindquarters are wide,iontained within an-open inverted U. The
tail is thick and hangs down from the rump, rmless it curves back to lie atop the nrmp. The leg join is
truncated by the torso at the top. The sexual parts arc prominent, modeled from a separati piece ofctay.

. The lean torso body type is Fe&'s, were one not to take account ofthe quarters. The fgrequarters are
quite nanow, in the manner of Equus TYPE r;the hindquarters are wide enough and the tail broad enough
fot Equus TY}E n Prominent sexual parts and stance, along with the perforation in the neclg account for
the identification. Also, the tail is canied high. It is unlikely thar the tail curved down and then back up to
meet the lump of clay that is its base atop the rump, but the manner in which the tail is carried is doglike.

Recovered fron feature 203 locus 150 . length 4.35 . forequarters 2.0 . neck 1.37 . torso t-5 . hindquatets 2.2 . til10.5' height at_forequarters 2.5 ' height at hindquarteE 2.8E . note on measur€xn€nt lreight not .Iiaanostic . fabric fine, with
- uqg4 ar rortryuarErl z.J ' trergft ar nlnoqumsrs z.UU . note on measur€rn€nt lreight not diaanostic . fabris firc, wilh
unifornly fine inclusions (gnt?); also grpsum inclusions . Munsell roading 7.5IR z7f . cotoi piot . preservdion: all
appendages broken; head missing; tail broken; sexual parts broken

t



Recovsred ftom featur€ 358 locus 22 . l€ngth (snout to to$o break) 1.5375 . forequarters 0.575 . neck (ust under ears)
0.49 . torso (body) 0.525. height of forequarters (crovn ofhead to tennination) 1.46 . cranial measure|nent (snout to back
ofhea4 cuwe ofneck) 0.85 . thickness (sor4 short axis) 0.215 . thiolness (snout long vertical axis) 0,28 . thickness (ear
to eax) 0.64 . fabrio hard and v/hite, as ivory . preservation: head intact; tip of left foreleg broken ofr, left fmleg itself

ipped . Munsell reading (approximate) 2.5YR 812 . color ) pinkish white

CATALOG Canis

203 Canis rrEAD AND ToREeUARTERS, pRoBABLy fvoRy, MINIATURE
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46.274

The object was recovered in strata inside the
walls of Royal Building AK, and is therefore coeval
with the figurines catalogued in this volume. It is,
however, outside the present typology because of the
substance from which it is made. The object is ana-
lyzed here as a representational figure, most likely
Canis.

The forelegs are articulated in the manner of
some Urkesh human figurines with a light incision to
indicate the separate members. No animal figurine is
modeled in this way. The forelegs do not meld with
the torso, but are in fact separated from it by a deep
carued incision, subsequently smoothed. This detail
argues for a carnivore, not a herbivore.

The mtrzzle is slightly concave and curves
down rather sharply to the snout.

Canis 203 46.274.
Left median, partial cranial view.

Manufacturing details are visible in this photograph,
showing reductive cuffing,

as opposed to additive modeling.

These details invite us to "read" the animal as a species sthsl than Ovis; the snout is not blunt as
migbt be expected with sheep. The ears are large and tapering, lozenge-shaped. If the medium were clay,
they would be applied; here they are carved in high relief. The eyes are large, in the manner of the
"bird&umans" on Urkesh sealings A5q704.1, 41.500+. See especially sealing 45.178 for an example of
the almond-shaped eye. The eyes arc here outlined by shpllow incisions and are less worked on the left
side ofthe muzzle than on the right side ofthe head and not snoothed or deepened as are the mouth, ears
and legs.

Very few of the Urkesh figurine corpus are
carved reductively, as is this small piece, although
some pieces are shaved and then formed additively
from cylinders or flat pieces of clay. The medium
of ivory, of course, is vastly different from clay and
imposes different sculptural techniques. See torso
Bos 8 A6q626.1, in the very process of extraction
from a larger piece of clay. Also see Humanoid
A7q52.1 for an example of leg delineation.

s + $ f i
Canis 203

Canis 203 A6.274.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw J702)

w
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The object appears to have been drilled through, in the menner of cylinder seals, from both the top
and the bottom of the torso. The bottom part of the perforation is drilled in two or three passes, as ridgei
remain. Both top and bottom of the perforation taper inwards, as if drilled fiom either end to center with a
tapering bit.

The surface of this diminutive object was abraded to a smooth finish; light scratches remain on the
surface and are visible under the magnifying glass.

The color is indicative, if not diagnostic. The material (as opposed to the fabric ofterra-cotta figu-
rines)' appearing dull white to the eye, is really not measurable on Munsell charts; a close approximation
might be given as Munsell color 2.5YR 8/2, pinkish white as read oqr the Munsell soil color cbarts 1994
Revised Edition. The prior Munsell edition cast the color as very pale brown, which actually more closely
captur€s appaxent value and hue ofthe maferial.

If this object were to be an ancient artifict in carved bone, we would expect it to be much morc or-
ange-yellow to the eye, probably documented on Munsell charts in the 'heddish yellof' range of Munsell
hues (5YR to 7.5YR). Hippopotamus ivory that survives to the present day oftelr tends to a deep brown-
orange in color. At Mozan, Bdkdnyi documented the presence of hippopotamus (a canine fragment), an
animal having to do'treither with food consumption nor herd prctection" Q001,2). This tusk fragment
may have come from the 'trppermost rreaches of a . . . Levantine populafion." It may, however, have been
imported rather than living on the steppe; its existence at Mozan may point to Egiptian contact.
@iikiinyi, 1994 and 2001).

The makers prized hippopotamus ivory for its whiteness (Moorey 1994, l15) and ̂ 4,6.274 is shiking
for that quality. Other supposed exarirples of hippopotamus ivory I have seen have suffered from deposi-
tional damage and range in color fiom dark orange-brown to deep gray. In the latter hue, I am thinking of
a plaque fragrnent of a lion-headed figure from Acemhdyiik in Central Anatolia, ca. lSth century B.c.,
Metropolitan Museum of Art Registration Number 36.70.14137.143.4.

The hardness of this type of ivory had to be reckoned with; interior surfac€s werc more likely to be
easily carved, as the enameled surfrce of the tooth was quite hard. The leg division of A6.274 appears
almost to have been sliced or chipped away in a sliver, rather than carved; and the details of the muzzle
seem to have been '\rom into" the surface, as by repeated and prolonged abrasion, rather than by actual
carving. Both these observations point to a recalcitrang hard medium, not easily worked.

Moorey says there is no evidence for the existence of the nnimel in Mesopotamia (Moorey 1994,
115), although he does cite some Late Bronze Age ivory artifacts from Tell Brak. Biikiinyi, in the works
cited, notes many exarnples where svid6ass sfths enimals has been found, even as late as-th" hoo Ag".

204 Csnis torso, sprrzrypE A8q12.3

Recovered from feature 9locus 4 . length 6.4 . forequafiers 3.3 . wk2.4. torso 3,0 . hindquarters 4.0 . tail 0.053 .
hei€ht atforequarte$ 4.6 . height at hindquarters 4.5 . note on m€asuxement width offorequarters and hindqumteN and the
height of each are not diagnostic due to brcakage; reasomable measux€Nnent of width can be taken in anterior and posterior
section above the breaks . fabric medium, uniformly fine chafftemper . Munsell r€ading 2.5YR 8/3 . color pale iellow .
preservation: all appendages broken; tail chipped; left foreleg and hindleg broken high into trody
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Canis 204 48q12.3.
Right median view.

The body stance is typical of the corpus.
The hindquarters, however,

differ markedly when seen in caudal section.
Scale 1 ; 1.

(photograph Vl0e0613)

Cqnis 204 A8q12.3.
Caudal section.

Fingerprints visible.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V10e0616)

Even in the field, before lab examination and analysis and even with the striking treatuent of the
hindquarters, it was obvious that this figurine was a representation ofa dog. Since we do place this figure
rn the Canis cotpus, we must observe that the technique of manufacture has varied little over a period of
some 400 years. The strata and the building from which this figurine was recovered date to Khabur, Old
Babylonian times - from Phase 4 or at the latest Phase 5 layers at Urkesh.

It appears that the rounded ridge between the buttocks was applied as a separate piece of ftbric and
then further modeled to shape. Fingerprints remain. See photograph MZ9(?), VEl006l5.

Other figurines from the corpus exhibit variants of hindquarters finished in the fashion of A8q12.3.
Orle - Canis 201 Mq389.l - was recovered from early second millennium layers, that is to say, either
from stata within the Royal Building but ofa different occupational nature than those of the first floors;
or from levels immediately above the Palace walls, from a time when the occupants were unaware of the
nature of the building that lay below.

. Other notable parallels from the AK corpus - recovered from strata vvithin the Royal Building and
not from Post-Palace occupational levels - are Capra I torso for a good approximation of the recessed
hindquarters and caudal treatuient, Capra 2 Alq577.l for an unusual variant on the hindquart€rs with
protective "flaps ," and Felis 32 A1.48 torso TYPE tl for the expressed sexual parts.

205 Canis roRso A10q146.2

Recovered ftom fedr.ne 67 locus 3 . length 6.75 . torro 2.74 . hindquart€rs 3.96 . frbric medium, many fine gypsum
inclusions . Munsell reading (grpsum wash) 2.5Y 812 . color Gypsum wash) pale yellow . Munsell rcading (fabric) 7.5YR
6/3 . color (fahric) light brown . conservation: fragile . preservafion: all app€Nrdagps broke4 except left hind leg which

be terminated
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There is a deep curye to the back. The hindquarter stance is a
slightly open inverted U on the outside, an inverted V inside. Hindlegs
meet at 60 degrees.

The remains of a rypsum wash adhere to the buttocks indentation.
The coating is also apparent on the left foreleg and flank, the left
hindleg, and the underbelly. There is a contrast in color and there are
many fine gypsum (or calcium carbonate) inclusions in the fabric. It is
usually the case that the hue of the presumed slip and the fabric of the
artifact is the same; this would indicate that the slip is in fact a dilute
mixture of water and the original fabric. With Canis 205,what must be
a oogypsum wash" was likely mixed and applied in a separate and later
stage of manufacture from the wedging of the fabric and the modeling
ofthe figurine.

READING FIGURTNES

Cqnis 205 A10q146.2
Caudal view.

The gypsum wash adheres
to the buttocks, but has largely

been chipped away.
Scale I : l.

(photograph VTb20l2

206 LoNG-sTEMMED vEssEL wrrH Two Docs AT Tr{E BASE A10q719.l

Recovered from feature 298 locus 28 . heigh (lip ofbowl to base) 10.6 . diamet€r (ofbowl, long dinension) 7.8 . diameter
(of bowl, shorter dimension) 7.6 . falric coarse, pebblotempered; many inclusions, including silica . Mrmsell rcading
2.5YR 6/6 ' oolor light red . cons€rvation: ftagile . preserv*ion: bowl fragnented Cozis theriomorphic figue,s d bas€
heavilv abraded

r.8

s+
Canis 206 A10q719.1.

Left median and cranial (frontal) views.
Scale 1 :2.

(rendering cw J80l)
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The canids are on either side ofa pedestal holding a bowVcup and they stand out in front ofthe ob-
ject, providing footing and support for the piece as well as framing a sort of'lrotected" space at the foot
ofthe object. One thinks ofthe rampant animals ofvarious species flanking palace gates, attested as early
as the lion orthostats and enffance supports for the Palace of Kapara at Tell llalaf. (Domemann 1997,
260-462, figures 2 and 3) In both instances, the monumental and the utilitarian, the animals have adopted
a static posture, posed and solid, indicative of the material mass from which they were fashioned and of
the attitude or function of the beasts. The hindlegs of the Urkesh 66i{s might suggest a recumbent
position. Without this attachment, the object could be taken for a goblet, a pedestal with a shallow bowl
ato' it' 

s.6
There has been some discussion amongst staff regarding the

identification of the animals on this footed vessel. Certainly, the
very heavily abraded back legs are catlike - Felis in type - but
both attitude and the relationship of body part to body part places
these animals amongst the canids (carnivores, to be sure).

The fabric is quite red, coarse, tempered with tiny pebbles.
Finer inclusions are also present, os, silica. The interior of the
shallow bowl is black at the break, as if the object had been inade-
quately fired, similar to coarse cooking ware. Marilyn Kelly-
Buccellati acknowledged this obsenration while noting that this was
possibly a ceremonial object and not a vessel destined for use in
domestic surroundings.

The object, when recovered, had leached salts to the surface.
The surface flaked offwhen cleaning was attempted. The object was
consolidated.

It will be important to study this object with several other objects that are iconographically similar,
but which are not obviously theriomorphic in intent. A snall bowl, A10.216 - possibly founded on feet
or with projecting <arms' - was recovered in contemporaneous levels (Al0k28 800). The frbric was
described in the field notes as "bricky, not bumed" and the object itselfwas provisionally described as an
"andiron".

5.2

Seen from above, in dorsal section, its form was like the present
object. It was removed from the ground - the feet or projecting "ams"

were destroyed in excavation - and taken to the dig house. [t was
photographed in situ - forhrnately - for it was dropped and shattered
in a lab move. The fabric was the same as that of Canis 206 A10q719.1,
never too solid in any event.

Geometric designs often reflect animal form. Two sherds have been
recovered in these same levels bearing designs that are reminiscent of the
"protective" or enfoldittg projections of vessel AI0q719.1. A sherd with
bitumen drippings or tracings, A10q742.1, ffi&y depict a horned animal
whose schematic torso and legs are not unlike a table - feet solidly
founded under a flat surface (See a discussion of bitumen usage in
Carnivora.).

Whether or not the maker inGnd€d to emphasize contained space, the dssign, open on one side, is
unlikelv to be accidental.

Canis 206 A10q719.1.
Base of long-stemmed vessel.

Scale I :2.
(rendering cw J01)

F- 6.4 cm -{

Geometric Obj ect Al0q7 42.I.
Dripped, daubed orpainted

tectiform or cervid
on ceramic sherd.

Scale 1 :2.
(rendering cw J730)
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Yet another large curving sherd bears several animal-like designs stuck into what must have been
wet clay. Each of the sketches on this sherd seems to r€pr€sent a different animal; one, the simplest of
those surviving on the sher4 is reminiscent of tuaifurmes found on the walls of Paleolithic cavems. This
is no hu! but may represent an animal to the point here - an open hearth not unlike the
straightforward graphic outlines of A10.216, the solidly founded animal form of Al0q742.l or the open
arms of Canis 206 A10q719.1.

While these objects are vastly dissimilar
in function, they seem to hearken to a similar
impulse. It is rather more likely that they may
in fact cluster about some ritual function;
whereas we have been unable to establish such
usage for the AK figurine corpus.

The layers in which they were found are
within the walls of AK, or in the case of Canis
206 A10q719.1, embedded in or very near the
wall of the Royal Residence, excavated late in
l\ltZIz.I take these levels to be late third mil-
lennium and to be associated with the Palace
occupations; in this case, perhaps the juncture
of the Service Building AK and the Royal
Residence. At the end of the season of excava-
tion (lvIZl3), we assigned them to late Phase 4
or early Phase 5 strata.

A10q715.1.
Ceramic sherd becing possible aninal sketches and

on the right a solidly founded'protective" form.
(rendoing cw J802)

207 Canis Torso, cnRLy:TArLED MrryrATrrRE I3.8

Recovered from third millennium snarun nee the city gate, q<cavation season MZI . length 3.21 . forequarters 1.425 .
torso1.125. hindquetersl.5. height at for€quart€,rs 2.025 . height at hindquartffs 1.5 . frbric fine, with unifomrly fine
inclusions (grit?) . Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 712 . color (fahric) pinkish gra,y . Munsell reading (depositional stain)
5YR 4/l . color (depositional stain) dark gray . preservation: perfordion broken; bottom halfofleft foreleg broken off, right

broken off; head missing; tail intact

The body is stocky, compact (the ratio ht: w3 = I : 1). There is a deep curve to the back. The neck
merges with the torso, yet is carried high- Forelegs are extended forward. Buttocks fused and recessed.
The hindquarters are clearly doglike, contained within a solidly founded inverted U. The tail is carried
high and curves up and back onto itself. Sexual parts are possibly indicated under the tail.
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There is a perforation through a raised
ring where the neck joins the torso. The
breast ridge is indicated; it terminates in
belly. This detail is elsewhere diagnostic of
bovids.

The attitude is striking in this figurine,
as if the animal were running or leaping.
Legs are extended sfiaight out in front, a
detail frequently seen among Felis.

The figurine is smoothed, slightly
scraped.

23r

Conis 207 K3.8.
Rieht median view.

Scale 2: l .
(photograph V9e0213)

TalI Munbeqa. .Etrzd (?) 463 Mbq 30/31{ (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 82). Compd€ alert shnce and the rnanner in
whish the tail - carried high - is rendered-
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CANIS

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FIND

300 Canis FoREeuARTERs

READING FIGURINES

21.298

Surface find ' leng&4.62 . forequarters 2.73 . neck 1.94 . torso2.36 . fabric fine, with unifornly fine chaf temper' .
Munsell reading 2.5Y 8/3 . color pale yellow . geservation: fragmentary forcquarters, heavily abraded

The forequarters are triangular in vertical section (see
photograph V10e0815.). The torso is lean, with musculature
indicated by scraping. The legs project forward. The curve of
the back is deep. The penis is expressed in the belly.

The appendages and the torso of the figurine are built
around a core visible at both foreleg breaks and seen in
contrast of color and as a slightly raised core (photograph
v10e0814). Two holes, vertically aligned and visible at the
torso break, may align with the right outside edge of the core.

It is likely that the manufacturing process was additive,
cylinder applied tp cylinder, rather than modeling from a
single piece of clay. In this case, the appendages would have
been extruded or pulled outward from clay in the body mass
and no core would therefore be visible.

Canis 300 21.298.
Left median view.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e0814)



ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS
INTERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
ATURKESH (TELLMOZAN)

ORDER Carnivora

FAMILIES
Fel idaeoUrs idaeoMuste l idae

GENERA
Felis o (Jrsus o Mellivora

ORDERS (SUBORDERS)
Insectivora o Rodentia (Hystricognathi)

FAMILIES
Erinaceidae . Hystricidae

DISCUSSION
The Genera

CATALOG
The Urkesh Corpus
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CARNIVORA
FELIS AND OTHER NONDOMESTICATED SPECIES

A Type Apart

237

Clearly, domestication
is a major force in the
maintenance and form of
animal species. With each
genus, there are changes in
body conformation that come
with domestication and are
already well established by
the third millennium in the
Middle East.

Save one. The animals
of the order Carnivora were
not successfully domesticated
at this time nor would they
likely ever be with much
success; although Agnds
Benoit, in a catalog to a
collection of objects from
Susa, does refer to the
domestication of the bear "by

the beginning of the 4th
millennium B.C." (1992, 67)

Felis ponthera leo, a present-day counterpart of large cats that once roamed the
Syrian steppe. Aspects of body type that are encountered in the Mozan/Urkesh ty-
pology are: lean torso with defined musculature, extended legs that do not meld
with body, mane, blunt square muzzle, short pointed ears, and the ffied thin rat

tail. Photogaph by Nicholas Brandt, courtesy of the photographer.

Although dogs are meat eaters and of the order Carnivora, they are not included in this cate-
gory. Their body type is different, and so they are grouped together as a type unto themselves. By

rights, the hyena should be here, too; yet were we to find an example in the corpus, as we have

amongst the faunal remains, it would joitr the dog, which it resembles, in a separate category.

Other animals may share some of the characteristics of Carnivora, in most cases because of a

lean body type. Neither are they domesticated. (Jrsus - the bears - for example , ffia omnivores as

well as being carnivorous, and they have been grouped here. Although the body type is stocky, as

are cattle, (Jrsus shares a long torso with other carnivores. Mustelidae are represented by a single
example - the lean silhouette of Carnivora 402 A1.33, a third millennium ancestor of Mellivora

capeisis. Most weasels, badgers, and their like are completely carnivorous. They destroy vermin,

especially rodents, and some occasionally take poultry (Bertin, Burton, et al. 1967).

At least one fragmentary example of a hedgehog has been recovered, Carnivora 40A A5q743
- Order Insectivora Far4ily Erinaceidae. It is included here as an example of a nondomesticated
mammal. As do most insect-eating mammals, the hedgehog also eats meat - mollusks, reptiles,

worrns, and small rodents, rendering the family of great utility (Bertin, Burton, et al. 1967).
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A somewhat stylized model ofa hedgehog has been recovered at Susa from a deposit in the
temple of Inshushinak (thirteenth to twelflh century B.c.); it was carved from limestone, firlly mod-
eled in the round and sits atop a snall cart of bitumen compound (I{arpea Aruz, et al. l9i object
202). The Urkesh example is most likely a fragment of a theriomorphic attachment for a vessel.

Lions at Urkesh
LiOnS - (cfg4sts," 

Van Buren
liked to call them - capture the
imagination. Regal, roaring, wild
exemplars of our pussycats, the ge-
nus has cast its elegant shadow
across art history from the very ear-
liest days of the breed's domestica-
tion.

The majority of the carnivores
represented in the Urkesh corpus
are feline. Of the large cats - of
course, not domesticated, except
perhaps by Tupkish himself - in
the Mozan region, two were most
frequent, the panther and the lion.
No distinction has been made as to
the representation of body type be-
tween these two large cats, unless
the provisional distinction between
Felis TYPE I and Felis TypE rr ad-
dresses the difference. Yet, the clar-
ity of form of Carnivora and the
number of good examples that have
survived, albeit in fragmentary
form, speak of the importance of the
beasts in the Urkesh pantheon.

Mozan. Lion Foundation Peg 495.
Photograph courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Now of course, domesticated species can be observed close-up and on a daily basis. We might
expect accurate detailing, such as we encounter with the large tails of the fat-tailed sheep or the hu-
human-made harness of horses. With wild animals, by contrast, direct observation cannot ptuy such
a large role leading, one mightthink, to idealization, simplification of details atthe expens; ofnatu-
ralistic rendering.

The opposite is true. If anything , Felis representations at Urkesh are remarkable for the realis-
tic detail and verve of individual pieces. The best known of the images, the twin lion foundation
Pegs, one at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the other at the Louvre, have been taken as "Hur-
rian." This is so first because of incised cuneiform signs on the plaque (Metropolitan) and the stone
tablet (Louvre) beneath the lions' feet that relate the objects to "Tish-a-tal,ruler of Urkesh" and not
at all because of their artistic treatment.
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Oscar White Muscarella, in his catalog of ancient Near Eastern artifacts in the collections of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art is categorical about the manufacture of the lion pegs. He says "the

(Metropolitan) piece exhibits no features that may be called Hurrian, as opposed to general Near
Eastern" (Muscarella 1988, object 495 illustrated on pages 3754) (Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati
1988, 93-99, especially 98). Some fifteen years later, Shwartz and Akkennans, in an otherwise ex-
emplary study of archreology in Syria, repeat the common wisdom: "It is unlikely, in any event, that
a distinctive Hurrianart or'culture' can be distinguished from the other manifestations of material
culture in third-millennium Syro-Mesopotamia" (Akil<ennans and Schwartz 2003).

I will find reason to differ with Muscarella's analy-
sis. No other exemplars of "Hurrian art" were known, af-
ter all, at the time of the appearance of the lion pegs on
the antiquities market. tsut we will also take issue with
Al&ermans and Schwartz. And with the publication of the
present volume, we also may respectfully respond to
Moorey, who says in the third of the Schweich Lectures
of the British Academy that "whereas bulls are listed
amongst published zoomorphic terracottas, lions do not
seem to be" (Moorey 2003). Now, we have such exam-
ples, solidly dated to the middle and end of the third mil-
lennium and from stratified layers at Tell Mozan, ancient

Mozan. Lion Sculpture from Temple BA. site of Tish-a-tal's city.
At Urkesh (B 1 . I 64), atop the High Mound.

(Kelly-Buccellati 1998, Fig. I[II. l)
Commentary and description

I will also take issue with Moorey's statement thatin Kelly-Buccellati 1990.

Naturalism would not generally appear to have been uppermost in the
modeller's mind except with exotic forms . . .

But Moorey is remarkably astute and rightly cautious. He added a qualifi

- if the given identities are reliable. (Moorey 2003)

Now we know that these artifacts are linked
by the naturalism with which they are rendered.
First recovered at the site was the lion sculpture
from Temple BA atop the high mound at Tell Mo-
zan. Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati remarked that the
disordered rendition of the hair in the lion's mane
gives the impression that the artist '\vas trying to
represent a lion he had acfually seen in person"
(1990b, 127, Plate 9.1 and above). Elsewhere,
speaking of a carved stele found in a disturbed and
eroded area near Temple BA, she emphasizes the
artisan's concern with individuality, "natural and
typical poses" tha! "may be a general characteristic
of Mozan art" (1990a, 154).

King's seal k2
from the Royal Storehouse AK at Urkesh.
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Muscarella seems to say that the lion peg in the Louvre is executed more summarily rhen is
the Metropolitan Muse'm exemplar; the '1nane hair is not rendered as fufted layers,', and the rendi-
tion of the shoulder muscles is less detailed (in Buccellati and Kelly-Buccett"ii fefl;. At Urkesh,
the lion's mane may be subject to diverse treafuents but is always rcndered with a noa to reAity.
From strata of a somewhat later time than Temple BA, in the Royal Storehouse, the lion's mane is
rendered realistically - Felis 24 A7.l2s and, Felis 109 A5q790.1 (see TABLE6 1 & lA petts &
surface Decoration) - by incised flowing lines, sometimes intersecting, but never frr from theanimal model - the realistic template, as it were. We bave also recoveid an impression of the
king's seal (see previous page); here, the liol's mane is rendered realistically, flowing, the mark of
a real animal, not an abshaction.

From coeval strata at other southem third millennium sites - notably Nippur, possibly ur
and Kish - artisans devote special attention to the lion's mane, yet not in ihe ifo" d-o". u. ur
Urkesh. The m-ane is carefully rendered and regular, not to say atstract, in its execution. At Nippur,
for example, $e.mane is a repetitive series of parallel lines in ranks; at Ur/Kish (?) it becomes a se-
ries of incised zigzags (van Buren 1930, plates )ol-)ctrI). Although van Brren does not make
much of the sylization of the rendering of these artificts, the plates sirpport Kelly-Buccellati's ob.
servation that'hone of the Earlier Dynastic lions give the impression that a lion 

-was 
actually seen

in person ' (1990b, !!l). OntV tw_o millennia later, at Nippur.is there a freestanding lion sculpture
(a panther?) ftom Nippur that ecioes the vitality of the urkesh co,rpus (notably, rAi, g es.is.t);
frog sgata some 300 years earlier, two molded lion plaques aepici ttre'animai with a naturalistic
stride, legs extended back and distinct from the torso, as are the urkesh examples (van Buren 1930,
205, Plate L)ilil lFtg. 206).

- These carefirlly observed and naturalistically rendered figures are protagonists in an imagined
setting as seen in the sealing corpus atMozan This case is made most impresiively by the lion withjaws agape seated next the throle of Tupkisll ruler of Urkesh. Is that a royal han-d jetched out to
pet the lion? Can tlat be the prince standing atop the roaring beast feet buried in ib mane? The an-
swer is yes on the latter count fu a s6aling impression ofthe-.iking,s seal', k2 @uccellati 1996; Buc_
cellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1996), where just such a scene is depicted. The same naturalistic detail
is encountered in a rampant lion on the seal ofthe son ofthe King - obviously his chosen symbol.

This projection of a real animal that lived on the
northern Syrian steppe in the mid-third millennium into
an imagined dynastic reality is unique among the animal
species recovered at the site. The beast itself is changed,
domesticated by the very presence of the king and his
progeny. In effect, the artist's hand tames the beast,
completirg a real-world domestication experiment (see
discussion below). By contrast, the ram and calf (?) pre-
sent in the royal sealings are naturalistic, reflecting types
commonly seen in the real world of animal husbandry at
Urkesh; their presence is as if reported, neither com-
mented upon nor transformed at all.

2 crn

Mozan. Seal impression A7q853.2, dumu endan
the king's son and his chosen symbol.

(rendering by Pietro Pod)
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However one might quantify or characterrze the "naturalism" of the Urkesh colpus, it is unde-
niable that an artistic will is at work. The Urkesh figurines are, with notable frequency, crafted with
care. They are the result neither of accident nor of inadvertence, small sculptures, modeled by a
firm and sure hand hewing close to a model either held in hand or in mind.

Frankfort remarked late in his career that the prehistoric period was a "'somewhat monoto-
nous' prelude to the florescence of Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilization in the fourth millen-
nium 8.C." (cited in Wengrow 2003). Wengrow generously takes the "rudimentary understanding of
Neolithic life in the Fertile Crescenf' as contributing cause.

Less easily explained away is Frankfort's pronouncement about all clay figurines. It is per-

haps time to reevaluate his dismissive judgment.

The prehistoric clay figurines of men and animals do not differ in character
frornsimilar artless objects found throughout Asia and Europe. A history of
art may ignore them, since they cannot be considered the ancestors of Sume-
rian sculpture. (Franldoft 1970)

I have noted that something of a countennovement is in the making. Some commentators
simply do assume that figurines belong to the same world as monuments. See for example, Jean
Evans' reasoning for the attribution of a small striding lion cast in copper alloy. She assigns the afii'
fact to Anatolia or Syria in the mid-first millennium, because it resembles monumental stone reliefs
of the period (Evans Fall 2003). One may assume she would reason similarly were the object to be
molded from clay. An incisive essay by David Wengrow (2003) on the neglected clay figurines of
the Neolithic plays out arguments that diminutive terra-cotta objects carry cultural information that
should not be ignored. He encourages us to factor in context and symbolic meaning in our analysis
of these artifacts.

The study in hand relies upon the internal coherence of measurement and secondary charac-
teristics to make the argument that figurines are artifacts worthy of sustained consideration. In the
same way that the muscled, graceful torso and stanc e of Felis 8 is echoed in small sculpture at Nip-
pur halfway through the first millennium, the attention to detail and form of much of the Urkesh
figurine corpus finds sympathetic expression in contemporaneous sculpture, both on a small scale
(the Urkesh royal seals) and in freestanding sculpture (the AK lion). We unravel the precious weave

of historical meaning if we dismiss these diminutive art objects.

Carnivores and Herbivores at Mozan
At a glance, when the excavator encounters a fragmentary figurine fresh from the ground, a

number of distinguishing characteristics help to identify Felis and other carnivores. Most notable,
first off, is the length of the torso, a lean body. The torso is between two and three times as long as
it is wide.

Almost as telling, the forelegs of Felis do not meld with nor blend into the torso, but are
clearly separate from the body and stand out from it. In real-life anatomical terms, the pectoral
(shoulder) girdle has "lost its rigid attachment to the rest of the skeleton and'floats' within muscles
outside the rib cage" (Davis 1987):
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lHffi"ffiffi filh#"*;:6ff ffi#f : ]:*ja*ing suf-

In the typology of Carnivora at Urkesh, the hindlegs are similatly articulated. In real life, the
hindlegs, attached to the pelvic girdle, provide thrust for itre animal in its forward motion by way of
the vertebral column and a series of fused vertebrae called the sacrum. Sacrum and pelvic girAte are
attached.

The Carnivora paw also is articulated - only the toes are in contact with the ground. The
metapoidals ("ankl""),

usually somewhat elongated, are now functionally part of the limb, and hence
make it longer which increases the stride. @avis l9g7 Fig. 2.12)

Both skeletal particularities would be an advantage :
when the animal is pouncing or slashing at a prey: I i I

The body of the cat is built for agihty, climbing, pouncing,
jumping, and short bursts of speed after prey tnit is smallei
than itself." (Clutton-Brock 1993)

The sketch (righO by Sfndor Bdk6nyi, raken from a
field notebook, illustrates this type of body join ffid, inci-
dentally, the elongated metapoidals, although they were
not the subject of the discussion @6k6nyi and Hauser
1993, l0). The leg construction is also visible in Nicholas
Brandt's photograph of the pouncing lion reproduced at
the beginning of this discussion.

Mozan. Ovis - fat-tailed sheep
from the steppe in present-day Syria.

Note the way
the body is founded on the legs,
a typical herbivore body join.

(photograph by the aurhor)

i - . r #
Carnivora leglbody join (and articulated paw)

as sketched by Sr{ndor Bdkdnyi
in discussions about

the typology of figurines found at Urkesh.

In contrast to the haunch of Felis and other meat eaters
('the hip, buffock and upper thigh in . . . animals," according to
The American Heritage Dictionary), the upper leg of a herbivore
is "contained in the body" (S6ndor B6k6nyi locution) at the point
where it joins the body. The hoof is a hard extension of the leg,
not a tool for slashing. The animal is heavier, slower moving, so
the legs are used for support, rather than allowing the animal to
rmpel itself forward. FrirLy herbivores - the young ones and
the agitated ones -jump straight up and not oui, as ilshot from
a cannon. These real-life details are represented in the figurines
from the Royal Storehouse at Urkesh. Even ir frug-entary state,
the herbivores atMozan contrast markedly with the carnivores in
the corpus.
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The Typology
Here is a preliminary list of diagnostic features for Felis - the wild cats - and, with some

modification, other nondomesticated animals at Urkesh.

lg < 3w2
Body length

lg> 2w2

is the same as or slightly less than three times torso width.

Alternatively, body length is the same as or slightly greater than two times torso width.

w3 >/- wL
Hindquarters are slightly larger than or equal in width to the forequarters.

w2 4: 4l5wl
The torso is slightly less than 80 percent of the width of the forequarters.

forequarters : torso : hindquarters :1 : 0.8 : I

wl@neck<l-w2
The neck is less than or equal in width to the torso.

Felis 8 A5.25.1 TYPE I. Left median plane (photograph), dorsal view (rendering).

Diagnostic details are exceptionally clear on this fragmentary carnivore torso.
This stance - the extension of the legs forward and back - is not to be encountered aguio

amongst Mesopotamian terra cottas until almost two millennia later, at Nippur ca. 450 B.C. (van Buren 1930)-
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph Vl 3-l 100d2985, rendering cw F714)
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Felis A7q684.2. Caudal view.
The band linking tail and anus

to sexual parts is evident.
(rendering cwl724)

Additionally, Carnivora at Urkesh may exhibit some and not
infrequently all of these characteristics:

THE IJPPER PART OF THE LEGS (OR 'HAUNCH') STAI\DS
OUT FROM AND DOES NOT MELD INTO THE TORSO .

MUSCT]LATI]RE IS CLEAR, WELL DEFIITED A]YD STRONG.

BUTTOCKS ARE FUSED.

SEXUAL PARTS ARE EXPRESSED.

IN THE CASE OF CERTAIN CARNIVORES, THERE IS,A PENIS
STRAP, SOMETIMES ASSOCIATED WITH A THICK BAI\ID THAT
GOES FROM TAIL TO SEXUAL PARTS, DIVIDING THE BUTTOCKS.
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Fe,,b TYPE I Trnd TYPE II
As a tentative observation, there appear to be two different types of camivore torso. TypE I is

lean and muscled, as would be the panther, mountain cat, or leopari^(see Felis g above).

tvpe u is also feline, but has rounded, prominent buttocks often divided by a line or even
sometimes by a raised lmnLd. This would appear to be the lion of Urkesh Often the buttocks curve
9o*T a meet the hindlegs. This second type displays a heavy neck/body join. The torso/body
length ratio is not quite as long as TypE I; veith rypE u, the ratio is "xpness"a thus: rg >F 2w2 (in
length, thj torso is grcater then or equal to twice the width of the hansve:rse section takt verticaily
at th9 miqpoint of the torso). This means that the torso of this large cat is in frct still lean as com-
pared with other animal tonos in the corpus. .@zr,ls, for example, displays a similar body length ra-
tio, but based on the hindquarters, not the torso.

This observation must be taken as provisional until more evidence has been collected, perhaps
from adjacent sites in coeval strata,

Domestication of the Wild Catu
Domestication of Felis has always been an iS proposition, perhaps providing an experience

of fleeting success but doomed to eventual failure. Even Bo* i)"" "i*'a^aly, #th the authors
wistful for some Edenlike state where h'mankind and savage animals could live-side by side.

clutton-Brock calls the cgt_ a llsgritarry huntet'', bonowing a page from Rudyard Kipling,s
lexicon - "The Cat that Walked by Himself' - and sle rema*s tnaf tf,e cat is the only household
animal (perhaps excluding the mouse) tlat is entirely free-ranging. l1s gres.ting is theJfore uncon-
trolled by humans and the processes ofartificial selection oftypeJhave not radlcafly altered the ge-
nus; in fact, Felis remains in type fair-ly close to the wild progenitor. The breeds that disting"irh th"
household and show pet we know today emerged over thjhsi 100 years or so (Clutton-Brock 1993)

_ Although an example of a domesticdted cat mandible may have been recovered in Neolithic
Cyprus (ca. 6000 B'c.), @avis 1987, Fig 6.5), domesticated Felrb must wait until the Middle King-
dom:f Eq/pt for- pictorial representation and until the New Kingdom to emerge ur " t  y domesti-
cated species and to be installed as a sacred animal. This is, as Clutton-Brocl notes, .Gmarkably
late" amongst domesticated species. By contrast, there is evidence for caprine herders in a ..narrow
zone along the front ofthe Zagros Mountains around 9000-10000 cal. o.ci, 6rot" tlte;.

^ ̂  ̂  . A recent discovery may push evidence for cat domestication earlier, however. In the spring of
2004, researchers from the CNRS (cenhe d'Anthropologie Scientifique de Toulouse) reported-the
discovery on Cyprus of a complete cal skelelon forty centimeters from a human Uurii aating to the
ninth millermium o.c- @incon 2004). The similar states ofpreservation and positions of the burials
in the ground suggest that the person and the cat were buried together.
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Felis 37 A7q684.2vental view.
The penis strap is clearly indicated,

as is the band
connected to the sexual parts.

(rendering cwI724)

At Urkesh, we are able to identify carnivores amongst
the animal representations, as noted in this introduction to the
genus. And we have identified with certainty the trappings of
domestication for Equus - halters, bridles, reins and tethers,
possibly even bit models. What is also equally certain is that
some of the carnivores at Urkesh were outfitted with trap-
pings that must have had to do with domestication, control
through animal husbandry. A dozen Carnivora figurines are
outfitted with a strap across the penis; most of these animal
representations also exhibit a wide band coming down from
below the tail or from the anus to expressed sexual parts.

I think that there can be no doubt these animals played
a part in an experiment related to domestication. Its aim was
to tame, subjugate, or render docile these wild animals. For
what purposes, wo must await further testimony. We may for
the moment only imagine the uses to which a domesticated
wild cat might be put. We would probably not be far amiss if
we were to say that it would be in the interest of the kings of
Urkesh to tame an animal invested metaphorically with impe-
rial power. The king's seal recounts, if not the reality, then
the will to tame the wild beasts that roamed the steppe below
the ancient crty,

There is a metaphorical dimension to this argument, although it is unsupported to this date by
textual material. We have, however, artifactual materi al that attests to the importance of the large
cat at Urkesh. One find is unstratified. The body type, however, belongs clearly to Felis. The penis
of this creature is splayed out in a clover shape; from each leal as from the clawed pad of a large
cat, an incision is drawn.

One other figurine amongst the carnivores
exhibits deep holes around the tip of the penis
(Felis 35 A7.11), although there is no sign of
claws; they may have been abraded away, as this
figurine was heavily encrusted with depositional
matter. Only cleaning revealed the holes.

Felis 302 21.203.
The clover-shaped clawed penis

is linked to the anus by a thin band,
visible here and in caudal plane.

See PLATES.
(rendering cw 1727)
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A claw rendered in the same manner can be
seen on a garment, evidently an animal skin,
draped about the shoulders of an anthropomorphic
figurine recovered in third millennium strata
immediately outside the Royal Residence. The skin
was thrown over the shoulders and hanging down
like straps were two paws, incised in the manner of
the clover-shaped penis. Apparently, carrrivores
were not only slated for domestication, but were
harvested and husbanded, too - at least for the
warmth and panache afforded by their skins.

tion several times repeated in ancient iconography - two ex-
amples only, millennia apart - Ishtar Gueryidre, portde par le
lion [Amiet and Arnaud 1980] and a cylinder seal from
Achremenian times representing a king standing on a lion
[Ghirshm an 1964, 4401).

Mozan. A12.48. Cranial view.
Anthropomorphic f igure
with animal skin cloak.

Scale I : l.
(rendering cw J802)

READING FIGURINES

412.48 Detail, claw on man's garment
from strata near the Royal Residence.
Photograph from videotape records.

Scale app. 1.5 : l.
(Hauser 1999)

Taming Lions
The question is all too apparent one ever expect

completely to tame a lion? Domestication for the great cats is
simply a matter apart� Clearly, the animals are not herded. They
roamed the plains in prides, one assumes, never in great flowing
flocks, as do the herbivores. Nor was the genus unalterably
changed by contact with humans; it's just not a question of breed-
ing, selective management in order to control the animals. Nor
does the lion ever become unalterably dependent upon its human
host.

Even Tupkish's lion is
none too happy - unless he is
yawning contentedly, as some
commentators have conjec-
tured @uccellati 1999). He
may be a royal symbol, yet the
mantle rests uneasy. He roars
his discontent, as the young
crown prince buries his toes in
his mane (a precarious situa-

lran. Bwst of a Medion(s14.
Fifth to fourth century B.C.,

Teheran and Cleveland Museums.
Courtesy Cleveland Museum of Art
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Millennia later, the Medes were still trying to tame the savage beast. Ghirshman, in describing
a bust executed in lapis lazuli, conjectures that the lion cub the man is carrying is a royal pet, not an
offering. He says:

Full-grown animals that were offered were naturally confined in the royal
parks, but a lion cub might well have been allowed into the palace as a pet for
the young princes. (Ghirshman 1964,245,Fi9.295 and frontispiece)

One might hypothesize that the lion cub would not happily have come into a human habita-
tion. Witness the sculpture ('Jaws agape . . . paws disproportionately large" intones Ghirshman

libid., 2451). The object is entitled "Median (sic) lion strangler" in the collections of the Cleveland
Museum ofArt.l

An earlier representation of the same subject matter from a Khorsabad monumental alabaster
is no less "realistic," the body of the lion cub contorted as it pushes against its captor, the mtJz-zle
wrinkled in a snarl. The musculatwe of the body is overtly detailed, reminiscent of the Urkesh terra
cottas. (Parrot 1969, 378 ldocumentation iconographiquel) Here the bearer is Gilgamesh himself,
giving rise to the thought that the representation might be iconic rather than real.

Nimrud. Ursus.
Repoussde, from a bronze bowl.

(van Buren 1939)

Dancing Bears

Van Buren, in her compendium, The Fauna of An-
cient Mesopotamia as Represented in Art tells us that
representations of Ursus were not cornmon in the an-
cient Near East. Her study nonetheless convinces us that
Ursus was a ubiquitous presence throughout the history
of the region. She presents us with examples from Uruk
to Parthian times. Her annotations conve)r the impres-
sion that Ursus was closely observed, for a number of
the objects from Jemdet Nasr times are "skillfully

carved."

She juxtaposes a "remarkable" cylinder seal from
Jemdet Nasr levels at Khafajeh with a bronze bowl in
repouss4e from Nimrud that conveys "precisely the
same attifude" - v bear grasps the branches of a tree in
an idyllic mountainous countryside (van Buren 1939
Figs. 23,24).

Although van Buren is seeking to demonstrate neither domestication nor a close tie with hu-
man communities, she supplies in another volume what is a possible example of tame (Jrsus

begging bear from Susa. The animal holds its forepaws aloft "in the attitude of one praying" (1930).
Van Buren refers also to what she terms the magical, "prophylactic" use of the animal at Ur and by
inference at Susa.

'Another observer (Edith Porada) has referred to ttre piece as "the lion cuddler!" (K. J. Bohac 2001). Conversation with
the then assistant curator of Egyptian art regarding pelt treafinent and the lions of Urkesh as compared to CMA hold-
ings. R. Hauser. Saint Paul, Minnesota.
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One of these examples is illustrated in an exhibition catalog accompanying Susian artifacts
from the Louvre (see photograph below for reference.). Benoit, the commentator, chooses not to
emphasize the reverential in this animal portrait, but underlines instead the naturalistic, even playful
rendering of an animal ancestor of the "hactable brown bear" that still lives in the Zagros moun-
tains.

She delightedly details the "comfortable" posture of the bear
drinking honey from a pot and takes special note of the artisan's
"faithful rendering" of the bear's "gluttonous concentration" (Benoit,
in Harper 1992,67).

A bear (?) has been recovered in a domestic context at Nippur
from Akkadian or Ur III levels (McCown, Haines , et al. 1967 , plate
141 object 13/2N,255). Another figurine (Plate 140 object 8/2N 696)
from the time of Isin-Larsa depicts a seated bear (?), arms pendant,
with applied clay on sides and under part of the neck, reminiscent of
certain Ovis pelts from Mozan (see particularly Ovis 13 A7 .501 and
Ovis 14 A7.506). The anns are the mirror image of the Susa example,
and the head is held up, the snout blunt, the visage open.

Another cheery (much later) exirmple of a seated bear can be
found in Seleucian Parthian deposits from Uruk (Wrede 1990 Tafel
30/I04a-b). The animal may have wielded a tambourine - the
circular impression of the instrument remains on the animal's belly.

Susa. Ursus.
"Tame" drinking bear,

ca. 3300 B.C.
Scale 1 :2.

(Harper, 1992,67, Fig 38)

In contrast to the huge cats, Ursus was perceived not as a threat, and certainly not ferocious,
but rather cuddly - the Pooh bear of the ancients. The animal is repeatedly seen in humanb^g
posfure and sifuations; the archetype is the musician bear engraved on shell recovered from the
Royal Cemetery at Ur (Woolley 1934,p1. 105 U10556). This rnuch -reproduced creature is dancing,
Wooley says, to the music of a lyre, strummed by a donkey.

With the Ur bear, it is worth noting the curve of the humped back and the erect ears atop ata-
pering muzzl% characteristic details found repeatedly that may prove diagnostic. These details are
encountered in the Urkesh corpus, although they are indicated orly, not fully rendered (see, as ex-
amples, Ursus 403 A1 .79, Ursus 404 A5.32, (Jrsus 405 A6q487.1, and others). In the case of the
Urkesh omnivores, it is body proportions that define the animal.

Holly Piffman, in her essay on the bear figurines recovered at Brak, suggests that the "mean-

ing" of the Ursus representations she references should not be sought in "a powerfirl image of the
wild animal," but rather

it is ttreir similarities to humans that may lie behind their symbolic meaning
during the Uruk and proto-Elanite periods. Among the large mammals, bears
share more formal atfibutes with humans than any other apffifrom primates.
(Pittman 2002)

She goes on to discuss iconography that "blends the traits of animals and humans in the art of
early village coillmunities." What follows in her study is an incisive survey of the distinctive place
of Ursus in the iconography of the period.

r
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Whether the animal was seated or standing seems to have some import (bears in skirts vs.
bears on haunches at Brak), although of course some human activities would require the executant
to be standing (supporting a lyre, as an example). None of the Urkesh Ursidae are seated; all are
freestanding quadrupeds, with the excepion of Ursus 406, which depicts amrzzle and snout.

Assuredly, whatever their friendly aspect, none of these animals were domesticated, as Agnds
Benoit seems to have us believe when she discusses the alabaster drinking bear from the middle
fourth millennium Susa described earlier. I might be pushed so far as to call this creature tame - at
least until irritated.

Carnivora: A Beginning Alternative Typology
In the absence of a detailed typology, a researcher must rely on common sense observation

and comparisons with animals observed in the real world. As regards the figurines from Susa I
levels at the great tell, Louis LeBreton makes some observations that could serve as first elements
of a defining typolory (Mecquenem 1947 , Figs. 43/29, 43/47). He notes, for example , that two figu-
rines otherwise quite dissimilar in form have appendages articulated, whereas others of the corpus
have thick fused legs.

Susa I. Torso, carnivore.
LeBreton notes that all four legs

are articulated.
S c a l e  l : 2 .

(after Mecquenem 1947,Fig. a3D9)

Fig. 43129 has been marked with spots overall; the torso is
lean in the manner of Carnivora from the Mozan co{pus. Muscula-
ture appears to be articulated, shown on the rendering by thin par-
allel lines laid on the underbelly. LeBreton identifies (rightly, to
my mind) this animal representation as an. cornassier au corps
tacheti.

He identifies another meat-eat Fig. 43147 - the
animal's torso is full, rounded; the snout tapers to a blunt
point, the ears are rounded and small. A pelt is indicated by
what I take to be fine incisions that may also help to define
musculature. LeBreton notes only that les 4 pattes (sont) figr-
rdes sdpardment, a characteristic shared with Fig. 43129. We
might assume that LeBreton, basing himself on obsenrations
from life, took this animal representation to be a bear -

carnivore/omnivore.

Susa I.
Torso and forequarters, carnivore.
Diagnostic details point to a bear.

LeBreton noted
separately articulated paws.

Scale I :2.
(after Mecquenem 1947,Fig. a3/a7)

LeBreton groups another wild animal - Fig. 43146, 'oa boar" - with the two examples
above; it, too, has appendages articulated, although they are broken off clean at the rotund torso.

Had LeBreton and his colleagues taken more detailed measurements of the Susa figurines, a
meaningful typology - applicable beyond the specific instan might have emerged.

I--
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Incomplete Figurines and Fragments
Some of the objects listed here as Carnivora/Felis are not finished figurines; or at least they

are not represented in enough detail to be certain that they were meant to represent an animal.
Nonetheless, these objects may share characteristics with the animal figurines and these characteris-
tics are noted. The identification is regarded as tentative. See, as examples, [Jrsus 403 Al .79, (Jrsus
404 45.32, Ursus 405 A6q487.1, and others - Felis 101 A1q808.1, .2, .3, Felis 104 A1q809.2,
Felis 108 A5q638.1 .

l, ,rIu
r l

2.4

,,1 ffi
Felis. Al.4t4 (mtzzle), A5.25.1 (torso),

A5q832.1 (tail), A7q398.1 (leg).
Scale 1 : 1.

(renderings cw G72 6, F7 1 4, H:122).

Relatively few fragments of lions and panthers have been found atMozart; this in spite of the
fact ttrat we have recovered a good many Canivora/Fefts torsos.

Those fragments that have been found can be identified with some certainty; because they are
few, I have not segregated them in their own category, but have listed them as part of the catalog
that includes catlike bodies. That they exist at all is both surprising and satisfying. These tiny terra-
coffa models contribute to the developingpicture of the importance of the genus Felis to the Huni-
ans.

r
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CARNTVORA
FELIS TYPE I lonNoT DESIGNATED BY TYPE) INCLUDING FRAGMENTS

1 Felis roRso A1.19

Recoveredfromfeature 44rclay 104 . length 5.12 . forequarters2.l0 . neck 1.6 . torso 1.74 . hindquarters2.l3
. height at forequarters (broken) 2.8 . height at hindquarters 2.125 . fabric fine, chaff temper . Munsell reading
7.5YR 614 . color light brown . preservation: torso, all appendages broken; tail protruding from body, broken

Felis I Al .19. Left median plane.
Note musculaflre.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw F713)

The sexual parts are not expressed.

The tail was applied as a separate piece. There are finger-
prints under the tail, made as the artisan pushed to raise and
separate it from the body. The legs were pushed out, splayed in
the same manner. The leg has an applied "slip" or surface coat.
This is also apparent at the neck break.

This thin layer seemed at first to trace the outlines of a
core upon which the figurine is built. It is true that the left upper
flank is smooth, so this outer "coat" may have been applied to
cover chafftemper visible in the surface.

This carnivore torso has an extended *rat-tail" (as
Biikdnyi would have it), tapering and carried high, but not
complete. The hindlegs are contained in an open inverted U;
they meet in an angle of 90 degrees. The neck is thick where
it joins the body.

The body skeleton may be expressed in this figurine.
A shallow but expressed curye on either side of the torso
starts high (particularly on the left of the torso) and curves
down to meld with the belly; it may trace the outline of the
rib cage. The foreleg of carnivores, as we have learned,
"floats" outside the body skeleton; with Felis 1, the join of
the foreleg with the body is defined by a scu$ted curve that
appea$, then, to be anatomically correct.

Felis 1. A1.19.
Neck in transverse section.
Slip visible as raised ring.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photographV6b23l2)

The usual word for this element of "second-stage manufacture" is slip, as it is understood in
modern pottery production. Here, however, it is too thick to be merely dilute medium. It must have
been applied in a separate pass, painted on, as it were; the figurine would not have been dipped in
the dilute medium. It is visible, where it is flaking away, at the left foreleg body joitt and particu-
lutly at the break in the left hindleg and across the hindquarters. These considerations lead me to say
that this "outer layet'' seems rather to be another layer of fabric applied for second-stage modeling.

f -
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The surface texture is smoothed on the left flank by a stick or a scraper or by action of finger-
prints dipped in a dilute medium. There is a "raked" appearance on the ,rpp"i right at the neck
break, but this is likely depositional action. This gpe of depositional abrasion is also seen on carni-
vore torso, Felis 14 A6q106.1. On the right flank, there are fingerprints that seem also to have
played apart in the smoothing of the surface ofthis figurine.

Felis FoREeuARTERs Alq48.1

Recovered from feature 39 locus 119 . length 4.6 . forequarters 2.85 . neck 1.73 . torso 2.35 . height at forequar-
ters 3.05 ' fabric heavy chaff temper, with some gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading (slip) 7.5yR 7A . color (sfip)rrwsvJ vuclrr rvrrlPsr, wrltr Durrr(' EyPJuril urilusrons ' Ivll,filself feaofng (Sllp) /.) Yl( l/4 . COIOr (Shp)
pink ' Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 7/3 ' color (fabric) pink . note on color: hue of slip 111o1n"r towards the yellows,
but does not vary much in saturation or value from fabric . preservation: forequarters only, legs broken, head missing,
breast ridee abraded

2

Mari- i77tPlate LXIX is the most striking example of various animal figurines Parrot documents in this volume
(Parrot 1956, 577, Plate DflX). I reference it here for its differences as much as for its similarities to animal represen-
tations at Urkesh that I might have identified as Carnivora. Parrot calls this animal representation a lionne, and judging
from the snout, one would certainly think so. The tail is not feline; however, the torso, as I measure it from the photo-
graph, is 3-2 times the torso width (w2) and thus easily within the body/torso ratio of feline/carnivores at Urkesh. The
artisan has given scant attention to musculature. The pelt is indicated around snout and head by thin incisions. The leg
termination seems unlikely for a carnivore, as is the body join; most of AK Felis figurines are in motion, legs out-
stretched and separate from the torso cylinder. This stance can hardly be characteized as rugissant, as parrot writes. It
is downright placid.

Felis 2 Alq4&.L cranial and dorsal views, left median prane.
Attitude and differences in texture and in modeling

are all evident in this rendering.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw Wl4)
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Felis 2 Alq4&.l.
Left median plane, seen from above.

Note forward projection
of foreleg from torso.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph V6e5411)

Felis 3 Al.4l4.
Left median plane.

Note the pricked ears
and short, blunt muzzlq

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e0501)

253

3 Felis trEAD ' Al.4l4

Recovered from feature I 13 . height 2.36 . cranial width (across ears) I .1 I . cranial length (back of neck to snout)
2.57 . cranialwidth(muzde) 1.03 . Munsellreading2.5YR6/6 . colorlightred ' conseryation:piecehas been

consolidated using B72,to prevent further deterioration . preservation: head only, right mwzle; damaged on right side
by depositional action

Carnivore head. The muzzle is terminated in a clean, straight cut and triangular in vertical sec-
tion. The mrtzzle is flat on both sides, meeting in a sharp edge at the snout. The eyes are indicated
by an impressed dot. The ears are sharply defined and pointed. The head is thrust slightly forward.
Note the neck joir and the angle of projection of the mt:rzle (100 degrees). Irrespective of this an-
gle, the impression given by the animal head changes radically depending on the angle at which it is
held; since the body is missing, this can have an influence on interpretation.

Carnivore forequarters. There is an incision along the backbone
to the base of the "mane." The musculature is scraped and smoothed;
a very good example. This detail is particularly noticeable on the left
foreleg. The forelegs are possibly applied, as they emerge, slightly
detached, from the torso. The mane, by contrast, is "pinched out" of
the torso. This detail is barely visible in the photograph to the left.

The surface is lightly polished (not to say burnished) and may
have some applied slip, different in color from the fabric itself. There

, is a possible torso core, visible as a slight difference in color and tex-

; ture, particularly on the left foreleg.

See LEGEND design conventions (INTRODUCTION) for
differences in pen stroke and drawing style to illustrate palpable dif-
ferences of surface texture and manufacfure.

This is one of four artifacts identified as "heads" in the
Felis co{pus. One, A5q928.8, is broken midway through the
mvzzle obscuring diagnostic detail; the artifact does not fig-
ure in this catalog and no further documentation is available.
Two others, Felis 18 A6q607.1 and Felis 111 47.357, are
problematic and may in the end prove not to be three-
dimensional renderings of Fells heads.

Yet this representation of a mtzzle, taken with other
fragmentary pieces - tail Felis 11 A5q832.I, mane Felis 24
A7.125 and paw Felis 28 A7q398.1 - and seen in combina-
tion with torso Felis 8 A5.25.1 conveys quite an accurate rep-
resentation of the genus. That no complete three-dimensional
representation survives is a loss.
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The mrnzle has been shaped by fingers. There are fingerprints on the left mlzle at the neck.
This same detail is visible on A5q928.8 (not represented here). The fabric is fine, with some inclu-
signs- The figurine fragment, now consolidated, may have been unbaked; although the impression
of disintegration may have come during cleaning, when red depositional dirt, similar in texture and
composition to the fabric, sloughed off. When this piece was irrigated with water, a large quantity
of red earth washed away,prompting the excavatorto thinkthe piece was unbaked and disint.gtui-
ing under the brush. In lvIzl}, conservators examined the piece under the microscope and deter-
mined that the piece was fired, and that the damage on the right side was depositional in nature.

Compare the damage on Capra 5 ,{6.166. The fabric is similar. Is this the interaction of water
and this fabric as it lay in the earth?

Felis roRso A1q558.3

Recoveredfromtopsoillocus ll7 ' forequarters2.02 . neck 1.45 . torso l.5.hindquarters2.l9 . height atfore-
quarters 2.82 ' heighl at hindquarters 2.42 . fabric fine, some inclusions . Munsell reading (fabric right foreteg)
7.5YR 7/3 ' color (fabric right foreleg) pink . Munsell reading (depositional discoloration) 7.5YR 5/2 . *lot (drpo-
sitional discoloration) brown ' conseryation: carbon or dark deposit along back . pr"r*uiion: all appendages broken;
tail broken

Carnivore torso. There is a deep, gentle cuffe to the back. The underca:riage of the belly
curves up, rather than being horizontal or slightly convex. Compare these details with torso Equus
200 K3.17. The way the artisan differentiates between rib cage (presumably) and belly bears com-
parison with the treatment ofthe torso and the manner in which forelegs join the body inBos torsos
in the Urkesh co{pus.

The buttocks are rounded, more so than the forequarters. The tail is carried high, extending
over the buttocks, which are fused and concave.

Forequarter stance is a narrow inverted U outside, a truncated inverted V inside. Compare this
form with hindquarter stance Capra 2 Alq577 .l and with the somewhat naffower hindquarters of a
representation from another family, Mustelidae - Carnivora 402 A1.33.

4

Iran (?). Lion-demonrL48.7.9. Proto-Elamite period ca.31000 B.C. Crystalline limestone or magnesite. Collection
of Robin B. Martin, on loan to the Brooklyn Museum. This celebrated example of a lion's heaf atop an idealized
human body is instructive. Note the blunt muzzle,the pointed ears, and the mannei in which the cranium:oi* the body.
Holly Pittman (in Harper 1992, Figure 30r 69-70) notes shared characteristics within the "stylistic range of proto-
Elamite imagery." Noting the o'linear definition of fonns," she comments that the lion-demon may have been ..con-
ceived in two rather than three dimensions." Shared characteristics, it seems, may extend to objects iendered in humble
materials such as clav.

|--
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Compare the forequarter stance with Equus 23 A5.30,and with Felis 14 A6q106.1 for the
overhanging curved tail. If there are differences here, they may prove to be diagnostic. For instance,
how is the wide, solid forequarter stance of Equus with its prominent breast ridge diagnostically dif-
ferent from Carnivora forequarters?

The musculature is scraped and smoothed and the figurine may be built on a core. See photo-
gaph above for breakage where aparticularly heavy slip is visible. Fabric at the center of the neck
is raised, as if there were a cylinder around which the modeled object was built. There are strikes
visible on the flank and rump; these may be from the excavation tool, but may also be residual gas

bubbles rising to the surface of a fine fabric.

5 Felis F'oREeuARTERs A1q581.1

Recovered from feature 124 locus 167 stratum 12A . lenglh3.12 . forequarters2.lZ ' neck 1.40 ' torso1.74 '

height at forequarters 3.04 . fabric fine wittr some inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 812 ' color very pale brown '

note on color: 1975-1995 Munsell chroma shift from'\ilhite" toqvery pale brown" . conseryation: depositional adhe-
sions, left flank . preservation: ; all appendages broken

Carnivore forequarters. The musculature is clear and diagnostic.

The right foreleg is rectangular in section, the left foreleg triangular in section. A visible ex-
ample of variation within a type. The difference in section between the two forelegs must not have
any puiport beyond the fact that the appendages were modeled differently.

Felis 4A1q588.3.
Right median plane not illustrated.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw H721,

photograph V10e0091)

|-
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There is possibly an applied slip (visible at break).
There are some pieces of fabric still adhering to the surface
of the object on the lower left flank.

Felis5 A1q581.1
Right median plane.

Note extended foreleg.
Sca]e I : 1.

(rendering cw F708)

6 Felis forequarters A1q637.1

Recoveredfromfeature 125 locus 167 . length (breaktobreak) 5.56 . forequarters2.T2. torso 2.125 . height J
forequarters 3.64 ' height at torso 2.2 . height at hindquarters (at break) 3.07t . fabric medium, with chaff temper .
Mnnsell reading 2.5Y 8/2 ' color very pale yellow . preservation: forequarters only intact; surface abraded; uil up-
pendages broken

The forward-projecting stance of the left foreleg and the musculature are diagnostic. There is a
heavy breast ridge. The buttocks swell outward from body. The short body length-does not conform
to typology.

The torso is built on a core (visible at break).

Note thb scraped musculature on right foreleg at body join. Leglbody join is 140 degrees. The
breast ridge appears to have been defined with the edge of a rounded instrument on eithei side, lift-
ing the body fabric to form the crest, leaving a flap of clay on the left.

7 Felis forequarters Alq1058.9

There is a perforation slightly larger than a pinhole low on the
neck; a raised area at the base of the neck accommodates the perfo-
ration. There is the broken lower half of a larger perforation imme-
diately above the smaller hole.

Compare the neck join of Equus 36 rypB rrr A5q8l5.l.

Felis 7 Alq1058.9.
Right median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e0803)

Recovered from feature l 13 locus 20 ' forequarters l.g2 . neck 1 .15 . torso l .5 . height ut iot"qu"rt"tr 2.05 . fab-
ric medium fine with inclusions throughout, including a large piece of what appears to be gypsum . Munsell reading
7.5YR 7/2 . colorpinkish gr;ay. conservation: consolidated . ion: forequarters, partial torso; legs broken off
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Felis 7 A1ql058.9.
Right median plane at neck,

enlarged considerably to show perforations
and possible impressed dots.

Other markings on the, torso are assuredly
the result of depositional action.

(photograph V10e0803)

Felis torso TEMPLATE

There are two dots seemingly marked, but not im-
pressed on the left foreleg, four around (?) the neck and
possibly elsewhere on the body. These dots may be the
sole result of depositional action. They do not occur in a
fixed pattern.

The forequarters are wide. The left foreleg joins the
body at an angle of 140 degrees.

The figurine is unbaked.

A5.25.1

Recoveredfromfeature54stratumBg . length5.85 . forequarters2.23. neck 1.76. torso 1.75 'hindquarters

2.54 . height at forequarters2.T0 . height at hindquarters2.66 r note on measuremenf hindquarters >/= wl, torso

>l= 4l5wllr' neck/torso lg >/= 3w2 . Munsell reading 7.5YR 813 . color pink . note on color: Munsell chroma shift

from 1975 to l994edition is "pinkish-white" to "Dink" . preseryation: all appendases broken

The field note says that this figurine is "heavily abrad Ed" , one response to the characteristic
fabric of several of the AK figurines - many inclusions and irregularities due to oxidation of tem-
per. I have elsewhere called this texture "nubbly," thinking that the texture was the result of incom-
plete mixing of the fabric. As I write this catalog, the impression remains; but the actual texture is

due either to the action of time and depositional processes or to the nature and quantity of the addi-

tive. Some years after excavation, in study season NIZI1 and having had the benefit of repeated ob-
servation, I chara cterued the fabric as having heavy chaff temper with some gypsum inclusions.
The surface, however, is clearly worked as by scraping and not smoothed with the fingers.

The musculature is pronounced and carries the neck into the body and to the hindquarters. The

body is lean, elongated. The tail is carried rather high. The sexual parts are fashioned from a sepa-

rate piece of clay.
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Forequarters extend the body in a forward lunge - originally designated dlancds en avant
(that is, thrust out, projecting forward) in my provisional notes and still a useful characteruation.
Note particularly the join of foreleg and body with a deep curve into the undercarriage of the torso.
Note the sharp body join of right hindquarters and the leg. Note scraping, middle torso above belly.

Siindor Bciktinyi referred to this figurine as an Arslantepe type ("The Lion Mound" on the
Malatya plain, Anatolia, some 300 kilometers from Tell Monn), a reference'to a site where ex-
tremely rare lion and leopard bones (also wild cats) have been recovered. We surmise that the
steppe is littered with the faunal remains of nondomesticated carnivores. They are rarely found in
stratified deposits - the large cats were simply too dangerous a prey to kill as a routine matter and
while iconic, they were seldom tamed @6kcinyi lgg3,lil;Bdkiinyi and Hauser lggS,Part I).

Felis 8 45.25.1. Left and right median plane.
Lighting the undulating musculature is always difficult under field conditions,

yet the digital prints above are strikingly modulated and most diagnostic details can be read.
The left median plane is reproduced several times in this volume

and each iteration is meant to be scrutinized in a different manner.
Here, both median views are reproduced in the same horizontal plane,

oriented as one might read the actual artifact in three-dimensional space.
Scale I : 1.

(photographs reference numbers prior to entry in global record:
vDK 726 l100lDScN2990, left; vDK 726 tl00/DScN2984, right)

In fact, Felis 8 is the very carnivore body TYPE (read *TEMrLATE') as it is found at Urkesh
(Tell Mozan).

Ebla/Tell Mardikh. A recentty published figurine from Middte Bronze strata, TM.65.8.S5/Q13M1a (Marchetti
2001,98-99, Tav. CL)O(V, CL)O(VI), reproduces rather nicely the conformation of this Felis body type. Athough the
torso is clearly modeled, attention to musculature does not appear to have been a prime factor in itre ixecution of the
artifact. The forward lunge of the animal is the most notable aspect of the representation; the tail is carried quite high.
This frgurine is taken as one of a group of fragmentary quadrupeds, none identified as to species. Some echo 

-body 
con-

formation and attitude of the Urkesh Felis corpus.

Compare TM.65.D.163/Q13M1a with Felis 38 A7q826.1 torso TYPE tr, noting the curvature of the hindquarters to
hindleg and the thick neck/body join.

only the two exeqplars noted here can comfortably be assigned to Felis.
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A5ql72.l9 Felis FoREeUARTERS

Recovered from featrne 34 locus 21 stratum B3 . length 4.24 . thickness (slip or slightly raised area around torso at
break.) 0.09 . forequarters 3.26 . neck 1.78 (measured below neck ridge) . height at forequarters (neck to left fore-
leg) 4.15 . note on measurement: forequarters width, length and height not diagnostic . fabric medium fine, with
chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 . color brown . preservation: forequarters only

There is a prominent breast ridge. The forelegs meet in a very wide V (80"). The neck is
thick and thick and fused to the forequarters.

The texture is smooth, as if the figurine were slipped. If so, the slip is not visible at the
fracture.

10 Felis HTNDeUARTERS & ToRso A5q656.1

Recovered from feature 43 locus 18 stratum 89 . length 3.64 . torso 2.62 . hindquarters 3.45 . tail 1.33 ' height at
hindquarters 3.44 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic . fabric medium, small chafftemper; some gypsum
inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale brown . note on color: Munsell chroma name change and
variance between 1975 edition and 1994 editiory the latter reading pertains . preservation: hindquarters only; torso
intact to midpoint

Musculature is clearly indi-
cated. The hindquarters are con-
tained within an inverted solidly
founded inverted U. The hindquar-
ters curve out and down to the hin-
dleg. Compare hindquarters Felis
35 A7.l l, Canis 4 A1q760.1,
Canis 207 K3.8 and Canis | 1^1.62.

The surface is finished in the
manner of carnivores, as regards
both the shaping with fingers and
scraping with an instrument. The
tail is ca:ried high on the right, and
it curves left. There is a rather deep
curve to the back, in the manner of
dogs.

The buttocks are fused. The sex may be indicated by a bulge (abraded) that descends from
under the tail between the legs. A fine incision outlines the tail underneath. The figurine is modeled
on a core, visible in both texture and color.

S6ndor Bcikdnyi identified this figurine as a carnivore and it is true that the musculature is
well defined and typical of the species. The lean body, too, argues for identification as a cat. Yet
dog traits are tetling - *1s curye of the back is deep and typical of Canis as defined in this typol-
ory. The tail is carried high and the hindquarters are typical of many other dogs in the corpus.
However, manufacture and a lean body not typical of canids are telling. A5q656.1 stays amongst
the cats.

Felis 10 A5q656.1. Right and left median planes.
The tail, carried high, hangs down and

at slightly less than one-third the hindquarter width
I does not qualify as a o'rat-tail."

.  S c a l e l  : 1 .
(renden{g cw K703)

I
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1 1 Felis rArL

READING FIGURINES

A5q832.1

Recovered from feature 107 locus 5 stratum Bl2A . lenglh2.29 . transverse section (body join) 0.8a . tansverse
section (tip) 0.65 ' Munsell reading 5YR 6/3 . color light reddish brown . preservation: taii onty

The tip is lightly incised with lines,
The shaft also has some light lines, per-
haps indicative of pelt. The body join is
clear.

If this is indee d a tail, it explains
why we retrieve so few - they are thin
and delicate. Question: Would they be
this rigid? Not curved or undulating?
Compare with tail of Bos Z0Z BH.l5
(zebu); the tip swells at end and termi-
nates, like a fuft of hair on a lion's tail;
"rat-tail", os Bdkrinyi.says. The medium
is folded over.

,,LW ffi ffi
Felis I 1 A5q832.1. Tail.

The artifact is lightly incised,
contributing to the realism of the object.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw H722)

The fabric is fine. There are carbon deposits on the object.

See COMPARATM TABLE 5 Appendages: Taits (Capra, Carnivora, ovis, Canis).It is instruc-
tive to review the several tables that deal with other appendages, such as ears, legs, and horns. A
number of characteristics led to the classification presented, including, most importantly, the pattern
of breakage and then the appendage taken in transverse section; but it is undeniable that how an ar-
tifact "looks" - for which there is no actual typological category - has a bearing on classification.

12 Felis roRso rvrrNrArrrRr 45q929.11

Recovered from AK storeroom (AllA5) . height 1.6 . forequarters 1.23 .
(quite a large chunk at hindquarters) . Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink
half the torso only

fabric medium fine, gypsum inclusions
. preservation: all appendages broken;

Only the dorsal section remains, rising to the neck.

The object is scraped to shape, in deep, regular slices on one side; fingerprints to shape on the
side opposite (left flank). The object is very useful as a diagnostic tool for figurine manufacture and
the finishing of surfaces.

Felis at this scale are rare in the corpus.

r
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13 Felis HrNDeuARrERs Ai6.77

Recoveredfromfeaturell3 locus169 .length3.85 . torso2.47 . hindquarters3.TT . tail 0.056 . heightathind-
quarters 3.28 . note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic . fabric fine, light chafftemper; some gypsum
inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . conseryation; lightly abraded overall, some root
markings on nrmp . preservation: hindquarters only, taillntact and chipped slightly; legs broken off

The outside stance is a rounded inverted U, slightly incurving. The rump is rounded to meet
the hindleg, which meets with the body but does not meld with it. The buttocks are only slightly in-
dented. The thin tail (*rut-taif'?) hangs down. The sexual parts are expressed and are between the
legs, not forward in the belly. The rump is round and smooth and curves down to meet the hindleg.

Note a chip, excavation damage, on the left flank at the break. Here one may see the thickness
of an applied slip.

The tail has been applied as a separate piece of clay on an area between the two buttocks that
has been sliced away, but at no great depth. The legs, too, appear to have been applied to the torso
as a separate piece of clay. The inside leg join on either side of the rump has not been smoothed. It
appears to be a definite "cvt," or perhaps only deeply impressed with a round instrument. This detail
is not represented elsewhere in the corpus.

The musculature is somewhat defined by scraping. Compare Felis 35 A7 .l 1.

One journal entry has this object siffing in A6fl 14. The findspot was retriangulated at my re-
quest. See photograph A6v62.I was thinking of guard dogs found almost 2,000 years later in the
library at Kish. The emplacement of Felis 13 was just inside a door, south of the door socket and at
the head of a corridor leading to an inside room in front of the easternmost vault. The provenance
and context of similar objects at Nineveh, first thought to be the "king's hunting dogs", then later
presumed to have apotropaic purposes, prompted me to have this done. (van Buren 1930, 230)

t4 Felis roRso A6q106.1

Recovered from feature 205 locus 219 . length 7.025. forequarters (across legs) 3.025 . neck 1.69 . torso 2.1 .

hindquarters (across legs) 3.5 . height (tail to broken hindleg) 3.7 . height at forequarters 4.1 . note on measure-
ment: measurements were taken in a manner different from that now used; that is, across the widest extension of the
legs. We now measure at the midpoint. Inferential measurements can certainly be derived from the drawings. Render-
ings are I : 1 . fabric mediunl medium chaff temper, with many gypsum inclusions visible on surface . Munsell read-
ing (fabric) sYR 6/4 . color (fabric) light reddish brown . Munsell reading (fabric visible in chip on underbelly) 5YR
7/6 . color (fabric visible in chip on underbelly) reddish yellow . preservation: all appendages broken; right foreleg
partially intact; neck ridge not abraded nor are the striations which create the "mane" along the neck ridge and down on
to the torso

The tail is carried high; outside hindquarters stance is an inverted V (30 degrees); the deep
curve from the tail continues to and is canied on by the neck ridge/mane. Both hindquarters and
forequarters are triangular in vertical section. The buttocks are fused. The forequarters meet at an
estimated angle of 45 degrees, the hindlegs at an estimated angle of 60 degrees. Strong striations on
both sides flowing from the neck on to the torso.

f-
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Felis 14. A6q106.1. Left median plane,
dorsal & caudal views.

The firm, deep gashes of the mane
are visible in the photograph.

The renderings document form
and in the case of the dorsal view-
the mane spilling over shoulders
and down the neck of the animal.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V8Be9004, rendering cw

We are faced here with a problematic piece, for which there is no exact parallel. The identifi-
cation has been made for a number of reasons: (1) the tail is carried high and hangs over the fore-
quarters, (2) the striations seem to indicate a powerful mane, (3) necVbody join is I : 1, and (a) the
buttocks are fused. For the body shape of comparative material from coeval strata, see forequarters
Felis 2 A1q48.1, hindquarters and tail Felis I A1.19-

Arguing against the identification is that the body is rather stocky, less than the projected body
length of carnivores. But see torso (Jrsus 403 Al .79 and other examples of the heavier bear body
type in the colpus. The curve of the back is quite deep, not unlike Canis;this rather more symmetri-
cal dip bears some comparison with the deep curve of the back of Capra 1 Al .44; and indeed for a
while we categorued this object with the goats. As for the mane, study Capra I torso A1.44 for
firm, sure treatment of the dark long hairs that overlay the kemp of the coat.

The fabric visible at a chip in the surface of the underbelly reads considerably lighter in value
than the surface of the object - reddish yellow as opposed to light reddish brown. It is unlikely that
this chip is a piece of slip that has been lost. The color reading taken on the surface of the figurine is
less intense in chroma, but deeper in hue value. This variation must then be due to the long-term
staining effects of depositional action.
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How usage during the active life of the object has contributed to a deepening (darkeningl of
value is a question worth considering. In the case of "smears" of color orpatches on the surface, the
figurine may have been left next to decaying organic material. Other effects of being buried in the
ground are not so clear. In all likelihood, the figurines of the corpus as a whole should be read in the
lighter values.

See COMPARATM TABLES 1 & 1A Pett rrcatmeng.

15 Felis roRso flTPPER HALr'oNLY) A6.129

Recovered from feature 176 locus 21 . length 3.06 . torso 1.74 . tansverse section (neck) 1.14 . note on meas-
urement: only the torso is diagnostic, because the rest of the figurine is broken . fabric medium, inclusions . Munsell
reading (fabric) l0YR7/2 . color(fabric)palered . Munsellreading (patina) 10YR5/1. color (patina) reddish
gr:ay . preservation fragment, torso? pelt incisions intact and readable

Felis 15 ,4.6.129. Right median plane.
Compare the form of this small figurine
with the lion sculpture from Temple BA

and the incised pelt with Felis 14.
Scale 2:  l .

(photographVTbzl0/.)

Fragmentary carnivore torso, possibly the upper
half, slightly curved. The pelt is indicated by a number of
deep incisions, almost slashes, crisscrossing and disor-
dered, as is the mane of the lion sculpture from Temple
BA. These incisions are not made in the manner of those
on torso Capra L AI.M, for example, but rather are
slashed, as if with a sharp instrument. They vary some-
what in width, and seem to follow the contours of this
"body," however fragmentary.

Also see COMPARATM TABLES 1 & 1A
Pelt Treatmenb.

L6 Felis Hrr{DeUARTERs A16.146

Recovered from feature 205 locus 219 . length (hindquarters to break) 6.05' . torso 2.84 . hindquarters 4.49 . note
on measurement length not diagnostic . fabric is medium fine, with heavy chaff temper; gypsum inclusions visible on
the surface of the object. . Mtrnsell reading 5YR7l4 . color pink . conservation: surface adhesions on lower right
flank; heavy encrustation on belly, sexual parts and right hindleg o coffieryation: firing bloom on nrmp . preservation:

indquarters (only); hindlegs broken; incised line between buffocks abraded

Carnivore hindquarters contained outside by an inverted U, defined inside by a narrow V. The
buttocks are indented, divided by ao abraded incised line from tail hole to sexual parts, expressed.
There is a slight ridge along the back that cannot easily be seen but can be felt with the fingers. The
torso is lean.
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There is a shallow indentation for the tail above the incision between the buttocks. After hind-quarters were formed from a single piece of clay, portions were sliced away to form buttockr, t1"nlightly incised.

The hindquarten curve down to the hindlegs. This is an important diagnostic detail, not yetanalyzed in depth.

This object is not unlike camivore torso Felis 36 N q23l.l,where the tail is carried high; butit also is Y {ft" hindquarters canis I A1.62, the genus where this object was first assigned, al-beit uneasily. The present typolog/ points to tl" aifr"."n"" between the camivore ard the Canistorso as compared to foreqlarters and hindquarters. The forequarters of both cat and dog are in-variably somewhat less wide trg 4" hindquarten with the large cat *a it ."r"tin"r, the torso isless than 80 percent as wide_as the forequarters. Thrc dog body type is stockier, not unrike Bos, andthe torso is- aboyt 75 percent the lidth if !," nnaq*rt!*. il ffii. l_g*e",'thir."ans that catsare leaner than dogs, at least as we have defined them in this corpus.

t7 Felis forequarters A6q502.1

The legs project rorwm-Qt-ay(s en avant)- The muscurature is defined by scraping. com-pare camivore torso Felis 8 A5.25.1. S,ggestion (only) of breast ridge.
original notes included this mention: ..There may be a strike on the right side of the neck,which would indicate that the head had been struck off.i I am on this date Gzr"3y .torbl" to find thismark; and certainly the orientation of the piece is difficult enough to "r""rLio.'on" break is clean,as if sliced off(at t-h,e tono) (fint not ed oilltz'S,and the other iJas ir*""trr"*a,-irai""irrg tr,,t ur"object existed headless for some time before the break at the torso *rti"rt-rtr. l"qir"Jno deposi-tional accretion. A matter for speculation - was the head struck offand the oujeJidiscarae4 thenthe headless torso sliced in two at a later time?

At the break in the torso, a cole may be just visible to the eye. under the microscope (onH708), the neck break showed some differentiation of texture around a cenhal .tore.,, What is cer-tainly true is that there are otherobjects from the corpus much more apt to J"-oo"n t"'tn" air"r-ence between a core medium and an werlying slip. i'infer either different auics - ,ucr, as a slip- or a two-stage fabrication over time - if the piece were built up additively "-*a "-J"nt ut "orcylinder of medium.

No difference in evaporation rate was perceived between the (presumed) two fabrics, how-
;ver' yhen acelone was app.lied across ttre surface of the break. Thus the medium is consistentthroughout the.body ofthe figurine. This could ofcourse rnean only that the slip or surrounding fab-ric was applied as a slightly dilute solution of the fabric used t *irn .tE" "if.;;*^"-

The surface is smoothed in the manner of the camivore corpus, although depositional actionhas roughened tbe surface.

Recovered from feature 172 .
. Munsell reading 10YR 7/2 .
forequarters only; all

length 2.69 ' neck I .92 ' forequarters 2.57 . torso 2.0t . fabric n""]ilffiffiili]
.:?t:1]]9h, 9jay ' conservation: surface weathered, particul arly atneck . preservation:
)s DroKen
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l8 Felis HEAn A6q607.1

Recoveredfromfeature 204locus2l9 . craniallength 1.66 . transversesection (base) 1.59 ' cranialwidth(snout)
0.62 . cranial width (crown) 1.34 . height 1.46 . fabric medium fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5Y 5/l '

color gray . note on color and conservation: value falls consistent$ in the 5/l nnge (gay), but hue is uncertain, be-
cause of excavation dirt that adheres to surface; object has been only lightly cleaned . preservation: heavily eroded, but
presumably intact

The object may be a lion's head, terminated at the base. The figurine can stand alone. The rim
of the base is slightly rounded and slightly concave. The base is indented by a finger, but different
in manufacture from the tokens and humanoid figurines in the AK corpus. The top of the muzzle,
from head to crown, comes down in a smooth curve.

The muzzle is rectangular in section, having been
formed by the pressure of fingers from top and sides.
The mouth is indented, upper and lower jaw meeting at
an angle (15 degrees from the vertical). The lower jaw is
heavy; the lips curve up and back, as if in a snarl. The
eyes are impressed from the front with a small, hollow
(?) reed, or with a small, blunt stick. The snout is blunt
and tapering. There are nostrils, less heavily marked
than the eyes. Is there a whisker, on the right cheek, de-
scending left to right? Probably not; this is likely a
straw inclusion only.

Felis 18 A6q607.1.
l-eft and right median planes.
Scale slightly larger than I : 1.

(photographs V7 b23l4A and Y7b23 17A)

19 Felis ToRso MrNrAruRE A6q614.1

Recoveredfromfeature2ll locus 22 . leng[h3.6 . forequarters 1.53 . torso 1.3 . hindquartersl.T6 ' tail 0.03 '

heightatforequarters2.}2. height athindquartersl.T4. fabricfine,fewinclusions . texturesmooth ' Munsell
reading 2.5YR 814 . color pale yellow . preservation: all broken; rump intact, tail broken

Hindquarters solidly founded on a rounded inverted U. The tail, carried high, is thin and
hangs down. There is an incision from tail to underbelly. The rump curves out and down to join the
hindleg. There is a neck ridge, and the neck melds with the torso. The forequarters are wide; there is
a breast ridge. The underbelly is slightly convex. The legs do not meld with the belly, but are mod-
eled as separate from it (visible on right flank).

20 Felis FoREeUARTERS A6q758.1

Recoveredfromfeature 326 . length 3.67 . forequartersZ.TS ' torso2.2
proximate length of incisions/strikes) 0.008 . fabric ftne, some inclusions .

. height at forequarters 3.1825 . size (ap-
texture smooth . Munsell reading 2.6YR

714 . color light reddish brown . preservation: forequarters only; head ; strikes abraded on right flank
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Felis 2O A6q758.1.
Oblique cranial ventral view.

Bitumen repair is visible as dark patches
on the forelegs and on the neck (top).

Scale I : 1.
(photograph Y7b2O34A)

READING FIGI]RINES

The neck melds with the torso, the musculature is indi-
cated, and the forelegs project forward (1lancdes en avant).
The breast ridge continues as a raised line onto the belly.

A row of short incisions passes from foreleg to foreleg
over the torso at the base of the neck.

The piece was repaired with bitumen in antiquity at the
neck and both forelegs. on the inside of the left foreleg, the
bitumen spills over onto the breast ridge. In spite of its frug-
mentary state, we may assume that the piece had some value
for the Hurrian artisan who made it; otherwise, why repair it?

2 l Felis HrnDeuARTERs A6q1090.1

The tail is carried high, and there is a thin tail hanging down; a deep incision divides the but-
tocks from the tail to the sexual parts, which are expressed. The torso is lean. The hindlegs are al-
most rectangular in section. The rump curves out and down to join the hindlegs. The hindquarters
outside stance is an inverted U. Compare hindquarters Felis 36 A7q231.1 and expressed knee joint
Ovis 9 A6q19.1. The surface texture is smooth. The hindleg has been cut to shape, ttren smoothed.

The artifact was misplaced after cataloguing and has not yet been located.

22 Felis Hn\rDeuARTERs 47.23

Carnivore hindquarters and partial torso. There is a deep cleft between the buttocks, the me-
dium possibly sliced through to mark the separation. There may be the fragment of a tail. Hindquar-
ters outside stance is solidly founded on a naffow inverted U.

Compare the color of hindquart ers Capra 2 Alq577 .l ("reddish yellow to brown") and the
form flat rump, solidly founded on a lean torso.

Recovered from feature 454 locus 21 . length 3.51 . torso 2.14 . hindquarters 3.38
quarters 4.11 ' fabric medium fine, some chafftemper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 .

. tail 0.057 . height at hind-
color very pale brown . pres-

ervation: hindquarters an4 partial torso; tail and sexual parts broken

Recoveredfromfeature42 locus6 . length3.85 . torso 1.78 . hindquarters2.S . heightuttioOqouttrrr 2.57 . fab-
ric medium ' Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 ' color very pale brown . conservatioo, sorfuce heavily abraded . preser-
vation: hindquarters only; left hindleg broken otr, right hindleg broken; torso partial
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23 Felis roRso A7.83

Recovered from feature 93 locus 7 . length 6.39 . forequarters 2.87 . neck 2.43 ' torso 2.56 ' hindquarters 3.23 '

tait 0.095 . heightathindquarters 3.75 . heightatforequarters3.6T\ . fabricmediunr, chaff temper, largepiece
visible in surface on right hindleg . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown ' conservation: lightly
abraded overall , some surface adhesions ' preservation: all broken; tail abraded or broken

There is a pronounced breast ridge that
continues on to the belly, terminated by
pushing with fingers. The legs are rectangu-
lar in section. Forelegs project forward at
135 degrees. There is a shallow curve to the
back. Outside stance is a slightly open, in-
verted U. Inside stance is an open, inverted
V. The tail is carried hieh. Tail is wide.

Felis 23 A7.83. Venfral view.
Bitumen on right foreleg.

Scale I : 1.
(photographYTb246A)

The right foreleg has been heavily daubed
with bitumen all 'round. The object was re-
paired in antiqurty. If this figurine were re-
paired, it is a sign that these small animal rep-
resentations were retained by the owner,
whether functionary or artisan, and that they
were not necessarily made to be thrown away,
as is sometimes claimed. This is an important
find.

The figurine is scraped, lightly, to model
and to indicate musculature.

Felis 23 A7.83. Right median plane.
Bitumen daubing at foreleg break has been outlined.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph Vl0e1408)

24 Felis roREeuARTERs (RrcHr MEDIAN oNLy) A7.125

Recovered from feature 89 locus 10 . length (neck to torso break) 2.33 . torso 1.7 ' transverse section (along foreleg

to neck/mane) I.l7 . fabric medium fine; inclusions and gas bubbles throughout ' Munsell reading 5YR 5/1 ' color

gray . preservation: fragmentary,part of torso, neck, *d fot"q orientation

Fragmentary,yetclearly forequarters (object is oriented so the oval break is to the left.). There

is a raised mane. The pelt is incised and falls along the left side of the head and from torso to fore-

leg. There are ten incisions along the leg; eight along the neck. They are approximately 0.018 cm

apart and not deep.
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Felis 24 Al.l25.
Right median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e1611)

READING FIGI-]RINES

The treabnent of the two groups of incisions is slightly different, the
pelt being finer, the mane made with a thicker incision.

See the "lion plaque" from Temple BA at Mozan (Kelly-Buccellati
1990, Plate 9/l) for a similar treafinent of the pelt. Note particularly the dif-
ferent directions of the hairs and hor,v they intemrpt and cross one another.

The surface is polished, &s this term is commonly understood in
ceramic production. That is, there is not a high gloss, due to many passages
of brush or cloth. There is rather a reflective sheen to the surfaci of ihe
object.

I owe the retrieval of this artifact to Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, who
transmitted it to me after it was found amongst ceramic sherds.

25 Felis roRso MrNrAruRE A7.135

Felis 25 A7.135,
right median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e1101)

The pelt is incised with lines. The tail is carried high and
curves over. It is thick with respect to hindquarters. The torso
is lean.

There are six vertical lines on the right flank, termi-
nated at top and boffom as if in a box. A deep incision divides
the right frorh the left flank. The incision along the back is
heavy; it divides at the tail. The six incisions on the right flank
are deeper and spaced further apart (0.15 cm) than on the left.
on the left there are eighteen incisions, some crossing over
others; they are lighter and similar in treatment to Felts i4.

Musculature is indicated on the underbelly, probably
modeled with the fingers.

Hindlegs are thrust back and out; the angle of leg/body
join is the same at hindquarters and forequarters 113o de-
grees). Compare torso Ursus 403 A1.79.

Note the pattern of fingerprint under the mrzle; the medium seems to have been impressed
lightly and repeatedly. There are fingernail marks on the legs of the left side.

The breakage at the neck appears not to be accidental. At least two hatch marks are present,
similar in depth and style to the incisions on the torso, as if the animal had been "hacked" as well as
marked with regular incisions. In geneial, patterns of breakage deserve further study; we need beffer
to understand intentionality and to distinguish willful breakage in its various manifestations from
depositional action.

hKecovered tiom f'eature 89 locus l0 ' length 3.13 . forequarters 1.33 . neck l.l2 . neck (short axis) t.06 . torso
!'28 

' hindquarters 1.54 ' tail0.52 ' height at forequarters2.l3 . height at hindquarters 1.66 . fabric fine, uni-
formly fine inclusions ' Munsell reading 2.5YR 5/1 . color reddish gray 

-. 
preservation: all "ppr"Oug"r broken; left

hio4l"g intact except for tip



patterned incisions contained within regular geometric boundaries upon or around the torso are found infrequently

amongst the Urkesh animal figurines. One example is srnface find Bos 301 21.164. See also COMPARATM TABLE
pelti Sufface Decoration & Treatment Animal Figurines at Urkesh (including Aves). At what point does

regularity of incision become geometric pattern as opposed to pelt representation? It is not clear that the incisions on the

bovid torso are meant to represent a girth or a blanket - the markings do not meet on the back, but rather pass under

the ventral section of the bovid. Are we then led to some symbolic meaning an investigator may eventually impute to

the markings? I am certain that the dorsal incisions on Felis 25 are meant to represent the pelt, although it is somewhat

unusual amongst Felis that the marks cover the entire dorsal section from forequarters to hindquarters, as with Ovls or

C,
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26 Felis forequarters wHEELEn A7.142

Recovered from feature 123 locus l0 . length (from perforation tab to torso break)7.67 ' forequarters 4-11 ' neck

3.17 . torso 4.1 1 . height at forequarterr 5.SS . fabric medium fine, fine grit, some gypsum inclusions ' Munsell

reading 51.R 8/2 . coloi pale yellow . conservation: some surface adhesions at top of torso break ' preservation:

hindquarters and part of torso only; axle broken on left side

There is a perforated tab for a Pull
at the base of the neck in a raised area
that might pass for a "Pronounced

breast ridge". There is an axle hole for
wheels. There may be a collar; see the
manner of breakage in the dorsal view
ofthe creafure.

There is nothing of the sheep in
this object, although it was originally
classified as such. The disordered,
highly detailed pelt bears comparison
with the disordered (but much more
regular) pelt of the third millennium
lion sculpture from Temple BA. With
the sculpture, the mane is indicated by
intersecting parallel lines. With this
small wheeled vehicle, the treafinent is
different but related; parallel incisions
are cut by perpendicular lines across
the back of the animal. The pelt treat-
ment seems to stoP about halfwaY
down the right flank (see photograph).
A real female lion's mane is thick as it
lies atop the nape of the animal's neck,
and is somewhat reduced in volume
under the muzzle, at the throat.

Felis 26 A7.142.
Dorsal view, right median Plane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photographs V7b2 I 32, V7b2l35)
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Compare the treatment of the pelt with the multiple-step manufacture of the mane, neck, and
fragmentary mtnzle Equus 36 A5q63.1. In the case of Felis 26,therc are six parallel incisions slant-
ing forward along the top right flank. These lines contain zigzagsthat separate the first four slanting
lines. A horizontal x or part of a diamond pattern (broken) crosses over the lines lower on the flank.

Four light vertical incisions are on the right foreleg. The left flank has deep "tripartite inci-
sions." They cross over one another and curve about the contours of the left foreleg and torro.

The manner of incising the pelt is similar to the long hairs of wheeled figurine Ovis 26
A5q135.1 (caudal)/A5.199 (cranial), much more regular as it is laid out across the back and along
the flanks, and to the patterned incisions on Felis 24. For pelt treatment, compare the way the hairi
of the mane follow the line of the neck on carnivore torso Felis la A6q106.1. See TABLES I &
lA Comparative pett Tteatments.

The way attached wheels would raise the torso from the ground and change body ratios must
be considered- In fact, this figurine fragment was originally classified as Canil,just as the joined
wheeled vehicle Ovis 26 A5ql35.l/A5.199 was first classified as a hyena, a doglffi body.

27 Felis roRso A7.335

The hindquarters are heavily eroded and fused, contained within an inverted U. There is a
mane at the base of the neck. The musculature is defined by scraping. The tail is carried high, but
flattened, as if by a finger (break?). The proportion of forequarters to torso to hindquarters ii E : Z :
3. The ratio of neck width to torso width is I : 1. Sexual parts are not expressed. 'ihere 

is a breast
ridge.

28 Felis LEG Ar\iD TNTACT pAw A7q398.1

Other wheeled vehicles having the form of animals have been recovered at Urkesh. ffpy *iff U. tr*ted in a sub-
sequent article. The style of decoration ranges from abstract and geometric to naturalistic, as, wheeled theriomorphic
vehicle 47.258 (not catalogued here), where the flowing mane is treated in a manner similar to that of Felis 14.

Recovered from feature 49 locus 8 ' length 5.54 . neck 1.93 . forequarters (brokeny Z.68 . torso 2.05 . hi"dq"*-
ters 2.96 ' note on measurement: forequarters width not diagnostic . U*r"tl reading l0yR 7/3 . color very pale
brown ' preservation: all appendages broken; diagnostic details can be read

Recovered from feature 141 locus 15 ' height (full extension) 2.7 . transverse section 6"ay j"i") l.9l . fiansverse
section (knee) 1.08 ' transverse section (back of leg to tip of paw) 0.87 . fabric fine . Munsell reading lgyR 5/2 .

The break at the body join makes it
difficult to determine the nature of the join
itself; the leg appears not to meld with the
body, but in fact to be separate from it.

There are fingerprints covering the
object; they seem almost to indicate a pelt.

,,1 ffiBffi
Felis2S A7q398.1. Leg and intact paw.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw H722)



Recovered from feature 283 locus 25 . length 7.02 ' forequarters 3.45
hindquarters2.g6 . height at forequarters (to bottom of break) 3.13 '

fabric medium fine, with chafftemper ' Munsell reading 5YR 8/3-713
broken; legs completely missi

. torso 2.54 . hindquarters 3.46 ' height at
note on measurement: length not diagnostic '

. color pink . preservation: all appendages

CATALOG Carnivoru (Felis and other nondomesticated species)

29 Felis roRso

This object is like an ency-
clopedia of surface markings.
There may be many repeated
strikes in the same place on the
upper right flank, back of the
torso. It is unlikely that this is the
result of depositional action, nor
is it excavation damage. The same
sort of hatching is also on the
lower right flank behind the fore-
leg. Claudia Wettstein, having
handled the entire Urkesh co{pus
for her renderings, felt that the
animal had been intentionally
"wounded," that the scratches
seem to be laid down in a pattern,
as if with a comb. I felt that the
fabric gouged out of the surface
was not so regular as that.

Felis 30 A7q871.5.
. The "repeated strikes" referred to in the text.

By contrast, the "network of raised 'wrinkled' lines" is very subtle,

an overall surface paffern, here shown by black lines.
(photographYTbl2OZ)

271

A7q841.2

The torso is lean. The buttocks are solidly founded on an inverted rounded U. There is a raised

ridge that goes between the legs to the sexual parts, perhaps expressed (if so, they are heavily

abraded). There is a hole for a tail. The right foreleg is smoothed and slightly indented. Compare

torso Felis 35 A7.1 I .

The left flank retains traces of what might have been a slip.

30 Felis roRso A7q871.5

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . length (breast ridge included) 7.9 . forequarters 3.46 ' neck2-42 ' torso

2.565. hindquarters3.5g . tail 0.0815 . heightatforequarters3.g3 . height athindquarters3.6T ' fabricmedium
fine, with some inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 812-712 . color very pale brown-light gray ' preservation: all

broken: left hi chipped, tail broken

The outside forequarter stance is an incurving, inverted U. There is a breast ridge. The torso is
lean. The tip of the tail hangs to the left. The outside hindquarter stance is a slightly incuwing in- '

verted U.

The surface is smooth, but roughened slightly by depositional action. There may be a light slip
overall, and it is in this fabric that some hairline impressions remain.
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On the right flanh there is a network of raised 'lminkled" lines, as if the figurine, recently
slipped had been laid on a 9to-tlleroye firing. The pattem - if panem it is - is J*t "-"ty tigd,
raised rather than impresse4 left in the surface slip when the fig*itr" o'* lifted fiom the cloth.
Only high magnification under the microscope might pick out the possible tight weave of the cloth,
if cloth pattem there be. A preliminary examination with microscope did notisolate traces ofthread
on any of several details.

Thele are many fingerprints at the junctures of appendage and torso, and some abrasions that
seem regular. Under the hindquarters, there is a regular pattem of raised lines that likely was made
by the side of the paln or thumb (a larger portion of the hand, not the fingers). Are any of tlese
cloth impressions?

Felis roRso wrrH rNCrsED coLLAR 47q966.1

The forequarters are wide, with a breast ridge contained within an outcurving inverted V. The
foreleg/body join is 110 degrees.

There is a heavy incision at the base of the neck, passing over the torso and intersecting an-
other incised line that goes from the tail hole in the rump to the middle of the base of the neck. If
this latter line is made with the same instrumerrt, itmay have been made with the other end, for it
leaves a ttipattite incision, indicating that the tip was sianted. It may have been turned in outlining
the collar, as there seems to be a point of entry at the base of the tt"rk. The line closes on itsel{ then
opens again over the torso.

The hindquarters are flat and solidly founded, contained within a rounded inverted U. There is
atail hole that emerges on the rump. The tail hole was perforated from below at anangle and there
is medium adhering to the exit hole on the rump. It has not been smoothe d away.

31

Recovered from feature 334 locus 25 ' length 6.73 . forequarters :OO - neck Z.+ . torso Z.iZs . t"aquarters 3.32' tail 0.275' heightatforequarters3.34 ' heightathindquarters3.ST . fabriccoarse,withchafftemper . Munsell
reading 2.5Y 812 ' color pale yellow ' conservation: surface is abraded overall . pr"r.-ation: all appendages bro-
ken; head missing
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CARNIVORA
FELIS TYPE I

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

1OO Felis ToRSo & HII\TDQUARTERS (FOREQUARTERS?) MINIATTJRE
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A1.55

Recovered from feature 107 rclay 258 . length 3.375 ' torso 1.0 '

not diagnostic . fabric medium fine . Munsell reading 7.5YR712
broken, rendering identification difficult

hindquarters 1.2 ' note on measurement: length
. color pinkish gray ' preservation: all append-

If the figurine is held vertically rather than horizontally, it suggests an equid form, leading to

the original identification as such. Orientation is crucial in the proper identification of these small

animal representations. Appendages often are attached to the main body part - neck or torso - in

a similar manner; when dissimilar body parts are broken off or fragmentary, they can resemble each

other. See the discussion of a bird on a pedestal and remarks about breakage in the introduction to

Aves (article forthcomittg).Forpurposes of discussion, the orientation has been taken to be horizon-

tal. This confirms and/or permits analysis by diagnostic details.

The body is extremely long and lean, the belly convex. The torso (the part that, when the figu-

rine is held vertically, appears to be the neck of a long-necked animal) is smoothed. Note the in-

cised detail where the "head joins necK' on the left. The curved side is abraded, as if by the rough

edge of a reed or other scraping instrument.

An objection to identification as a lean-bodied carnivore is that the body would then "bow

out" to the dght; this position does, however, afford a ridged line along the backbone.

The hindleg is fashioned from a separate piece of clay and pressed into place on the torso.

Compare knee Aitait and body join with Ovis 9 A6ql9.!, &very unusual expressed knee joint, left

hindGg, but in an herbivore. The hindleg does not meld into body, but is expressed at the join. The

legs are broken. The join of the leg to the torso is expressed; the stance would be a flat U (the leg

join inside is a wide inverted V/l00 degrees).

101 Felis roRso A1q808.1

Recoveredfromfeaturell3 locusll8stratumBl2A . leng1h2.37 . heightatforequarterst.6g . heightathindquar-

ters 1.24 . fabric fine, with chaff temper . Munsell reading 5YR7/3 . color pink ' preservation: torso ody, hind-

and forequarters; contour only remains

Fragmentary torso, cylindrical in form, shaved, both ends broken. There is a rise at the neck.

The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U outside.

I
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A1q808.2102 Felis roRso, possrBr,y vENTRAL poRTroN MrNrArrrRE

Recovered from feature 113 locus 118 stratum Bl2A . length 1.58 . forequarters 1.055 . thickness 0.04 . fabric
medium fine, many inclusions . ion: bottom of torso onl

A flat fragment that appears to join well with Felis 103 A1q808.3. Compare fabric with Felis
101 A1q808.3. The artifact bears a cloth impression. The threads are only visible in one direction.
This is either because the fabric is woven in one direction only, so threads are visible in one direc-
tion only; or the impression is shallow, so the cross-threads are not visible. The threads are 0.05 cm
thick (approximately 5 mm). It is possibly "z-spun," but this is unclear.

I owe this evaluationto Chris Kimbrough, who visited Tell Mozanrnexcavation season ll.

103 Felis roRso, possrBt,y DoRsAL poRTroN MrN^-ruRE A1q808.3

Recovered from feature 113 locus I 18 stratum Bl2A . length 1.81 . torso 1.36 . transverse section (midpoint) 0.083
' tansverse section (impression 1) 0.054 . transverse section (impression 2) 0.030 . fiansverse section (impression
3) 0.033 ' transverse section (impression 4) 0.035 . fabric medium fine, many inclusions . Munsell reading (fabric)
7.5YR 5/1 . color (fabric) gray . preservation: top of torso only

The artifact is lozenge-shaped and fits with Felis 102 A1q808.2. Compare fabric with Felis
l0 l  A1q808.3.

Summary notes were taken by Chris Kimbrough. The afiifact bears light parallel lines, as of a
cord, most likely leather (see also Felis 102 A1q808.2). There is no twist, and the impression is
fairly smooth and curved. The impression is similar to those on sealings in the Mozancorpus. There
are four lines; the piece is wrapped.

I note that similar impressions can be made by the fingers on wheel-turned vessels, if the fin-
ger is dragged up the side of the vessel as the wheel turns. There is no indication, however, that this
small piece is wheel-turned.

104 Felis HrNDeuARrERs A1q809.2

Recoveredfromfeature 113 locus ll8stratumBl2A. length(torsotoraisedextremity) 1.8 . torso 0.975. tail 0.7 .
fabric medium fine, chaff temper with some gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 6/3 . color light reddish
brown . note on color: Munsell chroma shift 1975-1994 . preservation: hindquarters ooly; all appendages broken

The torso has been pinched and pulled up by the artisan's thumb to form hindquarters and tail.
The tail is pushed up and over. Compare with Carnivora torso Felis 4 A1q558.3 and other examples
that have a tail carried high and an overhanging rump. Compare also with the termination of Capra
2 A1q577.1, where the legs are "folded over."
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The torso appears to have been scraped and smoothed. The torso appears to have been fully

modeled, ffid nnistred by scraping. It is unlikely that tips of fingers could have left these marks.

There are fingerprints on the top of the torso and on the underbelly.

A trial piece, unfinished?

105 Felis rArL Llq976.16

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 . length 1.83 . transverse section (tip) 0.39
ment, short aris) 0.62 . transverse section (body attachment, long axis) 0.66 o

5YR 6/4 . color light reddish brown ' preservation: tail

. transverse section (body attach-
fabric medium . Munsell reading

This lightly tapered piece, ovoid at the break (point of body attachment) and circular at the

tip, has been sq-ueeied and lightly indented on three sides by the fingers. The tip is blunt and

rounded. The body join is not typical of other tails (identified as such) in the colpus; it is circular in

section and flat.

Could this piece have protruded from the rump, as opposed to hanging down? Compare with

Carnivora torso Fetis I A1.19. Compare also.with Felis l1 A5q832.I, catalogued as a "lion's tail-"

The object is uncharacteristically short, if Felis. Yet again, see Felis 1 A1.19-

See COUPARATM TABLE 5 Appendages rails.

106 Felis rArL A1q1016.3

Recovered from feature 173 locus 20 . length 1.97 transverse section (midpoint) 0.0425 ' fabric fine ' Munsell read-

ing 2.5yR 3/l2.Sll . color dark reddish gray-black . preservation: tail only; only a small break at point of attach-

ment

This curved piece has been modeled freehand. The surface has been lightly scraped. One side

is lightly polished- There are fingerprints on the inside of the curve. There is a small break on one

end, as *ittt tails from the corpus. The curue is regular and argues against taking the piece as a tail,

however. It is circular in section at the tip, and indented. The fragment is uniform in size from one

end to the other, and does not taPer.

The scale is proportional to several carnivore torsos from the figurine corpus. The small break

where the tail must have been attached is somewhat unusual, unless the tail lay between the but-

tocks and was not firmly impressed for adhesion. However, the broken end/join slips easily into

place at the top of the rump of re,re.al of the figurines (as an example, Equus 14 A6.149) and the

extension out from the body seems plausible. This is a variant of Btikdnyi's "rat'tail" for carnivores.

Bos figurines share this color range.

I

t_
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107 Felis roRso

READING FIGURINES

Felis 107 A5.155.
Note high, thin mane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph V5b8l04A)

A5.155

The legs are separate from the torso. There is defined
musculature. The mane - or raised neck ridge - is likely
pulled from the fabric, then pressed down on either side to
raise and thin the fabric. There is no breast ridge. The
presence of the one detail (as constituted) and the lack of
the other are problematic for an identification as Felis.

The body ratios are, however, within the range of
possibility for carnivora, although a second review of the
measurements could not be done as the object was mis-
placed.

f 08 Felis roRso, pARTTALLy MoDELED A5q638.1

Note the hindquarters and compare with Capra 2 Alq577.l; the haunches are formed from
flaps of clay brought forward from the torso, creating r"c"rs"d buttocks.

This is undoubtedly a partially modeled figurine, perhaps a carnivore (a right hindleg on a long
body). Small handprint and finger-holds are clear. The pieci was in process and discarded incom-
plete- It is a single piece of clay and not modeled on a "ot - it is as ifpirt"O from a mass of clay,
squeezed, then discarded.

Certain parts of the figurine have been squeezed to shape. This object,gives a good idea of the
appearance of a coarse medium, unfinished with either hand or instrument modeling or a slip.

This coarse modeling medium is reminiscent of AK red packing. Its source may therefore be
nearby, quarried from the same source. See also the canid figurin" rnmr.uarURES; several are very
fragile and flaking.

Recovered from feature 66locus 18 stratum Bl2b .
forequarters 1.525 . neck 1.275 . torso 1.475 .

length (reconstructed from photograph, tail to forequarters) 4.96 .
hindquarters 1.85 . Munsell reading IOYR B/2 . color very

pale brown . preservation: all appendages lost

Recoveredfromfeature66locus 19strafumBl2b. length 7.725. forequarters 1.85 . torso 2.9 .height"tfri"aqr--
ters 3-0 ' fabric coarse ' texture rough ' Munsell reading 5YR 7/6 . color reddish yellow . preseiation: incom-
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109 Felis roRso wrrH PELr A5q790.1

Recoveredfromfeature lll locus5 sffatumBl2A . length(breaktobreak) 1.6 . torso 1.3 ' fabricfine ' Munsell

reading (interior) 7.5YR 6/2 . color (interior) pinkish gr:ay . Munsell reading (exterior) 7.5YR 5/1 ' color (exterior)
gray . preservation: fragment onl

There are striations on the surface, but the manner of execution appears on no other represen-
tation in the corpus. See, however, striations on Felis 14 A6q106.1. Also see Felis 24 A7.125, al-
most certainly a fragment of a carnivore torso with pelt indicated by fine striations.

110 Felis FoREeuARrERs 47.143

Recovered from feature 63 locus 8 . length 6.36 . forequarters3.g2 . height at forequarters ( breast ridge to break )
3.59 . fabric mediunU chaff temper and fine silica (?) inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5YR 7/4 ' color light reddish
brown . ion: fragment of forequarters, difFrcult to read

The left forelegprojects far forward. There is aheavy breastridge. Compare Felis 2 A1q48.1.
There are light incisions that follow the line of the leg, as from a mane.

The object is incompletely fired (black medium at center, visible at breaks).

111 Felis head 47.357

Recovered from feature 201 locus 2l . height 5.45 . cranial length (snout to back of crown) 2.455 ' cranial width
(ear to ear) 3.81 . fabric medium, chafftemper with gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 8/3 ' color pink '

conservation: surface is abraded . preservation: head only, horns or ears broken

The muzzle is rectangular in vertical section and triangular in horizontal section. There is a
slight "beard" atthe chin. The snout is squared offinthe mannerof head Bos203 BH.5l6. The nos-
trils are holes impressed straight back into the snout. The mouth is a horizontal incision across the
bottom of the snout. There may be a short curving incision to indicate an eye on the left mttzzle.

The most problematic aspect of this head is the manner in which the "ears" or "horns" are
executed. Capra horns do not curve upward in this manner, nor do those of-Bos. Ovis horns can be-
gin along the back of the head in this manner (see, for example, Ovis 33 Al .479), but the muzzle
does not have this aspect at all; with sheep, horns curve gently from crown to snout.

Further consideration may demonstrate that the large curving appendages alongside the crown
are horns and not ears.

See COMPARATM TABLES 2 &,2A The Way Horns Join at the Crown (ovis &capra).
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ll2 Felis roRso MrNrArriRE 47q417.2

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . length 2.7 . torso 1.19 . hindquarters 1.48 . height at forequarters 1.93 .
height at hindquarters 1.685 ' note on measurement: only torso and hindquarters diagnostic . fabric fine few inclu-
sions ' texture smooth ' Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . preservation all appendages broken;
tail chipped, sexual parts abraded

Forequarters are broken away. There is aperforation at the base ofthe neck. The musculature
is indicated by striations and scraping.

The hindquarters are contained within an open inverted U outside; and a 60 degree inverted V
inside. There is an incision between slightly recessed buttocks. There may be sexual parts terminat-
ing the leg join. The tail could belong to Ovis TYPE tt, although it is rather like a "rat-tai.l" carnivore
tail. It is thin and applied to left of center of rump; it hangs down. The body is not lean and the un-
derbelly is concave, the legs linked by this curve.

While this is a problematic identification, hindquarters and torso treaftnent incline me to place
this figurine amongst the carnivores. Compare with hindquart erc Felis 36 A7 q23 I .1 .

113 Felis roRso wrrril pELr A10q270.7

Recovered from feature 67 locus 3 . length 1.685 . forequarters (broken) 1.1 . torso l.l . height at forequarters
1.465 ' note on measurement torso measurement is diagnostic . fabric fine, some inclusions . Munsell reading
2.5YR 713 . color light reddish brown . preservation: torso,

Half of the torso remains, but the forequarter join appears thick and the torso lean. The right
flank is intact.

Fingerprints overall give the impression of a pelt

278
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CARNWORA
FELIS TYPE I

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

200 Felis HrNDeuARrERs

279

Mq392.l

Recoveredfromfeature l49locus 151 . length5.2l . torso2.35 . hindquarters(broken) 2.55 . tail 0.81 . heightat
hindquarters 3.03 . note on measurement: height, length, hindquarter width not diagnostic . fabric fine, heavy chaff
temper, some gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale brown . conservation: surface
abraded . ion: hindquarters and torso only; right hindleg, left hindleg and part of torso broken off; tail broken

The torso is lean. Hindquarters are flat, rather narow and contained by a solidly founded,
slightly outcurving inverted U. Sexual parts are not indicated.

The leanness of the torso generates the identification. Otherwise, the tail and hindquarters
could pass for Ovis TYPE II. Among the latter genus, there is a wheeled example, hindquarters Ovis
3 A1 q474.1, with avery long torso. Bcikiinyi was adamant that oono sheep would ever have a torso
this long" and identified the body type as carnivore.

We eventually placed it among Ovis, all the same, because the function overrode the body-
type. If this representation were wheeled, it might easily have necessitated or accommodated extra
body-length; the short legs of torso Ovis 26 A5ql35.l/A5.199 contained perforated tabs for the
wheels of the vehicle; complete, the vehicle would have appeared much more "sheeplike" in its
proportions. In the case of Felis 200, however, we have a freestanding figurine. The leanness of the
body must be taken as such.

There are a series of dots in the pelt of the animal, very lightly impressed and so abraded that
the identification is far from certain. They appear to go around the torso, down the right flank (three
on the left hindleg, other lines less certain). A microscope is needed to determine the nature of the
cut around the edge of the dot. It is unlikely that this is excavation damage.

t-
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201 Felis FoREeUARTERS 42q424.1

Recovered ftom feature 193 locus 150 . length Qongest dinension, br€ak to break) 4.86 . forequarters 3.65 . torso
2.52'heightatfor€quarters3.8.noteonmeasurementheightnotdiagnostic.fabricmedium,ihatr-tempered,ryp
sum inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 8/3 . color pink. color D[lK o preservatron:ion: forequarters only, heavily chipped

l o ' t t
4.2

Felis 201. Right and left median planes, cranial view (center).
Note diagnostic details.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw K703)

The stance is wide. There is a breast ridge, the torso is lean. There is a slight mane that melds
with the back.

This figurine was recovered from levels immediately above the AK (Service Sector) walls or
from just within these walls.

202 Felis FoREeuARrERs A8q50.2

Recovered from feature 25 locus 4 ' length 3.48 . forequarters2.ST . neck 1.85 . torso 1.73 . height at forequar-
ters 3.38 ' fabric medium, heavy chafftemper . Munsell reading lOYR 8/3 . color very pale brown . preservation:
two appendages, foreq-uarters only, legs broken; neck chipped

The torso is lean. The ratio of neck to forequarters
is approximately | :2. Neck to torso ratio is 1 : l; torso
to forequarters, | : 2. The breast ridge is deep and wide.
The forequarters are contained within a wide inverted u
outside, and a solidly founded (foursquare) inside.

The forelegs thrust forward (145 degrees at left
foreleg). An asymmetrical left foreleg is heavier and
perpendicular to the ground. Compare Felis 2 Alq48.l;
the forequarters of the latter are rather more tightly con-
tained, but the legs project forward at a like angle.

Felis 202 A8q50.2. Cranial view.
Note widespread forequarters, not unlike (Jrsus.

Here, however, the legs thrust forward
in a way that is typically feline.

Nor is the inside stance of Ursus solidly founded.
Scale I : 1.

(photographY9el205)

f
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The musculature has been carved, rather than scraped. Large pieces of clay have been lifted
from the object (see right foreleg).

The object is built on a core (this is evident at torso break and possibly at upper left foreleg).
Fingerprints are visible where legs separate from the breast ridge. Excavation damage (?) on upper
left foreleg reveals application of foreleg to the body as a separate piece. .

The object was recovered in excavation unit A8 and belongs to Khabur levels, that is, to post-
Palace occupational levels. The typology would seem, therefore, to hold true over a period of sev-
eral hundred years.

203 Felis roRso A9.17

The torso is lean, the hindquarters flat and fused, contained within a solidly founded inverted U.
The tail is broken, but probably thin and hanging down. The forequarters are contained within a nar-
row outcurving inverted V. There is a breast ridge; it ends abruptly just behind the forequarters. The
sexual organs are expressed, but heavily abraded.

There may be light incisions that indicate a mane; they follow the line of the neck, not of the
mane itself, and are long in the manner of Felis 14 A6q106.1. It seems unlikely that these regular
lines could have been made during excavation. Above these regular incisions, however, there is de-
positional damage or a slice made in antiquity that appears to have lifted off only a surface layer;
the resultant fabric is abraded or perhaps marked only by the temper of the fabric.

There is a possible fingernail mark near right hind leg on underbelly; five pecked marks in a
curve cross the belly from this mark. Likely this is excavation damage caused by light probing.

204 Felis HTNDeUARTERs rYPE r A9q105.1

Recovered from feature 66 locus 4 . length 4.955 . hindquarters 3.37 . tail hole 0.025 . height at hindquarters 4.88
. note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic . fabric medium, few inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 8/2
. color pinkish white . preservation: hindquarters only; left hindleg partial, sexual organs chipped but intact

These Carnivora hindquarters are contained within a tight inverted U outside. The buttocks
are slightly recessed, and there is a raised strip of clay that goes from the tail between the legs to the
sexual organs. There may be a strip of clay (band/strap) overthe tip of the penis. This is one of two
examples belonging to TYPE I corpus. See carnivore hindquarters Felis 37 A7q684.2.

Recoveredfromfeature2l locus 1 . length8.23 . forequarters3.0l . neck2.11 . torso 2.49 . hindquarters(bro-
ken) 2.92 . tail (?) 0.48 . height at hindquarters 3.23 . height at forequarters 4.8 . note on measurement: height not
diagnostic; hindquarters width questionable because of breakage . fabric mediunU heavy chaff temper . Munsell read-
ing 7.5YR 813113 . color pink . note on color: range of variation in chroma on surface; value intensifies with deposi-
tional damage . preservation: all appendages broken; head broken off, tail and sexual parts abraded; breast ridge
chi
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The left foreleg is daubed with bitumen at the break.

See COMPARATM TABLES 9A,, 98 & 9C Veterinary Intewention Carnivora (penite
strap & caudal band).

205 Felis HTNDeuARTERS AhtD ToRso rypn r MrNrAruRE 49q147.2

RecoveredfromfeatureT4locus5 . length3.9 . torso 1.13 . hindquarters 1.785 . tail(base)0.58 . heightathind-
quarters1.66 ' note on measurement: length, height not diagnostic . fabric fine, uniform small inclusions . Mr1rsell
reading l0YP.7l2 . color light gray . conservation: wet-swabbed lightly with water; remaining depositional dirt
lifted off with blunt end of a wooden skewer . preservation: torso ody, all appendages broken; band/strap on rump
partially intact; sexual parts abraded

The torso is lean, musculature defined by scraping. The torso swells to the neck join Oro-
ken). The tail, broken at the base, may have extended straight out from the body. Compare carni-
vore torso Felis 1 A1.19. Also see forbody length, torso Capra2 Alq577.l.

The remnants of a band going from tail to underbelly remain on the rump. The sexual.parts
are heavily abraded and broken, the shaft of the organ missing. There may have been a band/strap
over the penis. This is one of two examples of a carnivore TYPE I to have the band/strap over the
penis.

See COMPARATM TABLES 9A' 98 & 9C Veterinary Interuention Carnivo ra (penite strap &
caudal band1.

206 Felis Hh'DeuARTERs AlrD ToRso 410.20.1

Recovered from feature 59 locus 5 . length 5.8 . height (at forequarters break) 2.545 . neck 2.14 . height at hind-
quarters 3.05 ' note on measurement: no diagnostic measurements . fabric medium, uniform chaff temper . Munsell
reading 5YR7/3 . colorpink . preservation: rightsideonlyofthe' color pink . preservation: right side only of the hindquarters and torso are intact

Fragmentary. Although it is not possible to construct diagnostic ratios and proportions, the
shape of the fragment shows the animal to be a carnivore. The torso is lean, the rump is rounded
and comes down to join the hindleg. The buffocks are recessed; the hindquarters on the outside ap-
pear to describe a rounded, slightly incurving inverted U.
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207 Felis roREeuARTERs wrrH rNcIsED nnlN'n A10q284.4

Recovered from feature 139 locus 5 . length 3.56 . forequarters (broken) 3.23 . neck 2.51 . height at forequarters
4.36 . note on measurement: length, height, forequarter width not diagnostic; forequarters width indicative, however,
of neck/forequarters ratio . fabric fine, unifonnly small chafftemper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 ' color very pale
brown . preservation: broken off

The breast ridge is prominent,
the neck equal in width to the torso.
Legs project straight forward, al-
most in the same plane as the belly.

There are heavy tripartite inci-
sions around the neck, down onto
the torso and from the torso down
the left foreleg. Seven diagonally
applied lines - over the top and
onto the flanks of the torso - cut
across incisions that are parallel to
the line of the torso. The incisions
continue around and under the
torso, splaying out around the breast
ridge on the belly. They are less
heavily incised and more evenly
applied on the belly.

Felis 207 A10q2U.4.
Left median plane,

cranial view
and cranial view from above,

the latter not diagnostic
because of falsified

proportions, but useful
for its view

of neck and mane.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photographs Y7Wl2l,
V7b2123, V7b2l17 [topl )
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CARNIVORA
FELIS TYPE II

For each TYPE II figurine, see COMPARATM TABLES 9A, 98 & 9C veterinaty rnteruention
Carnivora(penile strap & caudal band).

32 Felis roRso rypE rr A1.48

Recoveredfromfeature 48telay266 . length6.ll . torso 1.85 . hindquarters2.86 . tailhole diameter1.125 .
height at forequarters 3.6 ' height at hindquarters 2.675 . note on measurement: forequarters not measurable . fab-
ric very fine, with some inclusions ' Munsell reading 10YR 7i3 . color very pale brown . preservation: all append-

broken; sexual parts intact; left forequarters missingintact; left fi

t 8 . O l t l . 1

Felis 32 A1.48. Left median plane and caudal view.
Note core at neck break and heavy neck/body join.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cw W17)

. Note the forequarters and hindquarters ratio of approximately 1 : 1, as well as the proportion
forequarters : torso : hindquarters. Compare the neck join with Felis 6 A1q637.1 Thereir u breast
ridge and a pinched mane at the base of the neck. Musculature is visible along the neck. The strong
curye from forequarters to back of torso recalls Canis spitz type; but note that the curve is not so
great from torso to rump. The forelegs thrust far forward.

The hindquarters are contained
within an inverted u, set and solidly
founded. The penis and testes are clearly
delineated and do not emerge from the
belly. On either side of the penis, there
are areas of raised clay:. this may have
held a band/strap over the shaft of the
penis. These raised areas bear the mark
of fingerprints, however; perhaps they
simply held the appendage onto the
belly. There is a hole for a tail in the
rump. The buttocks are fused.

The torso is modeled on a core; the surface is
scraped, considerably smoothed. At the neck break on
the left flank, a relatively thick slip can be discerned.
The detail is also visible at break on the upper right, at
the neck. This accounts for the very smooth surface.

Some depositional dirt has been cleaned away
with a wooden skewer, \/ArcH709, and again in
NAll (after photo), with a subsequent light brushing
with water. To do more could damage the surface,
which is excepionally smooth.

Felis 32 A1.48. Ventral view.
Note broken tabs on either side

at the base of the penis.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V10b1711)

r s ' t l
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A5.25.233 Felis roRso rYPE rI

Recoveredfromfeature54stratumBg . length 4.75 . forequarters2.3 . neck1.625 . torso 1.6 . hindquartets2.93
. heightatforequarters2.5 . heightathindquarters2.6. fabricfine,withtemper . Munsellreading 7.5YR714 '

color oink . ion: all appendages broken

Felis 33 A5.25.2. Right and left median plane, dorsal and ventral views.

Note hindquarters in relation to body length, a defining ratio of Carnivora TYPE II figurines.
Scale I : 1.

(photographs VSBb I 7 20, V 8Bbl7 21, VSBb I 7 1 9, V 8Bbl7 22)

Both buttocks and forequarters are rounded. Buttocks are fused; an incised line runs from tail
to testes, which are recessed; the penis is expressed (not contained within belly). There are stria-
tions/scratches to upper left of top of the incised line.

Outside stance is an open inverted U. Inside, the legs meet in an incurvrng V. Marked breast
ridge emerges from neck and continues under forequarters, merges into belly. The tail is thin and

flat to body, lightly expressed. The neck is full, as wide as the torso at the base. The body join of
right foreleg is diagnostic.

There is a smooth finish on the left flank (|\IZ8A note) and the surface is scraped. The treat-
ment is uniform overall. There may be a thin slip on this object, visible at the neck-break. There are

depositional adhesions on the right flank.

34 Felis HrI\tDeuARTERs rYPE rI A6q808.1

Recoveredfromfeature302 locus3O . length3.35 . torso2.l . hindquarters3.2'ta1l0.4'height3.55 'noteon

measurement: length and height not diagnostic . fabric medium, chaff temper with some g5apsum inclusions ' Mun-

sell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . preservation: hindquarters only, partial torso; legs and sexual parts

from tail to belly heavily abraded; tail brokenfiusst

The buttocks are fused and contained within a solidly founded inverted U. The tail, fash-

ioned from a separate piece of clay, is not carried high, at the top of the rump, but begins lower. It

hangs down, like a very thin "rat tail." The sexual parts may be expressed; a heavily abraded
strap/band, faintly visible, may go from the tail to the sexual parts.
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The buttocks curve down to the foreleg as with those carnivores displaying the penile
strap.

The rump itself is rounded and high, atop the buttocks, which are flat. It is almost as if the
buttocks terminated the nrmp, for the hindquarters do not curve downwards and forward, as is the
case in other examples (see Felis 37 A7q684.2, as an example).

The sexual parts cannot be said to be modeled from the fabric; rather, the fabric has been
applied, pressed upward between the legs and then pulled forward onto the belly without funher
detailing. The imprint of a finger remains in the clay on the left underbelly. The manufacturing de-
tail is unique. No other carnivore appears to be incomplete in manufacture, yet fired.

The band/strap and would go a long way in helping with this identification, for the flat hind-
quarters are rather more dog-like. No example of Canis displays this type of tail, however. Compare
hindquarters Felis 300 A1q557.2, where the form is similar,yetthe buttocks are recessed; pet* Z5
A7 -l1, which displays an incised line instead of a strap, ffid where the form is similar; and Felis 32
A1.48, where the form is similar and there is a tail hole and clearly expressed sexual parts.

3s Felis HrfrDeuARTERs rypE rr A7.ll

Recovered from feature 31 locus 6 . length (break to rump) 4.78 . torso 2.55
quarters (left hindleg, rump to break) 4.1 . fabric medium . texture smooth

. hindquarters 3.46 . height at hind-
. Munsell reading l0YR7/2 . color

light gray . conservation: surface adhesions . preservation: rs and torso; sexual organs broken

The body is lean. The body is slightly scraped to indicate
musculature.

Sexual organs are gxpressed (but broken); there is a hole
where presumably the tail was inserted. The tail was carried high.
The rump curves down to meet the hindlegs. The legs do not meld
into torso. Stance is an inverted U outside, an inverted, outcurving
V inside. The buttocks are recessed.

Felis 35 A7.11. Ventral view.
substantial#,ilt*,""1,i adhesions 

An incision divides the buttocks; it is abraded at the top and
Scale I :1. comes down to meet the belly. The remnants of a penile strap on

(photograph V13-1600d3173 the belly adhere to the underbelly on either side of the penis.

This latter detail was not read until our conservator, Beatrice Angelli, cleaned the object. The
depositional adhesions not only obscured the underbelly and pafts of the caudal section, but also
filled completely the holes that pass through and lie on either side of the penis. See Felis 302
21.203, an anomalous find where the head ofthe penis is expressed as a splayed animal claw.
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36 Felis roRso rYPE rr A7q23l.l

Recovered from feature 51 locus 9 . length 8.42 . forequarters 3.55 . neck 2.53 . torso 2.98 . hindquarters 4.00 .

height at forequarters 5.08 . height at hindquarters 5.00 . fabric fine, chafftemper throughouti #r| rypsum inclusions
. Munsell reading l0YR 813 . color very pale brown . conservation: firing "bloom" on back of right hindleg o pres-
ervation: head and left front foreleg missing; other legs chipped, right hindleg more so than the others

Felis 36 A7q23l.l.
Caudal view.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw H626)

Three legs are intact. The hindquarters &re recessed, a solidly
founded inverted U. There is an incised line from tail hole to sexual parts.
Sexual parts are expressed; penis curves to the left. Inside stance is a
slightly open inverted V (45 degrees). The tail hole, deep enough to have
retained dark earth, led to an initial observation that bitumen remained;
washing dislodged this material. Rump curves down to join hindlegs.

A prominent breast ridge, curves onto the belly. Legs thrust for-
ward (dlancdes en avanf). Forequarter stance is wide. The neck is turned
to the right. Compare Equus 36 A5q815.1. Musculature is indicated on the
torso by modeling with fingers. Note fingerprint at right foreleg body join.
Angle ofjoin with body is 150 degrees.

The legs, terminated and intact, are short. Compare forequarters
Equus 23 45.30

Is the quantrty and variety of temper in the fabric to strengthen a large
object?

37 Felis roRso rYPE Ir 47q684.2

Recoveredfromfeature20Tlocus24.lenglh7.495. forequarters3.T5 . neck2.l . torso2.6. hindquarters3.4T5
. caudal width (raised strip between buttocks) 0.075 . caudal width (abraded circle where tail might have been) 1.02
. venfial width (strap over penis) 0.045 . height at forequarters 4.47 . height at hindquarters 4.41 . fabric medium .

Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3 . color pink . conservation: depositional adhesions overall that do not come clean with
washing . preservation: all appendages broken; sexual parts complete except for testes, which are broken off

Felis 37 47q684.2.
Caudal and ventral views.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw l7A)'

I
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The body length/torso ratio is I : 2.86, that is, lean for TYpE II. This
representation is included here for the penile strap and caudal band.

Forequarters are wide and heavy, the torso lean. There is a pro-
nounced, though not raised, breast ridge. There is a perforation passing
through the neck, pelpendicular to the forequarters.

The buttocks are recessed. The hindquarters curve down to join the
legs, which are separate from the torso (the separation is indicated).
There may have been a tail, but it is abraded or broken off. The legs
meet at this point in an acute angle (20 degrees). Between the buffocks,
solidly founded on a naffow inverted U, there is a raised, slightly
rounded strip, going between the legs to the expressed sexual parts.
About midway up the shaft of the penis, there is a strap, which has been
pressed into the belly on either side

Note the manner in which the band is inserted between the but-
tocks (photograph to left) and in which it joins the sexual organ.

38 Felis roRso rYPE rl 47q826.1

Recoveredfromfeature 264locus 22 . leng!h7.75 . forequarters3.84 . neck 2.79 . torso2.75 . heightathind-
quarters 3.72 ' height at forequarters 3.81 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic; hindquarters not measurable
' fabric medium, inclusions . Munsell reading l0YR 7/3 . color very pale brown . conseryation: heavy abrasion,
not roughening the surface, but wearing it down, smoothing the edges; dark deposition on lower forequarters, breast
ridge, and forelegs. . preservation: three legs may be terminated; sexual parts broken; right hindleg and hindquarters

The rump is high and curves down to become/join the hindleg, which may terminate. If so,
the legs are quite short. The torso is comparatively lean, the neck-join thick. There is a tail hole, and
some sign of an incision joining it and the abraded sexual parts. Legs are oval in section.

The figurine is covered with a thick slip, chalky to the touch.

Felis 37 A7q684.2.
Caudal view and ventral view juxtaposed

to show manner in which band is laid onto the body.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photographs V7b2 ll5, V7b21 1 I [ventral])
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Claudia Wettstein, our illustrator, notes that the break at the
the break had been done intentionally; can this smooth surface be
processes after the object was discarded?

Compare torso Felis ll2 47q417.2.

The vestiges of a penile strap and of the
organ itself remain on the underbelly. The object
has been drawn and added to the table of animals
displaying this type of veterinary intervention.

In a w?y, the object serves as an alert: in
the same way we obsewe'onegative wall5" - 411
architectural structure that exists no more, but
leaves a vestige in the soil, the visible trace of its
former existenc so certain details of animal
anatomy may be missing or damaged in such a
manner as not to appear immediately obvious to
casual inspection.

289

forequarters/neck is smooth, as if
uniquely the result of depositional

Felis 38 A7q826.1.
Left median plane.

The curvature of the hindquarters to hindleg
is notable, as is the thick neck/body join.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw l7A)

Ebla/Tell Mardikh. TM.65.E.2l6lQl3M (Marchetti 2001 , 98-99, Tav. CL)O(V, CL)Oil/I). Neck join and body
length bear comparison with Felis at Urkesh, although in this exemplar the tail (may) hang down and the stance is
static, forelegs being solidly founded. Also compare TM.65.D.163/Q13M1a vith Felis 38, noting the curvature of the
hindquarters to hindleg (or is that the tail hanging down?) and the thick neck/body join. Conformation of tail is prob-
lematic, as is the stance.

The excavator tells us that the different species are indistinguishable, save for the occasional decorated band about the
neck. This might in fact be an indicator of a domesticated or tethered animal.

These two exemplars also illustrate the difficulty of researching Comparanda from site to site. In the Ebla volume, the
photographs are dark, obscuring diagnostic detail; only one plane is illustrated, not enough to speak about diagnostics,
and no other measurements are given. I make the observation respectfully, for I know firsthand how difficult is can be
to obtain adequate photographic documentation in the field, not for lack of skill on the photographers' part, but rattrer
because of the press of excavation and the real difficulty of lighting diminutive artifacts so that detail can be analyzed at
some remove.
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CARNTVORA
FELIS TYPE II

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

Il4 Felis FoREeUARTERS rypn rr 46q952.1

Identification as Carnivora Felis TYPE II is problematic, but reasonable.

The forequarter stance is wide and there is a narrow pronounced breast ridge in the manner of
Equus TYPE r figurines. The legs are rectangular in section. There are tightly spaced (0.03 cm apart)
light incisions scratched onto the torso on either flank, although the right flank is more pronounced.
No equid from the corpus exhibits this technique of indicating the mane or pelt; this comparison of
the two genera ffi&y, with further investigation, prove diagnostic, as there are rnany Felis exemplars
that have incised manes (only, with no further modeling, as with the fingers).

115 Felis torso rYPE tr A10q295.2

Recovered from feature 102 locus 4 . lenglh 5.37 . forequarters2.65 . neck 1.9 . torso 1.9 . hindquarters 2.83 .
tail 0.6 ' height at forequarters 2.9 . height at hindquarters 2.84 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic .
fabric medium, with uniform chafftemper . Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 . color pale yellow . conservation: surface
roughened by depositional action . : all appendages broken; tail and head missi

The hindquarters are flat, contained within a solidly founded inverted U. The top of the rump
is flat and the hindquarters are slightly indented. The tail, broken, may have extended out from the
body. It does appear, however, to have been carried high and, tapering in the manner of herbivores,
to extend down from the top of the rump. Compare carnivore torso and hindquarters Felis I 41.19.
Here, too, the angle at which the rump joins the hindlegs is flat.

The forequarters are wide. There is a mane, pinched together at the base of the neck from what
appears to be an added piece of clay. Musculature is indicated by scraping.

Recovered from feature 402 locus 31 . length 3.64 . forequarters (broken) 3.56 . torso 2.82 . neck 2.15 . trans-
verse section (left foreleg, long axis) 1.74 . transverse section (left foreleg, short axis) 0.91 . note on measurement:
height, length not diagnostic . fabric fine, uniformly fine chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 7/2 . color light gray
' conservation: heavy firing bloom on underbelly and breast ridge . preservation: forequarters only, head and right
foreleg broken off; left mtact
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CARNIVORA
FELIS TYPE II

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS
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208 Felis ToRSo rYPE II Mq439.l

Recoveredfromfeature204 locus 150 . length7.94 . forequarters3.45 ' neck2.28 ' torso2.37 ' hindquarters

3.85 . tail hole (diameter) 0.44 . height at forequarters 4.68 . height at hindquarters 3.7 ' note on measurement:

neck questionable because of breakag", h"ight not diagnostic . fabric medium, with uniform chafftemper Munsell

reading 51.R 8/3 . color pink . conservation: few depositional adhesions on right rear flank ' preservation: torso, all

broken; left foreleg partially intact

There is an incision down the back leading from the base of the rump to the neck; there is no

sign of the line having continued on to the rump. The incised line is deepest at the base of the rump

and the base of the neck. There is no sigr of a mane. There is a tail hole, with two smaller holes in-

side, as from the tip of a tapering instrument. The medium splays out around these smaller holes.

The hindquarters are contained within a rounded inverted U.

There is a raised band from the tail hole to the underbelly (broken). There may have been sex-

ual parts. This part of the figurine is marked by two deep striations on the left and a recessed atea

that might have contained the penis.

The forequarters are widespread; the breast ridge is only lightly indicated, if at all. The leg

join is terminated at the top by the forequarters. The forelegs project forward (110 degrees on left).

Legs are arounded rectangle in section.

209 Felis ToRSo rYPE rI A10.71

The hindquarters are flat and solidly founded on an inverted U. The rump cuwes down to

meet the legs. The tail is wide but tapering. The tail is applied as a separate piece of clay, laid in be-

tween the buttocks.

There is a groove made by dragging (as opposed to incising) an instrument from the tail to the

expressed sexuaiparts. The testes are flat, as seen tn Felis 36 A7q23l.l, truncated or pressed flat at

tne nmdquarters. in the latter case, however, the testes have been broken in half vertically. There is

a band lytng over the shaft below the head of the penis (compare Felis 37 A7q684.2).

There is a breast ridge. The neck is wide.

Recoveredfromfeature 129 locusS . length(breastridgetoundertarl)7.66' forequarters3.84 ' neck 3-0 ' torso

236 . hindquarters 3.07 . tail I.07 . note on measurement length possibly diagnostic, height not diagnostic, fore-

quarters and neck width questionable because of breakage; tail measured not at base on top of rump, but just below

*111p when hanging between buttocks . fabric medium, chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 ' color very pale

brown . conservuiiotu abraded overall . preservation: hindquarters and torso, all appendages broken, left foreleg less

so: tail broken
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Musculature is indicated and obviously formed by the fingers as opposed to scraping. A good
example ofthis type of modeling. The method does not contribute to an impression of leanness.

210 Felis roRso A10q146.5

Recovered from feature 139 locus 5 . length 3.56 . forequarters (broken) 2.97 . neck2.43 . height at forequarters
4.36 ' note on measurement: length, height, forequarters width not diagnostic; forequarters width indicative, however,
of neck/forequarters ratio . fabric fine, uniformly small chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale
brown ' preservation: forequarters only; mane incisions visible; right foreleg broken off

The rump curves down to meet the hindlegs, tail carried high. Buttocks are recessed. There is a
raised band that goes from the tail between the legs to the expressed sexual parts. They are heavily
abraded, but a band/strap, midway up the shaft of the penis, can be discerned.

2ll Felis roRso DECoRATED BH.509

Recovered from third millennium strata . lenglh (neck to hindquarters division) 6.55 . forequarters 2.63 . neck2.04
' neck(longaxis) 2.22 . torso2.31 . hindquarters3.O5 . heightatforequarters3.S6 . heightathindquarters3.2 .
note on measurement: height not diagnostic . fabric medium fine . Munsell reading IOYR 7/4 . color very pale
brown . preservation: left flank deeply abraded

The buttocks are fused and there is an incised line from tail to sex. There is a tail hole. Sex is
expressed. There is a band/strap over the penis, impressed on either side by the fingers (prints visi-
ble). The rump curves downward to join the hindleg.

Dots Qtonctuds) in five (visible) lines from front to back; three lines side to side and crossing
perpendicular to these, from flank to flank. Two end lines follow line of buttocks and forequarters.

Compare carnivore torso Felis 302 21.203 and
21.273, the former with an incised collar, the latter
with light punctate marks (ponctuds) around neck
(not included in this volume). Also compare Felis 26
47.142 (raised medium around the neck at a brea$
and Felis 31 A7q966.1.

See COMPARATM TABLES 9A, 98 & 9C
Veteri na ry I nteruention Carnivora
(penile strap & caudal band).

Felis 211 8H.509.
The dots are rather lightly impressed,

the fabric remaining at the center and not lifted oul
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph VTbTn)
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CARNT.vO,RA
FELIS

RE,LATED IINSTRATIFIED FIND'S

300 Fbtris torso rYPtr rr ALqSST.2

Recovered frorn baekfill locus 117 stratum,B3 (?) . length 4.72 . forequarters 2.03. ' neck 1.31 " torso 1.93 '

hindquarters2.Gg . height at forequarters2.S2 . height at hindquarters2.A2 . fabric fine, with uniformly small chaff
temper, some gypsum . Munsell reading 7.5.YR 7/8: ' color reddish,yellow ' ion: all appendages broken

Felis 300 A1q557 .2 wPBrr.
teft median plane.

Note forelegs projecting far forward.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V10e0138)

The typology asks, for a body that is leaner than this
figurine (body length is only'80 percent of the projected total
body length for a carnivore). As a tentative measure, I have
included the figurine amongst Felis TYPE II.

Rump curves in to leg join, then is vertical. The
hindquarters are contained outside within an inverted
incurving U. Inside, the legs join in an inverted V (45
degrees, with apex at tail). The buttocks are recessed. There
is a tail hole at the top of the rump. The legs are projected far
forward, a detail typical of many carnivores.

The musculature is indicated; there is a mane or neck
ridge; it is pinched at the base.

The figurine may have been repaired with bitumen at the
neck. The deposit cannot be removed with water and remains
within the confines of the neck break (that is, it appears to be
applied with some care, not a depositional accident). Some of
the fabric adheres to the belly on the right.

F elis 300 A 1q5 57 .2 wPE II.
Caudal view.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V10e0139)

301 Felis ToRso DECoRATEn zl.164

The tail is thick and hangs down, the tips pointing to the left. The hindquarters are founded on

a rounded inverted U. There may be a slight breast ridge.

I

Recovered from the surface of the Tell and not stratified . length 3.3 ' forequarters2.3l '

hindquarters 2.155 . tail 0.093 . height at hindquarters 2.1 . height at forequarters2.3T '

inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 ' color pink ' ion: torso only, all

neck 1.65 . torso l.9l '
fabric medium fine. with
broken
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On the right flanlg therc are,a number of pamllel incisions along the torso, crossed by three
lines that go from the top, of the torso to the. belly. This decoration continues on to the underbelly.
Only the incision at the top ofthe torso where the lines begin is deep.

302 Felis roRso 21.203

RecoveredfromthesurfaceoftheTellandnotstratified . length6.85 . forequarters2.46. neck 1.70 . torso2.31 .
hindquarters2.g3 . height at forequarters3.T4 . height at hindquarters 3.40 . note on measurement: height not diag-
nostic . fabric medium fine . Munsell reading (fabric) 10YR 7/3 . color (fabric) very pale brown . Munsell reading
(patina or slip) l0YR 6/2 . color (patina or slip) light brownish gray . conseryation: depositional dirt adheres to the
neck, rump, and right flank . ion: torso, all appendages broken

"'nif,o3,?;'#"oTf :ifr:*:i"ffi ftffi"H#,":."
The treatment of the sexual parts is unique in the corpus, save for Felis 5l A7.ll.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photographs Y7bVI10A, V7b2/+I4A)

The forequarters are wide. There is a breast ridge.

There is an incision about the neck and the medium raised by the passage of the stylus of bone
or reed has been left at the top of the incision, almost like a band. Other details may decorate the
band, but they are hidden under the depositional accretion or broken, as on the left flank. For in-
stance, another wide band of clay may have been applied below the incision; it appears to continue
on to the back, around the neck.

Musculature is detailed along the torso, smoothed and then coated or overlain with a slip. The
texture is smooth. There is likely a slip overall, deeper in value than the fabric.

The rump is high and curves down to join the hindleg, in the manner of many other examples
in the corpus. There may have been a tail hole. There is a deep incision from the tail, through the
legs, and ending at the sexual parts. The sexual parts are intact, andthe penis is splayed out, pressed
onto the underbelly. Additionally, the head of the penis is divided in three parts, like a clover, each
with an impressed dot in the center.

The head of the penis has been outlined with a light incision in the last stage of manufacture.
The penis itself is applied as a separate piece of clay. See rendering in the eLATES at the end of this
volume.
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CARNIVORA
fer a (OTHER NONDOMESTICATED ANIMALS)

SUB ORDER I{YS TRICOMORPHA
FAMILY HYSTRICIDAE 6roncuPrNE)
400 Hystricidae (OId World Porcupine) sxour FRoM zooMoRpHrc vEssEL

29s

45q743

Recovered from feature 104 locus 5 stratum B2 . length 5.39 . diameter (mouth perforation) 0.7 . diameter (nostril
perforations) 0.5 . transverse section (snout, short axis) 1.82 . transverse section (snout, long axis) 2.11 . thickness
(broken "pelt" 

) 0.875 . dianeter (circles/ponctuds on pelt/back) 0.4 . height (pelt perpendicular to snout/pelt break)
3.19 . Munsell reading 2.5Y 8.3 . color pale yellow . preservation: snout, with a portion of the muzzle only

By rights, this object is outside the present typol-
ogy. First of all, the representation is somewhat em-
blematic, rather than strictly representational. And
then, not enough of the artifact was recovered to be
able to speak meaningfully about proportion and ratio
of different body parts, so that we might have a diag-
nostic template against which to measure other similar
objects.

Further, if the animal were projected as a com-
plete object in the round, it would be plump and not
strikingly lean, as is the main body of carnivores here
listed. I have nonetheless included the fragment in this
catalog as one of a number of wild animals, not do-
mesticated.

This fragment may be the snout and fragmentary
torso of an animal either applied to a vessel or itself a
zoomorphic vessel. There are three holes in the flat
portion of the fragment; two are smaller than a third hole opposite and seem to represent nostrils,
while the larger hole may be the mouth of an animal. The circular marks on the back/pelt are 0.1 cm
smaller than the nostrils. They were made with the same instrument that perforated the nostrils, for
the inside dimension of the nostril hole is the same as the outside dimension of the circular marks.

The inside surface of the fabric is untreated, not smoothed. The perforations have been
punched through, and no fabric removed. The snout may be formed of a cylinder applied to a ves-
sel, then puncfured to form nostrils

Boktinyi tentatively identified the snout and spiny pelage as belonging to a hedgehog - an
animal represented with some frequency in Mesopotamia a porcupine. The snout of both crea-
tures in real life looks amusingly like this terra-cotta representation. Interestingly, while all insecti-
vores feed on vegetable matter, the hedgehogs may consume frogs, mice, lizards and snakes. The
porcupines differ from insectivores in that they are not carnivorous, but rather feed mainly on
leaves, buds, and bark.

Carnivora fera NO A5q743.
This snout, part of a zoomorphic vessel,

may belong to either a hedgehog or a porcupine.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V10e0151)
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The fabric is medium fine and the texture is smooth. There is a likely an applied slip (visible
on lower edge, as the snout is held to right). There ate a few tiny surface adhesions.

ORDER INSECTIVORA
FAMILY ERINACEIDAE
SUBFAMILY ERINACEINAE(HEDGEHOG)

40I Erinaceinae (Hedgehog) DoRsAL trRAGMENr A8q96.10

Recovered from featwe 33 locus 7 . length 5.3 (break to break) .
(thickness) 1,.29 . fabric medium (?) .-Munsell reading 10YR 8/4

torso 4.5 o transverse vertical section
o color very pale brown o preserva-

tion: fragment only

This fragment, also from Khabur levels, is reminiscent of fera 400 A5q743, both in treafinent
and in form. It has a striking parallel amongst IvIZl2 finds from deep third millennium levels in ex-
cavation areaAg -49.85 (see comparanda inthis entry and ptaTES). We tookthis last objectto be
a bird on pedestal, similar in form to Aves A7.253. The body was waferlike, as is fera 401, except
there were two halves, apparently broken apart and separated.

" The underside of the object is slightly more concave than the side bearing markings. The
unsmoothed underside/interior (?) surface was similar to the inside surface of fera 400 A5q743 and
Felis 401 A8q96.10; nor did the perforations always come through the clay. Sophia Boneffi, exca-
vation conservator, made a thorough analysis of the construction of the object; and reglued the
pieces one atop the other. Her report figures in the lvZn global record.

There are perforations overall; these are made with a pointed instrument, raising the clay on
the side opposite but not passing through the waferlike object. There are thin incised lines made by
both a sharp and thick-pointed instrument along the top and bottom of the object. While roughly
parallel, they cross over one another in places or meet in a point, as if to indicate a contrasting pelt
texture along the sides, not the back, of the object, just as thi soft "unquilled" belly of the por*pitt"
and the "unprotected" underside of the hedgehog contrast with the spiny pelage on the back
(MacDonald 1984,688 in reference to porcupines, 753 regarding hedgehogs)

Susa. Sb 2908' limestone hedgehog standing on a cart of bitumen Recovered from the temple of Inshushinak. Sec-
ondary characteristics of pelage and the snout of Carnivorafera 400 are assuredly rccogntzable and the technique of
execution is not in fact much less summary than that of this well-known intact example of the subfamily from Suia. As
a latter-day observer, Zainab Bahmni, comments, "The animal is represented with a minimum of detail." (in Harper
1992, Catalog Nr. 102, 155). What passes for the animal's "spiky bristles" is "a pattern of rows of squares carved in
ish relief."
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One end of the object has been chipped away, breaking open a perforation; this is excavation
damage.

This is likely part of an animal figurine. See for comparative purposes furo 400 A5q743, a
fragment identified as a hedgehog or porcupine, both animals with a spiny pelage.

A +
SECTION A. A

5.9
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+
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Carnivora fera 401 A8q96. 1 0.
Tlis Erinaceinae fragment recalls the form and execution
of some Aves figurines; that is, an upper perforated "shell"

that overlays a similar shape, but inverted, to complete the
body of the animal representation, usually seated on a
pedestal.

Scale I : 1.
(renderings cw: dorsal, ventral & section A-A M909,

section B-B G72O)

Urkesh (Tell Mozan). A9.85 and other birdlike representations on pedestals such as A7.253, 410.47 and A12q555.
The first of these comparanda may have been intended to contain liquid, which could be "leaked" from an anal orifice.
The penultimate representation is a superb Aves exemplar, possibly an ostrich, referenced here for the modeling of the
body and its pedestal support. The last example - Al2q553 - was recovered from third millennium layers adjacent to
the Royal Residence and is almost a mirror image of A8q96.10, except that its perforations pass through the wall of the
artifact; surely it was pierced from above, as small gobbets of clay adhere to the concave surface. The perforations are
laid out in sraight lines along the length of the curved artifact and rather heavy incised lines separate these perforations.
The object is narrower on one end than the other and a flat, broken arcamay correspond to the transverse section of an
animal's neck.

These few examples, while related by form and possibly impulse, will only with firther analysis contribute to a coher-
ent vocabulary thatpermits us to analyz-e new finds as they are recovered in the field. I do favor interpretation as animal
representationso not tools, such as a sieve or a shaker of some sort. It is possible that some of these artifacts are frag-
ments of zoomorphic vessels; and these, in furn, may have had a functional purpose.
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FAMILY MUSTELIDAE @oNEY BADGER)

402 Mustelidae roRso 41.33

Intact torso of a ratel, or honey badger, a third millennium ancestor of Mellivora capensis.

Note the low ca:riage, conveyed by the gentle downward curve at the base of neck on an elon-
gated body. In real life, this body carriage may be seen with the hyena, although the identification
here is against cornmon sense.

Carnivora fera 402.
Left median plane.

Note scraping as with a dull blade
or perhaps a rough unifonnly woven cloth,

on left flank, cranial termination.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photographV6bl727)

Family Mustelidae. Genus Mellivora. Species copensis.
A modern relative of the honey badger

encountered in ancient Syria.
This ratel is about 2.5 feet long, not counting a l0-inch tail!

(Bertin, Burton et aL. 1967, 561-2)

There is no indication of pelt; the torso is by contrast taill6, smoothed by scraping or by the ac-
tion of fingers. This modeling creates the musculature. A slip has been applied to the surface, using
the same fabric as the object itself.

There may be striations along the length of the torso, as in the coat of the badger.

The forequarters and hindlegs form a triangle in section where they join with the body.
Compare Carnivora Ursus 403 Al .79. The stance is contained within a modified V; the legs meet in
a very wide angle of 110 degrees, to be compared with (Jrsus in the corpus. The tail hu"gr down
and is flattened. Note the concave underbelly, and the curving body. The head is an extension of the
neck with little indication ofjoin.

Recoveredfromfeature 110 locusS stratumB4 . length5.84 . forequarters 1.64 . torso 1.54 . rs 1.7.
height at forequarters 2.95 . height at hindquarters (rump to right hindleg, broken) 2.01 . fabric fine, with uniformly
fine inclusions of gnt (?), some.gypsum . Munsell reading 7.5YR 7/4 . color pink . conservation: depositional mat-
ter on back and right flank . ion: all chipped; tail chippe d, mlzle broken
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The fabric seems not to have been pulled or extended but rather to be have been built up ad-
ditively. Ears and the eye-sockets on some equids do provide a comparison, but these are pushed
upward, out and back, usually with an instrument.

,-l
2_A

l l
1 . 75.8

Carnivora fera 402.
Note particularly the triangular section, vertical cranial plane,

the musculature defined by scraping and smoothing of the lean torso.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cwlvlZ6 no date)

f-
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CARNIVORA
fer a OTHER NONDOMESTTCATED ANTMALS

ORDEROMNIVORA
FAMILYIIRSIDAE
GENUS URSUS

403 (Irsus ToRSo MrryrAruRn A.1.79
Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 . length 3.76 . length (snout to tlurl) 4.47 . forequarters 1.63 . neck 0.92 .
toSo 1.34 ' hindquartersl.T2 ' tail 0.96 . heightatforequarters2.4S . heightathindquarters 1.4 . fabricfine,
with some inclusions ' Munsell reading 2.5YR 6D . color pale red . preservation: intact except for chips from right
hindleg and broken left leg; tail chi

This figurine, exhibiting a compact body type, most likely represents a bear. The artifact is
diminutive, a MINIATURE. The legs meet at the forequarters in a wide inverted V (90 degrees).
Compare with herbivore body/leg join, more solidly founded. The legs are thick at the body join,
tapering to a rounded termination.

The stubby tail is chipped, possibly terminated; it hangs over the hindquarters. The snout is
blunt, the head flat and small with respect to the body. The neck blends with the body and tapers to
meet the head. The sexual parts are abraded, if they are represented at all.

READING FIGURINES

Ursus 4A3.
Scale 1 : l.

Dorsal and caudal views. (rendering cw H7l3)
Left median plane. (photograph V10e0094)

l-
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The mouth is indicated by a ligttt horizontal incision. The eyes are lightly indented with a

blunt instrument, pushed up and back (compare the modeling of the head of Ursus 403 with

Aveslhumanoid A1.65 and Aves theriomorphic vessel A1.321).

InI994,I reviewed a figurine labeled A1q918.6 (wrongly, as it turned out). It was from seal-

bearing level Al/Asfl13, probably from excavation area '{5 after it had been fully excavated and

subsumed under A1. The object was photographed from below (E7lI1) - yet the angle was too

severe to make diagnostic observation possible. A dramatic image, but diagnostically disastrous.

Certain body contours, however, did exactly match those of (Jrsus 403; one inescapable detail was

the wide forequarter stance. At length, I determined that the figurine depicted was inde ed Ursus 403

AI.79 - but with what difficulty!

The experience was chastening. It is possible, let it be said, to reproduce an object photo-

graphically and yet provide no essential diagnostic information about the object whatsoever. This is

one reason we reproduce each artifact in six views, whenever possible.

404 Ursus ToRSo A5.32

Recovered from feature t5 shatum B11 . length 9.15 . length (leg to leg in frontal plane) 7.53 ' forequarters 2.85 '

neck 2.2 . torso 2.95 . hindquarters 2.95 . height at hindquarters 3.8 . fabric medium, uniform chaff temper '

Munsell reading 7.5YR 7/4 . color pink . conservation: surface heavily abraded . preservation: all appendages bro-
ken; sexual parts intact, tigttt forequarters broken off

9.3 4.s

Ursus 4O4.
Caudal, ventral and cranial views.

Scale app.2:3.
(rendering cw 1723)

l

This frgurine raises a question. How is it possible for all carniv "flesh-eate1s" - to fit the same body type?

Clearly, they cannot; the body type will vary as to genus or animal fhmily. The body type of this figurine led me to re-

define the category.

Also, labeling will have to be revisited. Many animals of the order Carnivora are wild and may be describedasfera (not

a zoological category). Should lions and bears be calledfera of the order Carnivora or simply Felis and Ursus? What is

more, some animals in the order Carnivor4 such as those in the genus Canis, are often domesticated. Are they domes-

tica? After all, morphological change as a result of husbandry can be traced in the terra-cottia representations at Urkesh.

Of course, what is pertinent to this discussion is whether any ofthese indicators of wildness or tameness cort be traced

in the archeological record, or in consistent manner in the artifacts crafted at Urkesh by artisans who referenced a

shared mental template as they worked.

As a matter of practicality and in general, I have labeled artifacts by genus, for the representations are distinctive to this

level of specifrcity.

3.9
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There is a back ridge down the entire length of the body. The back joins the.body with little
differentiation (l : 1). Buttocks swell only slightly and are ftsed. The hindquarters are solidly
founded and contained within a narrow, slightly incurving inverted U. The buttocks swell outward
only slightly and are fuse4 as are the forequarters. The hindlegs meet at an angle of90 degrees. The
body is stocky. The sexual parts are expressed, and they are not in the tielly.

- Does the tail hang down in a thin, raised line; or is it terminaJed and carried high? Likely the
f_orm9r, as there are fingerprints along the raised ridge and it is flat from the rump to-midway down
the hindquarters. Observing 1[s animal from the dght flanh it would appear that the tail does not
hang down and that the buttocks swell outward slightly at the vertical mid-point.

Body and head (markedly) are tumed right. The ears ane small and applied with a sq)arate
piece of clay formed into a rounded forward curve, top and bottom. Compare hindquarters Cami-
vorafera 4021' and see Ursrc 403 A1.79.

40s Ursus roRso 46q487.1

Recoveredfromfeature 162 locus 218 . length 4.11 . forequarters2.l3 . torso 2.30 . hindquarters2.66. hind-
quarters (substantial bulge in front of hindquarters) 2.73 . height at hindquarters 2.67 . height at forequarters 2.9 .
fabric medium fine, inclusions ' Munsell reading 7.5YR 7/3 . color pink . conservation: snout and other pieces were
glued after excavation; UHU was used; originally three or four fragments . preservation: snout repaired, top of muzzle
chipped; legs, tail, and top of hindquarters broken

Ursus 4O5 46q487.1.
Cranial view and left median plane.

Scale I : l.
(rendering cw H705,

photograph MZSBv 10e 1608)

2.6

The body is stocky; the hindquarters stance is solidly founded on a rather narrow, slightly
open inverted U. The hindlegs meet in a 90 degree angle. The neck blends into the body at the
forequarters. An eye has been impressed on the left muzzle. The right hindleg and the left foreleg,
though chipped,appeffi to terminate, as do the legs oftorso (Jrsus 403 Al.7g.

The animal snout is especially clear as the object is viewed from the left flank and slightly b"-
low. Fortuitous break age?

The surface is lightly burnished. Is there a shallow fabric impression on the bottom of the left
foreleg?

, r [
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A7.239406 Ur s us rvrrJz.zLn AND sNour

Recovered from feature 155 locus 12 . cranial length 3.22 . horizontal transverse section (siout) 0.96 '

vertical transverse section (top of mlzle to under snout at mouth) 1.78 ' height (neck to crown) 3.45 '

fabric medium, small chaff temper . Munsell reading 7 .sYR 6/6 . color reddish yellow ' preservation:
muzzle only; ear broken

The mouth is indicated by a deep cut under the muz,zle, the nostrils by a perforation that

continues into the body. The eyes are deeply incised on the right and not so on the left, where the

mark left by the hollow instrument used for the impression is visible. The ears are rounded and

folded forward, bent over and around a slight depression. The crown is rounded.

Ursus 46 A7.239. Cranial views.
(photographs MZSB V 1 0e 1 002, V I 0e09 14, V I 0e 19 I 5)

The nostril perforates the mvz-zle straight through, which would be unusual were this a free-
standing figurine. Could this be either a theriomorphic attachment for a vessel or a piece of a zoo-
morphic vessel? The perforation might, in another light, have contained a stick that held the head
onto the body, strengthening the figurine.

It could be argued that this fragmentary head is the most "bearlike" of the artifacts catalogued
here. After all, the piece does resemble the iconographic image we carry in our heads of Ursus.
Holly Pitfinan (Pittman 2002) has taken another tack, as it were; nearly all the bears she talks about
in her exemplary compendium are standirg; or else they are crouching. Most of them are also
charming and playful, although I am somewhat at a loss to explain why this should be so. The "ges-

ture that suggests offering or receiving" (pug" 287) may have something to do with the way we per-
ceive the creatures. Pitfinan herself makes a striking obseruation:

rather than looking for their meaning as a powerful image of the wild animal,
it is their similarities to humans that may lie behind their symbolic meaning
during the Uruk and proto-Elanite periods. (Pithnan 2002,291)
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- A good portion of the remainder of her essay is devoted to this aspect of animaVhuman con-
flation and its descent from an "ultimate culturai ro*r"" (page 2g5). it is interesting to me that
Pittman's numerous insights are based not on verifiable measurement, but solely oi secondary
characteristics that are "received," as it were, from the literature and various other culfural associa-
tions that many of us share (cireuses, cartoons, movies, other representations in popular culture,
etc.). Not a single Urkesh bear crouches; nor do they play the lyre. but bears they "*. 

-
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CARNIVORA
fer a orHER NoNDoMESTICATED ANIMALS

FAMILYURSIDAE
GENUS URSUS

TENTATIVE IDENTIF ICATION

116 Ursus HINDeuARTERs Mn\trAruRE

305

A5q706.2

Recoveredfromfeature 129 locus 168 . length (breaktotail)1.57 . torso 0.925 . hindquarters 1.33 ' tail0.041 '

height at hindquarters 1.44 . note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic ' fabric fine, some large
quartzlsilica inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR4ll . color dark gray . conseryation: possibly overfired (flat, crys-
tal-like surfaces on two of the inclusions) . preservation: hindquarters only; tail abradeO.tti4gg{*k"t

The hindlegs are thrust out from the hindquarters. The tail is wide. The hindquarter stance out-

side is an open inverted U. The buffocks are slightly recessed; there is an incision between the but-

tocks. Sexual parts are not expressed.

There are holes from gas bubbles in the fabric, or possibly, these are holes left from burned

temper.

ll7 Ursus roRso MTNIATURE A7q849.1

The tail is thick and hangs over; the torso is stocky. The way the legs are broken makes it dif-

ficult to read the stance or actual body type.The forelegs are thrust far forward (145 degrees on

left). An arc joins the two legs on the left flank. The left hindleg is flat on the inside and somewhat

splayed near termination; this may be the knee joint.

The forequarters read as Canis.

Recovered from feature 286 locus
0.051 . height at forequarters 1.6
ric fine, some small inclusions '
broken: tail and mlzle broken

13 . lenglh2.24 . forequarters 1.15 . torso 1.17 . hindquarterc 1.24 ' tail (?)
. height at hindquarters 1.57 . note on measurement: length not diagnostic ' fab-

Munsell reading 10R 4/l . color dark reddish gray . preservation: all appendages
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CARNIVORA
fer a oTHER NoNDoMESTTcATED ANTMALS

FAMILYURSIDAE
GENUS URSUS

RELATED STRATIFIED FIND

212 Ursus ToRso AI\ID FoREeuARTERs Mrr\rAruRE A10q56.1

Recovered from feature 37 locus 5 . lenglh 1.155 . forequarters 1.09 . neck 00.71 . torso 1.09 . height at fore-
quarters l.l2 . note on measurement: length and height not diagnostic; fiansverse section at neck questionable . fab-
ric medium fine . Munsell reading 5YR7/2 . color pinkish gray . Munsell reading (patina) 7.5YR 5/1 . color (pat-
ina) gray ' conservation: depositional stain or patina overall . preservation: forequarters only; all appendages broken,
renderins identification difficult

The forequarter stance is very wide (140 degrees). Forelegs are thrust forward (140 degrees on
both sides).

A fingerprint remains under the left foreleg,
impressed as the appendage was shaped.

Compare the blockiness of this MIMATURE
torso with Ursus 404 and Ursus 405.

An area for further study: when patina accrues
to an object, developing over time in the ground (or
even simply through exposure to air), it would seem
that the chroma tends towards the yellow, ffid values
deepen. Saturation seems not to vary much. Can this
be generalized to make a provisional depositional
standard? The Munsell reading on this object was
taken under the right foreleg where the fabric
seemed least altered by depositional stain.

Felis 212 Al0q56.l.
Cranial and dorsal view, left median plane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cw L730)
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ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
ATURKESH (TELLMOZAN)

ORDER Artiodactyla

FAMILY Bovidae
(SUBFAMILY Caprinae)

GENUS Capra

DISCUSSION
The Genus

CATALOG
The Urkesh Corpus
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CAPRA

DISCUSSION

How Goats Are Like Sheep

Capra I 41.44 TYPE (TEMPLATE).
Left median plane.

The figurine has been cleaned and depositional
dirt lifted from the incisions, so ttrat the manner
of execution (tripartite incision, overlay, etc.) is
clear. The technique of rendering the pelt is here
reductive and is to be compared with Ovis
representations where the pelt is created by
additive techniquesscale 

1 : 1.
(photograph Vl3-I I00 d3028)

309

In outward form, goats are a leaner animal than
sheep. While it is true that Capra raised for wool do
exhibit considerable body bulk, these animals are the
result of a long process of domestication that does not
concern us here.

When Charles Reed, the paleozdologist who
accompanied the Braidwoods along the Zagtos flanks,
stated flatly that sheep were not first domesticated for
their wool, he knew his assertion ran contrary to
expectations, at least for prehistorians who projected
present-day images of sheep and goats onto early
caprids (in Braidwood 1960, 138). "Actually," he says,
"wild goats and wild sheep have similar harry coats with
woolly underfi,r No prehistoric people," he goes on
to say, "could have foreseen any possible changes in the
predominantly huity coats of the animals . . . which were
being domesticated." (137). So, initially, at least, their
silhouette must have been similar.

And the reason for their domestication must have
been somewhat similar - the hides of both species were
woolly and warm. And their meat was appreciated, too.

As the millennia advanced, however, there did
come to be a distinction between the two caprids,
although the reasons for the selection of sheep for their
"woolliness" are not at all simple genetically.

The difference in silhouette between sheep and goats was already in evidence in the third
millennium and is encountered at Urkesh, after several millennia of Ovr domestication. Compare
two representations of their respective species, each having a distinctive and unmistakable profile -

Capra I A1.44 and Ours 7 A5q353.1.

Now, Ernest E. Seton Thompson, in his illustrated 'animal anatomy for artists," does not even
bother to illustrate goat anatomy, so similar is it, he feels, to the muscular type of the sheep. He says,
"The ordinary Goat, though so unlike in appearance, is ofthe same proportions as the sheep, nor does
its bony and muscular anatomy present important differences" (Ihompson 1896' 63).
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Thompson uses the animal "head" as the unit of measurement for the entire body, whereas the
typolory that has proven useful for the animal figurines of Urkesh is largely based on proportions
and the ratio of body parts, one to the others. His observations may inform our typology,
nonetheless, as it is the way the animal appears to the informed and knowledgeable eye (the
shepherd's eye . . . ) that concerns us here.

The Typology
Capra represented in the figurine corpus from ancient Urkesh - share all or some of the

fo llowing characteristic s :

wL :w3
As with Ovis, the hindquarters and forequarters are

approximately equal in width.

w2>w l
The torso is slightly greater than three-fourths of the width of

the forequarters taken in cranial frontal plane.

wL@neck < w2
The neck is less than or equal to the width of the torso taken in

vertical transverse section.

lg33l2w2
Body length is about 1.5 the width of the torso taken

transverse vertical section. Otherwise said, the goat at Urkesh
lean.

in
IS

Capra I A1.44. Dorsal view.
This view permits analysis

of the relationship of body parts
and offers a good understanding
of Capra's place in the typology.

Scale I : l.
(rendering cw 1722)

In addition to the above body ratios, Capra may share some
or all of these characteristics -

I. THEBUTTOCKS OF CAPRA AREDEEPLYRECESSED.

This characteristic of Capra is shared with some Canis of the
Khabur period.

2. TIIE TAIL IS IJPRIGHT AI\D/OR CARRIED HIGH.

A raiser of goats will tell you that there are only two reasons a
goat carries his tail down - he is either scared and very upset or
else he is sick. Otherwise, a goat's tail is calried high and
approaches the vertical.

Capra I A1.44. Caudal view.
Buttocks deeply lssssssd -

and with upturned tail!
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cwl722)
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A nonsystematic canvassing of photogaphs of goats reveals a substantial numberthat have the
tail not upright, but at something of a downward angle to the rump. It's not unreasonable, I suppose,
to speculate that the creatures have indeed been startled by the camera lens or the presence of a
human being and so are registering fear. It's certainly true that one seldom encounters a rendering
of a goat with pendulous tail. They are drawn from something like an ideal form template, as it
were - the artist carries about in his or her head.

Now, sounding a cautionary note, Schmandt-Besserat finds only pendulous tails amongst the
goats of 'Ain Ghazal. It seems odd; as Schmandt-Besserat says, 'tails d"fy nature"(Schmandt-
Besserat 1997, 50 and Fig. 3). There is of course no reason to suppose there is a necessary I : 1
coffespondence between faunal remains and terracotta figurine either in number or form -

although it is reasonable to believe so.

Since we are concerned with distinction amongst genera and species in the typolory and since
this singular detail is so readily apparent, distinguishing sheep from goat, we have decided to excise
the pendulous tail from the Capra corpus. Goats don't have pendulous tails in nature. The Urkesh
artisans respect reality elsewhere in the corpus, so why not here?

3 l l

Copra 204 4.10.129.
Cranial view.

The animal's forequarters are
niangular in vertical cranial section.

This is typical of the gemrs.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw J706)

3. THE FOREQUARTERS ARE OX'TEN TRTANGULAR IN SECTION.

This characteristic almost invariably holds true, no matter the
size of the figurine. Compare, for example, Capra 204 Al0.l29 and
Capra 5 A6.166, a figurine that is close to anomalous, it is so very
large.

4. TITE PELT IS IRREGT]LAR AND NATT]RALISTICALLY REITDERED.

It is indicated both by modeling and by heavy incisions of
varying depth.

5. THE X'ABRIC IS MEDIUM X'IIIE AND TIIERE ARE X'EW INCLUSIONS.

6. THE ATTITI]DE OF' THE AI\IIMAL IS ALERT, WITH HEAI)
CARRIED HIGH.

7. THE HAITNCHES (OR THE UppER LEGS) EMERGE DIRECTLY FROM THE TORSO
(HERBTVORE BODY JOD{) Ar\tD ARE SOLil)LY FOUNDED BEIIEATH IT.

That is, the angle of the joio is approximately 90 degrees.

Other Herbivores
To this point, no herbivores other than Ovis and Capra have been identified at the site, unless

one counts the porcupine, classified here amongst nondomesticated omnivorous animals. There are

no red deer bones present amongst faunal remains at the site, and there appear to be no

representations in clay of the species. A hoof, Capra 27 A6q148.1, however, is made of antler, so

nondomesticated herbivores must have lived in the region.

r
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Fragmentara APPendages
At almost every archae;logical site, scores of tiny ftagments of various animal appendages

from clay figurines uo ,""o.r"t"a]Not o.1.y Capra,btttfi" t"gt, tails, hooves, muz11es, ears, and so

on of any species depicted -"y b" ;-p""ft to'*t6"" amo.ngst the ryOt h{ of these are so tiny

*a"pp-"in so closely the "ifir"rip Aut one is tempted to l'mp them together as "appendages"

and to move on to more fiuitfirl discussions of typolory'

Thepriorityonenaturallyresewesformajorobjectsgivessholtshrifttothesetinypieces.

Here at Tell Mozan" by contrast, we have made an atternpt to distinguish amongstlhese various

ti"V t"gtt"rt". pattems "f il-"f.*t i*, fabric, modeling-- t "atage, section, and detail all have had

ipun6 puv in ow ioterpretatioo. r hurne t ied to t" ""pti"it about each of these points that, for me

and for claudia wettst€in, o* itt r"t tot, serve to characte'nz-e a certain fragment as- one type of

object and not another. In tne main, i believe that consistent and coherent diagnostic characteriSics

traie Ueen identified. The discussion here is meant only as an introduction to the topic'

These tiny appendages have been divided into the following categories:

LEGS & HOOYES
How is the surface teated - is a pelt indicted? what about musculature? What is the

fragrrrert,s orientation with r""p"J to tht animat's body? How is it broken? Is there a pattem to the

t*-"ttg"f Wn"t" was the poini of attachment? Is the lnee joint expressed or not?

HORNS
iow does the fragnent reflect nature? These forms have been seen in terra cotta -

' flat on one side and curving; triangular in section
' twisted, straighg and rectaigular in section (perh"qt o$y at 9ne 

end)
. ""."-g *J-tff-t riste4 ciiular in section at head join, oval in section at tip.

TAILS
capra isdistinctive, as is Btikdnyi's carnivom - a'tat's tail with tuft of hair at tip"' ouls is

more problematic, because a"* "* ":t least two ours body types _id"sqbt" p the corpus. In all

;;;#;til; oibr"rkug" uttfr" ur" of a" tail is often quiie imall, showing the tenuous nature of

the attachment. In some "ur", ut t"u"t it seems as if the objec! were crafted as a sepamte piece and

A", *"Ga into place "t tft" t"p "i'tn" rump and between the buttocks, as we sunnise was done

w1&,Ovis 30221.324'

EARS
Wehaveonlyrecentlyidentifiedthisappendage,detachedfiomananimal,shead.Foryears'

*" ,i.prv Jr"a i " u*iri, a" pi".i*ir6 6s;-"ing small hook. we began to think that such

objects migbt be i"t"rp."t a iif".""tfy *h"o ot" came dom close examination of the ear of Ovis 33

Al.47g. T\e crochet, *-"uff"Ci" ""ifined on an illustration when the figurine is discussed in the

Ovis catalog (photograph V8b0829).

Whereitseemedimportant,appendagesarediscussedseparatelyinthecatalog.Wehave
included a number of tables, where tn"r" upp*aug"s ar,e grouped for compaative purposes'
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COMPARATIVE TABLES
APPENDA6ES

HORNS .
Bos. Ovis o Capra

LEGS
Ovis . Canis &Carnivora o Capra o Equus

EARS
Capra & Ovis

TAILS
Capra o Carnivora o Ovis o Canis

A Note About Cleaning
ln our thirteenth season of excavations, our conservator, Beatrice Agnelli, revisited each ofthe

figurines we see as the MENTAL TEMPLaTe of the animal shared by artisans, cleaning incisions and
lifting off adhesions.

This note appean here, because it was an exemplar of Capra that first led me to see what
carefirl and skillfirl cleaning can reveal ofthe essential nature ofan object. In this case, the aspect of
the animal changed markedly. I had assumed that the pelt of Capra I 41.44 was ragged and rather
roughly incised. As depositional dirt was lifted out of grooves, the incisions that defined the pelt
emerged as more systematically applied than I could have seen before cleaning. The sharpened stick
the artisan used to incise the pelt became a tool wielded for its expressive potential.

In another case, three evenly spaced holes around the sexual organs were revealed - Felis 35
A7.11. This is a detail that we had encountered only once before, in a stylized surface find, Felis 302
Zl.203.We had not seen the holes before; they were stopped completely with depositional dirt thar
we assumed to be fabric.

Because I have been concemed about the effects of deposition and rccovery on color, as an
experiment, I took two Mrmsell .eudittgs of Capra 34 Mq964.1, a hoof and leg - one before
cleaning and one after. The object had been thoroughly brushed; a reading of 5YR 8/3 (pink) was
recorded; then, the object was washed and a catalog reading of 7.5YR 8/3 (pink) was obtained. That
is, color value remained the same, as did chroma intensity; hue, however, moved toward the yellows,
lightening somewhat.

An obvious cautionary tale: if an object is obviously baked, it can be washed; otherwise it will
crumble with the application of water. Test gingerly first with a moistened cotton swab. If the object
is unstable, apply consolidant.
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1 Capra ToRso TEMPLATE

Recovered from feature 89 relay 272 . diagnostic length 5.11 . overall length (tail to forequarters below nec$
5.3 . forequarters2.gl . neck 1.47 . torso2.08. hindquarters2.gT . heightatforequarters(brokenhom, left,
to bottom of breast ridge) 6.0 . height (hindquarters, rump to break at tip of right hindleg) 4.26 . fabric medium
fine, with some large g)apsum inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR713 . color pink . conservation: abrasion on
the forequarters . preservation: intac! except for muz-zle and forelegs; hindlegs chipped; tail chipped; horns and
ears chipped or missing

Torso with finely incised pelt overall. The pelt treament, except for the inside hindleg
and buttocks, is evenly applied over the zurface of the object in thin, rather evenly spaced lines.
The lines seldom intersect

Long hairs on the pelt hang down under the body in points. There are atleast two areas
that meet in a point on the underbelly. The caudal area surely must represent the sexual parts.
The cranial area is placed similarly to the sexual organs of Bos, carried forward in the belly, but
likely only indicates these hairs of the pelt, hanging down. It is as if the artisan wanted to
convey that there were longer hairs overlying the kemp of the pelt.

The hindquarters are solidly founded and contained within a narrow, slightly incurving
inverted U. The tail is carried high, upturned, and forms a small curved point atop the rump.
Inside, the stance is a narrow slightly outcurving V. The buttocks are deeply recessed. Instead
of an incision joining tail to belly and dividing buttocks, there is a raised vertical column of
cIay, applied, then afterwards smoothed to a sharp line.

Compare the right rear leg join with Ovis 9 A6q19.1,
left rear leg/body joitt. Although the knee joint of A1 .44 is
not articulated, the leg itself is out somewhat from the
body.

There appear to be "ear flaps" on either side of the
mvzzle, intact only on the left side. There is a pronounced
breast ridge. The forequarters are a narrow inverted U
outside and solidly founded. The transverse cranial
vertical section, however, describes a n:urow triangle, a
diagnostic trait typical of the genus; the long neck, of
course, provides the apex of such a section. The trait is
shared with Equus TYPtr I, but not with domesticated
equids having a wide forequarter stance.

The horns are flat to the front, lozenge-shaped and
wide (0.086 - 0.092 cm, long axis). They meet in a V on
the crown above the eyes and project up and back.

Note body proportions:

w l  :  w 2  :  w 3  : 3  : 2 : 3
wl@neck :w2:  1 .5  :2
w l @ r e c k : w l : l : 2 .

CATALOG Capra

CAPRA

3 1 5

A1.44

6.7

Capra | 41.44.
Cranial view.

The narow tiangular vertical section
is shared by others ofthe genrs.

Nondomesticated equids also exhibit
narrow forequarters.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cwl722)
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Capra Hrh[DeuARTERs Alq577.l

Recoveredfromfeature l23 locus67 . leng!h3.79 . hindquarters 1.70 . torso 1.49 . heightathindquarters
(broken) 2.1 ' fabric medium fine, with some inclusions . Munsell reading (body) 5YR 7/6 . color (body)
reddish yellow ' Munsell reading (core) 5YR 6/4 . color (core) light reddish brown . preservation: partial torso
and hindquarters only

Capra2 Alq577.l.
Caudal view.

The tail, rather wide,
hangs down.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph Vgb 0213)

capra hindquarters. The torso is lean and regular, scraped. The
buttocks swell outward slightly. They are indented (set back by 0.5
cm); and are smoothed and pulled inward and out from torso. The
outside stance is a flat, inverted U. The backs of the hindlegs are
extended flaps of clay, elaborated no further. The tail is flat
tapering slightly, it hangs down between these two flaps. The
hindlegs are triangular in section.

compare the raised rump, which contains the tail, with ovis I
4L.52 and with the hindquarters and overhanging tail of wheeled
aftifact Ovis 3 Alq474.l . Body proportions are similar, as is tail
detail.

Capra 2 Alq577 .1.
Left median plane.

The hindquarters swell out
from the torso,

pulled and folded over.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V90211)

The darker core (5YR 6/4) visible at torso and legbreaks
may be due to firing; there are a number of "pinpoint" holes, as
from gas bubbles in the fabric.

Musculafure is scraped and smooth. Fingers have formed
tapering buttocks. One "pass" on top of the torso ends at the tail
and splays out. Could this smoothing and finishing have been
accomplished with the fingers only?

Diagnostic details carry the day with this fragmentary repre-
sentation. Originally, the artifact was assigned to Felis, for the
body was long and lean. However, no cat as represented in the
Urkesh corpus has a tail raised high, as does this example; nor are
the hindquarters contained within the protective "flaps" that we
have come to associate with Capra (and several exemplars of
Canis from Ur III times.).

3 CapraHEAD AtiD FoREeuARTERs A5q443.1

Recovered from feature 65 locus 1 stratum B 3 . cranial length (snout to hump) 2.2 . cranial height (snout to
torso break) 4.1 ' caudal height (hump to rear break) 3.8 . cranial width (horns) 1.65 . thickness G*"0 0.375
' thickness(forelegs) 1.9 ' Munsellreading 7.5YR713 . colorpink . preservation: forequartersandforelegs
broken; head and horns broken, snout chipped.



CATALOG Capra

In dorsal view, the head of this partial fore-
quarters is symmetrically executed, contained
outside within a naffow inverted V. Note, in left
median plane, the manner in which the head and
neck join and the angle of the joio. The muzzle is
straight, curving smoothly to the snout. The back of
the head is humped. Horns are indicated. They meet
on the crown in the manner of Ovis 41 A5q17l.L.

Fabric is fine with some small inclusions.
The fragment is smoothly modeled, with little detail.
Compare Equus TYPE I forequarters.

Ears are barely indicated and are formed
from the fabric of the neck. Light pinching defines
the musculature of the neck. Muzzle is pinched.
Manufacture seems to be solely handwork, with no
shaping by another instrument.

Capra 3 A5q443.1.
The flat uniform join of horns

on the crown of the head is notable.
Sca1e I : 1.

(rendering cw K715)
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Capru roRso rvflNrAruRn A6q144.2

Recovered from feature 144 locus 168 . length 3.12 . forequarters 1.25 . neck 0.087 . torso 0.95 . hindquarters
1.256 . height at forequarters 1.74 . height at hindquarters 1.87 . fabric fine . Munsell reading 2.5Y 2/5 . color
black . conservation: piece missing from the torso on the right flank; restored to the extent possible; reglued breast
ridge exaggerates its prominence . ion: broken in four fragments; hindquarters mostly intact

The back is curved below atailheld high.The torso is lean. The hindquarters are t iattgrr-
lar in section and contained within an inverted V outside, slightly outcurving. The hindquarters a"re
to be compared with hindquarters Capra 1 A1 .44 and other objects in the corpus and in other
genera that have tail flaps.

The musculature is indicated by scraping. There are five lightly impressed dots on the
right flank. There are fingerprints on the rump at flap on right and on the left hindleg.

5 Capra roRso A6.166

Recovered from feature 208 locus 219 . length (from forequarters under mvzde to tail) 8.82 . note on measurement:
length not really a diagnostic measurement, but both parts are intact . forequarters (unbroken) 4.22 . ttrickness
(snout) 1.0 . torso 3.27 . hindquarters 4.35 . tail l.l2 . thickness (left foreleg above break) 2.4 . thickness (leg,
short aris) 1.45 . height (left horn to left foreleg) 6.35 . note on measurement: height no-t diagnostic; taken at
hindquarters, which are broken . height : w2 (torso) . fabric coarse, with many inclusions, including silica and
gypsum . Munsell reading 2.5YR716 . color light red . conservation: tail affixed with adhesive in its original
posltlon . : appendages missing; horns and tail broken

T
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The figurine is damaged, but the diagnostic de-
tails are largely intact. The mlz,le is rather differ-
ent from many other examples from the corpus.
Although damage obscures the detail, the muzzle is
likely oval rather than rectangular in vertical sec-
tion. The horns join in a V on the crown, cun/e
down onto the head and are carried on either side,
around the ear flaps, which project outwards as tabs
from the head. Compare ear with rarn's head,
41.479, a more naturalistic rendering.

The muz,zle tapers from crown to snout. The
muzzle is triangular in horizontal transverse sec-
tion. There is some indication of a "beard" under
the snout, fragmenhr!, but clearly separate from
the underside of the muzzle; there are folds of clay
that taper inward under the muzzle and come up to
this feature.

There is a prominent breast ridge. The left
foreleg joins the torso in a manner not typically
herbivore, and does not meld with the body. The
forequarter stance is foursquare. The rump is an
inverted U, probably rather naffow.

There is a mane, low-lying, wide, and slightly
pinched. Compare with Capra 6 A6q323.1.

The tail is caried high, cun/es out from the
rump, up and over, joining the body in somewhat the same manner as the tail of the curly-tailed
dog. Compare Canis 207 K3.8. The termination is lost. Compare also tails Capra 20 A1q886.4
and Capra 3l A7q206.1.

It appears that the legs were applied as separate pieces of clay and impressed into an in-
dentation in the side of the torso. A small ridge of clay from the torso was pushed up on the
inside joitt of leg and torso, when the leg was applied. This detail is visible because ofthe break
at the inside leg/body join. The tail also must have been applied as a separate piece of clay. The
legs are oval in section.

The figurine is baked, yet this did not prevent damage - inflicted, according to our con-
servator, in antiquity (see next page). The four legs and hindquarters are missing. The tail was
broken off and retrieved with the figurine; it has been reattached. There are deep cuts on the
left side from the excavation tool, as from the big pick. A piece of the neck was alio severed in
excavation from the left side of the figurine; it has been replaced and helps further to define the
musculafure of the neck.

3 1 8

t " " * . _ _ l
4.4

Copra 5 A6.166.
Cranial view.
Compare with

partial forequarters Copra I A1.44.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw1713)

I
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When the figurine was excavated, it was in a deposit of rich red earth. The object itself

was impregnated with moisture and the dirt adhered. The nature of some of the damage to the

snout, the tail and rump appears almost striated. It may be that the action of water has caused

this unusual pattern of depositional damage avenue for investigation.

Capra 5 A6.166. Right median plane.

rhedogs#tr"ffi f;,Strt*ffi lff#1it*#*,'ff"fr ]i"fJff ::"h,rmation,
bear comparison, too. @eit-Arieh l995,esp. 129 Fig.3.84, 13 1 Fig.387 1126)

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cw 1713)

Cleaning with water and the brush was begun on the cut. The clay was dark and dense

and no apparent damage was seen. The figurine was cleaned lightly on the muz.zle and possibly

on one horn to loosen excavation dirt. The tail was lightly cleaned on one side. As work

progressed, I became concerned that some damage might have been done in the cleaning
pro"es, and in two instances a diagnostic feature might have been possibly obscured. Parts of

the figurine appeared to flake aw&!, and what I took to be damage done by the brush became

apparent.

To my relief our conservationists say rnuch of the damage done to the figurine is ancient,
not new. According to conservator Samer al-Ghafour, the object was fissured in antiquity.

Modern excavation shock broke the object along these fissures, as at the rump. These pieces

were not recovered.



Recovered from feature 103 locus 217 .length 4.89 . forequarters 2.30 . torso 1.9 . hindquarters (before
"flap" curves in) 2.2 . neck 1.6 . height (rump to [broken] left hind leg) 3.15 . height (left horn to left foreleg
[both broken]) 4.32 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic . Munsell reading 7.5YR 712 . color pinkish
gray ' conservation: considerable dirt still adheres to lower torso, obscuring some pelt details . preservation: all
appendages broken; pelt detail and frrll extent of the torso intact, left torso abraded; tail chipped, muzAe missing
and ears chi

320

6 Capra ToRso & HEAn

The fabric is fine, with some inclusions. The
incisions that form the pelt are mostly vertical.
Note pelt detail on underbelly. The lines forming
the pelt terminate, giving the impression of an
overcoat of hair hanging down. See composite
queen's seal q2.

There are also random strikes that cross
over the vertical pelt lines on the body. Compare
pelt and hindquarterc Capra 1 A1.44.

READING FIGURINES

Capra 6 A6q323.1. Dorsal view.
Scale I : l.

(photograph V I 0e I 405).

A6q323.1

Capra 6 A6.323.1.
Cranial and caudal views, left median plane.

Scale I : l.
(redrawn from rendering cw G7l7'1

The hindlegs are thick and taper to the knee. The buttocks are pulled outward from the
cylinder of clay forming the body, then folded over agd pinched together, forming a fine line
dividing the buttocks. The hindquarters otherwise are recessed and at the top covered over by
these flaps of clay. There are fingerprints on one flup, where it was pinched to form the but-
tocks. The tail is carried high and hangs to the left on the buttocks.

The forelegs scarcely taper above the knee joint. The right horn is "crumpled" (there are
fingerprints) and may be terminated, although it is broken at the back.

There is a lozenge of clay applied to the left side of the neck, as if to plug a hole, but not
smoothed into the surface of the clay. A fingerprint indents the lozenge. The fingerprint is
actually "within" the left eye, which pierces it, as if the head were modeled from several pieces
of clay. This could also be a hole where a small stick was inserted to hold the cranial part of the
muzzle onto the head. This may explain why the fingerprint seems to terminate a detail within
the head itself.
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The pelt is indicated, incised with a reed or bone cut at an angle. Here the instrument is
used primarily in two manners - a thin edge to create fine lines (as with Aves A10.47) along
the right side of the forequarters and the left side of the rump; and rather more heavily applied
(as with Ovis 26 A5ql35.L/A5.199 [restored]) but always at an angle, on the top of the torso.
On the right flank, one sees the characteristic "tripartite" incision.r

7 Capraf,'oREeuARTERs A6q648.2

The neck is long, with horns broken away. The right horn is partially in place; its posi-
tion is somewhat problematic, as it seems to be rather far back on the mttzzle, out from the
head.

C apr a HTNDeUARTERs wrrH PELT A6q1072.1

Recovered from layers above first floors in Service Sector AK "kitchen" . height 3.56 . hindquarters 2.93 .

length 4.855 . note on measurement: no diagnostic measurements . fabric mediurrq heavy chaff temper, gypsum
inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR7ll . color light gray . preservation: hindquarters half broken away; left
hindleg broken

The left hindleg is defined by the tripartite incision that divides the buttocks; another
line, parallel to the incision, further defines the shape of the leg on the inside. The leg joins the
body in the manner of herbivores. The tail would have been carried high.

There are heavy incisions on the torso to indicate the pelt. Compare pelt, Capra 6
46q323.r.

9 Capra HEAD AIID I\tEcK A6q1100.1

Recovered from feature 447 locus 30 . cranial length (snout to horn join) 2.8 . cranial width (hom to horn) 3.98
. forequarters (as this measurement is usually takerU mid-way down forequarters) 2.92 . neck 2.0 . fabric
medium fine, with many inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale brown . preservation: ear
flaps and horns broken

different manners of reproducing both the rendering and the photograph in order
to make palpable the differences in the manner in which these incisions have been laid into the clay. Much depends
on the original image, of course; in this case, the rendering is from a photocopy subsequently treated electronically

to enhance detail. Figures that illustrate the different "pelf'treatments in TABLE I are perhaps comparatively
more successful. The persistent observation must be that such details require macro photography and near-
photographic realism in drawing style. The former was infrequently available in the field; the latter was not our
chosen manner of rendering.

Recovered from feature 211 locus 22 . forequarters 1.63 . neck 1.115
break to crown of head . neck 1.15 . fabric fine, with some inclusions
very pale brown . note on color: fabric ooly, reading not taken for patina .
and surface eroded; problematic and difficult to interpret, because of

. torso 1.25 . height 2.78 (from leg
. Munsell reading l0YR 8/4 . color
preservation: hindquarters are missing
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The ear flaps are bro-
ken, as are the horns. The
muz.zle tapers sharply. There
is a heavy ridge from be-
tween the horns to the snout.
The muzzle and neck are
smoothed.

Note that in this ex-
ample, the horns join not on
the crown, but behind the
crown. The neck curves up
from the body to under the
horn-join. The neck below
the muzzle to the breast
ridge is also curved.

Capra 9 A6q1 100.1. Right median and dorsal view of mwzle.
The horns are visible in vertical section where they lay,

behind and not atop the crown.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw K716)

The ratio of the neck to the forequarters (wl@neck : wl : 2 z 3) is diagnostic. In vertical
section, horns are Iozenge-shaped. Seen from above in dorsal view, the horns sweep back, not
down.

Even though the neck and head are broken off, there remains the indication of a narrow
breast ridge. Compare Equus TYPE I for breast ridge

Capra roRso A�7.7

Recoveredfromfeature26 locus3 . forequarters2-4l . neck 1.65 . torso 1.98 . hindquarters 2.27 . heightat
forequarters (forelegs to horns) 4.29 . height (hindlegs to rump) 2.85 . Munsell reading 10YR 713 . color very pale
brown . preservation: incised pelt damaged in cleaning on left side; tips of legs broken, m'uzde gone

The hindquarters are made of thin flaps of clay folded over and joined. There is a pocket
under the tail where the folds meet. Legltorso join is herbivore. The tail is carried down"

The pelt is incised and hangs down either side, covering the torso. Incisions follow the curve
of the torso and legs. The legs are asymmetrical, the right front being heavier and slightly
advanced. The horns, which meet in a sharp, clean angle at the crown of the head, are broken off.

The rendering of the pelt gives a sense of movement to the piece, a liveliness characteristic
of the figurines of Urkesh.

T o r s o : n e c k : a p p . 3 z 4 .
Forequarters : hindquarters - app. I : 1.
Hindquarters : torso : forequarters : app. 5 : 4 : 5.

10
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There is an incised crest along the back; it curves out and toward the right hindleg. Compare
to Capra | 4I.44.

The figurine is unbaked.

11 Capra roRso A7ql2.l

Recoveredfromfeature 10 . length(breastridgetoedgeofhindquarters)4.42 . forequarters 1.07 ' torso 1.66 '

hindquarters 2.02 . height at forequarters (horn to right foreleg) 3.1 . height at hindquarters I.125 . fabric fine,
with uniform small inclusions (silica?) . Munsell reading 10YR 7/1 . color light $ay . conservation: Wite-Out
numbers applied on hindquarters; acetone applied; Wite-Out chipped away, dissolved, leaving white residue
that eventually can be removed . preservation: all appendages broken; tail intact; head intact except for muzzle; edge
of hindquarters intact on left, chipped on right

Elongated torso, with indication of musculature on back as neck blends into torso. The
body is heavy in the hindquarters; the stance is Canis. Sharp edges on rump, recessed area under
tail. The tail is carried high. It is short and curves upward, broken at tip. Compare with tail Capra
20 4rq886.4.

The buttocks are rounded and contained within a narrow inverted U. Compare with the
stance of Capra 15 A7 q358.1 .

Head is wide and bears an indication of horns above and behind ears. There is a pro-
nounced breast ridge. Penis (abraded) is expressed, but within belly.

There is some indication of musculature by scraping.

L2 Capra roRso 47.157

Recoveredfromfeature63 locus 8 . length4.63 . forequarters2. l. torso2.06 . hindquarters2.6 ' tai10.0725 '

height at forequarters 2.55 . height at hindquarters 3.6 . fabric medium, some inclusions . Munsell reading (fabric)
5YR 7/3 . color (fabric) pink . Munsell reading (depositional patina) 5YR6/3 . color (depositional patina) light
reddish brown . preservation: all broken; on left legs, tips only missing; tail broken

Legs project forward, the light curve of the underbelly links them to the hindlegs. The tail
sticks straight out, as torso Camivora I A1.19 and some examples of chariots, yet to be catalogued
in a thorough manner (as an example, A6qaB.\. The hindquaders are solidly founded on a narow
inverted U. Inside, the legs join in an inverted U. The forequarters are widespread. The foreleg/body
join is 120 degrees.

Although the legs are not much separat€ from the torso, there is an incision that makes the
division on the left flank and a modeled indentafion on the right. The hindquarters curve down on
the left to meet the hindleg although this is outside the torso, not part of it - the difference in
modeling technique is significant. Compare with left flank Ovis 9 A6ql9.l.

t
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13 capra FOREQUARTERS, tvrtJZZLF,, ANn HORNS

The neck is apart from and
above the torso. The muzzle is
rectangular in vertical section; it is
pinched. Ears are lozenge-shaped in
section and project out and down. The
stance likely is foursquare, rather than
projecting forward (dlancdes en
avant). The breast ridge is not deep,
yet extends between the legs. There
are fingerprints on the fabric.

The horns curye up and back,
spreading out. The end of the almost
intact horn "twists," rotating back
upon itself.

READING FIGURINES

47.251

Capra 13 A7.251.
Dorsal view,

schematic join of horns
atop crown.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cw K715)

Although the bezoar goat, one of the main progenitors of domestic stock, has horns that
arch high, up and back, twisted horns appear quite early on in the process of domestication. They
are found side by side with straight horn corns, in the faupal samples. By the Bronze Age, they
predominate over straight horn cores, although why this is so remains unclear (Cluffon-Brock
1981, 58ff, esp. 6l and Fig. 5.13).

14 Capra roRso 47.3!9

Recovered from feature 135 locus 15 . length 3.6 . thickness (snout) 0.048 . thickness (snout, long axis) 0.065
' forequarters 1.93 . neck 1.34 . torso 1.44 . hindquarters 1.95 . Munsell reading 2.5YR7/6 . color light
red . preservation: intact except for hi horns and udder, which is chipped

CapralS A7.251.
Cranial view from above

to show join of horns atop crown;
forequarters foreshortened.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph MZSA Vl 0e1402)

Capra 14 47.319.
Cranial left median vieq

to show mlzfe termination and strikes.
Scale 2:  l .

(photoeraph V7b1001)

The muzzle is long and tapers to the snout, which
is rectangular in section and pinched. The horns are
held up and back, separate from the head. The ears
hang down and project outward from the head; they are
widely spaced, and the crown is wide, despite the nar-
row snout.

There is a light groove on the left side of the
muzzle, perhaps an indication of a tether? A deeper
strike or groove meets rt at an angle closer to the snout.
This may be a regular scratch or a piece of chaff tem-
per (large).

Recovered from feature 155 locus 12 . length (breast ridge to torso break) 2.925 . cranial length (broken snout to
cnrveofhorn) 2.17 . cranial width(horntohom) 1.73 . forequarters2.2{. height atforequarters(lefthornto
left foreleg [broken]) 4.46 . torso 1.64 . fabric medium fine, with many inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 6/3
' color pale brown . conseryation: depositional stain (carbonized medium?) left foreleg at break . preservation:
forequarters only; horns andmuzzle chipped; left foreleg only partially intact, ri missing

T -
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Capra 14 A7.319.
Cranial, dorsal and caudal views.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw I713).
Left median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph Vl0e1609)
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Nonetheless, the fabric is fine, with few inclu-
sions. It is the same reddish clay as Capra 5 A6.166.
The musculature (or pelt) is indicated by scraping. The
legs taper to a sharp point.

There is a breast ridge, carried slightly to the left.
The udder is indicated. The belly is slightly convex.
The tail is carried high.

The stance is an open inverted U. Inside stance is
an inverted V; legs join at 45 degrees. Forequarters
stance is foursquare, the body join is straight down,
and the legs blend with the body.

The figurine is largely intact, missing only one
leg; the horns, udder, and tail are broken.

Although this observation may be due to an accident of excavation, the leg appears to
have been applied separately; it is quite attenuated.

15 CapraHrNDeuARTERs Al\rD TArL A7q358.1

Recovered from feature 63 locus 8 . height 3.46 . hindquarterc 2.67 . torso 1.87 . fabric medium. many
uniform inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 6/l . color gr:ay . preservati : hindquarters only; top of tail chipped

The tail is carried high and, if one does not account for the broken "knob" at the top of
detail, appears to hang down only. The additional height makes the feature more "goatlike", *
least as we have envisaged it in the typology. The buttocks are fused. The outside stance is a
tight, slightly outcunring inverted U.

The interior may be partially carbonized. How else to explain the large dark area at the
center of the torso? A 'ocore" of radically different material? If so, it is very dark indeed. The
dark area is not depositional stain. Original notes ask the question: "Partially drilled?" And in
factthere are two holes or shallow indentations atthe bottom of this dark area. Couldthe piece
have stood on a stick, inserted in these "holes?"

T
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16 Capra roRso Ar\rD NECK (rmAD) 47q704.1

Recoveredfromfeature 206locus24 . length3.2 . forequartersl.42 . neck 1.1 . torso 1.29 . hindquarters
1.64. tail0.53 . fabric ftne . Munsellreading7.sYRTl3 . colorpink. conservation:eroded;abrasionshead
andneck . ion: muzde, neck, and tail intact; horns

- [  w f f i
Capra 16 A7q704.I.

Cranial & dorsal views.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cw I711)

The tail is carried hign; it is the Capra type. Compare with tail fragments Capra 33
A7q306.1 and Capra 20 A1q886.4. Hindquarters are contained within an open, slightly out-
curving inverted V outside. The buttocks are fused. There is a curye to the back.

17 Capra HTNDeUARTERs, Rrcrrr HTITDLEG & TArL A7q813.2
Recovered from featurel4S locus 13 . hindquarters 1.98 . tail (tail, after it separates from the body, not at base)
0.74 . torso 1.33 . height at hindquarters 3.51 . lenglh (under tail to break) 3.11 . note onmeasurement:
length not diagnostic . fabric mediurn" some inclusions . Munsell reading IDYF- 7/2 . color light gray .

ion: hindquarters only; tail and right hindleg intast, except for broken tip

The tail tapers to a point and is slightly
chipped at the tip but is caried far to the left,
as if "swishing" (as noted by Claudia
Wettstein). A sheep tail is heavier, longer,
and pendulous. Stance is narrow and slightly
outcurving inverted U outside. Angle of leg
join is 40 degrees. Note incurving inside leg.

Although this example accords with the
typology of Capra, there is something in the
stance, particularly as seen from the right
flank, that suggests another genus. The stance
may be k"y; it is very solidly founded.
Compare hindquarters Ovis 26 A5q135.1 and
Ovis | 4I.52.

Also compare tails Capra 33
A7q306.1 and Capra 20 A1q886.4.

The right hindleg has a hoof that
is reminiscent of the crochet, Capra
104 A1q495 and Ovis 38 AlqI045.3.

The snout is pointed. The horns
join flat on the crown and may project
outward from the head; they do not
curve down. The ridge of the mvzzle
descends from below the crown to the
snout. The mvzzle is triangular in
section, yet cunred in profile. The
forequarters are founded on a narrow,
slightly incurving V outside.

I  1 - 9  |
1--*--- '_f

Capra 17 47q813.2.
Dorsal and caudal view,

right median caudal plane.
Scale I : l.

(rendering cwK7l7)
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CAPRA

TENTATIVE IDENTIF ICATION

100 Capra HEAD wrrH coLLAR (?) A1q959.3

Recovered from feature 137'locus 20 sfiatum B11 . cranial length (snout to neck "collar") 3.38 . cranial
height (crown to "chin") 2.4 . thickness (muzzle in vertical section 1.15) . neck 1.4 ' fabric fine, with
some inclusions . Munsell reading 7 .sYP. 312 . color dark brown . conservation: fragile o proserv&-
tion: all broken; piece in advanced state of disintegration

Capra 1 00. Left median plane.
Scale 2.6:  l .

(photograph no #. These notations printed on back:
F.C. 31+4 3NENN+4OAU 6899)

The photograph to the left has not
been treated for fear of further obscuring
diagnostic detail. As it stands, the follow-
ing details may be discerned: animal snout
to the left, beard below. The "beard" is de-
fined by a wedge-shaped polished stone
embedded in the fabric. Crown and possi-
ble horn juncture can be inferred slightly to
the right and above an eye orbit indented
mid-mtv.zle.

This orientation provides by far the
most plausible reading of this diminutive
artifact. Yet photography, depositional
damage and perhaps incomplete manu-
facture conspire to place the artifact within
the realm of fantas]; It has been included
here as a reminder that identification is
sometimes the result of a slow process of
accumulation of detail, particularly so
when diagnostic measurements arc absent.

Both vertical and hori zontal sections of the mvzzle are triangular, as is invariably the case

with Capra.

101 CapraHEAD wrrH HoRNS A6q594.1

Recovered from feature 191 locus 169 . cranial length (snout to rostral break) 4.3 ' neck 1.31 ' cranial width
(horns) 2.24 . note on measurement: only cranial width and neck measurements diagnostic ' fabric medium '

Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3 . color.pink . conservation: incorrect number and Wite-Out removed with acetone to
the extent possible . preservation: head, part of neck (only), muzzle broken
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The horns intersect on the crown. They are
ovaUlozenge-shaped in section and would have extended
out, not down. The head is flat at the crown.

The muzzle is blunt. The snout is bent somewhat,
flattened against the muzzle; this manner of execution
and the upturned mouth give a startling reality to this
diminutive piece. The fabric under the chin is not
rounded off, but juts out; the animal may have sported a
beard. Compare with the muz,zle and snout of Capra 5
/|6.166.

There are incisions or shallow impressions near the
snout seemingly made by a naffow round instrument laid
on the surface of the wet fabric, somewhat in the manner
of Capra 14 A7 .319. Overall, there are uniform light
'oabrasions " - for want of a beffer word. It is as if a
coarse cloth, tightly woven and impregnated with dilute
fabric, was dragged over the surface to finish it. These
abrasions give the impression of a pelt.

READING FIGURINES

Capra 101 A6q594.1.
Left median cranial plane.

Scale: slightly largerthan I : 1.
(photograph Vl 0e1 5 1 5, supplemented
with gaphic treatnent in caudal area

to compensate for light carnera exposure)

Compare the snout and execution of the muzzle with Ovis 304 21.275 and with Ovis 37
Al .479. The latter representation is much more schematic, yet the overall impression is one of
lively reatism. Here, reality is in the detail.

In truth, this artifact is outside the typology, for no diagnostic measurements obtain. The
identification is based solely on the fact that the representation "looks like" a goat. In the
absence of diagnostic, verifiable measurement, the researcher is in the realm of impressionisrn*.

102 Capra rHERroMoRpHrc ATTAcHMENT FoR A vEssEL A10q293.2

The orientation and exact method of attachment is uncertain, but this piece must surely
be dependent for support on a larger vessel. The form is likely bipartite (I owe this suggestion
to Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati in the field). If this is the case, then the form could be taken as two
heads symmetrically emerging on either side of a stalk that was the vessel attachment.

Recovered from feature 102 locus 9 . thickness (horn to horn [both broken]) 3.75 . lenglh (snout to snout [both
brokenl ) 10.15 . height (midpoint between two heads to break in "stem") 5.05 . diameter (attachment) 3.42 .
thickness (snout) 1.05 . thickness (neck of intact animal) 2.97 . thickness (neck of broken animal opposite) 2.76
' note on measurement: need to differentiate the attachment from the symmetrical animals, at least given present
orientation . fabric medium, heavily chaff-tempered . Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 . color pale yellow .
conservation: surface adhesions overall . preservation: crown of head broken; breaks at two places of atlachment,

,where the Capra figures joined and at vessel-join
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The muzzle and snout of the animal are finger-smoothed. On the left side of the head of
the intact animal , a large horn sweeps back, keeping close in to the head. On the right side of
the head, there may be an ear or the remnants of the tip of the horn, which may have curved
down and around. The ear on the opposite side of the head has been broken away. The back
and neck of the intact animal have been smoothed, patterned by smearing, as with a cloth.

103 Capra HEAD ArlD oxE INTACT HoRN; TERMTNATED A10q295.1

Recovered from feature 102 locus 9 . height 3.64 . thickness 2.84 . cranial lenglh (back of head to broken

muzzle) 1.58 . thickness (before tip, right horn) 0.58 . thickness (base of right horn) 0.99 ' note on measure-
ment: difficult to measure at point of attachment . fabric fine, with some inclusions ' Munsell reading lOR 7/l '

color light gray . preservation: base chipped all around;mwAe broken, horns chipped

The horns meet on the crown in a gentle cunre. The horns bre ovoid in section. They are
rather flat. They are short and taper quickly to a blunt point. They project slightly up from the
head and back.

The object can stand alone. The base is concave only to the extent that there is a slight
rim around the base; and the chipping around this rim is reminiscent of some of the tokens
included in the humanoid corpus as comparative material. Some of the humanoid objects are
quite similar and may in fact be representations of animals. Many of the humanoids are termi-
nated.

The modeling is somewhat different on this object, as if it went around the body as op-
posed to the length being the finished dimension. This may be a clue to another identification,
namely a freestanding humanoid figurine. There are fingerprints overall.

The object is unique in the co{pus.

The object recalls Avis AL 8 in form, as it does a tiny alabaster bird surrrounting a needle from the Little Anten-

Tempel at Tell Chuera.(Moortgat 1978,71 Abb. 30) It is also worth considering the form of the unusual "proces-

sional" vases from Tell Chuera" mid-third millennium (Moortgat 1965, 19ff., Abbs. 7,9, also Abb. l1). The

actual place of attachment of parading animals was often surprising and also, when detached from the bearing

vessel, somewhat counterintuitive. For example, the quadrupeds edging along the lip in Abb.9 are attached along

the entire median plane; or when partially detached, as with the animal and rider in Abb. 7,the place of atcachment
may be at the torso. Ow Capra 203 A9q8.l might also have suffered damage to the torso, if pressed into the fabric

of a vessel.

The form may bq purely geometric or functional. Mafia Abbado, draftsperson in excavation season lvlzll,
recalled the heavy "andirons" that were used in kilns at Tell Asharq the site of ancient Terqa. Here, heavy clay

artifacts with three "spokes" branching outward were used (as I gather) as supports; or possibly (contemporary

models) as spacers for within the kiln during firing.
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CAPRA

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

200 Capra HEAD AhrD HoRNs M.ll3

Recovered from feature 108 locus 151 (?) . thickness (left horn to snout) 4.79 . thickness (snout) 0.74 .
thickness ( snout, vertical long aris) 0.76 . neck 2.22 . fabric medium, with many inclusions . Munsell
reading 5YR7l2 . color pink . conservation: depositional adhesion on back of neck . preservation: head ooly;
horns broken, appliqudd eyes chipped

W

Capra 200 M.ll3.
A study of the way the horns of the animal meet atop the crown.

Also note the at&achment of horns to the neck/mvzle.
They appear to be fashioned from the same piece of clay

and not applied.
It is important to note that this piece

comes from post-Palace occupational levels
and therefore may differ in manufacture from AK figurines.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw K7l6)

201 Capra HEAD wrrH rERFoRATToN rN rlncK

Recovered from feature 149 locus 151 . cranial width (horn-to'horn) 3.06 . cranial length (horns to snout) 3.9 .

note on measurement: cranial width and length are diagnostic measurements, as horns are intact . thickness
(snout, vertical long dimension) 1.43 . thickness (snout, horizontal dimension) 1.011 . detail (hole) 0.036 .

neck2.6 . Munsell reading 10YR 712 . color light gray . preservation: head ody, one ear flap intact, eyes and
mlzle abraded; horns may be tenninated, not broken

The horns are one with the
muzzle and sweep back from it.
The object tapers from horn to
snout. The snout is a vertical rectan-
gle in section.

The ear flaps are broken off. The
right ear, though broken off, is at-
tached to the head by a small cro-
chetlhooKike form as seen in Capra
34 A7q964.1. Here it is the attach-
ment that has the hook; the piece is
not terminated by it.

The eyes are appliqudd circles
(chipped) of clay. In this case, the
appliqudd eyes do not appear out of
place on the head; or rather, as an
abstract detail. This may be because
the piece itself is bold in execution,
even though realistic in form.

42q392.2



Capra 201 Mq392.2.
Caudal and oblique cranial views,

left median plane.
Scale I : l.

(rendering cw K715)
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There is a pull on the lower neck. Clay splays out around the exit hole on the right side of
the neck. There is a thin section of clay under the neck, possibly only as an attachment to
permit the perforation to be made. There may be an o'ear flap" behind an indentation for an eye
on the left side of the mtv.zle. There is a fingerprint under the left ear. The mlzle is a rectan-
gle in vertical section, an isosceles triangle in horizontal section. Compare head and pull Ovis
33 A1 .479.

The horns are
drawn out, extended -

dtirds - and thin, not
like the horns of other
animals in the genus.
They may each in fact
be terminated in a
smooth curve just
above the crown.
Could this indicate a
younger animal, horns
not fully developed?

The fabric is
coarse. This is the only
object in the Capra
co{pus I have charac-
terized as having a
"coarse" fabric. I might

have been well advised to name only one other piece in the same manner. Alternatively, I
might have said "medium fine, with many inclusions." I mean to be clear when I say that this is
not as coarse a wa.re as the standard cooking pot, thickened with temper to retain heat. The
designation is one end of an impressionistic determination that I have tried to apply with some
consistency.

There are also many small air bubbles throughout the fabric; firing time should be con-
sidered here as a factor, perhaps longer than usually seen in the corpus. Yet there is no sign of
carbonization, as with some MINIATURE Canis.

202 Capra roRso A9q8.1
Recovered from feature 9 locus 3 . lenglh 3.54 . forequarters 1.21 . neck 0.91 . note on measurement: break at
midsection makes torso reading impossible . hindquarters 1.28 . height at forequarters (crown of head to tip of
legs)2.4. fabricmedium,fewinclusions . MunsellreadingT.IYR 7/3. colorpink . conservation:Wite-Out
number had largely flaked away; cleaned with acetone; removed to the extent possible . preservation: forelegs
intact, sides of muzzle broken; half of torso chipped away for entire midsection; hi intact

Capra202 A9q8.l
Caudal view.

Note tail caried high.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph lvlzT series
B12l: F.C.31+4 1NCNN + 51AU 6899)

Torso with fused buttocks, foursquare
stance outside, wide inverted V inside, legs joitt
at 9A degrees detail not seen elsewhere in
the corpus with this combination of elements;
but consider also that legs join low in the hind-
quarters.
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That is to say that the legs are not long, but rather squat.
The tail is carried high. There are fingerprints under the tail
break.

The back of the head swells out to either side, as for horns;
one may extend to left; the right horn is entirely broken off. The
ratio of neck to forequarters is 3 : 4.

see comparative examples under capra 101 for a possible
explanation of the breakage at the torso (photograph, right). If
the representation were affached to a vessel, as with the Chuera
animal processions, and then broken away, the fabric might
have been damaged in this manner. otherwise, it is difficult to
imagine how or why gouging would account for this paffern of
damage to the artifact.

READING FIGURINES

Capra202 A9q8.l.
Left median plane.

Note break at crown,
a possible horn attachment.

The pattern of breakage at the torso is
unique in the corprxi.

Sca le  I  :1 .
(photograph \,I27 series

Bl2l_: F.C. 31+61NENN+51AU 6899)

203 Copra roRso A10q1l4.l

Recovered from feature 77 locus 3 . leng!h5.47 . forequarters2.T65 . neck 1.8 . torso2.37 . hindquarters
2.53 ' note on measurement: hindquarter width not diagnostic; break makes it difticult to measure accurately,
although measurement as given is taken right at the edge of the break . fabric fine, inclusions . Munsell reading
7.5YR 7/3 . color pink . preservation: homs broken; tail and snout chipped

The hindquarters are triangular in section.
Legs join at 60 degrees. Udder pronounced.
Tail carried high. There is the characteristic
'oedge" to the hindquarters. Compare hind-
quarters of Capra I TypE A1.44.

It is difficult to see the disposition of the
horns, as they are broken at both joitt and tip;
very little diagnostic remains.

The pelt is indicated on the left rear leg
and perhaps elsewhere on the body by fine
incisions, now eroded. The figurine appears to
be lightly incised overall. The neck is lightly
scraped to shape.

:ffi'#*l:$'1,:*,
Measurements as taken from this rendering are slightly less

than indicated in the catalog,
for the draftsperson's plane is taken as a section

at the foremost edge ofthe object when seen straight on.
Note that both forequarters and hindquarters

are triangular in vertical section.
Scale I : 1. (rendering cw L730)

In the dig house at Tell Barri, I was shown triangular caprid hindquarters from Achaemenid layers. It is striking
that, even at this late date, the technique of manufacture persists. Hindquarters and forequarters are executed in the
same manner. The stance of the forequarters is also fiiangular, a singular detail-that is found caprids.

T
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204 Capra roRso Al0.l29

Recovered from feature 219 locus 24 . length 3.07 . forequarters 1.655 . cranial lenglh,2.42 ' neck 0.885 '

torso 1.15 . hindquarters 1.8525 . tail 0.52 . preservation: all appendaget btoktrriho**dt il.hipp"d

The eyes are almond-shaped; the pupil is indicated by a lightly incised oval. Horns extend

straight back.

Capro 204 A10.129.
Left median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw J706)

The tail is calried high. The buttocks a"re rounded, an
unusual detail for Capra. There is a breast ridge and the
vertical cranial section is triangular, typical of the genus.

Some diagnostic details are not reported for A10.129.
It was recovered in the last days of our twelfth season of
excavation at Tell Mozan and tentatively scheduled for
delivery to the museum at Deir ez'Zor, then held back for
further study. This analysis was not completed. The figu-
rine is included here as a sffiing comparative example.

A10.129 was recovered in strata that tentatively are
taken to be contemporaneous with the first floors of Royal
Building AK. Typology is respected.

Note the attitude of this figurine. It echoes the lively stance of two examples of domesti-

cated equids, Equus 36 A5q815.1 rvpE III (left median plane) and Equus 37 1^7.407 TYPE III

Gight median plane).

205 Capra ToRso A10.249

In limited excavations we carried out during study season l\M13, a figurine was found

standing erect and between stones of wall f318. The wall had been cut by a pit and this animal

representation was found in an accumulation immediately below the floor of the pit.

Because it was found late in the excavation season, no dia,gnostic photographs were

taken; for several years, I had to be content with a field photograph of the object as found -

standing, which is notable beoause not usual. This find is from layers immediately above the

Service Sector in AK, and within the peripheral wall bounding this sector to the east.

Recovered from feature 343, locus 32 . length 5.51 . forequarters2.36 . neck 1.48 ' cranial width (across

horns) 1.83 . thickness (vertical dimension, muzle) 0.94 . thickness (horizontal dimension, muzzfe ) 0.875 '

torso 1.7 . hindquarters 2.5 . height at forequarters (horn to left foreleg) 5.765 ' height at hindquarters (tail

break to left hindleg) 3.15 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic . fabric fine, with many fine and

uniform chaff inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YP.713 . color pink . preservation: legs broken off; horns

missing, muz.zle chipped; tail missing

t-
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In a subsequent season, Claudia Wettstein was able to render the object, but until this ac-
count, I have not been able to furn to its analysis.

The representation fits the Capra typology
exactly (with the exception of the forequarters
treafinent, not the stance), as evidenced by the
TYPE (TEMPLATE) figurine, Capra I 41.44. As
with Tr'pE (TEMILATE) Canis 7 A5q82.1, there
would seem to be a continuity of manufacture,
each genus remaining fairly constant in represen-
tation over several hundred years.

The forequarters are narrow; the forelegs
are lozenge-shaped, as are the hindlegs; both are
brought out from the body, to form a kind of
open envelope around the quarters. This detail is
not so marked elsewhere in the genus, where the
forequarters seem most reminiscent of Equus
TYPE I.

Capra205 A10.249 in situ.
The stones of wall f318 are in the foreground.

(field photograph Vl 3d0 12 lAl Ovl 24e)

The horns are broken from the crown of
the head; they extend back and are almost
parallel. They are triangular in section and
appear to join on the crown. Earflaps are visi-
ble on both sides of the head; the mvzzle is
chipped away and is almost square in section.

The hindquarters are high and narrow
and enclosed within a slightly rounded in-
verted U outside. The tail was carried high
and has been broken away. The rump curyes
down to the hindlegs, which do not continue
but intemrpt the curve.

Capra 205 A10.249.
Caudal view.

Attenuated flaps
seem to have been added

in a secondary stage of manufacture.
Scale I : 1.

cw L80l)

Capra 205 A10.249 . Left median plane.
The pelt is not indicated.

Scale I : I
(rendering cw L801)

Most notable is the hindquarters treatnent, enclosed by
a flap, pinched together at the top but open below. The lower
part of these fused flaps may in fact have been cut away and
then smoothed. Also notable is the lack of detail underneath
the flap. The inverted v inside is terminated by fabric that
may represent an udder

There is little indication of musculature nor of a pelt.
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206 Capra roRso AI\D NEcK A10q293.1

Recovered from feature 102 locus 5 . length 5.0 . forequarters 2.8 . neck 1.58 ' torso 1.69 ' hindquarters

2.77 . tail (base of tail) 0.75 . height at forequarters 4.8 . height at hindquarters 2.75 ' fabric fine, with

inclusions, including some gypsum . Munsell reading 7.5YF.712 . colorpinkish gray ' conseryation: tail

abraded . preservation: torso, all legs broken andmuzzle broken otr, tail intact

335

Capra 206 A10q293.1.
Right median plane and cranial view.

Note surface treatrnent on forequarters
and slight indication of musculature on the torso.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cw L730)

The neck is long, and on the
front under the mtv.zle, it is scored or
shaped to show a long pelt. This type
of treafinent for surface detail has not
been otherwise seen in the corpus.
Yes, such scraping has shaped the
torso, but here the intent seems to
want to indicate something else; it
serves as a surface treatment, not
shaping of the animal representation
itself.

The tail is carried high and turns
up. The hindquarters are flat and con-
tained within an incurving inverted V.
Compare Capra 1 rYPn (TEMPLATE)
AI.44. The match is exact.

The calcified depositional adhesion on the underbelly can be removed by scraping gently

with the tip of a wooden skewer. I have elsewhere taken such raised markings to be partially

carbonized medium itself, remaining on the surface of the figurine.

I
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18 Capra LEG At\rD HooF

READING FIGURTNES

A1.330

Recovered from feature 137 locus 20 stratum Bl I . note on recovery: in AK by doorway, possibly excavatioo
unit 45, feature 68 (?) ' height (tip of hoof to joint) 3.2 . thickness (oint ) 1.2 . thickneri lttoof itself) 0.7 .
fabric fine, few inclusions ' Munsell reading 10YR 812 . color very pale brown . preservation: hoof, knee and
upper leg only

There is an expressedknee joint, typical ofherbivores. The hoofterminates sharply and is
precisely modeled. The curve from body to knee joint is marked. The mass (lock) of hair at the
back of the leg above the hoof is modeled.

Work at this scale might demand a fabric with very fine temper and few inclusions. The
surface is scrapedto shape, butthen fingerprints coverthe leg, almost senring as a "pelt" of fine
hairs. At the bend in the object, there are stress lines, as if the piece were bent to shape when
relatively dry. The hoof is finger-modeled and is an appliqu6d piece.

See COMPARATTVE TAB LE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

19 Capra upprR LEG, ExpREssED KI\EE JorNT, Afln pARTrAL Hoor A1q855.1

Recovered from feature 159 locus 118 shatum 813 . height (greatest length) 3.7 . thickness (body join) l.a .
thickness ( ttp) 0.7 ' thickness 0.9 . fabric medium fine, with some inclusions . Munsell reading 2.S* gl: . color

yellow . preservation: upper leg, knee joint and partiat hoof

The leg is gracile (Srlndor Bcikdnyi terminology). The leg bends and should be compared to
the hindleg of Ovis 9 A6ql9.1; the representations have in common a thick juncture at the torso
break. The break is horizontal indicating a direct body join; so Capra 19 would have been solidly
founded, too. The leg is terminated.

The surface is scraped, then smoothed (with a cloth?) on a wet medium.

See CoMPARATTVE TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

20 Capra rArL A1q886.4

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 . length (back of knob to bottom of break opposite) 1.89 . height (top of*knob" to break when held in horizontal plane) 1.23 . thickness (across knob, short dimension) 0.072 .
thickness (across knob, long dimension) 0.084 . fabric medium fine, with some gypsum inclusions . Munsell
reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink . preservation: tail only
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Tail - an upfurned "knob" of
clay that forms the tail. Once attached
to the rump, it curves up and over.
The appendage was applied, not
pinched from the rump. The knob is a
rounded rectangle in section.

Compare with Capra 5 46.166. Markings on top, modeling and scraping may indicate a

pelt. Th6re are fingerprints under tumed-over "flap" of knob.

See COMPARATM TABLE 5 Appendages Tails Capra o Carnivora o Ovis o Canis.

2 l Capra HooF AtiD LEG A1q899

Capra 20 A1q886.4.
Scale I : l.

(renderins cw H722)

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 stratum B12A (?) '

(long axis, break) 0.9 . thickness (short axis, hoof) 0.7
reading l0YR 812 . color very pale brown ' preservation:

height 3.2 . thickness (short anis, break) 0.6 ' thickness
. ttrickness (long oris, hoof) 0.85 ' fabric fine ' Munsell

and hoof only; chipped at hoof, yet terminated

There is a knee joint, quite pronounced - the
Compare to those items designated as crochets - Capra
which the leading edge is sharp and quite thin.

The fabric is scraped vertically - up
and down the length of the leg.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A
Appendages Legs Capra.

bone is articulated, typical of herbivores.
104 Al .495 and Ovis 38 A1q1045.3 - in

Copra 21 A1q899.
Herbivore leg, articulated knee

joint.
Scale slightly larger than2 : l.

(photograph V5e08a0 (?) )

22 Capra HooF MrI\trAruRE Alq93l.29

An incision indicates cleft on bottom. The leading edge - or'toe" - of the hoofprojects
forward.

The idea of rr,uNterune could not be clearer than with this minuscule but very detailed
piece. It is realistic when other examples are absnact, yet the scale is diminutive.

Recovercd fton feature 113 locus 20 shatum B12A . height 0.9 . thictness (across hoof) 0.55 ' thicknes.s (break) 0.55
. fabric very fine ' Munsell reading 5Y 4/l ' color
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A caveat. In comparison with, say, Capra 23 A5.154,
the hoof is about half the size. Is it only that this portion of the
animal remains that gives the impression of being so small? If the
animal were intact, wouldn't we simply say that the piece was
realistically detailed, take the measurements, and not otherwise
qualify the object?

The cleft is to the front of the hoof (an indicator of
the orientation of the appendage when the animal figurine was
intact).

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less
Capra.

READING FIGIIRTNES

Capra zz iiqszl.zs.
Oblique dorsal and ventral view.
Scale slightly greater than 4 : l.

(photograph Vl0e0l08)

23 CapraLEG, DETNLED HooF,wrrH spuR A5.154

Recovered from feature 66 locus 18 shatum B12B . note on recovery: sector 52 . height 3.2 . thickness (hoof) 0.7 .
thickness (above hoof) 0.6 ' thickness (knee joint) 0.8 . thickness (top of leg, below break) 0.8 . fabric fine, with
gypsum inclusions ' Munsell reading 10YR 813 . color very pale brown . preiervation: leg including knee join! spur
and hoof

Capra23 A5.154.
Vertical cranial view.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V88b0818)

L"g, intact fronn break at body join to
hoof. Knee joint, spur and hoof are finely
detailed, including folds of skin above cleft
hoof, and "spurs" at back of leg. Knee joint
clearly expressed; fine incised lines differentiate
hoof from leg. The leg is scraped to shape.

Note the manner in which the leg would
have joined the body. The leg is solidly founded
under the torso, as with herbivores.

There is no graduation of thickness at
the haunch; therefore the leg does not blend
with the body but is clearly detached from it.
There is no dividing line or "cuf' at the body
join.

Compare with body join of Ovis 9 A6q19.1.

Capra 23 A5.154.
Left median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V88b0817)
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24 Capra Hoof,', RrcHT r'oRELEG A5q948.1

Recovered from feature 66 locus 18 shatum Bl2A . height 1.95 . thickness 1.075 . thickness (tip) 7.1 ' fabric
fine, with uniform inclusions, some gypsum . Munsell reading 2.5YR 7/3 . color light reddish brown ' preservation:
foreleg only

Incision on base indicates cleft hoof (parallel to torso), leading edge slightly curved. The
curye of the foreleg is strong and is similar to hindlegs of Ovis 24 AL91 and Capra I 41.44.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 &TAAppendages Less capra.

25 Capra LEG AIYD HooF A5q1016.4

Recovered from feature 173 locus 20 stratum BL2B . heiglrt 2.95 . thickness (break, long width) 1.0 ' thickness (tip,
long width) 0.5 . Munsell reading 2.5Y 812 . color pale yellow . preservation: broken above (presumeo hoof

Lightly modeled, with some indication of musculature. The leg is somewhat thicker at one
end, becoming triangular in section at the body join. The leg joined the body directly in a four-
square stance. The fabric has been indented and folded at the body joitt. The long axis of the leg
twists and becomes perpendicular to itself forming the hoof at the tip. Compare with Ovis 24
Al.9l. Left hindleg?

The fabric is medium fine, with many inclusions, the texture smooth. The leg is modeled

with the fingers, then smoothed (cloth?).

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra'

26 Capra LEFr HnIDLEG A6q72.l

Recovered from feature 23 locus 217 . height 3.0 . thickness (body join) 1.9 . thickness (tip) 0.65 ' fabric medium
fine, with inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR 6/6 ' color reddish yellow ' ion: left hindleg only

The leg is solidly founded, a foursquare stance inside; outside, an incunring inverted U.

There may be the indication of a knee joint. Compare hindquarters Ovis 24 Al.9l.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages l€ss capra.
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27 CapraHooF rvtrMArrrRn A6q148.1

Capra 27 A6q148.1. Hoof crafted in antler.
Scale 6.5 : 1.0.

,",,nt"',ili3T""ju[$iiil"";HTilffi ffi;very
(photograph V8Bel010)

The piece is made of antler, a unique example in the corpus. No red deer or others of the
family Cervidae have yet been identified among the faunal remains on Tell Mozan. This is
surprising, as the animal frequently figures amongst skeletal remains at archaeological sites
throughout the region.

Moorey says that the archaeological remains of worked antler are extremely rare in Mesopota-
mia - he calls such samples "elusivd' - citing only some tools as examples (Moorey lgg4,iZO1.
Antler, as a medium for working, seems quite malleable; one would think artifacts crafted in the
substance would be more frequent. Since red deer apparently did not live nearby, is this example
imported?

On the end opposite the hoof, two lightly incised parallel lines are drawn perpendicular to a
third line, which crosses them. The tip of the hoof projects fonvard. Compare this piece with Capra
104 Alq495, a rectangular-sectioned fragment identified variously ur u hoof or a hook. The
question of whether the cleft opening in the hoof is on a leading "dg", as with actual animals, or
whether it is merely an indicator of the hoof division cannot be decided now. Most artifacts of this
type incline down toward the edge that is cut by the cleft; if this portion of the hoof were to make
flat contact with the ground, the angle of the leg to the torso would change dramatically. Obviously,
crafted animal forms such as the present fragment are related by manufa-cture to othei leg and trsof
fragments that are not so easily identifiable. To be studied.

See note about the meaning of the word MIMATITRE, Capra22 Alq93l.Zg. This piece is
equally detailed. And see COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

READING FIGURINES

Recovered from feature 48 locus 168 . height 1.5 . thickness (end opposite icistd t"t-irruti*; 0^g . thickness
(hoof) 0.6 ' Munsell reading (from chart/GLEY 1) 58 2.5n . color Utristt black . preservation: hoof only, some
surface dirt still adheres after cleaning

t-
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28 Capra RrcHr (?) HTNDLEG

34r

46q324.1
Recovered from feature 31 locus 218 . length 3.79 . thickness (short axis/body join) 1.26 . thickness (long
uris/body join) 1.5a . thickness (midpoin| 1.0 . thickness (short axis, tip) 0.59 . thickness (long aris, tip) 0.76 .
fabric fine . Munsell reading 2.5Y 8/2 . color pale yellow . preservation: leg ody, broken at tip and at body join

Definitely herbivore keg, gracile, with flat break at
body joitt and articulated knee joint.

A section taken at the lower limb is not quite rectangu-
lar. The joint - it must be remembered - enables the lower
portion of the leg to fold back and is not on the forward part
of the leg. Orientation still is difficult to detennine, unless
hoof is intact. Other details, such as the way one side of the
surface is finished as opposed to a side less visible will help
determine orientation, when the body join is unclear. Patterns
of scraping are clear on the upper right outside leg; it does
not appear that fingers could account for these fine parallel
incisions dragged down across the surface and wrapping to-
ward the outside ofthe leg.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages
Legs Capra.

Capra2S A6q324.1.
Scale almost 2: l,

so reproduced to show pattern of scraping
(or twist in leather-hard fabric?).

(photograph Vl0b0223)

29 Capra LEFT (?) HTNDLEG A6q854.3

Recovered from feature 220 . length (tip to break) 4.63 . thickness (long axis, tip) 1.35 . thickness (short axis, tip)
0.62 . thickness (long axis, body join) 1.57 . thickness (short aris, body join) 0.74 . thickness (long uis, knee) 1.46
. thickness (short axis, knee) 0.88 . fabric medium fine, gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color
very pale brown . preservation: leg only, small chip on tip

The upper part of the leg above the knee is lightly concave, the leg molded by the fingers and
narrowed somewhat at the knee. The resultant light "knob" of clay gives the impression of a knee
joint.

The leg, in manufacture, was altered in shape by the addition of a flap of clay behind the knee
joint. The join is smoothed on what would have been the exterior and is less well blended into the
leg itself on the inside, under the torso. There are scrapes (thin parallel grooves approximately 0.5
cm long) on the object. It is unlikely these occurred in cleaning, as the brush used was soft.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Lees capra.

f
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30 CapTa LEFT HINDLEG, wITH ARTICULATED KNEE JoINT A6q1049.1
Recoveredfromfeature339 locus3O . height4.23 . thickness(bodyjoin) 1.21 . thickness(knee) 1.27 . thickness
(hoof) 0.85 ' thickness (knee, short u*is) 0.94 . fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 . color very
pale brown . preservation: leg (only); terrrinated, chip on bottom of termination

The leg does not meld with the body, but appears to be detached, founded under the torso.
There is a chip on the leading edge of the "hoof'that may indicate a cleft.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

31 Capra LEG wrrH EXrRESSED KtrEE JorNT 47q206.1

Recoveredfromfeature34 locusT . length 1.89 . thickness (bodyjoin) 1.2 . thickness(lowerleg)0.091 . fabric
medium, with fe.w inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink . ion: fragmentary leg

The upper part of the leg curves to the knee joint and then descends as a uniform circular sec-
tion to the break.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

32 Copra RrcHT (?) F'oRELEG Ar{D HooF 47.301

Recovered from featurel4l locus 15
(back of leg to tip of tioof) 0.82 .
preservation: leg and hoof only

. lenglh 4.59 . thickness (body join) 2.11 .
fabric medium, inclusions . Munsell reading

thickness (knee) 1.0 . thickness
I0YR7|2 . color light gray .

This is a good example of a herbivore leg. The body joitt is flat, the
knee joint detailed. From the break with the torso, the leg tapers to an
expressed knee joint and then tapers to the hoof.

This is likely the right foreleg because the break on the 'ofront right"
side of the object is larger, where there might have been an expressed breast
ridge. To the back, there is less medium, as at the body join.

Capra 32 A7 .301.
Vertical transverse section.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering cw 1709)

Sealing of Queen Uqnitum's cook, one of several scenes of royal domestic
life recovered from the Royal Storeroom in AK (Buccellati 1998, 209a).

Goat haunches with attached hooves may be seen hanging on hooks, upside-down - in
the sealings of the queen's cook.
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A7q306.133 Capra TAIL

Recovered from feature 89 locus 10 . height (from top of rolled-over flap to break) 1.04 . thickness (rolled-over
flap) 0.07125 . thickness (break, long dimension) 1.06 . thickness (break, short dimension) 0.0775 . fabric fine,
with inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR7/2 . color pinkish gr:ay . conservation: carbon covers break . preservation:
tail only, break at attachment to

The appendage is upturned and stubby. There is a small flat piece that is pulled up and over,
then rounded excep for a slight protrusion, where the medium has been pulled forward to form a
point. Affachment is ovoid.

Compare Capra hindquarters and "swishing" tail Capra 17 A7q813.2 for a contrasting form.
Also compare tail Capra 20 A1q886.4 for similar form.

See COMPARATM TABLE 5 Appendages Tails capra o Carnivora o ovis o @nis.

34 Copra LEG AriD HooF' (cRocHEz) INTAcT A7q964.1

The leg is gracile, to use Bdkdnyi's tem, dropping down from a flat body join to the knee
joint, then srnoothly tapering to the hoof below. The hoof takes the form of a crochet or small hook,
flat and extending forward from the leg itself down and at an angle. There is a slight ridge around
the back of the hoof. It is quite thin at its tip, which is rounded.

Recovered from feature 142 locus 16 . length 3.575 . thickness (long aris, body join)

body join) 1.01 . thickness ( long axis, knee) 1.34 . thickness (short aris, knee) 0.99 .

0.65 . thickness (long axis, hoof) 0.91 . fabric fine, with unifonnly fine chafftemper .
. color pink . preservation: leg and hoof only

1.4 . thickness (short anis,
thickness (short oris, hoof)
Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3
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TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

Note the slight rim on all four sides of tip, and a raised half-
circle ("boss") on the flat termination. This detail is not rendered
in the comparative TABLE. Note the raised, rounded lines
meeting in a wedge shape on the wider face of the object, as seen
in the photograph, right.

Compare with Ovis 38 A1q1045.3, which is modeled in a
less regular, but more naturalistic fashion; the knee joint is
expressed in the laffer figurine fragment and there is a variable
thickness to the appendage. Also compare with Capra 19
A1q855.1, with an expressed knee joint, a "gracile" expression,
but terminating in a rounded point, not a flattened "hoof' form.

The object is regular, sides squared, more like a "\ail." This
identification is based on similaity of form to wall nails from
proto-literate sites (Lloyd 1978,46, Figs . 14 and 52,Fig.2l).

See Comparative TABLE 5 Appendages Eans capra &
Ovis.

105

READING FIGURINES

r04 Capra EAR oR FLATTET\IED AppENDAGE Alq495
Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 strafum B12A . note on recovery: excavator Sultan, sector MS8 . height 1.94 .
thickness (long axis/body join) 1.03 . thickness (long axis/troof) .0.78 . thickness ( short axislhoof) 0.55 . thickness
(short axis/body join) 0.55 ' fabric fine, some gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink . note on
color: tends to "white" . preserv&tion: hooflleg only

The object in section is distinctly like Ovis 41 A5q17l.l andOvis 33 A1 .479,both heads with"ears." The key to this determination is the shape of ear Ovis 33 A1 .479. The placementwithinthe
nalrow niche between head and horn necessitated the rectangular form.

In longifudinal section, the fragment curves smoothly from tip to break; there is no expressed
knee joint. The piecq is rectangular in section and it terminates in a small crochet almost like the tip
of a hoof.

Capra 103 Alq495.
Note particularly the raised "boss"

on the rectangular termination.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph VBBb0061)

A5q915.1

Recovered from feature 66 . height2.465 . thickness (below break) 0.075 .
1.016 ' fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 7/3 . color pink

thickness (below break, long dimension)
. preservation: leg only

Even though the piece appeils to be short, one side preserves the join with the torso. The
piece tapers to a midpoint, then is straight to termination. The surface borne presumably on the"outside" of the body at the hindquarters has been smoothed.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

CapTa RIGHT HIND LEG, GRACILE
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106 Capra LEG A6q80.1

Recovered from feature 22 locus 2I9 . length 1.975 . thickness (tip, long aris) 0.755 . thickness (at body join, long
a:ris) 0.93 . thickness(atbodyjoirlshortaxis) 0.85 . fabricmedium.. Munsellreading 10YR7/3 . colorverypale
brown . note on color: "color" is really the deposit that covers this piece, not a patinq but an adhesion not easily
removable . preservation: a small fragment, broken at both ends

No leg from the corpus has exactly this form. It is unlikely that one slanting end is terminated.
I believe the piece is broken on both ends. One side is flat, although scarcely more so than the front
of the piece.

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

L07 Capra HoRN 47q370.1

Recovered from feature 63 locus 7 . length 2.18 . thickness (midpoin0 0.7 . thickness (thick end) 0.87 . Munsell
ins 7.5YR 7/3 . color pink . oreservation: horn

The object is slightly tapered; at its thicker end, it is ovoid in section, at the other, rectangular
in section. The medium is sculpted with an instrument rather than folded over and terminated in a
small 'ocoil," as a horn might be. It is similar to the series of crochetslhooks of the catalog.
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RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

207 Capra HERBTvoRE LEG, ExpREssED Kn-EE JorNT A8q6.l

This fragment is likely half of a longer leg with an articulated knee joint, where break occurs.
The first impression of the object is of a short rounded tip; orientation is important, for the knee
joint is actually clear. The angle of the upper leg at the body join leads to this interpretation.
Compare with Capra 19 Alq855.l, an examp'le of a similar body join. Contrast with Capra 26
46q72.1, where the front ofthe leg is flat, andthe leg shorter, more blunt.

This object was found in "disturbed, loose brown soil" under topsoil in locus 3f'topsoil" in
locus 4, a continuation of same (the strata are intermingled).

See COMPARATM TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.

208 CapraLEG

Recoveredfromfeature 46locus 3 . length3.96 . thickness(bodyjoin) 1.58 . thickness(bodyjoin, longaxis) 1.71
' thickness (hoof/trooWcrochet) 0.64 . fabric medium, inclusions, among which is gypsum . Munsell reading l0YR
8/2 ' color very pale brown . note on color: a "pink" corqponent to the fabric . preservation: leg ody, including
crochetftrook

There is the familiar crochetftiook at the termination of this leg and a light incision above the
termination that defines it. The leg joins the body in the manner of herbivores. There is no ex-
pressed knee joint; however, the leg tapers slightly ftom the body join to the knee. The leg is ovoid
in section at the top and rather more square/circular in section at the hoof.

209 Capra HoRNr, TwrsrED A9q116.1

Recovered from feature 70 locus 4 . length (tip to break) L64 . thickness (body join) 0.084 . thickness (body join,
vertical dimension) 1.245 . thickness (tip) 0.025 . fabric fine, with inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5YR 712 . color

red . preservationhorn only

The horn is rectangular in section if taken in transverse horizontal plane, a contrast with Ca-
pra hom cores displayed by Schmid in her Atlas of Animal Bones (Schmid and Garraux 1972, 90-
91, Plate VII) - the typical horn core of the adult goat is "more or less plano-conveX," one side
being flat, the other curved.

Recovered from feature 7 locus 4 .

medium, uniformly fine inclusions .

at knee joint; tip of leg chipped

height (vertical) 0.8 . thickness (body join)
Munsell reading 7.5YR 713 . color pink .

0.7 . thickness (ioint) 0.4 . fabric
preservation: broken at body join and
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Cluffon-Brock tells us that whether they are straight or twisted,
domestic goat horns have a o'more or less well-developed keel on the
anterior edge" (Clutton-Brock 1981, 58). Interestingly, this accords
both with the figurine fragment here under discussion - for it has a
marked edge curving up to the tip - and with Schmid's horn core
which, while not sharp, nonetheless has m'ore of an edge on one side
than on the other.

347

Copra209 A9ql16.l.
Twisted horn,

domesticated goat.
Scale 1 : 1.

(rendering cw 1708)

Clutton-Brock also tells us that
by the Early Bronze Age and into the
Middle Bronze Ag., twisted horns
predominated amongst domesticated
stock (Clutton-Brock 1981, 6l and
Fig. 5.14). Reproduced here.

Detail, horns of the famous
"ram caught in a thicket",

from the Royal Cemetery at Ur.
(Wooley, 1935, Plate 36)

Straight and twisted horn cores,
domesticated goats from Jericho.

Staight core: 150 mm long,
twisted core: 180 mm long.

From Clutton-Brock's Domesticated
Animals from Early Times.

By permission of the British Museum
(Natural History).

As early as 3500 to 3200 8.C., in the Royal Cemetery atUr, goats
were represented with twisted horns. Wooley tells us that the flamboy-
antly decked-out ram had its front legs chained to the thicket branches
by a gold chain (Wooley 1935,77).

Was the animal a ritual offering? Or a creature domesticated and
hobbled? The tortuously twisted horns would argue for domestication.

See COMPARATM TABLE 4 Appendages Horns ovis & Capra.

2r0 Capra LEr'T HTNDLEG A10q197.1

Recovered from feature 35 locus 10 . thickness (wide dimension, break) 1.745 . thickness (before taper, approxi-
mately circular in horizontal section) 0.094 . thickness (hoof) 0.64 . thickness (upper break) 1.3 . fabric fine; one
very large inclusion (straw) visible in break at top of leg . Munsell reading (fabric) lOR 6/6 . color (fabric) red .

Munsell ) 10R712. color(patina)palered . conseryation:depositionalstains . preservation:

There is a spur above the hoof and a rounded area at top of the leg and opposite the outside
flank. The leg tapers from the midpoint to the body join. The upper portion of the leg is terminated
and flat, probably forming the outside of the left buttock.

i

I

I

i
I

;
I
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The contrast of the fabric and the patina deposited on the surface gives pause. A cursory visual
inspection would have one including a moderate yellow component in the hue. However, the
Munsell aligns the actual color range, assigning a difference in chroma saturation while maintaining
the hue.

See COMPARATM TAB LE 7 & 7A Appendages Lees capra.

211 Capra HoRN, TwrsrED oN ITSELF ALMosr A FULL Two ruRNS A10q192.3

Recovered from feature 109 locus 9 . length 3.54 . thickness (first twist) 1.355 . thickness (tip) 0.078 . thickness
(tip, shorter dimension) 0.062 . fabric medium fine, with heavy fine chaff temper . texture uniformly fine, yet nubbly
' Munsell reading (fabric) 5YR 7/3 . color (fabric) pink . Munsell reading (patination) 5YR 4/1 . color (patination)
4*kgtuy 

' conservation: some surface damage . preservation: horn only; twists and outer edges intact

The medium is wide, thus the twist is deep. The break is vertical; this means that the horn
must have hung down alongside the head. Compare with Capra horn Agql 16.1, also twisted.

Under no circumstances would one say upon first view that this object were the lesser intense,
"brightet'' color evidenced by the Munsell reading. The fabric "shows through," a heavy patination
or depositional stain. One almost has to divine the original color, although it can and has been read
and recorded. Perhaps this surface effect is really the effect of overfirittg.

See COMPARATM TABLE 4 Appendag€s Horns ovrb & Capra.

212 Capra LEFT HTNDLEG A10q200.1

Recovered in third millennium layers . body join (long a*is) 1.29 . body join (short axis) 1.1 . tip (long a*is) 0.78 .
tip (short a,xis) 0.7 . Munsell color not taken . preservation: left hindleg only

The leg is oval in section. There is an expressedknee joint, atanangle of 20 degrees.

213 Capra HoRN, Twrsrrcn Al6ql47.l

Recovered from feature 49 locus 8 . lenglh tip to break 3.88 . transverse section at crown join 1.52 .
transverse section at crown join (short axis) 1.22 . transverse section at tip 0.45 . transverse section at tip
(short axis) 0.4425 . fabric medium fine, many medium inclusions (sand) . gunsoll reading 7.5YP.712 .
color pinkish gray . ation: horn only

Although this horn is from comparatively
"twist" of the Capra horn that comes with
comparative examples discussed there.

it displays the characteristic
Capra 209 A9q116.1 and

late Khabur levels,
domestication. See

-
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The appendage twists on itself the long axis parallel to the

muzzle in the median plane, and perpendicular to the frontal plane at

the tip. It is fairly certain that this is the manner of attachment of the

horn; if it were otherwise (the reverse of the above, for example), the

horns would become entangled. The appendage is extended rather than

coiled upon itself as is the case with Ovis horns. Bos horns have

another form entirely, at least in this corpus - the Diyala cattle are

almost baroque in the way their horns sit atop the animal's crown.

A more subtle twisting may be seen in some Capra horn cores

from ancient times, less obvious because the organic sheath around the

core has sloughed off in the ground, decaying with time (di Martino

2oo1).

See COMPARATM TABLE 4 Horns ovis & capra.

Capra2l3 Al6ql47.l.
Hom from Khabur levels.
Ventral and dorsal views.

Scale 1 : l.
(rendering cw L709)

21,4 Capra HooF AI\D LowER LEG 83.35

Recovered in third millennium layers . height (to back of hoof) 5.31 . thickness (short axis, break) 1.54 ' thickness

(long aris, break) 1.89 . thickness (long axis, hoof) 2.715 . thickness2.25 (short axis, hoof) ' fabric medium fine,

uniform inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown ' preservation: hoof, broken below knee

joint

Capra 214 F,}J.35. Left median
plane, cranial and venfral views.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw 1709)
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. The fragment is large and would have been part of a figurine much larger in scale than those
excavated in AK

The object is useful for analysis of details that may be important to the makers of animal rep-
resentations at Urkesh. "Spurs," for example, are clearly indicated. So is the nail (the single toe on a
cleft hoof), which pushes forward, as noted with all the crochet or ambiguous "hoof' pieces in the
caprid species TYPE.

Compare with Ovis 38 Alql 045.3, a leg with an articulated hoof; Capra 32 A7.301, a caprid
hoof and haunch; and particularly with the detailed leg/hoof Capra 23 A5.154. Contrast also with
geometric croclrct, Capra 104 Alq495.

See COMPARATTVE TABLE 7 & 7A Appendages Less capra.
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CAPRA

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FIND

300 Copra HoRN 21.292

Found in backfill inside square 17 . length (break to break) 1.6 . ttrickness (tip) 0.4 . thickness (base break) 0.8 '

fabric medium fine, with inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3 . colorpink . ion: horn ody, tip broken

There is a slight "twist" from base to tip, a sign of domestication in caprids.

See Comparative TABLE 4 Appendages Horns ovis & capra.
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Wihnt the Equus X'igurines Say
If domestication is the story told by the figurines of ancient Urkesh, the equids are its avatar.

They are numerorxr, they embody different species, they arc idiosyncratic and particular in the
manner of their representation. Something like characters in a play nassing on a stage for a curtain
call, the renaining fragnents of the Urkesh equid corpus pr€s€nt a varied and revealing dramatic
panoply at once authentic and impressionistic.

If equid domestication is a story, then it has often been told with varying emphasis. And it
has multiple points of origin, branching riverlike tlroughout Northern Africa and into the Middle
East. Remains of dornestic asses have been found in the Sudan. (Clutton-Brock 1992, 64-65) Z'edet
says that it is "quite likely that all the major Middle European equid species are present in the famal
assemblage from [Tal+ Malyan in southem lran]J' She surmises that these animals were "hus-

banded" for skins and, possibly, meat. The "prime candidate for [domestication as determined from
the (butchered)l equid part distributions is domestic ass" (Zeder 1986,366,406). By contrast, it is
uncertain if the onager (Equus hemioiws) was ever domesticated. And the exact time and place of
domestication ofthe horse is still debated.

In recent years, however, artifrcts have been recovered that help pinpoint the o'rigins of do-
mestication for the horse. Ancient Urkesh tells an important part of this story. The very fact that the
family is represented in such variety speaks to the important role of UpPer Mesopotamia in the
domestication and breeding ofasses, onagem, and horses in the Near East. '

The briefest of surveys follows, ending with a discussion of tbe different types of equids re-
covered at Tell Mozan.

The Mythic llorse
Barrelet makes an interesting observation about equids in her extensive study of terracotta

figurines. She says that animal representations have often been freighted with occult msanings and
not taken as simple copies of reality. She further observes that, up to the time of her writing and to
her knowledge, iquids are not so considered @arrelet 1968, 300). Following Frankfort, she distin-
guishes between domestic and *divine or semi-divine" animals. The former were working animals
and they could be sacrificed; the latter possessed aspects of divinity itself.

t 
So-" of the reflections in this introductory section and in the catalog itself were initially presented elsewhere (Hauser

1993).I have revised these remarks where it seemed necessary.
' I o*" this formulation to one of several anonymous reviewers of the present manuscript. The final iteration of this

manuscript has been guided by my readerso observations and I here again gratefully acknowledge my debt. This reviewer

goes on to say, "Equid-breeding must have been a highly prestigious skill and that is reflected in the coroplastic corpus

(at Urkesh)." I am in complete accord with this view.
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What, then, should one make of the Brak donkeys found in a temple ante-cella dated to around
2200 B.C.? Clutton-Brock and Davies say that the manner and place of inhumation suggest "that the
deity had some special connection with these animals" (Clutton-Brock and Davies 1993, 209;
Clutton-Brock, Izquierdo, et al, 2001 ,327-338). Subsequent excavation has strengthened the excava-
tors' conviction that dog and equid remains were ritual burials associated with the infill of a large
public building (Oates, Oates et al. 2001, 389).

Eneolithic bone plaque carved in the
shape of a horse from Varfolomievka
(after Anthony, Telegin, et al. 1991).

A ritual deposit containing a horse skull
was found in a small cemetery

of four human graves near the settlement.
Radiocarbon dates av erage

between 5000 and 4500 B.C.

Clutton-Brock allows as how the horse from the outset
- it begins to be mentioned in the cuneiform texts only
around 2050 BC "remained a high status animal"
(Clutton-Brock 1992, 90) and by the eighth century or so,
horses had come to occupy a cenffil place in Greek life and
they bften figure in mythological tales. Demeter, for
example, is depicted with the head of a black mare; and her
priestesses are referred to as "foals"@dwards 1994,39).

Not to count the equids represented so spectacularly in
Paleolithic cave &ft, Anthony and others (Anthony and
Brown 2000;81) provide evidence that "horses were strongly
associated with the world of humans and had become an
important symbol in mortuary ritual by about 5000 8.c."
They join sheep, goats, and cattle as meat suppliers and "in

terms of symbolic representation, horses were unlike wild
animals and like domestic ones" Qbid., 81).

The Domesticated Horse
What appears certain is that the domesticated horse - domesticated millennia before, but

elsewhere - appears in the Gorgan region sometime between 3000 and 2250 8.C., quite a large
window, by any standard of reckoning.

There is, for example, a cylinder seal depicting a horse-drawn vehicle from
Hissar IIIB. As the association of horsemanship and chariofy with Indic
elements among the Mitanni has already been clearly established, this evi-
dence could indicate the route of Indic movements towards Mesopotamia.
Ghirshman concluded that at the end of the fourth millennium B.C., a people
carrying black wares and familiar with both the domestic horse and wheeled
vehicles had penetrated northeastern Iran from the north. (Mallory 1989, 39)

Domestication of a wild population occurs for a reason and amongst the equids a prime crite-
rion of selection has to do with the animals' suitability as a mount.J

3 
Z* ralso mentions "draft and breeding purposes . . . plowing, . . . pulling wheeled vehicles, and pack puq)oses," an

adaptability (not to include the onager) ttrat caused equids to be "highly prized" Qarins 2007, 11). Riding, of course,
came to be preeminent amongst these usages.

"l'ir.o-]
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If the onager were intachble, F4uw caballus was not; eventually strategies of imperial con-
quest would be built around the horse as a machine of war.n So, as if domestication were an event
and not a process, it became something of a race in itself to pinpoint the exact moment when horses
were first ridden.

Pride ofplace belongs to David Anthony and Dorcas Brown, who, in a justly celebrated aiti-
cle rn Antiquity, systematized observation of bit wear and beveling on the first premolar of horses,
both feral and domesticated (Anthony and Brown 1991). One horse, a "cult stallion" included in a
ritual deposit at Dereivka, exhibited premolar wear and anterior beveling visible to the naked eye
(Anthony, Telegrin, et al. 1991, 95). This clinched it; the animal had been bitted and therefore ridden
only a short time before its death. Hypsodontic growth and wear had not yet obscured the evidence.

This view, which placed the origins of honeback riding somewhere around 4000 n.c. in the
llkraine, USS& was widely accepted for the last decade of the twentieth century. ln the course of
time, however, the authors carne to reconsider their evidence. Radiocarbon dates on the horse re-
mains tom the ritual deposit at Dereivka came back anywhere from 500-100 to 350G-4000 years
younger ttran expected (Anthony and Brown 2000, 75). Although the site itself had been "central in
discussions of horse domestication"' for over thidy years, the evidence for horse riding was from the
Iron Age, not from Eneolithic times.s

The occurrence can but emphasize the importance of stratigra.phic provenience. Clearly, at
Dereivka an Iron Age deposit had been sunk into earlier layers and, as there was not an obvious pit
outline, was taken as contemporaneous. The arguments that pertain are not -dissimilar from those that
swirl about the dating of domesticaled canid remains in Palegawra Cave.o If tle layers in which a
given artifact is found prove to be contaminate4 then dating is open to question.

The story does not end there. Anthony and Brown, in a rigorously controlled demonstration
using various organic substances - hemp rope, horsehair rope, leather, or bone - in the place of
copper, bronze, or iron bits, showed how bit wear can ocrur in precisely the manner exhibited in the
Dereivka stallion. At Botai and culturally related sites in the northem steppes of Kazakhstan, radio-
carbon dates from the arca avenge between 3500 and 3000 B.c. Horses account for fully 99.9 per-
cent ofthe 300,000 identified animal bones and they were big enough to ride. Amongst the measur-
able horse specimens at Botai alone, 26 percent had significant bevel measurements (Anthony and
Brown2000,83). '

o 
Aothony and Brown emphasize that the economic role of riding was at least as important as its applications to warfare.

"Riding increased the efficiency, ild therefore the potential scale, of grassland herding" (Anthony and Brown 2000, 84).
5 In the preparation of this manuscript, I was privileged to have the assistance of Dr. Steven Farmer and Dr. Michael
Witzel, both of whom provided guidance on the Dereivka controversy.
u Sr. DISCUSSION Caniso this volume. A new find on Cyprus by Dr. Jean Guilane and colleagues at the Colldge de

France seem's to confirm the existence of a '?ef' dog during the second half of the ninth millennium, making this the
earliest example of canid domestication on record (Vigne and Guilane 2004).
t Not surprisingly, the conclusions of the AnthonylBrown study have in turn been questioned; however, with certainty,
Juliet Clutton-Brock documents 'tnnatural wear" on the premolar of other equids (donkeys) at Brak that was "probably

caused by bit-wear.'o The remains of these bitted equids date to about 2250 B.C. (Clutton-Brock, Izquierdo, et a7. 2001,
338, Fig. 346)
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So horseback
tainty to predate by
(Cooke 2004,16-18;
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riding, if not quite so ancient as originally presumed, appears with some cer-
many centuries the stables and training manual of Kikkuli of Mitanni times
for a useful sunmary, see Hyland2003, 36-41).

Intetpreting Artistic Representations @eading Figurines)
Moorey notes, "Whoever made the pattems from which [the . . . plaques he has assembled]

were cast observed his subject with an acute and knowledgeable eye" (Moorey 190, ,l()). The
artisans were, after all, experienced observers. I do feel that we must finally accept that those who
rcpresent the real world do so with the hope that the audience/viewer recognize the object that is
represented. There will surely be some reference to observed variation; were this not ttre case, then
all figurines would be equal and attempts at discrete identification, fruitless.

Artistically, as Zarins rightly observes, "the crit€ria used for species identification arc gener-
ally derived from the observations of zoologists" (Zarins 20/.J1,4, Summation and Conclusion, in
pre-publication prooD, I have myself taken this approach, when I felt I was able to document mor-
phological change with some certainty. I was fortunate enough to work for several weeks in tle field
with Srindor Bdkiinyi, the noted paleozciilogist. As I have elsewhere noted, Siindor never doubted
for a moment that the artisans who had crafted the Urkesh figurines were presenting again -
representing - real creatures to an audience who could discern the differences amongst species and
family.

Once that is stated, however, a kind of gauntlet has been thrcwn down. We may not, I think,
walk away from the difficult task of commising to species identification as it is reflected in the
coroplastic record, a task that is sometimes no less complex than "direct compa.rison with faunal
assemblages" (wengrow 2003, 148).0 Thus, since morphological change accompanies domestica-
tion, as we have seen repeatedly in this volume, we might expect ther€ to be certain identifiers that
signal domesticated equids at Tell Mozan. We might also by extension anticipate that these charac-
teristics would help us differentiate amongst equid species.

Yet I have, since beginning this study, come to be rather more cautious about distinguishing
amongst nondomesticated equids and those equids that are cross-bred changed exemplars that are
difficult to read in the faunal record. In contrast to the skeletal remains of the wild ancestor of do.
mestic cattle, which are numerous, relatively few fossil records of the wild horse, dating back to the
fifth and fourth millennia s.c., haye been recovered; so the change from wild to domestic cannot
easily be traced in the osteological record (Clutton-Brock 1992, 56-57).

Identifiable secondary characteristics, at least within the figurine corpus, thus assnme great
importance - and here there are complicating factors.

" Wengrow makes the additional observation that tle organization of clay figurine assemblages into "distinct biologicat
taxa has perhaps diverted atlention from more rewarding avenues of investigation" (Wengrow 2003,152), notably, an
analysis of the archival administrative use of the representations. For speculation regarding usage of the figurines of
ancient Urkesh, see the INrRoDUcnoN to this volume. The work of Akkennans and Duisiermaat at Tell Sabi Abyad (in
PalioOrient 22.2, j997'l: 17-!41 is provocative in this regard. Zarins, in his new volume, considers sole reliance on
artistic representation to be perilous.
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Moorey makes a point I have not seen made elsewhere - that the scale of the artistic repre-
sentations we often use to identifu species is minute and t}is confiibutes to uncertainty in identifica-
tion of species (Moorey 1970, 36).It is surely difficult, particularly when working on cylinder seals
without the aid of a glass, accurately to reproduce the morphological nuanc€s we require when
differentiating amongst species. The matter is no less critical when hand-modeling at a small, if
larger, scale in clay. e

After considering head size as a differentiating criterion, and after rejecting it Moorey says
that

the two safest criteria for deciding whether an onager or a horse is intended]
. . . are the forms of the tail and mane. The tail of lte onager is stalk-like with
a tufted end; t}at of the horse by contrast is covered with long hairs from its
root to its tip. The mane ofthe onager is generally short and er€ct. Wbilst that
ofthe horse is longer, falling down the back ofthe neck. (Moorey 1970, 37)

Zarins does consider head size to be definitive and he adds other characteristics:

The maill distingui.hing phenotypic characteristics of the horse include a
long-haired, bushy tail. Short ears, a long-haire{ pendant nmne (ifthe aninal
is <l,onesticated), and a relarively large head in proportion to the body. For the
lrue asses, the distinguishing characteristics include very long earg a short-
haired tail ending in a tuft, and a clear <l,orsal and shoulder shipe. The hemi-
ones generally have slrorter ers and lack tlrc should€r shipe, although in
most observable characteristicg with the exception of body color, they re
bardly distinguishable from the asses. (Z,ililns 20W, 4, Summdion and Con-
clusioq in pre-publication proof)

When we seek to use these very criteria - and we
do attempt to do so, as is explained later degree of
impressionism is unavoidable. An example or two will
illustrate the point.

During the third millennium, animals other than
horses drew chariots, although, as Collon points out, "it has
been argued that a horse (drawing a four-wheeled (?)
chariot) is depicted on a seal" from Kish (VW below flood
level). (Collon 1987, 158-159, sealing 724) This seems
unlikely to me, as the mane is erect or possibly tufted as for
some ceremonial decoration. Also, the tail is thin at the
base, as is the case for nondomesticated equids and it may
be that the tail is tufted, as with the onager or onager/ass
mix, rather than flowing, as is the domesticated horsetail.

In his exemplary study of horse and rider, Moorey

warka, Maul_esel? cites what he calls "the earliest known illustration of a

Draft animal pulling a,chariot, chariot drawn by a horse" amongst Old Babylonian baked
identified by Moorey as a horse. clay plaques from Uruk. (Moorey 1970, 49) He identifies

91 mm high x 75 mm wide. the animal (}eft) by its tail, which is certainly long, if not
conffastincreasedro.lfrydetail. particularly full.(Ziegler 1962,47, Abb. 137)

e I b.li"u" that in some instances, the artisans at Urkesh actually exploit the "vices" of handwork, as when the pelt of an
animal is convincingly represented by a plethora of overlaying fingerprints. The subject demands some systematic study.
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Charlotte Ziegler'� the author of the Warka study to which Moorey refers, thinks this draft
animal may be a hinny ("Maul-esel? " she asks) (Ziegter 1962,47 Nr.289, Abb. 137). That is, there
is something of the horse about the repr€sentation for both investiga.tors, although Ziegler does not
say why she thinks the animal is a hinny and not a mule, which with some variation sports the thick
long tail of a horse. (Ilelnig and Sewell 1998, 12)

Presumably, Ziegler is following the general nrle cited by Clutton-Brock that "lhe head and
tail of the hybrid inherit the chamcteristics ofthe sire" (Clutton-Brock 1992,4s).Ifthis is so, then it
is diffrcult to know what to make ofthe long, broad (?) ears ofthe animal represented.ro

Moorey surmises that the hinny was easier to breed '\rhen the horse is still a rale animal"
(Moorey 1970, 38), but modem donkey breeders disagree and question whether breeders would
choose to'\raste" a valuable animal, such as a large donkey jennet, for the year of gestation, if the
resulting offspring were a sterile hybrid (hinny) (Sewell 2005). According to Edwards, "perhaps

only one in seven donkeys will conceive if served by a hone or pony" @dwards 1994,329).

Sewell rightly sees a "faint line of division" that extends the length of the tail and speculates
that the representation may depict more thmt one animsl.'A single animal pulling a two-wheeled
vehicle would have a pair of shafts of some kind to support and balance a two-wh€el vehicle, as
opposed to a pol" 6stween tw6 animals." (Sewell 2005, personal communication, January 27) rr

Equally of interest are Sewell's remarks about the conformation of the animal depicted by
Ziegler "the body line of the horse - particularly tle lower line along the bonom of the abdomen
- goes from a deep heart girth (depth from top of withers to bottom start of aMomen behind the
elbow) to narrower in the flank (from top of loin through to end of abdonren where itjoins the hind
leg). The animal drawing t}e chariot has a pretty even top and botlom line - just like the donkey or
the onager. . . . Both hinny and mule are similar to tle horse in this respect." Sewell concludes that
the draft animal depicted in the Uruk sealing is most likely an onager - !

A composite sealing of an equid with rider drawn from the archives of Akaballa" a scribe as-
sociated with the animal-processing center at Drehem in the Ur III period, is similar in style to the
Collon example from Kish and has been the subject of lively debate. It has been proposed as an
example of very early horse riding - alqgst two millennia before the practice became widespread
and, indeed, essential (Owen 1991, 261). " Owen says "there s€ems to be little doubt that we are
dealing here with a representation of a horse (Equus caballus) and not one of the more corrmon
equids of the period."

10 Sewell speculated that the author's tracing (as visual aid) might continue the end of the pole shaft, obscuring sorne-
what smaller ears of what may be an onager. Further, she stated that the 'head carriage is not horselike, in that the horse,
with a longer neck, wiu generally bend more at tle poll (section of the spine just behind tle ears) and have a more
rounded neck and head carriage with nose $cked down and inward, as opposed to the animal on the clay tablet whose
neck is stuck sh?ight out (no bend or flexion). . . . Donkeys will characteristically trot," she says ". . . with head out atrd
often with trose stuck in the air."
rr "Since all draught was by paired animals under a yoke, the single pole was standard"(Littauer, Crouwel, et al. Zn\
407 footnote )
t' I am indebted to Dr. Rudi Meyr for calling my attention to the image and for sending me his somewhat revised
version of same, and to Dr. Giorgio Buccellati for forwarding me the texl Dr. David I. Owen was equally helpful in
supplying me witl a photograph of the original trblet and the rendering by Josh Owen, a portion of which is here
reDroduced.
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Owen's interpretation is compelling because of his analysis of equid/rider com-
porhnent and the stride ofa galloping hone and because oftextual evidence presented. In footnotes
to the article, Owen notes that he has shown a photograph of the sealing to Moorey, Porada and
Zarins and they have to one extent or another endorsed this opinion also. (Owen 1991, footnotes 23,
35)

Abakalla sealing. The rendering has somewhat "tamed"

the steed, dermphasizing the pointed ears and the natwe
of the rnane and also arnpliffing the thickness of the tail
(ffier rendering by Dr. Diana Stein in Owen 1991,270,
Fig. 1). Rendering by Josh Owen, courtesy, Dr. David
Owen).

Although Owen does not rcpresent a saddle in his rendering ofthe scene, he does say in his
analysis that the rider is seated on some sort of blanket. (Owen 1991, 262) Thts would account for
the rather awkward position of the rider, which, without some sort of zupport, would seem to be
positioned above his animal mount and not seated forward as illustrated by Owen's rendering. Owen
does say that some details arre only apparent from study of the tablet itself, and not readily apparent
in the photograph ofthe object (Owen 1991, footnote 33).

Another rendering of the same
scene by Dr. Rudolph H. Mayr depicts
an equid that is not likely to be a horse.
He does not represent the saddle,
either, but shows the rider about to
land on "the donkey seat" - well back
on the animal's body, a position not
suited for riding at speed (Clutton-
Brock 1992, 66). The attitude of the
rider in both renderings is similar to
that of the rider on the donkey seat
from a drawing reproduced by Clutton-
Brock of a terracotta plaque from
Littauer and Crouwel (Littauer 1979)
after Moorey (Moorey IWO).

Abakalla sealing, as rcndered by Dr. Rudi Meyr. This version of the
sealing, from a photograph by D. Owen, emphasizes certain details:
long errect etrs, the blunt mrtzzfe and extended neck, the er€ct Inane, a
narow base for the tail and the attitude of the rider - above the back
of the animal, not seated forwad, but about to regain the "donkey

seat."
(Rendering courtesy Dr. Rudi Meyr)
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This brief discussion serves to emphasize how difficult it is to'bead" objective reality - in
this case, a representation of some species of equid on a sealing. Which rendering is "truef' to the
source? An objective reading bears all the gqarks of subjective interpretation. The real animal would
be different yet - and eludes description. .''

The more telling observation, however, may be tlat whoever the observer was in this brief
drama, he or she never doubted that the representation was ofan animal that really existed. Further,
there is an implicit faith on the part of all observers that the artisan wkhed to represent and was
skillful enough to represent the animal accurately, enough so that a knowledgeable contemporaneous
observer could identify the animal.

What we, Er,tenty-first cenfury observers, lack is con-
text that would permit full understanding.

Reading Reality

There has always been uncertainty about identifiing
equids, both their sculptural representation and their (often
highly fragmented) faunal remains. As a contested example,
Wooley felt that the art of Sumeria reached the epitome of
realism in the execution of an equid, a oomascof' that was
perched atop a pole on Queen Shub-ad's (later Pu-abi)
sledge. An "ass'1, Wooley calls the animal in his field
report; a "donkay", he says in the summary catalog at the
end of the same volume. Whatever the species, the represen-
tation fired the excavator's imagination.

above rose the "mascot" in the form of an ass cast in electrum, an
astonishingly fine piece of realistic sculpture and one of the most
charming objects that the cemetery has produced. . . . The delicacy of
the line of the legs has suffered a good deal in the object as it is seen
today (after straightening), but if due allowance be made for that there is
nothing to stint our admiration for the art of the maker (Wooley 1954,
PG/800,78).

Wooley was so convinced that he had read the rein-
guide from the yokeshaft (Postgate's terminolory Postgate
1992, 65) aright that he and his workmen assumed that
donkeys had drawn Shub-ad/Pu-abi's sledge. In fact, oxen
did the work.

And as for the specres, Wooley was agarn mistaken.
This is not an ass, nor a donkey, but a faithful representation
of an onager, perhaps an ass-onager cross, as the wild
animal was hardly tamable (being on the rein-guide did not
necessarily mean the animal was domesticated).

" Dr. Joan Oates has mncisely and tboughtrully described the equid figurines at Tell Brak, paying espocial attention to
hybridization and species differentiation. In a singular demonstration, she identifies a number of secondaqr characteris-
tics in one and the same figwine thrt would point to differcnt types of equids, thus undedining the difficulty of identifi-
cation (Oates 2001, 289,Frg.312).

U. 10439. The electrum "donkey",

a rein-guide from the yokeshd
of Queen Pu-abi's sledge.

Compare this representation
of Equus hemionus ssp.

with nondomesticatd equids
in the Urkesh figurine corpus.

The artist's rendering has made the creature
more slender than it appears to be,

as photographed.
Scale app. | :2.

Ht. 0.135 m. Width 0.10 m.
(From Woolley 1934,78 and Plate 166, M.

Louise Baker, del.)
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An exemplary account of the "semantic grmnastics" regarding species identification of Pu-
abi's onager can be found in Zarin's forthcoming volume (Zarins 20U1,24-26, in pre-publication
proof).

It is noteworthy that in his descripion of the equid from the Royal cemetery, Postgate uses
the word "equid' rather than *donkey as so much confusion has surrounded the equids and
their domeslication in the Ancient Near East. It is by cautioq and it is worth quoting him here aJ
length, an opinion we take - for the moment - as final word on the subject'

For many years, during which philologists were blithely writing about 'donkeys" in early
Sumer, received qrinion among mologists held that the donkey (Equus asinus) was introduc€d
into Westem Asia ftom North A.frica larer ftan the third millenniu4 and hence tlnt the equids
shown in Sumerian repressrtation must be onagers @. hemiotrus ssp.). This lvas despite reports
that wild onagers are untamable, and another difficulty was thar the cuneiforn ter(b ofthe tbird
millennium seem to mention several equid species.

A good solution to these problems has been achieved in rtcent years by a shift in mological
. opinion, which now admits the possibility ofdonkeys indigenous to Westem Asi4 and by cae-

firl analysis of the textual references. It now seens cl€a that th€ Early Dynastic Sumerians both
used asses and succeeded in crossing them with wild onagers (d[ed dontcy ofthe steppe), gsv-
ing a domesticable (if sterile) offspring, a beast lvhich combined the docility ofthe donkey with
the stlength and speed of the onager. The reason why this practice did not survive into the sec-
ond millennium is clear: in the Ur III tqrts we begin to find references to small nunbers of a
new kind of 'donkey' - the horse, which was probably imported ftom th€ north or €ast'
(Postgat€ 1992, 165-166)

Closer to home, in
excavations at Tell es-
Sweyhat, Thomas Holland
and his team have unearthed
a figurine that may be a do-
mesticated horse. The fig.t-
rine is dated to 2350-2250
B.C., making the equid quite
an early representation of
the domesticated animal.la

The es-Sweyhat equid
respects the typology we
have laid out at Tell Mozan
as typical of the equid torso

forequarters : torso :
h indquar ters :4 :5 :6 .

The long hairs of a
domesticated horse lie along
the neck, in contrast to the
erect mane of nondomesti-
cated equids.

to In amost generous gesture, Dr. Thomas Holland has furnished me with photographs of the Tell es-Sweyhat equid and

with his pre-publication notes regarding the find. He provided several views of the representation, making possible the

detailed analysis I have made here. I am indebted to him for his kindness.

Tell es-Sweyhat. "Domesticated horse (Type SF.ld)." Right median
manner in which the strands of the nume arc applied is not found in
coqpus, except among Ovis. Scale 1 : 1.

(Photograph courtesy of Dr. Thomas A. Holland )

plane. The
the Urkesh

t-



.h, ovis 13 A7.5ol.
.-iE Debil. cranial view.

,$' i The pelt is appneA in separate strips.

#, i Elsewhere on the same figrrine,
i it is applied as a single scalloped strip
',::,i overlaid on the torso.
+;it.i (photographdetail V13d1130-0082)

riit'r"
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The treatnent of the mane also has a
manufacfuring parallel at Mozan, but only
amongst the Ovis figurines (See the close-up
of an Ovis pelt, right.).

In a detail not often noted, Dr. Holland
says that the figurine has a "self-slip on
unbroken surfaces." (Holland 2001
forthcoming, 9-10, 237, Plate 116[a] and

Figure 15716 [664-tent.]) ldany of the equids in the Tell Mozan corpus are similarly finished, a
manufacturing detail I think is indicative ofexha care taken by the artisan in the making.

According to the news report announcing the find, "the hole in the muzzle (is a clue) that the
figurine was of a domesticated horse"(Wilford 1993). Dr. Holland does not make this claim in his
notes. In the same way that a halter or a tethering ring does not, a muzle hole does not invariably
signi! domestication; it simply means lhat the animal was tethered or that the object was likely
pulled, a string inserled through the hole.

Dudley Riggs, an American theatre entrepreneur and innovator who was born into a circus
family, recounts (Riggs 1999) that the zebra - impossible to domesticate - is calle4 by circus
fofk, a "lead animaf", meaning an animal that was an untamable liability. A zebra had to be led
around the circus ring on halter, -because the exotic equid could not be depended upon to follow the
proscribed path in perfonnance!tt

The tail of the es-Sweyhat equid is broad at the base, as is the tail ofthe domesticated horse,
yet it tapers to a point; typical of neither horse nor onager. The forrn of the appendage may be
dictated more by technology than by typolory. A thin tail, thin at the outset and broader at termina-
tion simply would not have survived intact in the soil over several millennia. Dr. Holland notes that
the tail is incised, a most interesting detail and another sip of special attention devoted to this
representalion. Neither eyes nor ears are indicated. In another excqrtional detail the es-Sweyhat
figurine deviates from the Urkesh typolog, Equus rwem- the muzzle G blunt.

Equus rtTell}0'flozan
Our excavations at Tell Mozan - and several finds tha! to a reasonable observer, represent

domesticated horses - have far-reaching implications relating to the Hurrian incursion iir Northem
Syria:

The Hurrian data found by the Mozan/Urkesh excavations are quite
exceptional Here for the first time the use of horses in a palace
economy and everyday life is documented for the last part of the third
millennium B.C. Qvanov 1998,147)

ts 2005 saw the production of an electronically animated feature movie, Racing Stripes,in which zebras were not only
ridden and made to race, but also were given the gift of speech.
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Some exemplary equids had already been recovered in the very first excavation season at

Tell Mozan. M1.209 is a notable example. The figurine is of burnt clay and it was found in the

destruction layer in Kl, item !2, feattxe 16, dating to the mid-third millennium, about two centuries
before the assemblage from the Royal Buildi"g AK (Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1988, 81 and

ilI. 1); (Kelly-Buccellati 1990,124 and Plate 73) .

Another fifteen fragmentary
animal figurines, collected on the
surface of the Outer City, are refer-
enced on page 54 of Mozan I,
including M1.207 , 

"a small horse
with male genitals and faint incised
lines on its mane." These animal
figurines were recovered
amongst some 14,000 artifacts
during a surface survey of the Outer
City surrounding Tell Mozan. The
"eastern part of the rise" yielded the
most animal figurines, although the
findspot of the small "horse" is not
noted (Thompson-Miragliuolo 1 988,
54, 56).

.',1,*,,"'{r

Equus l\/121.209 Kl.lz,likely the head
of a domesticated horse. Narow muzle
is diagnostic, as are widespread eyes and
the mane coming onto the crown be-
tween the eyes

Scale app. 1 : 1.
(photograph V2C07l3)

Another equid - most interesting because it sharres characteristics of both domesticated and
undomesticated stock - was recovered from the surface ofthe mound itself, I take this figure to be
M.207, illushated in Fig. 46, page 156. In the discussion about the artifacts from the excavations, the
object is referred to as M1.209 (ikely the number was switched with the label assigned to a lithic
artifact below, itself assiped a duplicate nunber). Because the figurine is broken, it is impossible to
say whether the mane rose onto the crest of the head between the ears. See CATALOG Equus for
more details and typological considerations (entered as Equus 216 under RELATED STRATIFIED

FINDS ).

The remainder of this DISCUSSION and CATALOG will be concemed with the animal repre-
sentations we have taken to be Perissodactyla (order), Equidae (fumni, Eqws (genus) as recovered
fiom Royal Building AK at Tell Mozan and made in ancient Urkesh.

A Combination of Realism and Abstraction
The figurines are at once realistic and affiact; they may be anatomically accurate in detail

and bear complex surface decoration or be summary (not at all to say "careless') in execution. A
good number of the figurines must have been made with a living equid model in mind and all of
them exhibit shared characteristics of an idealized typological model. Zarins would call this exem-
plar, I believe, the 'holotype" (Z^lilns 2007,26 in pre-publication proof). Fmm the beginning I
identified one exemplar as the TYPE figurine for a given genus. Close to publication, I have decided
to refer to this one representative figurine as the tetwtanE for the genus. The artisans who crafted
these figurines "h6a7 thsir animal" and took care to differentiate the figurine from animals thaf were
not equids.

T
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. Although "not everyone was a great atist " as Bdkdnyi remarked lightly, there were similari-
ties- amongst the liule figures that were found repeatedly. He never assumed that body shafe was
accidental nor questioned ft61 1fos ffiisans who made the figurines did not intend to m'odel a given
animal type. It was a fortunate circumstance that I rrras able to develop my overall animal typologr
with the benefit of a close daily contact with Btikiinyi.

Btikiinyi was particularly interested in equids and signs of domesticalion associated with
equids. He looked forward to "some new kind of evaluation of the figurines because they are rm-
doubtedly of key importance in early horse history in southwest asia. @okonyi tr+, not pagi-
nated).

ln tbe report on his season's work he wrote:

In Tell Mozan . . . horse bones . . . were found- . . . [OnIy] a small num-
ber could be measure4 nwertheless even the dimensions of lthose not
measurable] reveal the species identification in most c€ses. 

-(Bdktuyi

1994)

Whereas the figurines arc stratified and firmly dated horse bones taken by Biikiinyi from
among the faunal remains ary lew (0.26 percent) and, up until MZg, neither ..found in a precisely
datable layer [n]or in a closed-find assemblage." One also could not speculate as to whether or not
these faunal remains were of domesticated horses.

On the Way to Domestication
There are definite indicators ofequid domestication amongst the terra-cotta figurines at Urkesh

in the faunal record. As we discovered with a number of carnivore repnesentationss there seems to
have been an effort to alter the species or to take conhol of it by aridcial means. With Cu-iooo,
the application ofa band between the buttocks leadrng to the sexual parts and a shap across the penis
must have been related to the wish to tame a wild animal noted for its ferocity. 

-The 
lion and the

panther moved from the steppe into the palace halls as symbol and confirmation of the royal pres-
ence. The effort, ifnot exactly foolhardy, touched on the ill-advised. Was ever an enterprise more
marked for failute? 16

- Ngy, not so surprisingly, the same heatment of hindquarters and sexual parts is found among
the equids. obvious signs of contol - animal husbandry - are halter, bit, andiridle. But modifica-
tion of equids was physical, too, and must have been designed to frcilitate breeding within the
genus. These methods perhaps included cashation to modify ternperament and instinctual behavior- increased docility? controlled or scheduled mating habits? Apparently, at least one body modi-
fication was designed to make life easier for the domesticated equid itself - nostril-slitting (see
page 429).

tu By th" -iddl" of the first millenniunu the relationship between hunran beings and camivores is clearty iconic. As
example, the Bust of a Median citEd, ahove in INTRoDUCTIoN Canivua, pge 246. has a preoursor in a large panel of"Gilgamesfl maltrisant un lionceau rwissant' fiom Khorsabad @armt ge},-SZ,ftg.36;. if *-;"g o,u" u questionable
enterprise' the wish to control wild mimals was all the more real for having symbolic inftrt.
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If the asinid and.hemione populations exhibited desirable characteristics only to a limited de-
gree, then a selective breeding program could effectively isolate, enhance, or strengthen these attrib-
utes, Once the horse came on the scene, the program must have assumed a certain urgency, for the
animal could be bred and to a purpose.

Indeed, the end of the Third Millennium became a turning point for the horse in the Middle
East. A newcomer in the territory, the horse exhibited the very qualities most sought after. The

animal was strong, but it was also light of limb and thin of coat, not bulky and brawny, as were
donkeys or feral animals from northern climes.

We need only review Juliet
Clutton-Brock's succinct account
of "the variation in morpholory
that can be seen in many wild and
domestic spesies of malnmals
which have a very widespread
distribution" (Clutton-Brock
1992, 6I and Figs. 4.7, 4.8, a
visual comparison of Shetland
ponies and Arab horses). The
transition to a lean, sleek animal
capable of great speed and nimble
of foot is graphically illustrated in
HORSES The Visual Guide to
over I00 Horse Breeds -fro*
Around the World. @dwards
I ee3)

Zanns remarks that very
little historical information is
available as to (humankind's)
interactions with equids in the
wild. (Zarins 2007, Introduction
L2, 2 in pre-publication proof).
Widening the circle of concern to
include the asinid and hemione
equid groups, as well as the
caballine complicates the matter
further, particularly as the question
o f hybri d ization ari se s.

Pfif{Y TYFE 1

F{SfrSE TYPE 3 I-iOHST TYFE 4

Postulated horse types derivative of early primitive horses. The progres-
sion from stocky animal heavily coated to a sleek animal with finer con-
formation, @dwards 1993, 14) rvhile multi-branched and not linear, alerts
us to morphological change that may be observed in the process of do-
mestication itself seen in the equid figurines at Urkesh. One may
readily identifu desirable characteristics that would be favored by breed-
ing prograrns (by permission, DK Publishing, Inc.).

The identification of species, subspecies and hybrids is a difficult task
compounded by the fact that zoologists and paleo-zoologists disagree
on the basic identifring species characteristics of the various Equidae.
(Zarins 2007, Summation and Conclusion,4 in pre-publication proofl

P#HY TY'FE T

F{SR$E TYPE 3
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We have already seen some of the difficulties encountered in interpretation of the artistic evi-
dence. Nonetheless, the figurines at Urkesh do demonstrale consistent relationships that can be
documented within a corpus of figurines we have chosen to designate as equids ai distio"t from
other genera.

Secondary characteristics play a part in this identification, certainly; but more importantly,
,neasurement to establish veriJiable and consistent proportiorw and ratios of body port to body part
has defined the parameters of the equid corpus.

We take the identifications we make here as indictors, rather than as pmscriptive determina-
tions.

What we know for certain is that the equid figurines at Urkesh taken as a corpus exhibit mor-
phological changes that can be described with c€rtainty, tlat these changes cluster in cafegories that
differentiate one group of equid figurines fiom another and that this categorization invites specula-
tion about how and why such categorization should be made.

Equus Typlog: Proportions & Ratios of Body Parts
Amongst the equids recovered from the AK Palace, there are three distinct body types, which

I have only recently come to tlink correspond with "the three equid groups" - asinid, hemione,
caballine (zxins 2N1, Equidae in the wild 2). They are categorized here as TypE r, TypE tr, and
TYPEIII.

ln my studies of the equid figurines recovered at Urkesh, because there were sigrs of veteri-
nary intervention, I came to see these three types as distributed in hierarchical fashion along a verti-
cal line from "nondomesticaled" to "domesticatedj' avatars of the grand experiment in animal
husbandry at ancient Urkesh. Animals from the asinid group were classified amongst 'hondomesti-
cated equids" at one end ofthe scale, and "horses," clearly domesticated were classified at the other
end of the scale. "Onagers" fell somewhere in between; I took them as early candidates for hybridi-
zation, again, "on the way" to domestication.

This classification is misleading for the most part. There ale domesticated asses and there are
wild horses. Although researchers are hard-pressed "in archeological, osteological context" to iden-
tify crosses between any two of the three species, there is some indication that such crosses were
attgqgteda zarins, citing Gray, has provided a usefirl list of potential crosses (Zarins 2007, Equus
caballw 73-74; alsrc, see Helmig and Sewell 1998). We might 6xpsct that such crosseb were de-
picted amongst the terracotta representations, but at the least, identificafion is a perilous task. None-
theless, when such speculation seems warranted, I have so indicated in the text as an invitation to
future investigators.
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Measurements of body parts (labeled as w1/w2lw3 for forequartercltorso/hindquarters and lg
for length) bear an internal consistency, each to the others; and while not every ratio has been ex-
plored, a number of relationships have been observed to be constant. These ratios and body propor-
tions serve to distinguish the body type of an equid in the figurine corpus at Mozan from other
animals.lT

wL <w3

The forequarters are less wide than the hindquarters.

w 2 < w l < w 3
The torso is less wide than either the forequarters or the hindquarters.

w l :  w 2 z w 3 - l : 5 2 4 2 6
If the hindquarters are taken to be 6, then the forequarters will be about 5, the torso 4.

That equids in the Urkesh figurine co{pus have, as a general rule, heavier hindquarters may
indicate the usage to which the domesticated animal was put.

lg > 2w3
Body-length is greater than or equal to twice the widh ofthe hindquarters.

lg@rlrrlk>lgD
The length of the body is a little less than twice as long as the neck. I have taken this meas-

urement in vertical cranial section, measuring from the top of the crown to the mid-point of the
torso,

The length of the neck does not prove to be a differentiating factor in other animals in the
figurine corpus (but see, in the limestone sear\ A9.24, two homed animals with long necks and lean
bodies). It is so, however, in the case ofthe equids, as the head and neck are usually long and tlrust
forward, out from the body. Obviously, neck length and appropriate ratios can only be determined if
forequarters, neck, and head ofthe equid are intact.

This said,

wl@neck>wll2<w2
The width of the equid neck is a little wider than halfthe width ofthe forequarters and

somewhat smaller tlan the torso.

tt Some carnivores do have a very similm body type, but forequarters and hindquarters more nearly approach or can even

be equal to each other in width, and the torso is scarcely less wide than the forequarters (the constant is w2 < 4/5wl).

37r
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Equus Typology: Stance and Conformation
In addition to the body ratios noted, equids in the figurine corpus at Mozan may exhibit some

or all of the following characteristics:

r. FOREQUARTERS ARB SOLDLY FOUNDED.

2.MAZZLE IS RECTAhTGULAR IN SECTION; SNOUT IS FREQUENTLY PINCIIED At\tD
TRIANGULAR IN SECTION.

3. AIIGLE OF'FORELEG/BODY JOIN IS 120 DEGREES.

4. NECK IS LONG AND F'ORWARD FROM BODY.

5. TORSO IS LEAII.

6. BUTTOCKS ARE FUSED AIID SOMETIMES RECESSED.

7. SEXUAL PARTS ARE EXPRESSED.

Other animals in the corpus may exhibit some of these characteristics, but not all and not all
taken together.

Equus Typlogr: TTi.PLATE, TypES and the Signs of Domestication' Three figurines, one frorr each group of equid TypE, r€pr€s€nt the group as a whole - a
TEMPLATE, if you will. These three figurines are described fully in the cATALoc below, but may
serve here as useful point ofreference:

TIPDI Equus 5 46.238 . Typr.II Equus 23 A5.30 . TypI. m huus 36 A5egt5.l

Within the three equid grcups, we are able to observe certain characteristics of domestica-
tioq clanges in bodily stucture resulting from morphological change brought abont by isolation
from the animal stock in the wild and selective breeding. We do not mean to say that such a change
occnni over the short terrn of decades; rather, domesticated and nondomesticated species lived side
by side and did achibit different body types.

Signs of domestic ation in Equus TvtE I and Eqrars TypE Itr include:

1. BREAST RIDGE IS PRONOIJNCED AIID DOES NOT CONTIIII]E INTO BELLY.

The domesticated horse (Eqzrr rwn m) also exhibits the following characteristics, observ-
able as a third equid body type in the figurine corpus:

2. MUZZLE IS NARROW EYF.S ARE WIDELY SPACED AI{D DEEPLY RECESSED. EARS ARD,
SIIORT.

3. MAI\E IS LONG.

4. MAI\IE RISES ONTO HEAI)BETWEEIIEARS.

5. TAIL IS WIDE AT TTTN BASE.
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With the asinid group (Equas rwnl, by contrast, we note that:

1. FOREQUARTERS ARE NARROW.

2. MAZ,ZLN IS BLUNT OR SHORT.

3. MAIIE IS ERDCT.

4. TAIL IS TIJI'TED.

These characteristics do not necessarily mean that the animal is not domesticated, as I had
previously observed; instead they serve to distinguish these equids from the caballine group.

This list of details has been assembled fiom two sources: (1) signs of animal dorresticalion
as documented in paleozti,ologr and (2) the way third millennium observers represented the animal
in clay at Tell Mozan/Urke sh. No one detail taken in isoletion is diagnostic, and final identification
is open to interpretation. In the main, however, these details are indicators that provide a basis for
approaching the figurines and for seeing in them a key to one aspect oft}ird millennium life.

VeterinarT Intervention and Animd Husbandry
Now we retum to the manipulation of the equid population at Urkesh in order to accelerate

morphological change and to encourage the development of desirable characteristics that could be
passed consistently to zucceeding generations.

Control of procreation would be the prime tool in a focused program of domestication. This
is, properly speaking, husbanding, a step along the way to domestication, absolute conhol of an
animal population for the benefit ofhumans.

Other traits of the Equus popnlation str,engthen the argument and lend credence to the idea of
a sophisticated hs6ding p'rogram aimed at taming wild stock. We are indebted to Cbris Kimbrough
for the observation that three female animals in the corpus might be in heat (Kimbrough 1998). Each
displays a prom inent swollen vagina.

That the detail is represented serves to underline its importance and singularity. I take this de-
tail to be a likely indicator of animal husbandry and controlled reproduction of livestock amongst the
Urkesh herders.

The three mar,es in Figure 2l are linked both by body form and by surface finish to male ex-
amples of equids that exhibit a caudal band and a penile shap. Also, each ofthe fernale equids has a
comparatively lean torso (g > 2w3). When a band divides the hindquarters of the male animal and
when there is a strap across the sexual parts, the equid torso is invariably lean. Those animals wittl
lean bodies, obviously such a contrast with the intractable and irritable and untrainable onager or the
sturdy but headshong ox, would have been singled out, selected with the express aim ofreproducing
a desirable trait.

373
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Equids in oestrus
Scale app.2:3 .

(rendering cw K701)

FIGURE 21

A1q618.1

A.7.320

46.149

The strap across the sexual parts of the male anirnal 6sy be related to castration, a prccess
that enforced docility through veterinary intervention and not only to conhol reproduction. As she
discusses behavior modification of the wild Equus spec,ies, Clutton-Brock tells us how decisive a
process castration could be:

Although the long-ranging and high-speed nobility ofthe horse makes it the ideal m€ans
of trmsport for humans, the process of domestication cannot harve be€xr easy, vihich nay
partially explain why the horse was the last species of livestock to be enfold€d into hu-
man societies. Early on in the history ofearly husbandry md before the practice ofcastra-
tion becarne widespread the maagement of a group of domestic hoffies must have re-
quired considerable courage and knowledge of mimal behavior. (Clutton-Brock l9g,
n)

The herdsman ofUrkesh possessed this skill. The figurine corpus tells us this.

We have designaGd female equids in oestrus or male equids that exhibit signs of veterinary
intervention as,E'qzas TYPE I/[ to emphasize that the animal is caught in the very process of change
- on the way to domestication.

$
In time, archaeologists will unravel the code tlat relares the form of the small terra-cotta

figurines at Urkesh to lifeways of the past. In the meantime, measurement is the single most impor-
tant tool available to investigators. It distinguishes docr''ments, one from the other, and may in time
provide a key to the process of equid domestication in the Middle East.
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EQU(IS
TYfE IASINID

1 Equus HEAD TYPE, T

375

A1q&361

Recovered from feature 151 locus t 18 stratum l3B . cranial lengfh (snout to rnane} 4.0 ' cranial width (across ears)

2 .Z . height (groove of muzzle: to: base of neck prokenl) 5 .3 ' neck I .97 .' snout (horizontal tansverss section) 1 -07

. snout (verticat transverse section) 1.15 . fabric mediurn, with heavy but unifsrm chafftenrpeil Munsell reading

10YR 713 . color very pale brown, . preservatisn: head an4 necElonly)

This is one of several equid heads so
simplified that I have identified them as
"blanks." Whether they serve as a basic form
for further elaboration remains to be

substantiated.

The crown of the head and the neck are
squared ofi rather an unusual detail in the
co{pus. The musculature of the neck is
indicated.

Equus I A1q836.1.
Right median plane and tansverse cranial section, mtlzAe-

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering elb C721)

The sides of the mtvzle are concave, visible as modeling

on the right side of the mtvz,le. The lower join of the head and

neck is formed by the side ofthe finger. The muzzle is blunt.

The mane is sharp, the mlzle culves slightly to the left

(seen in cranial view), and the snout is blunt. There is a possible

perforation in the mane, but the mane is chipped, making it

difficult to read. The head has been modeled as a rectangular

block, then pinched from the sides to taper the muzzle. The

mane is high between the eye ridges, which are pushed up as a

result of pinching the sides of the mvzzle together and lifting

the clay toward the back of the head. The top of mtv-zle shows a
join of two sides of medium pushed up and together
of "fold" on top of the muzzle. The medium is chaff-tempered.

Equus 1 A1q836.1.
Dorsal view from right

and slightly above eye level.
Note ridge atop muzle, erect mane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph V10e0501
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Equus head, right medianplane.
From Tepe Gawra, Strafum VI.

There is a breast ridge, the mane is sharp and
rises high onto the crown between the ears.

Sc"ale I : 1.
(photograph courtesy

American Schools of Oriental Research and
the University of Pennsylvania Press)

READING FIGURINES

From Tepe Gawra, in Early Dynastic through
Sargonid levels (Stratum VI) - an important time of
international contact and trade comes a
"comparatively large head". There are no parallels in
preceding levels. Speiser calls attention to the fact that
all specimens found in this level are well-fired and that
for the most part, artisans are now treating heads and
tails individually (Speiser, Cross et al. 1935,69, Plate
)OOilV/b). The head itself is almost twice as large as
Equus I, and the surface is more detailed, as we might
intimate from Speiser's remarks.

Compare the incised mane to that of Felis 14
A6q106.1. There are no exact parallels in the Mozan
Equus co{pus, for the equids of Urkesh are subject to
several stages of manufacture, and this obscures the
simple strike lines of the Gawra example (as an
example , Equus 36 A5q63.1 rvle uI;.

We should question Speiser's remark that the
presence of the horse is "abundantly attested for this
early period" (Speiser, Cross et al. 1935, 185). The
blunt muzzle and the mane carried high on the crown
makes us think of this specimen as a nondomesticated

equid, such as the onager.

Although I say that the modeling of the mane
comes to a sharp edge, the incised lines down the neck
might in fact indicate a flowing mane. These long strikes
give pause, but they may indicate musculature or a first
stage of manufacture only.

Tell llalawa A. Equiden Nr.137 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 38) exhibits amrlzzle that curves from crown to
snout. The mane comes up onto the crown between ttre ears, which appear to be pronounced.

2 Eqaus RrcHT FRoNT FoRELEG rvpn r A1q885.7

Recovered from layers above first floor, storeroom locus 20 . height 2.13 . fansverse section (break, short
dimension) 0.95 . transverse.section (break, long dimension) 1.28 . transverse section (above termination, short
dimension) 0.035 ' transverse section (above termination, long dimension) 0.047 . fabric medium fine with small
inclusions (visible on surface) . Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale brown . preservation: terminated leg
(only)

The appendage tapers to midpoint, then continues to termination. Adjoining face is curved to
termination. Body-join to termination oval. Compare torso Equus 5 A6.238, TypE I.

See COMPARATM TABLE Appendages Less Equus,
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3 Equus FoREeUARTERS GRAGMENTARv) TypE I

377

A5ql7l.2

Recovered from feature 38 locus 19 stratum B9 . forequarters 3.13 . neck 2.025 . torso 2.85 . height at
forequarters 6.46 . fabric medium fine, with heavy chafftemper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale
brown . conseryation: trowel chip/mark on left of neck . preservation: forequarters only; legs and head broken;
sexual parts broken

The neck is fused to the body and is thick. There is a heavy breast ridge between the
legs on the belly, but it does not rise up the neck.

There is a mane, or more likely a neck ridge. The head is carried only slightly above the body
(the neck curves to meet the top of the head). The penis expressed in the middle of the belly (as
with herbivores). There is a clay ridge in the belly at the torso break. There are sexual parts,
possibly broken.

There is a slip, visible at the neck and torso breaks. The figurine is modeled on a core
(texture difference); a hairline outlines the difference in fabric.

4 Equus FoREeUARTERs rYPE r A5q530.1

Recovered from feature 62 locus 22 strafum B3 . forequarters2.S4 . neck 1.57 neck (transverse section, long axis)
1.82 . height at forequarters 5.725 (neck to intact right foreleg) . fabric chaff-tempered, straw imprint on left side
of neck . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . conseryation: depositional deposits on right neck .

preservation: forequarters only; right foreleg intact and terminated

The forelegs are solidly founded and are contained outside within a naffow rnverted U.
Inside, the legs meet in a wide inverted V (45 degrees). The neck curves back slightly toward the
torso and swells somewhat as it joins the forequarters. There is no discernable breast ridge; the leg
is lozenge-shaped in section. The mane is lightly pinched and the musculature of the neck is
indicated.

5 Equus ToRSo TYPE r TEMPLATE A6.238

Recovered from feature 350 . length 5.75 . forequarters 2.55 . neck 1.14 . torso 1.66 . hindquarterc2.67 . tail
0.28 . height at hindquarters 3.3 . height at forequarters 5.7 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic . fabric
fine, with uniformly fine chaff temper . texture smoothed overall . Munsell reading 7.5YR7ll . color light gray .

preservation: all appendages broken; head missing; tail and sexual parts chipped

This is a nondomesticated equid, more likely onager than wild ass, as the proportions are
quite lean.

The breast ridge is narrow yet prominent and contained within a solidly founded slightly
out-curving inverted U. Compare the Ur III onager on Pu-abi's yoke-staff(Woolley 1934,Plate
I 66).

t-
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Equus 5 A6.238 TEMPLATE TYPE I.
Left median plane.

This is the very type
of the nondomesticated equid.

The attitude is modeled on life -

typical of the species.
Compare torso with

Equus TYPE tr and TypE tII.
Scale 1 : l.

(photograph MZl3 I 300d3 I 06)

The torso is lean and more than twice the width of the hindquarters. This measurement places
the animal representation within the typology but still responds to reality, where the hindquarters
of the nondomesticated animal are in fact slimmer than those of the domesticated animal.

There is a sharp, erect mane, uniformly pinched from the
fabric of the neck. The neck projects out and up. The forelegs
project not forward, but in fact back somewhat; although solidly
founded, the front of the leg curves out from the forequarters and
down to form the front of the leg. Compare Equus zz A5.10 rypg
II, whose attitude is similar.

The forequarters are fashioned reductively, trimmed and
carved, rather than modeled from successive applications of the
medium to the core. The fingers smooth and finish this work in a
second stage of manufacture.

A piece of clay adheres to the right side of the upper neck, but
it is broken. It is in approximately the same position as the "yoke"

of Equus 106 A10q148.1, crossing and perpendicular to the line of
the neck. There may be a relationship with techniques of animal
husbandry, specifically equid domestication.

Equus 5 A6.238 TYPE I.
Cranial view.

Note narrow forequarters and
pronounced breast ridge.

Scale I : 1.
(photo graph l\IZl 3 | 9 0 0 A6 n)

There is a "rat tail," not carried high and hanging down. The tail is fashioned from a separate
piece of clay and inserted between the buttocks. The sexual parts are expressed. A deep groove
passes from under the tail between the legs to the sexual parts, falling between the testes. The
rump curves down, melds with and forms the back of the hindlegs. There are fingerprints on the
hindlegs. Compare Equus 204 AlA.7g.

TeIl Halawa A'. Eqaiden Nr. 93, Nr. 95 Nr. 108 Nr. 135 Nr. 153 (Meyer, Pruss, et at. 1994, Abb. 36,37,38, 39) are
the closest parallels to the Mozan nondomesticated equid, but none has exactly the same neck conformation nor the
curved back; at Mozarr, the neck continues a rather deep back curve up and onto the crown. Nr. 153 is closer in
silhouette to the Mozan Capra type (e.g., Capra I A1.44). Nr. 93 and Nr. 95 bear an erect mane and the tail, while
not caried high, is rather thin and appears to taper. Nr. 135 does exhibit a curved back with a tail carried high. Nr.
l0Shasapronouncedbreastridge.Nr. g5 conformsexactlytothe Mozantypology-wl :w2:'w3:5:3: +. Vtany
of the Halawa ex a nder," or at least there is a break or abrasion atop the withers.
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Equus ToREeUARTERS TYPE r A6q493.5

Recovered from feature 145 locus 168 . lengfh4.l2 . forequarters 3.15 . neck 2.15 . torso 2.43 . height at
forequarters (break in neck to bottom of breast ridge) 3.6 . note on measurement: length and height not diagnostic .

fabric medium, uniform chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 . color very pale brown . preservation:
forequarters only: all appendases brokenonly; all

The forequarters are triangular in vertical transverse
cranial section. There is a heavy but narow breast ridge; it is
flat and fingerprints separate it from the legs. The legs are
solidly founded.

Equus 6 A6q493.5. Cranial view.
Scale I : l.

(photograph VlOel507)

Equus HEAD wrrH MAIIE TYPE I 47.3

Recovered from feature 8, a layer below disturbed topsoil . cranial length 3.62 . cranial width 1.55 . transverse
section (snout, long axis) 0.09 . hansverse section (snout, short a*is) 0.075 . neck 1.6 . note on measurement:
neck width and length not diagnostic . fabric medium, gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color
very pale brown . preservation: head ody, tips of ears chipped

Equus 7 A7.3. Right median plane, dorsal view, left median plane.
In the right median plane, note dots in a vertical line to the front of a slightly
raised ridge on the neck. Dorsal view: the ears are separate from the head and
point straight back. The mane is sharp, quite pronounced. In the left median
plane, note the light polish, rarely encountered.

Scale 1 : 1." 
(photographs Y9el7l0,Y9el7ll, V9e1709)

The mane is quite high and sharp (0.7 cm above neck and head) and comes onto the
forehead between ears leye ridges. These ridges, both chipped, are applied as separate pieces of
clay.

f
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The ridge of the mane is continued down the muzzle to the nose by a light incision. The eye
ridges are pronounced, blending into ears (chipped).

The snout is flat- Nostrils are indicated by dots of similar dimension and shallowness. There
is a light horizontal incision below the nostrils to indicate the mouth.

Dots, lightly applied, appear on the right of the muzzle, similar to harness markings on
other figurines (but scarcely perceptible). There are two dots, one above the other, at the break in
the neck on the right flank, five in a downward curve below the ear, two left of ine ridge on the
muzzle- Others below the neck are probably obscured by incisions, smoothing, or abrasio-ns.

Equus 7 A7 -3 and, Equtus 29 Alqll were excavated in the final days of lvIZS in new area
A7. They are excellent examples of a type of the simplified, unadorned "b-lanks', noted elsewhere
in the corpus.

compare snout Equus 301 zL l88, a MIMATURE surface find, in COMPARATIVE TABLE I
& fA Pelts & Surtace Decoration.

8 Equus FoREeuARTERS TypE r 47.13

Imagine finding this object in the ground. Since all the appendages are shattered and
missing, how can you determine the correct orientation? Finally, tG triangular, narrow cranial
section showed us how this equid must have stood. And I used it'agatnto reorient the sections for
this catalog! The top view in the first row is taken in the dorsal plu"e.

The musculature is lightly defined by modeling on wet clay, rather than by scraping. There is
the beginning of a mane atthe base oftheneck. The forelegsproject forward(6lancds enavant).

There is a rounded breast ridge, not very marked. The forequarters are triangular in vertical
section. The forequarters are contained within a wide, inverted v.

There are a number (four?) of lightly impressed dots around the neck, visible on the right
flank. A hollow instrument has been used.

Ta||Munbaqa.TierterrakottafigurenNr.393.Kopfeinesiq"ia""@set?)Mbq30/35-m
(Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 79).Theears extending back and up, tfre stigirtty tapering bluni ̂ rrlj"and what
may be taken for a sharp mane (see cross-section) mark this equid head as nonAomesticated. There is an applied
halter' The mvzzle is "cylindrical," although I probably would have characteri zed itas "rectangular.,, The features are
applied on the Munbaqa exemplar, while they are incised or impressed on the Urkesh head.
Hammam et-Turkman. Equid Figurine HMM 81-A 2 (Rossmeisl and Venema 1988, pt. l7S,Fig.26).Identified
Ers ifrl equid, "a fragment of a head with the snout pierced ior reins." (page 564).Note the manner in which the mane
tenninates at the crown; it was probably erect and did not lie flat, indic-atiig a nondomesticated equid.

Recovered from feature 31 locus 6 ' length (breast ridge to br"uk) +36 . fot qu*t"rr 3.3g . ,rot t.SS:;;
2'415 ' height (torso in horizontal plane, break at mane to left foreleg) 5.35 . note on measurement: torso
questionable' height and length not diagnostic . fabric medium, chaff'temper, heavy gypsum and fine silicahclusions ' Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/4 . colorpink . preservation: fbrenu.t"i"o"ry; uii #;"d.*; broken
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'K::":#J:
Right median plane, cranial view, left median plane.

The photographs of the right and left median planes were correctly oriented, but reversed and

shot at an oblique nngle, which accounts for the apparent lack of conforrration to the rendering.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering redrawn cw H616

Note the musculature definition on the right forequarters, neck to leg. Fingerprints appe ar at

the breast ridge, which I read in both left and right median views. A flap of clay, not smoothed

into the body, can be seen inside the right foreleg and under the torso (visible in cranial section).

The slip emphasizes this detail.

Consider the manner in which this figurine was finished. Compare EquuS 23 A5.30 and other

equids from the corpus. The finish is smooth, the musculature is not defined by scraping.
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9 Equas roRso AlrD NECK TvpE r A7.85

Recoveredfromfeature 100 locusg . length,(rumptobreastridge) 5.23 . forequarters2.42 . neck 1.59 . torso
2.06 ' hindquarters2.gT ' heightatforequarters4.l2. height athindquarters3.2 . fabricfine, uniformlysmall
inclusions ' Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 . oolor very pale brown . preservation: torso (only); all appendages
broken, neck intact

The neck curves and projects forward. The
forequarters are triangular in transverse cranial
section. The legs are solidly founded. The neck/body
join is thick. There is a lightly pinched mane and a
sharp breast ridge, which continues onto the belly.
Compare attitude/neck cariage Equus 22 AS.l0.

There is a perforation at the base of the neck. It
cannot be cleaned to determine if it passes straight
through the figurine.

There are fused buttocks, an incision down the
ilffip, and a tail hole atop the rump. The tail is carried
high. Compare with the incision to the sexual parts of
Felis 36 A7q231.1.

The musculature is indicated by scraping.

10 Equus roRso rypn r

Equus 9 47.85. Left median plane.
Note the rounded rump

and the manner in which the legs join it,
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V I 0--€ I 5 I 2)

A7.333

Recovered from feature 141 locus 13 . length 4.56 . forequarters 1.98 . {lsck 1.07 . torso 1.56 . hindquarters 2.0
t height at forequarters 3.21 ' height at hindquarters 2.35 . fabric fine, with few inclusions . Mqnsell reading 5yR
7/4 - 5/2 ' color pink-reddish gray ' note on color: a range of color is represented on the figurine indica:ting a
diminution of chroma and an increase in intensity/value as reading moves toward the grays . preservation: torso intact;
all appendages broken, head missi

Equus l0 A7.333. Left median plane.
Note the attitude. Some of the impression

of the head thrown back may be due
to the perforated tab at the base of the neck.

Scale I : l.
(photographVTb023l)

Torso, hindquarters, forequarters, and sexual parts
intact.

The surface of the figurine is burnished in the
manner of Canis 15 A7 .259. Here there are three
strikes or regular incisions on either side of the torso.
They pass over the back, but probably did not meet at
the underbelly. The neck is carried vertically, alert in
the manner of dogs.
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There is an incision linking the tail with the underbelly and
there are expressed sexual parts. There is an impressed dot at the
tip of the penis, made with a hollow instrument. A bit of fabric
remains at the center of the impression.

This treatment has something of a parallel in Felis 35 A7.ll,
where three small holes are evenly spaced around the head of the
organ, and in Felis 302 21.203, where the head of the organ is
splayed outward like a tripartite clover and impressed dots are at
the center of each part.Whereas the other two applications may
spell veterinary intervention for ritualistic pu{poses or as a sigr of domestication, here the hole
may only mark an orifice. Yet there seem to be traces of a thin band between the buttocks from the
tail hole to the sexual parts, which we have taken to mean veterinary intervention with other
representations.

The ratios of torso to quarters in both width and length fit the equid typology; the body is too
lean to be a dog. Also, there are only two examples of a possible tail hole among the canids, one of
which is very similar in stance and fabric to this piece. With canids, incised lines most often
outline or accent details and there is only one incised line in the corpus linking tail with
underbelly.

Compare this figurine with torso Equus 5 A6.238and with torso Canis 15 A7.259, similar in
execution and appearance, but different in body TYPE.

11 Eqaus roRso rYPE I A7.510

Recovered from feature 242locus 2l . length 7.76 . cranial length 3.59 . cranial width (across base of ears) 2.23 '

forequarters2.S4 . neck 1.98 . torso 2.56 . hindquarters3.8T . tail 0.57 . heightatforequartersT.S I heightat
hindquarters 5.6 . note on measurement: height at forequarters and cranial length not diagnostic . preservation: three
appendages intact, all chipped; one retrieved after initial excavation, attashedin conservation:

Equus l1 A7.510.
Right median plane.

Scale 1 : l.
(rendering cwj803, two versions:

with no appendage,
and with appendage restored)

383

Equus l0 A7.333.
Venfral view.

Remains of caudal band visible.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V7b0235)

f
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The object is fairly true to type, as regards body ratios. The mane, however, extends onto the
crown, up and down the muzzle, ending only slightly before the nostrils.

The eyes are not apparent. The ears are
applied, smoothed into the fabric of the muzzle;
they are quite large for the size of the head and
must have been pointed, up and back.

The tail is carried hign; the hindquarters are
solidly founded, contained within a rounded
inverted U. The inside stance reflects this.

The forequarters ate nalrow, contained
within an open inverted V. There is no sign of a
breast ridge. The tail is thin at the base, given the
width of the hindquarters.

Pferd. Nr. 579 (Klengel-Brandt t97S).
The object is reproduced here at app. I : 1.

(See discussion of scale
in INTRODUCTION Assur comparanda)

l"Fiir die Datierung des Stiicke Nr. 568 und 579 kdnnen keine Vorschliige gemacht werden; sie sind auch nur
Vorbehalt als Pferde zu erkliiren" (Klengel-Brandt 1978,89). ("As for dating fragments 568 and 579, we are unable
to offer a rea-sonable proposition; likewise, their attribution as horses shoda be taken as tentative,' [author's
translationl).

Assur. Pferd Nr. 579 Ass 22281 - V4 8105 (Klengel-Brandt 1978, Tafel 18). The author says that it is impossible to
ascertain when the figurine was made.I In silhouette, Nr. 579 resembles A7.5l0,the only equid from Assur that does
resemble the Urkesh equids. While we must await a final determination in the stratigraphic sequence of the Royal
Palace' it is very likely that 47.510 was retieved from Ur III levels; that is, contemporaneous with Assur Level E
(according to Andrae), from which more animal than anthropomorphic figurines were ritrieved. The neck and head of
the Urkesh animal are thrust forward, whereas those of the Assur equid are not. The mane of both animals extends
crver and onto the mttzzle, a rather unusual detail in the Urkesh coqpus; not so at Assur, where a number of exemplars
were retrieved from later (Parthian, Sassanian) levels. As I consider the Urkesh exemplar, I do not understand why
Klengel-Brandt considers the legs of the Assur equid to be*'tumpy" @tummelftrmtgei);otherwise, she characterizes
the animal as "slender" (schlanker). The angle of the leg/body join is within the sarne t*g" as Urkesh equids (+/-120'degrees). The tail of both animals is carried high; the hindquarters of both are solidly founded (as I judge from the left
median plane of the Assur animat). The eyes of the Assur equid are applied disks, a detail ahbst rrr", fognd at
Urkesh. Nr. 579 is only provisionally inciuded amongst the horses. nignily so. I take the representation to be a
nondomesticated equid.

Tepe Gawra equid (Speiser, Cross, et al. 1935, PLATE )OOilV[c]). The excavator comments only on the manner of
firing and the fabric. The representation is notable for the erect mane that comes over the crown and halfivav down
onto the mrlzzle. f toryLrlgl4ly founded and the leg/body join approaches 90 (forequarters).
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EQUUS
TYPE I ASINID

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

100 Equus LEFT FoRELEG TYPE I A1q1058.1

Recovered from first floors AK Storeroom . height 3.0295 . ftansverse section (break, body join) 2.65 ' transverse

section (below break) 1.74 . tansverse section (above tip) 0.073 . fabric medium, with some gypsum inclusions '

Munsell reading 10YR 8/2 . color very pale brown . preservation: tip of leg only; bt"ukll4qd"t Pgttigt of torso

The fragment could accommodate a slightly recessed breast ridge and a longitudinal body
join with the torso (ridge in fabric oriented to rieht front). Section from break to tip is a
square/circle.

Arguing against the rypB I identification is the thickness of the object (less than I cm
difference from top of leg to tip). Nondomesticated equids, at least as we have defined them in this
co{pus, are not as "heavy" as their domesticated relatives. With this piece, one might argue for
solidly founded forequarters and a pronounced breast ridge.

101 Equus InTJZZLr'AID I\IECK TYPE I A7q424.1

Recovered from feature 155 locus 12 . length 3.11 . neck 1.53 . cranial width (ears) 1.36 . height (crown to ngck

break) 2.37 . note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic . fabric medium, chaff temper texfure

smooth . Munsell reading 10YR 7/2 . color light gray . preservation: : muzile only, broken; ears chipped

The ears are pointed and held
back. In the making, they were folded
over and smoothed. The neck is
forward, muzzle curved and flat,
depending upon the angle of join with
the body. There is a sharp pinched
mane. Muzzle is rectangular in section.

The flat crown is found in many
There may be a slip overlaid.

Equus l0l 47q424.1.
Left median plane.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V10e1004)

figurines in the corpus. The neck join to mtvz,le is thick.

102 Equus roRso rYPE r A7.316

Recoveredfromfeature 169 locus 15 . forequarters3.ll . neck2.03 ' torso2.63 ' hindquarters3.l3 ' lenglh

(breast ridge to under tail) 6.S65 . height at forequarters 4.61 . height at hindquarters 3.2 ' note on measurement:

height not diagnostic . fabric medium fine, with unifonn inclusions . Munsell readrlg 10YR 7/3 ' color very pale

brown . preservation: all appendages broken; tail broken, breast ridge intact

r
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There is a pronounced breast ridge continuing onto
belly. Both forequarters and hindquarters are solidly
founded.

Compare hindquarters Equus 23 A5.30 and
those of Equus TypE r.

The tail poses interesting questions, for it is
flat, lying down against the hindquarters, and wide,
similar to the tail of Equus 23. The solidly founded
stance may also relate to domestication. This
animal, however, has a stiff mane that does not lie
flat and the forequarters are not wide, but are
contained within a narrow, incurving inverted V.

There is a heavy slip. There are scratches on the surface, probably from excavation, on the
forequarters: two horizontal, and a light zigzag line that descends from the neck down the left
foreleg.

103 Equus roRso At\D F'oREeuARTERs rypE r 47q747.4

Recoveredfromfeature242locus2l . length4.815 . forequarters2.56. torso(measuredvertically) 1.81 . height
at forequarters 2.98 ' height at hindquarters 2.25 . note on measurement length may in fact be diagnostic because
hindquarters are intact just under tail hole; forequarters diagnostic, other measurements not . fabric frne, some
inclusions ' Munsell reading 2.5YR 613-2.5YR 5ll . color light reddish brown-reddish gray . preservation:
forequarters and torso; hindquarters broken in half vertically; left foreleg broken at torso.

The forequarters are contained within a narrow slightly outcurving V. There is a breast ridge.
The legs meld with the torso. There is a deep curve to the back. The tail is held high. The left
foreleg meets the flank at 120 degrees. There is a mane at the base of the neck.

Munsell reading varies from reddish brown to reddish gray. What in fact causes the color
variation? Depositional action? How might this have occured secondarily, as in handling or near
smoke?

There are gas bubbles visible in the surface; the figurine may have been overfired.

104 Equus roRso rvpn r A9.19

Recovered from feature 49 ' length 6.02 . forequarters2. S . neck 2.04 . torso 2.27 . hindquarters 3.31 . height
at forequarters 4.18 ' height at hindquarters 3.39 . fabric medium fine, with some inclusions . Munsell reading
5YF. 7/2 ' color pinkish gray . conseryation: surface heavily abraded . preservation: torso with neck; all
appendages broken; rump chipped

Equus 102 A7.316. Right median plane.
Note breast ridge and overhanging tail.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e1615)
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The tail is caried high. The hindquarters are triangular in section, the outside stance being

limited by a rounded inverted V that meets in a point at the tail. The buttocks are recessed. There is

a perforation in the mane or neck ridge. Musculature is indicated by scraping. The forelegs meet in

a narrow inverted V. The outside stance is a narrow slightly rounded inverted V.

There are fingerprints on the recessed part of the buttocks and under the neck between the

forelegs. Probably the fabric was sliced away at the forequarters. Compare triangular section
through hindquarters in the Urkesh corpus, confined primarily to Capra.

105 Equus FoREeUARTERS rYPE r A10.45

Recoveredfromfeaturellocus2.length4.T3. forequarters}.4S. neck1.01 . torso2.0l . heightatforequarters
3.39 . note on measurement height, length not diagnostic . fabric fine, with uniform chaff temper Munsell
reading l}YF._ 7/2 . color light gray . conservation: surface and neck break heavily abraded ' preservation:
forequarters only, part of torso remains; all appendages broken

Narrow forequarters are contained within an inverted V. There is a slight outward curve.

There was likely a slip on this object. It is visible at the left foreleg break.

My earliest notes about 410.45 concern breakage and how to read it. We can say, for

example , that the neck break is heavily abraded, while the torso break is clean and sharp. It is

difficult to see how depositional action alone could account for the difference. In other instances,

breakage may be seen as deliberate, rather than accidental. These observations do inform our

understanding of an object.

I have long held and say repeatedly in this volume the/- the usual manner in which

fragmentary objects are measured in the field is of no use to the analyst at all. Relative size does

matter, of course; but such information is not sufftciently discrete. In the case of 410.45, were I to

have taken the cranial plane in dorsal view, I would at the least have some sense of body massing.

I could determine as well the ratio of torso to forequarters. I could not have determined diagnostic
length.

I think that we need to learn to read the pattern of breakage, perhaps invariably at a
microscopic level. 410.45 invites us to consider how else the researcher might determine (or

project) diagnostic measurement, in spite of breakage.

106 Equus x'oREeuARTERs, rARTTAL rvruzzLuwrrn yoKE TYPE r ALOql48.1

Recovered from feature 55 locus 1 . lenglh,4.26 . forequarters 2.4 . neck 1.42 ' torso 1.88 ' height at

forequarters 4.9 . note on measurement: height, length not diagnostic . fabric medium, some chaff temper '

Munsell reading |QYR 8/2 . color very pale brown . preservation: neck, partial muzzle with yoke (broken?) and

ia] torso

The prominent breast ridge of the forequarters is contained within a naffow inverted U. The

neck is erect and the mvz.zle (presumed) projects up and forward, as with Equus 5 46.238.

Compare forequarterc Capra I AI.44, as naffow as Equus 106, but with horns projecting

back.
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The eyes are close set, impressed into the side of the head at
a slight angle. The eye on the left is not deep; it is perhaps
abraded.

Around the neck are two tapering pieces of clay, which meet
behind the eyes just below the crown. Study PLATE LVI for
conformation. This detail appears to be applied; I do not take
these flaps as appendages.

The flaps may indicate sorne sort of horse trapping, all the
more significant for this being a representation of an equid from
amongst the asses. Animal husbandry represents culling and
control. Perhaps this is one example of that process; another is
surely the penis strap, found on several animals in the corpus,
equids as well as wild creatures.

Equus 106 A10q148.1.
Right median plane.

Note attitude and perforations
in a prominent erect mane.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cwL7I6)

If I were to redraft this essay, Equus 106 would figure in the corpus of Urkesh rypp I equids
and not amongst the tentative exemplars. Claudia Wettstein had to render the animal before I could
analyze its representation more thoughtfully. This process in itself is a good testament to the
usefulness of rendering; perspective comes at the same time one considers detail.

t--'"



CATALOG Equus

EQUUS
TYPE TIIT

12 Equus roRso rYPE I/Ir

Equus 12 A1q618.1.
Caudal view.
The vagina is

prominently displayed.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V8Bbl725)

389

A1q618.1

The animal is in repose, solidly founded, and is in this
respect atypical ofthe corpus.

This is the female of the species. The sexual organ
(vagina) is clearly indicated by a vertical incision in an
almond-shaped oval between the hindlegs. The body type
is not typical of the genus. The hindquarters are large and
the torso quite lean, the ratio being exactly one-half the
length of the animal representation. This ratio is the same
for Equus 36 A5q815.,1, an equid bearing other traits of
horse domestication, including harness. This, then, must
be the female counterpart of that animal.

More telling than this diagnostic measurement, Note also the smooth slipped finish,
however, is the relationship of torso width to torso length. apparent at the break in the rump.

In the case of all three examples of equids displaying a Note also the deep tail hole'

vagina, the ratio is 1 : 3, quite rean. 
---r--J ---e -- 

where hairs 
f#J?:teen 

inserted

(photo graph Y 8a--e52I2)

The left hind leg is thin and angled; it is clearly separated from the
torso. The rump is rounded and the hindquarters curve down to join the
leg. The hindquarters are contained within an incurving, solidly founded
inverted U. The hindlegs meet at an angle of 45 degrees, an inverted V.

There is a raised ridge or mane on the neck. A hole pierces the
neck ridge. It is possible that this raised area starting at the base of the
neck is only for the perforation. The breast ridge is heavy and it continues
between legs. The stance of the forelegs is an inverted U. There are two
strikes on the rear quarters, on the upper left, visible in the photograph at
left. Additionally, a long scratch beginning at the break atop the rump
descends along the left flank to the midquarters. It is likely this marking
is excavation damage, as it appears random.

Equus 12 A1q618.1.
Left median plane.
The torso is lean.

t_

Recovered fiom fedure 129 locus 168 . l€ruth 5.1 . forequarters 2.216 . neck 1.28 . torso 1.65 ' hindqumt€rs 2.68 '

height at forequarters 3.425 . height at bindquarters 2.54 . dorsal section in median plane (visible depth of hole atop
hindquarters) 0.8 . note on measur€rn€nt: height not diagnostic . fabric fine, with uniformly fine ohaff temper '

Munsell reading (patina or surftce) 7.5YR 6/3 . color (patina or surface) ligh r€ddish broyin ' Munsell reading (necl
different fabrig left halo GLEY 5/1 . color (neck, different fabric, left half) greedsh gray . note on color: 1975
Munself 7.5YR 6D . color pinkish-gray . conservation: depositional dirt on the right flank . pneservation: all
appendages broken
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When we compared
Equus 12 to torsos Equus 14

Equus12A1q618 1 ?*^KTrJl;tHJ:T$"'�i#
Dorsal view.

Note the relationship of torso width to length, carnivores' But other details,

approximately 1 : 3, Such as the erect mane and the
a ratio also encountered neck/forequarters ratio, led us

tn Equus 14 and Equus 17, females of the species. almost immediately to put
scale I : 1' these three figures amongst

(rendering cw f725) 
the equids, and to ask what
their relationship to animal
husbandry might be. Claudia
Weffstein and I first assigned

them to TYPE III, thinking that their relationship to domestication was determinant. After reflection,
we placed them as transitional equids between the wild species and asses and rypE u hemiones. In
terms of animal husbandry, it is here that the decisive change from wild to tame must occur. The
lean torso is not frequently noted amongst the wild equids. It begins to be seen, as do wider
forequarters, amongst domes-ticated equids, particularly the horse (rwr uty.

Note the hole under the break on top of the rear quarters. It is not accidental nor is it an air
bubble, as originally noted. A thin instrument has been inserted and rotated slightly to enlarge the
opening (or else the instrument is pointed and has left its imptin0. It is possible that hairs for a tail
were inserted here (Btikdnyi 1993).

The surface of the torso is scraped and smoothed. The figurine is slipped; the areaat the top
of the rump that is "broken" is in fact only missing a rather thick slip that covers the animal and
accounts for its smooth surface. Water used during cleaning heightened the color of the fabric,
enabling us to see that the animal representation is composed of different admixtures of the fabric
and its corresponding slip. Compare for the finish and the shape of the hindquarters Equus 208
A2.ll1 and Equus 16 A7q204.5, both equids bearing a penis strap.

13 Equus torso rYPE vtr A5q843.1

This is an equid on the way to domestication, as this body type with these features has been
described. Rear underbelly does not appear to have been broken. This is an unusual detail - the
underbelly slopes up back of the hindlegs to meet the tail, which is applied on the rounded rump
and extends beyond the end of the torso, hanging free. The tail is thick at the base. Compare Ovis
7 A5q353.1 torso, where the tail is "in" the hindquarters, yet added as a separate piece of clay.

Recovered from feature 99 locus 5 stratum B11A . lenglh 5.42
hindquarters 2.38 . height (across neck to breast ridge) 3.3 .

. forequarters2.02 . neckl.27 . torso 1.86 .
height at hindquarters 2.8 . fabric fine, with few

inclusions . Munsell 10YR 8/3 . color very oale brown . preservation: all exfemities broken
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Equus 13 A5q843.1. Neck.
Dorsal view,

horizontal transverse section.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V7b1810)

Compare torso Equus 23 A5.30 and torso Ovis
7 A5q353.1. The sexual parts were applied as a
separate piece of fabric. The imprint of testes
remains. The underbelly was scored for attachment
of the sexual parts. There was a band across the
penis (intact on left side, still adhering to the belly).

Equus 13 A5q843.1.Ventral view.
Note the broad tail at break,

the rise in the belly where the breast ridge begins.
Half of the penis strap remains

on the left side of the organ.
There are impressions in the belly

where the testes were applied.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V7b18l3)

14 Equus roRso rYPE r/rr
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There is a pronounced breast ridge; it continues up the neck from
the underbelly. The back of the neck has been heavily pinched with
fingers to make the mane (visible in dorsal view at the break). The
musculature of the neck continues into the torso.

Equus 13 A5q843.1. Left median plane.
Note the tail, which hangs down,

lightly scored for separation from the torso.
Note also pronounced breast ridge.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V7b1804)

The left foreleg join is 140 degrees, left
hindleg joitr 150 degrees, right foreleg joitt 140
degrees, right hindleg join 150 degrees. The stance is
foursquare founded on a wide inverted U. The
undercarriage between the hindlegs has been
smoothed, curving down into the belly.

The surface has been scraped and smoothed to
indicate the musculature. The fabric was smoothed
while wet. There is a slip.

See COMPARATM TABLE 10 Equus
Veterinary Intervention (penile strap & caudal band).

L6.149

Recoveredfromfeature 115 locus 168 . length7.45 . forequarters2.65 . neck 1.95 . torso2.35 . hindquarters
3.25 . height at forequarters 4.01 . height at hindquarters 3.29 . note on measurement: length not diagnostic .
fabric medium fine, with tmiform gypsum (or calcium carbonate) inclusions . Munsell readi4g 5YR7l4 . color pink
. preservation: torso; all broken; top of rump broken off
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From a lean torso, forelegs project forward, each at 140 degrees to the torso (apex held at the
end of the curve where leg joins body). There is a slight mane. There is a lozenge-shaped vagina
with a vertical incision.

Equus 14 A6.149. Right median plane.
Note depositional action on surface of the figurine.

Scale 1 : l.
(photograph V10e1602)

The hindquarters are contained within a slightly
rounded inverted U outside, &fl inverted V inside, 60
degrees. The surface is uniformly abraded, exposing
temper and creating "pockets" overall.

This object, as did Capra 5 A6q166.1, came from
the ground wet. The tail hole appeared to have bitumen
in it in the field, when the object was fresh from the
ground; the clay was dark and clearly not part of the
fabric of the body; upon drying, the effect lessened.
Objects sifting in this same stratum of reddish deposit
may have something to say about depositional action.

See COMPARATM TABLE Equus Body rypes r o
rlrr o Ir . ilr before the INTRODUCTION to this
section.

The tail hole, deep, emerges on the (broken)
rump and appears to have a small piece of clay
lodged in it, and the impression of this small piece
is on either side of the hole. Is it possible that the
"tail" inserted in this hole was held in place by this
lodged piece of clay?

Amongst Ovis, we identified one hindquarter
fragment that had a deep groove down the center,
as if prepared for a clay tail, hanging down. On
Equus 14 46.149, the female of the species, we see
the same detail, except here, the grooved slot holds
the vulva.

Equus 14 A6.149. Caudal view.
It appears that the almond-shaped incised vulva

was inserted as a separate piece of clay
into the groove in the hindquarters.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph Vl0e1603)

Hammam et-Turkman. HMM 81-A I "Iforsett or 6'donkey' 
@ossmeisl and Venema 1988, Pl. 175, Fig. 25).

Measurements as follows: length: full extent of frgurine, including tail; width: forequarters; height: forequarters
from foreleg break to neck break. Diagnostic measurements plZ typology]: tength 5.6 \tIZ, torso t.g XIZ,
forequartets 2.26 MZ. From the rendering it is not possible to say whether the mane lies along the neck or is erect.
The leanness of the torso and relationship of torso width to forequarters has a parallel with equids in oestrus at
urkesh. There is no indication of sexual parts for the Turkman eguid.

f



Recovered from feature 63 locus 8 . length 3.17 (under neck to mid-break, hindquarters) ' forequarters 1.69 '

torso 1.51 . hindquarters 1.55 . height at forequarters2.36 . note on measurement length, height, and hindquarters

not diagnostic . fabric fine, with heavy gnt (?) inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5Y 7/2 ' color light gray '

conservation: depositional adhesions overall, except torso . preservation: forequarters and torso ody, all appendages

broken

The torso is lean. The neck is long. There is a perforation at base of neck. Genitals are

expressed; there is a strap across the penis.

Portions of the torso have been sliced away to shape, but not smoothed,
except on the back of the torso and the forequarters. Is the figurine
finished? Compare with Equus 208, Equw 13 and Equus 16, all of which
bear the penis strap.

CATALOG Equus

15 Equus torso rYPE UII

Equus 15 A7.l2l.
Left median plane.

Scale 1 : l.
(photograph Vl0e1414)

16 Equus HTNDeUARTERS TYPE I/Ir

393

A7.l2l

A7q204.5

Recovered from feature 62\octs 7 . length (rump to break, not diagnostic) 2.78 ' hindquarters (right hind leg to
break, not diagnostic) 2.69 . height at hindquarters (top of rump to brealg not diagnostic) 3.7 ' fabric fine,
uniformly fine inclusions (grit?) . Munsell reading 10YR 716 . color light red . preservation: half of hindquarters
(right rear rump) only; sexual parts broken

There is a tail perforation. The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U outside, a
narrow V inside. The sexual parts are expressed, but broken. There is no defined musculature.

There is a band/shap over the penis.

This piece was one of four Equus figurines displaying a strap or band over the shaft of the
penis. After examination of each type, it proved impossible to assign them all to the same species,
neat as this might have been in theory. For example, one might have spoken of the techniques of
animal husbandry as they applied to Equus hemionus only. TYPE llll, a "transitional" category of
equids on the way to domestication, identifies genus (yet note: Equus distinct from Felis).

The surface, likely slipped, is very smooth" almost as ifpolished.

There are four chips in the surface that follow the curve of the rump on the right flank. These

do not appear to be modern.

See COMPARATM TABLE 10 Equus Veterinary Intervention (penile strap & caudal band).
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17 47.320

Recovered from feature 135 locus 15 . note on recovery: found in an area of disturbed topsoil; no associated q-lot .
length 8.65 ' forequarters 3.45 . neck 1.74 . torso 3.I7 . hindquarters 4.05.. height at forequarters 5.25 . height
at hindquarters 4.625 ' fabric medium fine, with heavy chafftemper . Munsell reading lOYR 813 . color very pale
brown . preservation: all broken; hindquarters including vagina intact

There is a deep tail hole, impressed at an upward angle into the top of the rump. The other
end of the hole can be seen where it emerges at the top of rump. The rump is high and curves
down to meet the hindlegs. The torso is lean. Some musculature is defined by scraping; but the
figure has largely been shaped by the fingers.

There is a thin mane, pinched and raised with
possibly an attachment for a ring or a hole for a
cord. This is a detail seen rn Equus 18, where the
treafinent ofthe mane is similar.

The neck turns sharply to the left, as with
A5q815.1, and is substantially less wide than the
forequarters. The breast ridge is pronounced. The
ratio neck/forequarters is 2 : 3. The angle of the
right foreleg/body join is 120 degrees.

The vagina is an applied disc with an
impressed dot in the center.

READING FIGURINES

Equus 17 A7.320. Right median plane.
Scale I : 1. (photograph VI0e1601).

Equus roRso rYPE r/rr

It is pertinent to think about the relationship of the amount and quality of temper to the size
of the figurine.

Comparative Equus can be seen in COMPARATM TABLE Equus Body rypes I o rlrr . u
o rrr where A7.320 is placed between nondomesticated equids and equids in the process of
domestication.

The body conformation of equid representations artd Carnivora at Urkesh are enough alike to
warrant pause when studying domestication and morphological change of the genera. Compare
conformation of the Carnivora/Felis corpus with Equus 17 and with other Equw exemplars in
order to distinguish between the genera, and amongst TYPES and different species. Look, as
striking examples of the differences, at the rump of Felis 36 A7q231.1 and the forequarters of
Felis 202 A8q50.2.

Hammam et-Turlman, HMM 81-A I *Horse" or o'donkey' (Rossmeisl and Venema 1988, Pl. 175, Fig. 25). The
rump is high and curves down to the hindlegs. Also, see Equus 14 for similar body conformation as taken in the right
median plane. The Turkman equid is likely not domesticated, judging from diagnostic measurements. The leanness
the torso would arzue aeainst a

-



CATALOG Equus

Equus
TYPE II HEMIONE

Equus 18 Al.48l.
Left median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw K726)

18 Eqaus roRso AI\uD HEAD wrrH MANE TvpE fr MnTATURE 41.481

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 stratum B12A . note on recovery: MID-N Ahmed .length 2.78 .

forequarters 1.15 . neck0.82 . torso 1.24 . hindquarters 1.54 . heightatforequarters2.l . heiglrtathindquarters
1.3 . fabric fine, with unifonnly fine inclusions - grit? . Munsell reading 10YP. 7/2 . color light gray .

preservation: legs broken, hindquarters crumbling; ears chipped

This is a very useful figure, diagnostically.
Details are clearly reworked for an effect (as an
example, the mr,zle). The tail is carried high.

39s

Equus 18. Dorsal view.
This photograph emphasizes

the peculiar blockiness
of the modeling.

Sca]e 1 : 1.
(photograph V8a-e05 75)

Seen in cranial view, the head turns to the left, as does the head of Equus 36 A5q815.1 (turns
to the right). The mane is erect, the ears sharp; both have been brought to a sharp edge The mane
ridge, pinched once, is pronounced. There may have been a harness, either not fully modeled or
lost through abrasion or fracture. The muzzle is long, yet the neck is thick. The muzzle is
rectangular in section, becoming triangular in section at the snout.

There are three strikes on the lower right forequarters. The torso is thick, uncharacteristically
so for the genus.

The figurine is unbaked.

See COMPARATM TABLE Equus Body Types I o rlrl o II o III.

t9 Equus ['oREeuARTERs (MARE?) TYPE tr A1q615.1

Recovered from feature 134 locus 69 . length 2.55 .
torso 2.4 . fabric fine, with uniformly fine inclusions
forequarters only, legs broken; torso

note on measurement: length not diagnostic . neck 1.625 .
. Munsell reading 7.Syp.7/3 . color pink . preservation:

Silndor Bdkdnyi characterned these forequarters as 'ogracile" and surmised that the animal
representation is of a mare. The neck/body join is thick, however, so this equid may be an ass,
asinus, sp., rather than hemionus, sp. or ssp. (either onager or donkey). Musculature is indicated on
the neck and smoothed.
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The hindquarters are contained outside in an open inverted U; inside, the legs meet in an
inverted V (45 degrees), but the apex of the angle is well up inside body, so the legs are
widespread. Compare Equus22 A5.10 and Equus23 A53A. The foreleg/bodyjoinis 120 degrees.

There is a slip and the object may be built on a core.

20 Equas Rrcrrr FoRELEG TvpE tr A1q718.1

Recovered from feature 133 locus 167 . height 3.2 . transverse section (top at body join) 1.6 .
transverse section (top at body join, perpendicular to other section) 2.575 . transverse section (tlp) 0.7 .
tip (short uris) 0.64 ' fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR7/4 . color pink . note on
color: shift from color 1975 Munsell to 1994 Munsell . preservation: leg on

If incline d at a shallow angle, the stance is appropriate for an equid, as is the form of the
appendage itself; it tapers nicely to the tip. Also, ttt"t" is a deep :oi" with the torso, neither
sudden nor blended with the body.

See Equus 23 45.30, a figurine that cannot be properly read if no account is taken of the
missing hindlegs.

See COMPARATIVE TABLE Equus Body Types r o r/rr o rr o rrr.

2l Equus HEAD rvpn tr A1q960.8

Recovered from feature 137 locus 20 sfatum B11 . cranial length (broken snout to first ridge in mane) 3.8 .
transverse section (short axis, neck) 1.05 . transverse section (long axis, base of neck includes mane) 1.53 . height
(ridge of mane to break under mvile) 2.57 . fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading (mane) l0Yp.7/2 .
color (mane) light gray ' Munsell reading (neck) l0YR 512 . color (neck) grayish brown . preservation: head orrly,
mlzle broken

A sharp, erect mane comes far forward on the forehead. Contrasting colors of clay emphasize
the mane; the contrast has been consciously exploited for this effect. Note the application of the
mane. It has been applied subsequently, with a slightly drier medium, pinched ii and over and
then smoothed down onto the crown of the head.

Equus 21. Right median plane.
Scale I : l.

(photograph V8Bb813)

The eyes are rather shallow. They are far forward on the eye
ridge itself and are indicated by incised dots made as from a thin
reed, with center abraded or removed. Jaw line is clearly indicated.
The mrzle is flat underneath to the snout, which is heavily
pinched. The muzzle is narrow for an equid (see, however, Equus
115 Al .429) and forward eyes are not typical of the genus.

The break makes a diagnostic view difficult.
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22 Equus ToRso At\tD HEAD TYPE Ir
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A5.10

Domesticated equid, donkey or half-ass.
The break at the tip of the muz.zle may be at a
perforation. Is there a tethering ring? There is a
slight breast ridge at the base of the neck. Left
forequarters and right hindquarters have been
pinched so as to form a shallow trough down
the middle of the leg; they are rectangular in
section. The legs are gracile, in Bdkdnyi's
terms.

Equus22 A5.10. Caudal view.
Scale I : l.

(photograph V9e0406)

Equus 22 A5.10. Right median plane.
Forequarters are solidly founded.

Both forelegs and hindlegs are slightly incurving,
in the manner of TYPE I equidst-"'-"'i,"'3#;'itl;fi- s Equus e)

The buttocks are recessed and fused. Compare the manufacture of
the buttocks with Capra 2, which exhibits recessed buttocks enclosed,
as it were, in protective side "flaps". Here, tail and hindlegs,
rectangular in section, also define and enclose the hindquarters. The
angle at which the legs meet (45 degrees), however, contributes to an
energized stance not present in the comparative Capra example, which
is solidly founded.

Recovered from feature 27 stratum 83 . length 5.5 . forequarters (torso above legs) 2.6 ' forequarters (curve of

legs) 2.9 . torso 2.3 . hindquarters (torso above legs) 2.3 . hindquarters (curve of legs) 2.8 ' height at forequarters

(longest leg to top of head) 6.3 . height at hindquarters (broken) 3.8 . note on measurement: taken before developing

standard *easurittg technique; "above legso' later taken to mean "forequarters" and "hindquarters" - the midpoint

quarters measurement we now use . fabric rather coarse, chaff-tempered . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 ' color very

pale brown . Munsell reading (firing bloom) 5YR 7/6 . color (fring bloom) reddish yellow ' conservation: surface

iroded; pick-mark (?) on right side of head . preservatiott.l*ggly ittu"t, m
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Equus Flq579. TYPE I.
Comparative find from domestic context.

Right median plane. Scale I : l.
(photograph V5b0853)

READING FIGURINES

There are fingerprints on the underbelly. The
piece has been pinched into shape from a single piece
of clay, with the exception of the eye ridges, which
have been applied. A straw impression remains in
front of the left hindleg (or perhaps the chaff has been
burned away). There is a firing bloom on hindquarters.

The gestural reality of this figurine is notable: the
animal thrusts its head up and out, braying. This is a
domesticated equid - wide eye ridges, a mane carried
high onto the forehead between the eyes. In spite of
what I have said about the energy and attitude of the
figurine, the body is stocky (forequarters : torso :
hindquarters : I : 1 : 1). The effect is all in details of
execution and belies the proportions.

Equus 302 21.279 TYPE I.
Left median plane.

The legs are surprisingly thick
in horizontal section.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph Y8be522)

The attifude of the comparative examples from
Urkesh and of Equus 22, true to nature, is of a braying
equid raising its head to the sky. Only in the left median
plane of Equus 22 is the shallow curue of the back
apparent; and because the muzzle is almost intact, thrust
out and up, there is a liveliness exhibited by neither of
the other two specimens. Also the modeling of the legs,
thin, incurving yet stable, as remarked by Bdktinyi,
differentiates Equus 22 fromthe other two specimens.

Now, we need not read the body proportions of
Equus 22 as "heavy" the representation is
nonetheless compact. The length of the neck, as distinct
from the forequarters, is an importarfielement in reading
this animal as a domesticated specimen.

These are palpable differences nuances of
manufacture - most telling in cumulative detail, not in
one reading as taken in dorsal view.

Also compare Equus 22 wrth Equus 23 grouped here in the same TypE. See COMPARATM

TeIl Mozan, Equus TYPE I Flq579. Compare stance and body type. This figurine was found in coeval strata at Tell
Mozan, but in a domestic context, Area Fl. Erect mane, perhaps rising high onto the (broken) crown. The tail, while
not thick at the base, is carried down. Forequarters are heavy, and the neck blends with the forequarters ratlrer than
thrusting forward as a separate body part. There may be a breast ridge.

TeIl Mozan, Equus 302 TYPE I21.279, an unstratifred fin4 an animat with quite narrow forequarters and torso, the
attitude identical to 45.10. The forequarters are not solidly founded, yet they are heavy in the manner of Equus
Flq579. The mane is rigid and may rise onto the crown. (The photograph below is somewhat misleading; the break at
the neck occurs b"lo* th" "to*; th" u"tuul *gl".t which the animal holds it head is not visible.)

TABLE Eguus Body Types I o rltt o II o rrr.

Tell Halawa A' Equiden Nr. 115 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 37) is notable for its attitude, head thrown back as if
braying, in the manner of the Urkesh representation.
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23 Equus ToRso Ar\D FoREeUARTERS LARGELv TNTACT TYPE tr TEMPLATE A5.30

This is an equid displaying some sure signs of
domestication - either a hemion/ass hybrid or possibly a horse.

The stance of the animal is solidly founded ('foursquare"
as defined in the typology). The legs are rectangular in section.
The forelegs are terminated. There is a pronounced breast ridge.

The hindquarters are equal in width, yet heavier in mass
than the forequarters. The buffocks are fused and recessed. The
underbelly is slightly convex. The tail is rather thick. There is a
raised rounded area from tail to sex. The recessed area has been
filled in with clay to make aflat surface. This detail can be seen
on the left flank by the hindquarters, inside the hindleg. There is
an incised (?) line along one side of the raised rounded area
from the tail to the sexual parts.

Equus 23 A5.30. Cranial view.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph V8Be1408)

The neck cunres gently down from crown to torso (visible
in left median plane). The muzzle is tentativety pinched and triangular in section. By "tentativa," I

mean to say that the modeling of the mtlzzle seems to have been accomplished in one movement

only, with no subsequent shaping. The eye ridges are pronounced; the eye on the right side of the

head was applied as a small flap of clay. The nostrils were pushed up and further modeled by

fingers.

In our conversations at Tell Mrozarr, Srindor Bdktinyi called A5.30 "a horse type," but he

stopped short of identirylng the animal as a horse. He surmised that 45.30 was either a donkey or a

hemion (a "half-ass") 
@iikdnyi 1993, D701,3). According to this noted archeozdologist, in the

third millennium the wild horse was not present on the steppe dominated by Urkesh - but onagers
were, as was the wild donkey.

The subspecies of Equus that lived in Syri the "syrian onagsf' - was not suitable for

riding and was even smaller than the wild donkey. Clutton-Brock tells us that "this most western

onager" stood scarcely a meter at the withers and that it was hunted for sport and probably for its

hide (Clutton-Brock 1992, 37).

Recovered from feature 48 locus 70 sfiatum B3 . note on recovery the object was found just above red packing in

locus 70; i.e., below first floors of AK, in or just above the subfloor . length 6.48 ' forequarters 3.25 ' neck 1.55 '

cranial width (ear to ear) 1.0 . torso 2.16 . hindquarters 3.20 . tail 0.9 . heiglrt at forequarters (head to right

foreleg) 6.67 . fabric medium fine, with inclusions . Munsell reading (fabric) 10YR 8/2 ' color ( fabric) very pale

brown . Munsell reading (surface) 10YR 7/3 . Munsell reading (surface) very pale brown ' conseryation:

depositional deposits on recessed part of buttocks . preservation: intact but for hindlegs; tail broken off; sexual parts

abraded
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Equus 23 A5.30. Right median plane.
Note applied - or severely pinched and putled over - eye flap.

This photograph is highly teated, so details of handwork can be discemed.
consult also PLATES Dil and LK[I: Equus TypE II Hemione.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph VbBe145)

The man e of Equus 23 rises
onto the crown of the head; yet
it is erect. Normally, a standing
mane would indicate an onager
and it would stop short of the
crown.

When he first examined
,4.5.30, Dr. Bokonyi thought this
mane was similar to that found
on a donkey or the hbmion. I
most certainly would be hard
pressed to characterize the mod-
eling of the mane on the crown
as a forelock, tempting as it is to
do so.

READING FIGURINES

This equid figurine,
however, also shares some
characteristics of the horse.
The tail is broad, having "hairs

from the beginnirg," whereas
the onager, the asses, and the
bovids, too, have a fufted tail.
The breast ridge, which
broadened with domestication,
is "shanp," prominent. I had
imagined that the horse would
have had a lean body type, as
opposed to the wild asses, but
Dr. Bcikdnyi assured me that
the opposite was true - wild
equids were in fact slight. This
body type is amply repre-
sented in the Equus corpus at
Urkesh.

As our talks went on, Sdndor Bcikdnyi and I reviewed more examples of Equus, some of
which were clearly domesticated. Of these, some wore harness or bore marks of rappings and
were clearly horselike . Later, Dr. Biikdnyi isolated unstratified horse bones in tie faunal
assemblage. Since wild horses were not present, might these be the bones of the domesticated
horse? As yet, we do not have an answer.

Equus 23. A5.30. Dorsal view.
Body proportions taken in vertical section along the frontal plane

serye to define the TYPE.
The carefrrlly sculpted mane, lying on both sides of the neck,

is also apparent.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V I 3 -cd003 0).
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These considerations notwithstanding, the mane of Equus 23 has been scrupulously modeled.

It does fall on both sides of the neck: there are five ridges on the left side, incised with a fingernail;

the mane is equally pronounced on the right. Care has been taken with the execution.

The tail is wide at the base, not thin characteristic of the horse, rather than the hemione
- and the forequarters are broad with a prominent breast ridge - morphological changes that

come with domestication.

There is likely a slip on this object, visible at the hindleg breaks. The slip is only slightly

more intense in chroma and value than the fabric. Depositional dirt may account for this

difference.

The manufacture of the object is accomplished partly by smoothing, partly by pinching

(mane and head). The left hindleg has been contained and pushed to form a rectangular section.

Equus 23 A5.30. Right median plane/cranial view.
While this is an attractive photograph,

emphasizing the dynamism of the execution
of the figurine,

the view is not diagnostic.
Not to scale.

(photograph V88e1407)

I was consistently troubled by the orientation
of Equus 23 45.30. The artifact proved to be

something of a otest case"; it was important to

document it accurately. The creafure is abnormally
foreshortened if it is set down flat on a table,
resting on its broken hindlegs. This view differs

considerably from a view seen in the same plane at

an angle that is perpendicular to the surface of the

object. The rendering of this equid was also

corrected for stance; since the object is missing its

hindlegs, it can be perceived as being unnaturally
poised to vault forward, as it were. Whatever the

angle, the animal still has singular energy.

@Nr.113(Meyer,Pruss,eta l . |gg4,Abb.37) .Thestanceof thehindquar terscouldbe
compared with the Mozan equid, but the body silhouette is considerably stockier.

24 Equus HEAD TYPE tr (65BLAI\K") A5.109

Recoveredfromfeature 111 locus5 stratum F.12a. height5.9 . craniallength4.OT ' cranialwidth(ears) 1.51

cranial width (snout) 0.7 . forequarters (neck, before it joins body) 1.59 . fabric_medium fine, with inclusions

Munsell reading 10YR 813 . color very pale brown . preservation: head and neck only
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fr

Equus 24 A5.109. Right median plane and cranial view.
Note nflrow muzzle, stiffmane rising onto crown of head.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering elb C72l)

There appears to be a slip. The surface was smoothed, but it has been somewhat roughened by
depositional action.

25 Equus HEAD rv�pE tr 116.257

Recovered from featwe 220 ' length (snout to mane above break) 4.28 . vertical transverse t""tio<r*"t, f,o"g *irl
1.84 ' horizontal transverse section (snou! short axis) 1.04 . height (tip of ears to break) 2.2 . fabric fine, with few
inclusions' Munsell ieading IOYR 8/3-10YR 7/3 . color very pA" U.o*" . consoufoo": depositional accretions
exhemely heavy on right side of muzzle, fighter on baclq top and rear left of head . conservaion: abraded du€ to

itional action - dmoWn mit ** upp"*t to -" less certain . preservation: head ooly, details intact

The mvzzle is gracile (the
photograph to the right appears
somewhat foreshortened), eyes
with impressed pupils centered in a
raised circle inside a vertical
almond shape. The mane is erect
and does not come forward onto
the crown between the ears. The
mouth is open; a projecting piece
of clay creates the impression of a
tongue, as if the animal were
whinnying.

The nostrils are broken back into the muzzle from the snout.

Compare nostrils Equus 204 rws r A10.79 - perhaps they are slit? Until I read Clutton-
Brock, in her remarkably informative and readable book Horse Power,I had always assumed that
the nostrils had been deeply impressed and that the hole had appeared due to abrasion in the soil
over time.

This equid head is practically
featureless, without detail - one of
my so-called "blanks." The mtvz,le
is tapering, long and rectangular in
section (0.7 cm x 0.9 cm), the mane
is quite sharp and it comes forward
onto the crown between the ears.
The ears are tapering and they
sweep forward to join eye sockets,
which are not widely set. The ear is
applied and pressed onto the head
with fingers (prints at both front and
back). Consider the relationship of
nail impressions and the smooth,
blank finish of this object.

Equus 25 A6.257. Dorsal view.
Note the "crook"

on the caudal end
of the nostril incision.

Scale I : I
(photograph V7b1800)

Equus 25 A6.257. Left median plane.
Note detailing by incisions

subsequently smoothed.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V7bl726)

I
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However, these incisions - contrasted perhaps with those of Equus 204 410.79 - appear to

have been made from lhe top, not from the front of the mlzle.In the dorsal view, particularly, the

incision is crooked; the caudal part of the incision is at such an odd angle, it could not possibly

have been made from in front of the mtvzle. The fabric between the two incisions is practically

detached from the snout, so deeply have the nostrils been incised.

Clutton-Brock says that few practices have been more widespread nor have had a greater

continuity over time than the slitting of nostrils, in order - presumably - to facilitate breathing by

horses and asses. To this point, the earliest pictorial evidence for the practice comes from Amarna,

ca. 1350 B.C. The practice continues to the present day (Clutton-Brock1992,77-79 and Figs.5.I4,

5 . 1 5 , 5 . 1 6 ) .

There is a heavy slip covering the object, visible at the neck break.

26 Equus PLAQIJE WITH TETHERED EQUID TYPE II A6q27l.l

Recovered from feature 4, locus 167 . height (right of break on top left to bottom left brealq diagonal transverse
section) 8.1 . height (break to break on left) 7.4-7.5 . height (full extension) 8.6 . horizontal section (at midpoint)
4.78 . thickness (plaque) 0.7 . thickness (raised design) 0.8 . fabric fine . Munsell reading 10YR 614 ' color light
yellowish brown . preservation: broken on two sides, border olhq*lg intact

This plaque or tile depicts a
tethered equid, domesticated or
being tamed. Near the mrzle, there
is the very light impression of a ring
with hanging tether broken from the
surface of the plaque.

This is the only "scene" recovered
at this scale. Sealings ffa, of
course, minuscule, and the carved
stelae recovered near Temple BA
are of stone and considerably
larger.
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The piece is schematically rendered. The animal may be tethered at the edge of a forest; there
are trees on either side, indicated by a few light passes of an engraving instrument. The branches
hanging down on the right are antler-like, but not erect.

The object is quite flat and thin - only 0.7 cm thick.
The impression has been taken, I believe, from a mold.
The outlines on the surface are raised, not incised. It is not
unlikely that the same instrument was used to make both
the outlines of the equid and the thin lines that create a
border around the edges of the plaque and the scenic
elements.

On the back, the plaque has a shallow rim all around,
as if the clay had been gently pressed into a mold, with
pressure at the center to impress the equid shape more
deeply, firming it in.

Whether the fine lines that comprise ttre framing
device rn Equus 26 A6q27l.l could be "picked up,' and
transferred in positive to the plaque is questionable. They
could have been added subsequently, tracings after the
three-dimensional plaque had been lifted from the mold.
certainly the tracings on the Mari molds (object ll2l, for
example, a lion with a sunburst on its back) are intricate
enough, but their scale permits bold treatment with the
fingertips. As of now, Equus 26 exists outside the
typology. It is included here because of its subject matter

a domesticated equid - and its context: it was
recovered rather high up, within the walls of AK.

COMPARATIVE ARTIFACT excavated in the
Royal Palace at Mari - a bread mold

(M.1043. Louwe, AO. 18905).
Note the relative shallowness of the figures -
the 2 cm impression on the left sections of the
large carnivore on the right. Parrot surmised
these animals were lions, but he questioned
whether the smaller quadrupeds were dogs.
They are - note the upturned curly tails!

Scale app 1 :5.
(Courtesy, Librairie Paul Geuthner)

Mrri. Contemporaneous bread nold lt{. 1043. Louvre, AO.l8fOS garot, narrelet-Clementafi al. teSg, +HZ.ftg.
34 and pl. )o ), one of a 'lnagnifique lot'' (16id l), was recovered from rhe Palace in rooms with ovens. Parrot and his
colleagues thought they were destined for the myal table. Mariy of the nolds bear inages of anirnals tbat are reininiscent
of aninals represented at Mozao- Othrrs ale decorated with geomeaic designs - concentic circles, parallel lines, .Ssh
gcale" chewons, "oo4g EuUtk" &ry (rosaces). The molds are both circular and rectangular.

27 Equus roRso rvrE rr Mrr\rArrrRr A6q548.5

Recovered from feature 169locus 2l .length3.57. forequart€rs 1.645 . neck l.0l . torso 1.38. nioaqou.tor Z.t t .
height at hindquarters 2.07 ' height at forequarters 2.22 . faffic fire, wi,fisome inclusions . ter<ture smooth . Munsell
reading 10YR 8/3 ' color verypale brolvn . preservation: torso, all appendages

r
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Equus 27 A6q548.5.
Left median plane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph Yl0et4l2)

28

There is a substantial slip.

E quus ToREeuARTERS TYPE Ir

405

There is a deep curve to the back of this torso, and the tail is
carried high. Hindquarters stance is an inverted U outside. The
buttocks are fused and indented gently rather than recessed. The
rump curves down to meet the hindleg; this is more apparent when
seen in the right median plane. Forelegs project far forward; the
angle of the body joitt is 110 degrees.

There is a mane. The head and the neck do not project forward,
as with Equus 23; of course, the head/neck join is missing, so it is
difficult to say.

A6q1010.1

Recovered from feafiire 423 . length 3.37 .. forequarters 2.29
3.79 . fabric medium, inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 7/3
and torso only; right foreleg andmwzfe broken

neck 1.21 . torso 1.7225 . height at forequarters
color very pale brown . preservation: forequarters

a

a

The stance is wide and solidly founded. The neck is thrust far forward. There is a breast ridge.
There is a mane pinched from the medium to a thin edge. Legs are wide and lozenge-shaped in
section. Right foreleg body joitt is 140 degrees.'

There is the lower half of a perforation at the neck-break, just under the mane.

29 Equus HEAD wrrH HALTER TYPE tr A7q11

Recovered from feature 8 . cranial length 4.01 . cranial width 2.24 . neck 1.96 . height (crown to break) 3.27 '

note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic . fabric medium, unifonn chaff temper . Munsell reading
10YR 7/3 . color very pale brown . preservation: neck and head; mvzzle broken back to right eye

Ears are wide-set, eyes indicated by impressed ovals that slightly raise the clay within (visible
on right eye). The muzzle is flat. The mane is high on the neck, but not onto the forehead between
the ears; it is fused with the neck.

A wide halter has been applied as a separate piece of clay, around the ears, onto the mlzle.
It is lightly fused with the mane and incised at the edges for definition.

This head is heavier than that of other equid figurines in the corpus (note the neck width as
compared to the thickness of the heao.
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Compare Equus 209 Mq251.1, with quite a nanow muzzle. As Equus 29 was found fairly
early in the excavation of this unit, i1 is not unlikely that these two examples of Equus head are
contemporaneous. Excavation unit A2 is to the east and slightly higher on the mound than
excavation unit A7.

30 Equus HEAD rvpn rr 47.210

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . cranial length 3.32 . cranial width (eye sockets) 1.67 . horizontal transverse
section (snout) 0.078 ' vertical transverse section (snout) l.l7 . height (crown to neck-break) 2.Sg . fabric fine, few
inclusions ' neck 1.485 ' note on measurement: height not diagnostic . Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3 . color pink .
conservation: deposits on crown and back of neck . preservation: head otly, ears broken

The mane is sharp and ca:ried high between the ears, which are held back and are
tapering. The flat, heavily pinche d muzz,le is thin and rectangular in section.

Equus 30 A7.210.
Dorsal view.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph Vl0e1013)

All edges are rounded. The eye ridge is
raised, eyes wide, reading as a small zigzag
puncfure, the same instrument being used for
each, as for the nostrils, although they are not
crooked.

Equus 30 A7.210.
Right median plane.

Scale 1 : 1.
(photograph Vl0e1012)

The dorsal view could profitably be compared with TypE III equids, for example , Equus 37
/^7.4A7.

31 Equus roRso rv�pn tr L7.256

Recovered from feature 155 locus 12 . length 3.52 . forequarters 1.75 . torso 1.47 . hindquarters 1.73 . tail
(above the break) 0.087 ' overall extension (frontal plane) 5.48 . height at forequarters (left foreleg [tenninated] to
top of head) 3.52 ' height athindquarters 1.99 . note onmeasurement: heightnot diagnostic . fabric fine, few
inclusions ' Munsell reading 2.5Y 6ll . color gliay . preservation: torso intact; tips of legs and tail are broken off;
- except left foreleg, which is terminated

There is a mane and it is erect. It does not continue onto the head. The mryzle is pinched to
shape, there being a flap of clay folded over at the termination of the muzzle that forms the snout.
The eyes are wide-set and lightly indented.

The top of the mnv.zle is similar to the flat pinched mtvzle of head Equus 209 A2q25l.l
TYPE II. The mtvz,le is triangular in section. The left foreleg is terminated. There is a slight curve
to the back. The tail is wide and hangs down to the right. The forequarter stance is an inverted
wide V outside, an open inverted U inside.
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Compare torso Capra 14 A7 .319.
Only diagnostic details distinguish the
genera.

Equus 3I A7.256 Caudal view and right median plane.
Note mane, which does not rise onto the crown,

the blunt, flattened mvzzle, and the broad, arching tail
that hangs down. Incisions on tail.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw H7 19, photograph Vl 0-e 1406)

Tall Munbaqa. Tiedigur Nr. 713 Mbq 3013032 Aleppo 71 MBQ 200 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 88). It is
likely that this damaged frgurine is Bos, rather than Equus. However, breakage is such that it masks details that would
prevent interpretation as an equid; and body confonrration echoes the Urkesh piece.

TelI Halawr A. Equiden Nr. 121 (Meyer, Pruss, et al. 1994, Abb. 38) exhibits an erect mane and a blunt snout (rare
€rmong the Urkesh equids). The muzzle is a vertical rectangle in section, in contast to the triangular snout of the
Urkesh equid.

32 Equus roRso rYPE tr 47q822.1

The hindquarters are contained in a solidly founded inverted U. The buttocks are fused. The
rear stance is solidly founded, an inverted U. At the base of the neck, there is an indication of a
mane. Musculature is lightly indicated. There may be sexual parts. Leg join at forequarters is 120
degrees.

There is a slip, visible at the right hindleg break.

Compare hindquarters Equus 23.

33 Equas FmcK ArtD rARTTAL Nmzr;Lr'Tvpn tr (sBLAxK") A7q865.1

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . height 4.55 . cranial length 3.325 . cranial width (in front of ears) 2.07 .
vertical transverse section (muzle break, long a><is) 1.69 . horizontal ftansverse section (mlzle break, short ais)
1.13 . neck 1.87 . fabric mediumwithunifonnlyfinechafftemper . Munsellreadingnotavailable . preservation:
neck only with mane;mlzJe broken, ears chi

Recovered from feature 251 locus 21 . lenglh 6.3 . forequarters 3.01
tail 1.0 . height at hindquarters 3.04 . height at forequarters 4.03
inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5 YR 812 . color pinkish white .
broken

. neck 2.25 . torso 2.46 . hindquarters 3.9 .
. fabric medium fine, with many unifonn

preservation: torso, all appendages brgken; tail

t-
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The mane is very sharp and erect. It comes onto the crown of the head. The muzzle is
rectangular in vertical section. The ears enlarge the line of the necVmvzzle slightly and project
back on either side ofthe mane. The top ofthe muz,zle is lightly indented, althoughthere is not a lip
around the edge, as with heavy pinching

Compare Equus 1, also Tepe Gawra examples from coeval strata (Speiser, Cross et al. 1935,
Plate )OilV/b,69-71).

Compare head, eyes, and mane Equus35 A5q63.1.

34 Equus roRso rYPE rr MrMArrrRE 47q964.2

Recovered from feature 142 locus 16 . lengh.2.l2 . forequarters 1.17 . neck 0.74 . torso 0.92 . hindquarters
1.06 'tail (wedge for tail) 0.16 . height at hindquarters 1.25 . height at forequarters 1.55 . note on measurement:
height not diagnostic . fabric fine, few inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 8/2 . color pinkish white . preservation:
all appendages broken

The forequarters are wide and the legs project both fonvard and backward (right hindleg
body join is 120 degrees). The tail, caried high, is missing; there is an indented wedge shape where
it once was culrried. The hindquarters are uncharacteristically flat; the top of the rump is flat, the
hindquarters solidly founded in a naffo\ / inverted U. There is a tripartite incision going from the
top of the rump to the sexual parts. The tapetittg tip of a thin instrument has been impressed at the
tip of the penis.

The sexual parts and accompanying tripartite incision are more typical of Carnivora TYPE II.
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Equus
TYPE II

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

409

L07 Equus HEAD TYPE rr Al.ll7

Recovered from feature 162 stratum l2B . cranial length 2.4 . height (mane to break, neck below snout) 2.85 . neck
(base) 1.89 . forequarters (short axis, base) 1.54 . cranial width (snout) 0.5 . vertical cranial transverse section
(snout) 0.8 . fabric medium fine, chaff temper with gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 10YR 7/4 . color very
pale brown . preservation: head only, ears and snout chipped

The head was made in trvo stages of manufacture and there are striations along the right side
of mane, similar to Equus 35 A5q63.1.

Equus 107 AI.ll7.
Right median plane.

The sculptural qualities of this frgurine
are totally executed There are three scallops on a prominent mane that is erect

withthetipsofthefingers- and rises onto the crown of the head. It is not possible to say if
pulling and pushing of a wet medium' the ears were short or long, for they are brolien off. The earsThe eye ridge is indicated

by the impression of a fingernail. were applied as separate pieces of clay. They are attached to the
Scale 1 : t. head, however,by a substantial piece of clay that terminates the

(photograph MZ8Ae111) wide part of the mur.zle leading to the eye socket (0.89 cm on
right, 0.94 cm on left).

Originally, I had designated this figurine as a "blank"; I should have rather called it a
o'simple" rendering. It has much detail.

TalI Munbaqa Kopf eines Equiden Nr.731 Mbq l7ll4-l Raqqa Nr.315 (Czichon, Werner, et al. 1998, Tafel 88,
201). The blunt muzile definitely points to a nondomesticated equid, and although the Urkesh exemplar is not bridled,
the confonnation of the head is close to that of the Munbaqa equid. The mane of the Munbaqa equid is erect and would
have been classified the TYPE I equids at Urkesh.

Finger work is evident, notably on the front of the neck
under the muz-zle and on the mtnzle to form the snout. The
muzzle section changes from rectangle to triangle, which twists
to the left. The mane has been smoothed (very wet medium).

On the right. median, the eye-socket ridge, barely
indicated, is pushed back and up with a fingernail. On the left
median, a simple strike pushes the clay back.

f-
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108 Equus rrEAD Tv�pE rr A1.363

Recovered from feature 113 locus 20 . note on recovery ALC MID-N3 (?) . cranial width 1.92 . neck 2.145 .
neck (base) 3.12 ' neck (base of neck, perpendicular to other axis and shorter) 2.75 . height (top of mane to lower
break) 5.2 ' fabric medium fine, with uniform chaff temper . texture smooth . Munsell ieading 10YR 8./3 .
color very pale brown ' preservation: head and neck (ontv); mttulebroken tips of ears broken

The scale of this object is considerably larger than that
of most of the corpus. The head is flat; the mane is erect and
does not rise onto the crown. The mane is lightly scalloped,
then smoothed with the fingers. The neck is thick.

The ears, judging from the dorsal view and the angle at
which they protrude from the head in caudal view, appear to
have been pointed, and extend back from behind the eyes,
not outside the neck; they are applied to the back of the
muz.zle, either side.

Equus 108 A1.363. Roshal view,
to show pinched/impressed mane

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw K726)

109 Equus DECoRATED HEAD TypE rr

tuffiw
Equus 109 A1q773.2, mvzzle.

Right median plane, crabial, and dorsal views.
Decorated, possibly indicating

the sfuds of a harness.
Scale I : 1.

(rendering cw K726)

41q773.2

This fragmentary representation may be a
donkey, because the neck join is thick. The top of the
ml.zle is pinched and tapers to the snout. The ears
were applied to the head as separate pieces of clay;
they extend back from the sides of the muzzJe, on
either side of the mane. The mvzzle is pinched and
rectangular in section at the break. There is a raised
edge around the top of the muzzle, remaining from the
pinched medium. This detail is encountered elsewhere
in the co{pus.

Recovered from feature 157 locus 18 . cranial width (across ears) 1.1 . height (front of mtnzleto front ofr.rt ) :S' forequarters (neck, short aris) 1.40 . forequalters (neck, long aris, includes mane, above top perforation) 1.98 .
transverse section (short axis, base of neck) 2.05 . transverse section (long uris, base of neckl-2.+t . transverse
yertical section (vertical axis, muzde) 0.95 . diameter (top perforation) 0.32 . diameter (bottom perforation) 0.32 .
fabric fine, uniformly fine chaff temper . Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 . color very pale brown . preservation: neck
gnly; mlzle broken at sharp angle
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This piece, an equid head/neck, was difficult to identiff, once again because of orientation.
Compare with Equus 22 A5.10, a figurine that is nearly complete, and useful for the affitude of
head and torso. Compare also with Equus L.

The mane is raised, but otherwise not elaborated. There is a perforation just behind and
below the crown. It was impressed from both sides to meet at the center of the neck. Another,0.7
cm lower, pierces the base of the neck. The base of the mane is raised to accommodate the
perforation.

The neck is punctate, having three dots on the right, two on the left near the base ofthe neck.
The perforations and pattern of application may show us something about the manner in which the
animals were tethered.

Compare with "bridle/yoke" hardware , Equus 213 8H.383.2, tentatively - and somewhat
lightheartedly - identified by S6ndor Bdkdnyi in MZ8.

110 Equus FrECK FRAGMENT TYPE tr A5q593.1

Recovered from feature 7 locus 68 stratum B10 . height (mane proken]) 3.8 . neck 2.0 . fabric medium, some
inclusions . Munsell reading 2.5Y 713 . color pale yellow . preservation: mane/neck fragment (only); portion of
underjaw at join

Heavy incisions down both sides of the neck outline tendons; there are other finer incisions
crisscrossing under the mvzzle, as hair might. See carnivore torso fragment Al.4l4 with very fine
incisions overlapping.

The mane is rather sharp and is incised on the right. It bears nine light indentations made by
fingers. The left side is abraded, but seven crosshatches made in very short jabs with a comb are
visible on the left of the mane. Incisions on the opposite of the neck are more nearly parallel. It is
likely that a different instrument was used to make the incisions.

Compare with Equus 35 A5q63.1. Also, for a different kind of pelt treafinent, see
Felis/vehicle 26 A7 .142.

111 Equus HEAD rYPE Ir Ar6q462.2

Recovered from feature 162 locus 218 . height 3.47 . cranial width (ears) 1.69 . diameter (perforation in snout)
0.081 . neck (base) 1.81 . thickness (tab in mane) 0.054 . fabric medium fine, some inclusions; characterized
early on in our investigations as TYPE IV (mkb), a fabric with reddish hue . Munsell reading 7.5YR713 ' color
pink . preservation: head only, ears

There are two perforations, one in the snout, one in the mane. Both are strongly pinched to
form a naffow tab, giving the impression of an inserted perforated disk at the mane. The ml,zle is
square in section, then rectangular in section at the snout.

4ll
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This stubby muzzle has been folded over and pinched, as with equids. Equus mlz,les are
often pinched to model the snout and perhaps to elongate the muzzle. There is a join visible the
length of the muzz,le.

Short, curved, and rounded snouts are sheeplike. See Ovis 47 A6q470.1; also Capra 5
46.166 and Capra 9 A6q1100.1 - or any of the comparative surface finds of rams in
COMPARATM TABLE 8 Heads with Perforated Muzzle or Tab ovis1.

There may be a mane, rising onto the crown, although
since the perforated tab cuts deeply into the neck, it is difficult
to say. The nostrils were apparently impressed from either side
to form the perforation; there is clay raised around the point of
entry on each side. The nostrils are far forurard on the snout.

The eye sockets are deep and wide, a sigr of equid
domestica.tion. The ears are short, small, and erect.

There is an indication of musculature.

Equus 111 A6q462.2.
Left median plane.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V10e1210)

See heads Equus 1 A1q836.1, Equus 300 Zl.l04 and
Equus 302 21.279.

Tell Bralc Equid figurine with pierced . . . mt zz.le reg no. 1395 from FS 1114, Level 3 Akkadian (Oates 200I,
288, Fig. 310). Mvzzle curvature of the Urkesh exemplar differs from that of the Brak figurine.

ll2 EquusFoREeuARTERs rYPE tr A�7.138

Recovered from dirt-pile of locus 6 . lenglh 2.69 . forequarters 3.2 . neck 1.88 . torso 2.48 . height at
forequarters 4.78 . note on measurement: height and length not diagnostic . fabric fine, uniform inclusions .

Munsell reading 2.5Y 813 . color pale.yellow . preseryation: forequarters only, heavily abraded, all appendages
broken

A pronounced breast ridge curves up from the belly onto the neck. Neck width is half that of
the forequarters. Legs project forward at 130 degrees.

Compare Equus 8 47.13 for similar diflicult questions of orientation. Finally, it is the
finishing of the breast ridge that helps determine how the object was meant to be seen.

113 Equas FoREeUARTERs rYPE tr A7q603.1

Recovered from feature 150 locus 15 .
diagnostic) 2.07 . neck 1.01 . torso 1.57
inclusions . Munsellreading 7.5YR7/3 .
appendages missi

forequarters (across forequarters at midpoint, to break; therefore, not
. note on measurement: forequrirters not diagnostic . fabric fine, few

color pink . preservation: partial left foreleg and forequarters; all other
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The piece is so fragmentary it is difficult to read. Held vertically, the piece may be
interpreted in this manner: the left foreleg would be solidly founded; a breast ridge would be
apparent and the forequarters would be wide. Read in this manner, the torso would be lean. The
ratio of neck to forequarters would conform to that of Equus in the corpus.

ll4 Equus rvflIz;LLnrypn n (*BLAUK') A7q899.1

Recovered from feature 304 locus 7 . cranial length 3.76 . height 3.25 . horizontal transverse section (snout)

0.0915 . vertical transverse section (snout) 1.2 . fabric fine, with few fine and uniform inclusions ' Munsell reading
10YR 7/2 . color light gray . preservation:headlmwAe only; left ear chipped

Mvzzle is rectangular in vertical section and in horizontal section, a square adjoined to a
rectangle for the muzzlelsnout. There is not much taper, rather an adjoining of geometric shapes.
The edges of these shapes are rounded.

There is a perforation at the snout, below the nostrils. The nostrils are impressed with a thin
round tapering instrument, compressing and expanding the medium rather than encircling and
leaving or extracting the medium. The eyes are wide-set. The ears are applied separate pieces of
clay, rather thin (0.03 cm).

Compare the ware of conical cups found in the royal building and this fabric, which is fine. A
quantrty of the cups was found in this square. Although I do not draw any conclusions regarding
association at this point, the simplicity of execution of both types of object and the similar quality
of the fabric bear comparison.
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Equus
TYPE III CABALLINE

35 Equus CROWII OF HEAD AllD I\rECK WTTII MAI\IE TYPE m

Equus 35 A5q63.1. Left median plane, cranial view and right median plane'

Note the triangular section of m'vzde,

which may have tenninated in arectangular section.

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering PP F707)

READING FIGURINES

A5q63.1

Note the high mane rising between the ears onto the

forehead, and ptJ-io"nt (deep) eye ridges; eight scalloped

ridges on Ieft possibly represent a long mane for rider's

-o-,rtt. Compare with ittt ot6"r side, which is smoothed with

repeated impiessions of fingers, but not deeply scalloped. The

"Jtt at" applied over the finished mane'

This fragmentary head

and neck with detailed mane

must have been broken from

a representation of a domes-
ticated horse. The ears are

carried back; theY ate

applied to, not modeled

from, the head. The eye

ridges are deeP and were

pushed with fingers uP and

back from the claY mass of

the head. The muzzle is

triangular in section.

Equus 35 A5q63.1.
Dorsal view.

There may have been a forelock'

The comb has been dragged over

the crown of the head,

leaving fine incisions visible
on the eYe ridges.

Scale 2:  t .
(photo graPh V 8b-e I 707)

hssified as "topsoil"; associated with

early floors/sub-floors; exact findspot not noted ; height 4'8 ' cranial:*Ji:*::TY:"T"tf##'Trtt;
eafly uoors/suD-'uurr' e^''''vL ''''Dl 

ic rieoium, with uniform "rrurtemper Munsell reading 10YR
cranial width (across ears) 1.78 ' neck 1'52 ' fabri

7l3 . color very pale U-*o ' pr"r-*io". -uol" bth, # d p
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Equus 35 A5q63.1
Longitudinal dorsal view.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V8b-e 1 705)

The comb used was fine, five to six teeth
at best. On the right, it is apparent that the
comb was dragged from the mane down onto
the neck in a series of parallel passes. On the
left, the same instrument was dragged from top
to bottom of the neck, following the mane. The
marks are abraded but visible high up and
halfway down the mane to the base of the neck.

4t5

The mane of Equus 35 A5q63.1 was manufactured in several
stages. In a four-step process, the mane was first either pinched up
from the fabric of the neck or applied as a separate ridge of clay.
Then, the mane was indented either side with the side of the
(thumb?). Subsequently, the mane was combed vertically on the left
in one or two passes and then combed diagonally on the right in
several passes. The combing appears to extend down and around the
neck (beyond the break).

Compare treatment of the heavily incised mane of Felis 14
A6q106.1.

Equus 35 A5q63.1, mane. Dorsal view.
Left of the mid-sagittal plane:

pinching overlaid with vertical combing;
and right of the mid-sagittal plane:

pinching with diagonal combing in parallel series
down the neck.

In the full view above lefr the dmker vertical line
is just to the rieht of the mane itself

either created by heavy pinching (a first pass)
or applied as a separate ridge of clay.

Scale larger than life size.
(photographs V8Bel 708, V8Be1 709)
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Ethnoarcheological study.
Comb lifted in regular intervals

as wheel turns, creating vertical lines.
(photograph V8Be1704)

Contemporary potters still
use small combs for decorating
pottery; the instrument can be used
as on the left side of this mane, in
long strokes; or it can be applied
and lifted regularly to give a series
of "lines" composed of multiple
"hatchings", as on the right side of
this figure (the animal's left and
right).

Ethnoarcheological study.
Comb dragged over surface,

creating groups
of fine parallel lines.

Compare with overcombing
on Equus 36 A5q63.1.

(photograph V88e1703)

TellHlllrz A- Equ len Nr. 144 (Meyer, huss, et al- 1994, Abb. 39) is one oftwo exanrples in the llalawa corpus with
incised mane, although it is considerably less detailed .r'an the Urkesh equid and rypears to have been manufactwed in a
single pass. Also, the mane is rendered in an uusual manner, being quite rhick and orflined wtere it terminates along thcg
neck. This detail alone might put the llalawa admal amongst rhe rlomesticated equids. Although there is an incised pelt on
orre other equid at llalawa (Nr. I l2llAbb. 37), the body conformation is so unusual as contrast€d with the Urkesh equids
that I cannot comjment mEhingfully 6n fts sr€athrr€.

36 Equus roRso wrrn HARIIESs rypE m TEMrLATE A5q815.1

Recovered fton feature 93 locus 4 stratun B2 . lengh,4.4 1.95 . cranial length (mme to snouO 2.47 .
cranial width (across top hamess sEap) 1.25 . neck 1.1 . neck length (ftom head to top of torso) 2.21 . height at
forequarters (middle of forehead to left foreleg) 4.2 . tansrre$e section (straps around muzzle) 0.2 . tansverse section
(strap over forehead) 0.3 . torso 1.65 . bindquart€rs 2.225 . hole, hindquarters in median plane (depth) 1.59 . holE
dismet€r (width of hole in hindquarters) 0.026 . fabric fine with unifgrmly fine cbafff temper . Munsell reading 7.5yR
7/3 . colorpink .

Equus 36 A5q815.1.
Cranial view.

Note the lively attitude,
head turned to ttre right.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering elb C72l)

This is a domesticated horse. The harness is intact, save for one missing
piece. The head is turned right, muzz,le long and tapering. The head is turned
right, and the mane is as if "blowing in the wind" (S6ndor Bdkdnyi's
observation).

In this lively, realistic rendering, there are clear signs of domestication
- there is a harness, the mane is high between ears; there is a forelock. The
ears are held far back on the crown and appear to be thrown back; they do not
flank the eyes. The taper of the muzz,le is marked; in section, the muzzle is a
rectangle becoming a triangle at the snout.
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The eyes, widely spaced, are lightly incised with a hollow
reed or bone. The nostrils are flared, pushed ,rp and back from

the snout. Although broken, there was a pronounced breast
ridge.

Note the wide flat angle at which the forelegs join the
torso.

417

Equus 36 A5q815.1. Leftmedian
plane Close-up of taPPings on

muzzle.Scale2 : 1.
(photograph Vl3d27l4)

The neck length is approximately half the body
length. There is a perforation (broken) at the neck and a

hole (0.26 cm) at the tail. The hindquarters are contained
within a naffow, inverted U outside. Inside, the legs

meet in an inverted V (40 degrees)

The sexual organs are indicated, but abraded-

The figurine has been scraped to model - mttzzle,
torso, and rump. The musculature of torso and rump is
scraped with a flat instrument. This is a reductive
process; quite a large thin piece of clay must have been

lifted from the back.

Equus 36 A5q815.1. Right median plane.
Note the curve of the rump to the hindleg.

The body has been shaped by scraping
-a reductive manufacturing process

visible along this flank.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photographVSBel402)

The fabric is fine, with uniformly fine chaff
temper - a large piece is visible at the left foreleg
break. There is a light slip visible at the left hindleg.
There is no noticeable difference in color between the
slip and the fabric. In such a case, depositional action
has not taken its toll nor is a special slip created for
application on the surface of the object.

We may we assume that the object was "self-

slipped" - that is, the fabric of the figurine itsell
heavily diluted with water, was applied lightly either
by dipping the figurine in the solution or dabbed
uniformly over the entire surface with the fingertips.

Equus 36 A5q815.1. Left median plane-
Note modeling by scraping and shaving the surface,

also depth of perforation in the mane-
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograPhVl3d3l42)
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A5q815.1 was recovered from excavation unit ,A.5 in feature 93 described by the
excavator as "topsoil." The object was found among miscellaneous chafltempered sherds, one of
which I take to be an out-turned rim marked with wide Khabur brown "light-colored horizontal
stripes." These sherds were contained in an accumulation above third millennium layers. This
accumulation has "a different character" from deposits within the walls of the royal storehouse and
in particular accumulation fl13, according to H6ldne Cooper, pottery analyst, and Marilyn Kelly-
Buccellati.

In an attempt further to specify the context in which A5q815.1 was found, we should
enumerate types of ceramic fabric from f66, the rich third millennium layer in 45. This layer is the
same strafum as fl 13, the sealing-rich layer from the previous excavation season. If there is a
notable coincidence of types, there is some reason to assign the object to third millennium strata.
Also, wadi accumulation that coursed through AK seems to have consisted mainly of second-story
material, contemporary with AK.

Assur. Pferde Nr. 543lAss 8851-VA 7160
(Klengel-Brandt 197 8, Tafel I 7).

The structure of the bridle is complex
and features a strap that binds the mane and what is
interpreted as a protective piece lying over the nose.

Note scale. here I : 1.

' 'Apart from [horses'] backs' many problems stem from the poll areas. Unwilling to flex . . . or becoming.tense during
periods ofwork may st€m from a tight or achy poll.,' Equeshian Online Store, United Kingdom (200a).

Plenle (Nr' 541/Ass. 19671)-VA 7294 543lllls 8851-VA 7160, S4tAss 151y3-VA 7167. 555/Ass 9147-VA Ars
3302' 558/Ass I6E-VA 5512' 560/Ars 863E-I/A 7162, 561/Ass 174EE-VA Ass 3307 rn4 not i ustrrt€4 Nr. 54?Ass
9?58-. .VA Ass 33110' 545/ArE 15749-VA 7161.� 552lAss 13656-VA Ars 3295, StUAss 11050-VA 7107, 559/Asg
l9{11/t-YA Ass 3317' 563/Ars 15846-VA Ass 3310) (Klengel-Brandt 1973). Although the Assgr horse heads must
surely date to later Assyrian times (the typological referent with ftontlets is on a stele of figlathpilesar Itr), the tappings
merit some attention- 1500 years edier, rhe equids ofUrkesh were also bridled. Those that wereout6tt€d lvith more than
a halter (as q's seg 61 the plaque with tethered funts 27) -the quirls with bridles - all ber a shap across the poll (the
top ofthe head) as do the Assur horses.

The poll is wen today considered a source of some concern in horse manegement2 Some bits ae linked to th€ sensitive
crown of fhe horse head by light tusses; and other manrrfacturers sell what is known as a'boil guard'

At Assur, this feature is nuch exaggerate{ and although many rqnesentations ofhorses tlroughout the ages do exhibit
an exaggerated brow (see, as a possible coeval orample at Urkesh, Equus 38), in the case of the Assur horse figurines
this feature most Fobably is an accoutrement, part of the tappings instead of a physical feature. Indee4 Nr. 544 has
regular harchmarks across the poll; and the same area ofNr. 558 is executed in a lighter clay rhen the fabric ofthe head.
The area is called stirrmvulst,literally, a "swollen forehead" in the Assur volume.



The eyes are wide-set, out from the muzzle, and
continue by the ears, as with Equus 35 A5q63.1 and, in

rather more stylized examples, Equus 115 Al -429 and
Equus 24 A5.109. The feature is notable also with the
small zigzagpunctures that sen/e as eyes on head Equus
30 A7.210. The mtrzzle tapers inward and swells to

accommodate the nostrils. The foreleg meets the torso at

135 degrees.

The narrowness of the mtvzle, the wide flaring
nostrils, the wide-set eyes and the sharp ears held back
lend credence to this identification as TYPE III.

CATALOG Equus 4r9

A7.40737 Equus FoREeUARTERS AtrD rrEAD, l.a;TJZ,,nLE LARGELY TNTACT TYPE m

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . length 6.06 . cranial length 2.95 (snout to mane) ' transverse section (across

nostrils) 0.0915 . cranial width (across eyes) 1.09 . height at forequarters 4.05 . note on measurement: forequarters

and neck cannot be taken because of breakage . fabric fine with many uniform small inclusions ' Munsell reading

(fabric-patina) lgR S/2 - 7/2 . color (fabric-patina) pale red-weak red . preservation: mruzfe, neck and right half of

intact, right foreleg intact to knee joint; ears chipped

There are two perforations in the mane. The mane is erect. The mane comes up onto the crown

between the ears, *hi"h are sharp and pointing back. The ml.zle is blunt in the manner of Equus 36

A5q815.1, rounded and sloping to the snout. The lower jaw is missing. Nostrils are indicated by

small projections of clay on either side of the muzzle.

Equus 37 A7.407.
Right median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw H720)

There are signs of a dark slip on the right flank

above the foreleg, where it is chipped away above the
foreleg.

I have taken to reading Munsells for both the slip and the under$ing fabric. When the slip does

not contrast directly with the fabric, the variation in surface color is somewhat predictable. It stays in

the same hue, deepening somewhat in intensity and often losing chroma, as we move from the fabric

to the patina or the weathered portions of the surface.

38 Equus HEAD wrru HARIIESS TYPE rrl A7q855.1

Recovered from feature 148 locus 13 . lenglh (snout to back of mane at halter) 3.55 ' cranial width (outside of

halter at eyes) l,7l . transverse section (nostrils, inside of hatter) 0.074 . transverse section (snout, vertical plane, long

axis) 0.098 . Munsell reading 7.5YR 8/3 . color pink . fabric fine, with uniform inclusions ' conservation:

depositional adhesion on the crown . preservation: halter broken in front and over snout and another cross-piece in front

of ears

Muzzle long and tapering to a flat termination from the wide-set eyes. The mane is not sharp

and comes up ontb the crown between the ears. The ears are separate from the head, broken at both

the back and the top. The eyes are impressed with a thin hollow instrument from in front, straight

back into the mlrzzle. The snout is rectangular in section.
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A harness surounds the muzzle, passing over the mane and around the snout. A cross-piece
encircles the snout behind the nostrils; this piece is terminated below the mt,--le, and is simply
pressed into, but does notjoin the other end. There was another cross-piece passing overthe crown at
the ears.

There is an interesting detail of breakage under the mlzle: at the cross-point of the two straps,
there may have been a perforation, now broken.
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Equus
TYPE III

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

115 Equus HEAD (FoAL?) rYPE m LL.429

Recovered from feature I 13 locus 20 . note on reoov€ry: 56 . height 2.4 (nane to b,reak) . cranial length (inact ear to
srogt) 3.1 . transverse vertical section (muzletvertical axis) 0.95 . tranwerse horizontal section (muzle./across top of
triangle) 0.5 . neck (base) 1.1 . neck (long axis, base) 1.45 . fabric medium fine, with some tenrper . Mrmsell
reading 2.5Y 8/2 . color pale yellow ' ation: head only; one ear chi

There is a strong curve to the long mttz'zle, possibly
indicative of a young horse per Srlndor BOkOnyi. The angle at
which the object is held is important to the perception of this
curye.

Equus tt5 A1.429. The ears are back and pointed' The mane does not come up

Left median plane. between the ears. The muzzle is triangular in section. There is a

scale I : l. flap of clay extending beyond the snout by about 0.014 cm, and
(photograph V8Bb081Q enclosing it on all sides. The noshils on both side of the snout are

very lighfly impressed.

Modeling includes gentle curves on either side of the lower muzzle to show bottom jaw and
jowl. The musculature of the neck is indicated and smoothed. The mane of the animal is indicated
both by a raised ridge, lightly indented and shikes over this. Compare mane treatnent Equus 35
Asq63.1.

116 Equus NECK AI\D MAI\IE TYPE III A5q928.8

Recovered from feature 66 locus 18 sfratum B12B '

mlzle) 1.65 . fabric fine, with uniform inclusions
broken off at crowil neck and mane

height (base to mane) 2.35
. Munsell reading 5Y 8/2

neck 1.4 . cranial length (long axis
color white . preservation: muzzle

a

a

There are few details; the object is similar in manufacture and
rendering to the several "blanks" of the corpus. The mlzle is almost
square in section.

The ears, tapering and thrown back, follow the curve of the
crown and mane (except for broken tips); they may have turned up
slightly at the tip. The ears were separated from the mane by the side
of a round instrument. Grooves are still apparent on the inside of the
ears, although they have been pressed down on the crown with the
fingers (prints).

Equus 116 A5q928.8.
Right mid-sagittal/median plane.

Sca]e I : 1.
(photograph V5b8l04)
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The tip of the ear does not join the neck but is separate fiom it. ft is difrcult to see how the
fingers could have modeled this detail, without the use of a rhin blade of some sort.

The erect mane continues onto the forehead. The edge of the mane is smoothed and rounded.
There are light indentations by fingers along the mane, smoothed repeatedly with wet fingers or
cloth. Compare ,Qzns 35 A5q63.1. There is light, regular scratching on the mane similar to that seen
on Equus 204 A10.79, though less pronounced.

The eyes are snall dots Qntrctuds). They are placed quite far bac( high on head and close
together. Fabric remains in center of dots, left upon removal of the hollow insftument impressing the
eye. See Humanoid A5.134 for a similar eye treatuent.

The mane and the ears were lifted from the medium, rather than added as a separate piece. The
neck is thick and heavily muscled (see photograph).

. The fabric appears to have been wiped when we! as with a tightly woven textile. This detail has
been encountered several times in the corpus. It gives a.scratcled; appeafimce to the surface. I
cannot imagine thal this is the r,esult of depositional action, nor of smoothing by fingertips.
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Equus

NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE

TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

ll7 Equus TERMTNATED LEG rvIrMAruRE A1q927.6

Recovered from layers above first floors, AK storeroom . height 1.38 . fiansverse section (short axis, body join) 0.5
. transverse section (long aris, body join) 0.7 . fiansverse section (tip) 0.39 . fabric fine, with uniformly fine chaff

temper . Munsell reading 10YR 8/3 . color very pale brown . preservation: tip only

The leg tapers first to the knee, then to a rounded tip. The break at the body join is flat.

The piece has been formed of a single piece of clay, rolled between the fingers andjoined.

The shape, although placed here because of the simplicity of execution as a first trial, is

somewhat anomalous when compared with other legs that are surely equid.

See COMPARATM TABLE 6A Appendages . Legs (canis, Felis, Equus).

118 EquusHoRsE-TRAPPING Alq976.12

Recovered from feature 173 locus 20 . lenglh (perfomtions oriented to upper right) 2.47 . aansverse section
(rridpoinD 1.55 . tanwerse section (on left - cuwe with two holes on right) 0.525 . tranwerse section (on right -

chipped?) 0.025 . fabric fine rmifmmly fine inclusions . Munsell reading 5YR 5/1 . color gray . pr€servation:
fragment only

This rhin waferlike piece has two perforations on a raised *hump." The'burve" has been
applied as a separate piece ofclay.

It is impossible to ascertain what is chipped and what is intact. How would this piece fit in a
larger object?

Compare with Equus 213 8L883.2, the supposed "bit." This is the only convenient parallel
in the corpus for this fragrnentary piece. As a purely anomalous detail, there is pefraps an indication
ofpelt, the striations lightly bumished (by cleaning?) on the body.

This identification, so very tenuous, renders the (possible) identification of Equus 213
somewhat suspect.

Compare with Boslhumanoid 7 A6q569.1, a "fantastical" association of animal and human
parts that is understandable within the lexicon ofconventional iconography.

I

I
L
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The perforations have been made with an instrument that has been rotated slightly to enlarge
the opening. This is the sitme technique we find in equid trapping Equus 212, ut d thut has been
observed in bone artifacts that have possibly served as bits (Anthony lggl,266).It is clear this is
not an accidental fragment. The perforation is made from one side, with the instrument being held
lower than the object itself (the hole angles upward through the fabric).

119 Equus NEcK, BEr\rD oF rwuzzLu A5q166.1

Recovered from feature 38 stratum B9 ' length 2.15 . neck 1.185 . neck transverse section tstrott axisl f .fZ
fabric fine, with few inclusions ' Munsell reading 7.5YR 714 . color pink . conservation: top of head abraded
preservation: fragment (only); orienlation and placement in animal body uncertiain

a

a

The object tapers slightly. Eyes are placed high on top of the crown.

Compare the eye placement on heads Equus 116 A5q928.8 and Equus 201 A8.32.

The surface is scraped, smoothed and lightly burnished. There are strikes on the right at the
muzzle and a horizontal impression or groove on the left side of the muzzJe. Are these signs of
wear?

120 Equus roRso A6q383.1

Recovered from feature 118 locus 218 . length (breakto break) 3.1 . forequarters2.4 . torso 1.55 . note on
measurement: length not diagnostic ' fabric medium fine, many inclusions, including gypsum . Munsell reading
(torso, little depositional stain) 5YR 7/3 . color (torso, little depositional stain) pink . M"ns"ll reading (interior fabric
[?]) 5YR 5/3 ' coJor (interior fabric [?]) reddish-brown . conservation: carbon on much of surface . preservation:
fragmentary forequarters

The right hindleg may be impressed (and terminated) with a fingerprint. The forelegs are
divided by imprint of a finger, pressing up and to the left, forming the tont of tn" right foreleg and
an inverted-V stance.

The orientation of the object is problematic. Taking the flat surface to be the termination of
the right hindleg, the object can be deciphered at least pro-visionally.

As far as intensity of hue goes, the relationship between surface and fabric is the inverse of
what one would expect.

F
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l2l Equus NEcK AI\ID MAIvE, r'RAGMENTARv
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A6q624.2

Recovered from feature 2Il (?) locus 22 . lenglh 3.09 . neck (short aris) 1.092 . neck (long a*is) 2.26 ' fabric fine,
inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR 7/3 . colorpink ' preservation:

The artifact is obviously from a figurine and it is modeled. The orientation of the object
remains uncertain. It is probably a section of a neck. Despite difficulties of reading the object, it was
catalogued amongst equid representations from the start.

There are fingerprints on either side of the form, bringing the clay to an edge, as with a mane.
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Equus
TYPES I, IIII,II, AND III

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

200 Equus roRso rvpn r K3.17

Recoveredfromthirdmillenniumstratumbycrtygate . length 4.04 . forequarters2.}2. neck 1.05 . torso 1.36 .
hindquarters2.2O ' tail 0.38 ' heightatforequarters4.6 . heightathindquarters 2.14 . fabric fine, uniformlyfine
chaff temper Munsell reading IOYR 7/3 . color very pale brown . preseryation: all appendages broken; tail and
mryzle broken

Equus 20A K3.17 TYPE I.
Cranial, dorsal, and caudal views.

Scale I : l.
(rendering cwl726)

There is a deep dip in the back. The tail is held high; the
rump curves down to meet the hindleg. Buttocks are fused.
The long (broken), not tapering tail is deeply incised either
side. The hindquarters are contained within an inverted U. The
forelegs turn back under the torso, as with Equus 5 A6.238.
compare also Equus 22 45.10 and other exemplars noted
under that entry.

The ears go back alongside the head/muzzle. Both are
formed of separate pieces of clay. Section of mtnzle is flat
rectangle. The longer dimension is on top, a detail not
frequently found in the coqpus; usually, the long side of the
rectangular muzzle is in the vertical plane. High ridge of
pinched, erect mane comes up onto the head between the eyes.
Compare Equus 35 A5q63.1.

The forequarters are contained within a narrow inverted
forequarters Capra I A1.44.

Equus 200 K3.17 TYPE I.
Right median plane.

Scale I : l.
(photograph V5b8106)

V. There is a breast ridge. Compare

The musculature along the torso is deeply indented, particularly along the right flank.
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201 Equus nrtJT.zLF,AtyD I\tEcK TYPE I A8.32

Recovered from feature 56 locus 9 . cranial length 2.76 . cranial width (across eyes) 1.60 ' neck 1.98 ' height 6.00
. note on measurement cranial length not diagnostic . fabric medium fine, with uniform inclusions ' Munsell reading

7.5YR 7 /3 . color pinl . preservation: head

The top ofthe muzde is fla! muzzle is triangular in section. The neck tapers outward slightly
to body join. Ears are wide; pinched mane does not go onto crown between ears. The edge of the
mane undulates, caused by the pressure of nail and finger, applied on the diagonal from behind the
crown. The crown is flat to the eyes, then inclines toward the snout. The eyes are applied, flat against
the head. Three ridges go up the neck. Eyes are high on top of crown and wide, some mediurr
remaining at the center of the right eye.

The method of indicating eyes is reminiscent of the eyes in head Felis 3 Al.4l4. There is
another equid head in the corpus that, because of this detail, also recalls camivores. Musculature is
defined by fingers, then smoothed with cloth. There is a slip, visible at the break on the lower neck.

Compare with Equus "blanks." Compare wlth Equus 116 A5q928.8, also Eqms ll9
A5q166.1.

202 Equus HEAD TYPE I nrrNrAruRr A8q138.3

Recovered ftom feature 43 locus 9 . cranial length 2.37 . cranial width (across eyes) 1.96 . snout (vertical tanwerse
section) 0.078 . mout (horizoffil tranwerse section) 0.071 . neck (width) 1.37 . neck (tansverse section, including
mane) 1.84 . cown d poll (?) @orizontal trm^werse sestion) 1.23 . heiglrt (crovin to br€ak) 1,98 ' fabric finE with
some inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR 5/l . color gray . preservdion: head only, broken below muzle; snout
broken

A low, undulating mane comes up onto the crown between
the ears. The mtrz-zle is rectangular in section and tapers from the
crown to the snout.

The eyes are widely spaced, the ears erect; the top of the
mvz;,le is flat.

There appears to be a per:foration down along the left side of
Eqws 202 48q138.3. the neck it continues down the neck and is visible at the break.
Right median plane' There is a hole in the center ofthe break.

Scale 1 : 1.25
(photograph Vl0el514)

Does the Munsell reading correspond to the patina color? The
object has been brushed only. The clay in which it was found is light red. Depositional action may
account for the apparent color.
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Equus roRso Ai\D HTNDeuARTERS rv�pn r 410.62

Recovered from feature 122 locus 8 . length 5.83 . forequarters (from above, due to breakage) 2.425 . neck 1.65 .
totso 2.12 ' tail 0.65 ' height at forequarters 2.95 . height : hindquarters not possible to measure; length and height
not diagnostic; forequarters questionable . Munsell reading l}YF. 7/2 . color light gray . preservatlon: torso, all
appendages broken; right hind quarters and left forequarters broken off

The hindquarters arre fused and contained within a flat, inverted U. The tail hangs down.

There is a mane, heavily pinched. The breast ridge is narrowly contained by the forequarters,
which are themselves solidly founded on a slightly incurving inverted U. The forelegs are slightly off
center, skewing sligbtly right (unless this is the effect ofthe breakage, higher on the left than on the
rich$.

The fabric is medium fine, with many uniform inclusions. There are three adhesions of fibric
or depositional adhesions. They extend from the mane onto the torso, curving slightly to the right.
These continue a deep impression on the left ofthe lower mane, which also contains a piece of fabric
(from the mane?). Opposite this indentation, on the right at the base of the mane is a fingerprinq
heavily impressed.

The pattem ofbreakage is regular, as ifintentional.

204 Equus roRso TNTACT Tv�pE r 410.79

Recovered high up within AK walls . length (not including taiD 5.4 . forequarters 2.9 . neck 1.69 . torso 2.05 .
hindquarte$ 2.57 ' t2i1 0.62 . tail length 2.65 . height at forequarters 6.2 . height at hindquarbrs 4.3 . fabric fing
with uniformly fine inclusiong fine grit (?) . Munsell reading l0yR7l2 . color light gray . preservation: intact except
for chipped left hindleg and slightly abraded right ear

Equus 204 A10.79. Left. median plane.
Note the erect mane

marked with regular crosshatches;
the long ears, carried back;

and the nostril slit.
The legs are thrust forward, yet the animal

rs at rest.
Scale I : l.

(photograph taken in lab
at Deir ez-Zor Museum by author;

no registration number.)

This equid is a.domesticated (?)
onager or ass, judged so because of
what may be slit nostrils.
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It may indeed be that the nostrils were originally open, as equid
nostrils have been slit for millennia to allow them - mistakenly,
according to some - to breathe more freely with exertion. I had
originally assumed thata layer of clay had eroded away from the top of
the muz-zle, opening the nostril incision far back into the mtrzzle.

Mary Aiken Littauer writes that the practice is "very ancient";
however, the earliest reference she cites is a relief from Tel el Amarna
of the fourteenth century B.C. In addition to the supposed therapeutic
value for the animal, the nostril slit also enabled horses to breathe when
they were fiued with a noseband placed very low, which impaired
breathing. In more recent times, slitting the nostrils also effectively
prevented equids from whinnying (Littauer 2002).

429

The ears are curved back and sharply pointed and are
formed of two narrow pieces of clay, tapered and pulled; the
joitt is incomplete at the top of the ear. There are light
incisions along the rim, as a pelt. The muzzle is blunt and
rectangular in section.

There is no breast ridge. Forelegs are solidly founded,
but are thrust forward. The mane begins low down on the neck
and is evenly notched; it is erect and comes up onto the
mvzzle. The tail is carried high and has been laid in as a
separate piece of clay; the tail swells out at first, but then
tapers to a point. The rump is flat on top and the hindquarters
are solidly founded.

Manufacfure should be studied further, as some
appendages may have been inserted as separate pieces of clay
in deep incisions in the torso. There are strikes on the body, on
the left flank low on the neck, at the left foreleg, and in front
of the left hind leg. Is this depositional damage?

Pisanello.
Sketch of horse with nostrils

slit far back.
Collections du Louwe.

Courtesy Mus6es Nationaux.

A twentieth c€ntury invention replaces nostril slits. It is called the Flair, an "equine nasal strip"
analogous to the Bteathe Right strip developed to dilate the noses of human cold sufferen and
snorers (Ilawley 2000, lA, 12A). The device addresses a common breathing problem suffbred by
racehorses: exercise-induced pulmonary hemorrhage, or "bleeding" as horsemen say. During heavy
exercise, small blood vessels in the lungs of the horse can rupture. One theory links the problem to
'lregative pressure" as the animal tries to inhale large amounts of air through its nose (an equid
cannot breathe through its mouth). As I understand it, the device, attached with adhesive to the fleshy
parts ofthe nose, spreads the nostrils, opening them and allowing freer passage of large quantities of
afi.

Equus 204 A10.79 caudal view.
The tail - remarkably -

is intact.
Scale 1 : 1.

(photograph taken in Deir ez-Zor lab
by author;

no registration number)

I
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205 Equas roREeuARTERs rvpr rr A10q146.3

The stance is wide. The Ieft foreleg thrusts forward at an angle of 140 degrees. Neck and torso
meld into one another. There isa mane and a perforation in the mane. Therels a point of entry at
both sides; the hole is not pierced straight though.

- Tir equid representation is likcly a donkey. compue Equus 22 A5.lo. can a pattem of wear
be distinguished in the uneven modeling of the entry point, as the object *", ,*p*d"d or pulled
about from above?

I question whether uniforrn color readings in A10 from the early levels had to do with the
adherence of excavation dirt to the surface olthe objects. At registration" we werc only brushing
objects - and very lightly at that - m1hs1 rhan washing them.

More vigorous brushing seems to dislodge little ofthe excavation dirt, if any still adheres.

206 Equus roRso rypn r A10q312.2

The are contained in a tighg slightly incurving inverted U. The buttocks are
slightly recessed. There is a breast ridge. The leg join aa fo.eqrirte.s at the top form a narrow
hiangle.

Trlf Munbrqa. wfieinerNr. z5r Mbq 25ar36 Areppo 7t Mnq-a (c;"h.a w.-o, "t rtl99sJ"f"r m;. rnii
lflT$_.tlT,* *.,- g** The nrrow, slightly tapering forcqutrters are rcminiscent of fhe urtesi exenplar. It islikely that forelegs of the Mrmbaqa piece re inCroving; they-ee eiiher termjnated or close to termination and therefore
not padicularly equidlike, nor is the undercrriage and msnner in which legs join the torso- Ontf -* ""t"o"ir,'"
documentation - views in all six planes and a compete set of diagnostic -easut"-"ot - couli provide a surer
determination of rhe spe€ies.

Hammam et-Turlmen. Equid tr'igurine IIMM 8l-A 2 (Rossmeisl and Venema 1988, pl. 175, Fig. 26). Identified asan equid' "a fragment of a head with the snout pierced for reins.' (page 564). I'he ears are pointrn fi G -",,r,er slths
Urkesh nondomesticated onager or wild asq but see also head Twn m fq*t I 15 A1.429, id€ntified with reservations
as a 'Toal," and with short sharp ears that lie back.

The orientation of the Turlman head is rmtertain; the muzle (broken off) rnay have extended to the right, making the
way the ears lie and the way the mane lies on the crown slightly more 'onatural." That there is a hole in the mvzzle
indicates only that the animal may have been tethered, not neceisarily domesticated.

Recovered from feature 67 locus 3 ' length (break to left foreleg tip) :.:O . zurqrurto s 2.76 . neck lTiG
2.09 t heiSht at foreorrerters 4R r nnfa rlar ffiaacrrraman+. L^i^L+ l^-,*+L -^+ ri^- ^tr-.- -L12'09. ' 

, height at forequrters 4.8 ' note oo -"*ur-*t:-h"ighr, t*gO oot di4gnostic; other measprementsquestionable, because of breakage . fabricmedium fine, with unifomly fue "Lf t"-pe.". rtr.i*n.*crg 1oyF.7l2' golor light gray ' conservation: abraded overall . pr€servation: fofuuarters only riglrt foreleg mi.Lqin&1eft foreleg

Recovercd from feature 67 locus 3 . length 5.98 . foreq-ters 2ro . ootlii. ton*I. t r l@i*t o s.zs .
*[i*: :: l:ygy111{1s 

2:2? 
,: tuiey * hindqarters 3.f . 

!or" on measur€menr ugnt ut ruoaqu*t o dies.ostic;
height at forequarters not diagnostic; forequarters questionable . fabric fine, with uniformly small chaff temper .
Munsell reading 7.5YR 7/3 ' color pink ' preservation: all appendages broken, except for left hindleg

T
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The left hindleg may be terminated. This is helpful, for it allows us to project the teflnination
onto other enimals in the genus, although this leg length seems quite short for Equus, gtrven ow
emphasis on realistic rendering. I would not have been surprised to find this leg amongst the sheep.
Ofcourse, the leg may not be tenninated at this point at all, just heavily abraded. For further study.

The pattem of incisions visible on the surfrce should be examined microscopically. There may
be fine iniisions coming down from the neck, visible on the right flank. Therc are dots lightly
impressed on and above the left hindleg. Examine also the pattern of qosshatching that covers the
entire left flank. It is very light but appears to have been applied in zuccessive passes, now almost
completely abraded. The sources may be several: original application ofpaint or pafteming, abrasion
of sarne, or application of successive pattems. Penultimately, the object is ma*ed by depositional
action and finally by the accidents ofexcavation.

The torso is modeled by scraping and slicing (on the upper left torso).

There is firing bloom on the underside of the torso. Some pieces of fabric still adhere to the
underside.

207 Equus torso rYPE I Al3.l29

Recovered from feature 78 locus 12 . length 5.335 . forequalters 2.455 . neck 1.6 . torso 2.255 ' hindqusrt€rs 2.49
. tail 0.29 . height af forequarters (te.rdnaled hoof to mee) 6.05 . height at hindqutrters 2.99 ' note on
measurem€nt aI m€asuernents diagpostic, except height of hinfuuarters.. frtrio medium fine, with inclusions '

Munsell reading l0YR 812 . color very pale brown . note on color: Munsell reading only one nark less intense in
chroma than fabric of Equus Jl . preservation: torso and head; left foreleg @

Equus 207 Al3.I29.Left median plane.
Note the mane that rises onto the crown,

the narrow tail attachment, and vertical pointed ears.
The snout is comparatively long for TYPE I equids.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw K728)

This striking IYPE I equid is likely
an onager and is unique in the corpus for
these reasons: (1) attitude - no other equid
modeled or sculpted in three dimensions is
represented prancing or with the foreleg
elevated in this manner; (2) attitude - the
neok and head lean to the right, reminiscent
of Equus 36 A5q815.1, where the animal
has its head turned sharply to the right; (3)
the musculature is quite pronounced,
particularly along the neck and under the
mr;zzle at the forequarters, where the
necVforequarters have been pushed back
and smoothed flat; (a) the left foreleg is
terminated with an indication of a hoof (a
slieht ridge along the leading edge of the
terminated appendage).
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otherwise, the sexual organs ar€ expressed the tail is a typical onager .tat-tail,- and the
mane is rigid and erect; in this case it comes onto the crown of thl-head but-does not fall over, as
with a forelock. There may be some indication of a breast ridge (an irregular small ridge of clay
between the legs at the forequarters), but it is not a prominent feaiure ofthis-representation.

. The .m'uz'zle is long, as with rvpe ut (domesticated caballine) equids, heavily pinched to
sh"q"'-1"ovt1g from a square in rostral section to a vertical rectangle i" ";"rd section. 

-Eye 
ridges

are indicated as are the ears, which are thrown back.

The figurine should be compared for the tennination of muzzle with Equus 23 Aj.30, a T\ipE
rI (TEMPLATE) equid on the way to domestication. The hindquarters arc not ai At shitur in the two
animals - the A13 example is contained within a narrow inverted U, as is the manner of TypB I
equids; and inside, a wide, inverted v is truncated by the torso.

The manuftcture is the most, notable aspect of this object and is an example of quite
aggressive modeling by pinching and smoothing with the nng;rs. The medium musi have been
pliable and wet, as the passage ofthe fingers leaves consistent, smooth ridges along the neck.

The object has been repaired at the left foreleg and also at the muzzle, both broken in
extracting the object fiom the ground.

Emplacement should be studied. The object was found lying on its left flank wedged between
stones in the pavement of the royal r,esidence. There is perhapi a parallel trrut aZ.SOt, 

-u 
latge Ovis

tgrso' with heavy fleece. This latter object was found nestled amongst pebbles in a floo4 it is to be
determined ifthis were a domestic context

208 Equus HTNDeuARTERs rv�pE ytr M.lll

Recoveredfromfeature108locus150. length4.77. torso2.225.h i "dquu' t " ' ' '2^s9.h; �
Munsell reading 2-5YR7/4 ' color light reddish brown . preseryation: hindquarters fragmentary, onli half remains;piece broket ot l"4g& Hfituy op i*irioo fro* 4l to belly; sexual parts broken

_ The rump continues the line of the torso with a slight rise,
then curves down to join hindleg. That is, the tail is noicarried
high, and the curye of the rump to hindleg is less marked than
with carnivora. Therc is a tail hole and a deep groove from tail to
sexual parts, which are expressed. The head of the penis is
separated from the shaft by a break; the band that passed over it
has fallen away.

In making the tail hole, the tip of the instrument touched the
surface on the upper left, as it was withdrawn; on the right, a ridge
of clay was raised and not smoothed.

Equus 208 A2.111. Caudal view.
Scale I : 1.

cw K71l)

T
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The fabric is fine, with uniform small inclusions including grit and much rypsum (calcium

carbonate). The surface is smoothed, although depositional processes may have acted uniformly on

the surface to roughen it. If there is a slip, it retains some of the fine gnt used for the temper.

See COMPARATM TABLE 10 Equids Veterinary Intervention (penile strap & caudal band).

209 Equus head rYPE rI Mq25l.l

Recovered from feature 119 locus 15 . cranial length (snout to back of muzzle) 3.3 ' transverse section (cross-straps,

short axis) 0.085 . transverse section (cross-straps, long vertical axis) 1.34 . transverse section (thick part of mtzzle)

1.725. neck 1.42 . fabricfine,fewinclusions . Munsellreading 10YR8/3 . colorverypalebrown ' preservation:

ears chipped, halter broken at back of head and on lower nght cross-strap at snout

The muz.zle is thin, the crown indented, similar in manufacture to

Equus 1, but here the edges of the muzz:le are not brought together to form

a half-join at the top of the mlrzzle. The edges are, however, brought

together by pinching to form the lower part of the mtrzzle and the snout.

Eyes are impressed with a thin reed or bone, inserted from the front into

the raised edge of clay that surrounds the crown of the rfirz'zke.

The nostrils are less deeply impressed, but probably made with the

same tapering instrument. Neck and head meet at an angle of 70 degrees.
The angle at which the head/muzzle joins the neck join of some animals

may prove to be diagnostic; I have not studied this detail systematically,
but have repeatedly noted it.

There is a halter, nearly
intact, formed of separate pieces
of clay. The straps are down
each side of the muzzle andjoin
in front. Behind the nostrils, a
cross-piece encircles the snout;
there is a break on the lower

right above the snout and at the back of the head.

The snout is rounded, Yet not blunt. The muzzle is
rectangular in vertical section and terminates in a vertical
ovoid shape. The mane is not indicated. There is a
perforation/tethering ring below the snout. It is pierced
through.

On the box, I made the notation "one-stage manufacture," and in
seems not to be much treated, except for the application of the halter.

Xagar (I"U n1ak;.geartr of Akkadian equid fgurines with deconted headrtdls (53 and 54). F,quid figniin: llth
piercerl ... muzlc (r€g. no, 1395 from FS 1114, Level3 Akkedian (Oates 2001, 287 Fig. 308 and 288 Fig. 310). The
brak heads with applied halter are quite sinply modeled with less dention to the confonndion of tlhe muzzle lhan at
Urkesh. The headgear itself is more elaborate thanthe Urkesh exe4plqqs.

Equus 209 M;q251.1.
Dorsal view.

Note ridge around top
of indentedmlzle.

Scale 1.5 : 1.
(photograph V7b1905)

Equus 209 Mq251.1.
Left median plane.

Scale 1.5 : 1.
(photograph V7bl835)

fact, the surface of the object

I
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210 Equus roRso rypn rr 42q378.1

The hindquarters are flat, slightly open in an inverted U outside, solidly founded in a four-
square stance; the left foreleg joins the body at a 120 degree angle. The legs are a rounded
rectangle/ovoid in section.

Note the form of the hindquarters above the legs, which are chipped but otherwise intact. This
is the defining chamcteristic of any of the animal figurines - tfti 

-"'"y 
the legs are terminated

radically changes one's overall impression of the body type. This -uy b" on" .Juron ,o many of
animal figurines are classified as being from a single ge""s - incomplete as they are, thej. une
lumped into a single category with little regard foi other defining characteristics. In the Urkesh
corpus, the legs of Equus xe schematized, much more so than the body they support.

Musculature is smoothed with fingers.

see cottfPARATrvE TABLE 6A Appendagec t.ss (@nis, fttts, Equus) and co pARA-TrvE
TABLE Equus wpEs r . rr r rrr at the beginning of this section.

2ll Equus FoREeuARTERs rypE rr Al0.g

There is a mane, rather sharp, not pinched. The breast ridge is prominen! but narrow, and it is
this attribute tbat prorrpts the identification. Body join of rignt 

-foreteg 
is 150 degrees, rather

extreme.

Compare foreleg/body join Equus 5 A6.238, which almost turns under.

At first glance, the forequarters appear disproportionately large, but in fact they contain the
narrow breast ridge, and the scale of the object itself is large. Enen io, the stance is not as wide as,
say, torso Equus 23 A5.30.

212 Equus HEAD wrrH HARlrEss rypr rrr K3.16

READING FIGURINES

Recoveredfromfeature 133 locus 150(?) ' leng!h5.42 . forequarters2.63 . neck 0.70 . torso2.0 . hindquartei
3'16 ' tail 0.9 ' fabric medium, some inclusions . Munsell reading IOYR 8/3 . color very pale brown .
preservationt hdqffit itturt; l.gr "hipp"d, Ail torso intact rightioreleg mi

Recovered from feature 44 locus 4
medium, uniformty fine inclusions
missing, partial torso

length 5.15 . forequarters 4. I I . neck 2.01
Munsellreading 7.5YR713 . colorpink .

. torso 3.07 - height 5.93 . fabric
preservation: forequarters only; head

Recovered from third millennium levels near the city gate . length (snout to harness over mane) :.0 . freigh(6,.d
bottom of neck to cross-piece of harness above eyes) 3.55 . 

-bansverse 
section (snout in front of harness) 0.7 .

transverse section (snout, vertical axis including ring) 1.2 . fabric medium fine . Munsell reading lgyR g/3 . color
very pale browll ' preservation: head only; harness and other surface detail intact
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Equus 212 K3.16 TYPE III.
All views except ventral (break).

Scale 1 : 1.
(rendering pp F7l0)

Incised dots (studs?) decorate the hamess. A forelock is indicate4 it frlls over the hamess. The
left ear emerges from under the harness. The eyes are incised dots, as are the nostrils, which are not
widespread. The muzzle is flat. There is a tethering ring (pierced through and entire) under the
mouth. The harness is complete except under the muzzle (as with Equus 36 A5q8f 5.l). The muzzle
is rectangular in section. At the snout/ring the section becomes an inverted triangle.

In the left median and dorsal views, note the deformation of the muzzle by the applied hamess
straps; compale with Equus l8 Al.48l. Compare manc ,Equus 35 45q63.1.

See also Eqzzs 216 M1.209, a TYPE Iu equid, with wide-s€t eyes under prominent eye ridges;
the ears appear short, the muzle relatively narrow. Possibly, there is a forelock, frlling forward high
on the crown ofthe head and between the ears.

Asnr. lferde, verious (Klengel-Brandt 1978). See Eq.us 36 for precise referents. tgr s 202 bears comparison
particularly with Assur Nr. 5,14, which has stsiations on the area oorresponding to the poll-

Tall Munbeqa- -(op;f eines Eqaidm Nr. 731 Mbq 17fl#1 Reqqa Nr. 315 (Czichon, W€mer, et al. 1998, Tafel 88,
201). Ilrness sinilar. The equids are ofdifrerent ryecies.

Tell Halrwr A. Z'qridgn Nr, 97 and Nn 119 (lvleyer, huss, et al. 1994, Abb. 36 and Abb. 38) appear to bave eyes that
have been made with a rafher bold insertiori of a pointed (in the case of Nr. 97) insEument They otherwise do not
resemble the Urkesh equid at all. The harness of Nr. ll9 is decorded with parallel alternding incisions md Nr. 110
(Abb. 37) is decorated with opposing slanting lines or "chevrons."

Telt Bnk, I'igur€ 3f0 F,quid figurines with pierced mNnca and nuzlcs (I86f84, post-AkkrdiNn from I'S 1037)
(Oates 2$1, 288). The tab und€r the chin is notable. Although it is not pi€rc€4 there is a perforation above tfu td'b,

the muzzle itself.

f
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213 Equus cLAy ARTTT,ACT, EeurD TRArrTNG 8H383.2

Recovered in third millennium strata northwest of Temple BA . height (ring) 1.875 . ft ig6t (tt*h"t,'/hook) 1.9i5' height ( cwve) 2-4 ' height 1.7 . length (exfteme left, as viewed in photograph) 6.2 . thickness (left end, as
yiewed in photograph) 1.225 ' thickness (midpoin| 1.5 . thickness (right ""d, ; viewed in photograph) 0.g75 .
Munsell reading 10YR 7/3 ' color very pale brown . conservation: rutfu"" abraded overall . iret"riution: original
attachment and relationship to associated object conj

Is this a clay model for an actual bit to be executed in
metal or an organic medium, such as bone? or could it be a
hanging yoke? No anthropomorphic or animal references
have been retrieved.

This fragment is a long object (6.2 cm) pierced with
holes and with a "hook," which is broken; it is not certain
how it was attached to the larger cylinder. There is firing
bloom on the back of the object to the right of the curye.

The object is pierced from the end near the "ring" on a
diagonal emerging below the o'ring." It is also pierced
vertically at the base of the "crochet (right side as seen in
the rendering)," with the hole emerging on the bottom of the
object.

There is also a vertical hole at the left (broken) end of
object; and it is punctured four times horizontally: there is a
large hole below the two-holed curve, two punctures in the
curve, and one through a'7ing" on the end of the object.

Equus 213 BH383.2.Clay artifact.
Possible model of equid trappings.

Scale I : l.
(rendering cwF707)

Equus 213 8H383.2. Clay artifact,
perhaps representing bit

or bridle attachment.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph [not entered in roster])

Tell Mardikh @bta). Testa di equide; TM.67.F.86 Q2fT2c and other exemplars from Tav. CLXXX (Marchetti
2001, Tav. CL)OO(, 100). Interestingly, the head and the trappings seem to have been manufactured together, as if they
were made d'un seul trait and not as if one were applied over the other; see, as example, the eyes Jf 1'frA.OZ.F.l36,
which are applied first as heavy pastilles and then pierced with a relatively large, blunt instrument. The remaining
medium gives the impression that there is an appliance around the eye, part of the ttuppiog itself.

The author remarks that some of the applied pieces are combed, as TM.71.S.176, Tav. CL)OO! and distinguishes
another type, where the decoration is applied directly to the crown (TM.65.D.8 Q21T2b - but is this an equid?).

Commentary on the Ebla figurines is clearly complicated by the fact tlnt the techniques of manufacture come from
another workshop of differing traditions - and I suspect, usages for the artifacts themselves. The mental template held
by the artisans contrasts with ft" *@es that inform the Urkesh co{pgsi.
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Srindor Biikiinyi suggested that the object might be a model of the cheek-piece from an equid

harness. Compare witl fr "u" ttt 1.tqn1.l2. A contemporaneous parallel has yet to be identified.

David Anthony tells us that

..Riding is . . . suggested by the appearance of objects thought

to be cheekpieces within Sredni Stog material culture. . .

Sredni Stog cheekpieces were made on the end of an antler

tine, pierced with one or rarely two holes. The perforations

have saucer-shaped worn areas around them, apparently from

the movement of cord. . . . Their identification as cheekpieces

is as firm as any such identification can be" (Anthony 1991,

266-267).

Rather irmusingly, I thought, Juliet clutton-Brock and

colleagues make a passing remark in her essay on the faunal

evidence from third millennium Nagar, that searching for "the

first bif is as fruitless a task'oas it is to find the first equid bred

in captivity" (Clutton-Brock, Izquierdo et al. 200t,337-338).
They then go on convincingly to demonstrate that bits of some

sort were used on donkeys at Brak before the dawn of the

second millennium.

214 Equus rvrrJz;LLr,, TrP ohlt,Y MrNA-ruRE

In the end, a modern demonstration
provides quite a close Parallel

for the structure and detail of BH383.2
This is apelham, a combination

of snaffle and curb,
with a single mouthPiece.

Here, the bit is rigged using two reins.
Courtesy, Hor s eplaY Magazine -

F1.154

-et 
Ugr"it, Tell F'arah, Nnd Ur, bronze eres have be€n formd with perfordions similu to the two-holed cuxve

xop Equus 2i3. See esp. U.968i Tlpe A14, a cast o1rcn-socketed ue fiom the Royal Cemetery at Ur, unique among the

-da fr"0" lWooUey il:+, 306 and Plate 224). Tfu functional parallel is far-feiche4 of course; and exemplus are not

encountered after iargon; but the formal comparison - perfordion to defining form - gives pause. Sirnildy

manufactured objecs have been recovered in Northern Syria, although Woolley does not credit the region with inveirtion

of the form .

Tell Mozan. Other metal objects, having an equally unrehfed fimctiolu are inshuctive, in the way th€y are bent.

For quite a rcfined example, look at the garment fasteners, or pins, particdrrly M1.206, picked upform the surface of

Tell i{ozan near Area K. Civen a fafrii of sufficient tensile shengtb, it can be folded over onto itsen' forming a hook or

a ring.
The Lnristan bronzcc in many collections arormd the world feature similar pieces. As an exarnple, see the

referenced "bit with linked mouth-bari in the Minneapolis Institute ofArts (Acc. No. 6682). The object is from central

westenr Iran (Ludstan) and the dat€ of manufacture iJ given as 1200-400 (an MIA Bulletin article notes rhat "[s]ome

authorities ptace pleces of this type as edy as 8.c. 2000." The oheekpieces (vaiously, *plaqles".ol 'blates') b€nd

ao""**a iom a midpoint and tip"r to atn& *a. There is a perforation at the nidpoint tbrough which the cmss-piece

passes. There are rings atop the object neax bolh €nds.

Collcctiog ofthe Musee du Louvre (A020507) fron 6tr'er tr ' The crosspiece ofa horse bit is remr*ably like

the punctur€d bosses and hook atop Eq uus 213 BlI383-2-

Line rlrrwingt of "types of psalia" fmn the Caucasus rnd Central Russie Hittite retiefs slrow horses with

similar perforated metal pieces attached to reins *d l"utho ttuppiog*

Recovered in domestic context, third millennium stratum . cranial lenglh 2 .0 (snout to break) ' transverse

vertical section (snout, vertical axis) 0.66 . transverse horizontal s€c'tion (sout, long horizontal axi$ 0.73 ' fabric fine'

sone inclusions . Munsell reading l0YR 82 ' *lo. t
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Nostrils are deeply impressed dots, slightly flared - that is, widened by lateral movement of
the instrument used. The mouth is a shallow incised line. section is a horizontal rectangle.

Fingerprints create fine lines over all.

Compare pelt Equs 301 Zl.l88, where the pelt is indicated by very fine regular incisions. See
COIT|PARATM TABLES I & 1A Felts & surfaoa Tr€B/tmen&'.

Note that of all the coMpARATrvE examples given here, onty the Fl figwines come from a
domestic context.

215 Equus roRso rvpn r Al3q4l.2

Recovered in murtyar4 royal residence AR, adjac€nt to s€rvice s€ctor AK . length 3-98 . forequarters 1.48 .
neck 0.8 ' neck (ength) 2.29 ' torso l-35 . bindqutrbrs 2.25 . note on m€asu€nn€nt taken from rendering (cw J802)

: legs broken, mtvzle broken at midpoint of perforationa

This figurine came to my afiention late in the preparation of tbis volume, which accounts for its
q9$ti9n out of sequence apart from other TYPE I equids. It was recovered in the same area as Equus
207 above a pavement in the royal residence and poses a number of interesting questions relating to
the domestication ofequids other rhan those ofthe caballine group.

Equus 215 TYPE I Al3q4l.2.
Right median plane.

Scale I : 1.
(rendering cw J802)

The proportions of the torso approach the typological
template for equids only asymptotically, the forequarters
being quite narrow, as would be the case with TypE I equids,
but the hindquarters are rather heavier than is typical of the
genus. The body is quite compact, giving an overall
impression of heaviness; yet the animal exhibits a long neck,
thrust forward. The neck length Q.29 cm) has been taken in
vertical section from the crown to the top of the withers and
is almost two-thirds the body length, as we measure it.

The mane is erect, and the eam, terminated, ate
pointed and thrown back, measuring fully one-third the
length of the mrrz.zle (allowing for breakage). The mane is
perforated, as is the mnzzlq where it is broken. Apparently,
the animal was tethered. The tail is narrow at the base.
Most intriguing of all is the presence of a caudal band and
the remnants of a strap over the penis. These details are clear
signs of efforts at domestication among TypE I equids at
Urkesh.

Were it not for the hindquarters and compact tono, I could easily see this representation as an
echo ofthe Ishar-Beli equid'represented in a sealing reconsouction fiom third millennium layers in the
royal palace @igsre 11, in thti rvrnonucrloN to this volume). The figurine therefore shengthens
speculation thal the iconographic meaning slths sealing has to do with animal husbandry and control.
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216 Equus ToRso rYPE Im
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M.207 GIELD NUMBER 81.16)

Recovered from surface of mound during first two seasons of excavation . lenglh (left median plane) 5.55 ' lenglh

(obliquerightmedianplane) 6.43 . forequarters2.S4. neck1.18 . torso2.11 . hindquarters2.S4'tail0.74'note

on measurement: torso is measured from above in vertical section and not in frontal horizontal plane; therefore,

measurement is not diagnostic . ion: all appendages broken;mvzile and tail broken off

My observations about this animal representation are drawn solely from the renderings, For

some reason, the right median plane seems to have been drawn at something of an oblique angle and

the right median plane is considerably longer than that of the left. This is not caused by the extended

hindlegs, for the measurements are taken in the horizontal frontal plane, as with other examples

drawn from the corpus. If the figurine were held obliquely, however, with the cranial section away

from the artist, one would expect foreshortening.

Eqws 216114207 @1.16).
Caudal and qanial viewc left md right median planes.

The figurine exhibits asPects
of both domesticded and unrl,ornesticated stock

trendering after (Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1988, Fig4Q

I have placed the animal amongst male equids exhibiting the caudal band and penile strap, clear
signs ofveterinary intervention. M1.207 does bear the nega.tive impression of a caudal band. Also in
ttris category arc tlree female equids with enlarged or marked vagina, which I have taken to be
animals in heat. It is, however, with the female equids that the body proportions of M.2O7 have the
clearest parallel, particularly with the sunken belly and at least as rendered in the left median plane,
quite a long torso.
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Neither the cranial nor the caudal view places the animal amongst TypE I equids; rather - and
this is a surprise - the animal appears to be an atypical example of the domesticated TypE III equids.
Forequarters and hindquarters are exactly as encountered with Equus 36 A5q815.1, our TEMILATE
for the domesticated horse!

The figurine also exhibits at least some detail in the handling of the mane. Light incisions along
the mane have been applied in a second stage of manufacture to a separate ridge of clay pressed onto
the torso. The tail is carried high; the ratio of tail width to hindquarters width is less than | : 4.

Because of these crossover characteristics, some typical of the domesticated equid and some not,
I have called the animal TYPE I/II, to underline its close ties with other animals on the way to
domestication. Because of the erect mane and the heavy torso, I would be hard pressed to place the
animal amongst the fully domesticated equids from Urkesh.

T
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zl.l04

EQUUS

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

300 Equus HEAD wrrH IIIDENTATToNS

Recovered from surface . cranial length 2.8 . neck 1.5 . neck (long axis) 1.825 . Munsell reading 10YR 714 ' color

very pale brown . preservation: head and neck only

Equus 300 Right median plane.
Scale I : 1.

(photograph V8a-e5 1 1 1)

Of several indentations on this head, the one representing the
eye is deep, in contrast with one at the lower jaw and one near the
tip of the snout: could this representing a tethering ring? As I
interpret Silndor Bdkdnyi's notes in an unpublished manuscript on
animal figurines and their relationship to the faunal assemblage at
Urkesh, he sees the indentation at the mouth as possibly indicating
the placement for a bit.

Bok6nyi also referred in this sitme note to a "piece" of a bit.
As the note cannot refer to this figurine head, I imagine he meant
Equus 213, a convincing "model" for a bit or other horse trapping.

There is a perforation at the middle of the mane. The muzzle section is a rectangle in vertical
rostral section and an inverted triangle in vertical cranial section. The nostrils are widespread. The
mane and the snout are pinched. The top of the muzzle is indented - the fabric folds up and over
and is pushed in from the sides, in what must have been one movement of the artisan's hand.

Note the manufacture of eye and the splayed-out clay around the indentation; note also the
tr€atnent of the indentations on muzzle, mane, and nosffil. The instrument used appears to be
tapered the gesture of application wide and low.

Tell Brako Figure 310 Equid figurines with pierced manes and muzzles (reg. No. L395, from FS 1114' Level 3

Akkadian (Oates 2001,288). The erect mane is particularly notable, as is the mane in which it rises onto the crown. It is

important to remember the orientation of equid heads once separated from the torso; they are not erect, as a pendant

isht be.

301 Equus ItruzzLn'MrrYIAruRE zl.l88

Found on Tell . cranial length (snout to break) 1.245 . fansverse vertical cranial section (snout, long vertical axis)

0.57 . transverse horizontal cranial section (snout, short axis) 0.465 . transverse vertical dorsal section (break, long

vertical axis) 1.245 . transverse horizontal dorsal section (break, short axis) 0.62 ' fabric fine, with inclusions '

Mnnsell reading 7.5YR 7/4 . color pink ' ion: tip of muzzle
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Eyes are appliquded with an incised dot in the center.
Nostrils and mouth are indicated by fine incised lines. A
high mane is indicated, over the top of the head; it appears
to have been added and/or "brought up" from the body of
the figure. The snout is squarish and pinched lightly to
indent below eyes.

See COMPARATM TABLE 1A petts & Surface
Decoration.

READING FIGURINES

l@4
Equus3OI21.188 MINIATTJRE

Left median plane.
Under the glass,

one sees that the entire surface
ofthe object is covered

with fine incisions, as for a pelt.
Sca]e 1 : 1.

(rendering elb C72l)

302 Equus roRso rYPE r 21.279

Buttocks recessed. Tail thick, hangs down. The mane, rigid and erect, comes onto the crown
between ear ridges that stand out from the head. The forequarters are narrow and solidly founded.
They are triangular in section. Hindquarters stance outside is contained in a narrow inverted U;
inside, it is an inverted V (30 degrees).

The stance, with the head thrown back, as if braying, is an attitude similar to Equus 22 rwn I
and with Equus 5 A6.238 TypE r.

The fabric is folded over and pinched at the mlzle. In spite of rather narrow forequarters, they
are not solidly founded; the legs meet at approximately 70 degrees. The mane is rigid - amongst the
characteristics of wild equids. Yet the tail is wide and the torso somewhat stocky, similar to Equus
22 45.10 rypp lr.

303 Equas roRso wrrH TRACES oF pArNT TypE r/tr 21.296

Found on the surface of the Tell . length 6.95 . forequarters 2.89 . torso 2.32 . hindquarters (broken) 2.87 . height
at forequarters 3.31 ' height at hindquarters 1.58 . note on measurement: hindquarters height not diagnostic . fabric
fine, chaff-tempered, with gypsum inclusions . Munsell reading 7.5YR7/6 . color reddish yellow . conservation:
abraded overall . preservation: all appendages broken; tail broken, half of left underbelly, hindquarters and head
missing

This is a lean torso with an abrupt high mane and aprominent breast ridge. The forequarters are
triangular in section, contained within a rounded, inverted V outside. The leg/body join is defined by
slicing. The sexual parts are expressed but heavily abraded.

Found on the surface of the Tell . length 4.35 (measure taken from below to avoid sharp protruding edges of leg) .
forequarters 1.96 ' neck 1.30 . torso 1.77 . hindquarters 1.96 . tarl0.73 . heightatforequarters 4.36 . heightat
hindquarters 3.21 . note on measurement: height not diagnostic . fabric fine, uniformly fine chaff temper . Munsell

ing 2.5Y 712 . color light ion: all appendages broken; muzzle and tail broken. cr}lnf llohT (rrnv .
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Equus 303 21.296. Left median plane.
Two painted vertical lines intersect

with a third horizontal line bisecting the torso.
The lines are marked with dots.

Scale I : 1.
(photograph V10e0901)

443

There are traces of painted trappings along
the body, over the back and under the belly. The
markings cross. There may be an outline of paint
around and over the tail, between buttocks.

The mane is marked by four horizontal
strikes. Musculature is defined by scraping. The
tail hairs are incised (four strikes); the tail is broad,
flat and not caried high. This detail and the traces
of painted trappings point to a domesticated equid.

The figurine is underfired; fabric in the
center ofthe figurine is gray.

# f l



ANIMAL REPRE S ENTATIONI S
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
ATIJRKESH (TELL }d/'..f:OZAN)

COMPARATIVE TABLES

TABLE 1
Pelts & Surface Decoration

Figurines & Utilitarian Obiects

There is a tendency, as we know, to take figurines as a class of objects and not as individual
exemplars, as if each one were no different than any other. We skim over details.

The pelts and surface treatment of the animal representations at Urkesh are varied; it seemed
worthwhile to assemble a number of examples in one place, so this perception might be rendered
palpable. At various times in the manuscnpt, we have spoken about the way incised lines cut into
the surface; they may be deep, true incisions or they may be shallow, mere scratches. Not
infrequently, we have encountered what we call a "tipartite incisisn" - the tool used to make the
mark must have been a hollow reed, cut on a slant. In such a case, along the edges of the incision,
inside the "trough" made by the instrument, we find grooves that are left by the edges of the
instrument itself, In the renderings here, Claudia Wettstein has drawn this type of incision
differently from the incised line. Compare for example, the sweeping lines that decorate the wings
of Aves Al.32I, following at the same time the curve of the shallow bowl of which the bird is a
pffi, and the more complex tracings meant to show the fleece of Ovis 33.

The "utilitarian objects" mentioned here are the bowl and possibly Aves A7 .309, a stamping
tool with pommel, a device of which at least two have been recovered at the site. One might also
include Felis 26, a wheeled carnivore. I speculate further on the usefulness of the figurines
themselves in the INTRODUCTION to this volume.

t

445
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TABLES 2 & 2A
The Way Horns Join at the Crown of

Ovis & Capra

The matter treated in these two adjoittittg tables has not been much discussed. I remain
convinced that the detail is diagnostic and would enable us to distinguish amongst the genera. I have
not yet been able, however, to lonnulate a preeise postulate that eould be applied when analynng
artifacts.

There is consistency in the manner of rendering the horns of the Caprinae, of that there is no
doubt. In some few cases, I have used my provisional observation to distinguish amongst the heads
not only of goats and sheep, but also of cattle. As so many of the heads are found by themselves,
apart from animal torsos, and as a greatmany of these are further damaged, a guide to identification
would be useful. So here, I see two of the heads as sheep: the one because of the gentle join of the
horns across the crown and the other because the horns cutre down alongside the mttzzle as
opposed to thrusting back and up.

Claudia Wettstein and I have worked on the drafting of this detail a number of times, hoping
to render clearly the differences in how the horns join. What you have here is our most recent effort.

TABLE 3
APPENDAGES

Horns (Bos)

Depending upon the care exercised in recovery, archaeologieal sites abound in smallo
somewhat amorphous finds. Little bits of clay that have been modeled by hand, clearly - but to
what purpose? From what were they broken - detached?

I have tried to identify these little markers, as they were brought to me by an assiduous staff
- little falls through the net of the Global Record at Tell Mozan. As a season progressed, the tiny,
fragmentary finds began to fall into groups. It was clear that some belonged together, and not
elsewhere. These groupings lie behind the comparative tables that follow.

Horns of cattle distinguish thernselves by their prominence
on the animals themselves, by their absence on the representations,
and by the simple elegance of their execution as witnessed from
figurine fragments.

Interestingly, it is a plaque from Mari that I reference most
frequently when I think of caffle horns (Parrot I969,33a Fig. a0).
The horn itself floats above the head of the bovine; it is almost not
attached, but it is as simple and stylized as the rest of the
representation.

Mari. Plaque, now in the
Damascus Museum.
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Parrot was himself somewhat taken with the artifact, for he says:

On sent cette fois I'artiste accomplie, eui, d propos de thdmes consacrds, a su
fair Guvre personnelle en dcartant I'accessoire pour methe en valeur
l'essential.

If there is a holotype for cattle horns, this is it.

As for the appendages rendered in TABLE 3, you will notice two distinct styles of illustration.

The most recent renderings are shadowed on the curvature of the object, in an obvious attempt

at modeling. I find this effort useful, for it leads one to think of the artifact in cross section;

when in doubt about one of these admittedly nondesoript fragments, I might have attempted to

capture the cross section of the object at each end - at the (6t'f" and at the point of
attachment.

A number of patterns emerge:

oval (ellipse) ) oval (ellipse) Bos l0 A7.396, Bos 16 A5q338, Bos 110 Al0q84.l

oval ) revolves by a lllturn ) oval Bos 18 A7q667.1

thin vertical rectangle )fat vertical rectangle Bos 105 A5q805.1

vertical ellipse ) horizontal rectangle Bos f9 Agql 12.3, Bos 108 A9qllz.I

This method of analysis alerts me even now to relationships that were at first not apparent.
Bos 19 A9q1 12.3 and Bos 108 A9qII2.1, for example, were taken separately to be within the

colpus, and without - Bos 108 remains "tentatively" an exemplar. In effect, both exhibit the same

cross section and the same evolution in shape from attachment to tip. They must have been found

in close proximity - they are part of the same excavation lot and separated by only one find.

Had I methodically applied this method of analysis to each artifactretrieved, I might have felt

that there was a relationship between these two disparate and not conjoined fragments.

The exact nature of the relationship remains to be determined.

Bos ll0 A10q84.1, affenuated, differs in style of execution from the other exemplars. Judging
only from appeafance, the artifact might represent an antler. As we know, deer do not figure in the
fatrnal assemblage at Urkesh, although Capra 27 A6q148.1, a hoof nrrNnrURE, is made from
antler.
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TABLE 4
APPENDAGES

Hornt (Ovis, CaPra)

The tw.isting form of a capra hom is rurmistakable. It comes with domestication. our ovls

homs are rather mlore difficult ioidentifi, but in general, they curl down upor themselves, in a more

*.puJ.u*. tft* that of Bos. They alio cleavJtigbt to the head of the admal. By contast, Capra

homs jut up and back from the crown.

TABLE 5
APPENDAGES

Talfe (CaPra, Canls, Fdls, Ovlsl
Earc (CaPa' Ovrs)

Tails of rmimal represeiirtations do not farc well in the gtrund. Detached.figm the aftifact to

*hi"r, they belong, they often higrat€ far ftom where they finit were deposited. one seldom finds

them identified in the archaeological record.

Nevertheless, the exemplars in TABLE 5 can with some certainty be identffied as animal tails

from different genem as noLa. n some cases, they actually come from an identifable animal

(Capro Z0 atitse.+); in others, secoldary ehatacte.istics lead to the identification (Felis ll

iSiAlZ.l) n ,tiU oit"o the manner in which the appendage was fashigng! T! attached -

-oi"l"d u, u ,eparate piece and then wedged in between the buttocks (Ours 35 A1q963.28) - gives

us a clue. Some thee ftagments aJe t€ntatively pictured here'

Little nubbins that they arc, these ears are of certain identification, for they bave been taken

from more complete ,"pr.r"rrt"ti*, of the genus' The point of attachment' somewhat flattened

where the piece-of clay was pressed onto thi n aa, se€n in both ovis frapents here, led me to

include Capra tO+ etq+SS' t"ntutioe, no doubt, but useful comparatively'

TABLES 6 & 6A
APPENDAGES

Logs (Ovrs)
Legs (Canis, Fdis, Equus)

Each of the appendages here assembled exhitits the solidly founded herbivore body join'

They are relatively 
- 
stocky] as legs go, gd F: !99f . T *t articulated' unless one counts the

..crochet , of oyis 38 arqro+i: aia plr.ibty ou6 108 A7q624.1. T-hese twg exgmplars, now that I

consider them next to their iellows, .ignt it*. been assigned to Capra' for they are less stocky

than other appendages I have taken as Ovrs.

ovis 21.419 has not yet been entered into the descriptive catalog but is.included here because

of the exaggerated knee joint, similar to that o! ovis 9 A6ql9,l. A cranial li.* .- 
tratrsverse

vertical section ofthis artifact would have been helpfirl, as it might tell us more about the body-join'

Aooth", uncatalogued aftifac;-, avis Aloqll0.2, is similar in form to Equw leg frapents, but no

equid is this stockY.

TheappendagespicturedinTABLE6Apassherewithlittl€commetrary,ascomparative
material makes the case strongly. See cATALoGS'
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TABLES 7 & 7A
APPENDAGES

tegs (Caprd

Of all the fragmentary appendages, none are so carefully articluated as the Capra legs (as,
Capra 23 A5.154, Capra 214 83.35). Why this should be so, I do not know.

Particularly notable is Capra 32 A7 .301, which is remarkably similar to hanging sides of meat
in a sealing depicting kitchen work. See catAt,oc and Giorgio Buccellati's FoREwoRD to this
volume, Figure F2J4 Possible correlations : figurines and artifacts with seal motifs.

The crochets, which with some frequency terminate legs amongst the sheep and goat
representations, are also encountered amongst domesticated cabelline equids TYPE III. As
represented on a living animal, they more closely resemble hooves (see, as example, Equus 207
A13 .rze).

Capra 27 A6q148.1 is the only artifact crafted from antler that has been recovered at Urkesh.

TABLE 8
Heads with Perforated Muzzle or Tab

(Ovrs)

These exemplars are notable for their size and consistent conformation.

In the literature, researchers have tended to consider animal representations with tabs placed
at the neck or perforations through the neck as having been part of some pullcart or toy. As I have
speculated elsewhere in this volume, it is diffrcult to justiff such an assertion at Urkesh, at least in
sector AKo as the various rooms seem either to provide primary support for activities carried on by
the royal family or its administrators @xcavation Units ,4'6, A10) or to serve as storerooms
(Excavation Units A1, A5).

It is possible, I suppose, to consider a large room we have identified as a kitchen (Excavation
Unit A6), as a "domestic context," but I think noto as the scale is more appropriate to the support
services of an entire residential complex, not a single foy"r, Yet there is substantial support for the
idea that figurines are made not in workshops but by individuals in a family or private context. Dr.
Joan Oates, for example, feels that there must be some connection between terra-cotta models and
'otheir overwhelming presence at Brak in essentially domestic contexts" (Oates 20A1,293), but she
does not speculate on their function. The animal representations here catalogued, with the single
exception of Equus Flq579, a comparative example not entered in the CATALOG (see Equus 22
45.10, page 398), do not come from a domestic context, but from an administrative or service
sector.

t--
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There are numerous animal representations at Urkesh that must have been wheeled, but they
have not yet been analyzed in detail, except for those few theriomorphic artifacts in the prrr"trt
CATALOGS. Certainly, no animal torso proportional to the heads pictured here has been recovered.
Were one to consider the highly detailed and relatively large representations, Ovis 13 47.501 and
Ovis 14 A7.506, it would be necessary to consider the design imperative that dictated the manner of
representation - layered pelt and overcoat, as opposed to the tripartite incisions of the TABLE 8
heads. We have in the main avoided such discussion.

The thin horn termination, cunring back , of Ovis 303 21.94 gives pause; broken off, it might
resemble a tail, an artifact rehieved from within AK, so identified but not yet catalogued
(A I 0q661 .2, rendering cw N823).

TABLES 9A, 98, & 9C
veterinary Interuention (penile strap & caudar band)

(CamivoralFelisl

These terra-cotta representations of cats from the third millennium are obviously important in
the story told at Urkesh of domestieation, animal husbandry and the taming of wild animals from
the steppe. Their special significance for the royal family at Urkesh has been discussed in this
volume. Each, with the exception of A10.293, which tardily came to our affention, has been
technically described in the cATALoG Carnivora/Felis.

Consistent ratio andproportions have ledto the classification of these animals as Felis, which
with two exceptions are among the cats we designate as TypE II.

Felis 35 A7.11 and Felis 30221.203 exhibit decorative treatment of the genitalia,the former
visible only after skillful cleaning by Beatrice Agnelli, conservator. How this treatment might be
related to matters of domestication of otherwise untamable wild beasts is open to speculation.

TABLE 10
veterinary Interuention (penile strap & caudar band)

(Equusl

We speculate on the usage of the penile strap and the caudal band in both DISCUSST1N Equus
and cateI,oc Equus in this volume.

Three of the five equids rendered here belong to what I early on designated as a transitional
phase in the story of equid domestication at Urkesh. Equus 13 A5q843.1, Eqr 15 A7.l2l, and
Equus 16 A7q204.5 are all TYPE I/II, more hemione than ass, and certainly not horses. I would
likely, in some future assessment, assigr the other two equids rendered here to the same category.
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Researchers at Tell Brak have identified "a small, donkey-like example [of equid figurines]"
that has strapped genitals (Oates 2001,287 Fig. 309; see also 289 Fig. 311). I am rmsure whether I
would have classified this exemplar amongst the asses, because I have not measured the object, nor
have I seen the representation in three dimensions. Visual inspection of the photogaph does not, to
my mind, invite comparison of the Brak equid with the conformation of the Mozan equid published
by an overzealous journalist in National Geographic as a "horse" (Weintraub 1998). See Equus 204
TYPE I A10.79, this volume.

The figurines at Urkesh remind us that is important to acknowledge that domestication is an
ongoing process not confined to one genus, one species, one exemplar of any one fully
domesticated animal, a development that comes rather late in what has been a long and arduous
process. The penile strap and caudal band do document animal husbandry at Mozan. They are
witness to the penultimate step in an effort to control animal populations that are not as yet
domesticated nor tamed to the extent desired.

COMPARATIVE TABLES follow.
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COMPARATIVE TABLES
1-10
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Ovis 26 Felis 26

Aves A7.253

Ovis 103 Felis 24

Aves A1.321

Ovis 33 Felis 109

ffi
Ovis 304

Ayes A7.309

COMPARATIVE TABLE 1
Pelts & Surface Decoration
Animal & Bird Representations
Utilitarian Objects

Bos 300

I cm SCALE
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Felis 14 COMPARATIVE TABLE 1A
Pelts & Surface Decoration
Animal Representations

Equus 21

r
1 cm SCALE

fera 402

Capra 7

Eguus 31

A
Equus 212 & 301

Capra 1
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r

Capra I Capra 13

1 cm SCALE

Capra 200

COMPARATIVE TABLE 2
The Way Horns Join at the Crown of

Ovis & Gapra

Renderings Claudia Wettstein K71 5, K716, K7171,1714.

Capra 3
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Capra 201

COMPARATIVE
TABLE 2A

The Way Horns Join
at the Grown of

Ovis & Capra

Ovis 41

Ovis 52
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Ovis 50 48

u
Capra 211

Ovis 55atg
Ovis 43 Capra 213

Capra 300

#
Qvis 32 Ovis 36

^ br u t t- U

Capra

$
COMPARATIVE TABLE 4

APPENDAGES
Horns (Qvis, Capral

Renderi ngs Glaudia Wettstei n
1708, L709
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 6
APPENDAGES

Legs (Ovis)
Renderings Glaud ia Wettstein

1710, N818, N823

Ow.s 108

Ovis A9q112.3

Ovis A10q110.2

ffi
OvisA9q312

Ovr's 39
l-'l

f ' Y

\ . f
v

38
--..-�

,tli7/IllL

r 7

D

t l t l t
I cm. scale

Ovis 21.419
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 6A
APPENDAGES

Legs (Ganis, Fells, Equusl

Renderings Glaudia Wettstein l7{0, NBlg, NB23

Equus Jl q68.1

W uuusA14qtzt.I

EquusllTU
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COMPAR/AIIVE TABLE 7
APPENDAGES

Legs (Gapral
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 7A
APPENDAGES

Legs (Capral

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
1709, L727, Ng23

capraB4.lB n
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Heads

with Perforated Muzzle or Tab

Rendering Claudia Weftstein l7i9

1 cm. scale
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ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
at Urkesh (Tell Mozan)

PLATES
ILATES for each genus in this study have been collected here and follow in the order

presented in this volume. COMPARATM TABLES that display only one secondary characteristic

either of one genus - &s, APPENDAGES Legs (caprc) - or a differentiating aspect across genera
- os, Pelts, Suface Decoration, & Treatment - precede these plates.

Within each set of rLATES, the artifacts are displayed in order of discovery within excavation

unit. While it is possible to see this arrangement as accidental and arbitrary, I have found it useful,

for as a rule one works on a stratum at a time within a given excavation unit; there is a heightened
possibility that the objects recovered bear some relationship each to the other. Occasionally, this

may be seen upon visual inspection. Even if an artifact were to be introduced from another

contemporaneous context, it still exists within the unrty of the square; and some inferences may be

made.

All artifacts are reproduced 1 : 1, except where noted. Measurements are taken at the fulI

extension of the object, that is, in draftsperson's view. In taking measurements from the lines that

indicate the limits if these measurements, it is important to remember that some accidental aspect of

the conformation or depositional damage may not be fully visible in the section. To the extent that

this is true, only reading the actual object can provide a full statement of the object in three

dimensions.

The animal representations are ideally reproduced in six views, as explained in the

INTR9DUCTION to this volume. This is an approach to a complete diagnostic evaluation of the

object. Some renderings have already been fully reproduced in the DISCUSSION or CATALoG

relating to a given genus and therefore are not reprinted a second time.

This said, here follow

PLATES I_V

ORDER Artiodactyla

FAMILY Bovidae (SUBFAMILY Bovinae)

GENUS Bos

THE CORPUS

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

47r



READING FIGURINES PLATE I
Bos

Bos 4
1 . 7

r-**---l

wl-
f?
\j (w

Bos 1

I
I

l -
l "
I

-J ffiff)
Ql=

t _ i
2.4

ffi
L I

1 . 9

r--1'7 ---t

Lffi

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
Bos I H628, Bos 41 705, Bos 3 F721

L l
2.3

nL
3.6



PLATE II
Bos

READING FIGURINES

f.tg I

a
l

Bos 5

2.1 u.e
r-----l n

AT
r---1

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
Bos 5 H628, Bos 61305, Bos 9 H628
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READING FIGURINES PLATE III
Bos

Bos 10

4.3 3.0
-*-T

] , .

J Rendering Claudia Wettstein
^Bos 101705

6.3

4,75



PLATE IV
Bos

READING FIGURINES

Rendering Claudia Wettstein
Bos 204 J709

I t
3.8

Related Stratified Finds
Bos 204



READING FIGURINES PLATE V
Bos

4 . 1 3.2

] . '

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
Bos 206 N806, N826 (repaired)

Related Stratifed Finds
Bos 206



READING FIGURTNES

ANIMAL REPRE SENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
AT URKESH (TELL MOZAN)

PLATES

ORDER Artiodactyla

FAMILY Bovidae (SUBFAMILY Caprinae)

GENUS Ovrs

TYPE I
V I - X

TYPE II
X I -XV

478



PLATE VI
Ovis

READSI.G..FI.GURINES

Ovis 1

Ovis rYPE I

] "

Ovis 6

4.7

lRenderings Claudia Wettstein
Ovis I F725. Ovis 3 F716, Ovis 6 H72l

Scale 1 : 1 r l
2.9

Ovis 3
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READING FIGURINES PLATE VII
Ovis

Ovfs wPE r

OvisT

r l

4,5

Rendering Pietro P ozzi F7 09
Scale I : I

5.5
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PLATE VIII
Ovis

READING FIGURINES

OvisrYPE I
Ovis 13

4 8 1 6.9



READING FIGURINES PLATEIX
Ovis

Ovrb rYPE r

Ovis 13

Renderings Claudia Wettstein J704
Scale I : I



PLATEX READING FIGURINES

Ovis

Ovis rYPE r
Ovis 14

Rendering Claudia Wettstein J703
Scale I : I

-



READING FIGIJRINES PLATE XI
Ovis

-J

I
i

2.9 |
i
l

RELATED STRAflFIED FIND



PLATE XII
Ovis

READING FIGURINES

OviS rYPE n
Ovis 23

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1717
Scale 1 : 1

5.8

'l
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXIII
Ovis

Rendering Pietro P ozzi F 7 07
Scale I : 1

4.2

2.9

Ovis rYPE lr
Ovis 24

5.7
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PLATEXIV
Ovis

READING FIGURINES

Rendering Claudia Wettstein F718
Scale 1: I

6.0

35L Ovis rYPE lt

Ovis 27
(RESTORED)
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READING FIGI]RINES PLATEXV
Ovis

6.8

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1718
Scale I : 1

4.6 2:2
l-1

{ l
STRATIFIED FIND

Ovis wPE n

Ovis 203
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READING FIGURTNES

ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROMROYAL BUILDINGAK
ATURKESH [TELI MOZAN]

PLATES XVI -XXVII

ORDER Carnivora

FAMILY Canidae

GENUS Canis

THE CORPUS

FIND TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS CAN|S

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS
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PLATE XVI
Canis

READING FIGURINES

s.g

l l

2.6

Rendering Claudia Wettstein F723
Scale I : 1
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXVII
Canis

4.1

Canis 2

2.9

F;r$
ft t- tr'

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1721
Scale 1 : I
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READING FIGURTNESPLATE XVIII
Canis

s,s

s.8
Renderings Claudia Wettstein 17 21, K7 2l

Scale I : I

4.$

s.a

Ganfs 4
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READING FIG\JRTNES PLATEXIX

ffi,{
L l

2.0

Rendering Claudia Wettstein
H722 Scale I : 1
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PLATE XX
Canis

READING FIGURINES

6.9
----------l

CanlsT

Rendering Claudia Wettstein F722
Scale I : I



PLATEXXI
Canis

READING FIGURINES

rendering Claudia Wettstein G718
Scale 1 : I
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PLATE XXII
Canis

READING FIGURINES

Canis 15

2.6

t _ l
2.6

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1720
Scale 1 : I

3.8

5.0
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXXIII
Canis

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1720
Scale 1 : I

4.2

Canis 18
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PLATE X)ilV
Canis

READING FIGURINES

Canis 103

I 
u'' 

l.

Find Tentatively ldentified
as Canis

Rendering Claudia Wettstein L727
Scale 1 : 1
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READING FIGURTNES PLATEXXV
Canis

Canis 201

r' l
2.9

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1712
Scale 1 : I Related Stratified

Finds
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PLATE XXVI
Canis

READING FIGURINES

7.1

Related Stratified
Finds

Canis 204

t l
4.9

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
G7 20, K723 (caudal section)

Scale I : I
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXXVII
Canis

Canis 207
)

Related Stratified
Finds

]"ffi

Rendering Claudia Wettstein F727
Scale 1 : 1
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READING FIGURINES

ANIII\4ITL REPRE S ENTATION S
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
AT URKESH (TELL MOZAI'[)

PLATES (Felis) XXVII-XL

PLATE (Ursus)XLI

ORDER Carnivora

FAMILY
Felidae ' IJrsidae

GENUS
Felis o Ursus

THE CORPUS

FIND TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS FCI\S

RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS



PLATE XXVUI
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

Left median plane . Caudal view,
Dorsal view

Rendering Claudia Wettstein F713
Redrawn from photocopy M820

Scale I : 1

Rendering Pietro Poza F708
Scale 1 : I



READING FIGURINES PLATEXXIX
Felis

Fel[* S
TVPEI

s,0

- - '  r  l l _  ,

Right median plane
Left median plane

Cranial . Dorsal . Caudal views F7l4
. Ventral view 1730

Renderings Claudia Wettstein
Scale 1 : 1
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PLATE XXX
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

Felis 21
TYPE I

l t
, 4 . 6 f

l i
' 4.5

Rendering Claudia Wettstein K703
Scale I : 1



READING FIGURINES PLATEXXXI
Felis

Rendering Claudia Wettstein K718
Scale 1 : I
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PLATEXXKI
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

Related
Stratified Finds

Felis 203
TYPE I

'fRendering Claudia Wettstein G7l3
Scale I : I
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PLATEXXXII
Felis

READING FIGURINES
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PLATEXXXIV
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

Ventral . Dorsal views
Left median plane

Rendering Claudia Wettstein H626
Scale 1 : I

Fetrs 36
TYPE II



READING FIGURINES PLATEXXXV
Felis

Rieht median plane
Cranial. Caudal views

Rendering Claudia Wettstein H626
Scale I : 1

Felis 36
TYPE II
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t 4 . 8  1 1 5 . 1  |
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PLATEXXXVI
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

Felis
TYPE

37
tl512

Left median . Right median plane
Dorsal . Ventral views

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1724
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXXXVII
Felis

Cranial. Caudal views
Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1724

Scale 1 : 1
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PLATEXXXVIII
Felis

READNG FIGURINES

4.0

Felis 38
TYPE II

l r
L I

7 '9 '514
Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1724

Scale I : I
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READING FIGURINES PLATEXXXIX
Felis

Related
Unstratified Finds

I
I Felt's 300

I 
wPE rl

2 .g l
I
J

Left median plane . Caudal . Dorsal views
Rendering Claudia Wettstein F727
(redrawn M826 from photocopy)
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PLATE XL
Felis

READNG FIGURTNES

\

\-$
...$

Rendering Claudia Wettstein 1727
Scale I : 1 RELATED

UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

Felis 3Az
TYPE III31L

l
r
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READING FIGURINES PLATE XLI
Ursus

RELATED
STRATIFIED FINDS

Ursus 4O5
'f

l 3 ' 1  |

Rendering Claudia Wettstein H705.
Scale 1 : I
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READING FIGURINES

ANIMAL REPRE S ENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
ATURKESH (TELLMOZAN)

PLATES XLil-L

ORDER Artiodactyla

FAMILY Bovidae

(SUBFAMILY Caprinae)

GENUS Capra

THE CORPUS
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READING FIGURTNES

ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS
IN TERRA COTTA

FROM ROYAL BUILDING AK
AT URKESH (TELL MOZAN)

DESCRIPTIVE TABLES

Bos
Ovis
Canis
Carnivora (Felis)
Carnivoro (Ursus)
Capra
Equus

For each artifact recovered at Urkesh, the tables that close this volume list

measurements of body parts, taken in the manner we have described, ratios and proportions

derived from these measurements, and characteristics of the representation that consistently

appear in the genus. For each genus, the manner in which these attributes are recorded will of

course change, as explained in the text.

Representations are given a rutme that corresponds jo- the excavation squar€ or lot where

they *"te found and are listed according to an order explained in the GUIDE FoR READERS, at

the beginning of this volume:

TFIE CORPUS (1, 2,3 . . .)
TENTATIVE EXAMPLES (100, 101, laz,l03 . . .)
RELATED STRATIFIED FINDS (200, 20r,202,203 . . -)
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS (300, 301, 302 - . .)
orIrER GENERA (400, 401,402 . . .)

These tables were designed, laid out, and repeatedly revised by Aaron Strozinsky,

graphic artist.

561
567
577
584
s96
s99
605

5s9



GENUS Bos 56r

l(pnotograph V13D2538) I

GENUS Bos EOBJECT MEAsuREirENrs I

CORPUS FIELD DESCRIPTION wl v{2 w3 lg
u/l

@neck
nr3

@[ail

1 A1.12
torso

MINIATURE
1.48
w

1.45 1.47 2.8

2 A5.148
torso

MINIATURE
1 . 7 1.37 1 . 7 3.5 1 .34 0.43

3 A5q792.1
torso

MINIATURE
2.O 1 . 6 1 . 9 3.65

4 A6.156
torso with left

hindleg
MINIATURE

1.55 1.45 1 . 5 3.08

5 AGq439.1 torso 1.82 1.75 1 .89 4.28 1.64 0.885

6 A6q538.1
torso

tailintact
MINIATURE

1 . 3 1 1 . 4 1 .45 2.7 1 .25 0.83

7 A6q569.1
forequarters
bearded bull
MINIATURE

1 . 6 1.75

8 AGq626.1

torso in
process of

manufacture
MINIATURE

1 . 1 8 1 . 2 3 . 1 1

I A7.95
torso

MINIATURE
1.75 1.65 1 . 8 2.96

not
measur-

able

not
measur-

able

1 0 A7.396

torso crown &
right foreleg

intact
TEMPIATE

2 . 1 8 1.99 2.23 4.7 2 .1 0.8

1 1 A7q814.1 hindquarters 1 .74 1 .83 2.55 0.91

1 2 ATq821.1
torso

MINIATURE
1.63 1.52 1.63 3.89 0.79

1 3 A7q867.1
head

theriomorphic
attachment

1 .95
(across
horns)

1 . 3 8
(cranial)



562 Descriptive Tables

F,
l(photograph V13D2538) |

GENUS Bos
BODY JOIN STANCE

(ouTstDE)
STANCE
(rNstDE)

f)

ry
COMiIENTS

CORPUS FIELD foreleg
f) buttocks

1 F.1.12 1300 fused solidly founded
inverted U

open V
(90") Head carried high, as with Canls

2 45.148 1300 fused open inverted U Body join of legs at buttocks is
high, although buttocks fused

3 45q792.1 1350 fused inverted U open V
(80")

1 0.8 : 0.9; w1 open inverted
v (80o)

4 46.156 fused
gently incurving

inverted U; solidly
founded

open V
(800)

W1 solidly founded; narow
inverted U outside

5 A6q439.1 1350 fused solidly founded;
inverted U

open V
(90")

Tailcut (tentative
measurement);

W1 solidly founded

6 A6q538.1 12Ao fused narrow outcurving
inverted U

Tail measured at fullest possible
eXent; abraded

7 A6q569.1 Human-headed bull; fragment,
kneeling

8 A6q626.1 140o In process of manufacture

I 47.95 1300 fused inverted U oven V
(80")

1 0 47.396 1300 fused inverted U open V
(85")

1 : 0.9 : 1.02; forelegs
meet at 80o

1 1 47q814.1 fused solidly founded
inverted U

Hindquarters only;
tailthick

1 2 47q821.1 1200 fused solidly founded
inverted U

1 3 47q867.1 Theriomorphic attachment



GENUS Bos

GE,I\US BOS
TENTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

Bos 10 (A7.396). Right median plane.

MEASUREITENTS 
. I. ':

A7q747.6

A7q917.1

BODY JOIN STANGE
(ouTslDE)

STANGE
(rNsrDE)

e)
coilitENTS

coRPus foreleg
(') buttocks

100

1 0 1
Forequarters onlY

1 : 1  = w 1  :  w 1 @ n e c k

102
rounded,

inverted U

103
solidly founded

inverted U

Zebu (?) 1 :0.85: 1 ;  lg = 1.9w1;
perforated tab at base of neck; wl solidly

founded slightly incurving inverted U
(outside); truncated inverted V (inside)



Bos 10 (A7.396). Right median plane.
(photograph V13D2538)

GENUS Bos
RELAIT,D STRATIF'MI) F'II\DS

torso (zebu)
MINIATURE

head & horns
MINIATURE

414q275.3

BODY JOIN STANCE
(ouTstDE)

STANCE
(rNsrDE)

e)
cotrilitENTs

CORPUS foreleg
(ol buftocks

240 1400 open V
(900) 1 .1  :1 :  1  ;w1 open inver ted V ins ide (g0o)

201 Forequarters only;
W2 diagnostic

202 Z e b u l : O . 7 : 1
Lg = 3.3w1

203
Head, homs broken away;

Caudalsection ) rostral section:
Inverted triangle ) rectangle

204 1 1 0 0 fused solidly founded
narrow inverted U W1: solidly founded, narow inverted U

205 Caudal section ) rostral section:
inverted triangle ) rectangle

206 110" Fused
(breakage)

solidly founded
slightly outcurving

inverted U

open V
(90") w 3 @ t a i l  : w 3 > 1 : 3 ( ? )



GENUS,BoS

Bos 10 (A7.396). Right median plane.
(photograph V13D2538)

GE|{US Bos
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

BODY JOIN
STANGE
(ouTsrDE)

STANCE
(rNsrDE)

e)
coiillriENTS

CORPUS foreleg
f)

buttocks

300
Incisions applied ventrally in 2 bands around

mid-section; contained in rectangular box

l_



566 Descriptive Tables

GENUS Bos
HORIIS

aos hom (A12q743)ao"rffi
EXAMPLE. (photograph from video I
RAH 1706, Mz14) |

OBJECT
LENGTH

BODY JOIN
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTloN)

TIP
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTtoN) SECTION

t$s
FORM COiIMENTS

CORP-
us FIELD LONG

AXtS
SHORT
AXtS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

1 4 F.1.401 2.3 1 .05 0.7 0.45 0.3
parallelogram

(off-set
rectanqle)

flat above
curved

taoerino
Likely right horn

1 5 A1q980.1 2.43 0.885 0.78 0.67 oval )
rectanglE

flat above
curved

taoerino

One hom missing,
crown

1 6 ASq338 2.37 1.35 1.27 o.42 0.625 oval
flat above

curved
taperino

Tip chipped, difficult
to measure

1 7 A7q266.1 2.78 0.99 0.91 o.71 0.38 oval )
lozenge

flat above
curved

taperinq
Tip chipped

1 8 A7q667.1 5.39 2.09 1.69 0 . 8 5 0.63
oval ) oval

(axes
reverse)

flat above
curved

taoerino

Slight twist from
body join to tip

1 9 A9q112.3 2.02 1 . 5 5 1.25 o.715 0.55 oval
flat above

curved
taperinq

Tip blunt, chipped

GENUS Bos
HORNS TENTATIYE IDENTIFICATION

OBJECT
LENGTH

BODY JOIN
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTtoN)

TIP
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTtoN) SECTION FORM COilMENTS
CORP-

US FIELD LONG
AXrS

SHORT
AXtS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

104 41q147.1 1.64 0.07
not

meas-
urable

not
meas-
urable

not
meas-
urable

oval
flat above

curved
taperinq

Fragmentary

105 A5q805.1 2.6 o.o745 0.0695 0.034 0.735 rectangle )
point

geometric
curved

taoerino

One of several
"hooks" in the corpus

polished

106 A5q946.2 1 .75
not

meas-
urable

not
meas-
urable

0.0635 0.078 oval/rectangle
@ tip

flat above
curved

107 47.73 1 .79 1 .25 1 . 1 0.5 o.32 oval
flat above

curved
taoerino

Flat side smoothed

108 49q112.1 3.06 1 .86 1 . 5 7 o.44 0.88 oval )
rectangle

flat above
curved

taperino

109 A1Oq7O.2 4 . 1 3 1.49 1 .53 1 115 0.79 circle/oval )
oval

curved
tapering

Body join not flattened
norwedge-shaped to

adhere to crown;
broken at body join

fabric friable
2.5YR 7/6 - 2.5YR 5/3

1 1 0 A10q84.1
2.72

horn to
horn

0.087 0.068 0.048
horn

0.037
horn oval curved

tapering

Scraped head and
hom, perhaps a

vessel attachment



GENUS Ovis s67

GENUS Ovis
TYPE I

Ovis7 (A5q353.1) TYPE l. Left
plane. (photograph Vl 3D0045)

FOREQUARTERS : TORSO : FIINDQUARTERS
a

PROPORTION

I > 0.9 (0.75)wl s {

|  (0.61 <1)

o (0.69 < 1)hindquarters & torsoA1q474.1

o (0.8 < 1)hindquarters & torso
MINIATURE

0 (0.7 < 1)A1q773.1

o (0.84 < 1)

| (0.69 < 1)A7q16.1

o (1 > 0.86)

o (0.8 < 1)A7q667.2

o (0.64 < 1)

(0.87 < 1)hindquarters & torso
MINIATURE

l (0.6e6 s 1)

(0.985 s 1)A9q112.2

| (1 > 0.63)

r



GENUS Ovis
TYPE I

Ovis7 (A5q353.1) TYPE l. Left median
plane. (photograph Vl 3D0045)

TAIL . RATIO

)  ( 1  : 2 . 2 )

A'1q474.1 r (1 : 3.8)

41q627.1

41q773.1 o (1 :3 .a)

o (1 : 3.4)

0 (1 : 3.2)

o (1 : 3.7)

)  ( 1  : 2 . 2 )

l ( 1  : 2 . 8 )

A7q195

)  ( 1  : 2 . 7  )

14 | A7.506

)  ( 1  : 2 . 3 )

|  ( 1  : 3 . 7 )

o  (1  :3 .6 )

0  ( 1  : 2 . 5 )

)  ( 1  : 2 . 5 )

r  (1  :3 .5 )

Descriptive Tables



GENUS Ovis

GENUS Ows
TYPE I

Ovis7 (A5q353.1) TYPE l. Left median
plane. (photograph V1 3D0045)

SHARED CHARAGTERISTICS

Breast ridge; lightly
pinched mane;

angle of neck join &
thickness never

encountered with

fused
buftocks
separate

manufacture

A1q474.1

Neck thick & fused
with torso:

torso & possiblyA1q627.1

A1q773.1

T a i l  1 : 3 a t r u m p ;
full modeling

accounts for 2
readings for hindleg

Torso
uncharacteristically
thin; full modeling

accounts for 2
readings for hindleg

Torso
uncharacteristically
thin; full modeling

accounts for 2
readings for hindleg

A7.128

A7q16.1
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GENUS Ovis
TYPE I

OvisT (A5q353.1) TYPE l. Left median
plane. (photograph Vl3D0045)

SHARED GHARACTERISTICS

Layered pelt; Ovis
horns intact;

cranial width/length
ratio may prove

Hindleg/body join
(120o) not typicalof

corpus

47q867.1

solidly founded
slightly

outcurving
inverted U

\A/hen canied high,
tail ratio reads as

less than it actually

49q112.2

Inside stance
probably quite wide,
although body join in
left median place is

1 1 0 0
solidly founded,
narrow incurvng

inverted U
(forequarterc)



GENUS Ovrs 57r

GENUS Ovis
TYPE I TENTATTVE IDENTIF'ICATION

Ovis7 (A5q353.1) TYPE l. Left median
plane. (photograph V1 3D0045)

RELATED STRATIFIED & UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

OBJECT
FOREQUARTERS : TORSO : HINDQUARTERS

o

PROPORTION

CORPUS FIELD DESCRIPTION wl Y{2,. wg 1 > 0.9 (0.75)wr s r

100 A6.133 hindquarters 2 - 1 5 :
not

diaqnostic

200 Mq223.1 hindquarterc 2.86 4.2 r (.68 < 1)

201 Mq243.1 hindquarters 1.38r 2.O4 o (.68 < 1)

202 4 1 0 . 1 8 torso 2.34 2.36 2.88 o ( . 8  > . 8 < 1 )

300 A5q715.4 hindquarters
MINIATURE

1 . 3 . 1 . 8 o 0 . 8 4  < 1

LENGTH . RATIO NECK . RATIO TAIL . RATIO

CORPUS FIELD lg lg 2 Arl w1@neck >Agwl w3@tail TYPE | = 1/3w3
TYPE ll = w3/4

100 A6.133
2.245

not diagnostic

200 Mq223.1 4.3 1 .57 o (1  .2 .7 )

201 Mq243.1 2.475 .76 o ( 1  . 2 . 7 )

202 4 1 0 . 1 8 5.52 2w1
1.68 o 1.05 )  (1  :2 .7 \

300 45q715.4 3.3
not diagnostic

0.87 )  ( 1  : 2 . 1 )

OBJECT SHARED CHARACTERISTICS
COMiIENTS

CORP
-us FIELD RUTUIP BUTT(rcKS STANCE

(oursrDE)
STANCE
(rNsrDE) HAUNCHES

100 46.133 rounded fused inverted U herbivore

Hindquarters are split
in half, but object is

readable to the extent
noted

200 Mq223.1 rounded fused inverted U narrow V (35o) herbivore
Slight ridge along top

of torso

201 A2q243.1 rounded fused
rounded

inverted U
open inverted

U
herbivore Tail canied high

202 4 1 0 . 1 8 rounded fused
solidly

founded
inverted U

leg/body join
1 300

(forequarters)
herbivore

300 A5q715.4 rounded fused inverted U
not

measurable
herbivore Tailterminated
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GENUS Ovis

Descriptive Tables

TYPE II

OzuECT
FOREQUARTERS : TORSO : HINDQUARTERS .

PROPORTION

CORPUS FIELD DESCRIPTION wl V2 w3 I > 0.9 (0.75)wl s 1

22 4 1 . 1 6 torso
MINIATURE 1.285 1 . 3 1 .38 t 0 . 9 > 0 . 9 < 1

23 A1.53 hindquarters 3.37
3.7
not

diaqnostic
24 41.91 hindquarters 2.'�|9 2.58 0 0 . 8 5 s 1

25 A1.385 hindquarters 2.21 3.06 )  0 . 7 2 < 1

26 A5q135.1/
45.199

torso
(restored) 2.45 2.32 2.55 o 0.96 > 0.88 < 1

27 45.146 hindquarters 2.92 3.84 o 0 . 7 6 < 1

28 A6q595.2 hindquarters 1 .78 2.38 o 0 . 7 5 < 1

29 A.7.137 hindquarters
2.06
not

diaonostic
2.96 0.63 < 1

not diagnostic

30 F.7.370 hindquarters 2.92 3.77 0 0 . 7 6 < 1

LENGTH . RATIO NEGK . RATIO TAIL . RATIO

coRPus FIELD lg lg l2ntl wt@neck >Agwl ur3@tail TYPE ll= 1/4w3

22 A 1 . 1 6 2.6 o 0.84 o 0.27 (?) o (1 :4 .3)

23 41.53 6.42 0.67

24 41.91 5 . 1 8 o
( 1  : 2 . 5

at base)
(1 : 3.5 above break)

25 A1.385 4 . 1 7
not diagnostic 1 .02 ( 1  : 3 )

26 A5q135.1/
A5.199 6.37 o 2.O2 o 0.65 o (1 : 3.9)

27 45.146 6.6 0.9 |  ( 1  : 4 . 3 )

28 A6q595.2 2.83
not diagnostic 0.58 (1  :4 .4 )

29 F.7.137 2.75
not diagnostic 1 .O2 ( 1  : 2 . 9 )

30 p.7.370 6 . 1 1
not diagnostic 1.365

( 1  : 2 . 7
at base)
( 1  : 3 . 8

at frontal plane)



GENUS Ovis

GENUS Ovts
TYPE II

573

OBJECT SHARED CHARACTERISTICS
COiIMENTS

CORP.
US

FIELD RUMP BUTTOCKS TAIL
STANCE

(ourslDE)
STANCE
(rNsrDE) HAUNCHES

22 A 1 . 1 6
narrow

rounded

recessed
to cany tail

(?)
pendant

solidly
founded

wide
inverted U

not mea-
surable

herbivore

Snout long,
hindquarters
chipped; tail

reading tentative

23 A1.53
narrow

rounded
recessed

to cany tail
pendant

solidly
founded

foursquare

not mea-
surable

herbivore Tail intact

24 A1.91
narrow
flat at
rump

recessed
to cany tail

pendant

solidly
founded
slightly

incurving
inverted U

narrow
inverted U

herbivore

25 41.385
narrow

rounded

slightly
recessed to

carry tail
pendant

slightly
open

inverted U

open V
(50") herbivore

Left hindleg
terminated

26 A5q135.11
45.199

narrow
rounded

fused
tail applied
as separate

piece

pendant

solidly
founded
narrow

inverted U

slightly
. open

inverted V
(45')

herbivore
Cart (perforated

tabs)

27 A5.146
flat at
rump

rounded

recessed
to cany tail

pendant
solidly

founded
inverted U

incurving V
(60")

herbivore
hind leg/
body join

(60")

28 A6q595.2 rounded
recessed

to cany tail

tab
negative
outline

(pendant)

solidly
founded
narrow

inverted U

wide
inverted V

(45")
herbivore

29 A7.137 rounded
recessed

to carry tail
pendant

narrow
slightly

outcurving
inverted U

open
inverted V

(60")
herbivore

30 A7.370
flat at
rump

rounded
fused pendant

solidly
founded

flat
inverted U

not mea-
surable herbivore
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GENUS Ovis
TYPE II TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION
RELATED STRATIFMD & UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT
FOREQUARTERS : TORSO : HTNDeUARTERS

o

PROPORTION

CORPUS FIELD DESCRIPTION w{ vz w3 I > 0.9 (0.75)w{ s 1

1 0 1 41q147.1 hindquarterc 2.8

102 47q379.1 hindquarters 2.75 3.02 o 0 . 9 3 < 1

103 410.1 forequarter
(wheeled) 3.44 3.92 0.88 < 1

203 A10.20 torso
TEMPI.ATE 2.36 2.1 2.59 ) 0 . 9 2 > 0 . 9 < 1

301 21.93 hindquarters 5 .16

302 21.324 hindquarters 1.46 2.04 0.75 s 1

LENGTH . RATIO NEGK . RATIO TAIL . RATIO

CORPUS FIELD lg lg 2 Arl wl@neck >Agwl w3@tail TYPE ll =
ll4wg

1 0 1 41q147.1 3.365
not diagnostic

0.69
negative

impression
o  ( 1  : a )

102 47q379.1 6.275
not diagnostic 0.98 o  ( 1  : 4 )

103 A10.1 8.59
not diagnostic

203 410.20 4.86 o 1.79 o 0.068 o  ( 1  : 4 )

301 21.93 4.77
not diagnostic 1 . 8 1 o  (1  :3 .5 )

302 21.324 2.59
not diagnostic

0.51
0.073 (slot) r ( 1: 4 )



GENUS Ovis

GENUS Ows
TYPE II TENTATIYE IDENTIFICATION
RELATED STRATIFIED & UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

575

Ovis 203 (A10.20) TYPE ll. Right median
plane. (photograph V1 3D061 9)

OBJECT SHARED CHARACTERISTICS
coiitENTs

CORP-
US

FIELD RUIIP BUTTOGKS TAIL STANCE
(oursrDE)

STANCE
(rNsrDE) HAUNCHES

1 0 1 A1q147.1 rounded
recessed

to carry,tail
(?)

pendant
narrow

inverted U
herbivore

Reading must be
tentative as the

figurine is heavily
eroded

102 A7q379.1 rounded
recessed

to carry tail
pendant rounded V incurving V herbivore

103 A10.1 herbivore

Compare pelt
treatment and body
type with Ovis27;
usage as wheeled

vehicle may
influence body type

203 A10.20 rounded

fused
tail applied as

separate
piece

pendant open
inverted V

not mea-
surable

herbivore

301 21.93 rounded
fused

tail applied
pendant

solidly
founded

inverted U
herbivore

Cart (perforated
hindlegs)

302 21.324 rounded
recessed

to carry tail
pendant inverted U herbivore

The tail has fallen
out of buttocks (cut
to accommodate it)
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Ovls 38 (A1q10a5.3) leg. Right median
pf ane. (photograph Y8aB17 34)

GENUS Ovis LEGS,
INCLUDING TENTATTVE IDENTTTTCATION
AND RELATED STRATIF'IED FINDS

OBJECT

HEIGHT

BODY JOIN
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTtoN)

TIP
(TRANSVERSE

SEGTION} SECTION KNEE-
JOINT?

coil-
ilENTS

CORP
-us FIELD DESCRIP-

TION
LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXrS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

38 41q1045.
3

legl
"hook"

2.4 1 .23 0.925 0.825 0.615
oval)

rounded
rectangle

0 Heavily
modeled

39 A1q1048.
3

right
hindleg

1 . 3 0.74 0.69 0.52 0.48 oval)
circle

o
Fabric

folded to
shape

42 A5q260 right
hindleg

1.96 1.225 1.035 o.78 0.78 oval)
circle

t
Minimally
articulated
knee joint

4 45q719.2 right
foreleg

2.O2 1 . 3 5 1 . 1 1 0.96 0.935 oval)
circle

o Slight
taper

45 45q842.2 left
hindleg

5.36 3.5 2 .9 1 . 1 6 o.825
oval)

rounded
rectangle

a

Slight
articulation

of knee
joint.

TYPF IT?}

46 46.268 foreleg 2.28 1.83 1.27 1 . 1 2 0.92

rounded
rectangle )

rounded
rectanole

l

108 47q624-'l left
hindleg

3.65 1.59 1 . 1 5 5 1.85 0.675
oval)

rounded
rectangle

0

Tip
measured

above
hoof

109 A10q200.
1

leg/kne+
joint

3.48 1 . 5 1 .27 0.785 0.73 oval)
oval

o
Minimal

articulation
of knee

ioint

208 48q174.4 tip 1.94 1.39 1 . 1 6 o.78 0.76
oval)

rounded
rectangle

o

Tip
measured

above
blunt

termination



GENUS Canis 577

GE,NUSCanis
CanisT (A5q82.1). Left median plane'
(photograph V13D6323)

OBJECT
lEl

MEASUREilENTS
I

RATIOS

CORP.
US

FIELD
DESCRIP.

TION
wi

wl
@neck

w2 wg lg
w l <
tJ8

v2>
A4v{3

wl 2ur2
Sw3

l g s
M

1 A'1.62 torso 2.44 2.O 2.67 2.65 4.6J o o w1 <vt2
>w3

o

2 A 1 . 1 1 8 torso 1 . 5 5 1.35 1.57
not

meas-
urable

3.02 w1<vtZ

3 A1.323 torso 1.37 1.O4 1.27 1.37 4.7 o a o > 3w3

4 A1q760.1 torso 2.7 2.35 1.57 2.9 5.6 O o a o

5 A1q798.1
torso &
head

1.67 1.47 1.53 1.89 3.23 o o o a

6
A1q1058.

I
forequarters 1 . 8 1.24 '1.57

2.73
not

diag-
nostic

w1> vr2

7 A5q82.1
torso

TEMPLATE
3.23 2.2 2.76 3.57 6.56 o t t a

I A5q529.1 right foreleg
3.76

height

2.441
1 .96
body
join

0.09/
0.o72

tip

I A5q797.1
torso &
head

1.43 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 5 5

2.64
not

diag-
nostic

a o

1 0 A6q327.1 hindquarters 2.31 3.01

4.5
not

diag-
nostic

t w 2 < w 3

1 1 AGq344.1
torso

MINIATURE
1 . 1 9 5 0.93 1 . 1 8 5 1 . 1 9 5 2.9 I o a

1 2 A7.35 torso 2.45 1 . 7 2.02 2.50 5.05 o o o 0

1 3 A7.89 hindquarters 2.83 3.28 3 . 1 5 o

1 4 A.7.235 torso 2.53 2.26 2.33 3.49 4.045 l
uf2>
312w3

0 o

1 5 A7.259 torso 2.39 1 . 2 1 1 .97 2.4 4.81 o vf2>
3/5w3

o o

1 6 47.365
torso

MINIATURE
1.O7 0.086 0.095 1.07 2.64 o o o > 2w3

1 7 A7q432.1
torso

MINIATURE
1.02 0.85 1.06 1 . 4 1 2.65 o o w1 3v{2

Sw3
o

1 8 A7q975.1 torso 3 . 1 3 1 .96 2.47 3.44 6.39 o 0 o o
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GENUS Cunis
CanisT (A5q82.1). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6323)

ffiffiE iit{:iffi
SHARED CHARACTERISTIGS

coiltiiENTsCORP.
US FIELD

foreleg
body
join
(')

neck
forequarter

ioin
back buttocks tail sexual

parts

1 A.1.62 1400/850
lefUright

1 : 1 . 3 fused;
inverted U

hangs
down

I Attitude alert (head,
neck held up)

2 4 1 . 1 1 8 130(, 1  : 1 . 1 fused;
inverted U curly | (?)

3 41.323 1200 1 : 1 . 3 curved fused;
inverted U

canied
high r (?) Attitude alert (head,

neck held up)

4 41q760.1 1300 1  : 1 . 1 curved
fused;
incised

inverted U

hole;
canied

high
o

Attitude alert (head, neck held
up); the sexual parts may be

canied far forward or there may
be a band across the penis, the
only such example in the Canis

corDus

5 A1q798.1 130(' 1  : 1 . 1 fused;
inverted U

hangs
down

r (?) Attitude alert (head,
neck held up)

6 A1q1058.
I 1350 1  : 1 . 5 curved

narrow
inverted U

(forequarters)
canied

high

7 A5q82.1 130(, 1 : 1 . 5 curved
fused;

inverted U
canied

high
o Attitude alert (head, neck held

up); spitz type

8 A5q529.1 1300-
'1400

open
inverted U

(forequarters)

Leg at body joint is oval
in section

I 45q797.1 1350 1 : 1 . 3 curly Attitude alert (head,
neck held up)

1 0 46q327.1 curved inverted V
caudal flaps

canied
high

o

Herbivora body/leg join; legs
triangular in section;

hindquarters similar to Khabur
examoles

1 1 A6q344.1 1300 1 : 1 . 3 curved narrow
inverted U

canied
high

Attitude alert (head
neck held up)

1 2 47.35 1200 1 :  1 . 4

solidly
founded
narrow

inverted U

Attitude alert (head,
neck held up)

1 3 47.89 open
inverted U

canied
hish

1 4 47.235
not

measure
-able

1  : 1 . 2 curved

recessed
slightly

incurving
inverted U

canied
high

Attitude alert (spifz type, n*k
held up)

1 5 47.259 1 300 1  : 1 . 9 curved rncurvrng
inverted U

canied
high

o
Breast ridge; camivore

body/leg join; attitude alert
(head, neck held up)

1 6 47.365 1250 1 : 1 . 3 curved
slightly

incurving
inverted V

curly?
canied

high

Hindquarterc triangular in
vertical caudal section; attitude

alert (head, neck held up)

1 7 47q432.1 1  : 1 . 2 curued canied
high

1 8 47q975.1 1200 1 : 1 . 6 curued
solidly

founded
inverted U

curly
canied

high
I Attitude alert (head, neck held

up); spitz type



GENUS Canis

GENUS
TENTATIVE

Canis
IDENTIFICATION

579

CanisT (A5q82.1). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6323)

OBJECT TIIEASUREiIENTS RATIOS

CORP.
us FIELD

DESCRIP.
noN wl wl

@neck
v2 w3 lg

w l s
wo

w2>
3/4riua

w{ >ttYz
Swg

l g s
Ail8

100 A5.155
torso

MINIATURE
1 . 6 1 . 3 1 1 . 5 1 .92

1.335
not

diag-
nostic

o o o

1 0 1 A5.167
forequarterc
MINIATURE 1.75 1.365 1.38

6.34
exclu-
sive of
breast
ridge
flap

w1 > vr2

102 A5q706.2 hindquarterc 1 . 1 4 1.335

2 .15
not

diag-
nostic

o vy2<w3

103 A7.166 torso 2.88 2 . 1 9 2.39 3 . 1 5

2.375
not

diag-
nostic

t I o

104 A7q37O.1 tail
2 . 1 5

length

0.086/
0.068
base

0.85/
0.58
curl

1 .83
not

diag-
nostic

105 ATq417.1
sexual

parts, penis
& testes

2.375
length

o.45251
0.5175

tip

o.65251
0.6925
penis

o.781
0.5_75
testes

106 A7q715.1 model 2.53 2.29 2.57 o o t

107 A9q112.5 forequarters 1.46 1.14  (? ) w1 >w2
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GENUS Cunis

Descripive Tables

TENTATI\M IDENTIFICATION
SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

GOMiIIENTS
CORPUS FIELD

foreleg
body join

f)

neck
forequarter

join
back buttocks tail sexual

parb

100 A5.155 1 100-
1200

1  : 1 . 2 curved
fused
solidly

founded

carried
high;

hangs
down

i (?)

Attitude alert (head, neck
held up); forequarters and

hindquarters typically canid;
mane problematic

1 0 1 45.167 1 100 1 : 1 . 3 Legs project forward;
forequarters typically can id

102 A5q706.2 Incised;
inverted U

curly
(?) Hindlegs project back

103 A7.166 1300 1 : 1 . 3 curved narrow
inverted U

carried
high;

hangs
down

o Pinched breast ridge, carried
onto belly

104 47q370.1 curly
(?)

Exact reproduction of curly
taif on Canis2 (A1.118),

although length of
appendage and how

attached are problematic

105 47q417.1

Point of attachment is small
and argues against the

identification; although piece
would be crafted separately

and applied to the underbelly

106 47q715.1 1300 curved narrow
inverted U

The object might well be a
loom weight, but is

noteworthy for its similarity to
the "mental template' of

genus Canis, so consistently
realized throughout the

corpus - perhaps a "blank"

107 A9q112.5 1200 1 : 1 . 3 Breast ridge



GENUS Canis

GENUS Canis
RELATED STRATIFIED FII\DS

581

OBJEGT MEASURETENTS RATIOS

CORP.
US FIELD

DESCRIP-
TION

rfi
wl

@neck
V2 uA lg

wl 5
ur8

w.2>
3r4w3

wl Zwz
3 rtu0

l g s
NB

200 Mq244.2 torso 1 . 4
not

measure
-able

1 .43 3.5 w1>vt2 a

201 Mq389.1 torso 2.O 1 . 8 1.74 2.49

5.006
not

diag-
nostic

O o o

202 Mq437.1
torso in

process of
manufacture

2.O 1.37 1 . 5 2.2

2.175
not

diag-
nostic

o v{2=
7/10w3

o

203 A6.274
head &

forequarters
MINIATURE

0.575
1.49

under
ears

0.525

1.5375
snout

to torso
beak

1.5375
snout

to
torso
beak

204 A8q12.3 torso 3.3 2.4 3.0 4.O 6.4 o o O o

205 A10q146.
2 torso

not
meas-
urable

not
measure

-able
2.74 3.96 6.75 I v{2>

0.69w3
l o

206 410q719.
1

theriomor-
phic

vesselwith
two dogs at

the base

207 K3.8
torso

MINIATURE
1.425 1 . 4 1.125 1 . 5 3.21 o o o I
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GENUS Cunis
RELATTD STRATIFIED F'II\DS

Descriptive Tables

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

GOtt[ifrENTS
CORP-

US FIELD
foreleg

body join
(')

neck
forequarter

join
back buttocks tail sexual

parts

200 Mq244.2 1400 curved
Post-palace occu pation levels;

fragmentary; attitude alert (head,
neck held up)

201 A2q389.1 1200 1  : 1 . 1

open
inverted

U
caudal
flaps
raised
ridge

canied
high

0 (?) Post-palace occupation levels

202 Mq437.1 1 100 1 : 1 . 5 curved
open

inverted
U

canied
high;
may
curl
back
onto
rump

o Post-palace occupation levels

203 A16.274 Executed in ivory or bone

204 A8q12.3 1200 1 : 1 . 4 curved

open
slightly

incurving
inverted

V

caudal
flaos

canied
high

o Khabur levels; attitude alert
(head, neck held up); sprE type

205 A10q146.
2 curved

slightly
open

inverted
U

canied
high

o (?)
Attitude alert (neck approaches
vertical). Within AK walls, above

first floors.

206 A10q719.
1

\Mthin AK walls; comparative
artifact only; identification based
on aftitude, muzzle shape and

blocky body type, as contrasted
with Fef.s (function takes

precedence over typology)

207 K3.8 * 1 : 1 curved

solidly
founded
inverted

U

curly
canied

high
o (?)

*Not measurable, but body join is
similar to Canis 4 and Canr.s 8;

See lntRoDucloN for discussion
of extended forelegs, typical of
the genus; attitude alert (head,

neck held up)



GENUS Canis

GENUS Cunis
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

OBJECT NiEASUREiIENTS RATIOS

GORP-
us FIELD

DESCRIP.
Ttot{ wl

. w l
@neck

V2 rflO lg
wl 5
wg

v2>
3r4wo

wl ln2
Swg b S air3

300 21.298 forequarters 2.73
(?) 1 .94 2.69 4.62 w1 )w2

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

coililENTS
CORPUS FIELD

forcleg
body join

(")

neck
forequatter

ioin
back buttocks tail

sexual
parb

300 21.298 1350 (?) 1  . 1 . 4 curved o (?) Sexual parts visible on
underbelly
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GENUS Felis
TYPE I (or not designated by TYPE)
INCLUDING FRAGMENTS

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT [iEASUREilIENTS RATIOS

CORP-
US

FIELD DESCRIP-
TION wl wl@

neck v2 uro lg wl 5
wg

wl
@neck
-v2

v23
4/Affl

length

-3v2 -N2,

1 A 1 . 1 9 torso 2 . 1 0 1 . 6 1.74 o o o o

2 A1q48.1 forequarters 2.85 1.73 2.35

4.6
not

diag-
nostic

t

3 A.1.414 head 1 . 1 1
cranial

2.57
cranial

4 A1q558.3 torso 2.02 1.45 1 . 5 2 . 1 9 4.32 a o 0 o

5 A1q581.1 forequarters 2 . 1 2 1.40 1.74

3.72
not

diag-
nostic

o

6 A1q637.1 forequarters 2.72 2.33 2.125

5.56
not

diag-
nostic

o I

7 A1q1058.
I forequarters 1 .92 1 . 1 5 1 . 5

2.6
not

diag-
nostic

o o

8 Ar5.25.1 torso
TEMPLATE 2.23 1.76 1.7'5 2.54 5.85 t t o o

I 45q172.1 forequarters 3.26 1.78

2.31
meas-
ured
verti-
callv

4.24
not

diag-
nostic

I

3/5w1

1 0 A5q656.1 hindquarters
& torso 2.62 3.45

3.&1
not

diag-
nostic

1 1 A5q832.1 tail
0.84
body
join

0.65
tip 2.39

1 2 A5q929.1
1

torso
MINIATURE 1.23

1 3 Ai6.77 hindquarters 2.47 3.W

3.85
not

diag-
nostic

1 4 A6q106.1 torso 3.02
5 1.69 2.1 3.5 7.025 t

o
neck/
body

join is
1 : 1

o o

1 5 Ai6.129
torso (upper

half only)

1 . 1 4
not

diagn
ostic

1.74
3.06
not

diag-
nostic



GENUS Felis 585

GENUS Felis
TYPE I (or not designated bY TYPE)
INCLUDING FRAGMENTS

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

COMMENTS
CORP.

US
FIELD

leg/body
join
(")

buttocks sexual
parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

musculature caudal
band

penile
strap

1 A 1 . 1 9
Carnivora

140"
o fused

rat tail

2 Alq48.1
Carnivora

1400
o V1/ide forequarters

3 A1.414 Neck/muzzle join = 100o

4 A1q558.3
Carnivora

1400 smoothed
recessed

rat tail

5 A1q581.1
Carnivora

1400
o

6 A1q637.1
Carnivora

1400
o

7 A1q1058.9
Carnivora

1400
) ?

8 F|5.25.1
Carnivora

1300
a recessed

rat tail?
o

I A5q172.1
Carnivora

1400

1 0 A5q656.1 o
fused
wide &
raised

centrally

l ? . ?
| ?

scraped
away?

11 A5q832.1

"Rat tail" - as it might be
executed in clay - with
slight tuft at termination;
medium folded to model

1 2 A5q929.11
Fragmentary; only dorsal

section remains

1 3 A6.77

Carnivora
rump

curves to
hindleg

o

fused, cut
away to
hold tail,
incised

line

o

perhaps
negative
impres-

sion

Thin "rat tail' applied to fused
buttocks

1 4 A6q106.1
Carnivora

1350

o
mane

follows
musculature

deeply
incised to
accomo-
date tail
or high
leg join

Note mane, tailcanied high
and thick

1 5 A6.129 incised pelt Fragmentary



586

GENUS Felis
TYPE I (or not designated by TypE)
INCLUDING FRAGMENTS

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT MEASUREMENTS RATIOS

CORP.
US FIELD DESGRIP.

noN wt w{@
neclr v2 w3 lg w { S

w3

w{
@neck
-w2

U A S
4[5w1

length

3w2 "*
1 6 A6.146 hindquarters 2.84 4.49

6.05
not

diaqnostic

1 7 A6q502.1 forequarters 2.57 1.92 2.O1
2.69
not

diagnostic

1 8 A6q607.1 head 1 .59
base

1 .34
cranial

1 .66
cranial

1 9 AGq614.1 torso
MINIATURE 1.53 1 . 3 1.76 3.6

20 A6q758.1 forequarters 2.78 2.2 2.2
3.67
not

diaqnostic
t o

21 A6q1090.
1 hindquarters 2 . 1 4 3.38

3.51
not

diaqnostic

22 p.7.23 hindquarters ,t2a 2.5
3.85
not

diaqnostic

23 47.83 torso 2.87 2.43 2.56 3.23 6.39 o o 0 O

24 p.7.125
forequarters

(right
median
onlv)

1 . 7
2.33
not

diagnostic

25 A7.135 torso
MINIATURE 1.33 1 . 1 2 1.28 1,54 3 . 1 3 o O t o

26 p.7.142 forequarters 4 . 1 1 3 . 1 7 4 . 1 1
7.67
not

diagnostic
o

27 A7.335 torso
2.68
not

diag-
nostic

1 .93 2.05 2.96 5.54 O
1 . 1

I o

28 A7q398.1 paw & leg
1.91
body
join

1.08
knee

0.87
tip

2.7
height

29 47q841.2 torso 3.45 2.37
5 2_54 3.46 7.02 o o

.7w1
a

30 47q871.5 torco 3.46 2.42 2.565 3.59 7.9 o t
.68w1

o

31 A7q966.1 torso 3.06
2.4
not

diag-
nostic

2.225 3.32 6.73 o a 0 o



GENUS Felis

GENUS Felis
TYPE I (or not designated by TYPE)
INCLUDING FRAGMENTS

587

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

COMMENTS
CORP.

US
FIELD

leg/body
join

f)
musculature buttocks sexual

parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION
caudal
band

penile
strao

1 6 A6.146

Carnivora
rump

curves to
hindleq

incised,
scratched

groove
hole for tail

o Heavily abraded ventral
plane

1 7 A0q502.1 Carnivora
1 500

Heavily abraded; orientation
difficult

1 8 AGq607.1
Heavily abraded; perhaps

terminated

1 9 A6q614.1

20 A6q758.1
Carnivora

1300
decorative
markings?

Repaired with bitumen

21 AGq1090.
1

Carnivora t
deeply
incised
rat tail

I Sexual parts broken

22 47.23
rump

curves to
hindleq

o ?
deeply
incised

(cleft) tail?
Heavily abraded

23 A7.83 Carnivora
1300

I
fused
tail,

abraded
) ? Underbelly damaged;

bitumen repair

24 A7j25
I

pelt
Incised pelt on a fragment;

orientation certain

25 A7.135 Carnivora
1300

t
incised pelt

fused
tail, legs

extend far
back

Deep incision along back
ridge

26 A7,142
wheeled
vehicle

disordered
highly

detailed
incised pelt

\A/heeled representation;
deep incision on back ridge;
perhaps decorative on right

median

27 47.335 not found
I

scraping

fused
tailcarried

high,
flattened

28 A7q398.1

a
fingerprints

pelt?

29 A7q841.2 Carnivora
recessed

raised
ridqe

I Heavily abraded

30 A7q871.5 Carnivora
115(,

t
recessed
tail hangs

down

31 A7q966.1

Carnivora
1 1 0 0
rump

curves to
hindleq

i

back ridge

fused
tail hole

?
broken
away

Incised collar



s88 Descriptive Tables

Fells 8 (A5.25.1). Left median plane,
(photograph V13D2987)

GENUS Felis
TYPE I TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

torso &
hindquarters

(fore-
quarterc?)

MINIATURE

47q417.2



GENUS Felis 589

GENUS Felis
TYPE I TTNTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

Felis 8 (A5.25.1). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D2987)

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

Very problematic piece; wide
forequarters, thick bodY join
is the best way to "read" the
piece; inside leg join must be
taken as 90o, characteristic

of carnivores other then Fe[s

Object measurable only in
transverce section; cord

impressions

Torso pinched and pulled uP
to form hindqua(ers and tail

Lightly tapered, tip blunt and
rounded - did this

appendage protrude and not

Surface scraped.
Fingerprints; no taper;

possibly protrudes - 2 "1sf-

tail" variant

Mane (or raised neck ridge);
no breast ridge

Surface piece of clay not
molded on core; perhaPs a
discard - right hind leg (?)

Right foreleg projects far
forward; heavy breast ridge;

incompletely fired

Rectangle in vertical sections
slight "beard" at chin; nostrils

impressed, mouth a slit

Perforation at neck; body not
lean, yet Carnivora

hindquarters and torso; "rat-

tail?"

Fingerprints overall give
impression of pelt; torso

lean, forequarter join thick (?)



Felis 8 (45.25.1). Left median ptane.
(photograph V13D2987)

49q147.2

Descriptive Tables

GE|{US Felis
TYPE I RELATED STRATIF'IED FINDS



GENUS Felis

GENUS Felis
TYPE IRELATED STRATIFIED FINDS

Felis 8 (A5.25.1). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D2987)

COMMENTS

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

Carnivora
rump curves
to hindleg

Breast ridge ends at
forequarters

light incisions
may mark a

mane

Unequivocalexample of
veterinary intervention in
wPE I Carnivora; bitumen

repair, left hindleg.

Band quite broad; TYPE ll
second example,

veteri nary i ntervention

Breakage striking; figurine
is bifurcated, entire dorsal

section cut away
A10.20.1

Prominent breast ridge,
forequarters narrow; in
order to support body,

right foreleg would require
an articulated knee joint

(belwv break)

591
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GENUS Felis
TYPE II

Felis32 (A1.48) TYPE ll. Ventratview.
(photograph V1081711)

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT MEASUREMENTS RATIOS

CORP.
US FIELD DESCRIP.

TION wl w|@
neck vir2 ur3 lg w i <

w3

wl
@neck
-v2

virzS
415w1

length

t* 2w2

32 41.48 torso
not

meas-
urable

not
meas-
urable

1 .85 2.86 6 . 1 1

33 A|5.25.2 torso 2.3 1.625 1 . 6 2.93 4.75 O o
.7w1

o

u A6q808.1 hindquarters 2 .1 3.2 3.35

35 47.11 hindquarters 2.55 3.46
4.78
not

diag-
nostic

36 47q231.1 torso 3.55 2.53 2.98 4.00 8.42 a i o o

37 47q684.2 torso 3.75 2 . 1 2.6 3.475 7.495
.9\w1

o
.6wl

t

38 47q826.1 torso 3.84 2.79 2.75
not

meas-
ureable

7.85 o o
.7w1

o

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

COMHENTSCORP.
us

legfbody
join

f)
musculature buttocks sexual

parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
strao

32 Carnivora
160('

fused
tail hole

o ) ? Breast ridge, does not
continue onto belly

33 Carnivora
1400

o
scraped

recessed
heavy

incision
rat tail

o
t

heavy
incision

Breast ridge, does not
continue onto belly

u Carnivora

fused
rump

curves
down to
hindleg
rat tail

O

o
negative
impres-

sion
continues

tail?

35 rump curves
down to hindleg

recessed
deeply
incised
tail hole

a
o

heavy
incision

3 holes, 1
in and 2
to either
side of
penis

36

Carnivora
rump curves

down to hindleg
1300

o
scraped

recessed
incised
tail hole

o
t

scra-
tched

incision

37

Carnivora
rump curves

down to hindleg
1 150

o recessed
tail

O o
band o Forequarter very wide,

prominent breast ridge

38

Carnivora
rump curves

down to hindleg
1450

o
scraped

recessed
tail hole

o
I

light
scratches

Heavily abraded; note
disparity between apparently

heavy necUbody join and
ban bocly measurements



GENUS Felis

GENUS Felis
TYPE II TENTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

Fetis 32 (A1.48) TYPE ll. Ventral view
(photograph V1081711)

593

OBJECT MEASUREMEl{TS RATIOS

CORP.
US

FIELD
DESCRIP-

TION
wi wl@

neck
v2 w3 lg wt Sw3

wl
@neck

-v2

v2S
415ut1

length

; N2,

114 AGq952.1 forequarters
3.56
(brok
-en)

2 . 1 5 2.82 3.64 o o

1 1 5 A10q295.
2

torso 2.65 1 . 9 1 . 9 2.83 5.37 o o o

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

coitirENTs
CORP-

US

leg/body
join
(')

musculature buttocks sexual
parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal I p"nil"
band I strap

114
light incisions (mane

?)
Narrow, pronounced breast

ridge - Equus wPE I

1 1 5
o

scraped
inverted

U outside

Tail, broken, may have
extended out from bodY;

mane is added Piece of claY

t



594

GE|{US Felis
TYPE II RELATED STRATIF'IED FINDS

Felis 32 (A1.48) TYPE tl. Ventral view.
(photograph V10B1711)

Descriptive Tables

OEJECT
UEASUREMENTS RATIOS

CORP-
US FIELD DESCRIP-

TION wl w1@
neck v2 w3 lg w l S

wg

wl
@neck
-v2

w23
415w1

length
-3vlr2 -2v2

208 Mq439.1 torso 3.45 2.28 2.37 3.85 7.94 a o
.7w1

I

249 A'lO:.71 torso 3.84 3.0 2.76 3.O7 7.66 1  . 1 . 3 o
.72w1

o

210 410q146.
5 torso

2.97
not

diag-
nostic

2.47 2.64 3.8 7 . 1 7 0 t o

211 8H.509 torso 2.63 2.04 2.31 3.05 6.55 I t o I

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

COiiMENTS
CORPUS

legrbody
join

(o)

musculature buttocks sexual
parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
strao

208 Carnivora
1200 o

fused
tail hole;

raised applied
ridge

rump curves
down to hindleo

a
negative
impres-
sion of
phallus

I ) ? Incision along back ridge

209 Carnivora
1 1 5 0

o
rump curves

down to
hindleg; thick

tail
a

0
deep

groove
o Hindquarters blocky, flat

on top; forequarters wide

210 Carnivora
1 150

o
scraped

rump curves
down to
hindleg;

a o
band

t

211 Carnivora
130(,

o
decorated

regular lines
of dots

forming a grid
overlaying
the back

deeply
recessed

rump curves.
down to hindleg

o
t

heavy
incision

o
abraded

band over
penis &

visible as
negative

impression
either side



GENUS Felis

GENUS Felis
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

Felis 8 (A5.25.1). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D2987)

A1q557.2
TYPE II

-l

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

coit[rENTs
CORP.

US

legtbody
join

f)
musculature buttocks

sexual
pails

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
strap

300
Carnivora

1400

I
scraped &
modeled

recessed

rump
curves
down to
hindleg

Recovered from backfill; one
of two examples where the
torso length is closer to2vt2

301
Carnivora

1300

t
decorated

with
geometric

oattern

fused
tail heavy

hangs
down

, ?

302
Carnivora

1400?

t
modeled
scraped

deeply
recessed

rump
curves
down to
hindleg

t

t
ridge
within

recessed
buttocks;
tail hole?

t
splayed-

out
clover-
shaped
penis

head;3
holes (in
head and
to either

side)

Incision completely around
base of neck



596 Descriptive Tables

lUrsus 403 (A1.79) Left median plane. I
l(ohotograph V10E0094) |

GENUS [Irsus
OBJECT iIEASI.|REiIIENTS RATIOS

CORP.
US FIELD DESCRIP-

noN wi wl@
neck v2 w3 lg w i S

uv0

wl
@neck
-w2

uv2 S
415rn1

length

3w2 ;
403 A.1.79 torso

MINIATURE 1.63 0.92 1.34 1.72 3.76 o
1 : 1 . 5

a o

404 45.32 torso 2.85 2.2 2.95 2.95 9 . 1 5 o
1 : 1 . 3

o o

405 4Gq487.1 torso 2 . 1 3 2.30
2.66t
2.73

(bulse)
4 . 1 1 o

406 A.7.239 muzzle &
snout

1 .78
snout
long
axis

0.96
snout
short
axis

3.45
height

3.22
cranial

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

coililENTSCORP-
US

leg/body
join
f)

musculature buttocks sexual
parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
straD

403

Carnivora

130('
body/leg

jo.in

900
foreleg join

900
hindleg join

o
modeled fused

Note neck/torco ratio; may
possibly indicate species-

specific ratio

404

Carnivora

1300
body/leg

jo.'n

600
foreleg join

900
hindleg join

o fused
sharp ridge

o ) ?
ridge Note necUtorso ratio

405

Carnivora

1400
body/leg join

900
hindleg

join

o fused

406



GENUS Ursus

Ursus403 (A1.79) Left median plane.
(photograph V10E0094)

GENUS (Jrsus
TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

OBJECT MEASURETENTS RATIOS

CORP-
US

FIELD
DESCRIP.

TION
wl

w1@
neck v{2 nr3 lg

w l s
w3

w{
@neck
-v2

w2S
415w1

length

t* ' *

1 1 6 A5q706.2
hindquarters
MINIATURE

0.925
1.331
1.44
(h0

1.57
not

diag-
nostic

117 A7q849.1 torso
MINIATURE

1 . 1 5 1
1 . 1 6
(h0

1 . 1 7
1.241
1.57
(h0

2.24
not

diag-
nostic

0

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

conilttENTs
CORP-

US

leg/body
join

f)
musculafure buttocks sexual

parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
stran

1 1 6 open inverted U
slightly

recessed
incision

Hindlegs thrust out; tail wide;
overfired

1 1 7 forelegs
(145o)

Tail (?) 0.051, thick, hangs
over; forequarters read as

Canis



598

GENUS (Irsus
RELATED STRATIT'MD FII\DS

Ursus403 (A1.79) Left median plane.
(photograph V10E0094)

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT ilIEASURE]IIENTS RATIOS
GORP-

US FIELD DESCRIP.
TION wl wl@

neck v2 w3 lg w 1 3
wg

wl
@neck
-v2

w23
N5w1

length
- 3rv2 -2v2

212 A10q56.1
torso &

forequarterc
MINIATURE

1.09 00.71 1.09 1 . 1 5 5
1 : 1

t

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

conililENTs
CORPUS

leg/body
join
('l

musculature buftocks sexual
parts

VETERINARY
INTERVENTION

caudal
band

penile
strao

212

Carnivora

1500
body/leg join

140o
foreleg join

o
scraped &
modeled



GENUS Capra

Capra 1 ( 1.44). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6295)

GE|{US Cu ru
RATIOSMEASUREII'IENTS

3-79
not

diagnostic

46q1072.1

A6q1100.1

47q12.1

A.7.157

4.855
not

diagnostic

forequarters
muzzle &

horns

A7.319

3.365
not

diagnostic

47q704.1

|--



600 Descriptive Tables

Capra 1(A1.44). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6295)

GENUS Cu ra
SHAREDCHARACTERISTIGS ilren

I coMlrENTs
CORPUS FIELD

craniaU
forequarterc

V/^'

hindquarterc
(o)

tail leg/body
join pelt

1 p.1.44 Y t ^ .

deeply
recessed

caudal flaps
250

carried high
curves up

herbivore o

2 41q577.1
deeply

recessed
caudal flaps

canied high
hangs down

herbivore
TaiUhindquarters 1 : 2.8

scraped; unusual in corpus

3 A5q443.1 vL herbivore
Horn join is flat atop crown

(-Ovts)

4 4Gq144.2  

deeply
recessed

caudal flaps
25"

canied high
curves up

herbivore

5 46.166 Y I A not
measurable

canied high
curves up

herbivore

6 AGq323.1 Y I  
recessed

caudalflaps
350

canied high
CUTVES
down

herbivore o Tail broken

7 A6q648.2 ^l herbivore a?

I 46q1072.
1

recessed;
incision

canied high
curves up

herbivore I

I AGql 100.
1 vt^ '

Foreq uarters/neck proportions
determine genus; ear flaps;
horns (lozenge-shaped in

sectlon) likely curve down &
back, not foruvard, as with Ovis

1 0 A.7.7 recessed
caudal flaps

tai lcanied
down herbivore o

11 47q12.1 recessed
caudal flaps

rounded;
tailcurves

up
herbivore

1 2 A.7.157  fused

rounded;
tailstraight

out &
canied hiqh

herbivore Leg/body joi n (foreouarters)
120"

1 3 47.251 v rL herbivore

1 4 47.319 Y t L
fused
open

inverted U

rounded;
abraded

knob
herbivore Udder

1 5 A7q358.1
fused
narrow

inverted U

tai lcanied
high; "knob" herbivore

Tail long; compare form with
Capra 4, where tail starts low

on hindquarterc and terminates
above rump in a knob

1 6 47q704.1 Yt,^
fused

outcurving
inverted V

canied high
curves up

herbivore

1 7 47q813.2
fused
narrow

inverted U

canied high
"swishgs" herbivore

Realistic tail detailtypical of
genus



GENUS Capra

Capra 1 ( l.44\. Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6295)

GEI\US Cupru
TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION

601

OBJECT ilEASUREMENTS RATIOS

CORP-
US

FIELD DESCRIP-
TION w{

w1@.
neck u{2 uv3 lg

w i -
w3

\nt2 >
zl?lwi

l g 2
N2

100 A1q959.3 head with
collar (?) 1 .505 0.9

not
measur
-able

1.455
not

diagnostic

1 0 1 A6q594.1 head
with homs

2.24
across
horns

1 . 3 1 4.3
cranial

102 A10q293.2

therio-
morphic

attachment
for a vessel

2.97

3.94
cranial

not
diag-
nostic

4.645
cranial

not
diagnostic

103 Al 0q295.1 head & horn
2.84

across
muzzle

1 .58
cranial

not
diaqnostic

SHARED CHARAGTERISTICS

coilntENTs
GORPUS FIELD

craniaU
forequaftels

Y'A

hindquarters
(') tail

leg lbody
join pelt

100 A1q959.3 v tL
Heavily damaged, possibly a

discard

1 0 1 A6q594.1 v ? ?

Problematic piece, orientation
uncertain; horns do not extend
back; depending on orientation,

neck join could be thick and Bos-
like

102 A10q293.2 v t L

103 410q295.1 V
Horn terminated, ovoid in section;
object is free-standing on a "base"

- anomolous



602

GENUS Capru
RELATED STRATIFIED F'INDS

Descriptive Tables

Capra 1 ( 1.44). Left median plane.
(photograph V13D6295)

OBJECT MEASUREMENTS RATIOS
CORP-

US FIELD DESCRIP-
TION wl w{@

neck w2 uB lg wi -w3 rir2 >
Ultw1

l g l
brt2,

200 M l 1 3 head & horns
3.06

cranial
width

4.79
cranial
length

201 P2q392.2
head

(perforation
in neck)

2.22
cranial
width

3.9
cranial
lenoth

202 A9q8.1 torso 1 . 2 1 0.91 not
measurable 1 .28 3.54 I

203 41Oq114.1 torso 2.765 1 . 8 2.37 2_53 5.47 l a o

204 410.129 torso 1.85 1 . 5 1.42 1.8525 3.95 o o o

205 A.10.249 torso 2.36 1.48 1 . 7 2.5 5.57 o o o

206 410q293.1 torco & neck 2.8 1 .58 1.69 2.77 5.0 o t o

SHARED CHARAGTERISTICS

COMiTENTS
CORPUS FIELD

craniaU
forequarterc

vL
hindquarterc

f)
tail

leg /body
join pelt

200 M j 1 3 Y

201 A2q392.2 Y

202 A9q8.1 Yt,,l
fused
narrow

inverted U

canied
high

herbivore Post-palace levels

203 A10q114.1 v t L
recessed

caudal flaps
40(,

204 410.129 Y t L
recessed
narrow

inverted U

canied
high

herbivore

205 A.10.249 V/ 

deeply
recessed

caudalflaps
450

canied
high

broken
herbivore a

206 A1 0q293.1 Y I A
fused

incurving
inverted V

canied
high

curves
up

herbivore



GENUS Capra 603
@reoiinptane.!
l(photosraph V8b80817) i

WGENUS
FRAGMENTS

Cupru
LEGS ONLY

OBJECT
HEIGHT

BODY JOIN
(TRANSVERS
E SECTION}

TIP
(TRANSVERS
E SEGTION} sEc-

TION

KNEE-
JOINT

f)

@
coit-

MENTS
CORP-

US
FIELD

DESGRIP-
TION

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
.AXIS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

1 8 A1.330 leg & hoof 3.6775 1.22 0.795 0.95 0.865 ova! )
oval

) 750

spur, hoof

Cleft hoof,
perpendicular

to section

1 9 A1q855.1
upper leg

partial
hoof

3.565 1.33 1.0325 0.76 0.6 oval )
oval

o 350
hoof,

indented

Expressed
kneejoint

21 Alq899 hoof & leg 3.3005 0.92 0.675 0.8 0.7 oval )
oval

0 450
hoof,

indented
Pelt, scraped

22 A,1q931.2
I

hoof
MINIATURE

0.835
0.565
lower
les

0.46
lower
leg

0.4925 0.5 oval )
oval

hoof Cleft hoof

23 45.154
leg

hoof &
spur

3.315 1.79 1.67 0.595 0.675
oval )

oval
o 100

spur, hoof Cleft hoof

24 A5q948.1
hoof
right

foreleg
1 .91 1 .16 " 1.02 0.7625 0.6575

oval )
oval

0 100
hoof

Gleft hoof;
possible Bos
hom, curved
rather than
articulated

25 A5q1016.
4

leg & hoof 2.92 0.93 0.66 0.58 0.41
oval )

oval

o 10(,
fold in
fabric

Leg section
rotates by 90o

26 46q72.1 left hindleg 2.91 1.89 1.52 0.7125 0.564 oval )
oval

() 150

terminated

Quite blocky;
similarto

Ovis, even
though

articulated

27 A6q148.1 hoof
MINIATURE

1.65
0.86
lower
leg

o.7525
lower
leg

0.65 0.61
oval )

oval
a5( '
hoof

Cleft hoof;
antler

28 A6q324.1
right (?)
hindleg

2.6 1.59 1.265 0.67 0.5 oval )
oval

l} 10('

29 A6q854.3 left (?)
hindleg 5.9 1.57 1.05 0.&+5 0.51 oval )

oval
| 200

terminated

30 A6q1049.
1

left hindleg 4.28 1 . 7 0.86 0.81 0.7225 oval )
oval

o 45(,
terminated

(?)

Articulated
knee joint

31 A7q206-1 leg 1.93 1.05 1.025 0.795 0.795 circle )
circle

a 250 Expressed
knee joint

32 47.301
right (?)

foreleg &
hoof

4.57
1.07

below
haunch

0.94
below

haunch
o.7 0.57

oval )
oval

| 25|,
spur, hoof

u A7q9&1.1 leg & hoof
c r cche t

3.55 1.4525 0.98 0.6 0.58 oval )
oval

a 30(,
hoof,

indented

t -



604

GENUS Cupru
FRAGMENTS LEGS ONLY
TENTATT\{E IDENTIFICATION

GENUS

Descriptive Tables

Capra 23 (A5.154) leg. Left median ptane.
(photograph VBbB0B17)

Capra 23 ( 5.154) leg. Left median plane.
(photograph V8bB0817)

OBJEGT

HEIGHT

BODY JOIN
(TRANSf/ERS
E SECTTON)

TIP
(TRANSVERS
E SECTTON) sEc-

TION

KNEE-
JOINT

fl

coi|-
IIilENTS

GORP.
US FIELD DESCRIP-

TION

LONG
AXIS

SHORT
AXtS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXrS

105 45Q915.1
right

hindleg
gracile

2.47 1.09 0.74 o.745 0.5 oval )
oval terminated Possible

pelt

106 A6q80.1 leg 1 . 9 1 0.93 0.85 0.755 0.73
circle

)
circle

terminated
(?)

Abraded -
anomalous

GENUS Cupru
FRAGMENTS LEGS ONLY
RELATED STRATIFIED F'II\DS ffi

OBJECT

HEIGHT

BODY JOIN
(TRANSVERS
E SECTTON)

TIP
(TRANSVERS
E SECTTON) sEc-

TION

KNEE-
JOINT

(")

-'w
cotrr-

itEt{Ts
CORP-

US FIELD DESCRIP.
noN

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

LONG
AXIS

SHORT
AXtS

207 A8q6.1 herbivore
leg 0.8 0.7 not

found 0.4 not
found

circle
+ expressed

208 A9q64.3 leg 3.96 1 . 7 1 1 .58 0.64
not

found
oval )
square

hoof Crochet at
termination

210 410q197.
1

left
hindleg

4 . 1 1 1.82 1.26 0.61 0.585 oval )
oval

0 300
spur,

termination
Also haunch

2 1 2
A10q200.

1 left
hindleg

3.5 1 .29 1 . 1 o.78 0.7 oval )
oval

) 200

214 83.35 hoof &
lower leg

5.93
1.87

lower
leg

1.545
lower

leg
1 .78 1 . 7 1 oval )

oval
spur, hoof

Large
animal

representa-
tion; cleft

hoof

|=-



GENUS Equus

GENUS Equus
TYPE I ASINII)

605

OBJEGT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP
{JS

FIELD
DESCR.
IPTION

wt
w{@neck

w2 w3 lg

w{  >w2<w3 w{@neck
(lg)

>tgl2

l g 2
2til3

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

1 A1q836.1 head 1.97
2.2

cranial
4.0

cranial
- 5 : 4 : 6

3 A5q171.2
fore-

quarters 3 . 1 3 2.O25 3.63 2.85

4.315
not

diag-
nostic

- 2 . 3

4 A5q530.1
fore-

quarters 2.84 1.57 2.95

3.63
not

diag-
nostic

5 A6.238 torso
TEMPLATE

2.55 1 . 1 4 2.89 1.66 2.67 5.75 t
6 : 4 :  6

o 0

6 A6q493.5
fore-

quarters 3 . 1 5 2 . 1 5
2 . 1 6

? 2.43

4 . 1 2
not

diag-
nostic

o
5  . 4 ' .

7 A'7.3
head
with
mane

1 . 6
1 .55

cranial
3.62

cranial

8 47.13
fore-

quarterc 3.38 1.85 3.72 2.415

4.36
not

diag-
nostic

o
5 . 7  : 4 :

t

I 47.85
torso

and neck 2,42 1 . 5 9 2.82 2.06 2.97 5.23 4.6 :  4  :  5 .6 o o

1 0 A7.333 torso 1.98 1.07 1.75 1.56 2.0 4.56 4 . 3 :  4  :  5 . 8

11 A7.510 torso 2.84 1 .98 4.86 2.56 3.87 7.76 4 . 3 : 4  :  5 . 8 I t



GENUS Equas
TYPE I ASINID

Equus 5 (A6.238) WPE l. Right median
plane. (photograph Vl 3D6621 )

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

A1q836.1

47.510

Descriptive Tables

t



607GENUS Equus

GENUS EqUUJS
TYPE I ASINII)
TENTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

RATIOS & PROPORTIONSOBJECT

CORP
{JS

FIELD
DESCRIP-

TION
wi

wt@neck
w2 w3 lg

w { > u Y 2 <
wg *,q$;-l m

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

1 0 1 A7q424.1
muzzle &

neck
1.53

1.36
cranial

3 . 1 1
cranial

102 A7.316 torso 3 . 1 1 2.O3 2.82 2.63 3 . 1 3 6.865
4 . 7  :  4 :

4,7
o

103 A7q747.4
torso &
fore-

quarters
2.56

not
meas-
urable

1 .67 1 . 8 1
4.815

? 5 . 6 : 4 : -

104 A9.18 torso 2.48 2,04 2.63 2.27 3.31 6.O2 4 . 5 : 4 : 6

105 A10.45
fore-

quartes
2.48 1 . 0 1 2.O 2.O1

4.73
not

diag-
nostic

5 " 4 :

106 A10q148.
1

fore-
quarters,

partial
muzzle

with yoke

2.4 '1.49 3.05 1.88

4.26
not

diag-
nostic

5 : 4 :



608

GE|{US Equuls
TYPE I ASINID
TENTATT\IE IDENTIFICATION

Descriptive Tables

SIGNS OF DOT5ESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequarterc

foreleg/
body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide yes no

1 0 1 47q424.1

102 47.316 i 1300 o

103 47q747.4 o 140|, o

104 A9.18 I 1300 o

105 410.45 O 1300 o

106 410q148.1 o 1400 o

SIGNS OF DOITESTICATION

coRPUS I nem
mttzle mane tail

blunt earc short
eyeswide

l ) v
section erect flowing narrow

tufted
broad

at baseyes no

1 0 1 47q424.1 0 ears long t ) r o

102 A7.316 t o
103 47q747.4 o

104 49.18 o ) ?
canied high

105 410.45 o

106 410q148.1 o



GENUS Equus 609

GEI{US
TYPE I/II

Eqaus
OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP
{rs FIELD

DESCRIP
-TION w{

wl@neck
V2 rirg lg

w l>vY2<u t3 wl@neck
(lg)

>tsla
l g )
ailO

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

1 2 A1q618.1 torso 2.46 1.28 2.14 1.65 2.68 5.1 5 . 7  :  4 :  5 . 7 o

1 3 A5q843.1 torso 2.O2 1.27 1.64 1.86 2.38 5.42 4 . 2 : 4 : 5 I

1 4 A6.149 torso 2.65 1.95 2.34 2.35 3.25 7.45 4 . 5 : 4 : 5 . 5 o

1 5 A.7.121 torso 1.69
not

mea-
surable

not
mea-

surable
1 . 5 1 1.55 3 . 1 7 4 . 4 : 4 : 4 o

1 6 A7q244.5
hind-

quarters

2.69
not

diag-
nostic

2.78
not

diag-
nostic

o

1 7 A7.320 torco 3.45 1.74 3.45 3 . 1 7 4.05 8.65 5 . 2 :  4 : 6 o



610

GENUS
TYPE I/II

Equus 17 (A7.320) TYPE l-ll. Right median
plane. (photograph V8aE1601 )

Equus

Descriptive Tables

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequarterc

foreleg/
bodyioin (o|

breast
ridge

oronounced

narrow wide yes no

1 2 41q618.1 o 900 o

1 3 A5q843.1 I 130(' 0

1 4 46.149 O 1400 0

1 5 A.7.121 o 120o o

1 6 47q2O4.5

1 7 A7.320 ) ? 1200 o

sfcils oF DoitEsTlcATtol,l

CORPUS FIELD
muzzle mane tail

blunt eats short
eyes wide

l ) Y
section erect flouving narrow

tufted
broad

at baseyes no

1 2 A1q618. ' l o tail hole

1 3 A5q843.1 o o

1 4 46.149 o tail hole

1 5 47.121

1 6 47q2O4.5 tail hole

1 7 A7,320 t tail hole



6 1 1GENUS Equus

GENUS Eqaus
TYPE II HEMIOI\E

ffiW

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP.
US

FIELD DESCRIP.
noN wl

wl@neck

v2 w3 lg

wl >uY2 <w3 wl@neck
(lg)

>agl2

l g 2
A,t 3

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

1 8 A1.481
torco & head
MINIATURE

1 . 1 5 0.82 1.26 1.24 1.54 2.78 3 . 7  : 4 : 3 . 7

1 9 A1q615.1
forequarterc

(mare?) 2.6 1.625 2.29 2.4 2.55 6 : 4 :

21 A1q960.8 head
1.22

cranial
3.8

cranial

22 A5.10 torso & head 2.6 1 . 9 3.09 2.3 2.3 5.5 4 : 4 : 4 I o

23 A5.30
torso &

forequarters
TEMPLATE

3.25 1.55 4 . 1 7 2 . 1 6 3.20 6.48 6 . 2 :  4 : 6 . 1 o a

24 A5.109
head

("blanK')
1 .59

1 . 5 1
cranial

4.07
cranial

25 A6.257 head
1.59

cranial
4.3

cranial

26 A6q271.1
plaque with

tethered
eouid

0.785 3.03 1 . 2

27 AGq548.5
torso

MINIATURE
1.645 1 . 0 1 1.79 1.38 2 . 1 1 3.57 4 . 8 : 4 : 6 . 1 o

28 A6q1010.
1

forequarterc 2.29 '1.21 2.29 1.7225 5 . 5 : 4 :

29 47q11
head with

halter
1 .96

2.24
cranial

4.O1
cranial

30 A7.210 head
1.67

cranial
3.32

cranial

31 A7.256 torco 1 . 7 5 1 . 1 6 2.16 1.47 1.73 3.52 4 : 4 : 4 o a

32 A7q822J torso 3.01 2.25 2.75 2.46 3.9 6.3 4 . 8 : 4 :  6 . 2

33 A7q865.1

neck
partial
muzzle
("blanK)

2,O7
cranial

3.325
cranial

u A7q964.2
torso

MINIATURE
1 . 1 7 o.74 1 . 1 6 0.92 1.06 2 . 1 2 5 . 2 : 4 :  4 . 7 0



6t2

Equus 23 (A5.30) ryPE lt.
(photograph V13D7121)

GENUS Eqaus
TYPE II IIEMIOI\E

Descriptive Tables

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequartes

foreleg/
body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide yes no

1 8 p.1.481 o 1250 ) ?

1 9 A1q615.1 o 1300

21 A1q960.8

22 A5.10 o 800 t

23 A5.30 o 1200 o

24 45.109

25 46.257

26 4Gq271.1 1 15(' a

27 A6q548.5 o 1300 o

28 A6q1010.1 o 1300 o

29 47q11

30 A.7.210

31 A7.256 o 1200 o

32 47q822.1 a 1200 o

33 A7q865.1

34 47q964.2 o 1200 o



GENUS Equus

GENUS Equus
TYPE II HEMIOI\E

613

ffiW
SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzzle mane tail

blunt eals short
eyes wide

l + Y
section erect flowing

narrow
tufted

broad
at baseyes no

1 8 A1.481 a ears short I ) V
section

t canied
high

1 9 A1q615.1

21 A1q960.8 t t I ) V
section

o

22 45.10 l ? o 0 o

23 A5.30 o o T ) Y
section

I

comes
onto crown

o

24 A5.109 I t)
t ) l
section

o
comes

onto crown

25 A6.257 o l}
l + l
section

t
comes

onto crown

26 46q271.1 t o

27 A6q548.5 o

28 A6q1010.1 o

29 47q11 l ? a T ) ?
section

I

30 A.7.210 a o r ) l
section

o
comes

onto crown

31 A.7.256 o I ) V
section

t
o

incised

32 47q822J a o

33 A7q865.1 ) ? o t t t
section

o
comes

onto crown
a

u A7q964.2 o

t -



6t4

GENUS Equus
TYPE II I{EMIOIIE
TE NTATT\IE IDENTIFICATION

Equus 23 (A5.30) TYPE ll.
(photograph V13D7121)

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP.
US, FIELD DESCRIP-

TION wl
wl@neck

v2 w3 lg

w l > w 2 <
w3 w1@neck

(lg) > lgr2
l g l
Mw lg - 5 : 4 : 6

107 A.1.117 head 1.89 1.255
cranial

2.4
cranial

108 A1.363 head 3 . 1 2 1.92
cranial

2.61
(not

diag-
nostic)

109 41q773.2 decorated
head

1 . 1
cranial

3.885
cranial

(not
diag-

nostic)

1 1 0 A5q593.1 neck
fragment

3.8
height 2.O

2.41
cranial

(not
diag-

nostic)

111 46q462.2 head 1 . 8 1
(base)

1.69
cranial

3.47
cranial

112 A7j38 fore-
quarters 3.2 1 .88 2.48

2.69
(not

diag-
nostic)

1'�13 A7q603.1 fore-
quarters

2.07
not

diag-
nostic

1 . 0 1 1.57 3 . 1  :  4 :

114 A7q899.1 muzzle
('blank")

1.685
cranial

3.865
cranial



GENUS Equus

GENUS EqAUJS
TYPE II HEMIOI\E
1IENTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

Equus 23 (A5.30) TYPE ll.
(photograph V13D7121)

615

SIGNS OF DOTIESTICATION

coRPus FIELD

forequarterc
foreleg/

bodyioin (o)

breast
ridge

oronounced

narrow wide yes no

107 A1.117

108 A1.363

109 41q773.2

1 1 0 A5q593.1

111 A6q952.1

112 A7.138
w1@neck:
neck=1 :2

o 1300 o

1 1 3 A7q603.1 o 0

114 A7q899.1

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzzle mane tail

blunt eals short
eyeswide

I t v
section

erect flowing
narrow
tufted

broad
at baseyes no

107 A.1.117 o a l ) v
section

o

108 A1.363 t ? o a ) ?
section

o

109 A1q773.2 t A ) T

1 1 0 A5q593.1 ) ? I L > ? I

111 A6q952.1 0 o l ) l
section

I
(perforated

tab)

112 A7.138

113 A7q603.1

114 A7q899.1 o t r ) t
section

0

t-



616

GENUS Equus
TYPE III CABALLIhI-E

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP.
us FIELD DESCRI.

PTION wl
wl@neck

w2 w3 lg

w1 > v2<
w3 wl@neck

(ls) > lst2
l g l
M

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

35 A5q63.1
head &

neck with
mane

4.8
height 1 .52 2.475

cranial

36 A5q815.1
torso with
harness

TEMPI.ATE
1.95 1 . 1 2.53 1.65 2.225 4.4 3 . 5 : 4  . 4 a O

37 47.407

fore-
quarterc
& head,
muzzle

1 .37 1 .09
cranial

2.95
cranial

38 A7q855.1 head with
harness

1 . 7 1
cranial

3.55
cranial

SIGNS OF DOMESTIGATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequarterc

foreleg/
body join (o)

breast
ridge

oronounced

narrow wide y6 no

35 A5q63.1

36 45815.1 o 1400 o

37 A.7.407 o 1400 o

38 A7q855.1

SIGNS OF DOilIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzle mane tail
blunt ears short

eyes wide
l ) Y
section erect flowing narrow

tufted
broad

at baseyes no

35 A5q63.1 , } ? o T ) A
section

I
4-stage
manu-
facture

36 45815.1 o o I ) Y
section tail hole

37 A.7.407 o a T ) I
section

o

38 A7q855.1 o a r ) l
section

o
possible
forelock



GENUS Equus

GEI{US Equus
TYPE III CABALLINIE
TE NTATTVE IDENTIFICATION

Equus 36 (A5q815.1) TYPE lll. Left
plane. (photograph Vl 3D6396)

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORPUS FIELD
DESCRIP.

TION
wl

wl@neck vz w3 lg
w{ >w2 <w3 wl@neck

(ls): ls/2 lg f Ar3
w ls - 5 : 4 : 6

115 41.429 head (foal?) 1 .08 1.94
cranial

3 .1
cranial

1 1 6 ASq928.8 head &
mane

1 . 4 1 .55
cranial

1 .65
cranial

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequarterc

forelegl
bodyioin (o)

breast
ridge

oronounced

narrow wide yes no

115 41.429

1 1 6 A5q928.8

SIGNS OF DOIIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzzle mane tail

blunt earc short
eyes wide

l ) Y
section erect flowing narrow

tufted
broad

at baseyes no

115 F.1.429 o
o

ears
short

T ) V
section

o

1 1 6 A5q928.8 j ? o l ) ?
section

o



6 1 8

GENUS Equas
TYPE III CABALLINIE
RELATED UNSTRATIFIED FINDS

Descriptive Tables

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORPUS FIELD DESCRI-
PTION wl

wl@neck
vvrz w3 tg

wl >ul2 <wB wl@neck
(lg)

>tglz
b r
M

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

300 21.104
head with

inden-
tations

1 . 5 2.8
cranial

301 21 .188 muzzle
MINIATURE

0.59
cranial

1.245
cranial

302 21.279 torso
TYPE I 1 .96 1 . 3 2.54 1.77 1.96 4.35 4 . 3 : 4 : 4 . 3 t a

303 21.2%

torco with
traces of

paint
TYPE I/II

2.89 2.32

2.87
not

diag-
nostic

SIGNS OF..DOiIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequarters

foreleg/
body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide y€ no

300 21.104

301 21.188

302 21.279 t 80(, - 1200 o

303 21.296 t 1300 o

SIGNS OF'DOMESTICATION

CORPUS

muzzle mane tail
blunt earc short

eyes wide
, ' I ) V
,' SGGU"OII

erect flowing na]Tow
tufted

broad
at baseyes no

300 o r ) l
section

o

301 o t ? ) l
section

302 I o a ) ?
section

o
comes

onto crown
a

303 ) ? a
incised

f-



GENUS Equus

GENUS Equus
TYPE r, r/il, rro & rrr
RELATED STRATIFTED

6r9

FINDS
OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORP
-us FIELD

DESCR.
IPTION w1

wl@neck

v2 uro lg

w1 >uP <
w3 wl@neck

(lg)
>tilz

lg 2An3
w lg -  5 : 4  : 6

200 K3.17 torso
ryPE I 2.02 1.05 2.37 1.36 2.2 4.O4 5 . 9 : 4 :

4.2
t

201 A8.32
muzzle
& neck
ryPE I

1 .98
4.9
? 1.60 2-76

cranial

202 A8q138.3

head
MINIA-
TURE
TYPE I

1 .35 1 . 9
2.37

cranial

203 410.62

torso &
hind-

quarterc
TYPE I

2.425 1.65 2.37 2 . 1 2
not

meas-
urable

5.83
not

diag-
nostic

4 . 6 :  4 :

204 A10.79 torso
ryPE I 2.9 1 .69 4.8 2.05 2.57 5.4 5 . 8  : 4  :  5 . 1 o o

205 A10q146.
3

fore-
quarters
ryPE II

2.76 1 . 8 1 2.59 2.09

3.36
not

diag-
nostic

5 ' . 4  .

206 A10q312.
2

torso
TYPE I 2.66 1 . 6 1 2.61 2.'�|3 3.29 5.98 5 : 4 : 6 . 2 t

207 A13j29 torso
TYPE I 2.455 1 . 6 2.78 2.255 2.49 5.335 4 . 2 : 4 : 4 . 3 t t

208 M . 1 1 1
hind-

quarters
TYPE I/II

2.225 2.89 4.77 :  4 ' . 4

209 Mq251.1
head

TYPE II
1.725

cranial
3.3

cranial

210 Mq378.1 torso
TYPE II 2.63 0.7 '1.79 2.O 3.16 5.42 5.2 4 6.3

211 A10.9
fore-

quarterc
ryPE II

3.35 2.O1 4 . 1 1 3.07 5 . 1 5 4 ' . 4 : I

2 1 2 K3.16

head
with

harness
TYPE II

0.7
cranial

3.6
cranial

215 413q41.2 torso
ryPE I 1.48 0.8 2.29 1.35 2.25 3.98 5  :  4 . 5  : 7 . 5 I  Z 3 l g

216 M.207
(81.16)

torso
TYPE UII

I
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GENUS Equas
TYPE I, I/IIr Ir, & III
RELATED STRATIFIED

Descriptive Tables

W%
FIhIDS

SIGNS OF DOilIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

forequarters
forelegd

body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide yes no

200 K3.17 o o

201 A8.32

202 A8q138.3

203 410.62 0 | ?

204 A10.79 t 1200 o

205 410q146.3 o 1300 o

206 41oq312.2 o 1300?

207 A.13.129 o 1350 t

208 M . 1 1 1

209 A2q251.1

210 A2q378.1 o 1400 o

211 A10.9 0 1200 I

212 K3.16

215 413q41.2 o o

216 M.2O7 (81.16) I 1300 o



GENUS Equus

GENUS Equlus
TYPE r, r/[, rI, & IIr
RELATED STRATIFIED

621

FINDS
SIGNS OF DOIUIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzzle mane tail

blunt ears short
eyes wide

t ) v
section erect flowing

narrow
tufted

broad
at baseyes no

200 K3.17 I
a ) ?
section

o o

201 48.32
ears
long?

eves wide

a > ?
section

t

202 A8q138.3 o ears
short

l ) v
section

a

203 410.62 o broad at
base

204 A10.79 o ears
long

I ) I
section

o taperc
to rat tail

broad at
base

205
A10q146.

3

206 A1Oq312.
2

a o

207 A13.129 t I
T ) V
section

t
I

rat tail

208 M.111
slight rise
at rump/
tail hole

deep
groove to

sexual
oarts

209 A3.q251.1 o j ?

210 Mq378.1 a

211 A10.9 o

2 1 2 K3.16 o a l ) v
t

(forelock)

215 A13q41-2 o ears
short

r )  v
section

o
o

narrow at
base

216
M.207
(81.16)

) ?
T ) ?
section

o o



622 Descriptive Tables

GENUS Equus
NOT IDENTIFIED BYTYPE
TENTATT\M IDENTTTTCATION

OBJECT RATIO€ & PROPORTIONS

CORP
- ts FIELD DESCRIP.

TION wl

wl@neck

v2 wo lg

wl >rf,z <
wg

wl@neck
(ls) > lsr2

l g l
air0w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

119 A5q166.1 necUmuzzle
MINIATURE 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 1 8 5 2.15 0.95

cranial
1 . 3 1

cranial

120 A6q383.1 torso 2.4 1 .55

3 .1
(not

diag-
nostic)

- 3 : 2 :

121 48q624.2 neck & mane 2.26 1.092 3.09

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD
forequailerc

forelegl
body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide yes no

1 1 9 A5q166.1

120 A6q383.1 I

1 2 1 4Gq624.2

srcNs oF DOil|EST|CAT|OII

I mr,zzls I mane tail

eats short
eyes wide

I ) V
section erect flowing narrow

tufted
broad

at base

1 1 9 A5q166.1 eyes high on
crown

a ) ?
section o

120 A6q383.1

121 4Gq624.2 ) ?



GENUS Equus

GENUS Equus
NOT IDENTIFIED BY TYPE
RELATED STRATIFIED F'IhIDS

623

OBJECT RATIOS & PROPORTIONS

CORPUS FIELD
DESCRIP.

TION wl

w{@neck

v2 tru8 lg

w l > u 2 < w 3
wl@neck
(lg) > ls/2

l g 2
M

w lg - 5 : 4 : 6

2 1 4 F1 jU
muzzle,
tip only

.66
vertical/

0.73
horizontal/
@ snout

2.0 cranial
(not diag-

nostic)

SIGNS OF DOiIESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

forequarterc
foreleg/

body join (o)

breast
ridge

pronounced

narrow wide yes no

214 F1.1 i l

SIGNS OF DOMESTICATION

CORPUS FIELD

muzzle mane tail

blunt earc short
eyes wide

l ) Y
section erect flowing

narrow
tufted

broad
at baseyes no

214 F1"1i l
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GENUS Eqaas
LEGSO INCLUDING TENTATTVE
IDENTIFICATION

Descriptive Tables

Equus 23 (A5.30) TYPE ll. Right foreteg.
(photograph V 1 3D7 1 21 DETAIL)

OBJECT
HElGHT

BODY JOIN
(TRAHSVERSE

sEcTtoNl

TIP "
(TRANSVERSE

sEcTtoNt SECTION KNEE-"
JOINT?CORP

-us FIELD DESGRIP.
TION

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXrS

LONG
AXtS

SHORT
AXtS

2 41q885.7
right front
foreleg
ryPE I

2 . 1 3 1.28 0.95 0.047 0.035 oval ) oval o

20 41q718.1 right foreleg

TYPE II

3.2 1 . 6 2.75 0.7 0.64 oval ) oval o

100 A1q1058.
1

left foreleg
ryPE I

3.0295 1.825 1.74 0.0065 0.054 oval ) oval I

1 1 7 A'1q927.6
terminated

leg
MINIATURE

1.38 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.39 oval ) oval
possible

articulation
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Equus212 (K3.16) TYPE ll l. Dorsalview.
(photograph V588120)

GENUS uus
SIGNS OF HUI'IAN INTERVENTION

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS

A1q618.1

A7.121

47q11

410q148.1

A1q773.2
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